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Mathematics. - "On the expression of positive integers in the form 
ax2+ by2+cz2+dt2 T. By H . D. KLOOSTERMAN. (Communicated 
by Prof. J. C. KLUYVER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 31. 1925). 

In my dissertation (Over het splitsen van geheele positieve getallen in 
een som van kwadraten. P. NOORDHOFF, Groningen 1924). I have 
proved an asymptotic formula for the number of representations r{n) 
of the positive integer n in the form al Xl

2 + a2 xl + . . . . + 
+ a. X.2 (al' a2 . .... a. are positive integers) if s ~ 5. The proof of this 
formula is merely a direct application of a method. due to HARDY and 
L1TTLEWOOD. This method however does not give at once an asymptotic 
formula if s = 4. that is to say for the form ax2 + by2 + cz2 + dt2 (in 
order to avoid the indices I now write a. b. c. d. x. y. z. t instead of 
al. a2. a3. a4' XI' X2. X3' X4)' In this note I give the outline of a method. by 
means of which it is also possible to prove an asymptotic formula in 
this case. I write (r. q. vare integers): 

S _q~ (21CirP+ 21CiVj) 
r.q.' - .. exp 

j=fJ q q 

To every integer p which is prime to q. a number PI can be determ~ 
ined by the conditions 

P (PI + N) + 1 = 0 (mod q) 

where N is a positive integer. Then the proof of the asymptotic formula 
depends on the following 

Lemma: Let n. N. a. b. c. d. VI' V2. V3. V4 be integers. of which n, N. 
a. b. c. d are supposed to be > O. Let ft be an integer such that 
O~ft~q-l. 

Then. if p runs through those positive numbers which are less than 
and prime to q and for which also PI ~ ft. th en 

1 ( 2 ')1 7 1 
n 1C lp 2+8+1 -

I Sap.q .• ! Sbp.q" 2 SCP.q" 3 Sáp.q"4 exp - --- < Kq (n. q)4. 
~~~ q 

(1) 

where K is a constant. depending on a. b. c. d only (and therefore not 
depending on q. ft. n. N. VI. v2' v3' v4). (n. q) is the greatest common divisor 
of n and q and E is an arbitrary small positive number. 

I) More detailed proofs will be published in the .. Acta Mathematica" 
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The proof of this lemma is difflcult and intricate. In the following 
pages I shall give an outline of the proof of the inequality 

I ( 2 .) I 7 I I) n:nl -+.-I exp - --p < Kq 8 (n, q)i , 
PI~f' q 

. . . (2) 

since the essential difficulties are the same as in the case of the more 
general inequality (1). For the sake of simplicity. I shall suppose N=O, 
50 that 

PPI + 1 = o (mod q). 

In a ~-'YJ plane we shall consider the square 0 < ~ ~ 1, 0 ~ 'YJ < 1 and 

in this square we consider the point whose coordinates are ~ = l?!, 
q 

17 = I np I, where I np I is the integer, which is = np (mod q) and for 
q 

which 0 ~ I np I ~ q - 1. To every number PI lying between 0 and q a 
corresponding point can be found. 

Therefore there are cp (q) points. Let N m be the number of these 
points. which are situated in the rectangular region 

where M is a positive integer and m = O. 1. 2 .. .. M- 1. 
Then 

I exp ( _ 2n; iP) = N m e - 2~m + 0 (~ ) 
m Inpj m+1 
M~q-=:::M ; PI~f' 

and therefore 

I exp (- 2n :n ip ") Mi/ N m e - 2~ m + 0 (Mft ) . . (3) 
PI~f' q m=O 

It remains to calculate N m • In order to do this, we consider the 
function f(~, 'YJ) which can be defined as follows: 

1. 
. m m+l ft 

f(~, 'YJ) = 1, If M < 17 < -M' 0 < ~ < Cl; 
2. f(~, 'YJ) = 1 on the boundary of th is rectangie; 
3. f(~, 'YJ) = t in the summits of this rectangie; 
4. f(~. 'YJ) = 0 in all other points of the square 0 < ~ ~ 1, 0 ~ fJ < 1 ; 
5. f(~, 17) is periodic both in ~ and 'YJ, with period 1. 
Then we have 

N m = I f(PI , np
) + 0 (1), 

P q q 

I) In what follows the letter K denotes a constant. dependtng on a. b. c. d only. 
However it does not always denote the same constant. 

1* 
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where P runs through a system of residus mod q and prime to q. The 
function f(~, 'YJ) has an analytical expres sion in the form of a double 
FOURIER~series : 

where 

+'" +'" 
f(~,l])= I I ax,!l Iexp(2ni~a+2~'lÏ'YJ(3), 

u=-oo {l=-oo p 

I I 

au,~ .fff(~, 1]) exp (2n i ~ a + 2n i1] (3)d~ dl]. 

o 0 

This FOURIER~series is convergent for all va lues of ~ and 1]. 

We now have 

· . (4) 

«=-00 
+; a,,,q Iexp (2nia PI +2ni(3n p)+O(I) . (5) 

{l=-oo p q q 

Now we can prove 

I exp (2nia PI + 2ni(3n p ) = O(q+ ((3n, q)+) 
p q q , 

· . (6) 

We can substitute this in (5). The non~uniform convergence of the 
FOURIER~series causes some difficulty, which, however, is not serious. 

We find 
3 I 

N m = ~q ffJ (q) + 0 (q1+' (n, q)1) . (7) 

for every positive E. The inequality (2) now follows, if we substitute (7) 
1 

into (3), taking M= [qB]. 
The essential idea of the method described, is that the calculation of 

a sum, wh ere P does not run through a complete system of residus to 
mod q and prime to q (in fact we had PI ~ ft), can be reduced to the 
calculation of sums, like (6), where P runs through a complete system 
of residus mod q and prime to q. The proof of (6) is also difficult. It has 
been proved by LITTLEWOOD in the particular case, where (a, q) = 
((3n, q) = 1. (This proof has not been published). I have succeeded in 
extending LITTLEWOOD's method for the most general case. 

An application of the HARDY~LITTLEwOOD~method making use of the 
lemma mentioned above, now gives the following result: 

n 2 !.?:+, 
r{n) = Va bed n S (n) + 0 (n 18 

) • · . (8) 

for every positive E, where 

S (n) - I Aq, A q - q I Sap,q Sbp,q Scp, q Sdp,q exp ---_ _ -i 00 ( 2nniP) 
q=1 q 

(9) 
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(wh ere Sap , q etc. are GAUSSIAN sums and wh ere p runs through all 
positive integers less than and prime to q). and S (n) is the singular 
series. 

Before we can conclude. that 

71.
2 

r (n) - - -== n S (n) 
Vabcd 

(10) 

a detailed examination of the singular series is necessary. Por it may 
happen that S (n) is small for large values of n. 

We have 

Hence 

S(n)=flxr.J" 

where the right hand side is an infinite product. where r.; runs through 
all prime numbers and where 

Xr.; = 1 + Ar.; + Ar.;2 + Ar.;s + ... 
The factors Xr.; can be calculated from the second formula (9). by 

substituting the explicit values of the GAUSSIAN sums. 
If we carry out the examination of the singular series in th is way. 

we are led to complicated algebraical calculations. and a large number 
of special cases have got to be treated separately. Therefore I have 
carried out the examination for the special case only. where a. b. c and 
d are odd. Then it is possible to prove 

K 
S (n) > I I > 0 og ogn 

if the following conditions are satisfied: 
A. There is no prime number which divides three or four of the 

numbers a. b. c. d. 
B. There is no odd prime r.;. for which the following relations are 

true simultaneously 

tJ21 a. b = r.; bi' (bi' r.;) = (c. tJ) = (d. tJ) = 1. (c;) (- lt~l = - 1. 

C. The same for the relations: 

( d) t;}'-l 
(c. r.J') = (d. r.J') = 1. r.;2J a. tJ21 b. ct;}' (- 1)-2- = - 1. 

D. The same for the relations: 

a=t;}'al' b=r.J' bi' (al' t;}')=(bl . t;}') = (C. t;}')=(d.t:<l)= 1. 

(al b~Cd)= 1. (c;)(-lt~l =-1. 
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E. The same for the relations 

a + b _ 2 (mod 4). a + c == 2 (mod 4). 

a + d == 2 (mod 4). a + b + c + d == 4 (mod 8). 

F. The conditions. that are obtained from B.-E. by permutation of 
a. b.c.d. 

If these conditions are satisfied the formula (1O) is true. and therefore 
we have the following result: 

If a. b. c and d are odd and if the conditions A.-F. are fulfilled. 
then th ere is only a fini te number of integers which can not be written 
in the form ar + by2 + CZ2 + dt2 and the asymptotic behaviour of the 
number r{n) of representations of the number n is given by (10). 

The Hague. October 1925. 



Physics. - "The Duration of the Metastable S 3 - and s5-states of Neon. " 
By H . B. DORGELO. (Communicated by Prof. H . A. LORENTZ. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 26, 1925). 

K. W. MEISSNER's 1) researches on the absorption in excited Neon 
have shown clearly that the S 3 - and sü-states of Neon have a long er 
duration than the S2- and s4-states. 

It followed from the theoretical considerations of S . G OU DSMIT 2) and 
P . J ORDAN 3) concerning the character of the fundamental term of Neon 
th at the transitions from the S:r and sü-states to the fundamental 
state of the atom must be forbidden transitions , hence thélt the s3- and 
s5-states should he considered to be metastable states of the atom. 

The investigations of G . HERTZ 4) and TH. LVMAN and F. A. SA UNDERS 5) 
in the extreme ultraviolet have corroborated this view. Only those lines 
appear that correspond to transitions of the emitting electron from the 
s~- a nd s4-stél t -::S to the fundamental state. This compktely accounts 
for the results of MEISSN ER in his absorption measurements of excited 
Neon. For when we have an absorption tube in which the Neon atoms have 
been brought to the s-states e.g. through discharge, and when these atoms 
are illuminated by light of a Neon column standing behind it, those of the 
lines of the principal series of Neon will be absorbed that have the 
metastable S 3 - and s5-states as final level. In the absorrtion tube the 
excited atoms will be brought through the light that strikes them from the 
metastable S 3 - and s i) -states into the higher-situated p -states. 

What has been said is also in harmony with the appearance of self
reversal of the 2s5-2p and 2s3-2p lines in a Neon low voltage arc, which 
can easily be observed by the aid of a Lummer-Gehrcke plate. 

In consequence of this self-reversal the Neon low voltage arc gives 
another distribution of intensity over the Hnes of the H .S . than that 
measured by the author for the Neon column 6). If on one plate with the 
same time of exposure a photo is taken of the Neon spectrum of a Neon 

1) K. W. MEISSNER, Ann. d. Phys. 76. 124. 1925 Paschen Festschrlft. 
2) S. GOUDSMIT, Physica 5. 70. 1925. Z. f. Phys. 32. lil . 1925. 
3) P. lORDAN, Z . f. Phys. 31. 877. 1925. 
4) G. HERTZ, Die Naturwissenschaften 13. 489. 1925. Z. f. Phys. 32. 933. 1925. 

Physica 5. 189. 1925. 
5) TH. LVMAN and F . A. SAUNDERS, Phys. Rev . 25. 88f . 1<;25. 
6) H. B. DORGELO, Physica 5. 90. 1925. 
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low voltage arc and one of a Neon column. and if the intensities of thc 
sources of light are regulated 50 that the intensities of the 2s4-2p and 
2s2-2p are the same in the two photos. the 2s5-2p anà 2s3-2p lines 
(especially the stronger lines) of the Neon low voltage arc appear to be 
fainter than those of the Neon column. which is fully explained by the 
appearing self-reversal. 

In order to examine this absorption by excited Neon more closely. 
MEISSNER's absorptiop experiments mentioned before were repeated uy me 
with an arrangement which rendered it possible to measure this absorption 
quantitatively. 

By the aid of the arrangement described already more than once 1). in 
which a row of light-reducers placed in the path of the light was imaged in 
a suitable way on the slit of the spectrograph. three photos of the light of 
a positive Neon column were successively made on one plate with the 
same time of exposure. which photos are reproduced in fig . 1. 

I I • I e 11 
spectrum I 
(without abs.) 

I I I I I I 11 I 
() lil Y •• Y .. 

I 
spectrum II 
(with abs.) 

I I 

I I 

spectrum III 
(without abs.) 

I I I I I I I I I 
\0 Nr"l 'I" \0 r"l N 
0 000 r"l \0 'ot< lt'I 
lt'I 'I" r"l r"l N 00 
\0 \0 \0 \0 \0 \0 lt'I 

Fig. 1. 

The spectra land 11 reproduce the photos of a part of the Neonspectrum 
of a Neon column. the light of which has traversed the absorption tube. 
while the excited atoms in this absorption tube have not yet been brought 
to a state of excitation. 

Spectrum 11 gives the reproduction of the photos of the spectrum of the 
emission tube. taken while the atoms in the absorption tube were in 
excited state. 

I) H. B. DORGBLO. Z. f. Phys. 13. 206. 1923. Physlca 3. 138. 1923. 
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Spectra land 111 were photographed under identical circumstances. 
respectively before and af ter spectrum 11 toensure that thc emission tube 
had a constant intensity during the time that the three photos were taken. 

Even without measurement of the photos of the spectra the absorption 
of the 2ss-2p and 2S3-2P Hnes was c1ear. In the above reproduction the 
SsP combinations are indicated by crosses and the s;JP combinations by 
drcles. These Hnes (particularly the stronger ones) are much fainter in 
spectrum Il than in the spectra 1 and III (compare ~.g . the intensity of the 
line J. 6402 with that of J. 6383. which is situated immediately beside it). 
The measurement of these photos rendered quantitative measurements 
possible. to determine the value of the flbsorption for the different lines. 

We shall not discuss the result of these measurements. We hope soon 
to pubHsh a more detailed account elsewhere. We will. however. draw 
attention to a remarkable facto i.e. that our photos often very c1early (with 
greater strengths of the current in the absorption tube) showed absorption 
of the !ine J. 6506. which is a s4P combination (in absorption this !ine 
2S4-2PS (J. 6506) was sometimes reduced to 60% of its original strength). 
Examined with the Lummer-Gehrcke plate. th is Hne also shows very 
c1early self-reversal in the low-voltage arc at greater intensities of 
the current. We shall revert to th is result when discussing the results. 
The s2P Hnes never show an absorption worth mentioning. 

This absOt'ption by the atoms in the metastable s5- and s3-states 
supplies us with a method to measure the duration of these metastable 
states 1) . For as lang as absorption of the SsP and S3P Hnes can be 
observed. it is certain that there are still atoms in the S3- and ss-state 
in the absorption tube. When it is ascertained how long af ter the 
discharge. which has brought the Neon atoms in the state of excitation. 
has been interrupted. an absorption tube with excited Neon atoms is stûl 
able to absorb the ssp-and s3P-lines of another discharge tube (to which we 
always refer as the emission tube). the duration of these states has 
been determined. 

This duration for Neon was determined by us in two ways. The 
arrangement of the first method is represented in fig. 2. 

An iron disc S of a diameter of 50 cm .. provided with an insulating ring 
of pertinax is fastened on the axis M of a motor. The disc is placed between 
emission and absorption tube 2) and the spectroscope. and has an 

I) In principle th is method was already indlcated by MEISSNBR. 

K. W. MBISSNBR. Ann. d. Phys. 76. 124. 1925. 

2J As emisslon tube a straight tube was used with iron electrodes. bore 9.3 mm .• Neon 
pressure 7 mmo The absorption tube was a cyllndric tube with side tubes, in which iron 
electrodes had been placed. At the extremltles of the cylindric tube plane-parallel windows 
were fused in. The Neon pressure in this tube was 8 mmo The tube was exhausted of 
air at a temperature of 300°, the iron electrodes being exhausted of gas in vacuum. 
Particular precautions were taken to get the supplied Neon as pure as posslble (the Neon 
still contained a few percentages of He). 
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aperture G; the pertinax ring is provided with a small brass block C, 
which IS in conductive connection with the axis of the motor, which is 

R 

~ ______________________ ~~ ______ ~~oov 

Fig. 2. 

earthed. The excitation of the atoms in the absorption tube takes place , 
accordingly, during the time that the spring D slides along the brass 
block C. The arrows in the figure indicate the direction of rotation of the 
disco The figure shows the position in which the contact of the brass 
block C and the spring 0 is broken. Before. however, the light of the 
emission tube can pass through the aperture G , the disc must first rotate 
over a distance a. till the aperture G is in PI) . The time between the 
breaking of the current in the absorption tube and the passage of the light 
through the opening G depends on the velocity of revolution of the disc 
and on the distance a. This distance a can still be modified by change of 
the position of the spring D . It was possible to choose this distance so that 
with definite velocity of revolution of the di sc the light of the emission 
tube was still absorbed by the atoms which were still in a state of excitation. 
whereas no trace of absorption was any longer to he perceived with smaller 
time of revolution. For the line 2 6402 (an s;;p combination ) it could 
visually be judged at what velocity of revolution the absorption disappeared. 
For the lines that exhibited less absorption the photographic~photometric 
method was applied by making photos as have been represented in fig . 1 
with different veloeities of the motor. Of course this requires a good 
deal of time. but gives more accurate results (also fo~ the line 2 6402). 

IE. therefore. the exact velocity of revolution has been determined at 
which absorption no longer takes places. the duration can be computed 
from the number of revolutions of the motor and the ratio of the distance 
a to the circumference of the circle described by G (160 cm.) . 

The following tab Ie gives some of our observations of the s5~state. 
Hence we see that according to these measurements the duration of the 

s5~state ot Neon is abollt
2

!O sec. 

In connection with what we already communicated about the lin(' 
2s4--2ps (2 6506) we may state that at very great velocities of revolution 

1) The righthand part of the figure represents the usua) arrangement for quantltatlve 
measurements of the intensity. 
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TABLE 1. 

Velocity of revolution of 

Distance B 
the disco at which no abs. Duration of the 
was any longer to he ss,state 

observed 

9.2 cm. 820 per mln. 
I 

237 sec. 

20 1950 
260 

.. 

5 450 .. 
240 

.. 

8 750 .. 
240 

. 

this line À. 6506 began to show absorption. We shall return to this in the 
discussion of the results. 

The result obtained for the duration of the s5-state cf Neon was 
checked by means of another method. which was already indicated in 
principle by MEISSNER. Though this method must yield Ie ss accurate 
results than that described before. it is worth mentioning by way of 
con trol experiment. 

The apparatus used is sketched in outline in fig. 3. 

IDlf~p ~rr-
- v 

IDlllllp ~~!ê 
3B~ sa"" " 

Fig. 

220 V 
500~ 

By the aid of two rectifiers G one half of a period of a transformed 
alternating current was sent through the emission tube E. the other half 
period through the absorption tube. Then the light of the emission tube 
passes through the absorption tube. when no current passes through the 
Iatter. If the duration of the s5-state is much smaller than the time 
of a half period. no absorption is observed; if it is of the same order of 
magnitude or greater. absorption must be observed. 
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We had at our disposal a 500-period generator. If the transformed 
alternating current of th is 500-period generator was used . the s5P-lines 
showed very strong absorption. It was possible to reduce the number of 
periods of the generator to 150 periods. Even then the s5P-lines presented 
strong absorption ; this means that the duration of thp. s5-state was 

1 
greater than 300 sec. 

When the transformed alternating current of 50 periods was . used. no 
absorption of the s5p-combinations is to be seen. as MEISSNER already 
stated. and as was also observed by us. We see from this that this method 
yields as result that the duration of the metastable s5-states of Ne lies 

between 1 ~O and 3~0 second. which is in harmony with the result of the 

more accurate method discussed first. The first method is more accurate 
than the sec'ond. because in the second it is impossible to say exactly at 
which moment of the half period the discharge of the tubf.s sets in. and 
at which moment the current is again interrupted. All the same it is seen 
that this method enables us to determine the order of magnitude of the 
durations. 

We have also examined in how far ions left in the absorption tube. might 
play a part in the re su lts of our measurements. This was especially done 
in connection with C. ECKARDT's 1) criticism of the measurements of 
KANNENSTINE 2) and MARS HALL 3). who tried to determine the durations 
of the metastable states of He and Hg by an entirely different way. but 
who in reality have probably measured ion ages. With the method followed 
by us it may be said with certainty that as long as absorption i.s still observed. 
the metastable s5-states must still be present in the absorption tube. 
It is. however. possible that these states are formed by recombination 
of the still remaining ions at or shortly before the moment that the light of 
the emission tube traverses the disco That th is could. however. not cause 
the absorption observed. was evident from th is that the absorption tube 
was not luminous at the moment of the transmission of the light of the 
emission tube through the disco which can be easily verified by extinguishing 
the emission tube. and observing with rotating disc from the right wh ether 
there was any light to be seen in the absorption tube. For the greater 
security an absorption tube was made with two side electrodes extra. be
tween which permanently a tension of 100 Volts was laid. which made it 
possible to remove the ions remaining af ter breaking of the current of 
the absorption tube. 

With this tube too the same results were obtained as with the 
preceding one. 

1) C. ECKARDT. Science 61. 517. 1925. 
2) KANNENSTINE, Astr. Joum. 55. 315. 1922; 59. 133. 1921. 
3) MARSHALL. Astr. Journ. 60. 213. 1921. 
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Discussion of the results. 

We mentioned ahove as result of our measurements that the duration of 

the ss-state of Neon (2doo sec.) was short er than that of the s5-state 

'P, 

'p, 
'P, 
'P, 

's, 

s, 

S, 
s.. 
Sa 

p , 

(2!O sec.) . This resnlt was to he 

expected. The four s-terms s2. ss. s4 
and s5 (PASCHEN'S notation) and 
the HERTZ-LvMAN p-term lie as 
indicated in fig. 4. 

The atoms in the s5-state can 
only return to the p-state through 
collisions of the second kind. or through 
collisions against the wall or the 
electrodes of the tube; those of the 
ss-state can. ho wever. also pass into 
the s4-state with small loss of energy 

Fig. i through impacts of the second kind. 
and from these spontaneously to the ground level. 

In particular we will also drawattention here to the behaviour of the 
s4-state mentioned before. We saw there that the 2s4-2p combinations 
with greater intensity of the current in the absorption tube show 
considerable absorption. Analogous phenomena are [ound in Hg. 
which we have discussed at leng th in another communication 1). 

With absorption of mercury lines through excited mercury vapour the line 
2P2-2s (À 4358) (a combination. therefore. with the non-metastable 
2p2-state) presented stronger absorption than the 2PI-2s line (À 5461) 
for greater current densities in the absorption tube. 

Following the considerations of GOUDSl\\IT 2) and HUND 3) concerning 
the multiplet structure of Neon we believe we may explain the analogous 
behaviour of the 2s4-2p combinations of Neon and of the 2P2-2s 
comhination of mercury partly as follows. In consideration of investi
gations of PAULI -1) and HEISENBERG G) GOUDSMIT and HUND arrive at 
the view that the fundamental term of Neon is analogous to él lSO term. the 
S2. ss. s4. s5 terms respectively analogous to IP I• apo. aPI' and 3P2 terms. 

According to this view the transition from the s2 (IP I ) level to the 
ground level is. however. of an entirely different nature hom that of the 
S4 (ap l ) level. For the transition IP-_ISO is th en a singulet-line. while 
the transition 3PI_ISO must then be considered as an inter-combination 
Hne. analogous to the line IS-2p2 for mercury. 

I) H. B. DORGELO. Physica 5. i29. 1925. 
2) S. GOUDSMIT. Z. f. Phys. 32. 79i. 1925. 
3) F. HUND. Z . f. Phys. 33. 3i5. 1925. 
4) W. PAULI. Z . f. Phys. 31. 765. 1925. 
5) W . HEISENBERG. Z . f. Phys. 32. 8il. 1925. 
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In this way the different behaviour of the 2S4-2P and that of thc 
2s2-2p lines of Neon in absorption through excited Neon atoms has been 
partly explained. and also the analogous behaviour of the 2S4-2P 
combinations for Neon and the 2p:!-2s line for Hg. 

It appears also clearly from this that the transitions in inter~combination 
lines. which must he conceived as disturbance effects according to R. DE L. 
KRONlG 1 ) . must occur much Ie ss readily than the transitions on combination 
of terms of a same system. 

Of course the appearance of the absorption of the 2S4-2P lines of Neon 
and of the 2P2-2s line of Hg is also partly caused by th is that the 
s4~state for Ne and the 2p:!~state for Hg are produced respect
ively from the 2s3-state of Ne and the 2pl-state of Hg through 
impacts of the second kind. 

Also the diffusion of the resonance radiation will play a part. The latter. 
however. also holds for the s2~state of Ne. The 2s2-2p lines of Ne. 
however. do not show the least absorption. as we saw; hence the part 
of the diffusion of the resonance radiation will. no doubt. be very small 
also for the s4~state. 

Physical Laboratory of the Philips' Glow Lamp Works. 

Eindhoven. September 21. 1925. 

1) R. DE L. KRONlG. Z . f. Phys. 33. 261. 1925. 



Geology. - "On the Origin of the Material of the Neogene Rocks in Java ." 
By L. RUTTEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 25, 1925). 

When perusing the literature of the last thirty years on the Neogene 
of Java we are confronted with a fundamental contradiction in the 
opinions on the compositioll of the neogene rocks of the island. On the 
one side authors who have occupied themselves most with the Tertiary 
of the island (VERBEEI<-FENNEMA and MARTIN) hold that the material 
for thc neogene sediments has been supplied exclusively, or nearly so, by 
the efflata and the detritus of the tertiary volcanoes. On the contrary 
reports have recently cropped up more and more, stating the occurrenn. 
of clastic materiaI. which cannot possibly have been derived from tertiary 
volcanoes, in the neogene sediments of the island. Some years ago 
MOLENGRAAFF also advanced the hypothesis that the material of the 
neogene rocks of Java had originated mainly from the old rocks of the 
Sunda-land which in the Tertiary lay where the present Java-Sea is 
situated. MOLENGRAAFF, however, started from general postulates and did 
not substantiate his assertion by facts . It could be expected that a 
systematic inquiry into the petrographic composition ot the neogene 
sediments in Java might enable us to ascertain which of the two con
ceptions, alluded to just now, is the right one. Before reporting the results 
of such an inquiry made by me in the last few months, I will quote some 
passages from the literature to elucidate the marked contradiction in the 
various conceptions. 

VERBEEK and FENNEMA saw reason to assume that the Neogene in Java 
had begun with a period of violent volcanic activity ("Old Andesites" ) ; 
that in the subsequent eras brecciated, marly and limy sediments were 
formed round the old ~rurtion-centra , which sediments received their 
clastic material from those same old voIcanoes; that during the Neogene 
voIcanic activity became gradually extinct, not to revive again before the 
transition from the Neogene to the Quaternary and to continue up to the 
present time. This interpretation of the origin of the clastic material is 
advocated unreservedly for the rocks of their "ml'" the oldest division of 
the Neogene. From page 41 of their book 1) we quote: 

"Quant au miocène ancien, il a été appelé par nous étage brècheux, parce qu'il se 
compose en grande partie de brèches et de cQnglomérats des roches éruptives .... 
Cependant il vient s'y ajouter encore un grand nQmbre d'autres roches, des grès 
formés de grains d'andésite ... . ". 

Of the two more recent divisions of the Neogene the authors do not 

') R. VERBEEK et R. Ff.NNEMA, Géologie de Java et Madoura. 1896, 
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maintain with equal positiveness that they contain exclusively effusive 
clastic material. However, when considering what the authors write on 
the composition of the rocks of their m2 and m3 section, it appears that 
they almost always consider that the clastic material originated from the 
tertiary effusiva 1). 

1) The following details are given of the composition of the neogene sediments of 
Java: 

p. 53-54. (m2, 3, Madura). Lorsqu'on sépare par lévi.gation la poudre des marnes et 
des calcaires de la poussière trop ténue, et qu'on porte ceUe poudre dans du -baurne 
de Cana,da .... on s'aperçoit, que, presque dans toutes les roches, se' renoontrent des 
élérnents, qui proviennent d'andésites. Ceci devient encore plus évident, lorsqu'on traite 
d'abor,d la poudre par l'acide chlorhydriqul: .... On obtient alors un résidu, qui pour 
90 % et parfois davantage se compose de petits fragments de plagioclase .... On 
trouve en outre des élérnents vitreux.". puis encore de l'augite et de la magnétite .... 
Quelques ealcaires renferment un peu de quartz." 

p. 144. (miocene Hmestones from Pasuruan). Les calcaires contiennent en proportion 
plus ou moins forte .... du gravier d'andésite (petites particules de plagioclase, de 
pyroxène, ,de magnétite). 

p. 172. (S. Kediri) . Dans un petit ravin se trouvent à découvert des couches 
marneuses .... ainsi que des grès d'andésite. 

,po 173. (S. Kediri). Le calcaire . . . . est en partie tendre et marneux, parfois 
arénacé grace à une proportion assez notabie de gravier d'andésite. 

p. 206-210. F,rom various parts of Surabaya andesite material from m, is mentioned, 
:tnd never something else. 

p. 212. La nature du caleaire de Surabaja est exactement la même que celle de 
Madura; il est Ie plus souvent assez tendre et marneux, mélangé de particules 
d'argile ou de gravier d'andésite. 

p. 214. Microscopie description of two marls from Surabaya. Andesite material from 
these marls is recorded. 

p. 238-239. (m3 of N. Rembang). Toutefois il s'en faut de beaucoup que l'étage 
toute entière soit consHtuée de calcaire. D'abord une grande partie de la roche est 
marneuse par suite de la présence de débris d'andésite désaggrégés. 

p. 241. (m3 of N. Rembang). On trouve.,., des calcaires .... Ie plus souvent 
c:ependant avec adjonction de gravier d'andésite; il s'y montre aussi deci del! de 
petits grains de quartz. ' 

p. 243-249. Only Limes and marls with andesite material are reported from tbe 
southern zone of Rembang and from North-Madiun. The word quartz does not occur 
in tbe descriptions. 

p. 261. (m2 of Madium). Ce sont en grande partie des marnes arénacées, des grès 
d'andésite calcaires. 

p. 262. (Limes from S. Madiun). l'Etage m3 est constituée en totalité par du cal
('aire, généralement plus ou moins marneux par a.ddition d'argile et de partieules de 
feldspaths et d'augite . ... originaires d'andésitc. 

p. 272. ,En Diapara la section m3 seule des roches miocènes arrive à la surface; elle 
consiste en calcaire marneux, qui contient encore .... du gravier d'andésite. 

p. 288-294. Mention again is made of andesite material in vanous parts of tbe 
marl-zone of Semarang. Only one passage, especially quoted, refers to quartz in the 
formation: p. 293 "Ces marnes (de Déli pres Ungaran) contiennent. ... quelques 
grains de quartz à inclusions liquides, originaires très probablement des grès quart
zeux, qui aecompagnent constamment les charbons éocènes." (In tbe vicinity namely 
detached fragments of glance coal have been found considered to originate from ,the 
Eocene). 
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The subjoined notes show that the authors find in the rniocene rocks a 
considerable quantity of quartz only there where miocene rocks border 
directly on known Eocene regions (Bagelen. Tji Mandiri) or imagined 
Eocene regions (Deli near Ungaran. Pekalongan). and that they refer 
th at quartz to the eocene sandstones in the vicinity. 

For the rest the only clastic material they meet in the miocene rocks is 
andesite~débris; traces of quartz are recognized only in limestones Erom 
Rembang and from North~Madura 1) . It is true. they say that in some 
unnamed miocene rocks they have identified much quartz. which. however. 
is very "young" and is derived from quartz~andesites (p. 931-932). 
Concluding it may be said that the authors consider quartzy sandstones 
to be characteristic of the Eocene. and sandstones and ma rls with 
andesite material of the Neogene. 

In his latest comprehensive publication on Java MARTIN also holds the 
opinion that by far the most clastic material of the neogene sediments 
originates from tertiary volcanoes. as he says 2) : 

"Das Material. welches an der Bildung der tertiären Sedimente teilna'hm, wurde 
nach Obigem, während der ganzen Dauer ihres Absatzes in erster Linie von jungen 
Eruptivmassen geliefert, und daher müssen sich die gleichen petrographischen Cha
raktere bei Tuffen, Mergein u. s. w. in den verschiedenen Abteilungen und Stufen 
der Tertiärformation wiederholen." 

True. MARTIN - as is already evident from his first great publication 
on Java 3) - was aware that in some rocks from the Neogene many worn 
quartzes from the "old rocks" occur. In 1880 he ascribes to this even 
stratigraphical value. in so far as he held the rocks with "old" material 

p. 334-338. From various parts of Solo andesite material is recorded. 
p. 370-372. Andesite material from the neogene of Djocja is mentioned. 
p. 4~10. From m, of Bagelen quartz is still mentioned - hesides much 

andesite-material - quartz being derived from the older rocks in the irnmediate 
environment; from m2 mention is ma,de only of andesite-material. 

p. 427-428. Also from the neogene of Banjumas only andesite-malerial is recorded. 
p. 441-442. (Pekalongan). Two loose blocks of quartz-sandstone are described. 

which are held to he eocene, and a limestone with plagioclase and a few quartz-grains. 
p. 482. Also from Cheribon only m-rocks with andesite-material are recorded. 

From Batavia and Krawang nothing remarkahle is recorded. 
p. 665. (m, from Surnedang). Ce sont des grès marneux et des argiles Qui consistent 

en débris plus ou moins altérés de roche éruptive. 
p. 665-675. Eruptive material is repeatedly mentioned from tbe rocks of m, west 

of Bandung, from the region of Bod'jong Lopang. 
p. 676. (north of Tji Mandiri). Lorsque, du pont construit sur (la TH Darian) on 

remonte à l'Ouest jusqu'au plateau, on trouve sur la route des marnes compactes. 
riches en grains de quartz, provenant de l'éocène. 

p. 680-707. From the m, region along the Bantam-boundary and from the region 
along the Southcoast of Preanger only rocks with eruptive material are <.described. 

') My reason for citing so many descriptions from VERBEEK-FENNEMA is that the 
hook has not an index, so th at verification takes much time. 

') K. MARTIN, Unsere Palaeozologische Kenntn. von Java, Leyden, 1919, p. 9. 
S) K. MARTIN, Die Tertiärsohicbten auf Java, etc. 1879-1880. 

2 
Proceedlngs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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older than those with volcanic material ; in his latest publication he has 
not reverted to this conception. He only mentions 1) in passing the 
occurrence of much-worn "old" quartzes and derives them from the 
garnet-bearing schists. which must occur in the de eper underground of 
Java: 

"Der Cycloclypeenkalk aus dem Bette des Tji-Tarum enthält nach Zirkel's Unter
suchungen viele Quarzfra~mente. welche sich in ihrer Struktur genau so vemalten 
wie die Quarze in Granit und Gneiss. Das ist von Belang in Verband mit dem, was 
über die granatführenden Glimmerschiefer mitgeteilt wurde." 

In 1908 MOHR:!) has pointed for the first time to the occurence of 
quartz-material in the m2-deposits of the territory of the riverlets 
Pekatjangan and Merawu in the basin of the Seraju-river. This m2 

cönsists of "Ioam-slates" made up of numerous quartz-grains with a 
colloidal cementing materiaI. of limesandstones and limestone. The 
quartz-grains in the "Ioamslates" are averagely 20-50 ft (maximum 150 ft) 
in diameter; moreover grains of basic plagioclase occur in thc "Ioamslates"; 
the quartz-grains in the limesandstones have a diameter of 150-200 ft, 

(maximum 900 ft). Andesite fragments also occur in the lime-sandstone. 
In two later publications MOHR's statements are less detailed. In his 

papers of 1909 and 1910 3) he writes as follows: 

,In het middelmioceen vindt men eohter gelaagde gesteenten (zee-afzettingen) met 
belangrijke hoeveelheid kwarts. Het lijkt mij waarschijnlijk, dat deze gesteenten uit 
vergruizingsproduden ,der oergesteenten (graniet en lei) zijn opgebouwd. De jonge 
kalksteenen eindelijk.... bestaan.... uit.... weinig kwarts" (first part, sepa
rate, p. 7). 

Regarding the Iimestone hills in North-Central-Java (Semarang
Surabaya) he states that the Iimestone is sandy and that the sand consists 
of quartz with zircon and turmaline. These components are derived from 
old mountains. such as still occur in Bangka-Billiton. and which are 
supposed to have lain where now the large row of Javan volcanoes is 
situated. (5 th Part. Separate. p. 2). Of the marl-hills between Semarang
Ngawi-Surabaya he next says: 

"De hoofdzaak is, dat in de mer.gels de klei een veel groot er rol speelt en de 
kwarts veel fijner van korrel is." (5th Part, separate, p. 5). 

From a publication of 1911 4) I cite : 

pag. 2, 3. "Die Gesteine, die au! Java bodenhildend .auftreten, sind nur wenige an 
der Zahl.. . . Ausser einigen w,e~en Sandste.jnen sind die ~o1"handenen Sedimentär
gesteine hauptsäohJich jungtertiäre Me1"gel und Kalke .... Manche (Kalke) sind 
etwas tonig; ·die meisten fünren mehr oder weniger, gröberen oder feineren Sand. 
Dieser Sand is-l hauptsäohlich Quarz; sow,eit er jedoch Feldspath und Au,git ist, ooer 
gewesen ist, kann er verwittern zu BodenbestandteHen, feiner als obiger Sand." 

J) K. MARTIN, 1. c. 1919, p. 12. 
2) E. C. J. MOHR, Mededeelingen uitgaande van het Dept. v. Landbouw, 5. 1908. 
") E. C. J. MOHR, Over den grond van Java. Teysmannia, 1909 and 1910. 
t) E. C. J. MOHR, Bull. ,du Dépt. de I'Allriculture XLVII. 1911. BuitenzorIl. 
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p. 48. "Diese (jungter.tiären) Sedimente bestehen, wie gesa.gt, aus Ton und feinem 
Quarzsaoo; der Quarz ist genau derselbe wie in den Graniten und grauwackeartigen 
Sandsteinen von Swnatra, Bangka und Billiton, und Malakka; auch wird er immer 
begleitet van Zirkon und Turmalin." 

A sharper contrast can hardly be imagined than between the conception 
of VERBEEK, FENNEMA and MARTIN, who derive the greater part of the 
clastic material in the Neogene of Java fr om tertiary volcanoes, and the 
opinion of MOHR who insists emphatically that the §'eaiments are composed 
of old-clastic material. It is to be regretted that MOHR has given .so little 
attention to the earl ier conceptions, that he never once alluded to this 
contrast. However, we feel urged to add, that MOHR is not ignorant of 
the occurrence of volcanic material in the Neogene, but that he does not 
attach any quantitative value to it. 

On page 53 of the last-named publication we find : 

"Es versteht sich von selbst, dass auf diesem Mergelriicken (zwischen Surabaja 
und Semarang).... dann und wannvulkanische Asche niedergefallen ist, und so ist 
klar dass in dem feinen Sand . . .. mehr oder weniger Asche. . .. nachzuweisen ist." 

It is not clear whether MmlH means that volcanic ash feH on the marls, 
after they had been folded and raised (as is suggested by a cursory 
reading of this passage), or that during the formation of the marls a rain 
of ashes feIl from time to time into the then still existing sea. 

In a very recent publication of MOHR 1) we meet with the above 
conceptions, nearly unmodified, so that I can do without further 
quotations. Only M6HR points in this work to two possible areas from 
which the "old" clastic material may have taken its rise: first, old 
mountains may have been located where at present the volcanoes of Java 
are situated (See also MOHR 1909-1910); second, the "oId" material 
may be derived from a range of mountains in the Java-Sea or in South
Borneo. 

In 1917 and 1918 three publications appeared furnishing information 
concerning the petrography of the Neogene of Java. L. J. C. VAN Es 2) 
describes the Neogene of Bantam, drawing a parallel between this and 
the Neogene of Palembang, and points out that effusive clastic material 
occurs as weIl in the Lower as in the Middle- and Upper-Palembang 
Strata, as differentiated by him, but that apparently the eruptive force in 
Bantam has increased gradually towards the conclusion of the Neogene. 
He also maintains that th ere are many more indications of acid effusiva 
(dacites and liparites) in the neogene rocks of Java than one would 
suspect from VERBEEK-FENNEMA'S descriptions. Directly opposite to 
Bantam seems to be the sediment-petrography of a part of North
Rembang, on which C. W. A. P. 'T HOEN furnishes some information, 

1) E. C. J. MOHR, De grond van Java en Sumatra, 1922. Amsterdam, p. 8, 73. 
") L. VAN ,Es, Jaarb. Mijnw. on 1915. Verhand. 2. 1917, p. 133 etc. 

2* 
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however without going into the geological consequences 1) . In the neigh
bourhood of Sedan. namely. quartz-bearing sediments seem to have a 
great distribution in the deeper parts of the Neogene. whereas only in 
the more recent part of the formation tuffoid sediments appear. which 
are correlated with the eruptions of G. Lasem. Butak. etc. The quantity 
of quartz can be so great. that quartz-sands can be collected in the river
valleys. which is quite a novelty for Java (1. c. p. 254). K. MARTIN had 
also reported "lime-sandstones" from North-Rembang. but did not study 
their petrographic structure ~). Finally I myself have recorded in 1917 
some details of the Neogene in the reg ion east of Buitenzorg. and have 
pointed out that in the deeper parts clastic. "old" quartz occurs. while 
higher up the effusive elements are ever increasing till the Neogene is 
shut oH with true volcanic tuffs 3) . 

In 1920 K. ZIEGLER pointed to the occurrence of much eHusive material 
in the Neogene of Java. wh en describing the Miocene of South-Bantam 4). 
MOLENGRAAFF 5) on the other hand insisted in the same year on the 
presence of "old" clastic material in the Neogene of Java. For. when 
asking himself wh ere the material in the Neogene of Java and Sumatra 
comes from. he says : 

"But wnere bas one to look for the primary area of denudation L. from wbere 
t,hese geosynclinal troughs of Sumatra partly, and of Java entirely have derived the 
non-volcanic material now found deposited in them? Where, in other words, is to be 
found the continental area L., to whose shores these geosynclines were marginal? 
Tbis continent al area lay to the northeastward; it is the neogene Sunda-land, etc." 

It is evident that MOLENGRAAFF'S reasoning is purely theoretical ; he 
did not ascertain to wh at extent "non-volcanic" material occurs in the 
Neogene of Java. but considered it as self-evident. 

In his dissertation H. Loos 6) records the occurrence of a number of 
peculiar minerals in five samples of the soil of Java originating from Pati 
(residence of Semarang). Tjikalong (res. of Batavia). Kroja. and from the 
bottom of the Kinderzee. A nu mb er of the minerals named in this thesis: 
andalusite. glaucophane. garnet. turmaline. corundum. topaze. zircon. etc .. 
are undoubtedly derived from "old" rocks. while quartz. which plays an 
important röle in all the grounds described. most probably also originates 
in part from "old" rocks. However. the author does not go into the 
geological consequences of his finds . Conversely. W. C. KLEIN has' 

') C. 'T HOEN, Jaarb. Mijnw. on 1916. Verh. 2e ged. 1918, p. 202-209, 254. 

') K. MARTIN, SammI. Geot Reichsmus. (1). IX. 1912. 

3) L. RUTTEN, These Proceedings. 1917, p. 670. 

4) K. ZIEGLER, Jaarh. Mijnw. on 1918. Verh. I. 1920, p. 51 and 59. 

G) G. MOLENGRAAFF, These Proceedings 23, p. 445-446, 1920. 

I) H. Loos, Bijdr. t. d. kennis van eeni,ge bodemsoorten van Java en Sumatra, 
Thesis. Wagenin,en, 1924, 
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recently pointed out that in a tertiary profile of 3800 m. thickness in 
Krawang clastic andesitic material plays a prominent part 1). 

The examination of . about 11 0 rock~samples from various parts of Java 
has enabled me to establish some points of agreement in the divergent 
opinions of the various authors. I may be allowed beforehand to say 
something about my experimental method. If possible the rock~samples 
were immediately soaked in water and subsequently washed and sifted ; 
the residue was then examined. This procedure was successful with a 
number of clay~shales. marls and tuffy sandstones. Lime~sandstones and 
many limestones we re first treated with hydrochloric acid and subse~ 

quently sifted while ultimately microscopical sections had to be made of a 
smaller number of rocks. The object of the microscopical examination was 
not to determine all the minerals occurring in the rock. but only to ascertain 
what minerals generally enter into the composition of the clastic material. 
The siltrests were then first examined in nitrobenzol (n: 1.551). then. if 
necessary. in a mixture of nitrobenzol and fennel~oil. whose index of 
refraction was determined (n: 1.536) while sometimes they were also 
examined in fennel~oil (n : 1.529). especially when the establishment of 
the presence of dubious orthoclase was concerned. The results of the 
investigation have been indicated in two ways: 1°. in an "Appendix" all 
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• Detenninable clastic material exclusively "old". 
o Determinabie cla.stic material predominantly "old". 
f). Determinable clastic material predorninantly "effusive". 
.. Determinabie clastic material exclusively "effusive". 

1-110 Newly examined rock-samples (N°. 77 and 78 have not been marked on th~ 
map). 

A Shales and lime-sandstones from ,the Seraju-region (MOHR). 
B Limestone from the Tji Tarum (MARTIN-ZIRKEL). 
C Profile of the Tji Kao (KLEIN). 

I) W. C. KLEIN, Verh. Geo!. Mijnb. Genootsch. Neder!. en Koloniën. GooI. Serie. 
VIII. 1925. 
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the rocks have been described ; 20. on the accompanying map every rock 
has been marked, four differing signatures being observed, viz. clastic 
material exclusively "old" ; predominantly "old" with effusive admixtures ; 
predominantly effusive with "old" admixtures, and exclusively effusive. 
The first and the' last rubric have of course only relative value, as it may 
very weil be possible that on very close inspection some rocks of 
the first rubric would still contain traces of effusive material and in some 
of the last rubric we would still find traces of "old material". It appeared, 
however, that in practice the division into the four rubrics could very weil 
be carried through. Two rocks, of which the locality could not be 
established with certainty (no. 77 and 78), are not marked on the map. 
No more is N0. lIl , which was examined only when the map was already 
finish ed. The rocks examined were procured from different quarters : At 
my request the pro tem Oirector of the Research Committee of the Mining 
Department in the Outch East-Indies, Or J. K. VAN GELDER kindly sent 
me material of 'T HOEN fr om N. Rembang (N°s. 1-19) and of VAN Es 
from Bantam (Nos. 100-107). The Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij 
obliged me by supplying, by means of its Administrator at Tjepu, a 
nu mb er of bore-samples from its grounds in N. Rembang (Ledok and 
Oandangilo) (N°s. 20-32). From Or A . TOBLER I obtained a number of 
splinters from rocks in the Basel-Museum, presented by many geologists 
(N°s. 65-78) . A number of rocks have been collected in Java by the 
present writer (N°s. 34-56, 58--64, 81-93, 108-110). The other rocks 
were in the Geological Institute of Utrecht (Nos. 57, 79, 80, 94-99,111). 
My hearty thanks are due to all who assisted me in procuring material. 
The map also shows the localities of the quartz-bearing marls and 
sandstones from the Serajubasin indicated by MOHR and of the quartz
bearing limestone from the Tji Tarum mentioned by MARTIN. Of course, 
I could have mapped many more observations i.a. those recorded by 
VERBEEK-FENNEMA, which I abstained from doing, since it would not 
alter the picture essentially. 

A few items may follow here about the stratigraphical places of origin 
of the several samples. 

'T HOEN'S samples belong to the Older Neogene of the most northern 
part of Rembang. When we compare the localities of the several samples 
with the maps and sections of 'T HOEN, it appears that they take up a 
thickness of 1500 m. in the Tertiary profile. The younger Neogene of a 
tuffoid nature is not represented. 

The Manager of the Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij at Tjepu 
wrote about the boring-samples which he sent: 

"De Ledok-monsters representeeren een dikte van 0-550 M. onder de oppervlakte 
op de culminatie van deze anticlinale. De nummering van 1-7 houdt 'Verband met de 
toenemende diepte; L. 7 is dus het oudste gesteente. 

De met D. 1 gemeI1kte zak representeert een dikte van 290-412 M. onder de opper
vlakte op de culminatie (der Dandangil{) anticlinale); D. 2 412-465 M.; D. 3 465-
530 M.; D, 4 530-540 M.; D. 5 540-660 M. en D. 6 660-780 M. 
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Volledigheidshalve deel ik U mede, dat de diepere Ledok-monsters tevens de lagen 
boven 290 M. op Dandangilo representeeren. (Letter dd. 27 March 1925)." 

It appears. then. that the samples examined represent a thickness of 
about 1200 m. of the Rembang-Neogene. while it is also obvious that 
among these samples the most recent Neogene cannot be represented as 
the borings were made at the points of culmination of the intensily 
denuded anticlines. 

The Northern part of Rembang also yielded the numbers 33 (Trembul
anticline ). 65 (Kedinding-anticline). 66 (Semanggi-anticline). 67-69-
(Ledok-anticline); of course. none of these have been del'ived from thc 
most recent Neogene; further also 70 (Sambiroto), 78 and 98 (Tuban) . 

A good number of samples originàte from the neogene marl-zone 
between Surabaya and Semarang, partly from the "sand-marls" , and 
partly from the "clay-marls" 1) . In th is intensily folded area it is difficult 
to mark the right stratigraphical place of all rocks, but it is safe to say 
that the various rocks belong to a profile of at least 3000 M . I dare not 
enter into details concerning the stratigraphical connection between the 
samples from the marlzone and those from North Rembang. I shall revert 
to this afterwards. The rocks from the marl-zone are the numbers: 34-56, 
58, 59, 62, and 71-74. 

Some rocks (No~ . 57, 60, 61, 63, 64) belong to the area between the 
"marl-zonc" and North-Rembang. 

The rocks from the area to the east of Buitenzorg (Nos. 81-90) are 
taken Erom a profile of a thickness of 3000-4000 M .; of this area many 
more samples than the ten above-named rocks have been examined by 
me, but the general picture was not altered by them. 

As to the numbers 91-93 from thc Tji-Beët-basin wc can report as 
follows: On VERBEEK and FENNEMA's map only ml and v (brecciated 
miocene and quaternary vulcanic formations) are marked. In 1917 I had 
an opportunity to make some excursions in this district. I. then, found 
that between the Tji Kundul and the Tji-Beët there occurs a steeply folded 
formation of 2000-3000 M . thickness inclined southward everywhere or 
nearly everywhere. lts lower parts contain grey shales, globigerina-marls 
and sandstones, which remind one forcibly of the older rocks of the 
neogene marl zone Surabaya-Semarang, while higher up more intercala
tions of volcanic breccias and tuffs gradually appear, to become, in the 
upper parts, the sole constituents of the formation, so that the upper por
tion of the formation bears a great resemblance to the "sandmarls" in the 
East. 

Lastly we mention the rocks collected by VAN Es in Bantam, originating 
from Lower- , Middle-, and Upper-Palembang-Iayers. They also represent a 
thickness of at least 1000 M . Also here the number of rocks examined is 
larger than those described in the "Appendix" ; also here only some typical 
rocks were marked in the map. 

') L. RU'ITEN, Verhand. Geol. Mijnb. Gen. Geol. Serie III. 1916. p. 149-151. 
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In discussing the results of the examination of the rocks it should be 
ever borne in mind, that there are many indications that towéJrds the end of 
the Neogene the eruptive activity in Java has considerably increased. We 
know this to have been the case in Rembang ('T HOEN l.c.), in the marl
zone Semarang-Surabaya (contrast sand- and claymarls), in the Tji
Beët basin (see supra p. 23), in the vicinity of Buitenzorg (RUTTEN l.c. 
1917) and in Bantam ( VAN Es l.c.). So, whatever the constitution of the 
Neogene in Java may be, it can a priori be expected that in a number of 
places a contrast will be perceived between Old- and Young-Neogene, 
while it is highly improbable that in the Younger Neogene still rocks 
should be found absolutely free from volcanic material. 

Now when looking in the first place at the rocks from N. Rembang, it 
appears that they hardly ever display traces of eftusive material. This 
applies to the numbers 1-33, and 65-70. Besides organic remains, and 
sometimes in association with glauconite and pyrite, the silt-residue of 
these rocks contain, for usual mineraI. dusty quartz 1 ), sometimes with 
undulatory extinction, which has doubtlessly been derived from "old" rocks. 
Besides these we also find in them, most of ten however cnly in traces : 
orthoclase, biotite, muscovite, zircon, microcline, andalusite, turmaline and 
perhaps also epidote (the rare minerals occurring only · in a few rocks). 
Plagioclase, which never has an "andesitic" habitus, occurs very rarely ; 
augite and hornblende are also of rare occurrence. The latter I found only 
in the rocks 2 and 33; according to a highly esteemed communication 
from the Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij, however, hornblende is 
sometimes of frequent occurrence in the deeper parts of the Neogene. This 
uniform petrographic composition seems to be diversified in one respect, 
namely by the occurrence of coarse-grained rocks (true sandstones, lime
sandstones with large quartz-grains, etc. ) in the North. while more 
southward the sediments are more finely granular, and contain more clay
marl. Only in two rocks from North-Rembang (Nos. 78 and 98) did we 
find e~clusively andesitic detritus. The scarcity of effusive material in our 
samples must in some degree have resulted from the fact that the Younger 
Neogene is 50 badly represented. In conclusion we can say that the Older 
Neogene of Rembang is free from, or poor in effusive mater ia I over a 
thickness of at least 1500 m. and probably over a considerably greater 
thickness (as it can hardly be imagined that 'T HOEN's profiles and those 
of LEDOK and DANDANGILO should present exactly the same stratigraphic 
niveaux). It can further be concluded that the grains of the clastic "old" 
minerals seem to decrease in si ze from North to South, and that andesitic 
material does not occur before the Younger Neogene. 

It is of great interest that to the west as weIl as to the east of North
Rembang some rocks are found containing exclusively "old" minerals as 
clastic material. They are the rocks 96 fr om Djapara, 111 from Peka-

') The quartzes originating from the Pretartiary are always rich in inclusions, 
which ~ives them a "dusty" appearance. 
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longan. 95 fr om Krawang. 86 and 87 from the district N.-E. of Buitenzorg 
and 76 from the Tji Sadana in the West. and the rocks 57 from Grissee 
and 77 and 79 from Madura in the East. A sandstorie fr om Bawean also 
appeared to contain only quartz (N0. 99) 1). 

To the South of this zone. in Surabaya. Rembang and Semarang a 
number of rocks have been found which contain either exclusively "old" 
but finely granular material. (64 from G. Pegat and 63 from Waduk 
Prid jetan). or besides finely clastic. old material a certain amount of 
andesitic material. which in these eastern regions of Java is rather basic 
(no or very little effusive quartz. plagioclases with a mean index of refrac
tion distinctly larger than 1.551. much magnetite. much augite. hypersthene 
and amphibole). To the latter group belong numbers 61 from G. Girik 
near Ngimbang. 60 fr om Kg. Pasinan near Kambangan. 35 from Kedung 
adem and 73 from Desa Penkul. S. E. of Semarang. 

Some of these rocks already belong to the large "marlzone" (35. 60 and 
73) which. however, is characterized for the greater part by total absence 
of "old" material. In most of the rocks of the marl-zone. whether they 
belong to the younger sand-marls or to the older clay-marls, only remains 
of basic andesites occur. This applies to the numbers 34, 36-40, 45-48. 
50-54. 58. 59, 62. 71, 72 and 74. Only a few rocks of the marl-zone are 
excepted. either because they con ta in besides a preponderance of andesitic 
material also some quartz. or besides a preponderance of quartz also some 
andesitic material. The major part of these rocks are lying on the north si de 
of the marl-zone (Nos. 41-44. 49, 97). An.exception to this is formed by 
NOB. 55 and 56 from the north-eastern environment of Ngawi. 

We have alluded to it that the exact statigraphical relations between the 
neogene deposits in North-Rembang and those in the marl zone cannot be 
determined. That does not alter the fact that there are. indeed, some 
indications. It is known that towards the upper part the sediments of the 
marlzone are shut oH by the Trinil-tuffs of plio-pleistocene age, whereas 
in the lower parts of the marlzone limestones are frequently met with, 
although not in a large number. They include Lepidocyclina, so that they 
are surely to be referred to the Older Neogene. So the scdiments of the 
marlzone. which have a thickness of at least 3000 m .. no doubt contain a 
large part of the Neogene beginning with the older parts. and reaching 
certainly upwards to the Pliocene 2). But also of North-Rembang we 
know that the older parts of the Neogene (which, according to 'T HOEN's 
profiles. have a thickness of at least 2500 m.) must be referred to the Old 
Miocene. which is proved by the frequent occurrence of Lepidocyclines 
and even more by K. MARTIN'S 3) detailed description of a Mollusca-fauna 
from these layers. Higher up in this profile effusive sediments begin to 

1) Among these mayalso he reckoned the quartz-hearing Iime-sandstones from 
the Kali Wringin, S.W. of Semarang. See: L. RUTTEN. Samml. Leyden (1). X, 1915, p. 2. 

2) See also R, KOCH, Eclogae geologiae helveticae, XVIII. 2, 1923. 
3) K. MARTIN, 1. c. 1912. 
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appear. We may correlate them with the volcanoes of Lasem etc. In the 
upper tuffs of these Lasem-sediments a fossil flora has been found. 
according to SCHUSTER already of pleistocene age I) . lt may not be 
amiss. therefore. to compare the upper. volcanic sediments of the Rem
bang-profile with the "Sand-marls" in the South. and the deeper parts of 
the Rembang-profile with the clay-mark Hereby two remarkable contrasts 
become evident: 

10. the deeper parts of the Neogene are sandy in the North . sandy
clayey in southern North-Rembang. clayey in the marl-zone. putting aside 
the volcanic intercalations. 

20. in the deeper parts of the Neogene in North-Rembang old-clastic 
material is far preponderant ; towards the Sou th this seems to diminish 
gradually, while it is almost absent in the marlzone. With the volcaflic 
elements it is just the ot her way about. 

In the absence of old-clastic material the following rocks connect up 
to the rocks of the "marlzone" : No. 75 from the marly miocene of 
Banjumas (also an interesting sediment on account of its considerable 
amount of Radiolaria) ; N0. 80 from the calcareous miocene of the Djiwo
mountains in Solo; the rocks from the Tji-Beët-profile (N0. 91-93 and 
many other samples not especially mentioned); the rocks from the S.
Preanger (N0. 108-110) and those from Bantam. from different divisions 
of the Palembang-layers (N0. 100-107). Also the rocks from the Tji 
Kao-valley in Krawang. described by KLEIN (I.c.) may be classed here. 
Yet still. when I examined the rocks I could detect a difference between 
East-. and West-Java. in that in East-Java the effusive material has been. 
as a rule. more basic than in West-Java. Effusive quartz is very rare in 
East-Java; owing to their greater index of refraction we can almost imme
diately distinguish the plagioclases in nitrobenzoI. consequently they 
belong to andesine and the still more basic forms; augite. hypersthene. 
hornblende and ore are mostly numerous. In West-Java. however. effusive 
quartz is a frequent constituent of the neogene rocks; the plagioclases 
of ten have a lower refraction than ni!robenzol and are consequently more 
acid than andesine; dark silicates and ore are much scarcer. VAN Es 
(I.c . ) has already pointed to this for Bantam. but the same applies to the 
rocks from the environment of Buitenzorg. to the Tji-Beët-profile and to 
the S .-Preanger. 

For the rocks east of Buitenzorg we refer to the previous conclusion 
viz. that in their ol der parts they include much or exclusive old-clastic 
materiaI. while effusive material occurs increasingly towards the higher 
parts. It appears that in the north wing of the anticline (see profile 
RUTTEN l.c. 1917) the old-clastic material occurs in much higher levels 
than in the southwing. 

Somewhat apart from this are the data published by MOHR on the marly 

') J. SCHUSTER, Abh. Bayr. Akad. der Wissenseh. Math. Phys. Kl. XXV. 6. 1911, 
p. 51 sqq. 
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miocene to the north of the Seraju and those of MARTIN on the lime-stone 
of the Tji-Tarum. because a priori we should not expect the old clastic 
material to preponderate in these sediments. It should be remembered. 
however. that even now the Eocene and the Pretertiary appear with 
various quartz-containing rocks not far to the east of the marls in 
Banjumas. while in the subsoil of the Preanger. in the neighbourhood of 
the limestone of the Tji Tarum. everywhere coc ene quartz-sandstones can 
be suspected. which. during the formation of the limestones. may have 
reached the surface for some part and may then have furnished the clastic 
quartz-material. 

It appears that the hypothesis of VERBEEK-FENNEMA that the Neogene 
of Java is built up exclusively of tertiary volcanic material. as weil as 
MOHR'S conception that old-clastic elements occur first and foremost in 
the Neogene of Java. rest on undue generalization . Three facts can be 
gathered from the literature and from the examination of a series of 
neogene rocks of the island. They are : 

I. Everywhere in the island ualcanic actiuity increases cansiderably 
tawards the conclusion ot the Neogene. 

2. The volcanic torces were apparently aroused mllch later in the North 
than in the South o{ the island. 

3. In the Neogene ot the island ald-clastic material is ot trequent 
occurrence. lts diminution trom the North to the Sauth as ta quantity 
and size ot the grains is clearly distingllishable . Very likely alsa tor the 
most southern marls ot the island a cansiderable part ot the tin est clay 
has been derived trom the N . and cOTzsists ot weathering material ot 
aid rocks. 

MOLENGRAAFF'S conception, and in some measure also MOHR'S. 

therefore. appears to be correct : from an older mountain-system, 
presumably to the North of the present Java. a considerable amount of 
clastic material must have been transported to the South, to such an 
extent that (anyhow in North-Java) sediments were built up of at least 
1500 m. thickness. The minerals yielded by this northern region (viz. 
especially quartz. orthoclase, zircon, turmaline and andalusite) point to 
the fact that acid. coarse-grained rocks have undoubtedly been distributed 
there : the absence of radiolarite in the clastic material implies that the 
influence of the transporting rivers did not reach CentraI-Borneo. 

A P PEN D I X. 

The rocks 1-19 arc those receiveà from the Mining-Departmcnt. They werf! 
collected by C 'T HOEN, engineer, on his exploration in North-Rembang. 

No. 1. 't Hoen no. 4 Widodarenriver . White, soft, dayey sandstone with prepon· 
derating quartz, with rather much orthodase and perhaps andalusitc. 

No. 2. 't Hoen 25 Ta. Kali Gung. Yellow, soft, dayey sandstone. The coarsest 
fraction of the silt-residue contains much mica partly colourless, partly of a dirty 
yeUow; sometimes distinctly bi-axial, sometimes pseudo-uni-axial. So besides 
musc()vite probably also d.i.scoloured biotite occur.s, In the finest fraction of silt·· 
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residue we Hnd, besides a paramount abundance of quartz and scanty orthoclasc, 
also some turmaline, rather much long prismatic zircon, a small trace ·of horn
blende, and possibly andalusite. 

No. 3. 'I Hoen 41. Walugenuk-river. Yellow-white, soft, sandstone, with a pre
dominance of quarlz, a .small trace of orthocla.se, some microcline and traces ol 
plagioclase, possibly andalusite and epidote. In the coarsest fraction some white 
mica occurs; zircon is ooserved in tbe f.inest. 

No. 4. 'I Hoen 100 Ta. River W. ol Kg. Gambiran. Yellow, soft, lime-bearing 
sa~e. The finest silt-fraction contains besides very much quartz a few traces 
of orthoclase and some zircon. 

No. 5. 'I Hoen 8. Wiáoáaren-river. Soft, clayey sandstone. In the coarsest silt
residue-fraction much white mica; in the finest besides more tban 90% quartz, 
some orthoclase. 

No. 6. ' I Hoen 109. Prel;elriver. Grey, yellow-weathering sandy marl. In the 
thi~tion the rock appears to be a glauconite-containing Globigerina-marl with 
much clastic material; the latter contains chiefly quartz, with some weathered 
biotite. 

No. 7. 'I Hoen Senlulriver near Tuder. Brown, soft, sandy marl; the clastic 
material is especially quartz, with possibly some plagioclase. 

No. 8 'I Hoen, 85e. W. ol Walugenukriver. Yellow lime-sandstones with a great 
de;r-;;r quarlz, some microcline and weathered biotite. 

No. 9. 'I Hoen 57. Gemarangriver. Yellow lime-sandstone with traces of plagio
cla~d augite besides a large preponderance of quartz. 

No. 10. 'I Hoen 20. Wiáoáctrenriver. Lirne-sandstone with quartz, some microcline 
an~es of muscovite. 

No. 11. 'I Hoen 59. Ta. W. ol Panowan. Yellow, sandy marl, in which I found 
qu~ the only clastic material. 

No. 12. 'I Hoen 100. Ta. Riverlel S. ol Kalid;ambe. Yellowish-grey lime-sandstone 
with much quartz and possibly some orthoclase. 

No. 13. 'I Hoen 56. Gemarang-river. Limonitic sands·tone with traces of ortboclase 
and microcline besides predorninating dusty quartz, sometirnes extinguishing 
undulatorily. 

No. 14. 'I Hoen 39. Walugenukriver. Brown, limonite-rich lime-sandstone with 
much quartz and some microcline. 

No. 15. 't Hoen 54. North Kriná;o. Grey, quartz-bearing lime-sandstone. 
N;;':'76. 't Hoen 89. Ta. N. ol Ngrembes. quarlz-bearing lime-sandstone. 
No. 17. 'I Hoen 14. Lombok-river. Yellow, sandy marl-time with many quartz

splinters. 
No. 18. 't Hoen 88 Ta. W . ol Ngrembes. Yellow, saIIJdy marl with much glauconite 

and with quartz, extinguishing undulatorily. 
No. 19. 't Hoen 121 Ta. Passar Pamottan near bridge. Sandy, quartz-bearing marl. 

The samples 20-26 are boring samples from 
No. 20. Ledok 1. Grey, soft marl. Coarser 

Foraminifera; finest silt-residue with quartz 
siderite. 

the Ledok-field in Rembang. 
silt-res1due with marl-Iumps 
and marl-Iumps, impregnated 

and 
with 

No. 21. Ledok 3. Grey soft marl. Coarser silt-rests contain many Foraminifera. 
Fi;;:-;rth predominating quarlz, a little orlhoclase and ·traces of zircon. 

No. 22. Ledok 3. Grey, somewhatsandy clay-marl. Coarser silt-rests contain 
Foraminifera and marl-Iumps. Finer silt-rests contain certainly 80 % quartz, besides 
(ather much orthoclase, whHe a few scaUered grains of plagioclase were noted, 

No. 23. Leáok 4. Grey, soft marl. Coarser silt-rests with marl-lumps and Foramini
tera, finest with microscopic pyrite-concretions and quarlz. 
~. L_áok 5. Gray, soft marl. Coarser silt-rests are fish-teeth, marl-lumps and 
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Foraminifera. Finest silt-rests con-tain marl-Iumps, a great' deal of quartz, ortho
clase, zircon, a few scattered plagioclase and pyrite-concretions 

No. 25. Ledok 6. Gray clay-marl. Coarser silt-residue are chiefly marl-Iumps; 
tin~lt-rests contain besides predominating quartz and marl-Iumps rather much 
orthoclase, Iimonitized siderite-Iumps and fragments of F.oraminifera. 

No. 26. Ledok 7. Har·d lime-sandstone (D. 10033) 1). The Iime-sandstone contains 
a profusion of fine-grained clastic matedal, quartz prevails by far, besides a great 
deal of biotite, ragged at the edge, orthoclase (not rare). rare muscovite, zircon. 
turmaline and a sparse plagioclase. 

The rocks 27-32 ar'! boring-samples from the Dandangilo-territory in Rembang. 
No. 27. Dandangilo 1. Partly soft marl (with marl-Iumps, Iimestone-fragments. 

muscov.ite, quartz, orthoclase, and siderite). partly Iimestones with Lithothamnium 
,md Cydoclypeus. 

No. 28. Dandangilo 2. Gray, soft marl (with quartz, orthoclase, zircon, and 
lurmaline). Iimestone with Cycloclypeus and Lepidocyclina, and Iime-sa.ndstone (with 
pyrite-dust, quartz and some biotite, D. 10032). 

No. 29. Dandangilo 3. Lime-marl-concretions and grey, soft marl (with pyrite-. 
and Iimonite-Iumps, quartz, tunnaline, and orthoclase). 

No. 30. Dandangilo 4. Limestone-fragrnents and grey marl (with quartz and zircon). 
No. 31. Dandangilo 5. Grey, sandy, soft marl (with Lepidocyclina, Miogypsina and 

other Foraminifera, with Iimonite-fragments, marl-Iumps, quartz, turmaline, some 
,)rthoclase, zircon and pyrite as Foraminifera-filliI1il.!). 

No. 32. Dandangilo 6. Grey claymarl with limestone fragments, very much quartz, 
rather much orthoclase and some turmaline. 

No. 33. is a boring-sample from lhe territory Trembul in Rembang, presented 
to ;;;Y;;;:rs ago by Prof. Reinhard of Base!. It is a Iime-sandstone, in the finest silt-rests 
of which there is besides much glauconite a profusion of quartz, sparse orthoclase 
and zircon, some andalusite and traces of .green hornblende and magnetite. I did not 
find plagioclase. 

The rocks 34-56 were collected by me on an exploration in the autumn of 1911 
between Surabaya and the Solo north of Ngawi. 

No. 34. is' a volcanic sandstone, between Randegan and Klagen (Surabaya). It 
contains a profusion of plagioclase, also hornblende, and magnetite. 

No. 35. a sandy marl between Kedung adem and Tonda mula,. its silt-rests contain 
besides much plagioclase and hornblenàe a predominance of quartz. 

No. 36. Limestone from G. Silli S. ol Tonda Mula. Clastic material very scarce, 
only plagioclase was .demonstrable. 

No. 37. a sandy marl, due S. of Djumblang Djati. The only clastic material are 
andesitic componenls: plagioclase~nd hornblende. It may be th at some chalcedony 
is present. 

No. 38. Sands N. ai Dessa Bengkok with very much plagioclase, with hornblend~, 
augite, and pyrite, the lalter constituting a filling of Foraminifera. 

No. 39. volcanic tuff with many Globigerinae N. ol Dessa Bengkok. Numerous 
plagioclasse is the only clastic matecial. 

No. 40. clay-marl N. ol Losari. The searce silt-rests contain much plagioclase and 
also chalcedony. 

No. 41. Limestone summit G. Danljeh contains besides plagioclase (not scarce) 
"nd hornblende very much quartz. 

No. 42. Liroestone. S.- W. ol Temajang, contains besides preponderating quartz a 
Iittle plagioclase and amphibole, and same magnetite. 

J) The D. numbers refer to the collection of microscopic sections in the Geol. 
Institute of Utrecht. 
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No. 43, sandy marl N. of Gangsem, S. Rembang contains much plagioclase and 
hornblende; also some quartz. 

No. 44, sandy marl S. E. of Temajang, S. Rembang contains besides numerous 
plagioclase, hornblende and andesite-.groundmass also still numerous quartz, with a 
few zircon-needles. 

No. 45. Limesandstones betweeTl Kalipang and Glidah, S. Rembang consists of 2 
samples with andesitic material (hornblende and plagioclasel. spon~-spicules and 
newly fonned chalcedony. 

No. 46. Kalipang, Nor th Kediri, lime-sandstone, contains clasHc material (very 
much plagioclase and hornblende) and also augite. I could not detect "OId" m,aterials. 

No. 47. S. of Klampoq, S. Rembang is a lime-sandstone with much plagioclase, 
ho~de and opal; "oId" material is lacking. 

No. 48. N. of Klampoq, S. Rembang is a lime-sandstone with plagioclase, horn
hlende and magnetite, in which I did not find "old" material. 

No. 49. S. of Desa Brabo, S. Rembang is a marly sandstone, with ,some quartz 
besides pla.gioclase and hornblende. 

No. 50. S. of Tawaran, S. Rembang is a lime-sandstone with pla~oclase, augite 
and hypersthene. 

No. 51. G. Ngantjik, S. Rembang sandy marl between clay-marls; contains only 
andesitic material (plagioclase, hornblende, magnetite). 

No. 52. N. of Kali Dandang, S. Rembang, impure limestone with sponge spicules 
and plagioclase. 

No. 53. S. of Ngraho, S. Rembang, sand-Iayer between clay-marls, contains andesite 
material, plagioclase far predominating. 

No. 54. N. of Pritjet, S. Rembang, sandlayer in clay-marls with plagioclase and 
hypersthene. 

No. 55. S. 
material, but 

No. 56. N. 
material. 

ol KeduIIg Pasir, S. Rembang. Lime-sandstone with much 
also rather much, old-looking quartz. 
ol Ngawi, N. Madiun. Lime-sandstone with more quartL !han 

andesitic 

andesitic 

No. 57. a marly lime-stone on the raad Ir om Grissee to Girik (near Surabaya), col
lected by Prof. Wichmann. It contains very scarce material, insoluble in hydrochloric 
acid, among which I can distinguish besides limonite-Iumps only splinters of quartz. 

The numbers 58-64 have been collected by me on a visit in 1910 10 the environ
ment of N~mbang, residence of Surabaya. 

No. 58. sand-marl from D. Garung, S. E. of Ngimbang, contains typical andesitic 
débris: magnetite, plagioclase, hornblende and hypersthene. 

No. 59. foraminifera-bearing sandmarl from G. Wedon, S. ol Sukarame, contains 
besides plagioclase, hornblende, and magnetite also fragments of andesite-groundmass. 

No. 60. East ol Desa PasinaTl, south of Kambangan is a blue claymarl with much 
pyrite-dust, with quartz and a Httle plagioclase. 

No. 61. N.-W. of G. Girik near Ngimbang a blue claymarl with much quartz and 
with zircon, but also with magnetite, plagioclase and hornblende. 

No. 62. water/all near Kabuh is a sandrnarl with exclusive andestic material. 
No. 63 from Wad uk Pridjetan north of Ngimbang, is a spherical, calcareous 

concretion; the clastic material is at least 90% "old" quartz and besidessome ortho
clase, zircon and possibly andalusite. 

No. 64. G. Pegat near Babat is a limestone, whose extremely scarce olasHc oon
sti~ are exclusively "old" material; besides at least 95 % quartz only some 
limonite and a few pumice needies occur. 

Throu~h the kind mediation of Dr. A. TOBLER I received a number of rocks from 
the Neogene of Java from tbe Museum of Basel. They are .described below (nos. 
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65-78) ; of the numbers 77 and 78 I could not mark the exact Iocalities on thc 
uccompagnying map. 

No. 65. (BLUMENTAL 17) is a boring sample from the boring-field Kedinding in N. 
Rembang. The very scarce silt-rests consist of predominating quartz, a HUIe ortho
clase, some zircon and muscovite. 

No. 66. (BLUMENTAL 11) is a boring-sample hom the territory of Semanggi in North 
Remba.ng. The silt-rests of this marl consist of a great deal of quartz, some ortho
clase, rather much pyrite or limonitized pyrite, whilea single plagioclase was found. 

No. 67-69. originate from the Ledok-territory in Rembang. No. 67. (HOTZ 41) is a 
soft marl; silt-rests contain very much quartz, rather much orthoclase and muscGvite, 
same plagioclase and zircon, and unmistakable andalusite. No. 68 (HOTZ 39) is a 
hard brownish-g.rey lime-sandstone; it contains besides Globigerinae rather much 
fine-grained clastic material, with predominating quartz, some muscovite and a very 
rare plagioclase. No. 69 (Blurnental 14) is a glauconitic lime-stone with many Fora
miniferae. CIastic constituents were frequently occurmng quartz and a single 
orthoclase. 

No. 70. (ERH 3) from Sambiroto near Sedan. The coarse silt-rests are above aU 
fossil-fragments . The finest silt-rests are rather varied: besides quartz as the chief 
constituent, there occur orthoclase, andalusite, microcline, zircon, and pcrhaps epidote. 

No. 71. (HOTZ 61) from Sambung near Gedangan, S. Semarang is a Globigerina
lim~ with little clastic material, among which only fresh splinters of plagioclasc 
could be identified. 

No. 72. (HOTZ 78) North of Desa Truka, N. E. of Salatiga is a Globigerina-marl, in 
which the only clastic materdal is andesitic pla,gioclase. 

No. 73. (HOTZ 63), greyish-white lime-sandstone from Desa Penkul S. E. 01 Sema
rang. contains be si des much quartz a small amount of andesitic plagioclase. 

No. 74. (HOTZ 53). between Grogol alld Djetis, N. Solo is a hard, sandy lime
stone with Foraminiferae, among which Lepidocyclinae. Only andesitic material was 
found in it. notably much plagioclase of zonary structure and a little homblende and 
augite. 

No. 75. (R EINHA RDT 7). from Kali Tandjung near Gambarsari. Banjumas is a 
whitish-.grey, tuffoid rock. It is very fine-grained, liUle limy and contains besides 
scarce Globigerinae and Pulvinulinae many Radiolariae and a few sponge spicules. 
Thc only clastic material I could detect wilh cerlainly were some plagioclases with 
andesitic habitus. 

No. 76. (REINHAIWT 4). grey, marly, glauconitic Cycloclypeus-lime from Pagutan on 
the Tji Sadana. Batavia. bearing rather much glaueonite. The only fine-clastic mate
rial 1 could recognize was quartz. 

No. 77. (TOHLER 54) from Ajer mata in Madura is a limestone with very many 
unmistakable quartz-splinlers. 

No. 78. (R EINHAlmT 9), S. 01 Kapo KiduI. between Babat and Rembang is the 
lilling ofan Arca in whieh typical andesitic material oeeurs: much plagioclase and 
pyroxene, which is ohiefly hypersthene. 

The following two numbers were in the Geol. lnstitute of Utrecht. 
No. 79. grey, finely slratified, marly sandstone from Durdjan. distr. 01 Sapulu. 

Madura, contains on the planes of slratifieation mud1- muscovite and carbonaceous 
sc ales. In the silt-resls besides much quartz, some chlorite and muscovite and also 
orthoclase appears. 

No. 80. from G. Tulu. Djiwo Mountains, S. 01 Klaten. is a limestone with sponge 
spicules and mueh andesitic plagioclase and amphibole. 

The numbers 81-90 were collected by me in the district east 01 Buitenzorg. 
No. 81. from th·e Tji Keas. is a clay-shale, in which quartz does not occur; in the 

rOGf and the floor andesitic tuHs occur. 
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No. 82. from the Tii-Bedug, a sideriver 01 the Kii Keas, comprises two rocks: a 
clay-shale, on which there are lumps of chalcedony and scarce, pellucid, untwinned 
plagioclases with refraction-indices lower than 1.551, and a lime-sandstone with 
numerous plagioclases, fragments of ground-mass and scarce biotites (which no doubt 
have been phenocrists). rather frequent splinters of quartz, clear as water, which has 
undoubtedly originated from quartz-phenocrists. It appears, then, that in this lime
sandstone we have to do with material from a dacite. (D. 10075). 

No. 83. (D. 10050) from the Upper-Tii Teureup is a silicious clay with very numer
ous but mostly very small splinters of cloudy quartz. It contains, moreover, musco
vite scales. I did not find any plagioclase. 

No. 84. S. E. 01 Tiiluwar is a clay-shale, whose silt-rests are composed of much 
limonite, and silicified lumps and of extremely scarce plagioclases and some dusty 
quartz. 

No. 85. (D. 10059) from the Tii Teureup, W. 01 G. Pantiar is a grey lime-sandstone 
with traces of carbon laminae. The clastic material appears to be almost exclusively 
quartz and grains of siliceous aggregate; besides some traces of muscovite and 
plagioclase with non-andesitic habitus occur. 

No. 86. (D. 10060). S. of Ke/apa Nungal is a yellow Amphistegina-limestone with 
lra~ dusty quarlz, sometimes with undulatory extinction. 

No. 87. (D. 10063), S. of Kelapa Nungal is a Cycloclypeus limestone with quartz
splinters. 

No. 88. (D. 10063). S. of Kelapa Nungal is a Cycloclypeus limestone with quartz, 
is ~.hat glauconitic. Thc clastic material consists exclusively of dusty quartz, 
of.ten in sharp splinters, which sometimes extinguish undulatorily. 

No. 89. A sandy layer in clay-shde, W . of G Karang, contains as clastic material 
predominating, pellucid, sparsely twinned plagioclases with an index of refraction 
of ahout 1.546; besides some dusty quarlz occurs. 

No. 90. (D. 10065). W. of G. Karang to the south of no. 89 and from greater depth 
of thc profile is a greyish-brown, sHghtly limonitic qu.artz sandstone, containing 
clastic material consisting exclusively of splinters and grains of dusty quartz. 

The number 91-93 originate from the basin of the Tii Beët in the nortb-western 
corner of tbe Preanger Regencies. 

No. 91. from the Tii Petiung, side-river 01 the Upper Tii Beët is a Globigerina marl, 
reminding us of the Centra 1- to East-Java marls from "m2". The clastic material it 
contains, is besides one or two zircons exclusively plagioclase, clear as water, 
slightly twinned, with an index of refraction of about 1.545. In the large 
disclosure also grey, hard clay-shales and sandstones occurred; the strike was N 85 W 
with a sou th dip of 60° . 

No. 92. South of the Tii-Beët (strike N. 70.0 dip. 60° S.) is a yellow, tuffy sandstone, 
containing pellucid plagioclase, chalcedony-lumps and quartz clear as water and 
undoubtedly effusive. 

No. 93. is a white, tuffy sandstone S. of the Tii Beët with much opa I, magneltite, 
nnd slightly twinned plagioclase (n. about 1.551). and with Httle hornblende and 
hypersthene. 

The numbers 94-99 are in the Geo!. Inst. of Utrecht. 
No. 94. Limestone from Pangkalan, distr. of Tegalwaru (Krawang) contains very 

scarce silt-rests, among which pyrite formed in situ in microscopic concretions, and 
a few plagioclases, clear as water and with refraction indices between 1.545and 1.551. 

No. 95. Limestone from the waterfall of Tiikombang, distr. of Darandang (Kra
wang). Among th e silt-rests we see besi.des zircons far prevailing old quartzes and 
fragments of siliceous aggrega tes. 

No. 96. Limestone from Kali Kebolintang near Tiiluwak, Diapara. contains rather 
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many silt-rests, consisting chiefly of old quartz, some orthoclase and .aggregates of 
silicic acid. 

No. 97. fr om Telawa, residency ol Semarang is a limestone with much plagioclase, 
so~nblende and some old quartz. 

No. 98. from Tuban, N. Rembang is a limestone with much plagioolase, :a liUle 
au~d magnetite. 

No. 99. fr om Bawean (S.W. ol Gg. Kelumpang) is a white sandstone, containing 
much dusty quartz. No "effusive" minerals could be demonstrated in it. 

The numoers 100-107 were collected in Bantam by L. J.C. VAN Es, mining engineer. 
No. 100. from the Upper Palembang-Iayers of the Tji Lajang (VAN Es 124) is a 

grey, tuffoid sandstone, in which only young, effusive material was found. 
No. 101. (VAN Es 127) from the Mid-P.alembang-Iayers of the Tji Lajang is a 

green, tuffy sandstone, containing exclusively effusive material, notably much mag
netite, much felspar, and same quartz which is clear as water and decidedly 
dfusive. 

No. 102. (VAN Es 128) from the Mid-Palembang-layers of the Tji Lajang is a 
white, fine-grained, sandy rock, with much opal, many lumps of silicic-acid aggre· 
gate, fairly much plagioclase (n about 1.551), a little pyr ite and effusive quartz : it is 
a typical dacitic mine ral. 

No. 103. (VAN Es .129a), from the Mid-Palembang-Iayers of the Tji Lajang is a 
gre~ yellow, partly clayey, tuffy sandstone with much felspar (n about 1.551) 
and with pyrite. 

No. 104. (VAN ES) from the Tji Muli between Desa Tji Muli and Tjurung-dalung 
(Mid-Palembang-Iayers) is a tuffy marl with muc.h effusive felspar and travelled 
silicic acid-Iumps. 

No. 105. (VAN Es 104a) from the Tji Muli near Desa Tjiwahaju (Lower Palern
bang~layers) is a grey, tuffy rock with scarce, pellucid, decidedly effusive quartzes, 
with pyrite, and with much plagioclase, the index of refraction being ± 1.551. Also 
here the clastic material is of dacitic nature. 

No. 106. (VAN Es 43) from Tii Maiang hilir is a grey, clayey-sandy rock, with 
mu~par (n 1.545-1.551), and with lumps of silicic acid-aggregate. 

No. 107. (VAN Es 193) from the Tii Miniak billow Barengkok, Mid-Pal. L., is a 
tuffy sandstone with magnetite and plagioclase. 

The numbers 108-110 were collected by me in S. Preanger in 1912. 
No. 108. a grey marl S. ol Bodiong Lopang, contains besides decidedly effusive 

material a few grains of quartz, which is probably "oId". 
No. 109. a marine tuff found north ol Sagaranten, contains exclusively effusive 

material, and especially plagioclase and magnetite. 
No. 110. a marine, tuffy marl S.W. ol Sagaranten contains also exclusively effu

siv~rial: magnetite and plagioclase. 
No. 111. from Muntiradia in thll K. Gllntllng (Pekalongan) is a Lepidocyclina-lime 

with a few grains of dusty quartz. It may be it also contains traces of young effusivp 
material. 

Utrecht. September 1925. 

3 
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Physics. - '"The variation of the dielectric constant of liquid and solid 
hydrogen with temperature." By WACLAW WERNER and W. H. 
KEESOM. (Communication NO. 178a from the Physical Laboratory 
at Leiden. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 26. 1925). 

§ 1. lntroduction. The dielectric constant of liquid hydrogen was 
measured provisionally at Leyden by BREIT and KAMERLINGH ONNES 1 ) • 

after that by WOLFKE and KAMERLINGH ONNES 2) . The latter extended 
their investigations to solid hydrogen and investigated also the variation 
of the dielectric constant with temperature. However. as they themselves 
say. the measurements at lower temperatures are not of the same 
accuracy as those at the boiling-point of hydrogen. The question. how 
the dielectric constant va ri es with temperature is however of so much 
importance. that it appeared to us worth while to repeat the measurements 
with greater accuracy. 

§ 2. Method. We followed the same method as WOLFKE and 
KAMERLINGH ONNES; the apparatus was also the same. except in some 
details where improvements were made. So. for the description. we refer to 
the communication mentioned. 

The sensitivity and accuracy of the method of measuring is limited 
particularly by the difficulty of keeping constant during a long time the 
frequency and the intensity of the electric oscillations. which are 
maintained in the primary circuit by means of a triode-lamp 3). For this 
the constancy of the temperature of the lamp. and particularly that of the 
incanclescent cathode. is essential. Constancy of the heating current was 
obtained by using accumulators of great capacity (130 A .h. ) and by of ten 
changing them. and also by soldering all junctions in the primary circuit. 

In spite of this there were still continuous changes of the frequency. 
which seemed to be intimately connected with the temperature of the 

1) G. BREIT and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. These Proceedings 27. 617. 1924. Leiden 
Comm. NO. 171a. 

2) M. WOLPKE and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. These Proceedings 27. 627,1924. Lelden 
Comm. NO. 171c. Spraw. i pro Warsz. Tow. Polit. lIl. 7. 1924. 

3) Comp. i.a. J. HERWEG. Verh. d. D. Physik. Ges. 21 . 572. 1919. W . H. ECCLES & 
J. H. VINCENT. Proc. Roy. Soc. A 96. ' 455. 1919. M. H. BELZ. Ph i\. Mag. 44. 479.1922. 
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environment. They were finally greatly reduced. by covering the triode
la~p with a metal mantle. through which a current of water was circulated. 
By regulating this current a possible still remaining tendency to a 
..:hange in the frequency could be compensated. Small irregular jumps. 
however. we could not entirely eliminate. 

The sensitiveness of the method is strongly influenced by th~ steepness 
of the resonance curve. Owing to the considerable resistance (42 (J ) of 
the vacuum thermoelement. this curve was rather flat. To improve this. 
we applied a pretty strong coupling (distance between the both self
induction-spirals 8 cm.). Owing to the beats 50 caused in the secqndary 
circuit th ere appear two maxima in the resonance curve. Between these 
maxima there is a part of the curve, which is much steeper than the 
extreme parts. IE during all the measurements only the same branch is 
used. there is no objection to using a stronger coupling. as it is here only 
necessary to have the same conditions before and af ter switching in the 
ex perimental-condenser. 

, The sensitivity of the measurement was 7 to 20 cm. in the galvanometer 
diHlection per 1 mmo reading of the measuring condenser. This could be 
observed to ~ mm .. which amounts to 1/5000 of the measured capacity. 
In order to obtain this accuracy it was necessary to calibrate the scale by 
means of an additional condenser of constant capacity. The values of the 
dielectric constant. thus corrected. were always greater than the un
corrected values by an amount of 0.0015 to 0.0021. 

In order to obtain greater constancy we changed later the sc ale. that 
was gummed on card-board. for ascale engraved on a polished nickel
plate. The series 111 and IV of our measurements were made with the 
latter scale. The scale was bent in asolid. wood en frame to a circular 
arc with a radius of 1.5 M. In the centre of th is arc was the mirror which 
was fixed to the axis of the measuring condenser. By means of a telescope 
we adjusted to whole millimeters of the scale. which was illuminated 
properly and we controled the adjustment to 0.1 mmo The new scale was 
calibrated in the same way as the old. 

§ 3. The experimental condenser. The arrangement of the condenser 
and of the cryostat. in which the condenser was moupted. was the same 
as used by WOLFKE and KAMERLINGH ONNES. As. however. the glass rod. 
to which the parts of the condenser were affixed. broke several times owing 
to the strong refrigeration. we fixed those parts to the rod by means of 
iron pieces. As the rod broke several times. we obtained different series 
of measurements. For each series there is a different value for the capacity. 
which was constant for th at series. 

The small cap which served for current supply to the condenser. was 
furnished with a silver plate which gave a good contact. 

The pressure of the hydrogen in the condenser. just as the pressure of 
[he hydrogen in the cryostat. could be read on manometers. 

3* 
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§ 4. The programme ot the measurements was as follows: 1°. 
measurement of the capacity in liquid hydrogen at atmospheric pressure ; 
20. at reduced pressure, the observations on both manometers having 
become stationary; 30. measurement of the capacity af ter the inner vessel 
had been emptied, the bath being brought again to the temperature of 
hydrogen, boiling under atmospheric pressure. In some cases this 
measurement had to be replaced by a measurement at room-temperature 
on the following day. This measurement served to control that th ere had 
been no change of the capacity owing to some injury. Each measurement 
of the capacity consisted of 5 to 6 separate measurements. When there 
were disturbing changes in the vibration-circuit or when points were 
investigated, that were near to each other, this number was reduced to 4 or 3. 
Each capacity-measurement took % to 2 hours. 

The separate measurement consisted of 7 successive adjustments of the 
measuring-condenser with no current in the galvanometer circuit, the 
experimental condens er being alternately switched on and off. 

The results of the separate' measurements of ten differed more from each 
other than corresponds to the accuracy expected. Besides the 
accidental observation-errors there were apparently still other unexpected 
sources of error. 

The wave-Iength used was about 500 M. By changinq from 300 to 
600 M. no influence of a change in wavelength could he observed. 

We then obtained the dielectric constant from the ratio between the 
capacities of the condenser WIed and e~pty. A correction was made for 
the capacity of the little supply-cap 1) . 

§ 5. Temperature and density ot the hydrogen. The tempera tu re of 
the liquid hydrogen was derived from the pressure of the saturated 
hydrogen-vapour according to the formula of VERSCHAFFELT 2) ; for solid 
hydrogen the tempera tu re was interpolated from the data of SIMON 3) . 

The pressure in the innertube Pi and also the temperature in the innertube 
T .. were always somewhat higher than the values pand T of the cryostat-

I r r 

bath. The difference is 0.10 degrees. at the boilingpoint, 0.35 degrees at the 
meltingpoint, and was even 0.7 to 0.9 degrees for solid hydrogen. This 
difference is to he ascribed to the radiation, which penetrated through the 
slits in the silvering of the vacuumvessels, into the innertube, and which 
was absorbed by the metal of the condenser. The temperature can be 
considered as being sufficiently uniform (because of the small thickness 
of the liquid-Iayers (0.2 cm.) hetween the vertical condenser plates). 

A possible doubt whether the pressure of the hydrogen-vapour in the 

I) The capacity of the little cap in llquld hydrogen is 0.46, the c:orrectlon to the 
O.C. belng 0.0006 for liquld, and 0.0005 for solid hydrogen. 

2) J. PALACIOS MARTINEZ et H. KAMERLINGH ONNES . . Arc:h. Néerl.. stro IllA, 6, 31. 
1923. Lelden Comm. NO. 156b. 

3) F. SIMON, Z .S. f. Phys. IS. 307, 1923. 
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innertube really corresponds to the temperature of the liquid. can be 
avoided by the observation. that for a pressure of 5.7 to 5.6 cm. the 
capacity changed rapidly. which indicates that at this pressure the 
hydrogen is becoming sölid. This corresponds approximately to the value 
of the triple point-pressure of hydrogen obtained formerly 1) 2). 

The densities were interpolated from the data of MATHIAS. CROMMELIN 
nnd KAMERLINGH ONNES 3). Below 14°.8 K. we had to extrapolate. 

§ 6. Accllracy of the method. The mean error of a separate measure
ment. derived from the va lues obtained at the different adjustments of 
which it consisted (see § 4). varied from 0.003 % to 0.03 % with a mean 
value 0.015 %. The differences between the separate measurements had a 
mean value of 0.06 %. If we calculate the mean error of the fjnal result of a 
series of measurements from the deviations of all numbers from that final 
result. we obtain a mean error of 0.02 %. This gives for the dielectric 
constant an error of 0.04 %. which means for liquid hydrogen an uncertainty 
of 0.0005. 

The measurements at the boilingpoint of hydrogen (tabIe lIl) confirm 
this estimation. 

They were made on different days: also the capacity of the empty 
condenser was different. The results differ by not more than 0.0005 from 
the mean value. 

The relative values of the results can be considered as being accurate 
to 1/25 %. For judging the absolute va lues we must also consider . the 
capacity of the supply-cap. by which the uncertainty is still increased by 
0.0002 at the most. 

The pressures were read to 1 mm .. which corresponds to an accuracy 
of 0.01 ° for liquid hydrogen. For solid hydrogen. for which the pressures 
could not be kept so constant. the accuracy of the temperature is not more 
than 0.1 0. 

§ 7. Reslilts. The results of the measurements are given in table I. 
Column I gives the capacity of the condenser C H2' filled with liquid or 
solid hydrogen. column 9 that of the empty condenser C v. In 10 are given 
the values of the dielectric constant calculated from 8 and 9. in 11 the 
values corrected according to the ca pa city of the supply-cap. 

I) H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and C . BRAAK. These Proceedings 9. 367. 1906. Leiden 
Comm. NO. 95e. H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and W. H. KEESOM. These Proceedings 16. 
HO. 1913. Leiden Comm. NO. 137d. 

2) In some cases the indication of the manometer for the innertube was excessively 
high and irregular. which probably can be ascribed to a partial obstruction of the connecting 
tube. In these cases Ti was derived from T. by means of the dlfferences Ti - T. found 
with other experiments. 

3) E. MATHIAS. C. A. CROMMELIN and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. These Proceedings 23. 
1175. 1921. Leiden Comm. NO. 154b. 
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TABLE I. 

1 
1

2
1 

3 
1 

4 
1 

5 
11 

6 
1 

7 
11 

8 
I 

9 
11 

10 
1 

11 

Pressure Temperature Capacity Dielectr. const. 

Series NO. Date 

I CH21 I 
PI I Pe TI Te Cv corr. 

cm . . cm. I 

1 25 . 11 76.8 74.5 20.40 20.29 152 .62 1.2309 1.2315 

2 .. ~1.3 20.1 16.73 16.60 154.35 1.2449 1.2455 

3 .. 12.1 10.9 15.47 15.24 154.71 1.2478 1.2484 
I 

4 .. 8.3 7.0 14.71 14.40 154.81 1.2486 1.2492 

5 .. 123.99 

7 28 . 11 76.9 74.6 20.40 20.30 152.52 I. 2301 1.2307 

12 10 . 111 ~9.0 76.7 20.49 20.39 153.68 1.2299 1.2305 
:si ::s 

13 .. 124.95 g 

11 15 12. 111 7.6 6.3 14.56 14.20 156.07 1.2491 1.2497 

16 .. 6.6 5.9 14.29 14.09 156.18 1.2499 1.2505 

17 .. 6.0 5.5 1) 14.12 13.99 156.39 I. 2516 1.2522 

19 7 • IV 77.6 75.4 20.43 20.33 115.59 1.2309 

20 .. 51.9 49.7 19.11 19.02 116.03 1.2356 
111 

21 .. 31.6 30.0 17.73 16.59 116.52 1.2408 

22 .. 5.5 2.9 14.0 13.0 113.24 
I1 

1.2058 

25 17. VI 85.33 :s! 
1 

26 .. 4.9 3.0 13.8 13.1 102.23 1.1981 1.1986 

27 .. 3.9 2.4 13.5 12.8 102.10 1.1966 1.1971 

IV 28 1 • VII 85.34 

29 .. 6.5 (14.69) 14.26 106.73 1.2506 1.2512! 
30 ,. 5.8 (14.33) 14.07 106.80 1.2515 1.2521 1 
31 .. 5.4 1) (14.10) 13.95 106.90 1.2527 1.2533 

Dielectric constant of liquid hydrogen at the boilingpoint. 

In measurements Nos. I. 7. 12 and 19 the hydrogen in the cryostat 

I) Bath soUd. 
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boiled under about atmospheric pressure. By means of the temperature 
coefficient a = - 0.0036 calculated from Nos. 19 and 20. the values of 
the dielectric constant were reduced to the boilingpoint of hydrogen. 
T = 20.36 1). The values. thus obtained. are given in table 11 under · EB 

TABLE 11. 
---

NO. 
I 

T 
I 

e 
I 

~Z 
I 

ZB 
I 

Mean value 

1 20.iO 1.2315 0.0001 1.2316 

7 20.iO 1.2307 0.0001 1.2308 1. 2311 

12 20 .i9 1.2305 0.0005 I. 2310 ± 0.00024 

The measurement N0. 19 has not been included. as it was not complete (see 
p. 41 note 2). 

Hence the dielectric constant of Iiquid hydrogen at 20°.36 K. can be 
given as 

EB = 1.2311 

with a probable error of about 0.02 %. 
This result is considerably larger than the provisional value of BREIT 

and KAMERLINGH ONNES:l) (E = 1.21). and differs also somewhat from 
that of WOLFKE and KAMERLINGH ONNES 2) (E = 1.225) . Probably the 
first mentioned difference is due to a too small value being adopted by 
the observers mentioned for the capacity of the leading wires; we remark 
that their measurements of the dielectric constant of liquid oxygen 
gave a value. that was about 1.5 % smaller than provisional measurements 
performed by us. 

The difference between our measurements and those of WOLFKE and 
KAMERLINGH ONNES. which were made af ter the same method and partly 
with the same apparatus. can have the following causes : 

a. the influence of the scale not being uniform increases the value for 
the dielectric constant by 0.0015 to 0.0021 ; using other parts of the scale 
it could be still more; 

b. the correction for the capacity of the supply-cap again increases the 
result by 0.0006 ; 

c. WOLFKE and KAMERLINGH ONNES calculated the temperature from 
the pressure in the cryostat bath. At the boiling-point of hydrogen the 
difference with the temperature in the condenser vessel is about 0.1 0; by 
this the dielectric constant is further increased by 0.0004. 

From these three circumstances we could increase the value. obtained by 
the observators mentioned. by 0.003. giving 1.228. 

I) J. PALACIOS MARTINEZ et H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. l.c. 
2) L.c. 
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d. As WOLFKE and KAMERLl.NGH ONNES ascribe to their measurements 
an accuracy of 0.1 %. we to our measurements an accuracy of 0.02 %. 
the remaining difference of 0.003. that is of 0.25 %. is explained to 
about 0.1 %. 

TABLE 111. 

I ,-1 1 
NO. T ê P l+2 P I 

I 

12 c 20.i9 1.2305 0.07068 1.0095 

1 a 20.iO 2315 7082 0116 

7 b 20.iO 2307 7082 0083 

20 e 19 . 11 2356 7215 0092 

21 e 17 .73 2i08 7360 0096 

2 a 16.73 2i55 1457 OH5 

3 a 15.i7 2iBi 7573 0097 :g 
:s 

i a H . 71 2i92 76041 0038 go 

29 f li .69 2512 76043 0109 

15 d li.56 [ 2i97 J 765i [ 0039 I 

30 f li.33 2521 7675 0100 

16 d H.29 [ 2505 I 7678 [ 0037 I 

17 d H.12 [ 2522 I 769i [ 0079 1 

31 f H.1O 2533 7695 0118 

22 e H.O 2059 
:g 

26 g 13.8 1987 ~ 
27 g 13.5 1972 

The measurements of the dispersion of liquid hydrogen by AUGUSTIN 1) 
make it possible to calculate the optical dielectric constant. · IE we 
extrapolate the va lues of AUGüsTIN by means of the simplest dispersion
formula n = no + a l-2 , we obtain for infinitely long waves no = 1.10921. 
and 50 no2 = 1.2303. at 75.54 cm. Hg .. and T = 20°.30. Reduction to 
T = 20° .36 gives no2 = 1.2301. a value. which is in satisfactory agreement 
with our result. 

1) H. AUGUSTIN. Ann. d. Phys. i6. i19. 1915. 
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Variation of the dielectric constant of liquid hydrogen 
with temperature. 

Table III gives the results obtained. arranged according to the 

temperature. Besides the D. C. = E also E - 21 ~ is given. e being the E+ e 
density of the substance 1). Fig. 1 represents graphically the course of the 
D. C. The points obtained on the same measuring day. are indicated by 
the same character. 

The results form almost a straight line. For the deviations. which some 
points show. we could find a possible explanation 2). This is however not 

the case for No. 2; the deviation of this measurement is 0.0015. and 
surpasses 3 to 4 times the mean error of the measurement. 

1,26 - , f, , 
d~ 
~ 

rd da 
I 

I ~ r;c I 
I b 

I 

I 

I 

I 

e 

<a 

1,18 ,2 1 4 16 18 20 

~T 
Pig. 1. 

I) The values taken from MATHIAS. CROMMELIN and KAMERLINGH ONNES (cf. § 5) 
were extrapolated linearly below 14.80 K. 

2) Por NO. i. perhaps also for NO. 3. it Is possible th at the level of the IIquid had fallen 
too much. by which too small values were obtained. 

Owing to a displacement of the scale the measurements Nos. 19-22 should not be 
compared dlrectly with the capacity empty. The indirect calculation based upon the 
measurement at the boiling-point NO. 19. and the D.C. from table 11. is somewhat less 
certain. as th is measurement origlnally meant as contro!. has been performed somewhat 
less accurately. 

Nos. 15-17 are uncertaln. owing to a burst in the condenser detected after those 
measurements. and because for these measurements the hydrogen was diluted with a little 
helium. Por Nos. 29-31. which. belonging to the same temperature domain show the 
same temperature course. but gave higher absolute values. the temperature-measurement 
was uncertain. probably owing to a partial obstruction of the connection tube with the 
manometer (comp. p. 37 note 2); the error however was probably not more tlian 0.1 0 

and equal for all these measurements. 
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Because of this we could say. that a sm all deviation (of 0.001. measure
ment N0. 2) of the linear course is probable. but not proved . 

This course is reproduced in the values of : + ~ }. But for the measure

ments Nos. 2 and 4 and the values between [] the function of 
CLAUSI US-MoSOTTI is constant to 0.002. The mean value is 1.010. 
According to TANGL 1) the value is 1.0106 for gaseous hydrogen at 20 
atm .. 0.9994 at 100 atm. 

The dielectrical constant of salid hydrogen . 

From table I and fig. 1 it appears. that the D . C. of hydrogen decreases 
abruptly on solidification 2) . 

The results of the measurements Nos. 22 and 26 differ so much from 
each other. that it is difficult to ascribe that difference only to a change 
of the D. C. with temperature. We must think here of the spongy structure. 
forming "vacuols". in the solid hydrogen 3). 50 the value measured 
corresponds properly to an ill-defined mixture of solid substance and 
vapour. For a homogeneous ma ss it would be somewhat larger. After the 

mixture-ru Ie of SILBERSTEIN 4) the correction should be 6.E = 6. v (e-1). 
v 

6. v being the fraction of the total volume occupied by the vapour. 
v 

According to KAMERLINGH ONNES and CROMMELIN 5) the contraction at the 
solidification of hydrogen is 4.8 %. In the worst case. that the volume of 
the vacuols would be equal to the whole contraction. the correction would 
be 0.0096. This is then the upper limit. Differences in the third decimal of 
the D. C. are so explained 6). 

From measurement No. 22 it follows that the D . C. of solid hydrogen is 
not below 1.206. We obtained an upper limit. by applying the maximum 
correction 0.0096 to the value 1.993. which follows from No. 26 by 
reduction to T = 14.0. It is 1.209. 50 the D. C. of homogeneous solid 
hydrogen near the meltingpoint lies between 1.206 and 1.209. 

It deserves attention that on solidification the polarisation P = : + ~ 
decreases from 0.07786 to about 0.0647. th us about 16.8 % wh ere the 

1) K. TANGL. Ann. d. Phys. 26. 59. 1908. 
2) The temperature difference between the measurements Nos. 31 and 32 is only 0.1°. 
3) Remarkable Is the small resistance. that the "solid" hydrogen offers on moving the 

glass tube which surrounds the connecting wlre. Also the electric contact in the hydrogen 
bath is not in the least inftuenced by the mass solidlfylng whereas on the contrary it is 
very senslble for the smallest traces of solid air. 

t) L. SILBERSTEIN. Ann. d. Phys. 56. 677. 1895. 
S) H. KAMERLINGH ONNES and C. A. CROMMELIN. These Proceedlngs 16. 245. 1913. 

uiden Comm. NO. 137a. 
6) We must further remember. that measurement NO. 22 underlies the same uncertainty 

as Nos. 20 and 21 (comp. p. 41 note 2) . 
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density increases by 4.8 %. Hence the function of CLAUSIUS-MosOTTI 
decreases at solidification of hydrogen by more than 25 %. 

The results of the measurements Nos. 26 and 27 show a small decrease 
of the D. C. with temperature. The temperatures of these measurements are 
somewhat uncertain owing to the obstruction in the tube that connects the 
inner vessel with the manometer. This we took into account in the way 
mentioned above 1). This limits the accuracy of the absolute temperature 
measurement to 0.10 at the utmost. 

The course of the curve below the meltingpoint differs from that. 
obtained in the provisional experiments of Comm. N0. 171c. Probably in 
these measurements. all the hydrogen was not solidified. owing to the slow 
exchange of the temperature in solid hydrogen. 

SUMMARY. 

J. In the method of WOLFKE and KAMERLINGH ONNES for determining 
the dielectric constant of condensed gases some improvements have been 
made. 

2. The D . C. of liquid hydrogen at the boilingpoint (T = 20.36) has 
been measured; from 3 measurements the value eB = 1.2311 -+- 0.00024 

was obtained. 
3. The D. C. of liquid hydrogen has been measured at different 

temperatures from the boilingpoint almost to the meltingpoint. We 
obtained a linear course. A linear variation was found. although there was 
an indication of a small deviation. The D. C. near the meltingpoint is 
1.2533. 

4. The D. C. of solid hydrogen has been measured; 
homogeneous mass near the meltingpoint 1.206-1.209. 
cooling the D . C. decreases. 

1) Comp. p. 37 note 2. 

it is for a 
On further 



Anatomy. - "The cerebellum of fishes. 2. The cerebellum of Megalops 
cyprinoides (Brouss.) and its connections." By C. J. VAN DER 

·HORST. (Communicated by C. U. ARIËNS KAPPERS.) (Central 
Institute for Brain Research. Amsterdam.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1925). 

In Teleosts great variability is found in the shape and the seize of the 
cerebellum. Dimensions and form of the cerebellum are in close relation 
to the phylogenetieal position of the particular fish and to no less a degree 
to the habits of the animal. This has been studied by V . FRANZ in a great 
number of Teleosts. Also ADDISON accurately studied and compared the 
fiber connections of the cerebellum of three Teleosts with different 
habits. viz. Gadus. Arius and Pleuronectes in the Institute for Brain 
Research at Amsterdam. 

In general the cerebellum i!? small in fishes that move slowly. like 
Hippocampus. Pleuronectes. Cyclopterus. Scorpaena and Lophius. On 
the other hand the cerebellum is large in good swimmers like Clupea. 
Gadus and Thynnus. 

All the different stimuli that reach the central nervous system by way 
of the sense organs do not have the same influence on the development 
of the cerebellum. No doubt the most important sense organ for the 
cerebellum is the lateral line system together with the vestibular organ 
whieh is closely related with the former. Direct fibers of the N .N. laterales 
and the N. octavus end in the cerebellum which also forms an unity with 
the endnuclei of these nerves in the oblongata. From this as also from the 
ontogenetic development. it is clear that in the cerebellum originally only 
ended the octavo-lateralis fibers . It is only later on that secundary and 
tertiary connections of other centra reach the cerebellum. 

Also very important for the cerebellum is the degree of development of 
the optie system. The tectum optieum is in direct connection with the 
cerebellum by the tractus tecto-cerebellaris which is one of the largest 
afferent tracts of the cerebellum. 

Of importance also is the general sensibility of the cody. Sensory 
stimuli can reach the cerebellum by way of the tractus spino-cerebellaris 
whieh ascending from the spinal cord and the oblongata end8 also in fishes 
in the cerebellum. The taste and olfactory organs seem to be of small 
importance. Only by way of tracts of higher order taste and olfactory 
stimuli may reach the cerebellum probably by means of the tractus lobo
cerebellaris. 
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Sa it is not surpnsmg that the cerebellum of Megalops is very large. 
As a pelagic fish Megalops is astrong swimmer. The lateral line system 
is greatly developed and the name of the fish indicates already that it is 
provided with large eyes. On the contrary the general sensibility of the 
skin is poorly developed in keeping with the habits of the 2nimaI. at least 

judging from the small seize of the ascending spinal tracts compared with 
those of Lophius, Trigla etc. 

But befare discussing the peculiarities shown by this cerebellum in 
relation with its great development, I should like to call attention to a few 
particular points that show, that th is cerebellum has retained original 
characters notwithstanding its great development. 

At first the ventriculus cerebelli is large (fig. 1) . This must be looked 

'/1 
f.,g I _ (V)eg~p~cxprinoide5 l5rou» .) 

upon as a primitive character, because the cerebellum has a bilateral origin 
according to SCHAPER. Whereas in most Teleosts the two halves totally 
unite, in other more primitive farms among them the lateral halves remain 
more or less separated by a narrow sagittal, fissurelike ventricIe. In the 
corpus cerebelli of Megalops the right and the left granular masses are 
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almost entirely separated from each ot her. A union occurs only in the 
middle of the dorsal part, by which the ventride is divided in arecessus 
anterior and arecessus posterior. To be su re the ventride in Megalops 
is also fissurelike , however this fissure is for the greater part strikingly 
broader than in other T eleosts (fig. 2). 

Ano.ther primitive character of 'this cerebellum is the occurrence of a weIl 
defined auride. In a previous communication I tried to make dear, that 
the auriculus cerebelli is absent in Teleosts or only indicated by a slight 
accumulation of granular cells. On the contrary the auride is very dear 
in Megalops and it is separated from the corpus cerebelli by a deep fissure , 
comparable with the sulcus para-auricularis described by VOORHOEVE in 
Selachians. Even arecessus lateralis of the fourth v~ntride is present, 
thoug h this is very small (fig. 3) . 

Also the ventral part of the granular mass, pushed away by molecular 
substance in other Teleosts is still a rather compact mass of granules in 

aur. 

r. 1. 

cr. c. 

VII. s. 

r . p. 

val. 

s. c. 

.. 

Fig. 2. Crosssection of the frontal part of 
the corpus cerebelli. 

Fig. 3. Crosssection of the caudal part of 
the corpus cerebelli. 
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the caudal part of the cerebellum of Megalops. Of course. Eibers of the 
commissura vestibulo-cerebellaris pass through th is mass. but in general 
the granular cells lie densely packed in the whole breadth between the two 
auricles (fig. 3). 

Finally I should like to call attention to the fact that the valvula cerebelli 
has a simple shape and has no lateral lobes. though it is very large and 
shows a peculiarity that I have not seen in any other Teleost (fig. 5). 

The progressive development of the cerebellum of Megalops is. as we 
have seen. principally influenced by the lateral line system. Both the 
N. lateralis anterior and the N. Iateralis posterior are very large. It was 
not possible for me to separate the N. octavus from the N. lateralis anterior 
with certainty. because the nerves we re cut oH near the brain surface. 
In correspondence with the seize of the nerves. the lobus liniae lateralis 
is very large as is also the crista cerebellaris; the latter is situated at the 
dorsal side of the lobus. It is not only in the crosssection that they are 
very large but they also extend in caudal direction farther than I have 
found in any other bony fish. viz. a little beyond the calamus scriptorius. 
thus in fact into the spinal cord (fig. 4). The two lobes have fused above 

n. v . c. 

cr. c. cr. I. 

V. d. 

n.X. m. 

f. a. 

sp. X.m. 

Fig. i. Crosssection of the spinal cord immediately behind the calamus scriptorius. 

the fourth ventricIe over a long extend (fig. 1) . Such a concrescentia 
loborum lateralium occurs generally in Teleosts. in which the lateral line 
system is weil developed. A great number of crossing fibers is found here. 
for the greater part direct lateralis fibers (fig. 3) . A very few fibers cross 
over in the commissura infima (fig. 4). In Anguilla. in which the lateral 
lobes do not fuse. a great number of lateralis fibers cross over here 
according to HERRICK. 

Near their entrance the two roots split into ascending and descending 
fibers. It may be that the entering fibers split in two parts. I have not 
seen it in my crosssections. but I take it for probable. because this 
dichotomy has been found in ot her fishes. These fibers intermingle in 
such a way in the lobe. and also numerous fibers of the lateralis posterior 
ascend till in front of the lateralis anterior. that it is not possible to 
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distinguish alobus anterior and alobus posterior as BERKELBACH VAN DER 
SPRENKEL was ab Ie to do in Silurus. 

But not all lateralis fibers end in the lobe. A great number of them 
ascends to the cerebellum to spread in the eminentia granularis which, as 
I have shown before, is in close relation with the lobus liniae lateralis. 
Among these are also numerous fibers of the lateralis posterior. AOOISON 
stated, that only Eibers of the lateralis anterior reach the cerebellum in 
Gadus. These fibers end in the eminentia of the same side or they unite 
to a compact bundIe that crosses over in the cerebellum and ends in the 
eminentia of the ot her side (fig. 2). TELLO found this decllssation in the 
velum; in Megalops it is found in the middle of the cerebdlum. 

These crossing Eibers do not end in the valvula in Megalops ; in Gadus 
they do according to ADDISON. 

The eminentiae granulares are very large, but only present in the frontal 
part of the cerebellum. The caudal part consists only of the corpus 
cerebelli proper. So in Megalops the eminentiae are stretched out in dorso
ventral direction, as this is in fact the case with the whole corpus cerebelli. 

The two eminentiae granulares are connected with each other by a great 
number of commissural fibers that, united in a compact bundIe, cross over 
in the frontal part of the concrescentia loborum lateralium (fig. 2) . I take 
this commissure to be homologous with the commissura interauricularis 
of WALLEN BERG, which has been described by KAPPERS as a small 
commissure in Gadus but as a very large one in Arius. But there is a 
striking difference. In Arius this commissure is situated near the peripheral 
surface of the brain, the decussation is quite ventral. It also curves in a 
frontal direction. In Megalops on the contrary the fibers take a shorter 
way. They leave the eminentia at its medial side and run from there 
directly to the median plane curving only in a caudal direction. 

As I have given evidence in a previous communication, the Teleosts in 
general have no auricle. The commissure, mentioned above, in fact does 
not connect the two auricles, but the eminentiae granulares ; so I think it 
better to call it the commissura eminentiae granularis. There could be 
discerned a ventral commissure, as found especially in Arius, and a dorsal 
one like Megalops has. I think it probable, that the tractus or commissura 
trigemino-cerebellaris, found by V. FRANZ very well developed in Silurus, 
and also the decussating bundIe that has been described by MAYSER in 
Cyprinidae as Pons Varoli, are both the same as îhe commissura 
eminentiae granularis. 

It is selfevident, that also the lateral lemniscus, which, ascending from 
the oblongata, conducts the octavo-Iateral stimuli, is well developed and, 
in correspondence to this, also its endnucleus, the torus semicircularis, is 
very large (fig. 6) . But these are not the only fibers that end in the torus 
semicircularis. At first fibers of the N. opticus enter the torus along its 
whole length and end in the ventral part of the torus (figs. 5 and 6). 
I have never found these direct opticus-fibers in any other fish . 
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Secundly also of the secundary Eibers that leave the tectum opticum 
some pass through the torus with which they are probably connected. These 
secundary Eibers are arranged in three superposed systems (figs. 5 and 6) . 
The most ventrally situated fibers form the tractus tecto-bulbaris cruciatus. 
which curving around the dorsal side of the commissura transversa runs 
in median direction. The fibers lying in the middle are more diffusely 
scattered or form small bundies. They unite farther caudally to the very 
large tr. tecto-bulbaris rectus. The third. most dorsally situated system of 
Eibers runs in the caudal part of the mid-brain through the torus semi
circularis and parallel its surface (fig. 6). In the most caudal part these 
fibers can not be distinguished from those of the tr. tecto-bulbaris rectus. 
which also makes a dorsally directed curve in the torus. I think it probable. 
that many of these last mentioned fibers end in the torus or at least have 

n.l.v 
s. c. 

v. c. 

tr. t . c. tr. c. m. 

t. c. 

tr. t . i. tr. tg. c. 

4 

1.1. 

tr. t. b. r. bI. 

c. tr. 
f. r. 

tr. t. b. cr. 

tr . m.l. 

Fig . 5. Crosssection of the middle part of the tectum opticum and of the 
valvula cerebelli. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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..:onnections here. They end in a row oE glomerulilike arborisations. 
which lie at the median border oE the torus and caudally to the 
nucleus lateralis valvulae (Eig. 6. ) Farther Erontally these Eibers run 
directly, without curving through the torus semicircularis, to the glomeruli . 
piercing through the lemniscus lateralis (Eig. 5). I suppose these Eibers 
which come as the most dorsalones Erom the tectum opticum to constitute 
the tr. tecto-isthmicus and then the glomeruli with the surrounding cells 
are the ganglion isthmi. 

It is very difficult to trace the afferent connections of the nucleus lateralis 
valvulae. lagree with KAPPERS , when he supposes that this nucleus is 
closely related with the torus semicircularis, 50 that octavus and lateralis 
stimuli will reach it. But also it receives optic stimuli Erom the torus and 
the ganglion isthmi, also direct Eibers Erom the tectum opticum reach this 
nucleus. Many fibers Erom the nucleus lateralis valvulae run along the 
ventricIe at the dorsal side oE the Easciculus longitudinalis posterior in a 
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tr . t. i. 
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Fig. 6. Crosssection of the cauda\ part of the tectum opticum and of the 
va\vu\a cerebelli. 
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median . direction and seem to decussate. I could not state the orlgm of 
these Eibers. but I suppose that they are crossing Eibers Erom the torus 
semicircularis. because also many Eibers Erom the torus take the same 
direction (Eig. 5). 

The large tractus mesencephalo-cerebellaris posterior or tegmento-cere
bellaris runs Erom the nucleus lateralis valvulae to the cerebellum. At its 
caudal side Eollows the tractus mesencephalo-cerebellaris anterior or tecto
cerebellaris. This latter bundIe has a different course in Megalops to that 
usually met with in Teleosts. Generally it leaves the tectum opticUID where. 
at its frontal end. the median part of the tectum Euses with the t~gmentum. 
From here the tract runs as a compact bundIe through the tegmentum at the 
median side of the lemniscus (fig 5) . it bends towards the corpus cerebelli 
just behind the tractus mesencephalo-cerebellaris posterior and runs here 
near the midline to its endings in the caudal part of the corpus. The number 
oE Eibers leaving the tectum at its frontal end near the midplane is very 
small in Megalops. These fibers are joined by numerous other on es that. 
arising in the frontal part of the tectum. reach the tegmentum by way of 
the lateral attachment of the tectum and. arranged in small bundIes. they 
run in a caudal direction. 

These Eibers leave the tectum in the same way as. on a more caudal 
level. the Eibers that run to the ganglion isthmi do (Eig. 5). Also in the 
cerebellum these Eibers have not the course otherwise met with. but are 
situated quite laterally in connection with the tractus tegmento-cerebellaris. 

Whereas the tractus tecto-cerebellaris spreads wholly in the corpus 
cerebelli. the tractus tegmento-cerebellaris sends the greater part of its 
Eibers to the valvula. This bundIe is a very large one in Megalops. In 
correspondence with this the valvula is also very large. As said before 
the valvula has a comparatively simple form. but only in that the lateral 
lobes are absent (Eig. 5) . But the rather narrow midpart is very long and 
lies in many curves under the roof of the midbrain. A simple shaped valvula 
makes only one curve in genera!. sometimes a secundary curve can be added 
like in Gadus and Perca. I found in Megalops no less than six secundary 
curves. 

A striking peculiarity oE the valvula of Megalops is. that it is not only 
situated below the tectum opticum. but it stretches also caudally in the 
Eourth ventricIe like a fingershaped organ untill near the caudal side of the 

corpus cerebelli (Eigs. 1. 2 and 3). This part has the typical structure oE a 
valvula with the granular layer at the outside and the molecular layer. in 
which extends the skullcavity. at the innerside. It is situated in the ventricIe 
quite free. but for a possible superficial fusion with the concrescentia 
loborum lateralium. I found this fusion in one series but not in the other. No 
Eibers enter the valvula from the concrescentia. 

The other afferent systems are slightly developed. The tractus spino
cerebellaris and olivo-cerebellaris are very thin and have the norm al course 
for these tracts (fig. 2). The tractus lobo-cerebellaris is not present as a weIl 

4* 
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defined bundIe. Numerous isolated fibers join the tractus tecto-cerebellaris. 
wh ere this enters the cerebellum. These fibers come from the vent ral part 
of the bulbus to which part run also fibers from the lobi inferiores. 

The tractus cerebello-motorius leaves the cerebellum along the medio
caudal side of the very small gustatory nucleus. The more medially situated 
fibers . which originate all in the corpus cerebelli. form a compact bundIe 
that. piercing through the fasciculus longitudinalis posterior. decussates 
just behind the oculomotor nucleus (fig. 6) . 

Also the more laterally situated fibers decussate at this level. So the 
decussation is not drawn out in Megalops as FRANZ found it in other 
Teleosts. but it is Iimited to a small area. The lateral fibers. which run to 
the midline more in a curve. arise principally in the valvula; they form a 
great number of small bundIes which partly pierce through the tractus 
tecto-cerebellaris. 

Megalops is one of the most primitive Teleosts. In correspondence to 
this the cerebellum shows several primitive characteristics and to a greater 
number and more primitive than the simple cerebellum of Osmerus, and 
even, as to the auricle. than that of Amia. On the other hand the cerebellum 
is greatly developed in connection with the habits, whereby especially thc 
valvula shows particular peculiarities. 
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LIST OF ABREVIATIONS 

aur. auriculus cerebelli. cr. c. crista cerebellaris. 
b. c. brachium conjunctivum. cr. l. primary lateralis fibers before the 
bI. blood vessel. decussation. 
c. e. commissura eminentiae. c. tr. commissura transversa . 
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e. gr. eminentia granularis. t. o . tectum opticum. 
f.a. fibrae arcuatae. tr. c. m. tractus cerebello-motorius. 
f.opt. fibers of the Nervus opticus. tr. g. s. tractus gustatorius secundarius. 
f. r. fasciculus retro/lexus. tr. i. b. tractus isthmo-bulbaris. 
gl. glomeruli. tr. m.1. tractus mesencephalo-lobaris. 
I. cr. primary lateralis fibers af ter the tr. o. m. tractus octavo-motorius. 

decussation. tr. s. C. tractus spino-cerebellaris. 
1.1. lemniscus lateralis. tr. t. b. cr. tractus tecto-bulbaris cruciatus. 
1. r. non crossing lateralis fibers . tr. t. b. r. tractus tecto-bulbaris rectus. 
I.v. lobus liniae lateralis ventralis. tr. t . c. tractus tecto-cerebellaris. 
mol. molecular mass. tr. tg. c. tractus tegmento-cerebellaris. 
N.l.p. Nervus lateralis posterior. tr. t . i. tractus tecto-isthmicus. 
n. 1. v . nucleus lateralis valvulae. t. s. torus semicircularis. 
n. v. C. nucleus visceralis commissuralis. val. valvula cerebelli. 
n.X.m. nucleus vagi motorius. v. c. ventriculus cerebelli. 
r. a. recessus anterior of the ventri- llI. Nervus oculomotorius. 

culus cerebelli. IV. Nervus trochlearis . 
r.1. recessus lateralis of the fourth V . Nervus trigeminus. 

ventricle. V.d. trigeminus descendens. 
r. p. recessus posterior of the ventri- VII. s. Nervus facialis sensibilis. 

culus cerebelli. X. Nervus vagus. 
s. c. skull cavity. X.m. motor vagus root. 
sp. Nervus spinalis. X. s. sensory vagus root. 
t. c. torus semicircularis. i . fo urth ventricle. 



Chemistry. - "On the Crystalforms of some position~isomeric Dinitroto~ 
luenes". By Prof. F. M. JAEGER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 31. 1925). 

§ 1. In the following article are communicated the results of the crystallo~ 
graphic measurements made with a number of position~isomeric Dinitroto~ 
luenes. which had been were prepared by Dr. H. A. SIRKS 1) and given 
to me by this author for the purpose mentioned. It appeared possible to 
obtain flve of the six possible isomerides in a form suitable for measure~ 
ment. For the purpose of comparison a1&o some measurements are con
sidered here. made with some other nitro~derivatives of toluene by 
BODEWIG 2). CALDERON 2) and FRIEDLÄNDER 3). 

§ 2. 1~2~3~Dinitrotoluene : C6H 3(N02h; Mpt. 60° C. 
This substance was obtained from ether in the shape of smalt al most 

colourless tabular crystals. They 
are weil built and show constant 
angular values. 

Rhombic~bipyramidal. 

a: b: c = 0.6352: 1 : 0.3721. Fi9".l. 

Forms observed: c = 10011. predominant. very lustrous ; m = 11101. 
weil developed and yielding very sharp images; r = 11011. large and weil 
reflecting; 0 = 11111. extremely narrow. mostly absent. and yielding only 
faint reflections. The habit of the crystals is tabular parallel to 10011. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

c: r = (001) : (101) =* 30° 21l' 
m: m = (110) : (110) =* 6i 51 

m: c = (110) : (001) = 90 0 90° 0' 

m: m = (110): (ï 10) = 115 9 115 9 

r: r = (lOl) : (101) = 119 25 119 7 

m:o =(110):(111)= 36 39t 36 58 

0: c = (111): (001) = 53 20t 53 2t 

No distinct cleavability was found. 

1) H. A. SIRKS. Dissertatie, Groningen, (1906). 
2) C . BODBWIG, Zeits. f. Kryst., 3, 388. (1879); L. CALDBRON, ibid., i, 235, (188 
3) P. FRIBDLANDBR, Zeits. f. Kryst., 3, 170, 173, (1879). 
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§ 3. 1~2~4~Dinitrotoluene; Mpt.: 71°C. 
From a mixture of ether and alcool this compound was obtained in 

colourless. flat needies. 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a : b : c = 0.8553 : 1 : 0.5236; 

fJ=84° 37t'. 

Forms observed: m = 11101 and b = 10101. large and very lustrous ; 
a = 11001. much narrower than either of these forms. but yielding 
good reflections ; r = 11 01\. large. but dull; c = 10011. small and yielding 
only faint images; 0 = 1111\. narrow. but very lustrous ; C 

P = 11201. extremely narrow. The shape of the crystals 
is prisma tic parallel to the c~axis. 

Angular Values: Measured: Calculated: 

m: r = (110) : (101) * 63° 52t' 
m : b = (110) : (010) =* 49 35 
r:o =(101):(111)=* 39 48 

m : 0 = (110) : (111) = 76 19t 76° 19t' 
a:r =(100):(101)= 54 38 54 40 
a : m = (100) : (110) = 40 25 40 25 
p: b = (120) : (010) = 29 491- 30 25 
p : n = (120) : (110) = 19 26 19 10 
c:r =(001):(101)= 29 47t 29 57t 
a:c =(100):(001)= 84 25 84 37t 
c: b = (001) : (010) = 90 0 90 0 
0: b = (111) : (010) = 62 35 62 28 

No distinct cleavage could be observed. 
The optical axial plane is perpendicular to 10101. 

C' 

Fig.2. 

This substance was also studied by BODEWIG 1); with his (pale yellow) 
crystals this au thor found: a: b : c = 0.8593: 1 : 0.5407 ; fJ = 85° 12'. Perhaps 
small traces of impurities are responsible for the differences of angular 
values compared with those here observed. 

§ 4. 1~2~6~Dinitro~toluene; Mpt. 66° C. 
From ethylacetate this isomeride was obtained as big. flat. and colourless 

crystals. showing constant angular values and permitting accurate measure~ 
ments 2). 

1) C. BODBWIG. loco cit .• p. 389. 
2) See also: K. HEYDRICH. Zeits. f. Kryst ..• 8. 268. (1911). The melting-point menti

ODed there is 6°_ too low. 
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Rhombic~bipyramidal (pseudohexagonal). 

a : b : c = 0.5725: 1 : 0.5324. 

Forms observed : m = 1110 I. broad highly lustrous ; b = I 010 I. also 
well developed and yielding good reflections; r = 1101 I. 
narrow. but eminently reflecting; q = I 0111. also strongly 
lustrous ; s = 012. narrow. yielding sharp images. 

Angular values: Measured : Calculated: 

m : m = (110): (Il O) =* 59') 59' 
b:q =(010):(011)=* 61 58 
b:m = (010) : (110) = 60 12t 60° 12t' 
q: S = (011): (012) = 13 6 13 7t 
s:c =(012):(001)= 14 57 14 54t 

m:q =(110) : (011)= 76 23t 76 29t 

Cleavage dis tin ct parallel to I 001 1 . 

,Ij., , 
, 

The shape of the crystals is elongated parallel to the Fig. 3. 
c~axis. either parallel to I 010 I. or to a pair of faces of 
1110 I. Sometimes hexagonally limited plates were obtained. showing 
only I 001 I. with mand b as bordering facets. The plane of the 
optical axes is 1100 I. with c~axis as flrst bissectrix. 

§ 5. 1~3~4~Dinitro~toluene; Mpt. 60° C. 
From a mixture of benzene and ethyl~alcool the substance crystallizes 

in very thin. transparent needles. which mostly show no limiting faces 
at the top. beyond the basis 10011 . Rarely. however. a form q = 10111 
was observed. only very small. 

'(na 

, 

m; 
, . 
, , 
, , 
: ' , : , , , , , , 
: ' , : 

Fig-.4. 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a : b : c = 0.8320 : 1 : 0.2465 ; 

fJ= 88° 25'. 

Forms observed: a = 1100 I. m = 1110 1 and 
p = 1120 I. all three about equally broad and 
yielding good images; b = 10101. somewhat narrower 
c = 10011. well reflecting; q = 10111. sm all and 
giving only faint reflections. The crystal~habitus is 
elongated parallel to the c~axis. 

Angular values: Observed : Calculated : 

m : b = (110) : (010) =* 50° 15' 
q : p = (011) : (120) =* 79 3 

q: c = (011) :(001) =* 13 50t 
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Angular Values: Observed: 
c: p = (001) : (120) = 89° 8t' 
a:c =(100):(001)= 88 27 
c : b = (001) : (010) = 90 0 
a : m = (100) : (110) = 39 45 
m:p =(110):(120)= 19 18 

No distinct cleavage could be observed. 

Calculated: 
89° 11' 
88 25 
90 0 
39 45 
19 14t 

The extinction on m. pand b differs only inappreciably from 90°. 

§ 6. It may be remarked in connection with the measurements of the 
isomeric 1-2-4- and 1-3-4-Dinitrotoluenes. which both are derivatives of 
p-Nitrotoluene. that this last (Mpt. : 54° c.). is rhombic-bipyramidal. 
with : a : b: c=0.9107: 1: 1.0965 and the forms : 11101.10111.12111.10011. 
and 10101. The crystals are perfectly cleavable parallel to 10101. The 
plane of the optical axes is parallel to 11001. with the c-axis as first 
bissectrix of negative character. The dispersion is: (! > v. 

Furthermore measurements are made of : 1-2-4-6 and 1-3-4-6-Trinitro
toluene; both these compounds are also rhombic-bipyramidal. 1-2-4-6-
trinitrotoluene (Mpt. : 82° c.) has the parameters : a : b : c= 0.7586: 1 : 0.5970. 
and exhibits the forms : 11101. 10101. 12101 and 10111. The optical axial 
plane is 10011. the double refractiçn is negative. 1-3-4-6-Trinitrotoluene 
(Mpt. : 104° c.) possesses the axial ratio: a: b : c = 0.9373 : i : 0.6724. 
and shows the forms: 10101. 111 II.P201. 10211 and 10011. This compound 
has a positive double refraction ; the plane of the optical axes is 11001 . 

From these data it is clear that there does not exist a close form
analogy between the mono-. di- and tri-nitro-derivatives of toluene ; at 
the utmost. one might speak of some relation in the value b : c in the 
1-2-4-derivative and in p-Nitrotoluene. if for the c-axis half the 
measured value be taken. while the angle f3 decreases from 90° to 
84° 37 t' Then also a certain analogy can be seen in the relations 
b: c of these two compounds with the 1-2-6- and 1-3-5-derivative (see 
below). although. as a fact these isomerides cannot be considered to 
be derivatives of p-Nitrotoluene. As a final result. therefore. it must be 
considered to be artificial to indicate any crystallographical relationship 
here. - the more so. as the 1-3-4-derivative on the other hand does 
not show any relation of this kind with respect to the sub stances men
tioned in the above. 

§ 7. 1-3-5-Dinitro-toluene; Mpt. : 93° C. 
From a mixture of benzene and carbodisulphide. peculiarly shaped 

individuals we re obtained. being wedge-shaped. They appeared. however. 
completely identical with the monoclinic crystals. obtained by BARN ER 1) 
from a mixture of benzene and acetic acid. They are bordered by 10011 . 

two plan es of 11101 and two planes of 11111. i. e. IIIlI and pIn. and 

1) F. BARNER. Zeits. f. Kryt .• 9. 300 (Ref.). 
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also by a number of strongly curved faces. giving the shape of a lance
point to the crystals dealt with here (Fig. 5). 

Monoclinic-prismatic (pseudo-rhombic). 

a : b : c = 0.4691 : 1 : 0.5276; 

(J = 89° 51'. 

Forms observed: 0' = 11111. rather large 
and weil reflecting; m = 11101. narrower 
than 0'. also lustrous ; c= 10011. large. is Fig. 5. 
striated parallel to the edge (001): (010). 
The indices of the curved faces were not determinable. 

Angular Values: Observed: BARNER: Calculated: 

c : m = (001) : (110) =* 89° 50' 89° 50' 

m : m = (110) : (110) =* 50 12 50 15t 
m : 0' = (110) : (111) =* 38 51 38 53 

0' : 0' = (lIl) : (111) = 38 41 38 41 38° 41' 

c: 0' = (001): (111) = 51 18 51 15 51 22 

No distinct cleavability present. 

:m 

The plane of the optica 1 axes is perpendicular 
to 1010 I; on m the extinction is almost normally 
orientated. If this compound is recrystallized 
from ethylracetate. beautiful transparent crystals 
of the shape of Fig. 6 are obtained. which. 
however. soon become dull and opaque. 

Fig.6. 

Monoclinic-prismatic. 
a : b : c = 0.7143: 1 : 0.3853; 

(J = 73° 58t'. 

Forms observed : m = 11101 and r = 11 0 11. large and highly lustrous ; 

s = 11011. somewhat narrower than r. but weil reflecting; b = 10101. 
rather narrow. but yielding very sharp reflections. The habitus of the 
crystals is short-prismatic along the c-axis. 

Angular Values: Observed: Calculated : 

m: m = (IlO) : (110) =* 68° 651-' 

m : r = (110) : (101) =* 57 46 

r : s = (101) : (lOl) =* 55 38 

m : b = (110) : (010) = 55 32 55° 32' 

No distinct cleavage was found. 
EVidently no direct morphotropic relations exist between these crystals 

and those of the pure substance. 

Groningen. Laboratory {or Inorganic Physical Chemistry 
o{ the University . . 



Chemistry. - "On Complex Cobaltic Sa lts with nine-valent lons" 
By Prof. F. M. JAEGER and P. KOETS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19. 1925). 

§ 1. If a trivalent pseudo-base B rea cts with complex cobaltic salts 

of the type: ~Co (E~:h: Y. wh ere X is a negative substituent and Y a 

monovalent ion. 0' with those of the type, )co (Er),! Y,. wh"e Z i, 

an indifferent group I). the possibility occurs of getting salts of a new 
kind of ~omplex ion of the type: . 

~ .. (Eïne) .. (X 
)(Elne)Co: B . Co. B: Co(Elneh l . or 
( (Eïne) ) 

the new complex ion being now nine-valent. It is. of course. necessary 
in this case. that the pseudo-base B contains th ree completely equivalent 
NHrgroups; as X 2 or XZ can only be substituted by two groups 
NH2• two molecules of B wi\l th en link together three of the original 
cobaltic complexes. According to some experiments of POPE and MANN 2). 
Triaminotriethylamine: N(CH2-CH2-NH2h. although possessing a 
tertiary N-atom of only feebly basic properties. would occupy four 
coordinative positions in complex salts; a facto which they proved i.a. 
by the preparation of some salts of bivalent nickel and platinum of the 
type: I Ni(Triam) I (SCNh. and I Pt(Triam) I 12• in which the central 
metal-atom has the coordination-number four. However. in consideration 
of the fact, th at the N-atoms of the three NH2-groups of this base 
exhibit another chemical function than the fourth N-atom. one can foresee 
the possibility. that the base mentioned might. in the case supposed in 
the above. eventually react also as a trivalent one with respect to its 
coordinative functions. 

It appeared. that triamino-triethylamine in aqueous solution. reacting with 
diethylenediamine-dichloro-cobaltic-chloride or with diethylenediamine
chloro-aquo-cobaltic-chloride or -sulphate. gave indeed salts of one of 
the types mentioned in the above. These compounds are of interest. as 
weIl by the very high valency of their complex ions. as by the fact 

I) Eïne is used in these formulae. as in most cases. as an abbreviation for ethylene
diamine: NH2. CH2 ' CH2 . NH2 : in the same way Triam as an abbreviation for triamino
triethylamine. 

2) F. G. MANN and W . J. POPE. Chemistry and Industry Review. +f. 834. (1925). 
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that an uneven number of the original. in the case of the cis~con~ 
figurations at least possibly resolvable complex ions. - are linked together. 

Indeed. salts of the type: ~ Co (~2eh ~ Y are. if they have a cis~con~ 
figuration. resolvable into enantiomorphous isomerides. even wh en both 
substituents X are identical; the linking together of an uneven number 
of such enantiomorphous complex ions must. therefore. - because they 
are present in equal numbers in the optically inactive solution. - lead 
to a number of combinations. which at least will correspond to three 
different kinds of isomerides. For if the supposition is made that in 
triaminotriethylamine the three radicles: (- CH2 • CH2 • NH2) and the 
fourth N~atom are situated in the same plane. and that this situation 
persists also in the complex ions. then. in the case of the cis~configura~ 
tion. three isomerides will be possible (Fig. 1). of which two (I a and 1 b) 
possess only a single axis of binary symmetry. while the third (3a) is 
completely asymmetrical. As these three isomerides possess merely axial 
symmetry. they must. therefore. be resolvable into enantiomorphous 
forms. and yield six kinds of optically active molecules. 

18D' 

1. ~/(JI f':1'N / . 
~f- .L/" .... 

./ . 
// /~, 

~ ILJ 180' R 3 

gooR 

,. R , Si . "l.,~: 2 

..... ,/ 

~3 
Fig. 1. 
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H. however. only two of the groups: (- CH2 • CH2 • NH2) are situated 
in the same plane with the fourth N~atom. - the third radicle being 
situated outside of that plane. - then six isomerides (cis~ and trans~ 
forms) are possible (Fig. 2). which all six will be resolvable into optical 
antipodes. 

For in th is case each of the thus generated threefold complexes will 

t r&n.-<J-1\. '." 

~ .. ~ : .% 
N : 

.. -' - H 
/ 11 

<>-------0 

_ -L:!'~;'I' 3 
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~ -V 

1.I·ulIs-! -C "h 

~" 
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S :-~1 ~:., 
/ Il ._._. 1/ , 

0J, 
(:is-~ -A. 4', 

~.<» 
Çir, 

cis -goJ! . ;) .. 

Fig. 2. 

'~ ~- L · .. ···· 

~3 
cis-toA. 

~.~ 
@, 

possess a spatial conflguration differing from its mirror~image; each of 
these threefold ions. therefore. will represent a racemic compound. which 
may be resolved into optically active forms. Up till now. however. it 
was only possible to separate a single homogeneous compound from the 
reaction~mixture. which opposed to all tentatives of resolving it by means 
of optically active acids. In this connection it may he remarked. that 
a threefold complex ion of the second type proposed in the above. can 
under no circumstances whatsoever be resolved into enantiomorphous 
forms. In the following also those tentatives will be reviewed. which 
were made with the purpose of resolving the optically inactive salts 
obtained. 

, (Eïne) i ~ (Eïneh ~ 
§ 2. The salts: lCo Cl 2 (Cl (green) and )Co Cl ( Cl2 (violet). 

2 , ( H20, 
from which we started in this investigation. were prepared af ter the 
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methods described in literature. The green praseo-salt is rapidly changed 
into the isomerie cis-compound when heated in solution; the complex 
saIts of the type here considered. appeared, moreover. to be identicaI. 
if prepared by the action of the base either on the green praseo- or on 
the violet chloro-aquo-salt. Yet. as we shall see afterwards. the complex 
salt generated must in reality be a derivative of the isomeric ions in 
trans-configuration. 

The triaminotriethylamine used in these experiments was prepared 
af ter the method published by RISTEN PART 1). but varied with respect to 
its particularities. The original compound used in this synthesis is {J-bromo-

ethylphtalic-imide') , 0 ~g > N. CH, .CH, . Bc (Mpt, 82" Cl. fcom 

whieh at a temperature not exceeding 1500 C triphtalyl-triamino-triethyla

mine: (C6H1<~~>N. CH2.CH2)3 N (Mpt. 1870 c.) is prepared by 

introducing dry ammonia into the molten mass. This compound is then 
afterwards split by means of concentrated hydrochloric acid. yielding the 
desired base in form of its hydrochloride. Now it soon became evident. that 
the reaction with gaseous ammonia led to the final state only very slowly. 
We tried. therefore. to get a better yield by prolongation of the time 
of reaction. The temperature cannot appreciably be elevated. brown 
deco~position-products being formed as soon as 1500 C. is surpassed; 
these accessory prodlicts highly impede the ready crystallisation of the 
desired compound. It appeared. that af ter introducing the gaseous NH3 

during 4 hours. a yield of the base of 27 0/0 was obtained; during 8 
hours: of 45 Ofo; and during 10 hours: of 65 % of the weight of the {J-bromo
ethylphtalic-imide originally used. A further increase of the time of 
reaction did not increase the yield of the final product to any appreci
abie extent. The unchanged {J-bromo-ethyl-phtalic-imide is afterwards 
separated from the reaction-mass and purified for further use. 

In most experiments a slow current of dry NH3-gas was during 10 
hours introduced into 125 grams of molten {J-bromo-ethyl-phtalic-imide. 
which was put into a round-bottom vesseI. whieh was heated in a bath 
of graphite at 1400 -1500 C. Af ter a short time the content of the vessel 
becomes viscous. while NH,.Br is separated out. crystallizing partially in 
the neck of the Bask. The reaction being finished. the yet warm product 
is extracted three times with 80 ccm boiling alcohol of 97 010; the residue 
is firmly pressed between filter-paper and recrystallised from bOiling 
acetic acid. The recrystallised product melts at 1870 C. Prom the alcoholie 

1) E. Rr5rENPART. Ber. d. d. chem. Ges .• 29. 2531. (1896). 
2) S. GABRIEL. Ber. d. d. chem. Ges .• 21. 566. (1888); 22.1137. (1889). Thls compound 

was prepared by heating 100 grams of the potassium-salt of phtalic-imick with 399 grams 
of ethylene-bromide during seven hours. and by eliminating the simultaneously formed 
ethylene-diphtalic-imide Erom the reaction-mixture. 
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filtra te about 20 grams of fJ~broma~ethyl~phtalic~imide . af ter evaporating 
to dryness and extracting the solid residu with carbondisulphide. can be 
separated. The yield of pure triphtalyl~triamino~triethylamine was 75 
grams. besides a small amount of its hydrochloride. 

The compound thus obtained is inclosed into glass tubes. each con~ 
taining 25 grams of it and 60 ccm st rong hydrochloric acid (sp. gr. : 
1.19); the sealed glass~tubes are heated during two hours at 1500 C. in a 
CARlus~furnace. Af ter cooling. the tubes. on opening. show in most 
cases only a sm all over~pressure; their content is diluted with water. the 
phtalic acid is filtered off. and the filtrate evaporated. The strongly 
concentrated solution is afterwards mixed with alcohol + ether; the 
hydrochloride of triaminotriethylamine is in this way soon precipitated 
in a good crystalline form . The yield of hydrochloride is about 93 % 
of the calculated quantity. 

On slow evaporation of an aqueous solution of the hydrochloride. 
steep bipyramidal crystals were obtained; analysis gave: 41.73 % Cl and 
21.69% N; calculated for N(CH2 .CH2 . NH2h.3HCI: 41.59% Cl and 
21.92 % N. 

Crystal~farm af Triamina~triethylamine~hydrochlaride: N (CH 2 • CH2 • 

NH2• HClh· 

c 
o 

o c 

B. 

A. Fig . 3. 
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Prom the acid solution in water the compound crystallizes in steep. 
colourless. of ten spindle-shaped crystals or hexagonal tables. 

H exagonal-bipyramidal. 
a: c= 1 : 3.2914. 

Forms observed : 0 = 110111. highly lustrous and yielding excellent 
refIection-images ; x = 110131. usually absent. always very small and 
giving dull refIexes. The crystals are weIl built. but some planes of 0 
of ten show laddershaped projections. as a result of a repeated growth 
parallel to 1 0001 I. The angular values in the zone 0: care. therefore. 
of ten inconstant. 

Angles : Observed: Calculated : 
0 : 0 = (1011): (011 1) = 57° 50' 

0 : 0 = (1011) : (10 11) = 29° 18'-29° 50' 29::> 29' 

O: x = (1011):(I013)=210 15' 

The optical extinction on 0 is perpendicular and parallel to the edge 0 : c. 
Cleavage eVidently occurs along 100011. 
In convergent light the interference-image of an uniaxial crystal is 

observed. exhibiting no circular polarisation. The double refraction is 
rather strong and of negative character. 

The free base cannot be obtained from the hydrochloride by di stilling 
the solution. af ter addition of potassiumhydroxide in excess. with steam. 
the base not being appreciably volatile with water-vapour. The finely 
powdered salt. mixed with an excess of also finely powdered potassium
hydroxide was. therefore. distilled directly from a silver fIasko The pure 
base boils under ordinary pressure at 2650 c. ; it is a colourless liquid. 
which under reduced pressure (15 m.M.) distils at 114° C. Prom 
100 grams of fJ-bromo-ethyl-phtalic-imide ordinarily about 6 grams of 
the pure. anhydrous base were obtained. The preparation of the complex 
salts took place by means of solutions. containing 8-11 % of the base. 

§ 3. The preparation of the complex Cobaltic-salts. 

4.8 Grams of ~Co (E~;h ~ C12• solved in 50 ccm. water. were during 
( H 20 \ ' 

4 hours heated on the waterbath with 1.53 grams triaminotriethyl
amine in 8.76 % aqueous solution. Af ter evaporating. from the filtered 
solution finally a chloride was obtained. possessing a slightly more red
dish colour than the luteo-salts and having the composition: 

) C03 (~:~)2 t Cl9 + 6H20. as was proved by analysis . 

Analysis: 8.10% H 20; 13.75% Co; 25.61 % Cl; 21.60f0 N. Calculated 
for the composition mentioned above: 8.60f0 H 20 ; 14.01% Co ; 25.34% Cl; 
22.3 % N. In the anhydrous salt were found: 14.92% Co; 27.68% Cl 
and 24.34 % N ; calculated 15.40% Co; 27.83% Cl and 24.4 % N. 
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IE astrong solution of Nal. be added to a concentrated solution of 
the chloride. a pretty orange~coloured iodide is precipitated. which af ter 
filtering. washing with water. alcool and ether. appeared to be anhydrous; 

it has the composition: l C03 (!i;::~)2 ( 19 . 

Analysis: 11.26% Co; 58.03% I; 14.060f0 N; calculated: 1 1.300f0 Co; 
57,960f01 and 14.210f0N. 

Besides this compound. also a small quantity of crystals of ICo(EïnehI/3+ 
+ 1 H 20 was isolated. (See here~after). 

\ (Eïne)6' 
Crystal~form of I COJ (Triamb \ Ig. 
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On slow evaporation of a solution of thc salt in water at room~ 
temperature thick. dark coloured. very lustrous crystals are deposited 
(Fig. 4A ). From a hot solution. however. on slow cooling long blood~red 
needies (Fig. 4B ) are obtained. 

Rhombic~bisphenoidal. 

a: b: c=0.6498: 1: 0.9959. 

Forms observed: c = 10011. either predominant or smalt as in Fig. 4B • 

but always very lustrous. In the larger crystals. the face c appears to 
to be finely striated parallel to c: b, giving muit iple reflexions. Further: 
m = 1110 I. strongly lustrous ; a = 1100 land b = I 010 I, both yielding 
good images. on b commonly bet ter than on a; 0 = 1111 I. narrow . 
always present. giving very sharp reflexions ; 0' = 11 ft I much broader 
than 0, sometimes equally broad. yielding sharp images; q = 10211. 
only present in the larger crystals and th en very weil reflecting; 
w = 11.1 .10 land w' = 11.T.1 0). extremely narrow. The crystals formed 
at lower temperatures are more tabular parallel to c; those developed 
at higher temperatures are more elongated parallel to the c~axis . These 

5 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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crystals exhibit of ten, very narrow, p = 1520 I and show a hemihedral habitus. 
The vertical zone is of ten badly built; however. in the needle~shaped 
crystals much better than in those drawn in Fig. 41\. Rarely very beauti~ 
fully shaped crystals. as reproduced in Fig. 4e • were observed. The 
angular values differ of ten rather appreciably in different individual&, as 
th is is of ten observed with mixed crystals. 

Angles : Observed: Ca/culated : 

a: m = (100) : (110) =* 33° I' 

C: 0 = (001) : (111) = * 61 19 

0: m = (111) : (110) = 28 41 28° 41' 

b: m = (010) : (110) 56 55 56 59 

a: p = (100) : (5iO) 14 31 14 34 

c : Ol = (001) : (1.1.10) = 10 24 10 21 112 
m : p = (110) : (520) 18 23 18 27 

a : 0 = (100) : (111) 42 40 42 33112 
c : q = (001) : (021) 63 21 63 20112 

m : q = (110) : (021) = 60 44 60 51 112 
0:0' = (111) : (111) = 57 15 57 6213 
0 : 0'=(111) : (111) 94 43 

0:01 =(111):(1.1.10)= 50 59 50 57112 

Cleavage parallel to b. On a. mand b everywhere normal extinc~ 
tion: the optical axial plane is 1 001 I. Strongly dichroitic: on m for 
vibrations perpendicular to the c~axis blood~red. for those perpendicular 
to the first: orange~yellow. 

From the solution. as al ready said 

Fig.5 

before. besides this iodide. also 
smalI. pyramidal crystals were 
obtained, which were readily 
measurable (Fig. 5). 

Rhambic~bipyramidal. 

a : b : c = 0.8538 : 1 : 0.8625. 

Farms abserved: c =)001: and 
a = ) 111 :. yielding good reflexes; 
the habitus of the crystals is 
of ten apparently hemimorphic. 

Angular Values : Observed : Ca/culated: 

c : 0 = (001) : (111) = 53° Ph' 

0: 0 = (111) : (111) = 62 30 

0:0 = (111) : (111) = 74 46 

No distinct c1eavability was observed. 
The axial plane is 1010 I. with the c~axis as the first bissectrix. The 

axial angle is smalI: no appreciabIe dichroism. 
EVidently these crystals are really identical with those of 1 Ca(Eïneh 1 13 
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+ lH20. Analysis also showed this to be the case: 59,7 Ofo I; 9.240f0 Co; 
and 13.2 % N. This fact proves once more. that~ as ·stated. the complex 
ion of the diethylenediamine-chloro-aquo-cobaltic-salts is partially decom
posed. if its solution is boiled with dilute solutions of bases. under for
mation of the apparently very stabIe triethylenediamine-derivatives. 

Also another derivative of the new threefold ion was obtained in 
magnificent crystals by heating of diethylenediamine-chloro-aquo-cobaltic-

sulphate: lco (E~lh ~S01 + 11/ 2 H 20. with a solution of the base and 
H20 ~ 

treating the solution thus prepared with Ag2S01• for the purpose of 
eliminating all Cl-ion from the liquid. 

If 27.53 grams of the complex sulphate mentioned above be boiled 
during four hours under reflux with 7.5 grams of the base (in 11 Ofo
solution). first a beautifully crystallised salt is deposited. appearing in 
brown-red octahedral crystals; if the solution af ter evaporation and af ter 
all chlorosulphates formed in this reaction are by means of Ag2S01 

transformed into sulphates. is cooled down to room-temperature. the 
new salt is readily deposited. Sometimes this salt is also obtained in 
good quantity. before the solution is treated with Ag2S01 : thus. for 
instance. in areaction between 31.7 grams of the chloro-aquo-sulphate 
and 8.64 grams of the base (in 10 Ofo-solution). immediately 12 grams 
of the pure salt were. on cooling. deposited in beautiful, lustrous crystals. 
It is better. however. to treat the solution first with Ag2S01 so that 
all Cl-ion is eliminated from the liquid. In that case the new compound 
is directly obtained in lust rous crystals. besides a mother-liquor B. 

The new sulphate was recrystallised several times and th en analysed. 

Analysis: 5.79 Ofo H20; calculated for I C03 ((TEï?e)6) , (S01)9 +8H20: 
I nam 2 \ 2 

5.710f0 H 20. In the anhydrous salt was found: 13,71 Ofo Co; 34.28 Ofo 
(SO 1); 22.30 0/0 N; calculated for the anhydrous sulphate: 14.03 0/0 Co; 
34,28 Ofo (S01) and 22.22 Ofo N. 

The cryoscopical determination of the molecular weight gave results. 
which were in close agreement with the constitution mentioned above. 
If the sulphate in dilute solution were completely dissociated. each 
molecule would give 11 ions; therefore. instead of the normal molecular 
weiÇJht: 2666 for the hydrate. or 2522 for the anhydrous salt. - values 
could be experted to be found in th is case. oscillating round 242. Now 
a solution of 0.4610 grams of the substance in 30.829 grams water. 
showed a depression of the freezing-point of: 0°.100 C. The solution 
contained 1.495 Ofo (or 1,4140f0 of the anhydrous) salt; therefore. "the 
apparent molecular weight is here: 261.6. corresponding to a rea I 
molecular weight of 2877. The degree of dissociation a thus would be 
about 0.85 at this con centra ti on ; it seems from conductivity-experiments. 
that even a lower degree of dissociation is present here. 

5* 
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Some measurements of the electric (molecular) conductivity gave the 
following results : 

Iconcentration Concentration Dilution in Speci/lc Mol.con-
Degree of 

In grams in Mols. conductivity ductivity 
per Liter per Liter Liters (X 10"') (X 104) dissociation 

46.024 0.01879 53.22 22.74 1210 0.43 

34.518 0.01295 77.22 18.09 1397 0.50 

25.889 0.00971 102.98 14 .08 1450 0.52 

19.416 0.00728 137 . 36 11.27 1548 0.55 

14.562 0.00546 183 . 15 8.92 1635 0 .59 

7.281 0.00273 366 .30 4.92 1802 0.65 

I 

0.244 0 .00009 10989 0.252 2769 1.0 

The last mentioned value of the molecular conductivity (2769) may 
be considered as giving practically the value of the conductivity at an 
infinite dilution. This number is extremely high: for salts with 2 ions, 
ft", commonly is of the order: 140; for such with 3 ions: 250; for such 
with 4 ions: 410; for salts with 5 ions: about 560; etc. On extrapola
tion, - this being, of course, always somewhat hazardous, - for a salt 
with 6 ions, ftao would be of the order: 750; for those with 8 ions, of 
the order: 1100; for a salt with 9 ions: about 1400; for such with 10 
ions, of the order: 1600 ; while for salts with 11 ions, the value of 
ftao would be situated in the neighbourhood of 1800. Uncertain as these 
data may be, it must be clear in every case. that the number of ions 
produced here, is abnormally large. 

On my demand, professor KRUYT was kind enough to determine the 
speci[ic coagulating power of the complex cation of this new kind of 
salts, with the purpose to draw nearer conclusions ab out its valency. 
The influence of this cation, in the form of its chloride, on a colloidal 
solution of AS2S 3 , in comparison with th at of a three- and a six-valent 
cation of analogous constitution, was studied in this respect. It appeared, 
that while 100 mille-mols of the 6-valent ion we re necessary to provoke 
flocculation, here only 32 mille-mols were sufficient for the same result. 
From this the conclusion may be drawn, that without any doubt the 
valency of the new complex ion is in every case higher than six. This 
fact also may serve as an argument to corroborate the conclusion, that 
the new complex ion is really a nine-valent one; moreover, the analysis 
of the corresponding salts must eliminate all doubt whatever about the 
correct ne ss of this view. 
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Crystal-form of Hexa-ethylenediamine-Ditriaminotriethylamine-tricobaltic
sulphate: '(. C03 ((ETï~e)6) l (504)9 + 8 H 20. 

nam 2 \2 
This compound crystallizes on slow evaporation from its aqueous solutions 

A . B. 

in big. brown-red crystals with octahedral ha bit. They possess very lustrous 
facets and allow accurate measurements to be made. 

Rhombic-bipyramidal ; pseudo-tetragonal. 

a: b: c= 1.0131: 1 : 1.1277. 

Forms observed: 0 = 1111 I. large and predominant; r = 1101 1 and 
q = I 011 I. broad and lustrous ; m = 1110 I. narrower but yie1ding sharp 
reflexions. Sometimes are found also: a = 1100 I. smalI ; c = I 001 I. very 
smalI; w= 11131. smalI. but weil measurable. The aspect of the crystals 
is of ten th at of octahedra. combined with a rhombododecahedron; some
times m is absent. sometimes also a. c and ware lacking. 

AngulBc VBlues: Obsecved: CBlculBted: 

0: q = (111) : (011) =* 36° 261/ 4 

o:m = (111) : (110) =* 32 15112 
0:0 = (111) : (111) = 73 531/2 73 • 53' 

0 : 0 = (111) : (111) = 61 32 64 31 

0 : 0 = (111) : (1I1( = 72 53 72 52112 
o :c = (111) : (101) = 36 561/2 36 561/2 
c : c = (101) : (101) = 84 4 83 52 

m : m = (110) : (110) = 90 46 90 45 

q : q = (011) : (011) = 96 45 96 52 

q:r = (01"1): (loT) = 63 32 63 41 
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Angular Va/ues : Observed : Ca/cu la ted : 

r: m = (lm) : (IlO) = 58 28 58 29'12 
m : q = (110) : (011) = 57 40 57 49'12 
0: 0 = (111) : (111) = 107 6'/2 107 6'12 
c:w =(001):(113)= 27 48 27 50'/2 

w : o = (113) ; (111) = 30 6'/2 29 54 

a : m = (100) : (110) = 45 33 iS 22'12 
a:r = (100) : (101) = 42 2 41 56 

r : c = (lOl) : (001) = 48 8 48 4 

No distinet cleavage was observed. 
The erystals are optically biaxial; the axial plane is obviously 10011. 

with the b~axis as lot bisseetrix. The double refraetion is positive; weak 
dispersion. with rhombic eharaeter and (! < v. The apparent axial angle 
is rather large. No appreciabie dichroism is present. 

§ 4. On evaporation at room-temperature the mother~liquor B gave 
firstly another erop of the erystals deseribed in the above; afterwards it 
beeame more and more viseous and gave some fraetions eonsisting of 
erystals. which on reerystallisation and slowevaporation of their solutions 
yielded measurable erystals of the form reprodueed in Fig. 7. 

B. 

A . Fi9·7. 

Although glvmg good images. these erystals showed a~gular values. 
which were oseillating within rather wide limits: 
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a: c= 83° 18' - 83° 43'. 

a: q= 84° 36' - 84° 58'. 

c: q= 36° 12' - 36° 27'. 

Therefore. the axial ratio of these monodinic-prismatic crystals varied 
between : 

a:b:c=0.7421: 1 :0.7371;fJ=83° 18' 

and a: b: c = 0.7415: 1 : 0.7431 ; fJ = 83° 43'. 

They give the impression of being mixed crystals with a varying con
tent of the isomorphous admixtures. Indeed. analysis taught us. that here 
very probably mixed crystals are present. principally of triethylene-diamine
cobaltic-sulphate: I Co(Eïneh 12(804h+2H20 with a small quantity of 
ditriamino-triethylamine-cobaltic-sulphate: I Co(Triamh 12(804h + 2 H 20. 
and probably also of a threefold complex ion with 6H20. Analysis gave; 
13.2°/0 Co; 35.2% (804); 17,0% N in the anhydroussubstance.while 
the hydrate contained: 3.78 % H 20. For the salts already mentioned. 
the data for the different anhydrous substances are: 

l Co(Eïne3 ~2 (SOib : ICo (Triamb!2 (SOib : fc (Eïne)6! (SO ) 
. 03 (Triam)2 49: 

15.4% Co 11.9% Co 14.03% Co 
37,6% (S04) 29.1% (SDi) 34.28% (S04) 

21.9% N 22.7% N 22.22% N 

and for 2H20: 4.5% for 2H20: 3. 5~/o for 6H20 : 4.1% 

Af ter fractional crystallisation. renewed determinations gave: 14.6°/0 Co; 
36.1 % (804); 22.0 % N; and also: 4.0 % H 20. These data are some
what doser to the composition of the first mentioned salt than the former. 
Af ter transformation of the salt into the corresponding iodide th ere. was 
found in the anhydrous salt: 60.83 % I; calculated for I Co(Eïneh I 13 : 
61.4 % I; the threefold complex salt would have given 58 % I. while for 
I Co(Triamh ! 13, only: 52 % 1 is calculated. 

From the last but one fraction of the mother-liquor also a small 
amount of a beautifully crystallized iodide was deposited. whose analysis 
gave: 2.89% H 20. while in the anhydrous substance: 61.81 % I was 
present. Here certainly no other product than 1 Co(Eine)31 13 + lH20 has 
occurred. In a iodide from the last mother-liquor. finally. we found: 3.8 °I° 
H 20 and 56.8 % I; so that in this case again undoubtedly a mixture of 
the last salt with one or more of the pther iodides must be supposed to 
have been present. 

The measurements of the crystals reproduced in Fig. 7. gave the 
following results : forms observed: a = 1100 I. predominant and highly 
lustrous ; m = 1110 I. mostly large and yielding excellent reflexes. but 
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sometimes smaller; q = 10111. very lustrous and weIl developed; c= I 0011. 
mostly small. but weIl reflecting; b = I 010 I. only narrow; w = I T 21 I . 
mostly present with only two parallel faces. but yielding excellent images. 

AngulBr VBlues: Observed: CBlculBfed: 

B: C = (100): (001) =*83° 18' - 83° 43' 

B: m = (100) : (110) =*36 231h 
c: q = (001) : (011) =* 36 121h - 36 27 

q: ". = (011) : (121) = 36 52 36° 51' 

".: m = (121) : (110) = 36 56 36 471h 
B : q = (100) ; (011) = Bi 36 - 84 58 84 36-84 57 

m ; q = (110) : (011) = 64 45 64 57 

m:q =(110);(011)= 73 48 73 38112 
m : b = (110) : (OIO) = 53 37 112 53 36112 
b: q = (010) : (011) = 53 33 53 33 

B ;". = (100) : (121) = 63 22112 63 25 

b:", = (OIO) : (121) = 42 7112 42 4 

No distinct cleavability was stated. 
On 1100 I the optical extinction is parallel and perpendicular to a : m ; 

the plane of the optica I axes is 1010 I. while on 1100 I one of the axes 
emerges at the border of the field of the microscope. 

As a control. we prepared some pure triethylenediamine~cobaltic~ 

sulphate; however this salt could not be obtained in measurable crystals. 
As a further argument in favour of the supposition of mixed crystals 
being produced in this case. also the foIlowing data may be taken into 
account. If a solution of the salt of the threefold complex ion. as it is 

) 
(Eïneh ! 

obtained in the reaction between triamino~triethylamine and Co Cl (S01) 
H 20 

+ ltH20. - is treated with an insufficient 1) quantity of Ag2S01• 

then. af ter crystallisation of the complex sulphate. crystals of apaier 
coloured compound are deposited from the viscous residual mother~liquor; 
which crystals. besides (S01)' also contain ionogenic chlorine and have 

. hl' h . . \ C (Eine)6 I CI12 0 
accordmg to t e ana ySlS. t e compos1bon: I 03 (Triamh \ 2(S01b + 10 H 2 • 

Analysis: In the anhydrous salt was found: 14.81 % Co; 18.1 Ofo Cl; 
12.5 % (S01) en 23.92 Ofo N; calculated: 14.9 Ofo Co; 17.96 Ofo Cl; 
12.140f0 (S01); 23.600f0 N. In the hydrate itself: 13.770f0Co; 16.500f0 
Cl; 11.720f0 (S01) and 6.950f0 H 20; calculated for the above formula: 
13.870f0 Co; 16.680f0 Cl; 11.300f0 (S01); and 7.05 OfoH20. 

1) It is very remarkable that these sa lts manifest such astrong tendency to form chloro
sulphBtes, if circumstances are favourable: in these salts 2/3 of the ionogenic bonds are 
substituted by halogen-atoms. 
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l C (Eïne)6! Cl12 H 0 
Crystal~form of 03 (1 riamh \ 2(S01h + 10 2 • 

SmalI. beautifully shaped. very lustrous crystals of a steep rhombo~ 

Fig.8. 

hedral habit; they always exhibit the forms R. 
rand s. and have the pal er colour of the 
luteo~salts. (Fig. 8). 

Ditrigonal~scalenohedral. 

(l=51° 10'; a;c=l :3.0114. 

All th ree kinds of facets give very sharp 
reflexes : R = 1100 1 = 11011 L strongly pre~ 
dominant; r = 1110 1 = 101121. truncating the 
polar edges of R symmetrically: s = 1211 1 = 
= 110141. smalI. but weIl developed. 

Angular va lues : Observed: 

SI : S2 = (211) : (121) = .. 69° 21' 

SI : q = (211) : (011) = 101 11 

RI : 1'1 = (100) : (110) = 56 15 

RI : R'2 = (100) : (010) = 67 30 

RI : SI = (100) : (211) = 32 56 

RI : r'3 = (100) : (mi) = 15 19 

Cl : C2 = (110) : (lOl) = 51 30 

Cl : SI = (110) : (211) = 18 12 

Cl : c' 2 = (110) : (1 01) = 82 36 

Ca lcula ted : 

101° 9213' 
56 20 

67 20 

32 53113 
15 57 

51 22 

18 39 

82 12 

No distinct cleavability could be found. 
A section perpendicular to the optical axis in convergent polarized 

light exhibits the normal axial image of an uniaxial crystal without 
circular polarisation. The optical character is negative. 

In preparing the triethylenediamine~cobaltic~sulphate from the corres~ 
ponding chloride by means of Ag2S01• the tendency to form such a 

chlorosulphate of the composition: ~ Co (Eïneh t ~Oi) + 5 H 20 mani~ 
fested itself again very clearly. 

Analysis: The hydrate contained: 11.48% H 20; calculated for 5H20 : 
11.160f0 H 20. In the anhydrous salt we found: 16.720f0Co and 19.400f0 
Cl; calculated: 16.48% Co and 19.840f0 Cl. Also this chlorosulphate 
crystallized exceedingly weIl (Fig. 9). 

Crystal~form od Co (Eïneh t ~à1) + 5 H 20. 

The substance appears in beautifuL light~brown. rhombohedral crystals. 

Ditrigonal~scalenohedral. 

(1. = 51 ° 0'; a: c = 1 : 3.0285. 
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Forms observed: R = 1100 I = pOll!. predominant; r =11101=10112 L 
narrow. but sharply reflecting; s = 1211 I 
= 110141 . weil developed and yielding good 
reflections. 

Angular values : Observed: Calculated : 

R : R = (100) : (OIO) = * 67° 151f2' 

R : r = (100) : (110) = 56 22 56° 221/ . ' 

R : s = (100) : (211) = 32 50 32 53 

s : s = (211) : (121) = 69 36 69 22 

No distinct c1eavability could be stated. 
The crystals are uniaxial. negative. without 

circular polarisation ; they are eVidently 
completely isomorphous with the chlorosul
phate of the threefold complex ion. crystal
lizing with 10 H 20. although the different 
composition is c1ear enough by the data of 
the analysis in both cases. Regarding this 
isomorphism between both kinds of crystals. 

r~iq .9 it appears highly probable. that also the 
monoclinic crystals described before. are 

really mixed crystals. which for the greater part con sist of triethylene
diamine-sulphate. If. - as from the data of analysis seems highly 

probable. - in the reaction considered in the abovealso ~ Co (Triamh ~(~~4) 
is produced. the totality of all reactions might be described by an 
equation of the form: 

l (Eïneh I 
60 Co Cl ( (S04)' 11

/ 2 H 20 + 40 N (CH2 . CH2. NH2h = 
H20 , 

l C (Eïne)6 I ( 0 0 \ C (Eïne)6 I Cll2 O · 
= 03 (Triamh \ 2 S 4)9' 8 H 2 + 1 03 (Triamh 2(S04h' 10 H 2 + 

+ 8) Co (Eïneh ! 2~às 5H20 + 8) Co (Eïneh ! 2 (S04h. 2 H 20 + 

+ 16) Co (Triamh (~~4)' X H 20 + (76-16 x) H 20. 

In this equation the fact of the decomposition of the diethylene
diamine-chloro-aquo-cobaltic ion is simultaneously included. It appears 
possible to con trol the exactness of this equation ; for if the original 
solution obtained is treated with Ag2S04 • all compounds present are 
transformed into the corresponding sulphates. If now all sulphate of the 
threefold complex ion is allowed to depose. and th en the salts of the 
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residual mother-liquor is precipiated in the form of iodides. the precipitate 
th us obtained must exclusively consist of ! Co (Eineh I 13' 1 H 20. because 
the corresponding salts of the ion: I Co(Triamh 1'" are so soluble. that 
they are not precipitated by any reagent. - not even by a solution of 
NaI .. According to the equation mentioned above. it should be expected. 
that the quantity of the salt of the threefold complex ion will be 0.25 
of the total weight of the original quantity of the chloro-aquo-salt used. 
while on each gram of the threefold complex salt (as sulphate). 3.83 grams 
of triethylene-diamine-cobaltic-jodide should be generated. 

In the experiment itself 6.3 grams chloro-aquo-salt were treated in the 
way described above with 1.73 grams of triaminotriethylamine (24 cm3 

of a solution) and 50 grams of water. transformed in sulphate by means 
of Ag2S04 ; th en the threefold sulphate was separated from the solution. 
and the strongly concentrated mother-Iiquor precipitated with Na/. 

The recrystallised salts were weighed separately. It was found. th at 
from 6.3 grams of the chloro-aquo-salt. 1.65 grams sulphate of the 
threefold complex ion were obtained; and from the mother-liquor 5.90 
grams of the iodide; calculated: 1.57 grams of the sulphate and 6.03 
grams of the iodide. Considering the inevitable experimental inaccuracies 
of the method. the given equation represents. therefore. in deed a fairly 
good scheme of the reaction taking place here. 

From the analytical data given in the above. it must be clear. th at 
here no compounds are present of a type to be expected. if the base 
used were tetravalent in coordinative respect. Neither sa lts of the type: 

) C (Eïneh I X 'C (7' ) I X such of the o (7") 3' or ~ 02 1 riam 3 6' nor type: 
1 nam 

I (Eïneh (Eïne) / 
Co ~ T riam-7 Co \ X 6• could ever correspond to the data of the 

numerous analyses mentioned above. The nitrogen-determinations are. 
in flrst instance. of interest in this respect. Therefore. we think it to be 
beyond any doubt. th at in the type of salts here produced. triamino
triethylamine exhibits the function of a trivalent. not of a tetravalent 
substitute in coordinative respect. 

§ 5. With the purpose of characterizing somewhat more precisely the 
derivatives of the new threefold complex ion. we have prepared a series 
of other salts. e.g.: the corresponding n itra te. chlorate. perchlorate. 
iodate. rhodanide and dithionate. By double decomposition of the sulphate 
by means of the barium-salts of the corresponding acids. most of these 
salts may be readily obtained. The rhodanide appeared too little soluble. 
as to ob ta in other crystals than only microscopically smalI. brown-red 
tables ; the iodate. on the contrary. is much too soluble and its solutions 
on slow evaporation were always transformed into a brown-red resinous 
mass. which showed no tendency at all to crystallize. The chlorate is 
also very soluble and crystallizes in thin. scarcely measurable needies. 
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The rather weil soluble nitrate. and also the perchlorate could. however. 
be obtained in big. beautiful crystals; the dithionate. which is far more 
soluble in hot water than in cold. was by slow evaporation of its 
solution finally obtained in weil measurable crystals. 

All salts were analysed : the nitrate appears to contain 4 H 20. the 
perchlorate : 6 H 20. and the dithionate. notwithstanding its spare solu~ 
bility in cold water. 18H20 . The crystal~forms of these compounds are 
in the following described in all necessary details. 

r 

IJ 

-'" 

r · 
Fig. 10. 

Angu/ar va/ues : 

a: m = (100) 

b : q = (OIO) 

m : q = (110) 

q : r = (011) 

a: r = (100) 

q:q =(011) 

c ; q=(OOI) 

b : m= (OIO) 

a: q = (100) 

a : c = (100) 

c : r = (OOI) 

From a hot. very concentrated solution 
of the salt great brown~red crystals are 
obtained. which have the shape of Fig. 10. 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a : b : c = 1.2327 : 1 ; 0.5582 

fi= 64° 34' 

Forms observed : a = 1100 I. b= 1010 I. 
m = 11101 and q = lOl 11. all about equally 
weil developed and yielding good reflections; 
r = f2011. smaller than q. but highly lustrous ; 
c = I 00 I I. extremely narrow. gives feebie 
images and is of ten totally absent. The habit 
is short~prismatic parallel to the c~axis. or 
somewhat elongated in the direction of the 
a~axis. 

Observed : Ca/cu/ated : 

(110) =*48° 4' 

(011) =*63 15 

(OIO) =*53 46 

(201) = 57 38 57° 4J1h' 

(20 I) = 62 19 62 12 

(011) = 53 30 53 30 

(011) = 26 50 26 45 

(110) = 41 56 41 56 

(011) = 67 35 67 35 

(001) = 64 H 64 34 

(201) = 53 25 53 14 

No distinct cleavage was observed. 
Analysis gave: 3.68 Ofo H 20; calculated: 3.75 % H 20. 
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, (Eïne)6 I 
Crystal~form of ( C03 (Triamh ~ (Cl04)9 + 6 H 20. 

From a solution of the perch 10 ra te in water big crystals are deposited 
on slow evaporation at room-temperature. which exhibit a long~prismatic. 

or rarely a tetrahedrical. habit. (Fig. 11). 
Rhombic~bipyramidal; in some cases with an 

apparent bisphenoidal development. 

a: b: c = 1.1750: 1: 0.5619. 

Itv 

P 

Forms observed : m= 11101 . r= 11011 and 
q = 10111 yield all very sharp images; p = 1120 I. 
however. is very narrow. but weil measurable; 
a = 1100 1 is scarcely visible and gives very feebie 
reflections. 

Fig. 11. 

Angular Va lues : Observed : 

m : r = (110) : (lOl) =*73° 45 1h' 
m : q=(IIO) : (OII) = *68 6 

r:q=(IOI) : (Oll) = 38 8112 
m : m = (110) ; (I I 0) = 99 12 

q:q=(OII) : (O.ll)= 58 42 

a : p = (100) ; (210) = 30 43 

p : m = (210) : (110) = 19 I 

Ca lcu la ted : 

38° 81h' 
99 12 

58 40 

30 26 

19 10 

Sometimes. moreover. a form 1140 I. although extremely narrow. was 
observed. No distinct cleavability could be found. 

The optical axial plane is 1 001 I; on m 
one of the optical axes is visible. Strongly 
dichroitic: on m for vibrations parallel to 
the c~axis yellow. for those perpendicular 
to it. orange~red . 

Analysis gave: 6.00 Ofo H 20; calculated: Ó' :m;! 
5.91 % H 20 . 

Crystal~form of I' 
\ (Eïne)6 I I C03 (Triamh 1(520 6)9 + 18H20. 

From a cold. saturated solution smalI. 
yellow~brown crystals are deposited on slow 
evaporation. which show lustrous planes. 
(Fig. 12). 

Triclinic~pinacoidal. 

a : b: c= 1.7232 : 1 : 1.0902. 

A = 108° 16'. 
B = 117° 53'. 
C= 82° 46'. 

a = 115° 7 1
//. 

fJ = 122° 34'. 
r = 71° 31

//. 

a 
" 

~ 
" " 
" 
" '. :: 
" 

~ ~ 
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Forms observed: a = 1100 I, mostly the broadest of all forms and very 
lustrous ; b = 1010 I. narrower. but. just as c = 10011. yielding very 
sharp reflections; m = 1110 I gives also very good images; p = fT 1 0 I 
and n = (ZIO I. extremely narrow and allowing only approximate measu
rements; q' = 10111. narrow. weil measurable; r = I f011 and s = fZ011. 
extremely narrow. of ten absent. 

Angular Va lues : Observed : Ca/culated: 

a : C = (100) : (OOI) = . 62° 7' 

c : b = (OOI) : (OIO) =. 71 44 

a : b = (100) : (01O( = * 97 14 

a : m = (100) : (110) =* 63 22 

b : q' = (OIO) : (011) =* 55 17 

m: b = (110) : (OIO) = 33 52 33° 52' 
q/ : c' = (Olij : (OOI) = 52 59 52 59 

b: p = (OIO): (110) = 29 30 28 13 

p : n = (110) : (210) = 16 36 16 55 

n ; a' = (210) : (100) = 36 40 37 38 

c : r = (001) : (101) = 38 5 38 27 

r : s = (101) : (201) = 31 33 31 28 

s : a = (201) : (100) = 48 15 47 58 

The crystals show no distinct cleavage. but they are very brittle. 
Analysis gave: 9.52 % H 20 and 11.74 % Co; calculated: 9.47 % H20 

and 11.45 % Co. In the anhydrous salt was found: 10.58% Co; calcu
lated: 10.35% Co. 

§ 6. In no case any indication of the generation or presence of isomeric 
salts was ever observed; eVidently each product obtained was wholly 
homogeneous. there being only salts produced of one and the same 
spatial configuration. However. it was now the question. whether these 
salts were decomposable into optical antipodes or not; and if 50. whether 
perhaps several racemic salts. - mutually isomorphous in that case. -
were giving mixed-crystals of the :shapes observed here. or wh ether 
these crystals represented really one and the same compound? In the 
first case, several optically-active compounds would possibly be found 
as final terms of the fractional crystallisation-experiments; in the latter 
case. only a single dextrogyratory and a single levogyratory antipode 
whould be met with. 

Preliminary experiments first seemed to indicate really the possibility 
of such a fission by the aid of d-tartaric acid; afterwards. however. it 
could be proved. that this was not the case. For the purpose of executing 
the fission desired. a quantity of the sulphate was first transformed into 

~ (Eïne)6 I 
the iodide: ( e03 (Triamh ~ 19' which was thoroughly purified by repeated 

crystallisation from hot water. 
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Totally 28.95 grams of the pure iodide were thus obtained and by 
means of 16 grams pure silver-d-tartrate they were transformed into an 

. d h· h . . \ C (Eïne)6 I 13 b 
zo o-tartrate. avmg t e composItIOn : ( °3 (Triamh , (Ct H" 06h . e-

cause it was shown by preliminary tentatives. that this iodo-tartrate 
amongst all had the greatest power of crystallisation. The solution was 
concentrated on the water-bath. until it became viscous (about 50 cern.) ; 
af ter 36 hours. crusts of beautifully lustrous. intergrown. brown-red crystals 
were deposited. weighing 10.75 grams. Analysis proved them to contain 
3 H 20: 3.230f0 H 20; calculated: 3.190f0 H 20. The hydrate contains: 
22.60f0 I; calculated: 22.3°/0 I. The solution appears to be dextrogyratory. 

C · I {:. { I C (Eïne)6 I 13 3 H 0 
rrsta -,orm 0 03 (Triamh d-(C"H"06h + 2· 

Beautifully developed. of ten intergrown and th en only occurring in 
rudimentary individuals. brown-red. very lustrous crystals. showing constant 
angular values. With some simple magnifkent individuals the following 
measurements we re made. 

Monoclinic-sphenoidal. 

a: b : c = 0,7226: 1 : 0.9192; 

IJ = 56° 35 1
//. 

Forms observed: a=! 1001. weIl developed and lustrous; c=!OOll. 

c 
a: 

1 . . ~ .... ""_.-_ .. ,, -,, --_ ... -_.-
a 

c 

A 

c r 

a a B. 
c' 

r' 

c 
Fig. 13. 
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large. highly lustrous. yielding ideal images. just as m=fllOl. b=IOI01. 
broad and very lustrous ; b = I 010 I. mostly narrow. sometimes broader. 
but always yielding good reflections; r = 1101 I. rather broad and weIl 
reflecting; s = 1102 1. much narrower than r. of ten absent. weIl reflecting; 
p = 1120 I. mostly narrow. sometimes broader. a little dull; n = 1110 I. 
mostly absent. sometimes equally broad as p. yielding sharp reflections. but 
somewhat duller than m ; w = 11 1 1 I. of ten absent. narrow; 0 = I iZl I. 
broader than w . of ten absent. but yielding good images. The habit of 
the crystals is rather elongated parallel to the b-axis. or short-prismatic 
parellel to the c-axis. (Fig. 13). 

Ang/es: Observed : Ca/cu/ated : 

c : m = (OOI) : (IlO) =* 61 ° 52' 

c : r = (OOI) : (lOl) =* 74 143/ 4 

b : m = (ÖTO) : (IlO) =* 58 54 

c : a = (OOI) : (100) = 56 36 56° 351/ 4' 

a : r = (100) : \lOl) = 49 10 49 10 

a : m= (100) : (IlO) = 31 13 31 6 

a : p = (100) : (120) = 50 28 50 20213 
b : p = (010) : (120) = 39 44 39 39113 
c : s = (OOI) : (102) = 39 11 39 151/ 4 

Si r = (102) : (lOl) = 35 34 59112 
m: r = (1"10) : (lOl) = 55 56 55 57 

r : p = (lOl) : (120) = 65 19 65 20 

a : n = (100) : (110) = 31 16 31 6 

n : p = (IlO) : (120) = 19 12 19 14213 
b : 0 = (010) : (221) = 64 19 64 25 

c : w = (OOI) : (lil) = 77 10 77 71/ 1 

w : m = (lIl) : (110) = 40 58 41 03/ 4 

,c : b= (112) : (010) = 65 32 65 26 

p : s = (112) : (102) = 24 28 24 34 

c : t = (001) : (223) = 29 59 30 46 

Probably cleavable parallel to m. 
The salt is appreciably dichroitic: on 1100 I for vibrations parallel to 

the orthodiagonal. blood-red ; for those parallel to the c-axis. orange ; 
on 1010 I for the latter direction of vibration. blood-red ; for that per
pendicular to it. dark blood-red. 

On I 001 I the extinction occurs perpendicularly to the edge: c: a ; on 
m oblique to m: a. and on 1010 I the angle of extinctions is about 15° 
with respect to the direction of the c-axis. The optical axial plane is 
1010 I; inclined dispersion. One axis is visible on 1100 I. 

In solution this sub stance exhibits a specific rotation for sodium-light 
of + 9°.24 ; the rota tory dispersion is only small. Af ter crystallisation 
the compound appeared to be unchanged; first a small quantity of iodide 
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was separated. th en again the crystals of Fig. 13. If c and r in these 
crystals be taken as 11011 and !TOl I. with a = 1100 I. m = lllO I. b = 
I ofo I, etc .. th en the parameters may be written as: 

a: b: c=0.6064: 1 :0,4596; 

f3 = 84° 9'. 

Moreover. the forms: e = 11121 and ~ = 12231 were also found with 
some of these crystals (old coordinates); they occur only as facets. which 
are scarcely visible. 

The rotation in solution appeared to be the same as before. with only 
feebie rota tory dispersion. - no fission of the complex ion into antipodes 
eVidently having occurred here. The optical activity of the solution. 
therefore. results merely from the quantity of d-tartaric acid. which is 
present in the compound in question. Indeed. the iodide prepared from 
th is iodotartrate by precipitation by means of Nal and recrystallisation. 
appeared to be optically inactive. - its crystalform being completely 
identical with that of the racemic iodide formerly described. It became 
evident. that the apparent fission of the complex ion observed in the 
preliminary experiments needs to be explained wholly by the fis sion of the 
admixed triethylene-diamine-salt by the d-tartaric acid. which salt had 
been formed in the original reaction. Thus e.g. two slightly levogyratory 
fractions were obtained: one of them (a = -9°.20') was transformed 
into the corresponding iodide. and from its solution by slow evaporation 
flat. badly developed crystals were deposited. which appeared to be no other 

than those of the rhombic racemic iodide: ~ eOJ ~~!7ae~A 19' Predominant 

was a = 1100 I; 0 = 1111 land 0' = 1111 I are narrow and about 
equally developed; further; m = 1110 I. also narrow. The crystals were 
flat and thin. tabular forms parallel to 1100 land elongated towards 
the c-axis. Measured angles: (100) : (111) = 42° 48'; (100) : (111) = 43° 0'; 
n 11) : (111) = = 94° 23'; (100): (110) = 33° 8'; etc. The crystals were 
strongly dichroitic: on 1100 I for vibrations parallel to the c-axis yellow. 
for those perpendicular to the former. orange. The plane of the optical 
axes was 1010 I. with the a-axis as first bissectrix; the apparent axial 
angle was only smal!. 

In the same way the so-called iodo-tartrate of a = -2°.50'. appeared 
to be no other than the same rhombic-bisphenoidal racemic iodide in an 
impure state. The crystals manifested the typical hemihedral form. with 
0' = 1111 I much larger than 0 = 1111 land with predominant. large 
faces of a = 1100 I. so that they ordinarily appear as oval or lense
shaped individuals. with the forms: m = 1110 land c = 10011. very 
small and p = 1410 I. besides those already mentioned. The follow
ing angles were measured: (001): (111) = (001) : (lfl) = 61° 13'; 

(110) : (111) = (110): (111) = 28° 47'; (100) (111) = 42° 48'; (100) 
6 

Proceedlngs Royal Acad . Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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:(110)=33° 9'; (100):(410)=9° 15'; (111):(111)=94° 24'. The para
meters are. therefore: a: b : e = 0.6529 : 1 : 0.9957; the optical properties 
were the same as already described. In both cases the presence of the 
also rhombic triethylenediamine-eobaltie iodide and of free d-tartarie acid 
could. moreover. be demonstrated. As soon. however.as the pure iodotartrate 
of the threefold complex ion was used in such experiments. no indication 
of a fission could any more be found. 

Af~er all crystals of the salt were deposited and eliminated. the solu
ti on of the pure iodo-tartrate gave a mother-liquor B. which by slow 
evaporation gradua11y got more viscous; from it no or only very sm all 
crystals were deposited. but finally it was transformed into an almost 
resinous mass. This product was solved in water and then. by means of 
Na!. transformed into the iodide. By fractional crystallisation of the 
solution some fractions of this iodide were separated and investigated 
with respect to their crystal-forms. as weil as to their optical behaviour. 
It appeared that the first was identical with that of the racemic iodide; 
moreover. no appreciabie rotation of the solutions could be stated. 

Endeavours to split the complex ion by means of d-bromoeamphor
sulphonie acid neither led to any positive result. Af ter the iodide was 
transformed by means of pure si/ver-d-bromoeamphorsulphonate. a solution 
was obtained. which finally yielded a yellow-brownish resinous mass; 
this could not be obtained in a crystalline form. notwithstanding fre
quently repeated experiments. 

Finally a similar trial was made by means of the si/ver-salt of the 
optica11y active malie acid. Af ter the Ag! was removed. the solution on 
evaporation on the waterbath only gave · a homogeneous mass. from 
which. even af ter a long time. no crystals were formed. 

In no case even the slightest indication could be obtained of a possible 
inhomogeneity of the salts formed in the original reaction. It is. there
fore. highly probable. that no possibility at all of splitting the inactive 
salt occurs in this case. The only admittable explanation of this behaviour. 
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which can he given. is this. that the complex ion involved has really 

th. con6gu .. ';0", [(~: Ei".,), rx 

(see fig. 14 p. 82). 

In our opinion. it must. therefore. he considered as a derivative of a 

".ns-compound ol th. co",titu';on, lco (á~' ! X, 0' I Co (E~:), I X. 

Evidently. there must have occurred a shift of the ethylel!ediamine~ 

molecules into their new positions during the reaction. In connection 
with this conclusion. it is of interest to remark here. that al ready in 
many reactions of this kind. such a shift of the suhstituents round the 
central atom of the metal has heen ohserved. I) 

Por in stance : cis~Diaquo~diethylenediamine~cobaltic~chloride. on heing 
heaten with strong hydrochloric acid. appears to yield exclusively the 
corresponding trans~derivative; in the same way. cis~Rhodanato~diethylene~ 
diamine~cobaltic~chloride gives much more of the trans~. than of the 
expected cis~derivative; etc. Also in this case the transition of the one 
class of compounds into the other need therefore not he considered 
altogether ahnormal. 

Groningen . Laboratory for Inorganic and Physical Chemistry 
of the University. 

I) A. WERNER. Lieb. Ann. der Chemie. 386. 5i. 58. (1912). 
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Chemistry. - "Equilibria in systems. in which phases separated by a 
semi-permeable membrane" . XIII. By F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

The isotonic curves in ternary systems. in which dimixtion into two or 
three liquids occurs. 

Till now we only have discussed the iso tonic curves in systems. in 
which all liquids are mixible with one another in all proportions ; we 
now assume th at dimixtion into two or three Iiquids can occur also. 

The sides of the components-triangle are not drawn in order not to 
enlarge the figure too much; only the angle-point W which represents 
the diffusing substance W (water or an other component). is indicated. 
The terminating-points of the isotonic curves. which are indicated in the 

. figure by dotted curves. are situated on the side of the components
triangle. starting from point W. 

As known. the reg ion of dimixtion of a ternary system at constant 
temperature and under a constant pressure. is encirc1ed by the binodal
curve; its points represent conjugated or coexisting Iiquids. viz. liquids 
which can be in equilibrium with one another two by two 1). Those 
binodal-curves are represented in the figures by fully drawn curves. The 
critical points f1 and fJ divide the binodal-curve into two branches; with 
every liquid of the one branch a definite liquid of the other branch can 
be in equilibrium;. some of those conjugated liquids are united in the 
figures by straight lines. the conjugation-lines. Consequently we find 
indicated in those figures the equilibria 

With regard to the extension of the reg ion of dimixtion. we may 
distinguish two principal cases 2). 

A. The reg ion of dimixtion is situated totally within the components
triangle. consequently dimixtion occurs in ternary liquids only. but not 
in the binary liquids. 

B. The reg ion of dimixtion extends itself as far as one of the sides. 
consequently dimixtion occurs also in one or more of the binary systems. 

Although the case mentioned sub A experimentally seems to occur as 

1) For a treatment in detail of ternary equilibria with two and three liquids. compare 
F. A. H . SCHREINEMAKERS. Die heterogenen Gleichgewichte von H. W. BAKHUIS 

ROOZEBOOM; Drittes Heft . Zweiter Teil. 
2) Comp. f.L the 6gs. 1-6. I. c. 
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exception only I), yet we will take this as a starting-point at the con
sideration of the isotonic curves. We may apply viz. the results also to 
the cases, mentioned sub E, some changes excepted, which occur in the 
vicinity of the sides of the components-triangle and which we shall 
indicate further. 

In this communication we shall only indicate and describe several 
properties ; in a following communication we shall deduce them with 
the aid of thermodynamical considerations and we shall enlighten them 
more in detail. 

Let us take two conjugated liquids f.i. Lb, and Lb. (figs. 1-3). As 
both liquids are in equilibrium with one another, they are isotonic with 
respect to each of the three components, of which they consist. Conse
quently both liquids have the same O. W.A. (osmotic water-attraction). 
Therefore, both liquids belong to the same isotonic curve; they are 
found in fig. 1 on the iso tonic curve 5. in fig. 2 on curve 3 and in 
fig. 3 on curve 4. Of course the same is true for other conjugated liquids. 

As regards the position of the point W with respect to the conjugation
lines of the binodal-curve. we can distinguish two cases. In figs. 2 and 3 
one conjugation-line viz mI m2 goes through the point W; in fig . 1 this 
is not the case. Further we shall see that this difference has a great 
influence on the proceeding of the isotonic curves. 

I. None of the conjugation-lines goes through point W (fig. 1). 
If we take isotonic curves in the vicinity of the point W , then they 

are straight lines; at further distance from the point W they are curved 
(Curve 1 and 2 of fig. 1). Dependent on the increase of the O.W. A . 
of the liquids of the curves these curves are situated further from the 
point Wand, therefore, they approach more the reg ion of dimixtion 
till they touch it at last (curve 3). The point of contact coincides with 
the critica I pont 0. of the binodal-curve, as we shall see later.' Conse
quently all liquids of curve 3 have the same O . W.A. as the critica I 
liquid a . 

If we take an isotonic curve with still greater O . W. A .. f.i. curve 4, 
th en this curve intersects the binodal-curve in the two conjugated points 
al and a2' Then, if we consider stabIe liquids only, the isotonic curve 
consists of two branches, separated from one another, united by the 
conjugation-line al a2' As each point of the line al 0.2 represents a com
plex of the two liquids (11 and (12' therefore, each point of this line 
represents also a complex with the same O . W. A . as that of the liquids 
of curve 4. If we represent an arbitrary liquid of curve 4 by L, then 
consequently the osmotic equilibrium 

L : La, + La2 (1) 

I) We lind an example in the system : water, phenol and aceton. F. A. H. SCHREI NE

MAKERS, Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem. 33. 84 (1900). 
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exists. in which equilibrium two liquids occur at one of the sides of the 
membrane. 

An isotonic curve with still greater O. W.A .. f.i. curve 5 (fig. 1). 
intersects the binodal-curve in the conjugated points bI and b2 ; curve 6 

Fig. 1. 

intersects them in the points Cl and C2 etc. At last we get again. as is 
represented by curve 7. an iso tonic curve. touching the binodal-curve; 
this point of contact coincides with the critical point {J. Isotonic curves 
with still greater O. W. A .. f.i. curve 8. are situated again totally outside 
the field of dimixtion. 

Hence follows that the O. W. A. of the liquids of the binodal-curve 
increases on each of the two branches in the direction of the arrows 
viz. from the critical point a towards the critica I point {J. Consequently 
the O.W. A. of the liquids of the binodal-curve is a minimum for the 
critical liquid a and a maximum for the critica I liquid {J. 

The conjugation-line bI b2 divides fig. 1 into two parts; in the one 
part is situated the point W. If we start from the point bI along the 
binodal-curve towards that part of the plane. in which point W is 
situated (consequently from bI towards a). then we shall say that we go 
along the binodal-curve towards point W. If. however. we go from bI 
along the binodal-curve towards the other part of the plane {consequently 
from bI towards the point (J). th en we shall say that we move away 
from the point W along the binodal-curve. 

Consequently we move away along the binodal-curve from point W. 
if we proceed along this curve: 

in fig. 1 starting from a towards {J; 
in fig. 2 starting from the points mI and m2 towards a and {J; 
in fig. 3 starting from the points a and {J towards mI and m2; 

those directions are indicated in the figure by arrows. 
In a following communication we shall deduce the property: 
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the O . W .A . of the liquids of a binodal-curve increases in that direction. 
in which we move away from the point W along the binodalcurve. 

If we apply this to fig. 1 then we find. in accordance with above. 
that the O. W.A . must increase along the binodal-curve in the direction 
of the arrows. viz. from a towards (J. 

11. One of the conjugation-Iines goes through point W (figs. 2 and 3). 
In the figs. 2 and 3 the binodal-curves are drawn in such a way that 

the conjugation-line mI m2 goes through the point W. In order · to 
indicate more easily the proceeding of the isotonic curves. we have given 
to the binodal-curves another form than in fig. 1; this has no influence 
on the results of the considerations. We now distinguish the two cases. 
represented by the figures 2 and 3. 

A . If we go in fig . 2 along the binodal-curve in the direction of the 
arrows. therefore. from mI or m2 towards a or {J. th en we move away 
from the point W . In accordance with the rule. mentioned above. on 
the change of the O . W. A. of the liquids of a binodal-curve. the O. W.A . 

must increase. therefore. in the 
direction of the arrows; con se
qüently it is a minimum for the liquids 
mI and m2 and a maximum for the 

3 - ... critical liquids a and {J. 

Fig. 2 

The isotonic curve 1 is situated 
in fig. 2 totally outside the reg ion 
of dimixtion; dependent on the 
increase of the O . W . A .. they 
approach this region till they touch 
it at last (curve 2). It now follows 

I from the above. which we shall 
deduce later also in another way. 
that this point of contact coincides 
with mI. As liquid m2 has the same 
O. W . A. as mI and consequently 
also as all liquids of curve 2. the 

isotonic curve (if we consider stabIe states only) consists of a curve and 
the isolated point m2 which is united with mI by a conjugation-line. 
Consequently an osmotic equilibrium: 

(2) 

can exist. in which L represents an arbitrary liquid of curve 2. 
Isotonic curves with larger O. W. A. consist of th ree branches. separ

ated from one another. If we take f.i. curve 3 (fig. 2) then those branches 
are united by the conjugation-lines al a2 and bI b2• The systems Lal + L a2 
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and Lbl + Lbz have the same O . W. A. as all liquids of curve 3; we may 
have. therefore the osmotic equilibria : 

I I I 
L I Lal + La2 L I Lbl + Lbz Lal + La2 I Lbl + Lbz . (3) 

in which L represents an arbitrary liquid of curve 3. In the last one of 
those equilibria two liquids occur on both si des of the membrane. 

Isotonic curves with larger O . W . A. approach more the points a and 
(3. If we assume that the O. W. A. of the critical liquid a is smaller 
than that of the critical liquid (3. th en we can represent the isotonic 
curve. going through point a. by curve 4. This curve touches the 
binodal-curve in a and intersects it in the points Cl and C2 ' Consequently 
we now may have an osmotic equilibrium : 

I L,. I LOl + LC2 . (4) 

in which at the one side of the membrane a critical liquid and at the 
other side two liquids. 

An isotonic curve with the same O . W . A . as liquid (3 touches the 
binodal-curve in (3 (curve 5) and is situated further totally outside the 
reg ion of dimixtion. 

B. In order to proceed in fig . 3 along the binodal-curve in such a way 
th at we move away from the point W. we have to go in the direction 
of the arrows. viz. starting from a and (3 towards mi and m2' Con se-

, 
I 

3 " quently the O. W. A. of the 
L , , \ Iiquids must increase also in the 

\ direction of the arrows ; it is a 
minimum. therefore. in the critical 
points and a maximum in mi 

and m2' 

The isotonic curve 1 is situated 
in fig . 3 still totally outside the 
reg ion of dimixtion; curves with 
larger O. W . A. approach this 
region. in order to touch it at 
last. Of course the point of 
contact must be a liquid. the 
O. W . A . of which is a minimum. 
therefore one of the critical 
liquids a or (3. If the O . W. A. 
of (3 is smaller than that of a. 

Fig. 3. then we may represent the iso tonic 
curve by curve 2. The isotonic curve with an O. W. A. equal to that 
of the liquid a is represented by curve 3; isotonic curves with still greater 
O. W. A. (as f.i. curve 4) consist of three parts. separated from one 
another. united with one another by two conjugation-Iines (al a2 and bi b2). 
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The isotonic curve with an O. W .A . equal to that of the liquid mI is 
represented by curve 5. which touches the binodal-curve in mI. and the 
isolated point m2' 

The osmotic equilibria. mentioned above sub (2) and (3) can occur 
also now ; th en in (2) L represents a Iiquid of curve 5 (6g. 3) and in (3) 
a liquid of curve 4 (6g. 3). 

We can briefly summarize the previous considerations. 
I. The O.W . A. of the liquids of a binodal-curve increases in that 

direction in which we move away from the point W . 
Hence follows: 
11. None of the conjugation-lines of the binodal-curve goes through 

the point W (6g. 1). 
The O. W . A. of the liquids of the binodal-curve is a minimum in the 

one - and a maximum in the other critical point. 
111. One of the conjugation-lines goes through point W (6gs. 2 and 3). 
A. The O. W. A . of the liquids of the binodal-curve is a minimum in 

the points. situated on the conjugation-line going through Wand a 
maximum in the critical points (6g. 2). 

B. The O. W. A. of the liquids of the binodal-curve is a minimum in 
the critical points and a maximum in the points. situated on the con
jugation-Iine going through point W (6g. 3). 

IV. In each of the critical points and in the points which are situated 
on the conjugation-Iines going through point W. an isotonic curve 
touches the binodal-curve. Consequently we 6nd in 6g. 1 two isotonic 
curves touching the binodal-curve and in 6gs. 2 and 3 three of such curves. 

If the reg ion of dimixtion extends itself as far as into one or two 
of the sides of the components-triangle. then in the 6gures one or both 
critical points disappear. With the aid of the above-mentioned proper ties 
I-IV. of which we may apply always L yet we can project then the 
schematical diagrams and de6ne the direction in which increases the 
O. W. A. of the liquids along the binodal-curve. 

However. the following is to be observed with respect to the con
jugation-lines going through the point W . The conjugation-lines of the 
6gs. 1-3 unite ternary liquids; for this reason we call them ternary 
conjugation-lines. If. however. the binary curve terminates in the points 
PI and P2 on one of the sides of the components-triangle, th en PI P2 
is a binary conjugation-line. which always goes through the point W. 
The property. mentioned in IV. that in the points. which are situated on 
a conjugation-line. going through point W. an iso tonic curve touches 
the binodal-curve. is true only for ternary conjugation-lines (mI m2 in 
6gs. 2 and 3). but not for binary ones. In the latter case the common 
point viz. is not a point of contact. but a point of intersection. We shall 
refer to this at the discussion of the special cases. 
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We have drawn the isotonic curves 4. 5 and 6 in fig. 1. as if they 
terminate in the region of dimixtion; this is. however. not the case. If 
we take f.L curve 4. th en this does not finish in al and a2. but it goes 
through the region of dimixtion from al towards a2; this part. situated 
within the region of dimixtion. however. represents only metastable and 
unstable liquids. which. however. have all the same O. W. A. as the other 
liquids of curve 4. If. however. we limit ourselves. as we have done 
above. to stabie states. th en the isotonic curve consists of two separated 
branches. united by the conjugation~line al a2' 

Of course the same is valid for the isotonic curves of the other figures. 
If we take f.i. curve 3 of fig. 2. th en this does not terminate in al and a2 

and in bi and b2• We now may distinguish two cases: 
1. Curve 3 consists of a single continuous curve. which passes through 

the region of dimixtion from al towards a2 and from b2 towards bi' 
2. Curve 3 consists of two separated parts. The branch coming in al 

passes viz. through the reg ion of dimixtion from al towards bi' The 
other branch. on which are situated the points a2 and b2• forms a closed 
curve. which is situated partly outside and partly within the region of 
dimixtion. In a following communication we will discuss a single case 
more in detail. I) 

In communication 111 we have discussed the property: 
the saturation~curve of asolid substance and an isotonic curve are 

situated in the vicinity of their point of intersection ei th er both within 
the conjugation~angle or within the supplement~angle. If the saturation~ 
curve touches one of the legs of th is angle. th en the isotonic curve 
touches the other leg. 

A5 we will show later. for the equilibria treated now. is valid: 
the binodal~curve and an isotonic curve are situated in the vicinity 

of their point of intersection either both within the conjugation~angle or 
both within the supplement~angle. If the binodal~curve touches one of 
the legs of that angle. then the isotonic curve touches the other leg. 

Let us take in fig. 2 the point of intersection al' A5 liquid al can be 
in equilibrium with liquid a2. and as the diffusing substance is represented 
by point W. angle Wal a2 (and its opposite~angle e al f) is the conjuga~ 
tion~angle in al' A5 the binodal~curve is situated in the vicinity of al 

within the conjugation~angle. curve 3 must be situated also within 
this angle. 

1) In order to imagine oneself properly the position of th is curve. compare F. A. H. 
SCHREINEMAKERS. Die heterogenen Gleichgewichte von BAKHUIS ROOSEBOOM. Drittes 
Heft. Zweiter Teil. Fig. 135-139 pg. 330-332. In those figures a part of the binodal
curve is drawn. recognizable by its conjugation-lines. If we imagine the dilfusing sub
stance to he represented by point V. then the curve. indicated by the figures I. 11 and m. 
can represent an isotonic curve. The dotted parts of this curve represent the metastabie 
and unstable states. 
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In point a2 (fig. 2) angle W a2 al (and its opposite angle g a2 h) is the 
conjugation~angle; the two other angles (viz. al a2 g and Wa2 h) form,' 
therefore. the supplement~angle. As the binodal~curve is situated in the 
vicinity of a2 within the supplement~angle. curve 3 must be situated also 
within this angle. 

In fig. 1 a tangent is drawn from W. which touches the binodal~curve 
in bI' As the binodal~curve touches. therefore. the leg bI W of the 
conjugation~angle. curve 5 must touch in bI the other leg. viz. the 
conjugation~line bI b2• 

From the property above~mentioned of binodal~curve. isotonic curve 
and conjugation-angle follows: . 

An isotonic curve. which touches the binodal~curve in a critica 1 point. 
is curved in the same direction as the binodal~curve in the vicinity of 
this point. 

This is seen in fig. 1 with the curves 3 and 7; in fig. 2 with the 
curves -4 and 5; in fig. 3 with the curves 2 and 3. Of course this will 
be still also the case with isotonic curves. which are situated on some 
distance of the critical points. as f.i. with curve 2 in fig. 1. etc. 

We imagine two conjugated liquids ql and q2' We unite the points 
ql and q2 with the point W. which represents the diffusing substance. 
50 th at the angle ql Wq2 arises. If we limit ourselves to stabie states. 
then from each of the points ql and q2 a branch of the isotonic curve 
starts. We now can show: 

the stabie branches of an isotonic W-curve. starting from two conjuga~ 
ted points ql en q2' are situated always outside the region of the angle 
ql Wq2' 

If we take f.i. the points al and a2 (fig. 1-3) th en we see that the 
branches starting from those points. are situated outside the region of 
the angle al Wa2' The same is va lid in points bI and b2• Cl and C2. etc. 

With the aid of those and other properties discussed above. we are 
ab Ie to deduce already at on ce schematically the position and proceeding 
of the isotonic curves. if the position of the binodal-curve and its 
conjugation~lines is known. 

Of the many phenomena. which may occur in osmotic systems with 
a reg ion of dimixtion. we only will discuss some briefly. Let us take 
f.i. the osmotic system: 

fig. 2 (5) 

in which L represents a liquid of the isotonic curve 5. Consequently L 
has a greater O.W. A. than Ld. 50 that the water diffuses in the direc
tion of the arrow viz. from Ld towards L. We now assume that the 
quantities of Ld and L are taken in such a way that an osmotic equi~ 
librium of curve 3 arises. As the line W d intersects the line al a2 viz. 
the conjugation-line of the isotonic curve 3. Ld passes. therefore into a 
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complex of the liquids al and a2' It depends on its position on curve 5. 
which shall arise from liquid L. If L represents the liquid K. then (5) 
passes into the osmotic equilibrium: 

fig . 2 . (6) 

in which L' K is represented by the point of intersection of the line WK 
with curve 3. If we take in (5) for L the liquid i. th en arises 

(7) 

therefore. an osmotic system. in which appear the same liquids at both 
sides of the membrane. If we take in (5) for L the liquid r. then arises 
the osmotic equilibrium: 

(8) 

in which L' r is represented by the point of intersection of the line Wr 
with the branch of curve 3. situated between a2 and b2• If we take in 
(5) for L the liquid s or the critical liquid {J. th en arises the osmotic 
equilibrium: 

in which two liquids are found on both sides of the membrane. 
In following communications we shall discuss more in detail the phe

nomena. occurring on the similar osmotic equilibria setting in. 

(To be continued). 



Physiology. - "The Balance in Radio-physiological Equilibria shifted by 
l. adrenalin towards the Alpha-side. and by d. adrenalin towards 
the Beta-side." By Prof. H. ZWAARDEMAKEU. 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 31. 1925). 

The micro-radioactivity of animal tissues. which is of thE:. order of the 
radio-activity of some medicinal springs. but is of totally different origin. 
depends almost exclusively on the presence of the element potassium in the 
cells. This potassium can be washed out. and if th is is done. it appears 
that a number of functions are arrested. which can be restoren again. when 
an amount of either potassium or another radioactive element is added. 
sufficient to render it approximately radio-equivalent to the previous radio
activity 1). As substituting elements we found thus far : Rb. Th. U. 10. 
Ra. Em (Radon) 2). 

When the microradioactivities alluded to are combint'd in physical 
experiments. a summation of their actions takes place (ionisation. photo
graphic effect). but wh en this takes place in a biological ~ystem. such a 
summation does not always occur. It then appears that two groups must 
be distinguished: the first group consisting of the elements K and Rb. 
which have the property of emitting beta-rays. and the second consisting 
of the elements Th. U. 10. Ra. Em (Radon). which have the property of 
emitting chiefly alpha-rays. When an element of one group is taken up in the 
perfusing fluid that contains an element of the other group. their effects 
will counteract each other (physiological antagonism) . In the latter case 
we may by carefully weighing the two actions approximate an equilibrium 
in which the function is suspended. just as it is arrested when the original 
potassium has been sufficiently washed out. Such an equilibrium we will 
call a radiophysiological equilibrium 3). 

It stands to reason that a radiophysiological equilibrium may he disturbed 
by enlarging or lessening the quantity of one of the counterbalancing 
elements. The disturbance will. however. also occur. when the sensitivity 
of the organ is modified. and this modification is made different for alpha
and beta-rays. This can be eHected by means of a sensitizer 4) . 

Among the sensitizers one of the strongest is the natural I. adrenalin G ). 

which being prepared in the ce lis of the medulla of the suprarenal capsule. 

I) These Proceedings 19 p. 633. 
2) Erg. d. Physiol. Bd. 19. S. 326. (1921) . 
3) These Proceedings 19 p. 1043. 
4) These Proceedings 20 p. 768. 
5) These Proceedings 23 p. 838. 



is transmitted by the blood to the organs. Special addition of this I. 
adrenalin to the perfusing liquid. which has brought an organ (generally 
the heart of a cold-blooded anima I ) to a radiophysiologieéll equilibrium. 
restores the normal function . Experiments. conducted advisedly. proved 
this te be due to a shifting of the balance to the side of the éJlpha-element. 
which. owing to the sensitizer has obtained predominance. It has likewise 
been proved that the old equilibrium can be restored by superaddition of 
some more of the beta-element. 

Considerations. which I need not go into here. induced me also to try 
the synthetic d . adrenalin. (The Farbestoff-fabrike. late MEI STER. LucluS 
and BRUNING at Höchst kindly furnished a preparation of d. suprarenin). 
It was remarkable that in experiments on the hearts of frogs and eels in 
equilibria between 175 mgr KCI and 15 mgr Uranylnitrate. between 300 mgr 
KCI and 29 mgr Uranylnitrate. between 500 mgr KC! and 40 mgr Uranyl
nitrate. etc. d. adrenalin turned the radiophysiological balance towards the 
beta-element. so that a superaddition of alpha-element was required to 
return to the old equilibrium. The dosage of d . adrenalin required was 
1 : 1000000 J ). This was established in half a dozen cases. I purpose 
to continue my observations later on. For the present I have utilized the 
small supply of d . adrenalin (d. suprarenin) for observations of another 
character. in order to find an explanation for the remarkable phenomenon. 
This phenomenon is so very peculiar because thus far only a quantitative 
functional difference between 1.- and d. suprarenin has been brought to 
light. A qualitative difference in their behaviour I presume to have found 
here for the first time. 

In addition this new experience may encourage us to penetrate more 
deeply into the process of sensibilization for corpuscular radiation. varying 
with alpha- and beta-radiation. 

Meanwhile our preliminary experiments have already borne out that the 
problem under consideration is extremely complicated. It can only he 
solved wh en we . dispose of larger amounts of suprarenin. Such a larger 
amount is all the more necessary as it may very weIl be possible that the 
originally dextrorotatory preparation. whieh possesses great optie activity. 
might. if the solution is kept for some time. contain some of the far more 
active levorotatory adrenalin 2). without our being able to observe this 
in the circumpolarisator on account of the discolouration. The complieations 
thereby ensuing can only be unravelled when more synthetie chemieals 
are at our disposition. 

1) In order to return to the old equilibrium we used in the second equilibrium 10 mgr. 
Uranylnitrate. i.e. 25 % of the original amount. This Is the minlmal amount requlred for 
the shifting. 

2) F . M. JAEGER. Lect. on the principle of symmetry. Sec. ed. ~terdam 1920. p. 232. 



Physics. - "On the Equation of State of Solid Substances (Metals) 
in connection with their Compressibility and with the Pressure 
and Temperature Coefficient of this Quantity." By J. J. VAN LAAR. 

(Communicated hy Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19. 1925). 

I. 

The Equation of State. 

1. It is known that VAN DER WAALS'S equation of state 

a RT 
P+~=v-b (1 ) 

holds for gases and liquids at higher temperatures. This equation may 
he imagined as having arisen from the Virial~equation (everything still 

to he multiplied hy -~2) 
a b 

pv+ - - - RT=RT, 
v v-b 

(2) 

a 
in which pv is the virial of the external forces (pressure), - the so~called 

v 
b 

virial of attraction and - --b RT the virial of repulsion, which latter 
v-

3 
is proportional to RT, i.e. to the vis viva L = "2 RT of the progressive 

motion of the molecules. Consequently it is immaterial for the equation 
of state whether the molecules contain only one or more atoms. as RT 
always refers to L. and not to L + the energy of the atoms in the molecule. 

In most cases the temperature functions of the quantities a and b. 
which ahout compensate each other. and also the sm all volume~function 
of a. may he neglected here. But this may hy no means he done with 
the very strong dependenee on the volume of b. which may he repre~ 
sented hy the simple equation I) 

b= bg 
• or v-bo = (v-b) (1 + bg ~ bo). (3) 

1 +bg-~ 
v 

The second of equations (3) can he derived from the first hy calculat~ 
ing v-b from it. Then the vi rial equation (2) hecomes: 

I) Compare my book: "die Zustandsgleichung von Gasen und FIUsslgkeiten". Lelpzlg, 
L. Voss, 1924, especially p. 74-79 and 91. Also Z . f. anorg. u. allg. Ch. HO, 58-60 (1924) . 
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pv+~-RT~-=RT. 
v v- bo 

. . (2a) 

and the equation of state (I). ensuing from it. becomes: 

+ ~= RT (1 + bg - bo) . 
P v2 v-bo v 

. . (I a) 

That the above equation for the dep enden ce on the volume of b 
renders all the thermal quantities (compressibility. expansibility etc.) for 
liquids with great accuracy. I have shown before already more than 
once I}. IE e.g. the quantity 1 + (bg-bo) : v is neglected. values 4 or 5 
times too sm all are e.g. obtained for the coefficient of compressibility. 

As for ordinary substances (r = 0.9 to I) the value bIJ: bo lies in the 
neighbourhood of 3.8 to 4.8 at T = t Th (bg-bo): bo will be 2.8 to 3.8. 
and (bg-bo): v will be = 2.14 to 2.85. because v is = 1.31 to 1.33 bo 
at temperatures in the neighbourhood of the solidifying point (T about 
= t T k) 2}. Thus 2.5 is e.g. found for (bg-bo): v for mercury. 2.0 for 
C2H sCI. 1.8 for ether. 2.0 for molten copper (see IV) 3). Here T is. 
however. higher than 1/2 Tk for ether and ethylchloride. hence at : ak is 
< 1.5. whereas mercury and molten copper belong strictly speaking to 
another category. 

Por the important quantity ~b the following equation is found. wh en 
v-

a 
the external pressure is negligible by the side of 2: 

IJ 

in which f is the known vapour pressure factor (still slightly variabie 
with the temperature). Por ordinary substances the value of 14 to 16 is 

found for ~b at m = tand with f= 8 r = 7 to 8. We may. therefore. 
v-

1) Compare inter alia pages 108-121 of the cited book. 

2) Compare also Z. f. anorg. u. allg. eh. 149. 349-350 (1925). At a temperature T 
the following relations are valid: 

(bb~t = ~::~: X(bb:k 
X :: = (1.5 à 1.6) X (r + t) X2r=(1.5 to 1.6} r (2r+1). 

T T (bg}t at 6 d d 2 
as at = t k (b) = - = 1.5 to 1 .. Further from = 0 - rm follows 

9 k ak 

! = ~ = 1 - 1 ~ r m. as do is = 2 (I + r)· Hence with ~ = ~ we get 

V v 2 (1 + r) 
Vo - bo 2 + r . 

3) Compare also Z. Gl. p. IH-ll5 and 156-162. 
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write for "ordinary" liquids in the neighbourhood of the solidifying point: 

v 
v-b'- 15; bg-~=~=(." _ 25 ([··d t) " •. lqUl. m = . 

v v 

2. Por solid substances the equation of state 

a b RT 
p+---=y-

v2 vn V 

has of ten been proposed (GRONEISEN and others). in which at very low 
temperatures PT4 must be substituted for RT. in accordance with the 
expression for the Energy holding then . Here P is a volume function. 
which is still to be determined. It is. however. not equal to the coeffi~ 

cient of Ti in the expression for E at very low temperatures. 
But this equation cannot possibly be correct. Por at very high pressures 

the first member would then approach to 00 at a given temperature. 
whereas the second member remained finite. Hence here too v-b must 
necessarily occur in the equation of state. and not vno 

This is. ho wever. not all. If the coefficient y occurring in the above 

equation is calculated theoretically. ~ y = (3 n + 5) : 6 is found for it 1) 

1 
(and not (3n-l): 6. as GRONEISEN erroneously gives). But since for 3" y in 

· 49 
different metals values are experimentally found between 3" and 3" (average 

2; see 11 § 2). n would lie between 1 and 4. which is impossible. Por 
in the first place n cannot be = 2. which would yet be the case with 
many metals; secondly it is inconceivable that in the term b: vn 

• referring 
to the repulsive forces. the exponent of v should be different for every 
metal; and thirdly fractional exponents would frequently occur. 

All these considerations completely condemn the equation of state in 
question. IE on the contrary 

(4) 

is written for solid substances at higher (i.e. at ordinary) temperatures. 
in which equation b is again a function of v. represented by arelation 
analogous to (3). all the discrepancies disappear. and also the disconti~ 

nuity between the form of the vi rial of repulsion in liquids and that in 
solid bodies which is difficult to understand. At bottom it will. indeed. 
be pretty weIl immaterial wh ether the molecules move - as in liquids -
along curvilinear .. open" paths between the other molecules. frequently 
"colliding" (which mayalso take place "at a distance"; it is not neces~ 

1) Compare my earlier Paper in These Proceedings 27. 902-904 (1924). 

7 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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sary that the molecules exactly touch 1)). or - as in solid substances -
move in curvilinear "closed" paths round a certain state of equilibrium. 
without shifting from one molecule to another. This with reference to the 
so-called "dynamic" vi rial of repulsion. whieh accordingly. as in liquids 

b 
in equation (2). keeps the form - v-b RT; this. added to RT in the 

second member. again yielding RT
b 

af ter division by v. 
v-

But what distinguishes solid bodies from liquids (and gases). is that in 
consequence of the fact that the molecules are bound to definite positions 
of equilibrium. there must necessarily a term À be present in the equation 
of state. which refers to the so-called "sta tic" virial of repulsion. Hence 
this. no more than the statie virial of attraction a/v. will contain the 
temperature as a factor. but it will. of course. contain v-b in the 
denominator. as otherwise at T = O. p = 00 equation (4) would lead to 
an absurdity. 

Accordingly the virial equation has now 1he following form (everything 
still to be multiplied by 3/2): 

pv+ --À- --RT=RT. (
a v) b 
v v-b v-b 

Here too, in the case of solid substances. it is quite indifferent whether 
the molecules are mon-atomic or pluri-atomic. because in both members 
RT refers again to the progressive energy of the molecules. now in 
c10sed paths (so that L is half the total energy of the path) instead of 
in open paths. as with liquids and gases. 

In what follows we shall show that the equation (4). combined with 
arelation b = f(v) of the form (3). represents the experimental results 
for metals perfectly accurately in every respect - not only the coeffi
cient of compressibility and expansibility. but also the coefficients of 
pressure and temperature of the first-mentioned coefficient. whieh the 
earlier theories of GRONEISEN and others were entirely inadequate to do. 

11. 

Closer Consideration at Higher temperatures. 

1. The quantity À. occurring in the above equation (4). can be expressed in 
the volume VOl which the metal occupies at T=O (PP is th en substituted 
for RT). when the external pressure p 0 is retained. i. e. when the 

1) In th is we think e. g. of the molten electrolytes, where the molecules can remain at 
comparatively large distances apart from each other. Compare These Proceedings 28, 789-793 
(1925), and also Z. f. anorg. u. aUg. Ch.l~9, 337-311 (1925), where we found about 2,7 
for the ratio between the diameter of the molecules and the longitudinal dimension of the 
elementary cubes. 
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a À. 
solid, substance. as usually, is not under "strain", Then 2- --b . 

Vo vo- 0 

is obtained, hence À = a 2 (vo-bo). 
vo 

In this bo is the value of b corresponding with voo according to the 
equation 

b= bg ,or v-boo = (v-b) (1 + bg v boo) . 
1 + bu - boo 

v 

which corresponds to (3), or also, when we write bo-boo for abbreviation 
=q;: 

b- bu 
-f~' (5) 

from which then follows bo = bg : (1 + ~). In this equation (5) bu is 

eVidently again the (fictitious) value of b, when v should be = 00. The 
other limiting value boo = voo is evidently the value of b, wh en in (5) 
we take p = 00. This is, therefore. the smallest volume possible, that the 
solid substance can occupy àt the utmost compression. Hence we distin
guish two limiting volumes with the corresponding values of b, viz. vo 
and bo < vo at T = 0, p = 0, and voo = boo at p = 00. 

The quantity Cf. is much smaller in solid substances than in liquids. 
v 

viz. = 0.6 in solid copper as we shall see in IV, as against an average 

value of 2,5 in ordinary sub stances ( m = ~). so that the variability of 

b is by no means so great. 

2. The quantity ~. From the equation of state (5) follows immediately: 

_(dP)_ R _R v 
s- d- - - b--X-b' t v- v v-

v 

and as the coefficient of tension s according to a known identity is 

= - ( ~~ l : ( ~; ); we mayalso write s = ~, in which a = ~ ( ~~ ) p is the 

coefficient of expansion, and 0 = - ~ ( ~; } is the coefficient of compres

a R v 
sibility. Hence;; = V- X v-b' i.e. 

v a v ---- Xv-b-o R' (6) 

7* 
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from which the ratio v: (v-b) can be calculated for every solid substance, 
when a and (J are known. Thus e.g. in copper at 20°C a = 3 X 17.10-4, 

(J = 0,73.10-12 (p in dynes per cm2), v = 63,57 : 8,933 = 7,116, and 
R = 83,17.106 in ergs. Hence: 

v 51 . 10-6 7,116 362,9 _ 598 
v-b -0.73.10-12 • 83.17 .106 60,7 - , . 

so that (see for P.. = w Chapter IV) 
v 

v 
-b=6: v-

b -b cp 
9 00=_ = W = 0.6 (solid copper 200C.) 

v v 

may be put. For other metals the following values are found in exactly 
the same way: 

Cu Ag Au IMgl Zn CdlA1ISn Pbl Ta l Bi IWIFe Ni Pd Pt 
6 7 9 5 ±7 ±9 6 7 8 5 I ± 4 4 5 5 7 7. 

mean about 6. 

If in (4) i Lis substituted for RT 1). then i d. is to be substituted for R, 

in which c'. represents the specific heat referring to the pure progressive 
energy (= half the total energy of path) of the molecule (atom) at con~ 
stant volume. We th en get: 

from which it therefore follows, that as v-b does not approach 0 at 
T = 0 and p = O. but approaches the finite value vo-bo (see above). 
and also (J remaining finite, the coeffici~nt of expansion a will always run 
parallel with c·., and will, therefore. also approach 0 at very low tempe~ 
ratures, where c'. approaches 0: and this about proportional to T4. In 
this way this property of a is proved in an independent way, and not in 
the way indicated by N ERNST and others on the ground of perfectly 
wrong formulae. (compare my Paper in These Proc. 27. 911-913 (1924) 
already cited). 

A d· h I' . f + a b RT R ccor lOg to t e ear Ier equatIon 0 state p 2 - - = r - , r -
V v" v v 

would have been found for (ddP) = ~, instead of !i X ~b' I t is seen from t (J v v-. 
this that the earlier r (determined by î r = 3nt5) is nothing else than the 

ratio ~b in the new equation of state. And it is very plausible that 
v-

1) This is not perfectly correct. We shall see later on that there is a difference. At 
higher temperatures th is difference approaches. however. to O. but at very low tempera
ratures Pand A are not equal to each other in L = A 1"', and P1'" in the equation of state. 
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th is ratio will assume different values at e.g. 20° according to circum~ 
stances (different values of a and of T : Tk• etc.). whereas the older 
equation of state would lead to great absurdities with regard to n (see I). 

As regards the quantity À. in the equation of state (4). it follows imme~ 

d· I f 1 - a ( ) a vo-bo . 1 a late y rom A - 2 vo-bo = - --. that À. IS ab out = -6 -. as 
Vo Vo Vo Vo 

vo-bo v-b 1 a 
--- will hardly differ from -- = -6' If we assume that - (solid) is 
~ v ~ 

a 
practically = - (liquid). which is quite fulfilled with respect to a as we 

Vo 
shall see soon. and with great approximation with respect to voo then 
a. 2a la .. 
-=7r.RTk will follow from RTk = -7 -b = -7 -b (ltqUld). because 
Vo kro 
bk = 2r . bo and bo = Vo (r is here the coefficient of direction of the 
straight joining line between d k and 1/ 2 do). Now r is = 1.76 for copper I) 

according to our formula 2 r = 1 + 0.038 VTk• with Tk = about 4400°; 

hence ~ = 12.3 RTk and À. .- 2 RTk • We have therefore (for copper): 
Vo 

À. .- .-.!.-~ or .- 2 RTk • 
6 voo 

3. We shall now calculate the different values of v and b. both for 
solid and (by way of comparison) for liquid copper. For solid copper 
at 20° C. we found already above v = 63.57 : 8.933. i.e. V20 = 7.116. 
From this the value Vo = 7.046 is easily calculated at T = O. P = O. 
For the coefficient of expansion between 16° and -191 ° is 3 X 14.28 . 10-6 
(HENNINO). in consequence of which V_1910 becomes =7.052. And between 
- 1930 and - 2530 a = 3 X 3.9 . 10- 6 (LINDEMANN). which yields V_2530 = 
= 7.047. so that V_mo = Vo will be = 7,046. 

Now b20 = t V20 follows further from v v b = ~ at 20°. from which we 

get b20 = 5.930. And as according to (5) V20 - boo=(v2o-b2o) (1 + ~), in 
V20 

which ~ = 0.6 (see IV). v2o-boo becomes = 1.186 X 1.6 = 1.898. hence 
V20 -

boo = voo = 5.218. Then vo-bo = 1.828 : 1.606 = 1.138 is found ac~ 

cording to (5) from (vo - boo) = (vo - bo) (1 + ce. ). with ce. = ~ X V20 = 
Vo Vo V20 Vo 

0.6 X 1.01. which yields bo = 5.908. As regards the (fictitious) value of 

bu (at v = 00). the value 7.116 X 0.6 = 4.270 follows for cp = bu - boo 

Erom ~ = 0.6. which yields bu = 9.488. (Also from b20 = bu : (1 + ~) 
V20 V20 

the value bu = 5.930 X 1.6 = 9.488 would have followed). 

I) Prom T. X 1.7 = 2578° X 1.7 = 13830 abs. 
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And now the corresponding values for liquid copper. But as at 1083° C. 
(the melting-point of copper) the coefficient of expansion is. indeed. known 
to a certain extent. but not the compressibility, we must know the value 

of a for the calculation of ~b at 1083°. For from the equation of state 
v-

va/IJ 
follows (see I. § 1) v-b = RT' Nowweshallcalculatethevaluea=32.63.1012 

for a in 111 from measurements of the vapour pressure. We find for v at 
1083° the '1alue 63.57: 8.40. i.e. VlOS] = 7.568. Hence we have: 

v 32.63 . 1012 : 7.568 
v-b - 83.17. 106 X 1356 

4.312. 1012 
0.1128 . 1012 = 38.23. 

This value is considerably greater than for solid copper (= 6) and for 
ordinary liquids (± 15). but all the same perfectly plausible. For from 

~b = L (see I. § 1) with m = T: Tk = 1356 : 4400 = 0.3082 follows for 
v- m 
f the value 38.23 X 0.3082= 11.8 = about 12. From our formula [" = 8)' = 
= 8 X 1.76 (see above § 2) the value 14.1 = 14 would follow for [". And 
as [,.083 will be somewhat smaller than [" as it usually is. th is value agrees 
very weil. 

In IV we shall find the value 2.017 = 2 for T. (at 1083°). hence about 
- v 

the same as for ordinary Iiquids (~ - 2.5; zie I. § 1 ). For solid sub-

stances (copper) th is was only = 0.6. And knowing this value. we can 
easily calculate the different values of v and b. 

From v: (v-b) = 38.23 and v = 7,568 (at 1083°) follows immediately 
v-b=0,198. hence bl083 := 7.370. And then the value 0.198 X 3.017 = 0,597 

follows for v-bo at 1083° from (3). i.e. v-bo = (v-b) ( 1 + ;} 50 that 

(fictitiously) we find bo = vo=6.971. And from bg = b (1+~) the value 

7.370 X 3.017 is found for bg • hence bg = 22.24. 

Taking al that has been found together. we get the following summary. 
in which we have also added the results for "ordinary" substances for 
a comparison. 

The values for "ordinary" liquids ()' = 0.9 to 1) are : 

v=oo (_V) _ 15 
v-b '/2Tk 

- -- 25 ( CP) 
V '/zTk •• 

The values for molten copper ()' = 1.7) are : 



I
~ (va = 6.97) 

(ba = 6.97) 

V1083 = 7,57 

blO83 = 7.37 
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v=oo ( _v )=38 
v-b 1083 

(rr.) -2 
v 1083 

The values for solid copper (V20 is at 20° C.) are: 

~ VOO = 5.22 

( boa = 5.22 

VO= 7.05 

ba = 5.91 

V20 = 7.12 

b20 = 5.93 

(v =(0) (
_v )=6 
v-b 20 

( P...)=0.6. 
v 20 

If the Iimiting volume voo = 5.22 for solid copper is assumed to be 
= 1.91m (in the case of cubic distribution; m is the real volume of the 
molecule or atom thought spherical). then we have m =2.73. from whieh it 

follows that at 10830 bg = 8.14 m for liquid copper. i.e. = 4 m X 

BOL TZMANN'S factor of distribution, which is accordingly about = 2 at 
the tempera tu re mentioned. Also for ordinary liquids (bg ) 1/2 Tk lies on an 
average in the neighbourhood of 4,3 X 1,9 m = 8,17 m. so that BOL TZMANN' s 
factor is again = 2. At the absolute zero. but p = O. we find further 
ba = va = 2.6 m for liquid copper. and ba = 2.2 m for solid copper. so 

th at in both cases some space is left (in consequence of the repulsive 
forces), which space does not vanish before p = 00 (boa = voo = 1.9 m). 

111. 

Calculation of ~ in Copper. 
v2 

We will now calculate the value of a in liquid copper. which value. 
as will appear in what follows. may be applied to the solid state un~ 
changed. The value of aseems therefore to be the same for all the 
three states of aggregation. This is not the case with b. as appears very 
c1early from the survey in § 3 of 11. 

Many years ago I drew up a theory of the solid state - without 
the very essential quantity Ä. however - in which v-b was retained. 
a passed unchanged from one state to another. and also b was supposed 
variabie. not only in each of the two states of aggregation separately. 
but also at the transition from the Iiquid into the solid state. I did not 
ascribe this variability. however, to the true cause at the time. but to 
the so~called "quasi~association". which was th en the fashion. Then 
another state of association was assumed by me to exist in the solid 
state than in the liquid state. and also the degrees of association in the 
two states could differ according to Tand v. This hypothesis could 
account for much. but by no means for everything. and at present this 
theory may be considered as entirely discarded. 
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According to RUFF and BERGDAHL I) we have. for molten copper. the 
subjoined values of p. at the values of T standing above them. According 
to the shortened formula 

mm _ AIO 
logloP --r+Co. 

the values of C IO can be determined from the values of T loglo P = 
= - AIO + C IO T by subtraction. IE for this purpose the values at the 
lowest and at the highest temperature are taken for the sake of accuracy 
(with the exclusion of that of the very lowest temperature. which in 
spite of the redetermination by RUFF and MUGDAN 2) is not yet quite 
certain). C IO is found from 

C - T 2 loglo P2 - TI loglo PI 
10- T 2-TI 

t= 1875 2105 2175 2215 2245 2300 

T=2148 2378 2448 2488 2518 2573 

pmm = 20 124 209 300 404 752 

loglO pmm = 1.3010 2.0934 2.3201 2.4771 2.6064 2.8762 

T [oglo pmm = 2795 4978 5680 6163 6563 7401 

7401-4978 2423 
From this follows for C IO averagely C IO = 2573-2378 = 195 = 12.43. 

With this values of C IO the values 

AIO = 23880 I 24560 24720 24740 24710 24560 
are further found from A IO= C IO T - T [oglo p. hence on an average 
AIO = 24530. It is seen that the first value (calculated from p at 1875°) 
does not fit in with the others. VAN LIEMPT 3) gave the somewhat 
smaller value 23600. For A = AIO X 2.3026 we find therefore A = 56480. 
hence AR becomes=4.698.1012 with R=83.17.106

• 

As in log p = - : + C=- ~~ + C the numerator AR is the 

extrapolated heat of evaporation at the absolute zero 4). viz. = ~ (strictly 
Vo 

I) Z. für anorg. u. aUg. Chemie 106. 76-94 (1919). GREENWOOD. Z. f. physik. eh. 
76. 484-490 (1911). 

2) Z . für anorg. u. aUg . Ch. 117. 147 (1921). 
3) Z. f. anorg. u. aUg. Ch. 114. 105-116 (1920). 

. ~ a 
4) Por m the general formula log p = - RT + Cl ; has been developed into a series. 

vi:!;. = ~ + ~ T + . . .. in which the term with T joins the constant Cl after division 
va 

by RT. through which it becomes = C. 
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~ T speaking - . but a is supposed independent of ). we get v'ot 

~ = 4.698.1012
• 

Vo 

If for the coefficient of expansion of Iiquid copper at 10830 the value 
65 '.10-6 is assumed I). the value 9.153 follows for Do'. i. e. the extra~ 
polated value of D at T = 0 (which we want here. as appears from the 
derivation of the formula for log p (cf. no'te 2). from the density 8.40 at 
1083°). And from this the value 63.57: 9.153 =6.945 is calculated for v'o. 
(This value v'o. calculated from the expansibility at 1083°. is therefore 
slightly smaller than the real value of Vo = bo. which we have found 
above in 11. § 3.',' viz. 6.97). 

In virtue of this a finally becomes for liquid. hence according to the 
hypothesis also for solid copper: 

a = 4.698 . 1012 X 6.945 = 32.63. 1012
• 

in which alv2 is expressed in dynes per cm2• For this quality the following 
value is found for solid copper with V20 = 7.116 : 

--; = 0.6444. 1012 (solid copper 200 C.). 
v20 

IV. 

The Coefficient of Expansion (Solid). 

We start from (4) combined with (5). viz. 

p+ a
2
=1+RT=1+RT(I+'E). 

v v-b v-boo v 

which equation we shall differentiate with respect to T (p constant). Then 
we get: 

_ 2a (dv) = (1 + RT) (_ ~ + 'fIv __ 1_ !E) (dv) + ~. 
v3 dt p (V-bOO)2 v-boo v2 dt p v-b 

wh en both a and bg (in cp = bg-bo) are supposed independent of T. 
Hence we get further: 

~ (dV) [_ 2a + (1 + RT) v (1 + 'E + 'E V-boo)] = ~. 
v dt v2 (v-boo)2 v V v v-b 

p 

If in this for 1 + RT its value from the equation of state is substituted. 
in which p is put = O. we get: 

I) Between 10830 and 12000 PASCAL and HOUNIAUX gave the formula v = vI083 

(I + 62 . 10- 6 (t - 1083) - 560 . 10-9 (ibid.)2 + 5600.10-12 (ibid.)3). of which the coeffi
cients of the 2nd and the 3rd powers of t - 1083 are much too great. Close to 10830 

the coefficient of expansion is = 62 . 10-6. But if vl2QQ is calculated according to th is 
formula. v becomes = 7.633 ., (D = 8.328 and not 8.32 as is given). And th Is would give 
0( = 73.10-6. As most probable value we take 65. somewhat greater than 62. 
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a[_2a+~ v (v-b) (1 +~+~ v-boo)J=~. 
v2 v2 {V-bOO)2 V V v v-b 

i.e. af ter substitution of v-bo = (v-b) (1 + ~) : 

a :2 [ - 2 + v v b 1 ~fT: (1 +; v ~ b) J=~ v v b' 

or 6nally 

v-b rp_ 
IE --=z. - - w. the equation becomes: 

v v 

i.e. 
R 1 +w 

(~)= -;r;; 1 - (2 + w) z" . . . . • • (7) 

and this equation for a will evidently also be valid for the liquid state 
(p = 0). It is true th at then in the equation of state À. is absent by the 
side of RT. but this quantity À. is eliminated during the calculation. Only. 
rp is then not = bg - boo. but simply = bg - bo. 

For solid copper (200 C.) a is now = 3 X 17.10-6-51 . 10-6• We 
have. therefore. for the calculation of w (for z we found al ready the 

value 1/6 in 11) with V20= 7.116. ~ = 4.585.1012 and R: 83.17 .106 : 
V20 

__ 1 + w __ 51 . 10-6 X 4.585.1012 
_ 2 812 

1 - 1/6 (2 + w)- 83.17.106 -.. 

from which w = 0.596 = 0.6. of which we have already made use in 
11. § 3. For ordinary substances the mean value 2.5 was found for this 
(see I. § 1). 

In mo/ten copper at 10830 a = 65 . 10-6 (see 111); there we get. there
fore. with a: V1083 = 32.63. 1012

: 7.568 = 4.312. 1012 and z = 1 : 38.23 
(see 11. § 3): 

__ 1 + w _ _ = 65.10-6 X 4.312.1012 
_ 3 370 

1 _1/38.23 (2 + w) 83.17.106 -.. 

from which w = 2.017 = 2. which value is. therefore. in the neighbour
hood of that of ordinary liquids (see I. § 1 and 11. § 3). 

At verg low temperatures (but p = 0) the value 

4 PT3 1 + Wo 
a - -- -:-----;-::--'--=--,--

(p=O)- a/vo 1 - (2 + wo) Zo 

is evidently found instead of (7). as everything remains the same; only 
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PT' is now substituted for RT. which. differentiated with respect to T. 
yields 4 PT3. Now (00 is = cp : Vo and Zo is = (vo-bo) : vo. which values 
will differ "nly little from those at 20° C. e.g. for solid copper (see the 
summary in 11. § 3). Hence the coefficient of expansion a will become 
proportional to T3 at very low temperatures. just as cv. with which it 
runs parallel. 

v. 
The Coefficient of Compressibility (Solid). 

Now that both z = (v-b) : v and (0 = cp: vare known. the calcul
ated coefficient of compressibility. af ter substitution of these values. must 
agree with the coefficient determined experimentally. For according to 

a R 1 
(6) - = - X -. from which we have determined the value of z (= 1/6), a v z 
When. therefore. the value of a comes right (and in IV this has been 
effected by the assumption of w = 0.6). a must naturally also be in har
mony. Only in VI and VII with the pressure and temperature coefficients 
of the coefficient of compressibility there can be question of a verification 
of our hypotheses. 

Now a-I = R X 1.-. follows immediately from the above equation. 
v az 

hen ce according to (7) for a. we have: 

a-I - ~ X 1.- 1 - (2 + w) z (8) 
(p=O) - v2 z l+w ' 

which might also easily have been derived directly from the equation 
of state by differentiation with respect to v (T constant). in entirely the 
same way as in IV for a. However. in VI and VII we cannot make 
use of this result. because in this ). + RT has been replaced by its 
value from the equation of state. in which p = 0 was put. 

a 
If in (8) the value 0.6444.1012

• found in lIl, is substituted for 2' the 
v 

1 v . . 
value 6 for - = --b' the value 0.6 determmed Just now in IV from 

z v-
the coefficient of expansion (everything at 20° c.). we get: 

a-I =0.6444 .1012 X6X 1-!~66: 6) = 3.866.1012 X 0,3542 = 1.369. 1012• 

The value 1.370.1012 was found by BRIDGMAN at 20° c.. so that the 

agreement of course is perfect. For BRIDGMAN I) found for pure copper (loc. 

I) Compare his exceedingly important and comprehensive paper in the Proceedings of 
the American Acad. of Arts and Sciences 58. No. 5. p. 165-242 (1923): The compressi
bility of thirty metals as a function of pressure and temperature. Also in numerous other 
papers BRIDGMAN has considerably enriched our knowledge in this and allied regions 
af ter RICHARDS. We are greatly indebted to this investigator for his extensive and very 
accurate researches. 
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cito p. 192) for - ~ 6v = 0' . which is practically = 0, in which v. repre~ 
Va p 

sents the volume at t;O and p = 0 : 

O'3Cf' = 10-6 (0.719-2.6 . 10-6 p) ~ . KGI 
P m cm2• 

0'750 = 10-6 (0.734 - 2.7 . 10-6 p) 

If p is expressed in Dynes/cm2 (in which then e. g. 0.719 must be 
multiplied by 1.02. 10-6 and 2.6 by (1.02 . 10-6 )2). the expression becomes : 

0' 3Cf' = 10-12 (0.7334 - 2.704 . 10-12 p) ~ . dynes 
pm--' 

0'750 = 10-12 (0.7487 - 2.808. 10-12 p) cm
2 

From this follows by extrapolation: 

0'20 = 10-12 (0,7300- 2.681 . 10-12 p). 

so that 020 becomes = 0.7300 . 10-12 at p =0. hence OiJI = 1.370.1012
, 

as we gave above. 

VI. 

The CoefBcient of Pressure of 0-1 • 

As we already remarked in V. it is not allowed to start from (8), 
where p = 0 is put, for the differentiation with respect to p, but from 
the equation for 0-1 derived directly from the equation of state 

=_~+l+RT =_~+l+RT(I+~). 
P v2 v-b v2 v-boo v 

We Bnd then (see also IV): 

. (dP)=2a _1 + RT (I + ~+~ v-boo) . 
dv t v3 (V-bOO)2 V V V 

so that 

0-
1 =-v(:} -~+(~+b~~( v+9J+9J

v 
v

boo
) . . (a) 

From this follows (T constant) : 

dO-I [4 \ 2(v+ 9J +
9Jv 

v
boo

) 1+9J ( - v v~oo+~ )!]d 
dp = ;+(l+RT)(- (v-booP + (V-bOO)2 d; 

=!.-dV[4a _ (1+RT)v2~2(1+~ +~ V-boo)_ v-boo(I+~ _~v-boo)lJ. 
v dp v2 (V-bOO)3? . v v v v v v v ~ 

If the value (p + :2) (v-b) is substituted here for 1 + RT, and the 

value (v-b) ( 1 +!) for v-boo. we get (p = 0) : 
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. • ({i v-b 
I.e. wlth -= wand -- = z : 

v v 

or 

c!a-
I 

= (- a) ~ l.. _1_ . (- 2 + (l-w) z + (4 +7 w + 3w2) Z2) . 
dp v2 z 2(I+w)2 

According to (8) a is = (1 : ~) X z 1 -~i;w) z. so that we finally 

obtain: 
dO-I 1 2-(I-w)z-(4+7w+3w2)z2 

~-;-z (1 + w) (1 - (2 + w)z) 

We will now compare this with BRIDGMAN' s experimental 
written above. 

With z = ~. w = 0,6 (at 20° c.) the above becomes: 

dO-I _ 6 2 - (0.4: 6) - (9.28 : 36) 
dp - 1,6 (1 - (2.6: 6)) 

60.32 
5.4i = 11.1 (p = 0). 

. (9) 

values 

A d· 1 dv h . 1 dv. . h ccor lOg to us 0= - d-' w ereas 10 al = - d- v. IS constant Wit 
v p v. p 

respect to p (see V). We have. therefore : 

d~;1 = ;p (-v '!Iv) = v ! ( - ~~) -~~ ~; = 

=!!...!! (-v. dP) -1 =da,1 -1 
v. dp dv dp 

at p = O. where v. = v. Hence we find theoretically: 

dali 
-d = 12.1 (p = 0). 

p -

According to BRIDGMAN (see V) a' = - 6v is of the form of a - fJ p. 
Vap 

i. e. 
Va - V --= ap - fJp2. 

Va 

From this follows therefore: 

1 dv dal-I 1 dal 
al = - - - = a - 2fJp. hence because --= - - -: 

Va dp dp o~ dp 
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dal-I _2p _ 
-d-- 2 (p-O). 

p a 

Accordingly at 20° C is experimentally (with a = 0,73. 10-12, P = 
= 2,681 . 10-21) (see V): 

dal-I = 2 X 2,681 . 10-2
'1 = 101 ( . = 0) 

dp 0,5329.10-21 -' P . 

The difference between 10 and 12 as differential coefficient with respect 
to p of a quantity which is = 1,37 . 1012 itself, may be called very smalI. 
Not only is the order of magnitude the same, but there is even al most 
numerical agreement; this was impossible with the earlier theories of 
GRONEISEN, BORN and others (BRIDGMAN, loc, cito p. 233 et seq.). Even 
the order of magnitude is already wrong there in many cases, up to 
a ratio of 1 : 1/" . 10-16 I)!! In comparison with this it is seen how un
expectedly weIl our theoretical value 12 harmonizes with the value 10 
found experimentally, taking note that it would be easy through a very 
sm all modification in the value of a, which was transferred from the 

·liquid phase to the solid phase, hen ce also of the value of w, to obtain 
a perfect harmony. 

VII. 

The Coefficient of the Temperature of a-I. 

We again start from the equation (a) in VI: 

_I _ 2a+). + RT ( + ·v-boo) 
a - - 2 ( b)2 V - ({J ({J -- , v v- 00 v 

(a) 

and must differentiate this now with respect to T (p constant). This 
calculation runs almost parallel with that in VI. but is somewhat longer. 
We can, however, obtain the result more easily by the following con-

sideration. According to (a) is a-I =f(T,v), hence ('!:) =~x(~v) , 
PtV P t 

when for shortness we write x for a- I. Likewise ( ~~) p = ~~ + ~~ (~~) p. 

Hence we have: 

(~~)p ~: +(~;} (~~} (~;)p ~: -(~;} eX); 
We have, therefore, according to (a) and (9): 

I) Thus in an extensive theoretical discussion of his experimental results BRIDGMAN 
found the value 8,5 . 10-10 (p. 230). calculated from the experiments for a certain quantity 
f3 (p. 232), whereas on p. 232 the quantity 1,04 . 10-10 is found for it, which he all the 
same eaUs "the same order of magnitude" (8,5 and I). But on p. 235 the value of 2,03. 10-56 
would ensue from the coefficient of pressure. which is not less than 1/" X 10-16 of the 
first-mentioned value! 
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(
dX) _ R( v + lP + lP ~ ) _ ~ 2 - (1 - w) z - (4 + 7 w + 3w2) Z2 X ~ 
dt ;- (v-boo)2 z. (1 + w) (1 - (2 + w) z) v-b' 

as ( ~~). = v Rb immediately follows from the equation of state. With 

v-boa = (v-b) (1 +w) and P. = w this becomes, wh en 0-1 is again written 
v 

for x and the indication p = constant is omitted: 

dO-I Rv 1 + wz Rv 2-(1-w) z - (4 + 7ro + 3w2) Z2 
dt-(v-b)2 T+ w - (v-b)2 (1 + w) (1 - (2 + w) z) 

1 v 
as -z- v-b· 

We have therefore finally : 

da-l Rv (2-(1-w)z-(4+7w+3w2)z2)-(I+wz)(I-(2+w)z) 
dt - (v-b)2 (1 + w) (1 - (2 + w) z) 

or 
dO-I R 1 1 + (1 + w) z - (4 + 5w + 2w2) Z2 

dt(p={J) -; Z2 (1 + w) (1 - (2 + w) z) 
(10) 

With z=t.w=0.6. R=83.17 . 106. v=7.116(all this at 20°C.) this 
becomes: 

do-_~ = _ 11 69 106 X 36 1+(1.6: 6) - (7.72: 36) 
dt • . 1.6(1-(2.6:6)) . 

i. e. 

dO-I 37.88 
dt=-11.69.10

6 
X36X6Xl.6X3.4 70.14.106X

3;48
4
8 
=-488.106 

at p = O. We have therefore theoretically: 

dO-I 

dt =- 490. 106 (p = 0). 

The following value has been found by BRIDGMAN for pure copper 
(p = 0) (see V): 

-1_ . 10
12 

-13635 1012. -1_ 10
12 

-13357 1012 
03QO-0.7334 -. . • 0750-0.7487 -. . . 

Per degree this gives an increase of - 0.0278.1012 :45=-618.106. 
But in another specimen BRIDGMAN found a much smaller value for 

6.0. i.e. (in his units) against (0.734-0.719) 10-6= 15 .10- 9• on which 
we based the above caIculation. also (0.737-0.729) 10-6=8.10- 9• On 
an average therefore 11.5.10-9• and not 15.10-9• so that we must also 
take only the 23/30 of the above value - 618. 106 referring to 0-1 (the 
pressure coefficients are exactly the same in the two specimens; only 
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the temperature coefflcients are different). Accordingly we get experi~ 

mentallyon an average : 
dO-I 
dt= - 475. 106 (p = 0). 

which is again in very good harmony with the above theoretical value 
- 490.106• 

Summarizing we may. therefore. say that - at least in copper - our 
equation of state (4). which has now again (with the exception of ),) 
the VAN DER WAALS' type. accurately represents. combined with b={(v) 
according to (5). all the thermic quantities. and - as far as the coef~ 
ficients of pressure and temperature of the compressibility coefficient are 
concerned - it does so with sufficient accuracy. not only as regards the 
order of magnitude. but also as regards the numerical value. None of 
the equations of state proposed earl ier • were in any way adequate to do 
50 (even apart from the inner inconsistences contained in them; see I). 

When in a following Communication we :shall first have discussed 
further the question of the degeneration of RT in the equation of state 
in connection with the degeneration of the Energy. we will determine 

the values of z = ~b' w = P.. and a for all the metals of which a 
v- v 

and a are known (and th is is by far the majority). and so doing again 
verify the said coefficients of pressure and temperature of o. 

Tavel sur Clarens. Suisse. 1924-1925. 



Botany. - "The results of the temperature~treatment in summer far the 
Darwin~Tulip. " (Second part) . By Miss I. LUYTEN. Miss G. 
]OUSTRA and A. H. BLAAUW. (Communication N0. 18. Laboratory 
for Plantphysiological Research. Wageningen. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 31. 1925). 

§ 8. Orientatian of the parts ta be discussed and the condition at the 
beginning of the experiments. 

In this second part th ere will be discussed the most important things. 
observed on the materiaI. which after leaving the eleven temperatures. was 
fixed in alcohol 96 % in groups of 10 bulbs af ter 2. 4. 6 and 10 weeks. 
The observations. measurements and il!ustrations concerning these 440 
bulbs picture to us the progress in the formation of thc last foliage~ 

leaves and of the floral parts and the new main~bud in a gleatly varying 
tempo on account of exposure to temperatures from I Y2 0 to 35° C. 

We have to avail ourselves of and refer to the detailcd description 
of : .. The periodical development of the Darwin~ Tulip" bij R. MULDER. 
which wil! be published by this Laboratory as Communication No. 16. As a 
research it had been finished in the main before the material mentioned here 
was examined. Our research was founded upon those experiences and the 
discussion of the normal periodical. course. 

Referring to that paper. we shall have to cite a few passages in order 
to render the discussion in these pages intelligible. 

In description and il!ustrations (figs. 4-14) all scales of the bulb have 
been omitted. In the axil of the inner scale a growing~point arises. yielding 
the main bulb in the course of the year. The state of this new growing~ 
point (J uly-October) has been mentioned in the observations. (See also 
figs. 4-14 VPA.) Next the main~axis follows in the centre of the bulb 
with the first foliage~leaf. the centre of which is often found on the other 
side than wh ere the new growing~point lies. This foliage~leaf aften coheres 
at the base (see e.g. figs. 5. 6. 7. 11 LLl). In other cases the two edges 
just touch the new growing~point (i .e. it is divided down to the insertion~ 
spot) (see e.g. fig . 9 LLl). The various ways in which lst and 2nd leaf. 
etc. can be placed. are described by R. M ULDER. After a number of foliage
leaves (which. as contrasted with the Hyacinth. are likewise inserted on the 
staIk) the flower with its various parts follows in the centre terminating 

the axis. 
8 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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Founding our description on R. MULDER's discussion we shall occasion
ally mention the stages discernible in the formation of the Tulip flower. 
When the experiments were started (20 J uly 1922). i.e. on our placing the 
bulbs in the 11 different temperatures. 20 bulbs were opened and like all 
other material observed with the binocular microscope after staining the 
peeled objects in J. J. K. The condition of the bulbs was such. that with 
the greater 2 to 3 foliage-Ieaves were in formation (of the 4 to 5 which 
are finaHy formed). IE. therefore. in some temperature or other af ter some 
time a growing-point is found with e.g. but 3 foliage-Ieaves. the process has 
been nearly or quite arrested in that temperature, Besides to these young 
foliage-Ieaves we draw the attention to the new growing-point. outside 
those foliage-Ieaflets. especially to the chief new growing-point. formed in 
the axil of the inner scale (indicated VPA in the figures). On the other new 
growing-points. specially in the axils of other scales. and on their further 
behaviour. the research already mentioned on the periodicity should be 
consulted. 

At the beginning of the experiments this new growing-point (VPA) was 
visible in all 20 bulbs. fixed on 20 J uly 1922. viz. as an elliptical spot 
broadwise elongated. more or less distinctly limited; but rarely this narrow 
vegetation-point already showed the very first indication of a phyllom. 
Accordingly it may be asserted that on our starting the experiments a new 
growing-point (but for few exceptions without phylloms) is generally 
present, (Those lirst phylloms will become scales and th is growing-point 
will yield the flower for May twelvemonth.) 

§ 9. The development of main-axis and main-bud in the 
various temperatures. 

Bearing in mind. th at on July 20. 1922. when the experiments were 
started. the main-axis has split off 2 to 3 foliage-leaflets (2. 3 on an 
average of 17 specimens). and the new growing-point which is to form 
the new main-bulb is only visible in nearly all cases as an elliptical spot 
broadwise elongated. we shall now mention the condition af ter 2. 4. 6 and 
10 weeks' exposure to the 11 different temperatures. 

The rate at which the floral parts themselves are formed and which is of 
most consequence to us. will be separately discussed in § 10. 

Table 9 already gives that state af ter 2 weeks on Aug. 4. The total 
length of the main-axis (where this occurs together with the flower) has 
been given as the average from the 10 fixed bulbs. For tbe number of 
foliage-Ieaves the amount has been given. counted on the 10 bulbs together. 
This clearly indicates the progress in leaf-formation from 23 per 10 bulbs 
(i.e. 2 to 3 per bulb) at the beginning • to 40 to 50 per 10 bulbs (i.e. 4 to 5 
per bulb). af ter which the period of leaf-formation - (Stage I) ceases 
and the growing-point passes on to flower-formation - lirst by being 
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raised and by spherical distention (Stage 11), next by the formation of the 
primordia of the floral parts (see § 10 and the description by R. MULDER). 

As far as it could be measured after 2 weeks, the average length (height) 
of the new lateral vegetation~point has been given, which is to yield the 
main~bud; and in the last column a figure has been given, giving an im~ 
pres sion of the division (starting with scale~formation) of this growingJ 

point (of 10 bulbs together). In this amount (also concerning the foliage~ 
leaves in the middle column) the description "beginning of a first division" 
or "beg inning of a third leaflet" has been given a value of one half. The 
last column therefore gives an approximate representation in figures of 
the progress of activity of the new growing~point (e.g. 6 X beginning Ist 
scale + 4 X 1 scale gives an amount of 7 for 10 bulbs). 

T ABLE 9. Condition after 2 weeks (Aug. 4). 

Total leng th Length Total number Average length Total number 

main axis f10wer of foliage-Ieaves maln-bud (new of new scales 
lateral growing- split olf 

in mms. . in mms. on 10 bulbs. point) in mms. on 10 bulbs . 

}lhO 0.95 - 27.5 3) - 2 

5° 1.30 - 35 3) - 4 

9° 1.87 - 41.5 2) - 3.5 

13° 3.22 0.76 48 I) 0.5 8 

17° 3.32 0.98 48 IJ 0.5 10 

20° 2.96 0.65 48 1) 0.5 7.5 

23° 2.10 - 46 1) 0 .3 or less 6 

251ho 1.54 - Hl) - 1 

28° 0.97 - 313) - 2 

31 0 0.85 - 23 4) - 1 

35° 0.84 - 25 4) - 3 

From tab Ie 9 we directly see, that already af ter 2 weeks the main axis 
has grown longest in 17° to 13°, and decreases in length perfectly regularly 
towards lower and higher temperatures. This points to a most rapid 
progress in a temperature far below the optimal temperatures usually 
mentioned in botany. The same may be said of the flower as far as its 
length could be measured (in 13°-20°). The leaf~formation is finished 
in the temperatures 13°-25Y2°, accordingly also in temperatures above 

I) Leaf-formation flnished, 4 to 5 leaves formed per bulb; flower-formation in nearly 
all cases started or even far advanced (see § 10 and fig . 3) . 

2) A few still in stage I. (forming leaves). 
3) By far the most in stage I. 
1) All of them in stage I. 

8* 
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20° and has progressed from 2-3 to 4-5 leaves per bulb. In higher and 
lower temperatures that leaf~formation is not yet finished. As will be 
noticed here and later on, the tulip does not progress at all in growth and 
formation of organs in 31 ° and 35° or is much behind 5° and even 1 Ylo. 
Here the difference with the hyacinth, where 5° completely inhibits, is 
great (see 1924, literature cited, conclusion 3rd part) . In the main~bud 
and its incipient divisions the result is the same: in 17° , next in 13° and 
20° the most rapid development 1) . 

In the tables 10, II and 12 the condition has been given after 4, 6 and 
a good 10 weeks. In order to get a survey of the progress of various 
processes in the course of the weeks for a special temperature, these 4 
tables should be mutually compared. In tables 10-12 the length of the 
leafless part of the stalk has been inserted (from the highest leaf to the 
base of the flower), which appears to be perfectly parallel with the total 
length of the main~axis . 

A mutual comparison of the tab les with all these averages shows, that 
in the course of the weeks the celerrimum is moved a little lower; initially 
found at 17° , it definitely approaches }30 later on. This as to the rate of 
growth, the lengthening of the organs. With respect to the number of new 
organs at the young growing-point 17° remains the most rapid, }30 and 
20° are about equally favourable. But the differences are slight. 

TABLE 10. Condition after 4 weeks. (Aug. 18). 

Total 
Length Numherof Length 

L.o,'h I A _ ... o=b." . 'lenght 
flower leavesper leafless of new scales split 

main-axis 
10 bulbs. 

part of 
main-bud. olf per 10 bulbs. 

in mms. 
in mms. stalk. 

P/2° 1.5 - 35 - 0.2 I 5 

5° 2 . 2 - 38 - 0.2 5 

9° 4.4 - 45 1.4 0.4 15 

13° 8.2 1.2 48 2.8 1.5 25 

17° 7.2 1.6 51 2.4 1.4 25 

20° 5.1 0 .9 48 1.6 0.8 20 

23° 3.7 0 .6 45 1.2 O.i 15 

251/2° 2.7 0 . 3 49 1.0 0 . 1 7.5 

28° 1.2 - 39 - - 5 

31° 1.1 - 34 - - 5 

35° 0.9 - 30 - - 2 .5 

1) The fact that at 35° th is numher of divisions (3) is somewhat higher than at 28" 
and 31° is sure to be accidentai; it should not he attached any value to ; see tab les 
10, 11 and 12. 
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T ABLE 11. Condition after 6 weeks. (Sept. 1) . 

Length 1 -- --

-I~ To'~ I · I"Num~, Total number I h Length 
eng t f10wer of leaves leafless I Length ot new sca1es per 

main-axis . per 10 part of I main-bud . 
. In mms. 

bulbs. staik. 
I 

10 bulbs. 
In mms. 

Jlho 1.7 - 3i - I 0 . 1 5 

5° 3 . 5 - i9 - I O.i 7 . 5 
1 

9° 8 . 3 0.65 51 2.9 i 1.3 15 

13° " .0 .. . I 53 5 .3 li 2.8 30 

17° 11.3 3.i i8 i .O 2 . 1 32 .5 

20° 7.9 2 .0 i 3 2 .8 1.6 30 

23° 5 .9 1.2 i3 1.8 1.1 25 

25112° i . 3 0.85 il 1.3 0.5 15 

28° 2 . 1 - 37 - - 5 

31° l.i - 37 -
[, 

- 2 . 5 

35° 0 .9 - 30 - - 2 . 5 
,I 
:1 

TABLE 12. Condition after 101/2 weeks. (Oct. 1). 

-- - - - --

I 
- -- --- -

Total 
Length 

Number Length 
Total number 

length 
f10wer 

of leaves leafless Length 
of new phyIloms 

main-axis per 10 part of main-bud. 
in mms. per 10 bulbs. 

in mms. bulbs. staik.' 

Jl/20 3 . 1 - ii - 0 .2 5 

5° 10.2 0 .8 iS 2 . 9 
1 

1.2 17 . 5 

9° 21.9 1 . 3 i6 7 . 3 3.5 30 

13° 26 .3 8 .3 Si 9.8 " .8 iS 

17° 21.9 8 .0 i8 7 . 5 i . 3 50 

20" 16.8 6.0 H 5. 5 3.8 45 

23° 10.6 2 . 7 41 3.6 2 .8 37.5 

25111° 9 . 1 2.7 38 2 . 7 I 6 27 . 5 

28° 6 . 3 1. 6 i3 1.8 

I 
0 . 7 17.5 

31° 3 . 1 0.3 50 0 .9 - 5 I: 
ol 

35° ± 1.0 - 28 -

I1 

- 2.5 
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In 35° the processes measured have fairly come to a standstilI. 50 that 
even the main-axis has grown scarcely longer af ter 10 weeks. In 5° every
thing progresses. though slowly; even in lY2°. wh ere finally af ter 10 
weeks the average number of foliage-Ieaves (4 to 5 per bulb) has been 
formed. though they have not been completely split off. 

In the next § 10 we shall discuss the development of the flower in those 
temperatures; which is of most importance here. 

§ 10. Development of the whorls of floral parts in the 

various temperatures. 

The main-axis of the Tulip is terminated by one flower with its various 
who rls of floral parts. How those whorls succeed each other. at wh at time 
th is usually occurs in our climate in field-culture. wh at stages we have 
to distinguish in the flower-formation. all this is discussed in the research 
on: "The periodical development of the Darwin-Tulip" by R. MULDER. 

The number of the various floral parts originating under the influence 
of various temperatures. we already described in the first part (see § 5). 
in which we observed. th at the number of foliage-leaves depended but little 
or not at all upon the temperature. the number of floral parts to a 
strong degree. 

Af ter having discussed some organs in § 9. we shall briefly describe 
the tempo of progress of the flower-formation in the period. that the bulbs 
have been exposed to the 11 different temperatures. This may be done in a 
concise form with the aid of fig. 3. where in the form of a "dot-curve" the 

rate of flower-formation af ter 2. 4. 6 and a good 10 weeks may be read. 
The 10 bulbs examined from 11 temperatures at 4 points of time have been 
given as dots at the height each of them has reached é'.ccording to its 
flower-development. 

IE still belonging to stage I. they have been placed (sometimes e.g. in 
2 rows of 5) in the lower half of the square concerned. Are they in 
Stage 1+ or Stage I to 11. they are found in the upper half. The height 
of the squares denoting Stage I is but 2/3 of the height of those denoting 
the further stages. For those later stages the dots in the squares have 
been placed on three different heights. IE they are in the lowest part. 
it means that this stage is not quite finished. e.g. 111-. V-. They are 
placed in the middle wh en exactly that stage is found. IE in this case the 
number is fairly large. the dots have been put in 2 rows close below and 
above the centre of the square. In the upper (3rd part) dots were inserted 
when the stage was somewhat more advanced (e.g. indicated as V+ or 
V to VI. etc.). 

Briefly rendered the stages I-VII indicate : 
I. Still forming foliage-Ieaves. growing-point flat and low. 
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11. Growing-point broad, rounded, raised. 
111. Outer tepals all split oH as individu al primordia 
IV. Inner tepals all split oH as individual primordia. 
V. Primordia of the outer whorl of stamens quite finished. 

VI. Primordia of the inner whorl of stamens quite finished. 
VII. Carpels visible as individual formations. 
(See the further description and more detailed explanation by 

R. MULDER.) 

If this stage is reached and this is very soon in favourable temperatures. 
the length of the flower is plotted on the ordinates. But we must draw 
the attention to the facto that flower-stage and flower-length do not join 
perfectly together and accordingly could not properly be jobed in a curve. 
These two parts have therefore been separated by a slightly heavier 
horizontal line. In higher temperatures as 23° and 25.Yî ü the flower is 
much smaller, when all parts already have been formed. For instance in 
25,!.1° on Sept. I Stage VII is exceeded by all. the average height of the 
flower being only 0.85 mm., in 13° on Aug. 18 only half the number of 
flowers has reached or exceeded Stage VII. while the average length of all 
the ten flowers is 1.2 mmo ; of the 6 in Stages VI to VII it is 0.9 mmo If for 
instance in 25,!.1° on Aug. 18 -+- Stage VI+ has been reached. the flower
length is only 0.3 mm. . the 6 specimens however. which only reached 
Stage III to IV in 9°. have a leng th of 0.55 mmo 

Bearing in mind 'that the two parts of the curves below and above the 
heavier line cannot be perfectly joined, we may draw the following 
conclusions from this figure from which the whole result may be read. 

The temperatures 17° and 20° cause the most rapid flower-formation , 
next 13° and 23°. This is already visible af ter 2 weeks. when the flower
formation (in those temperatures) is in progress and this proportion is 
fairly equal af ter 4 weeks. In 17° all flowers are finisheri, in 20° 9 of 
the ro flowers. accordingly within 4 weeks about two foliage-Ieaves and 
next all whorls of flora I parts have been formed. In 23° 7 of the 10. 
in 13° about 5 of the 10 bulbs have finished forming their floral parts. 

As mentioned before the parts formed are larger in the low temperatures 
(e.g. 13°) than in 20° and 23° and besides the floral parts are more 
numerous in 9° and 13° than in the higher temperatures. (See 1 st 
part § 5). 

Af ter 6 weeks in 13° all flowers are ready and longest. in 23° all of 
them are ready but considerably smaller and but little increilsed in length. 
But af ter 6 weeks in 25,!.1 °, all bulbs have likewise finished their flowers 
and both on Sept. 1 and Aug. 18 there is a mutual uniformity in their 
formation (the dots are close together) . 

In 9° and 28° the bulbs are equally far advanced after 6 weeks (Stages 
IV, V, VI in the main), and on Oct. 2 accordingly after a good 10 weeks, 
the bulbs in 9° and 28° have likewise finished all their flowers. Of the size 
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and the variation in si ze of the flowers completed in 9° to 28°, the curve of 
dots of Oct. 2 above the heavier line gives a c1ear representation. 

It is a striking fact, that whereas on Sept. I all flowers are ready in 
13 ° to 25 Y2 0, there is not one com pleted in 9° and 28 ° (thc one dot in the 
lower part of the square 9° is in Stage VII--, i.e. the carpels have not all 
been split oH or the division into individual parts is not entirely completed). 
Likewise: when on Oct. 2 all flowers are ready from 9° to 28°, there is 
not a single one finished in 5° and 31 °. Flower- formation therefore 
proceeds at a much slower rate in 5° and 31 ° than in 9° and 28°. 

Finallyon considering the extreme temperatures I Y2 0 ann 35° we find . 
that 35° inhibits the flower- formation more than I Y2 0, where a few still 
~et further than Stage 11 (11+) . 

§ 11. A comparison between Tulip and Hyacinth. 

Now that we have made this research on two plants (Hyacinth and 
Tulip). a comparison is interesting. We shall be brief here but we shall 
revert to the subject later on. 

Hyacinth and Tulip show this typical difference in the rate of f1ower
formation in various temperatures, that the celerrimum of fl0wer-formation 
in the Tulip is found in lower temperatures than in the Hyacinth. 

For this we refer to the dot-curve for the Hyacinth given in a previous 
paper (see 1924). For the sake of comparison we shall add some data . 
The rate of the flower- forming process for the Tulip has been judged from 
an exposure for 4 and 6 weeks (J uly 20 to Aug. 18 and Sept. 1). for the 
Hyacinth from an exposure of 8 weeks to those temperatures (July 7 to 
Sept. I) . It should be borne in mind that in the case of the Tulip we 
have to deal with one centra I flower , in that of the Hyacinth with the 
formation of a cluster of smaller flowers . where. however, the rate of 
f1ower - formation was judged only from the state of one of the lower 
flowers. 

The order of succession of the temperatures for the rate of completing 
the f10wer in the Tulip, and of the lower flowers of the Hvacinth-c1uster 
is about as follows: 

Darwin-Tulp. 

17° and 20° 

13° and 23° 

25'/2° 

9° and 28° 

Hyacinth (Queen of the Blues) 

25'/2° 

20° and 23°~ 

28° 

In the Tulip the f10wer is ready in 10 weeks in a temperature-range 
from 9° to 28°C. 
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In the Hyacinth the lower flowers of the cluster are cûmpleted in 12 
weeks in a much narrower range (20° to 2~0 C.). 

Strongly contrasted are }30 and especially 9°, wh en in the Tulip all 
flowers are completed with an extra large number of floral parts, whereas 
in 9° not a single flower is finished in the Hyacinth. Likewise in }30 and 
17° we of ten find failur~s or a slight number of flowers on the cluster of 
the Hyacinth. 

In the H yacinth 5° causes a total standstill (though therc is some action 
at 1 Y2 0), in the Tulip albeit the flower develops slowly in 5°, yet it 
advances a good deal in 10 weeks; neither does 1 Y20 cause an absolute 
cessation. 

Whilst the Hyacinth slightly progresses in flower~formation in 35° 
\ about equally far as 9° ), in the Tulip this high temperature means 
absolute cessation. 

Accordingly it is clear in all respects that the processes of flower~ 
formation in the Tulip occur in lower tcmperatures than are necessary for 
the Hyacinth. It should he borne in mind that in our case a " late" variety 
of Tulip is compared to the " late" variety Queen of the Blues. (The 
odds are, that with "early" varieties the flower-formation is adapted to 
lower temperatures than with "late" varieties. Indications of this' were 
found in one of our researches on the Hyacinth. ) 

We know that in culture the Darwin-tulip is reckoned among the late 
tulips. But this research has also taught us, that later or earlier flowering 
greatly depends upon the store-temperature in the previous summer. So 
the Darwin-tulip stored in 25Y2° to 28° flowers at the usual time; iE, 
however, the bulbs have been stored in low temperatures, the period of 
flowering outside in the field is about 3 weeks earlier in the same year. 

Seeing we compared a late variety of Tulips with a late variety of 
Hyacinths, we may accept that the difference in temperature~effect stated 
here will hold good for earl ier Tulips and earlier Hyacinths. Moreover it 
is in perfect correspondence with the experience we have in our climate 
concerning the care of the field-cultures in winter (i.e. in a much later 
stage): The Tulip is much more proof against the cold of winter than the 
Hyacinth. We hope to revert to these subjects later on in a comparative 
survey of the periodicity in flower-formation and growth. 

§ 12. Further conclusions and discussion of figures 4-14. 

Af ter the exposure to 11 greatly diverging temperatures for various 
periods of time, we want to draw some conclusions from this, leading to 
further experiments to be described later on. For instance in the 3rd part 
the result will be mentioned of 27 combinations of temperatures based upon 
the experience obtained in the 1 st and 2nd parts (§ 1-12). As a most 
favourable treatment for common field~cultures we could choose the same 
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treatment as for the Hyacinth: in 26° C. till Sept. 1, next a month 
cooler at 17°. 

This 1°. because the flowers , though slower in formation in 26° than in 
17° and 20°, are formed very regularly; 26° is by no means a celerrimal 
temperature, but does belong among the optimal temperatures for the 
flower~formation. 

20. because for the rest the flowering-period in the field is "normal" 
for this late variety of tulips. 

30. because in 26° the whorls of floral parts approximate the definite 
numerical groundplan 6-6-3 rather closely. 

40. because the foliage developing later, is among the best. (See 
also 3rd part.) 

Since on Sept. I, i.e. 6 weeks af ter 2 or 3 foliage-leaves had been formed, 
the rest of the Jeaves and all flora 1 parts are in formation in 26°, 
transmission to a cooler temperature, e.g. 17°, seemed desirabIe to us 
with a view to stretching. Vet we shall repeatedly compare this combination 
26° followed by 17° with other combinations and we shall revert to it in the 
3rd part and later in the 4th. 

This orientation gives us already a clear indication for the celerrimal 
flower-formation and flowering (with respect to early flowering). to which 
we shall revert in later publications. 

To this we may attach experiments on retardation (change of time) of 
the plant, either through high or through low temperatures. Researches on 
this subject have been in progress for a long time; they require much . 
time, but will be discussed later. 

We shall now give a brief description of the folding plate enclosed 
with figs 4-14. This gives the effect af ter 4 weeks' exposure to 11 tem
peratures; for each temperature one object has been chosen, representing a 
fair average of the 10 specimens, drawn from nature by Mr. VAN TONGEREN, 
magn. 25 X. The illustrations represent: the new growin~j-point that is 
to yield the main-bud (= later main-bulb) (lying in front; always at the 
bot tom on the plate); next the young foliage-leaves formC'd, all or part 
of them removed in order to show the flower or the growing~point of 
the flower. 

This series is given here: 1°. as a true survey of the effect of 1 Ylo to 
35° in 4 weeks; 20. to provide material for study for instruction or for 
the grower who wants to judge of his plants himself. 

Abbreviations: VPA = the new lateral growing-point whïch is to yield 
the main-axis, sometimes already showing RI, R2 etc. = 1 st. 2nd etc. scale 
split oH for a new bulb; when a scale has been removed to show the 
further new growing-point, we find LRI := scar Ist scale. 

Lt, L2 etc. = 1 st, 2nd etc. foliage-leaf on the main-axis. 
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LLI, LL2 etc. = scars of the 1 st, 2nd etc. foliage-Jeaves removed. 
T = Tepal ; only distinguished as TI and TIl, when inner and outer 

who rI are distinctly separated. 
M = Stamen ; whorIs distinguished into M land M II when there is 

no doubt. 
VD = Carpel. 

After the descriptions in the previous § § of the 1 st émd 2nd parts 
further explanation will be superfluaus. A detailed mention has been made 
of the number of flora I parts. In 13° we Eind a type with a tepal, a stam en 
and a carpel more than the definite numerical groundplan (i.e. 774.). In 17° 
a very regular tetramerous one (884.) . In 20° 3 outer tepals (T I) and 3 
inner (T 11) , but the inner tepal to the right has an appendix. Opposite to the 
larger part of this tepal we find one stamen (anther) ( M) , moreover 
opposite to the smaller lengthening-piece (in the figure above it) an 
additional small stam en ; next there is an extra stamen of norm al size, so 
that the flower is composed as follows: Tepals 3 + 3 (or 3 Yz) , Stamens 
8 (7 normaI. 1 very small) , Cax:pels 4., 2 larger and 2 smaller ones. So 
numerous cases may occur. The number of parts and the number of 
irregularities is largest in 13° , next in 9° (after sufficiently long exposure) 
and in 17°. The large number of flora I parts may be due to the larger 
surface of the vegetation-point in low temperatures, which provides more 
room for formation . It is true , that by the time the flower in 17° and 20° 
is ready, the axis is langer than in 9°, while in 9° there avel'agely arises a 
Jarger number of parts, but the flower- formation progresses rapidly in 17° 
and 20° and when the fIower in 9° is finished , the axis is surely as long 
as at the time when the flowers in 17° and 20° were completed. 

Bij the side of a pure and regular tetramerous type of 17° we Eind a 
pure trirnerous type in 23° (at the bottom to the right there is an M I with 
a small lengthening-piece to the left, while the carpel VD on the opposite 
side also is a little larger than the other carpels). The ilIustration of the 
specimen of 25Yz°, of a purely trimerous form , has not yet differentiated 
its carpels. (Stage VI). The very backward state in 1 Yz 0, 5°, 31 ° and 
.35° af ter 4. weeks should he noted , for the rest this plate needs no comment, 
and i1Iustrates many things treated of in detail in previOtlS §§. It is a 
faithful rendering of what has been schematically represented in figure 3, 
Aug. 18. 

In parts 1 and 2 (§ § 1-12) abnormal formations in the Tulip-fIower 
were repeatedly mentioned and everyone who is somewhat familiar with 
the Tulip, knows how frequent , e.g. transitions from Icaves to flora I 
parts and of floral parts mutually, are. In some literature to be cited by 
us at the conclusion of part 3, we shall refer to papers in which many of 
those abnormalities are discussed. In the main however these descriptions 
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deal with the "doubling" of the flowers . So we particularly reler to the 
detailed descriptions given by K. ÜRT LEPP (1915) in his Monography 
of such abnormalities in full Tulips. In the first part we already pointed 
out, that the great number of flora I parts due to lower temperatures, holds 
good for all whorls of floral parts and is in no way comparable with the 
"doubling " of flowers, which has been repeatedly described and where an 
abnormally great number of petaloid parts originate not only through 
splitting but especially at the expense of more inward whorls cf floral parts. 

In the first part it was also mentioned, that several kinds of deviations 
were fixed and partly recorded , that not until later we could treat the 
various teratological phenomena found in the Hyacinth and Tulip after 
various treatments and a discussion of them had to be omitted here. Af ter 
describing in the first part the result of 44 temperature-tre<:tments of 440 
plants in the fields and tracing in the second part thc effect of 11 
temperatures on 440 objects in embryonic state, we must not conclude 
without at least giving an enumeration of the kinds of deviations we met 
(apart from the number of deviations already discussed in part I) 

Highest foliage-leaf : split at the apex (occurring also with other 
foliage-Ieaves) . 

Highest foliage-leaf: inserted close below the tepals. 
Highest foliage-leaf : insertion-spot grown with the top part of the 

stalk in longitudinal direction. 
Highest foliage-leaf : coloured more or less like a tepal. 
Highest foliage -leaf : fringed at the apex. 
Flower: Never appeared or withered very early (after very long 

exposure to very low temperatures) . 
Flower : remaining green or greenish. 
Tepal : more or less like a foliage-Ieaf. in colour, structure and position 

(forming transitional cases to the 4th case mentioned sub "highest 
foliage-Ieaf ' ) . 

Tepal : more or Ie ss resembling astamen. 
Stamen : more or less resembling a tepal. 
.itamen: 2 coherent stamina. 
Stamen : 2 anthers on one filament. 
Stamen : filament without anthers. 
Stamen : withered anthers (especially af ter exposure to the very lowand 

very high temperatures) . 
Stamen : more or less coherent with a carpel. 
Carpels: more or less coherent with astamen. 
Carpels : unequal in size. 
Carpels: carpels remaining more or less open. so that the ovules lie bare. 
Considering the whole number of flora I parts mentioned in all flowers 

observed, the number of deviations was not very large. However it was 
largest in consequence of half or complete failures of flowers af ter a too 
long exposure to e.g. lYz° and 35° , after which the Ie ss extreme temperature 
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in the ground was no more capable of causing a good f1ower-formation in 
due time. They were rather numerous in such temperatures, as 9° and 13°, 
where the largest number of flora I parts originate. 

The least deviations occurred af ter exposure to rather high temperatures 
(especially 25Y2° ), when the flora I parts were formed in a slow tempo 
(see § 10) and the numeri cal groundplan frequently occurred (see § 5). 

Wageningen, Oct. 1925. 



Mathematics. - "On a Function which Assumes any Value on a 
Non~Enumerable Seto{ Points in any Interva['" . By Prof. J. WOLFF. 
(Communicated by Prof. R. WEITZENBÖCK). 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

LEBESGUE has given an example of a function which assumes any 
value in any interval. This example is constructed by means of decimal 
developments. The points x where the function assumes a given value 
y, form an enumerable set for any value of y different from zero. 

By the aid of a perfect set of points P of which each pair of points 
has an irrational distance, (cf. These Proceedings 27 p. 95 and a communi~ 
cation of Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER in these Proceedings 27 p. 487) we shall 
construct a function which in any interval assumes any value on a non~ 
enumerable set of points. 

1. Any perfect set of points P may be split into sets of points having 
the cardinal number c which are the elements of a set of the cardinal 
number c. For the points of P may be brought into (1.1) correspondence 
with the points of a plane 71: . To any straight line of a parallel pencil 
in 71: there corresponds a sub~set of P which has the cardinal number c. 
No pair of these sub~sets has any point in common. 

2. Let P be a linear perfect set of points of which any pair of points 
bas an irrational distance. We call the rational numbers from minus 
infinite to plus infinite r}, r2 ' . . . Further we call Pk the set whicb may 
be derived from P by adding rk to every number of P. For i:f k 
P i and P k have no point in common. According to § 1 we split P into 
sets of points D (y) of which each has the cardinal number c and which 
correspond one by one to the real numbers y. The set which is derived 
from D (y) by adding rk to every number of D (y), we call Dk (y) . 

3. Now we define a function {(x) in the following way: 

{(x) = 0, if x does not lie in any Pk , k = 1. 2, 3, .. . 
((x) = y, if x lies in Dk (y) k = 1. 2, 3, . . . 

Let y be an arbitrary real number and let I be an arbitrary interval. 
D (y) contains a point of condensation ~ (y) , i.e.: in any interval con~ 
taining ~ (y), D (y) is non~enumerable. I contains a point ~k (y) which is 
derived from ~ (y) through addition of a rational number rk, hence Dk (y) 
is non~enumerable in I. And as f(x)=y in Dk (y), f(x) assumes the 
value y in a non~enumerable sub~set of /. 

Hence in any interval our function assumes any value on a non~ 
e numerable set of points. 
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4. We must remark that [(x) has any rational number as period; and 
also that [(x) only differs from zero on a set of the measure zero, to 
wit on the set which we find by combining Pl ' P2• • ••• af ter excluding 
from each of these perfect sets of the measure zero the points where 

00 

[(x) = O. hence Dk (0). Accordingly jf(X) dx = 0 in the sense of LEBESGUE : 

-00 

[(x) is equivalent to the function which is identically zero. All Pk are 
nowhere den se. hence the set of the points x where [(x) '=f 0 belongs 
to the first category of BAl RE. 

Let us finally remark that all this al most literally holds good if for 
the x~set and for the y~set we substitute spaces of any number of dimen~ 
sions. Accordingly it is for instance possible to define three functions 
u. v and w of x so that in the corresponding representation of the straight 
line - 00 < x < 00 on the space (u. v. w) the image of each x~interval 
covers the whole space a non~enumerable number of times. 

Utrecht. September 1925. 



Anatomy. - "The relation of the cerebellum weight to the total brain
weight in human races and in some animals". By C. U . ARIËNS 
KAPPERS. 

\Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

In the following pages I shall give some figures concerning the total 
brainweight and the cerebellum weight in the Dutch. Chinese and 
Japanese adding some figures concerning the same relation in animals. 

I have been induced to this work amongst other things by the facto 
that TOPINARD 1) seems to consider the relation of the cerebellum weight 
to the total brain weight (T. B. W.) of some value for anthropological 
studies and. on account of the weighings of CLAPHAM 2). thinks himself 
justified to the conclusion that the relative cerebellum weight in the 
Chinese is less than in Europeans. 

Another motive to examine this relation is that - in connection with 
the somewhat different character of the Mongolian brain compared with 
that of the average Dutch brain - it seemed not impossible that the 
cerebellum in the Chinese might be different in its weight relation to 
the total brain from the average Dutch. 

Before entering upon the results of my researches. I will briefly 
review the literature on the relative cerebellum weight in adult man 3). 

KRAUSE 1). examining th is subject in Germans, stated the average cerebellum weight per
centage in men to be 1/9 or 11.1 %. in women 1/8 or 121 h %. giving an average absolute 
figure of 128 gr. 

PARCHAPPE 5) on the contrary (in the French) found a larger cerebellumpercentage in 
men (11.8 0/0) than in women (10.8 0/0) and gives the former an average absolute cere
bellum weight of 160 gr .• with an average T. B. W . = 1352 gr .• in women an average 
absolute cerebellum weight of 133 gr .. with an average T. B. W. = 1229 gr. 

Somewhat lower figures are mentioned by HUSCHKE 6): in men between 10 and 80 years 
he found 10.95 %. in wo men of the same age 10.69 %. so in the average 10.82 Dfo. 

1) TOPINARD. Eléments d 'Anthropologie générale. Paris 1885. pag. 578 . .. Chez les 
hommes la plus forte proportion de cerveau se rencontre chez les Chinois et les 
Caroliniens de M. CLAPHAM et inversement la moindre proportion de cervelet et de 
moëlle allongée réunis" . 

2) CROCHLEY CLAPHAM. The bra in weight of some Chinese and Pelew Islanders. Journal 
of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Vol. VII. 1878. pag. 89. 

3) 1 shall not discuss here the interesting results of PPISTER on the relative cerebellum 
weight in children (Das Hirngewicht im Kindesalter. Arch. f. Kinderheilkunde Bnd. 23. 
1897. p. 164). 

4) KRAUSE. Handbuch der menschlichen Anatomie. Cited here af ter the third ed. 1879. 
Vol. 11 . pag . 763. 

5) PARCHAPPE. Recherches sur I'Encéphale. sa structure. ses fonctions. lére Mémoire. 
p. 99. Paris 1836. 

6) HUSCHKE. Schädel. Hirn und Seele der Menschen und der Tiere nach Alter. Geschlecht 
und Raçe. Mauke. Jena 1851. pag. 75. 

9 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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Figures similar to those of PARCHAPPE were found by Boyo I) (e?' 11,9% and 9 II,H %) 
on account of 2500 cases in St. Marylebone's Infirmary and the Somerset County Asylum. 

MEYNERT 2) on the contrary found in men 10,5 % only, in women 10,6 %. 
CRICHTON BROWNE 3), examining 400 postmortems at the West Riding Asylum, again 

gave a higher average : 11,33 Ofo. 
The latest statistics concerning this matter are composed by REY, on account of the 

figures, registerecl by BROCA in 273 men aqd 137 women. 
REY 4) found the average to be in men 10.66 0/ 0, in women 11.03 0/0, consequently a total 

average of 10,84 % 4) . 

The most important weighings for my subject are those published by 
WEISBACH 5) for the different nations of the former Austro-Hungarian 
monarchy, belonging with those of BOVD and REV to the most useful ones 
covering the largest material. and - in contrary to those of BOVD and 
REY (BROCA) - concerning mostly neurologically normal people. WEIS

BACH'S figures are also important for my purpose, since they include the 
Magyars, a race being largely Mongolian. 

WEISBACH then found in the different populations of the former Austro
Hungarian monarchy the following relations : 

l Number 
rA TB W I Aver. weight -, Nations examined ver. ... CerebelI. Aver. % cerebelI. 

brains. 

Magyars 46 1322.86 139.74 10.56 % 

Roumanians 13 1326.58 142.83 10.76 .. 
Italians 40 1301.37 139.82 10.74 .. 
Poles 11 1320.59 140.08 10.60 .. 
Ruthenians 18 1320.63 141.55 10.71 .. 
Slovakians 11 1310 . 74 142.56 10 .87 .. 
Czechs 25 1368.31 146 . 28 10.69 .. 
South-Sclavonians 8 1305.14 139.56 10.69 .. 
Sclavonian women 14 1174. 95 129.60 11.03 .. 
Germans 46 1314.50 142.20 10.81 .. 
German women 16 1180.15 125.56 10.63 .. 

IJ BOYo, Tables of weight of the human bod y and internal organs etc. arranged from post
mortem examinations. Philos. Transactions of the Royal Society of London. B. Vol. 151, 1861. 

I calculated these percentage figures after the figures, given by Boyo on pag . 262. 
2) MEYNERT. Das Gesamtgewicht und die Teilgewichte des Gehirns. Vierteljahrsschrift 

für Psychiatrie 1867. Bnd I. Quoted af ter Ziehen ; I could not obtain the original. 
3) CRICHTON BROWNE. On the weight of the bra in and its component parts, in the 

Insane. Brain. Vol. I, 1879. 
4) REY. Les poids du cervelet, du bulbe, de la protuberance et des hémisphères d'après 

les régistres de Broca. Revue d·Anthropologie. 2ième serie. Tome VII. p. 193. 1884. 
5) WEISBACH, Gewichtsverhältnisse der Gehirne Oesterreichischer Völker. Archiv für 

Anthropologie. I. 1867. 
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In this table the Magyars have the smallest relative cerebellum 
weight, a fact I shall return on later (see pag. 135). 

Moreover WEISBACH observes that he found great individual differ~ 
ences in the relative cerebellum weight, even with approximatively equal 
total brain weights. 

According to him these differences may be explained only partly by 
regressive alterations of the different brain parts with age (in Germans 
in men the cerebellum diminishing relatively more than the cerebrum, 
while in women the cerebrum should exhibit more regressive changes 
in oid age). 

I need not say that the number of women, examined by WEISBACH 
is too small to justify this conclusion as a constant facto 

On account of one male cerebrum of 91 years and two fe male ones of 92 and 93 years 
TOPINARD concluded inversively (I. C. p. 579) . My own figures show the value of such 
conclusions. as I registered a man 76 years old showing a cerebellum percentage of 
10.62 followed by another. 76 years old. with a percentage of 8.98. followed again by a 
man. 87 years old. with a cerebellum percentage of 12.12 0/ 0' Amongst the women I have 
one 76 years old. with a cerebellumpercentage of I I .24 and another. 80 years old with 
9.72 % cerebellum. We ought to view these cases individually without generalising. In 
th is matter I absolutely agree with REY. saying "les poids absolu~ et les poids relatifs 
du cervelet. du bulbe. de la protubérance et des hemisphères présentent de continuelles 
oscillations oü iI est difficile. sinon impossible de saisir l'in8uence de I'äge." 

Moreover WEISBACH (I.c. p. 316) supposes the height of the body to 
influence more the cerebellum than the cerebrum. Generally in larger 
men he found the cerebellum weight to be relatively larger. 

My own material of human brains being too smalI. and containing 
too few cases, in which the body leng th 1) was noted, I was unable to 
verify this on human material. 

On account, however, of my weighings of animal cerebella I shall 
return to the influence of the stature. 

CLAPHAM's figures on the Chinese are useful for our comparison with 
a correction only (see below) since this author did not weigh the severed 
cerebellum, but the cerebellum connected with . the pons and medulla 
oblongata (in 16 cases). 

Owing to the above it is interesting to know the figures, found by 
myself in 7 Northern~Chinese, 15 Chinese from the Dutch East~Indies, 
totally 22 Chinese cerebra and in 8 Japanese brains. 

Thanks to Prof. DEELMAN, Dr. DljKSTRA and Dr. HAMMER I have 
been able to compare these figures with those found in 25 Dutch brains 
(13 from Groningen and 12 from Amsterdam W .G.). 

1) In the average the stature of the Chinese (especially of the Northern-Chinese) is not 
smaller than th at of the Dutch. The )apaneses only might be useful in this respect . My 
number (8) being so smal\, I hesitate to make a positive conclusion. Still the figures found 
here do Dot contradict WEISBACH. 

9* 
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I must emphasize that all weighings were done by myself and following 
the same method. viz. without pia and the ventricles being emptied. Since 
HARVEY 1) determined the aver~ge total volume of the ventricles to be 
30.4 CM2. the cerebral fluid would amount to a weight of al most 30.4 gr. 
Besides. this au thor found the largest brains to have the smallest ven~ 
tricles, the smallest brains having the largest ventricles. the fluid in~ 

creasing the T.B.W. in an inverse way. 
The cerebellum was severed immediately above the emergence of the 

VII and VIII roots. 
My results in the Dutch are recorded in the two following tables. 

Men. 
I 

Further Weight 
% Cer. [ 

1 I 
Origin indica- T .B.W . Age Height Causa mortis 

tion cerebelI. 

W .G. 15256 1452 gr. 171.5 11.81 % 9 years ? trauma 

" 15283 1680 " 156 9.28 " 16 " 176 e.M. 
" 

Gron. Gor. 1470 .. 1M 11.15 " 17 " 165 " empyeem. pneum. 

" Boe 1360112 " 117 . 5 8 .63 " 18 " 178 " peritonitis 

W .G. 15297 1299 " 137 10 .54 " 26 " 170 " t. b. p. 

Gron. Gro. 1375 " 128 9 .30 " 42 " 160 " ca. ventr. 

" Verh. 1224 " 136 11. 11 " 45 " 170 " ileus (perit.) 

" de H. 1401 " 143.5 10.24 " 62 " 181 " care. prostat. 

" Siem. 1102 " 115 10.43 " 7i " 168 " nephr. chrono 

" Hoog. 1054 " 114 10 .81 " 7i " 165 " care. oesoph. 

W.G. 15263 1365 " 145 10 .62 " 75 " 170 " care. recti. 

" 15243 1124 " 101 8.98 " 78 " 163 " care. linguae 

" 15271 1278112 " 155 12.12 " 87 " 155 " ? 

Average 11322 gr· I137.21 1O ·378% 

Hence we see that I found the average cerebellum weight in the Dutch 
to be 10.339 or shortly 10.4 Ofo of the total brain weight. a figure almost 
equal to that of MEYNERT and somewhat smaller than all the figures 
of WEISBACH. Of course. I do not conclude from my figures the cere~ 
bellum weight in the Dutch to be smaller than in the races examined by 
WEISBACH; I rather believe the ways of severing and weighing. used 
by the latter to be somewhat different from . my method. It is evident 

1) HARVEY. The volume of the ventricles of the brain. Anat. Record. Vol. V. 1911. 
pag. 304. 
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Women 

Origin I ~~iE:: I T.B.W . I ~:~~ft~ I o/~~re-I Age I Height I Causa mortis 

Gron. Krijthel) 1502 gr. 1371/2 9.15 % 4 years 113 e.M. peritonit. (app.) 

W.G. 15258 1369 .. 125 9.17 .. 25 .. 175 .. trauma 

.. 15244 1238 .. 140 11.31 .. 26 ., 160 .. abortus 

Gron. Lenz 1103 .. 117 10.60 .. 28 .. 145 .. anaemia 

.. Water 9961/2 .. 126 12.64 .. 31 .. 151 .. .. 

.. Smed. 1291 .. 139 10 . 76 .. 58 .. 154 .. care. ovarii 

.. Hamm. 1299 .. 145 11.16 ..64 .. 148 .. care. ventric . 

.. Bekk. 1102 .. 88 8.00 .. 67 .. 157 .. vit. cordis 

W .G. 15296 1087.5 .. 125 . 75 11.56 .. 71 .. 159 .. t. b. p . 

.. 15310 1059 .. 112 10.57 .. 72 .. 155 .. nephr. chrono 

.. 15302 1210 .. 136 11.24 .. 76 .. 155 .. arterioscIer. 

.. 152HA 1265 .. 123 9 . 72 .. 80 .. 155 .. scl. a. cor. cond. 

Average 11210 . 15 gr·1 126.2110.42 % 
- ----

Total average percentage in men and women 10.399 0/ 0, 

that the precautions in weighing of two different authors are never 
exactly the same. This is also the reason why for comparison with my 
Mongolian material I used Dutch brains. examined by myself and did 
not confine myself to figures found by others in Caucasian races. 
Duo cum faciunt idem. non est idem. 

My results in 22 Chinese brains. examined in identically the same way 
as the Dutch brains. are the following : 

Origin I Further indication T . B.W. rWeightCerebell.1 % Cer. ~.B.~.-
North-Chin. rJ Body NO. 18 1090 gr. 128 gr. 11.74 % 

rJ .. 15 1130 .. 1151/2 .. 10.22 .. 
rJ Autopsy 0949 1135 .. 124 10.92 .. 
cf' Body NO. 7 1256 .. 1391/2 .. 11.10 .. 
cf' .. 28 1277 .. 110 8.61 .. 
rJ 11 1342 .. 128 9.53 .. 
rJ .. 21 1468 .. 146 9.94 .. 

I) This cerebrum shows a .. corpus ponto-bulbare". 
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Origin / Further indication T.B.W. / Weight Cereb. % Cerebellum 

Chin. fr. D. E.-India NO. 11 1014 gr. 124 gr. 12.22 % 

.. .. .. . . 9 1076 .. 109 .. 10.10 .. 

.. .. .. .. 3 1120 .. 116 .. 10.34 .. 

.. .. .. .. 17 1085 .. 1151/2 .. 10.64 .. 

.. .. .. .. 14 1170 .. 130 .. 11.11 .. 

.. .. .. .. 2 1161 .. 131 .. 11.30 .. 

.. .. .. .. 8 1171 .. 129 .. 11 .01 .. 

.. .. .. .. 4 1195 n 116 .. 9.70 .. 

.. .. .. .. 1 1228 .. 143 .. 11.60 .. 

.. .. .. .. 5 1261 .. 141 .. 11.18 .. 

.. .. .. .. 7 1295 .. 130 .. 10.04 M 

.. .. .. .. 6 1261 .. 116 .. 9.20 .. 

.. .. .. .. 15 1271 n 122 .. 9.60 .. 

.. .. .. .. 10 1344 .. 134 .. 9.97 .. 

.. .. .. .. 12 1425 .. 135 .. 9.47 .. 

Average 1217 gr. 126.5 gr. 10 .39 % 

In addition I give the figures found with 8 Japanese brains for which 
material I am greatly indebted to Prof. G. FUSE of- Sendai. 

Average Further T.B.W. Weight % Cere- Age Height C.M. indication Cerebellum bellum 

Japanese rJ NO. 1 1284 gr. 1391/2 gr. 10 .86 % 27 years 146 cM. vit. c. 

.. .. .. 2 1239 Ol 1231/2 .. 9.96 .. 28 .. 163 .. t. b. p. 

.. .. .. 3 1061'12 .. 117 .. 11.02 .. 21 .. 154 .. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. 4 1296 .. 138112 .. 10.68 .. 28 .. 160 .. .. .. .. 

.. .. .. 5 1188 .. 113 .. 9.51 w 26 .. 153 .. nephr. 

.. .. .. 6 1214 .. 119 .. 9 . 80 .. 36 .. 153 .. care. v . 

.. .. .. 7 1218 .. 1221/2 .. 10 .05 .. 36 .. 156 .. t. b. p . 

.. .. .. 8 1198 .. 134 ., 111. 25 .. 21 .. 146 .. .. .. .. 

Average I /1212.3I gr./125.9 gr./1O . 3830/ 0/ 
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The relative cerebellum weight in my Chinese (and Japanese) differs 
so Iittle from the Dutch. that I hesitate to draw a conclusion. A much 
larger number of brains would be necessary to ascertain such a conclusion . 

I think myself qualified though in assuming the relative cerebellum 
weight in the Chinese to be practically equal to that of the Dutch. If any 
difference exists. the weight is perhaps slightly less in the Chinese, 
especially in the Northern Chinese. 

It is certainly noteworthy that in the tables of WEISBACH the 
Magyars show a slightly smaller cerebellumpercentage than the other 
races of the former Austro-Hungarian monarchy. This is interesting on 
account of the fact that the Magyars are generally considered as a largely 
Mongolian race and that also these weighings were done by the same. 

As mentioned at the beginning. TOPINARD on account of CLAPHAM's 
work thinks himself qualified to conclude the cerebellum percentage in the 
Chinese to be considerably smaller than in Caucasian races. 

CLAPHAM himself in this article does not make this conclusion. publishing 
only the figures of the total brain weight in his 16 cases and the weight 
of the cerebellum connected with pons and medulla oblongata. 

N ow there are two methods of using the latter figures for our purpose. 
Both methods include a source of errors. 

The first method is calculating the cerebellum weight from the figures 
for the cerebellum, pons and . medulla oblongata. given by CLAPHAM 
using the statistics made in Europe, the average weight of the human 
oblongata +- pons being, according to BOYD, 1,8 Ofo of the T. B. W. 
(according to CRICHTON BROWNE l.c. 1.9 Ofo, to REY 1.99 %). A weak 
point in this method is our ignoring if it avails with the same average 
of 1.8 %-1.9 Ofo for the Chinese also. (I had no pleasure in mutilating 
my material for controlling this). 

A second method is. taking also in Europeans, instead of the cere
bellum weight. the weight of cerebellum +- pons and oblongata and 
comparing this weight (which we may call the metencephalic weight) 
with CLAPHAM's results in the Chinese. 

In the next table I used both methods reducing to gram mes the avoir 
du poids figures of CLAPHAM. 

From this appears that on account of the first calculation TOPINARD 
is right in concluding from the figures of CLAPHAM the average cere
bellumpercentage of his 16 cases to be less than in Europeans. the 
average in the cases of CLAPHAM being even less than 10 0/0, 

Doubting this method of calculating the cerebellum weight from the 
weight of cerebellum. pons and oblongata to be trustworthy. we may 
compare the figures. found by CLAPHAM for the whole metencephalon 
with those found in the English by THURNAM I). 

I) THURNAM. On the weight of the brain and on the circumstances affecting it. Journ. 
of Mental science. Vol. XII. 1866, p. 1. 
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Hongkong T B W r Metenc. I Metenc. Ofo Cereb. Cereb. Ofo Sex Age 
NO. . . . Weight Weight (approx.) 

1 1410.3 gr. 177 .2 gr. 13.56 Ofo 151.8 gr· 1 10.77 Ofo cf' 30 years 

2 1417.4 .. 163.0 .. 11. 5 .. 137.5 ., 9.7 " cf' 28 .. 
3 1516.7 .. 156 .0 .. 10.28 " 128.7 .. 8.4 " cf' 45 " 

4 1587.5 .. ' 184 .2 " 11.61 " 155.5 .. 9.8 .. cf' 40 .. -

5 1410 .3 .. 170.0 " 12 .06 .. 151 .8 .. 10.7 .. cf' 50 " 

6 1360.0 .. 138.0 .. 10 .94 " 111.5 .. 8 .2 " cf' 40 .. 
7 1318.0 .. 156 .0 ,. 11.83 .. 132.3 .. 10.05 .. cf' 25 .. 
8 1530.0 .. 187.0 .. 12.50 .. 159.5 .. 10.42 .. cf' 48 .. 
9 1403.3 " 170 .0 .. 12.12 " 144.8 " 10 .32 .. cf' 55 .. 

10 1467.5 .. 175.9 .. 12.06 " 149. 5 ~ 10.60 " cf' 35 .. 
11 1311.0 .. 138 .0 .. 11.11 .. 114.5 .. 8.7 " cf' 30 .. 
12 1289.0 170.0 .. 13.18 .. 146.8 ., 11.4 .. <;' 26 .. 
13 1389 .0 .. 156.0 " 11 .22 131 .0 .. 9.43 " 0 38 .. -I- .. 
ti 1247.0 .. 138.0. 11.93 .. 115.6 .. 9.27 .. <;' 30 .. 
15 1204.8 .. 156.8 .. 12.82 134.3 .. 11.10 .. 0 70 .. -I- " 
16 1311.0 .. 156.0 .. 11.89 I 132 4 .. 10.10 .. " 18 " -I- " 

Average 11385.8 gr.1 111.91 % 1137 .4 gr· 1 9 .91 % I 

On account of 470 weighings (257 men and 213 women) THURNAM 

determined the metencephalic percentage to be 12.9 % in men and 

13.1 Ofo in women: total average 13.0 Ofo. 
Now the total metencephalic percentage found by CLAPHAM is 11.91 Ofo. 

so that also this figure would be smaller in the Chinese. 

Still we have to be very careful with CLAPHAM's figures . 

In the very meeting in which CLAPHAM communicated his results . 
DISTANT observed the T .B.W. figures of CLAPHAM to be exceedingly 

high and to exceed even those given by BARNARD DAVIS for the 

average skullcapacity of the Chinese. 
Though the averagt> capacity mentioned by BARNARD DAVIS I) for the 

male Chinese skull (47.87 ounces or 1357 CM.2) may be too smalt 

DISTANT's critici sm keeps its value even considering the average skull . 
I) BARNARD DAVIS. Thesaurus craniorum. Catalogue of the skulls of various races 

of man. London 1867 and the supplement on th is work, edited in 1875. I regret this work 
not to he at my disposal. 
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capacity to be 1456 cM.2 as found by HABERER I) in 28 men from 
Peking. 

The relation between skullcapacity and brain weight with pia and ventricular f1uid 
determined by WELCKER 2) for this category amounts to 93 Ofo. BOLK 3) found in iO 
years old Dutchmen figures varying from 90 to 96.5 0/ 0, MANOUVRJER 4) however in 
the French only 87 Ofo. 

Taking the relation to be 92 0/ 0, we should expect with an average male skull
capacity of 1 i56 cM2 a bra in weight of 1380 gr. with ventricular f1uid and pia. Substracting 
for the latter two 30.i + 53.6 = 83.5 gr" we keep as netto brain weight 1296.5 gr. 5) 
(in a relation of 90% ± 1275 gr., in a relation of 87%: 12iO gr.). 

In my 7 Northern-Chinese I found the average netto brain weight to be 12i3 gr. where
as CLAPHAM in his Southern-Chinese - who according to my experience have a smaller 
average T. B. W. than the Northern-Chinese, stated the average male bra in weight to be 
1430 grammes ! 

In my op in ion we should be very careful with CLAPHAM'S figures. 
Apparently TOPINARD himself doubts the total weight figures mentioned 

by this author saying (l.c. p. 57) "La moyenne (des poids de l'encephale) 
des Chinois de CR. CLAPHAM a étonné tout Ie monde. Nous attendrons 
avant d'en tirer une conclusion". 

Moreover we are confirmed in presuming CLAPHAM to have made errors in his weighings 
by the equally low percentage he found in two Pelewnatives and one Hindoo, published 
in the same artic1e. 

As appears from my tables the cerebellar percentage found in the 
Chinese varies from 8,61 % to 12,22 0 /0 , in the Dutch from 8.00 % to 
12.12 Ofo. 

So the variation in the cerebellar percentage is about 4 0
/ 0 , in the 

Chinese as weil as in the Duteh. 
As mentioned above, WEISBACH also found large variations and is 

inclined to correlate this among other things with the leng th of the body. 
the increase of which should influence more the cerebellum than the 
forebrain . 

Having at my disposal not enough human cerebra of individuals whose 
body leng th was noted 6). I have tried to consider this problem by 

I) HABERER. Schädel und Skeletteile aus Peking . Verlag von Gustav Fischer. Jena 
1902 (p. 69) . 

2) WELCKER. Die Kapazität und die drei Hauptdurchmesser der Schädelkapsel bei den 
verschiedenen Nationen . Arch . f. Anthropologie. Bnd. 16. 1886. 

3) BOLK. Beziehungen zwischen Hirnvolum und Schädelkapazität, nebst Bemerkungen 
über das Hirngewicht der Holländer. Petrus Camper. Vol. 11, 1902. 

1) MANOUVRIER. Sur Iïndice cubique du cräne. Comptes rendus de I'association fran
çaise pour I'avancement des sciences. Congrès Reims 1880. Quoted af ter MARTIN. 
Allgemeine Anthropologie. 

5) According to HARVEY (I. c.), the average weight of the ventricular f1uid is 30.i gr. 
while according to REY (1. c.) the average weight of the pia (wet) is 53.06 gr. 

6) In the Dutch I found up to 160 e.M . a larger average than in 160 e.M . and 
more, but in my Japanese the average does not conflict with this conception. 
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determining cerebellum percentages in mammals of the same order but 
of different si ze 1). 

Order l Species I T . B. W . I W:ight Cer. % Cere- Fixation bellum 

Marsupialia Didelphys m. 6.17gr. 0.87 gr. 14% formal. 

Macropus r. 55.00 .. 7.70 .. 14 .. .. 

Rodentia Mus dec. 2) - 0.25 gr. 13% fresh 

Lepus can. 2) - 1.35 .. 15 .. .. 

Insectivora Talpa eur. 2) - 0.17 gr. 13% fresh 

Erinaceus 2) - 0.39 .. ll .. .. 
Ungulata Perissodact Tapirus ind. 265.00 gr. 35.00 gr. 13 .2% formal. 

Equus cab. 468.00 
" 

58.50 .. 12.5 .. .. 
Artiodact Tragulus juv. 16.80 .. 1.8 .. 10.7 .. .. 

Oreas liv. 192.00 .. 18.00 .. 9.4 .. .. 

Probosddea I Elephas indic. 13860 .00 gr·1940 .00 gr. 124.3 % I formal. 

Cetaceél Phocaena com. 390.00 gr. 58.00 gr. 15.0 % formal. 

Balaenopt. Sibb. 5676.0 .. 1076.0 .. 18.95 .. .. 

Carnivora I Felis dom. 23.05 gr. 3.5 gr. 13 .66% formal. 

Pelidae Felis leo 197.5 .. 21.0 .. 10.60 .. .. 
Felis tigris 208.2 .. 21.6 .. 10.36 .. .. 

Canidae 
Vulpes lagopus 28 . 15 .. 3.55 

" 
12.6 .. .. 

Canis fam. box. 73.7 .. 6.0 .. 8.9 .. .. 

Eden ta ta Choloepus did. 
I 

34.0 gr· 1 6.1 gr. 17.6 % I forma\. 

Simiae Hapale ros. 3) 0.62 gr. 7.8 % fresh? 

Callithrix py. 42.3 gr. 4.8 11.3 .. formal. 

Semnopith. ceph. 65 .0 .. 8.0 12.5 .. 
Macacus rh. 70.0 .. 6.3 9 .0 .. 
Hylobates synd. 105 .0 .. 14 .0 13.3 .. 
Simia satyrus 293 .0 .. 38 . 5 13 . 2 .. 

1) These four figures are taken from ZIEHEN (Bardeleben's Handbuch der Anatomie). 
2) This figure is taken from FLATAU und JACOBSOHN'S Handbuch der Vergl. Anatomie des 

Centr. Nervensystems. 1899. 
3) These weighings were also done without pia, the ventricles being emptied and the 

brain was cut olf near the calamus. 
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The animals in this list are sa arranged that the smallest specimen 
of the order is always placed ahead. 

Cam paring in this list the large animals and the small ones of the 
same order. we see in same groups (Rodents. Cetacea. Simiae) the largest 
representants to have a larger cerebellumpercentage per T.B.W . 

This. however. is not always. even not mostly sa. especially not in Insec~ 
tivores. Ungulates and Carnivores (Felides). and while the Whale and 
Elephant - two exceedingly large animals of different orders - indeed 
show an enormous relative cerebellum weight. I found on the other hand 
the small Choloepus didactylus having the very considerable figure of 
17.6%. 

Without doubt other factors than body si ze influence th is relation and 
in a larger degree even than the latter. The most important factor 
appears to be the habit of life. especially the manner of moving and 
the peculiar use of the limbs for moving and grasping . 

Sa. concerning the remarkable contrast between the two Insectivores. 
probably the very different way of life of these two representants causes 
the cerebellum of Talpa to be relatively somewhat smaller than in 
Erinaceus. Overlooking an eventual difference in favour of the forebrain 
in the hedgehog 1) the larger cerebellumpercentage in the male may 
be explained by the movement of the extremities of the latter. This 
animal is a very sturdy worker. who in his continually digging lile. 
uses his extremities very much. strongly and exactly. lts feet. especially 
the forefeet. are not only locomotor organs. but also digging instruments. 
much more sa than in Erinaceus. 

That special functions of the limbs exercise a large influence on the 
weight of the cerebellum - especially of the hemispheres - also results 
from the high percentage of the cerebellum in the Sloth (Choloepus 
didactylus). an animal that moves extremely slowand prudently and. 
by the pending posture in whieh it finds its way in the trees. lays 
great claims on the innervation of its extremities. 

Whereas in the gait of most Quadrupeds bilateral symmetrie inner~ 
vation acts the largest part. in this pending movement in trees slow. 
unilateral motions and consequently antagonistie innervation of the limbs 
are of utmost importance. This motion is much more complieated than 
the simpie. rhytmic. bilateral motion. as e.g. in Ungulates. 

In my opinion the large size of the cerebellum in the Sloth may be 
alleged in favour of the idea of LEIRI2) that the hemispheres of the 
cerebellum are connected especially with inhibition of motions by inner~ 

1) Talpa is blind. Erinaceus is not. 
2) LEIRI. Le cervelet un organe servant à lïnnervation des antagonistes dans r activité 

musculaire. Acta Oto-Iaryngologica. Vol. VI. Fase. 3-4. p. 516. 
LEIRJ"s conception ag rees very weil with INGVAR's conclusions and seems to explain 

very weil the symptoms. described by BABINSKI. VAN RIJNBERK. BARANY and GORDON 
HOLMES and others in cerebellar insufficiency. 
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vation of antagonists since it is supposed that in quiek motions the anta~ 
gonists are activated chiefly in the end of the motion. whereas in slow. 
searching motions they are acting nearly continually (W AGNER I)). 

In still another way my table shows the influence of the function of 
the extremities on the relative size of the cerebellum. 

So the Whale. whose body and T.B.W. are much larger than those 
of the Elephant nevertheless has a smaller cerebellumpercentage than the 
Elephant. This difference is certainly due to the poor development of 
the extremities in the Whale and the exceedingly Bne motility (also 
unilateral) of the Elephants limbs and trumpet. 

Consequently we Bnd. for the relative cerebellumweight. the motile 
capacities. not the size of the animal to be the main point. 

These facts conBrm BOLK'S conception of the great signiBcance of the 
extremities, especially their asymmetrie unilateral movements for the 
development of the hemispheres of the cerebellum. a thesis conBrmed 
by the experiments of VAN RIJNBERK and his collaborators. further by 
THOMAS and DURUPT and even by GORDON HOLMES. who for the rest 
does not agree with BOLK'S theory of cerebellar localisation. 

That. however. in some cases the cerebellumpercentage increases 
indeed in larger animals of the same order. is seen in Sharks. where 
the cerebellum. not or hardly Bssurated in the smaller representants 2). 
shows a large amount of transverse co nv oluti ons in the larger specimens 
of this class. In the larger sharks the greater increase of the cerebellum 
may thus- be demonstrated even ad oculos although it may he expressed 
in Bgures also: 

Name I T . w. B·l Weight eer. I Cereb. % 

Scyllium ean. 3) 666 mgr. 96.5 m.gr. 14.5 % 
Galeus eanis 8750 1390 15.9 .. 
Lamna eornub. 17110 3580 20.9 .. 

Though in some sharks whieh have a different way of moving than 
the ordinary ones (f.i. Angelus Squatina) also contrary relations may 
occur. the relative increase of the cerebellum compared to the cerebrum 
in larger specimens is not surprising. the development of the corpus cerebelli 
being largely a function of the musculo~sensory system of all parts of 
the body. whereas the development of the forehrain in these animals 
depends almost wholly on the sense of smelI. So also the forehrain 
in mammals contains areas (smelt vision. hearing). the development 

I) R. WAGNER. Ueber die Zusammenarbeit der Antagonisten bei der Willkürbewegung. 
Iste Mitt. Zeitschr. f. Biologie. Bnd. 83. 1925. p. 59; 2te Mltt. Ibid. p. 120. 

2) Confer ARIIl.NS KAPPERS. Vergleieh. Anatomie des Nervensystems. Part 11. pag. 647 
and VOORHOEVE, Het Cerebellum der Plagiostomen. Dissertatie. Amsterdam. 1914. 

3) These figures are the average of three weighings. 
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of which neither is a function of the body. In the cerebellum of flshes 
this would avail only for the auriculus, the development of which does 
not dep end on impulses of the spino~ and olivo~cerebellar systems (ponto~ 
cerebellar systems do not yet exist in fishes) , but on the NN. laterales 
(and N. VIII). 

So in some bonyfishes where the N. lateralis is very large (Mormyrus) 
the cerebellum increases enormously by the huge development of the 
auriculi and the associated valvula. 

Finally I would like to point out that a determination of the relation 
between cerebellum weight and body weight and between cerebellum weight 
and the weight of the spinal cord without doubt will cast more light 
on this subject. 



Mathematics. - "Ein algebraisches Kriterium {ür die Lösbarkeit eines 
Systems homogener Gleichungen." By B. L. VAN DER WAERDEN. 

(Communicated by Prof. R. WEITZENBÖCK.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28, 1925.) 

Die allgemeine Theorie der Elimination gestattet es, für jedes Gleichungs~ 
system 

r. (XI ' ••• • X n) = 0 ~ 

fr (XI ' • . • • x n) = 0 ~ 
(I) 

zu entscheiden. ob das System Lösungen in einem gegebenen algebraisch~ 
abgeschlossenen Körper I) hat. und wenn ja. diese Lösungen zu bestimmen. 
Ein algebraisches Kriterium. in Sinne eines Systems algebraischer Relationen 
zwischen den Koeffizienten der Polynome r. ..... fr. deren Erfülltsein ent~ 
scheidend ist für die Lösbarkeit. gibt sie aber nicht. und kann sie nicht geben. 
da ein solches Kriterium unmöglich ist. Das ist leicht zu sehen im Spezialfall 
r = n + 1 ; in diesem Fall gibt das Verschwinden der Resultante eine 
notwendige und "im allgemeinen" hinreichende Bedingung. ab er die 
Resultante verschwindet auch dann noch. wenn die Lösung "ins Un~ 
endliche rückt". 

Diese Schwierigkeit kann nun dadurch gehoben werden. dass man die 
Polynome {I' . . . . fr homogen in XI " • • • X n voraussetzt. Die Gleichungen 
(1) haben dann (wenn keine der Gradzahlen von (I' . . .. fr gleich Null 
ist) immer die Nulllösung XI =0 . ... . X n = O. Die Bedingung dafür. dass 
sie ausserdem noch mindestens eine Lösung haben (und dann zugleich 
eine Schar proportionaler Lösungen) kann durch algebraische Gleichungen 
in den Koeffizienten ausgedrückt werden. was im FalIe r= n aus der 
Theorie der Resultante bekannt ist 2) und hier allgemein gezeigt werden 
solI (§ 3). 

Es stellt sich dabei heraus. dass. wenn man auf explizite Hinschreibung 

I) Vgl. § 2, Satz I. 
2) Siehe etwa F . S. MACAULAY, Modular Systems. Cambridge Tracts 19 (1916) S. 13; 

oder F. MERTENS, Sitzungsber. Wien 108 (1899) S. 1176 und 1386. Der Beweis. dass 
das Verschwinden der Resultante hinreichend ist für die Existenz einer von der Nulllösung 
verschiedenen Lösung ist bei MACAULAY erst dann vollständig, wenn man den Satz auf 
S. 67, Zeile 4, hinzunimmt. Verschwindet nämlich die Resultante, so hat die aus den 
Formen vom Grade 1 + 1 gebildete Matrix nicht den maximalen Rang, also gibt es eine 
Idealgleichung vom Grade 1 + 1. also hat das Ideal (FI , •• • , Fn) nach dem genannten 
Satz einen Rang < n, also gibt es eine von 0 vcrschiedene Nullstelle. 

Der MERTENSsche Beweis gilt nicht bei beliebigen Koeffizientenkörper, sondern nur wenn 
dieser Körper den der rationalen Zahlen umfasst (Körper der Charakteristik Null in der 
STEINITZschen Bezeichnungsweise) . 
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der algebraischen Bedingungen verzichtet. und sich mit der Erkenntniss 
der Existenz begnügt. der genannte Satz eine fast unmittelbare Folge 
von zwei fundamentalen HILBERTschen Sätzen ist. welche als HILBERT
sc her Nullstellensatz und HILBERTscher Basissatz bezeichnet werden 
mögen. Neben diesen Hauptsätzen der ldealtheorie wird nur noch der 
STEINITZsche Haupsatz der Körpertheorie (vgl. § 2) benutzt werden. 

Die Theorie wird sodann durch "sukzessive Elimination" auf den Fall 
ausgedehnt werden . wo die Gleichungen (1) mehrfachhomogen sind. etwa 
homogen in Xl •. ..• Xm . in YI •.• .• yn ' U.S.w. Auch hier ergeben sich 
algebraische Bedingungen dafür. dass eine nicht in den trivialen Lösungs
systemen XI = . . . = X m = 0 oder YI = ... = yn = 0 u.s.w. enthaltene 
Lösung existiert (§ 4). 

Alle Beweise geiten bei beliebigem Koeffizientenkörper. wenn nur die 
Lösungen einem algebraisch-abgeschlossenen Erweiterungskörper (vgl. § 2) 
entnommen werden. 

Die Ergebnisse gestatten viele Anwendungen. So ergeben sie ohne 
Weiteres die Verallgemeinerung auf beliebige Koeffizientenkörper eines 
von E. FISCHER gegebenen. auf Eliminationstheorie beruhenden. Beweises 
eines E . NOETHERschen Satzes. der die Existenz eines algebraischen 
Kriteriums für "absolute lrreduzibilität" einer Form. d.h. lrreduzibilität 
in Bezug auf jeden algebraischen Erweiterungskörper des Koeffizienten
körpers. besagt 3). 

Auch ermöglicht die Theorie eine algebraische Bestimmung der Lö
sungen des Systems (1) für den Fall. dass endlichviele Klassen proporti
onaler Lösungen vorhanden sind. entsprechend der bekannten Lösung 
von Gleichungen mit Hilfe der Resultante im Falle von n-l homogenen 
Gleichungen in n Unbestimmten. Es wird nämlich die Existenz eines 
Polynoms in gewissen Unbestimmten U ij . .. k. gezeigt werden. welches die 
u-Resultante des Gleichungssystems heisst. und dessen lineare Faktoren 
die Lösungsklassen rational bestimmen (§ 5). lm Fall von n-l homogenen 
Gleichungen in n Unbestimmten ist die u-Resultante einfach die Resultante 
der n-l gegebenen Formen und einer Linearform Ux mit unbestimmten 
Koeffizienten. Die Methode. die im Fall endlichvieler Lösungsklassen zur 
u-Resultante führt. lässt sich. wie im § 5 nur kurz angedeutet werden 
soll. ausdehnen auf den allgemeinen Fall einer algebraischen Mannigfal
tigkeit von Lösungsklassen. 

Auf andere Anwendungen. insbesondere auf die Theorie der algebraischen 
Funktionen von n veränderlichen. sowie auf die Begründung der ab
zählenden Geometrie. gedenke ich an anderer Stelle einzugehen. 

§ 2. Definitionen und Hilfssätze . 

Sei P ein Körper. P [Xl • ..• • X n ] der Ring der Polynome in Xl . ... . X n 

mit Koeffizienten aus P. 

3) E . NOETHER. Ein algebraisches Kriterium für absolute Irreduzibilität. Math. Ann. 85 
(1922) S. 26 ; E . FISCHER. Math . Ann. 94 (1925) S. 163. 
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Wir stützen uns auf die folgenden. als bekannt vorausgesetzten. 
Definitionen und Sätze : 

1. Man kann jeden Körper P algebraisch erweitern zu einem alge~ 
braisch~abgeschlossenen Körper. d .h. zu einem solchen. in welchem jedes 
Polynom einer Variabeln z in Linearfaktoren zerfällt '4). Dieser Erwei~ 
terungskörper sei mit Q bezeichnet. 

2. Sind tI ... .. fr Polynome eines gegebenen Polynombereichs. so ist 
das ldeal ({I ... . .(r) die Menge aller Polynome. die in der Gestalt 

r 

I ai f; . wo al' . . . • ar beliebige Polynome des Bereichs sind. darstellbar sind. 
I 

3. Nullstellen des Ideals ({I' . .. • fr) sind Elementsysteme lçl ' .. .. Çn leines 
Erweiterungskörpers von p . so dass {I .. .. . fr (und folglich alle Elemente 
des Ideals) verschwinden. wenn man jedes Xi durch Çi ersetzt. 

4. Hat ein Ideal ({I •. . . • fr) in Q nur die Nullstelle 10 . .... 01. so gibt 
es eine Zahl s. so dass alle Potenzprodukte s~ten Grades der Unbe~ 
stimmten XI' " " X n• dem Ideal angehören. Dieser Satz ist ein Spezialfall 
des HILBERTschen Nullstellensatzes 5). 

5. Gehört umgekehrt für irgendeinen Wert von s jedes Potenzprodukt 
s~ten Grades der Unbestimmten XI' ... • X n dem Ideal ({I" . • • (r) an. so 
hat das Ideal nur die Nullstelle 10 ... . . 0 I in Q. 

(Denn in einer Nullstelle müssen alle Elemente des Ideals. also ins~ 
besondere die Elemente xs. ... . X S

• verschwinden). 
I n 

6. Ein H~ldeal ist ein Ideal. dessen Basis aus homogenen Polynomen 
(Formen) besteht. 

7. Ist (fl " ... (r) ein H~ldeal. sind 1I .. . . . Ir die Gradzahlen der For~ 
men tI .. .. . fr. und bildet man für einen beliebigen Wert von s die 
For~en gl . .. . . g t s~ten Grades. die aus { I .. . . fr entstehen indem man {i 
mit allen Potenzprodukten vom Grade s-l;. der Unbestimmten XI ' •..• X n 

multipliziert (wenn solche existieren. also wenn s> li). so ist jede Form 
s~ten Grades des Ideals von diesen Formen gl'" .• gt linear~abhängig . 
Die Koeffizientenmatrix dieser Formen heisst die dialytische Matrix des 
Ideals (fl' . . . ,(.) für den Grad s 6). 

8. Hilbertscher Basissatz (ür ganzzahlige Polynome 7). Eine beliebige 
Menge von ganzzahligen Polynomen enthält eine endliche Untermenge 
{I' . ... fr. so da;s die gegebene Menge ganz im Ideal (fl . . ... (r) (Ideal 
im Sinne des ganzzahligen Polynombereichs) ent halten ist. 

4) E. STEJNJTZ. Algebraische Theorie der Körper. J. f. M. 137 (1910) pag. 279 (§ 12). 
5) D . HJLBERT. Ein allgemeines Theorem über algebraische Formen. Math. Ann. 42 

(1893) S . 473 (§ 3 der Arbeit .. Ueber die vollen Invariantensysteme"). HJLBERT setzl voraus. 
dass ft der Körper der komplexen Zahlen ist ; der Beweis gilt aber allgemein. und benutzt 
nur die binäre Eliminationstheorie. welche. etwa in der bekannten EULERschen Fassung. 
ganz allgemeingültig ist. Für einen anderen. nur auf Körpertheorie und Idealtheorie beru
henden. Beweis siehe meine demnächst in Math. Ann. erscheinende Arbeit .. Zur Null
stellentheorie Polynomideale". 

6) F . S. MACAULAY. a . a . 0 .• S. 64. 
7) D. HJLBERT. Ueber die Theorie der algebraischen Formen. Math. Ann. 36 (1893) p. 473. 
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§ 3. Der Hauptsatz. 

Die Anzahl der Potenzprodukte vom Grade s der Unbestimmten 
XI' ...• X n ist bekanntlich gleich 

Mit Hilfe von 7. kann man die Sätze 4. und 5. als Sätze über Ma
tri zen aussprechen: 

9. Hat das H-Ideal (" ....• fr) nur die Nullstelle 10 ..... 0 I in (J, 

so gibt es eine Zahl s, so dass die dialytische Matrix des ldeals für den 
Grad s den rang w. hat. und umgekehrt. 

Seien nun FI ..... Fr Formen der gleichen Gradzahlen wie fl' . ... fr. 
mit unbestimmten Koeffizienten al' ...• apo Sind dann al •...• ap die Koeffi
zien ten von " . .. .. fr. so entsteht f; durch die Spezialisierung a -+ a aus 
E . Seien bsl (a) • .. .• bs,o. (a) die ws-reihigen Unterdeterminanten der dia

lytisch en Matrix van (FI • . ... Fr) fur den Grad s. als ganzzahlige Poly
nome in al' .. .• ap geschrieben. Wenn für ein s solche nicht vorhanden 
sind. so setzen wir es = L bsda) = o. Dann sind bsl(a) • . ... bsp. (a) die Unter

determinanten der dialytischen Matrix von lft . .. .. fr ). und aus 9. folgt: 
10. Das H-Ideal lft . .... fr) hat dann und nur dann eine von 10 ..... 0 I 

verschiedene Nullstelle in Q. wenn für alle Werte von s und k (k =S e.): 

b.k (a) = 0 . (2) 

N ach 8. enthält die Reihe des ganzzahligen Polynome bil . . .. • blpl' b21 • ••• 

eine eindliche Untermenge bö; , b"o(a) • ...• so dass die ganze Formenreihe 
im Ideal (b.;{a). br.o(a) . ... ) enthalten ist. Diese Untermenge kann man zu 
einem Abschnitt bll(a) .... , blpl(a) . .. . , b~l(a) • .... b.pa(a) ergänzen. ohne 
dass die genannte Eigenschaft verloren geht. Diesen Abschnitt kann man 
eindeutig bestimmen durch die Forderung. dass er der kleinste Abschnitt 
mit der genannten Eigenschaft sein soli. Es folgt. dass das unendliche 
Gleichungssystem (2) dem endlichen Gleichungssystem 

bll (a) = O •...• bl PI (a) = 0 ( 

b~l· (a)· =. O ...... . . ·bap~ (a) . 0 ~ 
äquivalent ist. Bezeichnet man die Polynome bil (a) ....... bap~ (a) kurz 
mit bi (a) • ... . bt (a). nennt ihre Gesamtheit das Resultantensystem der 
Formen FI' . ... Fro und versteht unter dem Resultantensystem des spezi
alisierten Formensystems fl ..... fr die Gesamtheit der spezialisierten 
Polynome bi (a) • ...• bt (a). so kann man den Hauptsatz in der Eoigenden 
Form aussprechen: 

11. Die notwendige und hinreichende Bedingung dafür. dass die 
Formen " . ...• fr eine von 10 ... . . 0 I verschiedene gemeinsame Nullstelle 
in Q haben, ist gegeben im Verschwinden ihres Resultantensystems. 

10 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Anisterdam Vol. XXIX. 
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Es sei bemerkt. dass die Polynome bl(a) ...• bt(a) homogen in den 
Koeffizienten jeder einzelnen Form Fk sind. 

Mit 11. ist das gestellte Problem gelöst. Es mögen aber noch einige 
mit dem Resultantensystem zusammenhängende Sätze Platz Bnden. 

12. Ist bA (a) ein Polynom des Resultantensystems der Formen FI ..... F" 
und Xk einer der Unbestimmten. so ist 

im ganzzahligen Polynombereich der ai und Xk • 

B ew ei s. Sei 

(i -=== e.). 

b.1 (a) ist entweder Null. oder eine Determinante aus den Koeffizienten 
einer Untermenge. etwa G I • • ••• GWt. der Formen G I ••••• G t • welche 
aus FI •...• Fr in der Weise. wie es im § 1 (Satz 7) angegeben ist, 
gebildet werden. Sei 

G I =all UI + ... + al .... u"'. ! 
. . . . . . . . . 

G .... =a .... 1 UI + ... +a ........ u ... ; 
(3) 

wo Ui ••••• u .... die Potenzprodukte s~ten Grades der Unbestimmte XI' •••• Xn 

sind. Unter diesen beBndet sieh xt; löst man (3) nach xz auf. 50 6ndet 

man nach bekannten Determinantensätzen: 

xt b.da) == 0 (GI ••••• G .... ) 

_O(FI •...• Fr). 

folglich. da s -=== (J und b.i = bA • 

X~ bA (a) == 0 (FI • ...• Fr), q.e.d. 

Die Gesamtheit der ganzzahligen Polynome c (a). für die eine Kongruenz 

x~c(a) = 0 (FI •. ..• Fr) (4) 

in ganzzahligem Polynombereich der a und x stattBndet. ist nach MERTENS 8) 
von Index k unabhängig. und stellt ein Primideal dar (d.h. eine Menge 
von Polynomen. zu der mit fund 9 immer f + 9 und f - g, mit f 
immer a f, wo a ein beliebiges Polynom ist. und mit fg immer entweder 
f oder 9 gehört). welches I heissen soll. 

13. Alle Polynome von I haben die Eigenschaft, für a = a zu ver~ 
schwinden wenn die Formen ~, ... , fr eine von 10, ... , 0 I verschiedene 
gemeinsame Nullstelle I~I"" ,~n I haben. 

8) F. MERTENS. Zur Theorie der Eliminatlon. Sltzungsber. Wien 108 (1899) pag.11H. 
Der MERTENSsche Beweis gilt sowohl für den Polynombereich P [alo' ..• apo Xl ••.•• xnl. 
als für den ganzzahligen Polynom-bereich der a i •..•. Xk. 
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Das folgt unmittelbar aus der Kongruenz (4) (welche ja für k = 1 ...• n 
gilt. während mindestens ein ~k :j!:. Oist) durch die Spezialisierunga~a . x~~. 

Nach dem HILBERTschen Basissatz hatdas Ideal I eine Basis Cl (a), .. .• Ch (a). 
Aus 12. folgt bi == 0 (Cl •.. . . Ch). Daraus und aus 13: 

14. Satz 11. gilt auch dann, wenn man als Resultantensystem von 
F I, . . .• Fr die Polynome Cl (a), ...• Ch (a) stattder Polynome bi (a), ...• bt (a) 
nimmt. 

§ 4. Erweiterung auf mehrfach~homogene Gleichungen. 

Der "Hauptsatz" 11. des vorig en Paragraphen lässt sich durch "suk~ 
zessive Elimination" auf mehrfach~homogene Gleichungen ausdehnen. 

Eine Form im Polynombereich P[XI ..... Xm;yl .... yn; ... ;Zl' ... zp] sei 
ein solches Polynom aus diesem Bereich. das homogen ist sowohl in 
Xl • . .. • X m • als in yl •...• yn. U.S.w. 

Ist f ei ne Form. so verstehen wir unter einer eigentlichen Nul!stelle 
von f solches Elementsystem 1~1 ..... ~m;1]I ... 1]n;CI,,,,,Cpl von Q. für 
welches nicht alle ~i = O. nicht alle 1]i = 0 u.s.w. 

Seien nun FI • . ..• Fr Formen mit unbestimmten Koeffizienten al •. ..• apo 
Sei bi •...• bi ihr Resultantensystem als Formen in XI " '" Xm. Dann sind 
bi .. ,. • b. Formen in yl ..... Yn ; ... ; ZI' .... zp' Aus 11. folgt: Die notwen~ 
dige und hinreichende Bedingung dafür. dass. nach Ersetzung von al •...• aq 

durch Elemente al •. .. ap von P. die aus FI •...• Fr entstehenden Formen 
tI ..... {r ei ne gemeinsame eigentliche Nullstelle X = I ~I"'" ~m 1]1.··· .1]n • • •• 

Cl ..... Cp I haben. ist. dass die Formen bi ..... b. für ai = ai eine eigent~ 
liche gemeinsame Nullstelle Y = 11]1 .... . 1]n .... Cl ..... Cp I haben. 

Damit ist die Frage nach der Existenz einer eigentlichen Nullstelle 
zurückgeführt auf eine gleichartige Frage. aber mit einem System von 
Unbestimmten Xl •.... X m weniger. Geht man so weiter. so findet man 
schliesslich ganzzahlige Polynome Cl (a) . ...• Ct (a). die das Resultantensystem 
des Formensystems FI •...• Fr bilden. Versteht man wie früher unter dem 
Resultantensystem der spezialisierten Formen tI ... .. fn das spezialisierte 
Resultantensystem Cl (a) • ...• Ct (a). so gilt wie früher der Satz. 

15. Die notwendige und hinreichende Bedingung dafär, dass die Formen 
fl . ..• {. eine eigentliche gemeinsame Nullstelle in Q haben, ist das 
Verschwinden ihres Resultantensystems. 

Auch jetzt sind die Polynome Ci (a) des Resultantensystems homogen 
in den Koeffizienten jeder einzelnen Form Fk. 

§ 5. Bestimmung der Lösungen mittels der u~Resultante. 

Wenn das Formensystem fl, .... {. die eigentliche Nullstelle I ~I.'''' 
~m, .. •• CI' .... Cp I hat. so sind auch alle Punkte P.~I'"'' À~m, .... vCI , .. . . vCp I. 
wo À:j!:. O •...• v =f O. eigentliche N uil stellen ; alle diese bilden zusammen 
eine Nullstellenklasse. 

10* 
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Es habe nun das Formensystem ft ..... f. endlichviele. etwa q Null
stellenklassen. Wir wollen für die Koordinatenverhältnisse 

~(<t) ~(,,) éo) (x). (.). • (<t). 
<;1 : <;2 : ••• : <;m; '71 • '72 ••••• '7n •••• (a= 1. . ..• q) 

dieser Nullstellenklassen algebraische Ausdrücke herleiten. 
Wir bilden zu dem Zweck mit unbestimmten Koeffizienten die Multi

linearform 
m n p 

{(u) = I I ... I Uij . .. kXi yj ... Zk. 
1 1 I 

Das Resultantensystem von (I .... . fr. {(u) sei 

kl (u) • ...• kt (u). 

k l (u) • ...• kt (u) sind Polynome in den u mit Koeffizienten aus P. Für 
bestimmte. dem Körper Q entnommene Werte Vi j ... k der Unbestimmte 
Uij .. . k verschwinden kl (v) • ...• kt(v) dann und nur dann. wenn ft ..... fr. ((v) 
eine gemeinsame eigentliche Nullstelle haben. also wenn für mindestens 
ein a: 

m p ~(,,) (,,) ".(,,) 0 
I ... I Vij .. . k <;i '7j ••• \ok = . 
I I 

Setzen wir also 

(
I,,) () m p ~(,,) (,,) ".(<t) 

U = I ... I Uij ... k <;i '7j ••• \ok • 
I I 

50 sind kJ (u) • ...• kt (u) durch alle (I") (u) teilbar. 
Ist nun k (u) der grösste gemeinsame Teiler von kJ (u) •...• kt(u) und 

sind Vij .. . k Elemente von Q 50 dass k (v) = O. 50 muss. für mindestens 
q 

ein a. (I") (v) = 0 sein; also verschwindet das Produkt II (I") (u) in allen 
1 

Nullstellen des Polynoms k (u). also ist nach dem HILBERTSchen Nullstel
q 

lensatz 9) eine Potenz von II (I") (u) durch k (u). teilbar. Daraus folgt: 
I 

16. Der grösste gemeinsame Teiler k (u) der Polynome kJ, (u) ...• kt (u) 
hat die Gestalt: 

k (u) = II {(,,) (u}P" (e", > 0) (5) 

Das Polynom k (u) soll die u-Resultante von ft, .... f. heissen. 
Diese u-Resultante ergibt nun, wenn man ihn in seine Linearfaktoren 

zerlegt. den gesuchten algebraischen Ausdrück für die Nullstellenklassen. 
Zu jeder Nullstellenklasse gehört nach (5) ein Linearfaktor VOD k (u) und 
umgekehrt; ist nun 

(I") (u) = I ... I u/j .. . k qJl~) ... k 

ein solcher Linearfaktor, 50 sind die Koordinatenverhältnisse der zuge
hörigen Nullstellenklasse eindeutig bestimmt durch die Forderung. dass 

9) Siehe Fussnote 5. 
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die tplj~ .. k den Produkten el"') ... Cr) proportional sein sollen. Diese For
derung führt nämlich zu den Gleichungen 

e~tI) : e~"'): ... : e~) = tpl"'} ... k : tp~tI} ... k: ••• : tp~~ ... k u.s.w. . (6) 

Damit ist im Falie endlichvieler Lösungsklassen das ges teil te Problem 
erledigt. Im allgemeinen Fall kann man. die MERTENssche Eliminations
theorie la) folgend. soviele Linearformen f(u). f(v) •... mit unbestimmten 
Koeffizienten hinzunehmen. dass das ResuItantensystem nicht verschwindet ; 
setzt man dann den grössten gemeinsamen Teiler gleich NulI. 50 hat 
man die Gleichung der Nullstellenmannigfaltigkeiten höchster Dimension 
in Linien- oder Ebenen- u.s.w. Koordinaten. Wie man. nach Division 
durch diesen grössten gemeinsamen Teiler weitergehend. zu allen Null
stellenmannigfaltigkeiten kommen kann. hat MERTENS a.a.O. angegeben; 
es ist hier nicht nötig. näher darauf einzugehen. 

10) F. MERTENS. Sitzungsberichte Wlen 108 (1899) S. 1377 ff. 



Anatomy. - "The comparative ontogenetic development of the corpus 

striatum in reptiles." By J. FAUL. (Communicated by C. U. 
ARIËNS KAPPERS.) 

Wh en "Ie examine a section through the prosencephalon of the frog's 
brain (Fig . 1) we can at once divide the hemisphere into a dorsal or pallial 
part and a ventral part. The dividing lines are the zona limitans medialis 
and lateralis. On account of their histological structure these parts can be 
further subdivided into a dorso-medial part or archipallium, a dorso-Iateral 
part or palaeopallium, a ventro-medial part or septum and a ventro-lateral 
part or striatal region. For the understanding of the forebrain structure 
in reptiles and mammals a more detailed consideration of the frog's brain 
is of the greatest service, as it affords us a type where the relations of the 
above-mentioned parts are easily discerned. In fact , the frog's brain is the 
prototype of the higher forms. 

(archipall) --f----':--:-'-~ 
hippo 

_+--d.1. p. 

zona I. m. 

zona 1. 1. 

sept. epist. 

1. f. b 
m. f. b. 

striat. reg. 

Fig . 1. Transverse section of the frogs hemlsphere. 

The striatum of the frog consists of two divisions: a palaeostriatum 
(palaeost.) ventrally and an epistriatum (epist. ) laterally. The former only 
acquires its characteristic form on the level of the foramen Monroi near 
the junction of the dieneephalon and prosencephalon. It has conqections 
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with the hypothalamus and parts lower down in the brain stem. The 
epistriatum is so called from its position dorsal to the striatal region. but 
the word must not be understood in a genetic sense (as arising from the 
striatum proprium or palaeostriatum). for it arises from the brain wall 
dorsal to the striatal region. extending also more frontally than the former. 

In fishes the epistriatum is much more developed especially in Ganoids and 
Teleosts. where the mantIe is stunted and extroverted. Here it grows out 
further medially over the who Ie palaeostriatum and manifestly replaces 
(KAPPERS) a surface development of the pallium. This reciprocal growth 
of the primary epistriatum in Teleosts is especially striking in the 
Symbranchidae (v. O. HORST). 

In support of this conception is the fact that we have only a small 
epistriatum in Selachians where the pallium is weil developed. This is 
still more striking in Ceratodus. where the wall of the forebrain hardly 
shows any thickening. while the surface extension of the pallium is 
considerable. (HOLMGREN and VAN OER HORST.) 

So also in Amphibia the epistriatum is smalt while there is !l large palaeo~ 
pallial development. but also here the epistriatum (as in fis hes ) receives 
olfactory tract fibres (HERRICK). 

In Reptilia we find additions to the striatum and pallium. The palaeo~ 
striatum is covered here dorso~laterally in its entire antero~posterior ex tent 
by a large mass attached dorso-laterally to the pallium. Wh en EDINGER 
in 1896 published his ,work on the reptilian forebrain he described this whole 
body as epistriatum. deriving it from the striatum. ELLIOT SMITH (1919) 
described it as arising from the pallium and gave it the name hypopallium. 

In his studies on the phylogenesis of the corpus striatum in 1908 KAPPERS 
resolved EOINGER's epistriatal ridge into an anterior and a posterior part. 
By studying their fibre connections he found the anterior part or neostriatum 
to be in connection with the dorsal thalamus that has undergone great 
development in comparison to the amphibian stage. the thalamus of reptiles 
being distinguished by two nuclei which in this form and significance do 
not appear in amphibia or fishes and are to he recognised as neothalamic 
nuclei - the nucleus anterior and the so-called nucleus rotundus. 

The last mentioned is the primitive analogue of the nucleus medialis and ventralis of 
the mammalian thalamus that contain reeeptive eells for a portion of the trigemiDal and 
medlal fillet and send new neurones to the forebrain. Thls is the thalamo-frontal tract 
whieh is in Reptties a neostrlatal eonnection. In faet It Is responslbie for the appearanee 
of the latter. 

So the neostriatum is formed (as also later the neopallium) at the same 
time as the nuclei of the neo~thalamus. 

The posterior part of the striatum receives a large number of tertiary 
olfactory fibres coming from the lateral olfactory cortex and also some from 
the area precommissuralis septi. These olfactory fibres are therefore of a 
higher order than the bulbar fibres running to the epistriatum of the frog. 
The archipallium or hippocampal pallium occupying the dorso~medial wall 
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in Reptilia receives similar tertiary olfactory fibres as this part of the 
striatum does. On account of their similarity in these fibre connections 
KAPPERS called tnis posterior part secondary epistriatum or archistriatum. 
The archi- and the neo-striatum are contiguous. Only in Varanus salvator 
there is a fissure between them. The archistriatum is attached however 
mainly to the lateral cortex plate which has advanced in differentiation 
whereas the neostriatum joins the hemispherial wall more Erontally. 

Consequently the archistriatum has fibre connections just as definite 
as those of the neostriatum. Laterally it is connected with the tractus 
cortico-archistriaticus running backward Erom the palaeocortex and already 
described by EDINGER. UNGEH. MEYER etc. Medially it is connected with 
fibres from the basi-medial grey through the ta en ia semicircularis and with 
the opposite archistriatum by the interarchistriatic commissure. Moreover 
it has a path of discharge into the hypothalamus and brain stem (analogous 
to the olfactory projection tract of CAJAL?) which arches over the crus in its 
passage to the hypothalamus and further backward (also observed by 
HERMAN. 1925) . 

Similar differentiations as in the striatum occur in the pallium. 
With the differentiation of the archipallium or hippocampus cortex 

medially and the piriform or palaeo-cortex laterally the beginning of a neo
cortex may start between them. As yet, however. it is not completely free 
from olfactory connections, so we prefer to caU it general 1 ) or rather 
dorso-lateral pallium. 

The development of the striatum therefore shows the closest parallelism 
to that of the pallium: Where only a palaeopallium is present, as in fishes. 
there is also present a primary epistriatum functionally equivalent to it. 
Where an archipallium is developed as in Reptiles also an archistriatum 
develops receiving fibres of a similar nature. Lastly the neostriatum shows 
similarity to the early dorso-lateral or general pallium. To quote again 
from KAPPERS (Folia Neurobiol. 1908): .. From reptiles onwRrd a new part 
is added to the striatum which receives and sends out fibres not present in 
the lower vertebrates. The latter newly added part of the striatum bears 
the same relation as regards the succes sion of its appearance and the nature 
of its connections to the older striatum as the archicortex and the neocortex 
to the palaeocortex and can best be called archistriatum (secondary epi
striatum or nucleus amygdala) and neostriatum in contradistinction to the 
other parts." 

The palaeostriatum in reptiles has two types of cells. large more 
ancient cells in the centre and a smaU more recent type around it which 
moreover is first well developed in reptilia. The former, homologous to the 
palaeostriatum of amphibia. continues in a caudal direction in the nucleus 
entopeduncularis of the hypothalamus (KAPPERS) and fibres arise from it -
the tractus striohypothalamicus some of which even reach the mid-brain. 

I) This expressioD is used by Miss CROSBY, 1917. 
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In reptiles the palaeostriatum is enlarged (palaeostriatum augmentatum) 
by a mass of small cells (still more so in birds KAPPERS '22). This 
latter receives a great number of caudal fibres which are not so numerous 
in amphibia. This evidently ascending bundIe can be followed with the 
above-mentioned descending bundIe as a general basal bundIe (Brachium 
ventrale or ventral peduncle) and likewise has connections with the 
hypothalamus and mid-brain, perhaps even with the oblongata. The whole 
palaeostriatum, but especially this more small-celled receptive part, has a 
great wealth of fibres , being the origin and receptive centre of the above
mentioned tracts as weil as providing the passage for tracts to 
the neostriatum. 

Thus the palaeostriatum is connected with ventral systems in the 
thalamus and mtd-brain. 

The neostriatum - as the neopallium - is however .- in reptiles at 
least - connected with nuclei of the dorsal thalamus - or neothalamus. 
The fibres which serve the connection between the neothalamus and 
neostriatum form a sharply circumscribed tract above the ventral peduncle 
and form the brachium dorsale or dorsal peduncle. 

Studying the ontogenetic development of these relations in reptiles I made 
use of embryological series of Sphenodon. Chrysemys picta and Varanus 
chlorosus, present in the embryological collection of the Anatomical 
lnstitute of the University of Amsterdam for the use of which I am greatly 
indebted to Professor L. BOI.K. My results are as follows: 

hippo 
(archi pa.) 

sept. - __ ~~ 

d.l. p . 

lob. pir. ant . 
palaeocort. 

hypo ingr. 

n . tr. o\. lat . 

ventr. lat . cells 

Pig. 2. Prontal sectlon of the forebrain of Sphendon (DENDY's stage R .) 

In frontal section of Sphenodon (DENDY 'S stage R) anteriorly we see a 
hypopallial ingrowth (hyp. ingr.) extending in to the olfactory ventricIe. 
Occupying the greater part of the lateral surface at the site of this swelling 
is the anterior clump-like mass of cells which represents the anterior end 
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of the piriform cortex. the ventral portion of which we may take as the 
origin of the nu. tr. olfactorii lateralis of CROSBY. (Fig. 2.) The hemisphere 
consists of a dorsal medial sector or primitive hippocampus (HIPp). a dorso~ 
lateral or general pallium. (D.L.P.) a ventro~medial septum and ventro~ 
lateral cells. Frontally the palaeostriatum is not evident but about the 
middle of the hemisphere all parts are clear (Fig. 3). 

hippo 

. .. . 
sept. -t--,....:--:.-

d. I. p. 

lob. plr. ant. 
palaeocortex 

palaeost. 

Plg. 3. Prontal sectIon of the hemlsphere of Sphenodon (behlnd fig. 2) 
DENDY's stage R.-

fhe dorso~medial sector consists of a uniform -column of cells in the middle 
of the wall (HIPp); late rally. where it runs into the general pallium (D.L.P.). 
its cells become diffuse and can be traced down medially to the upper end of 
the palaeo~cortex (lob. pir. ant) into the dorsal part of the hypopallial 
swelling where they continue in the surface of the latter. leaving a 
clear area placed horizontally in this swelling opposite the middle of the 
piriform cortex (Fig. 3). The piriform or palaeo~cortex forms a slight 
buIging laterally showing more clearly its upper than its lower limit. 
Moreover the cells of the piriform cortex stand out clear on account of 
their deep staining. The septal portion is very massive (Fig. 4). The 
palaeostriatal cells are not so closely packed as those of the swelling above 
it. The palaeo~cortex. though distinct anteriorly. posteriorly runs smoothly 
into the genera I pallium showing that its differentiation has not proceeded 
very far (Fig. 4). 

Posteriorly the fibres of the brachium collect in sufficient numbers 
in the base of the palaeostriatum to make themselves clear and at the 
junction of the diencephalon and telencephalon we notice some larger cells 
ventro~lateral to them (Fig. 4). Behind the junction of the diencephalon 
and telencephalon it comes to lie ventrally like a V ~shaped mass. The 
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posterior portion of the dorsal striatum is the archistriatum or amygdala 
of KAPPERS. JOHNSTON and CROSBY have also analysed the same reg ion 
in the Turtle and Alligator respectively. Both agreed that it is of an 

hippo . 

sept. -+---,-~_. -' _ ....... ;. 
.. . I ' : ' •• ' • 

d. I. p. 

--'--:':-........ ~-+-- c1ear area 
0' • " • 

...a,,;'-----'--.,--.,--.-.~ •. .:, . ..-4,-- neost . 
. . . ' 0':: ...... ' : .... : . .' .:.;:.: . 

"~.::. : :: :;> : :.,:.../;; fiss. palaeo· 
neost . 

palaeost. 

crus. 

Fig . 4. Transverse section of the forebrain of Sphenodon behind fig . 3 
DENDY's stage R. 

olfactory character and that it finds a homologue in the nudt'us amygdala 
of mammaIs. About its more minute subdivisions the opinions and nomen
clature differ. At all events. it is in the most intimate relation with the 
nucleus tractus olfactorius lateralis. 

When followed posteriorly the hollow of the V becomes filled up by a 
central group of cells which seem to be terminal part of the hypopallium. 
which extends backwards into the archistriatum. In this posterior region 
the intraventricular swelling has na clear area such as characterised sections 
through the anterior or neostriatal part. but the cells have a diffuse and 
scattered arrangement (Fig. 5 and 6). Lying on the ventral surface of 
the posterior part of the hemisphere is the olfacto-habenular tract (Fig. 5 
Tr. olf. hab. ) which runs medially to the side of the thalamus at the 
di-telencephalic junction to the habenula. The palaeostriatum is 
continuous with the hypothalamus (not drawn in Fig. 5 over the 
cruss (as is the case with the entopeduncular nucleus in amphibia) . 
while those of the archistriatum seem to be continuous with those of the 
nucleus preopticus behind the palaeostriatum also over the crus. 

The arrangement of the lateral pallial edge. its extension down on the 
medial side of the piriform lobe. foreshadows the arrangement met with 
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in more highly developed reptilia as shown by KAPPERS in the Lizard and 
by CROSBY in the Alligator. 

Also Miss HINES has studied the ontogeny of the striatuIll in Sphenodon 
com. ·pa. po. 
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Pig. 5. Transverse section of the forebraln of Sphenodon on the level of the 
foramen of Momo. DENDY's stage R. 

and gives a comparison of it with the completed structure. She concludes 
that the complete swelling is formed from a proliferation of the cells and 
matrix on the media I side of the piriform lobe - a growth in situ probably 
caused by the neurobiotactic influenee of the upeoming thalamo~frontal 

fibres. She thinks its eonnection with the pallium round the pallio~striatal 
angle is secondary and only oeeurs in a late stage of embryonic development. 

Whereas in Sphenodon only the dipping in of the pallium to take part 
in the formation of the neostriatum is readily recognisable. in Chrysemys 
the relations are more eharaeteristic of what is seen in higher Reptiles. 

In Chrysemys picta embryos (Fig. 7) one sees above the palaeostriatum 
a horizontal mass of eells above which the lateral edge of the pallium 
dips down into the neostriatal ridge. The former is the neostriatum. the 
latter the primordium neopallii in CROSBY's sense. Posteriorly the primordium 
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.leopallii ascends till finally it becomes level with the dorso-lateral 
pallium (Fig. 8). The neostriatum meanwhile increases to take its place 
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Fig . 6. Transverse section of the forebrain of Sphenodon on the level of the 
comm. pallii posterioris. DENOY'S stage R. 

pir. 
lob . 

in the "dorsal ventricular ridge" and just behind the junction of the 
primordium neopallii with the other cortex (superpositio lateralis KAPPERS) 

it comes into connection with the ventro-lateral edge of the latter. 
The growth of the dorsal ventricular ridge, including hete in that term 

the neostriatum and the small downgrowth of cortex, takes place from 
the dorso-lateral edge of the pallium at its junction with the piriform or 
palaeo-cortex . The growth of the neostriatum was the first to appear 
\ as is seen also in Sphenodon) , Later in phylogeny the primordium 
neopallii grows down into the dorso-lateral part of the anterior division 
of the neostriatum. At the same time the anterior end of the latter bulges 
frontally so that when a frontal section of this anterior part is taken, the 
neostriatum appears isolated whilst the primordium neopallii appears in 
connection with the lateral pallial edge (Fig. 7). It is only wh en the 
sections are followed antero-posteriorly that the true connections are 
revealed. It is then seen that the two growths projecting int'o the ventricle 
take place from the lateral pallial edge: frontally the ventral projecting 
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edge of the primordium neopallii. and immediately behind it the 
neostriatum proper. 

We have to thank JOHNSTON whose exhaustive researches on the brain 
of Chelone both in embryonic and adult preparations have i\lucidated these 
interesting relations for us. His dorsal ventricular ridge (the hypopallium 
of ELLIOT SMITH) appears however to include both the neostriatum and 
archistriatum of KAPPERS as weIl as a connection with the primordium 
neopallii. Wh en traced backward the primordium neopallii Iecedes upward 
into the dorsolateral pallium and into the caudal end of thp. pallium where 
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Fig. 7. Transverse section of the forebrain of an embryo of Chrysemys 
picta in front of the foramen Monrol. 

the amygdala is clearly shown. This has led J OHNSTON at first to regard 
the neostriatum as a growth from the amygdala. 

Also in the developed Turtle I found the neostriatum to be connected 
with the postero~ventral part of the piriform cortex; its point of connection 
with the pallium being pushed back by the growth of the primordium 
neopallii. that bulges in front of it. 

Whereas ELLIOT SMITH makes no distinction between the anterior and 
posterior parts of the hypopallium as regards this origin but calls the whole 
of the pallia I ingrowth hypopallium. KAPPERS and DE LANGE have 
separated the hypopallium into an anterior neostriatum and a posterior 
archistriatum. finding in Varanus salva tor the fissura neo~archistriatica 

between them. JOHNSTON also notes that even in Sphenodon a shallow 
groove over the crus delineates an anterior part derived from the pallium 
from a posterior part derived from the piriform cortex. 

With regard to the cells occupying the basal part of the forebrain. the 
continuity of the mesial complex with the nucleus olfactorius lateralis 
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can be traeed. This connection was called by J OHNSTON diagonal band of 
BROCA. It passes obliquely across the base of the brain along the 
palaeocortex as a dense collection of cells and conneets the medial with 
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Fig. 8. Transverse secUon of the forebrain of an embryo of Chrysemys 
picta behind the fora men Monrol. 

the lateral olfactory area. A similar relation was seen by KAPPERS in 
Varanus and by CROSBY in the Alligator. 

The archistriatum as we have seen is also connected over the crus with 
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Fig. 9. Transverse seetion of the forebrain of an embryo of Varanus 
chlorosus in front of the foramen Momol. 
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[he nucleus preopticus by strands of cells HUBER and CROSBY's interstitial 
nucleus. accompanying the olfactory projection tract of CAJAL which arches 
over the crus to disappear in the hypothalamus and brain stem and is 
connected to its fellow of the op po site side by the interarchistriatic 
commissure which runs with the anterior commissure. 

Nowhere are the boundaries and relations of the several elements of the 
striatum more clearly marked . or show fibre connections so definitely as 
in Varanus salva tor as described and mapped out by KAPPERS. I have 
convinced myself of the relations in an adult specimen of this animal. The 
palaeostriatum lies basally in the forebrain. being most clearly developed 
on the level of the foramen and connected chiefly by descending fibres 
( the ventral forebrain peduncle) with the hypothalamicand midbrain nuclei. 
Fronto-dorsally to the palaeostriatum is the neostriatum connected to the 
dorsal or neothalamic nuclei by astrong projection tract chiefly of ascending 
fibres (the dorsal forebrain peduncle). 

This neostriatum is closely related to the pallium frontally and laterally. 
the pallium in the former situation being greatly thickened where it receives 
some of the fibres of the dorsal forebrain peduncle which run beyond the 
neostriatum together with the palliostriatal fibres found by HERMAN. 
The neostriatum in Varanus is. however. sharply marked oH from the 
palaeostriatum by the fissura neo-palaeostriatica and from the archistriatum 
by the fissura neo-archistriatica. Finally the archistriatum is demarcated 
from the palaeostriatum by the fissura palaeo-archistriatica which I found 
to be a caudal continuation of the fissura neo-palaeostriatica. The tractus 
cortico-archistriaticus gathers from the palaeocortex and running backwards 
on the ventro-Iateral surface of the hemisphere turns up and radiates in 
the archistriatum. 

I have been able to study the ontogenetic development of these relations 
in another species of Varanus (chlorusus) and found the following facts. 

The first of the striatum that arises is the palaeostriatum. Frontally. 
above the palaeostriatum we see a ma ss of cells buIging into the ventricular 
lumen (Fig. 9. neostr.). Lateral to this is a column of ce lIs (prim. neop.) 
extending dorso-Iaterally around the palliostriatal angle into the pallium 
(D. L. P.). When traced posteriorly the latter mass of ce lIs disappears 
altogether out of the ventricular swelling and coincides with the dorso
lateral pallium. At the same time the detached mass of cells which lies 
medial to it gradually increases to take its place and finally gains connection 
with the cortex (Fig. 10). The lateral mass of cells ne ar the hypopallial 1 ) 

swelling in an anterior frontal section of the hemisphere contains the 
primordium neopallii of CROSBY (KAPPERS' superpositio lateralis ). the 
pallial thickening of JOHNSTON in the Turtle - while the medial detached 

1) ELLIOT SMITH thought that the hypopallium came from near the s. endorhlnalls. 
}OHNSTON points out however that at the caudal end of the su1cus endorhlnalis there 
is an invagination to form a part of the amygdaloid complex and that the hypopallium Is 
at the posterlor part of the rhinal fissure which Is here pushed behlnd the area piriformis. 
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mass of cells that gains connection posteriorly with the dorso-Iateral 
pallium apparently develops into the neostriatum of KAPPERS . 
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Fig . 10. Transverse section of the forebrain of an embryo of Varanus 
eh lor usus behind fig. 9. 

Behind this the ma in mass of the archistriatum arises. in connection 
with the cortex piriformis and above the palaeostriatum. 

Resumé. 

As a result of my own researches concerning the ontogenetic development 
of the striatal parts in reptiles I found : 

1. The palaeostriatum arises at the junction of the telencephalic floor 
with the hypothalamus. The first rudiment of the striatum (palaeostriatum) 
appears as a thickening at this junction, not as an outgrowth from the 
thalamus as pretended by SPATZ. 

2. The archistriatum arises as a thickening dorso-Iateral to the 
palaeostriatum. It has constituents derived from the piriform and 

. dorso-Iateral pallium. 

3. The neostriatum arises partly from the dorso-Iateral pallium dorsal 
to the palaeostriatum and anterior to the archistriatum. 

4. The primordium neopallii is chiefly located in front of the 
neostriatum. 

11 
Proceedlngs Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXIX. 
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Mathematics. - "Ueber Schnitte von Punktmengen". By W. HUREWICZ. 
(Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30, 1926). 

Sei E ein topologisch er Raum, über den ausser den vier HAUSDORFF
schen Axiomen (betreffend "Existenz", "Durchschnitt". "Offenheit" und 
"Trennbarkeit") zunächst keine weiteren Voraussetzungen getroffen wer
den. Unter einem Schnitt a von Everstehen wir eine Zerlegung von 
E in drei paarweise fremde Mengen 

wobei die Mengen EI und E 2 nicht leer sind und F als gemeinsame 
Begrenzung haben: 

EI *" O. E 2 *" O. F = EI . E 2 + EI . E2 I) 

Die Menge F nennen wir die Grenzmenge des Schnittes a 2). Von 
zwei Mengen sagen wir. dass sie durch a getrennt seien. wenn die eine 
von ihnen in EI. die andere in E 2 enthalten ist. 

Es sei nun (MI' M 2) ein durch a getrenntes Paar abgeschlossener 
Mengen. Die Gesamtheit aller Schnitte, durch die das Paar (MI' M 2) 

getrennt wird, nennen wir eine Umgebung des Schnittes a. Da diese 
Umgebungen, wie man leicht einsieht, den vier HAUSDORFFschen Axiomen 
genügen. wird durch unsere Festsetzung ein topologischer Raum Q: defl
niert. dessen Elemente die sämtlichen Schnitte von E bilden. Sind die 
Mengen E und E* homöomorph. dann sind auch die zugehörigen Schnitt
räume Q: und Q:* homöomorph. [st der Raum E normal. so ist der 
Schnittraum ~ regulär 3). Ferner liegt, falls E normal ist, eine Menge 
~m von Schnitten (als Teilmenge des topologischen Raumes Q: betrachtet) 
dann und nur dann in \t dicht, wenn jedes Paar von zueinander fremden 
abgeschlossenen Mengen durch Schnitte aus 'ID1 getrennt ist. 

I) Mit M bezeichnen wir die abgeschlossene Hülle der Menge M. 
2) Es kann natürlich mehrere Schnitte mit derselben Grenzmenge geben; z.B. gibt es 

in einem unendlich viele Punkte enthaltenden zusammenhangslosen Raum unendlich viele 
Schnitte mit leerer Grenzmenge. 

3) Ein topologischer Raum heisst regulär, wenn zu jedem Punkt p und zu jeder Um
gebung U von p eine Umgebung V von p existiert, die samt ihrer Begrenzung in U liegt. 
Ein topologischer Raum heisst normal, wenn in ihm je zwei zu einander fremde abge
schlossene Mengen in zwei fremde Gebiete eingebettet werden können. Vgl. über diese 
Begriffe VIETORIS Monatshefte f. Math. u. Phys. 31. 1921, S. 173, TIETZE, Math. Annalen 
88, 1923, S. 301. und ALEXANDROFF und URYSOHN, Math. Annalen 92, S. 265, wo 
insbesondere die Bezeichnungen regulär und normal eingeführt werden. 
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Sei nun E ein dem zweiten Abzählbarkeitsaxiom genügender regulärer 
topologischer Raum I). Eine Menge ill von Schnitten nennen wir ein a
System. wenn folgende Bedingung erfüllt ist: Ist al' 02' ••• on •... irgend 
eine abzählbare Folge von Schnitten. die Elemente von ill sind. und sind 
FI' F 2 • ••• Fn . . .. die zugehörigen Grenzmengen. so kommt in m auch 
jeder Schnitt vor. dessen Grenzmenge in der Summe FI + F 2 + ... + 
+ Fn + . .. enthalten ist. Die a-Systeme haben folgende wichtige Eigen
schaft : Damit ein a-System ill im Schnittraum Q dicht liege. ist hinrei
chend und (natürlich auch) notwendig. dass jeder Punkt in E von jeder 
ihn nicht enthaltenden abgeschlossenen Menge durch Schnitte aus 'll 
getrennt sei. 

Sei nun n eine ganze Zahl =- - 1. Wir bezeichnen mit ~n die 
Gesammtheit aller Schnitte. deren Grenzmenge im Sinne von BROUWER. 
MENGER und URYSOHN höchstens n-dimensional ist 2). Man kann zeigen. 
dass (fn ein a-System ist. Der Raum Eist höchstens n-dimensional. 
wenn in ihm jeder Punkt von jeder ihn nicht enthaltenden abgeschlos
senen Menge durch Schnitte aus lrn-I getrennt ist. Nach dem eb en 
ausgesprochenen Satz ist dies gleichbedeutend mit der Aussage: Der Raum 
Eist dann und nur dann höchstens n-dimensional. wenn (fn_1 in lof 
dicht liegt 3). 

Das System (f_1 ist in sämtlichen a-Systemen als Teil enthalten. Die 
Beziehung lr_I = 0 gilt dann und nur dann. wenn E zusammenhängend ist. 

Die Verhältnisse vereinfachen sich. wenn der zu Grunde liegende 
Raum E kompakt ist und dem zweiten Abzählbarkeitsaxiom genügt i). 
Dann genügt nämlich auch der Schnittraum dem zweiten Abzählbarkeits
axiom und da er. wie wir früher sahen. regulär ist. ist er metrisations
fähig 5). Ist E bereits als metrischer Raum gegeben. so kann die Metri
sation von lr folgendermassen durchgeführt werden: Als Abstand zweier 
Schnitte al und 02 definieren wir die untere Schranke aller Zahlen r> O. 
die folgende Eigenschaft haben: Zu jedem Punktepaar (a . b). das durch 

I) Solche Räume sind mit separabeln metrischen Räumen äquivalent. vgl. P. URVSOHN, 
Math. Annalen 94, 1925, S. 309 und TVCHONOFF, Math. Ann. 35, S. 139. 

2) In der Fassung von MENGER heisst die Menge Meines topologischen Raumes 
höchstens n-dimensional, wenn das System der Relati vumgebungen in M gleiehwertig ist 
mit einem System von Umgebungen mit höchstens (n-l)-dimensionalen Begrenzungen, 
wobei die leere Menge und nur diese (-I)-dimensional heisst. 

3) Hinsiehtlich kompakter \und noch etwas allgemeinerer) metrischer Räume wird diese 
Tatsache in anderer Terminologie von MENGER (Monatshefte f. Math. u. Phys. 33.1924, 
S. 160) ausgesprochen und bewiesen. MENGER zeigt, dass in einem höchstens n-dimensio
nalen kompakten Raum "die Umgebungen mit höchstens (n-l)-dimensionalen Begrenzungen 
dicht liegen" in dem Sinn, dass zwischen je zwei Relativumgebungen, deren eine samt 
ihrer Begrenzung in der anderen enthalten ist. eine Relativumgebung mit höchstens (n-l)
dimensionaler Begrenzung sich einschalten lässt. Diese Tatsache ergibt sieh auch unmitte1bar 
aus der Äquivalenz der BROUWERschen und der MENGER-URYSOHNschen Dimensions. 
definition. 

4) Solche Räume sind mit kompakten metrischen Räumen äquivalent, vgl. URYSOHN a.a.O. 
5) Vgl. die unter I) Zitierten Arbeiten. 
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einen der beiden Schnitte al' 02 getrennt ist. gibt es ein durch den 
anderen Schnitt getrenntes Punktepaar (a'. b'). so dass d (a. a') < r. 
d (b. b') < r. wobei d (a. a') und d (b. b') die Abstände in E bezeichnet. 
Man zeigt leicht. das! durch diese Festsetzung tatsächlich ein separabler 
metrischer Raum definiert wird. der mit <r äquivalent ist. Man kann 
weiter zeigen. dass dieser metrische Raum total beschränkt ist. d.h. dass 
er für jede reelle Zahl f > 0 in endlich vie1e Teile mit Durchmessern 
< e zerfällt. 

Mit Rücksicht auf die Separabilität von (f ist \f _ I höchstens abzählbar. 
denn das System 1f_ 1 enthält bei beliebigem E kei nes seiner Häufungs~ 
e1emente. Mit anderen Wort en : Eine kom pakte abgeschlossene metrische 
Menge kann auf höchstens abzählbar viele Arten in zwei fremde abge~ 
schlossene Teile gespalten werden. 

Ein System 'b von Schnitten nennen wir ein ,B~System. wenn zugleich 
mit endlich vielen Schnitten al' 02 •••• on auch jeder Schnitt in ~ vorkommt. 
dessen Grenzmenge in der Summe der Grenzmengen der Ok enthalten 
ist. Jedes a~System ist ein ,B~System. ab er nicht umgekehrt. Beispielsweise 
ist die Gesamtheit aller Schnitte mit endlicher Grenzmenge 1) ein ,B~System. 
aber im allgemeinen kein a~System. 

Ist E ein kompakter. dem zweiten Abzählbarkeitsaxiom genügender 
Raum. dann gilt die folgende Aussage: Zwei abgeschlossene Mengen 
MI und M 2 sind dann und nur dann durch Schnitte eines gegebenen 
,B~Systemes ~ getrennt. wenn jeder Punkt von MI von jedem Punkt von 
M 2 durch Schnitte aus lb getrennt ist. Ein ,B~System Q) ist dann und 
nur dann dicht in <f, wenn jedes Punktepaar in E durch Schnitte aus 
!l) getrennt ist. Die Menge aller Punkte, die von einem gegebenen 
Kontinuum durch keinen Schnitt des ,B~Systemes !l) getrennt sind. ist 
ebenfalls ein Kontinuum. Diese Sätze können auf die MENGER~URYSOHN~ 
sche Dimensions~ und Kurventheorie. und insbesondre auch auE die 
Theorie des Zusammenhanges angewendet werden. 

I) Diese Schnitte. bzw. Umgebungen mit endlichen Begrenzungen. verwendet MENGER 
(Math . Annalen 98. 1925. S. 279) zur Definition "regulärer Kurvenpunkte". Liegt das 
System dieser Schnitte in einem zusammenhängenden Raum dicht. dann spricht MENGER 
von einer regulären Kurve. 



Mathematics. - .. Über geodätische Linien in allgemeinen metrischen 
Räumen." By K. MENOER. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. 
BROUWER.) 

(Communieated at the meeting of January 30. 1926), 

1. Zwischenpunkte in metrischen Räumen. Als metrischen Raum 
bezeichnet man ei ne Menge (deren Elemente Punkte genannt werden). 
wenn für jedes Paar a und b von Elementen ein Abstand definiert ist. 
d.i. eine reelIe Zahl r (a. b) = r (b. a) > 0 für a '=f b und r (a. b) = 0 für 
a = b. so dass für jedes Punktetripel a. b. c die Dreiecksungleichung 
r (a. b) + r (b. c) =- r (a. c) besteht. 

Gilt für drei unter einander verschiedene Punkte a. b. c in der Drei
ecksungleichung das Gleichheitszeichen. besteht also die Relation r( a. b) + 
+ r (b. c) = r (a. c). - dann wollen wir sagen. b sei ein Zwischenpunkt 
von a und c. oder auch kurz: b liege zwischen a und Cl). Diese Aus
drucksweise ist durch folgende leicht beweisbare Relationen gerechtfertigt: 
1. Wenn b zwischen a und c liegt. dann liegt b auch zwischen c und a; 
dagegen ist dann a kein Zwischenpunkt von b und c. und c ist kein 
Zwischenpunkt von a und b. 2. Liegt b zwischen a und c und zugleich 
c zwischen a und d. dann liegt b zwischen a und d. und c zwischen 
b und d 2). 

Man bestätigt ferner leicht. dass für jedes Punktepaar a und b des 
Raumes die Menge bestehend aus a. b und allen Punkten zwischen a 
und . b abgeschlossen ist . 

2. Konvexe Räume. Wir nennen einen metrischen Raum konvex. 
wenn zu jedem Paar a und b von Punkten des Raumes ein Punkt 
existiert. der zwischen a und b liegt 3). 

1) In der Literatur dient die Metrik allgemelner metriseher Räume vorwiegend als Hilfsmitte1 
zum Studium von Llmeseigenschaften oder von topologischen Eigenschaften (Diehtigkeits-. 
Zusammenhangsverhältnisse u.s.f.). Die ZWischenpunkte metrischer Räume sind dagegen 
etwas wirklieh rein metrisches ; die Eigensehaft eines Punktes. zwischen zwei anderen 
zu liegen. ist von der zu Grunde gelegten Metrik abhänglg und kann bel Ummetrlsierung 
des Raumes verloren gehen. 

2) Zufolge der Dreieeksungleiehung gibt es ja sieher zwei nicht negative Zahlen ii und~. 

so dass r(a. b) + r(b. cl) = r(a.:cI) + d und r(b. c) + r(c. d) = r(b. cl) + ~ ist. Setzt man den 
Ausdruek fUr r(b. d) aus der zweiten Gleichung in die erste ein. so erhält man r(a. b) + 
r (b. c) + r (c. cl) - € = r (a . cl) + d; liegt nun b zwischen a und c. und c zwisehen 
a und d. dann folgt hieraus r (a. d) - E = r (a.:cI) + d. also d = E = O. d. h. blIegt 
zwischen a und d. und c zwlschen b und d. 

3) Wie ieh gespräehsweise feststellen konnte. hat dlese Präzisierung des Konvexitäts
begriffes aueh Herr VIETORIS ins Auge gefasst. - Die so definlerte Konvexltät Ist eine 
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Ist der konvexe Raum kompakt (d.h. besitzt jede unendliche Teilmenge 
des Raumes einen Häufungspunkt im Raum). dann zeigt man leicht. dass 
zu je zwei Punk ten a und b ein Mittelpunkt existiert. d.h. ein Punkt m. 
so dass l' (a. m) = l' (b. m) = t1' (a. b) gilt. Die Menge A aller Punkte des 
Raumes. die zwischen a und b und zugleich in einem Abstand -==: t r(a. b) 
von a liegen. ist nämlich abgeschlossen. enthält also einen Punkt a'. 
dessen Abstand von a durch keinen Punkt van A übertroffen wird. 
Alle Punkte zwischen a' und b haben einen Abstand > t 1'(a. b) von a. 
Nun ist der Punkt a' Häufungspunkt von Punkten zwischen a' und b. 
(Denn angenommen. dies letztere wäre nicht der Fall. dann könnte der 
Abstand von a' und den Punkten zwischen a' und b nicht unter ein ge~ 
wisses e > 0 sin ken und ein gewisser Punkt b' zwischen a' und b hätte 
diesen Abstand e von a'; da anderseits wegen der Konvexität des Raumes 
ein Punkt c zwischen a' und b' existiert. so erhielten wir einen Wider~ 
spruch gegen die Def1nition von El . Der Punkt a' hat einen Abstand 
:=:: t l' (a. b) von a und ist Häufungspunkt von Punkten. die einen Abstand 
>t l' (a. b) von ahaben; also liegt a' in Abstand t1' (a. b) von a und 
ist daher. als Zwischenpunkt von a und b. ein Mittelpunkt dieser beiden 
Punkte. 

Eine ganz analoge Argumentation zeigt. dass in einem kompakten 
konvexen Raum für jedes Punktepaar 8. b und für jedes .1. > 0 ein 
Zwischenpunkt m von a und b existiert. so dass l' (a. m) = .1. l' (b. m) gilt. 
Es können dabei sehr wohl mehrere Punk te existieren. welche mit 8 

und b ein Teilverhältnis .1. haben I). die Gesamtheit dieser Punkte aber 
ist für jedes Paar 8 und b und für jedes .1. eine nicht~leere abgeschlos~ 
sene Menge. 

3. Geodätische Linien in konvexen Räumen. Man kann nun in 
einem kompakten konvexen Raum zwischen je zweiPunkten 80 und al 

in einfacher Weise 2) gewisse ausgezeichnete Bögen (d. h. topologische 
Bilder der Strecke) bestehend aus Punkten zwischen 80 und 81 angeben. 
die als geodätische Bögen zwischen 80 und 81 bezeichnet werden können. 

rein metrische Eigenschaft. Wlrd In einer Krelslinle als Abstand zweler Punkte die Länge 
des kürzeren Bogens zwischen den belden Punkten festgesetzt. dann ist die Kreislinie ein 
konvexer Raum. Bezeichnet man dagegen als Abstand zweler Punkte deren Entfernung In 
der Euklidischen Ebene. dann enthält die Krelslinie zu keinem Punktepaar elnen Zwischen
punkt. Olfenbar kann auch für kompakte Teil-mengen metrlscher Räume Konvexltät 
definiert werden. 

I) Etwa wenn a und b diametral gegenüberliegende Punkte einer KugeloberHäche sind 
und als Abstand zweier Punkte die Länge des kleineren Bogens vom Grosskreis durch sle 
festgesetzt wird. 

2) Etwa indem man zuerst den Mittelpunkt a(I/2) von aO und al konstruiert. sodann den Mlt
telpunkt a(I/4) von aO und a (1/2) und den Mlttelpunkt a(3/1) von a(I/2) und al. allgemeln den 

Mittelpunkta( :.. ) . (p = 2k + I) von a(2' ~ I) und a( ~~} ) und indem man schlless

Hch zum Llmes übergeht. 
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Diese Bögen sind nämlich durch jede der beiden folgenden Eigenschaften 
charakterisiert: Sie stellen erstens die kürzesten Verbindungen von ao und 
al dar, genauer: ihre Länge ist gleich dem Abstand von ao und al und 
wird von der Länge jedes nicht~geodätischen Bogens übertroffen. Greifen 
wir zweitens irgend drei verschiedene Punkte eines geodätischen Bogens 
zwischen ao und al heraus. 50 gibt es darunter stets einen, welcher 
Zwischenpunkt der beiden anderen ist. 

Aus diesen Tatsachen folgt leicht, dass in einen kompakten konvexen 
Raum für jedes Paar a und b von Punkten die Menge bestehend aus 
den Punkten a, b und allen Punkten zwischen a und b ein Kontinuum 
ist. Zugleich zeigt sieh, dass jeder kom pakte konvexe Raum zusammen~ 
hängend und zusammenhängend im kleinen (stetig durchlaufbar) ist l). 

Man bemerkt endlich noch eine gewisse Abgeschlossenheït des Systems 
aller geodätischen Bögen, welche auf folgender Tatsache beruht: Wenn 
I gn I (n = 1. 2, .. ) ein Folge von geodätischen Bögen ist, (der Bogen gn 
etwa zwischen den Punkten an und bn) und wenn die Folge im mengen~ 
theoretisch en Sinn konvergiert 2). dann ist g = lirn gn ein geodätischer 
Bogen zwischen den Punkten a = lirn a n und b = lirn bn , der sich im 
Fall a = b auf diesen einen Punkt reduziert. 

4. Fortsetzung von geodätischen Linien und metrisch-singuläre 
Punkte. Zieht man von einem Punkt a aus eine geodätische Linie nach 
dem Punkt b, 50 kann es sein, dass ein Punkt c existiert, 50 dass b 
zwischen a und c liegt. In diesem Fall lässt sieh der geodätische Bogen 
zwischen a und b über b hinaus fortsetzen, d.h. es existiert ein geodäti~ 
scher Bogen zwischen a und c, von welchem der vorliegende geodätische 
Bogen zwischen a und b ein Anfangssegment bildet. Zu jedem Punkt a 
und zu jedem von a ausgehenden geodätischen Bogen g existiert aber in 
einem kompakten konvexen Raum ein hinsiehtlich a extremer Punkt 
e (g, a), über den hinaus der Bogen g sich von a aus nicht fortsetzen lässt. 
Dieser Punkt e (g, a) ist dann extremer Punkt für alle geodätischen Bögen, 
welche ihn mit a verbinden. Es kann dabei der Fall eintreten, dass der 
Punkt e (g, a) Extrempunkt hinsiehtlieh jedes Punktes des Bogens gist, 

1) Die Konvexltät eines metrischen Raumes, eine an sich rein metrische Eigenschaft. hat 
also immerhin topologische Eigenschaften des Raumes zur notwendlgen Folge. Man kann 
das im Text angeführte Resultat auch in der Form aussprechen: Unter den kompakten 
topologischen Räumen lassen sich bloss stetig durchlaufbare so metrisieren. dass ein kon
vexer Raum entsteht. Es drängt sich dann die Frage auf: Durch welche topologlschen 
Eigenschaften sind die kompakten topologischen Räume charakterisiert. welche zu kon
vexen Räumen metrisiert werden können? Ist stetige Durchlaufbarkeit vielleicht auch 
hinreichend? 

2) Elne Folge IMnl (n = 1. 2 ... ) von Mengen hei sst konvergent. wenn folgendes gilt : 
Ist p irgend ein Punkt. von dem jede Umgebung mit unendlich vielen Mengen M n Punkte 
gemein hat. dann liegen in jeder Umgebung von p Punkte von fast allen Mengen M n • Die 
Menge aller Punk te dieser Eigenschaft hei sst dann der Limes der Mengenfolge M n • 
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in welchem Falie wir ihn als Extrempunkt des Bogens g schlechthin 
bezeichnen. 

Diese Tatsachen ermöglichen eine nähere Beschreibung der metrisch en 
Verhältnisse in konvexen Räumen. Gewisse .. zentraie" Punkte sind für 
keinen geodätischen Bogen Extrempunkte ; von jedem geodätischen Bogen. 
welcher einen zentralen Punkt mit einem anderen Punkt des Raumes 
verbindet. kann ein hinreichend kleines Endstück über den zentralen 
Punkt hinaus fortgesetzt werden. Die Menge der nicht-zentralen Punkte 
des Raumes bildet eine Art Schale des Raumes. auf welcher insbesondre 
auch alle Fluchtpunkte des Raumes liegen. d.h. jene Punkte. welche zwischen 
keinem Punktepaar des Raumes liegen und daher Extrempunkte jedes 
geodätischen Bogens sind. auf welchem sie liegen. Betrachten wir z.B. 
einen Kegelkörper im dreidimensionalen Euklidischen Raum. in welchem 
für je. zwei Punkte als Abstand ihre Euklidische Entfernung festgesetzt 
ist, dann besteht die Raumschale aus der Kegeloberfläche. wobei die 
Kegelspitze und die Punkte der Peripherie des Basiskreises Fluchtpunkte 
sind. Die Punk te, welche nicht Fluchtpunkte sind. liegen in jedem kom
pakten konvexen Raum dicht. I). 

5. Gerade in gewöhnlichen Räumen. Die geodätischen Linien eignen 
sich nicht nur zur Beschreibung metrischer Singularitäten. sondern man 
erlangt auch durch Aufstellung von Systemen immer schärferer Postulate 
über das Verhalten der geodätischen Linien im Kleinen und im Grossen 
einen naturgemässen Weg vom allgemeinen metrischen Raum zu den 
gewöhnlichen Räumen. 2) Von Geraden kann man sprechen. · wenn je 
zwei geodätische Linien des Raumes höchstens einen Punkt gemein haben. 
Zwei Punkte des Raumes bestimmen dann eindeutig eine Gerade. Gibt 
es zu jedem Punkt eines kompakten konvexen Raumes eine zusammen
hängende Umgebung. so dass innerhalb derselben je zwei geodätische 
Linien höchstens einen Punkt gemein haben. während die Umgebungs
begrenzung homöomorph ist mit einer (n-l )-dimensionalen Kugel. dann 
ist der Raum eine n-dimensionale Mannigfaltigkeit im Sinn der kombi
natorischen Topologie. 

I) Oa zu den Fluchtpunkten ei nes Raumes sicher auch alle Endpunkte in Sirine der 
Kurventheorie gehören (alle jene Punk te also. zu welchen beliebig kleine Umgebungen 
existieren. deren Begrenzungen bloss einen Punkt enthalten). so können (vgl. Math. Anna
len 95. S. 285) anderseits auch die Fluchtp"unkte in einem Raum dicht liegen. solange 
nicht Postulate über das nähere Verhalten der geodätischen Linien eingeführt werden. 

2) Oabei können die elementargeometrischen Begriffe (Winkel. Uebertragungen u.sJ.) und 
ihre Beziehungen auf den verschiedenen Schritten dleses Weges untersucht werden. 
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Botany. - "On the occurrence of striped and totally red coloured 
inflorescences on the same plant with Dahlia "Helvetia". By 
F. J. M. OFFERIJNS. (Communicated by Prof. F. A. F. C. WENT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28, 1925). 

For some years past I have cultivated the single Dahlia variabilis Desf. 
"Helvetia", which garden~flower shows the peculiar phenomenon that 
besides the normal red and white striped flowers, plain red flowers may 
also suddenly occur. This is considered as an example of bud~variation. 
One characteristic of this occurrence is the unexpected appearance of th is 
varying form and the marked difference between variation and normal 
form. Little is known as yet with certainty about the coming into existence 
of bud~variations in genera!. In order to be ab Ie to give an explanation of 
th is phenomenon the development of the plants must be carefully watched : 
D •. with continued asexual reproduction, - b. with sexual reproduction 
(after self~pollination) of .the normal part, - c. with sexual reproduction 
(after self~pollination) of the varying part. 

In this provisional communication (the investigation is being continued) 
only phenomena observed on plants of asexual reproduction are discussed ; 
yet I am of opinion that these observations may already to some ex tent shed 
a different light on Dahlia "Helvetia". 

Where bud~variation is dealt with, it is, as a rule, implicitly assumed 
that the normal and the varying forms are distinctly or fairly distinctly 
differentiated. In the case of Dahlia "Helvetia" it appeared to me th at 
this assumption is wrong. 

A great series of widely divergent forms associated as it we re with each 
ot~er, through intermediate forms, may easily be found here. 

Continual observation since 1923 induced me to establish the followin~ 
facts : All the plants taken into cultivation developed besides the normally 
striped inflorescences also the plain red bud~variation. One plant developed 
the latter in an exceptionally small number (only three during the whole 
flowering~season of '1925, namely in the latter part of that time). The red 
colour is caused by the presence of anthocyanin in the vacuole~sap of the 
eells of the papillate epidermis. 

The impression of well~defined forms is particularly produced by the 
fairly of ten occurring fact that normal form and bud~variation develop side 
by side. This impression is strengthened by the red inflorescences which, 
with plants in their entirety, are at once conspicuous owing to colour and 
size, while the less conspicuous differences among the striped inflorescences 
are easily overlooked on superficial observation. 
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The cultivated plants displayed the phenomenon every successive year, 
the parts caused by the severing of the plants show the same characteristics. 
(Hence retention of the peculiarity within the clones.) 

Fig. I. 

As a rule the red inflorescences are developed in greater numbers 
according to the progress of the flowering-season. This has also been 
stated by CRAMER 1 ), who speaking of Dahlias says : 

"Im Spätherbst erschie~en mehrere gleichmässig rote Blüten auf den 
Pflanzen". He then continues: .. Der farbige Saum dieser Dahlia
varietäten ist nicht scharf begrenzt, sondern geht allmählich in dem weissen 
Teil über. Alle diese Tatsachen machen es meiner Meinung nach wahr
scheinlich, dass besonders die äusseren Bedingungen hier die Farbe
unterschiede hervorrufen". 

This is certainly different with Dahlia "Helvetia" ; with this variety 
the red border compared with the white part is, as a rule, weil defined. 
And what is more remarkable, in the white part the red colour develops in 
a totally different way. ft would appear to me that the stripes and the 

1) CRAMER, P . J. S.; .. Kritische Uebersicht der bekannten Fäl1e von Knospenvariation". 
(Natuurk. Verh. Holl. Mij. van Wetenschappen, lIl, VI. 3, 1907). 

12* 
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turning red all over of the white part must be clearly distinguished, and that 
they are isolated phenomena. Although, in my opinion, one may not 
consider it a rule that the red flowers are developed in greater numbers 
later on in the flowering-season, as this individually diverges too much, 
I am inclined to think of the influence of external circumstances in the 
formation of red inflorescences. 

The following is also in favour of my statement: 
a. A plant, a shoot of which was partly gnawed through at the foot 

and which was consequently broken, had exclusively developed red 
inflorescences above the wound; just below the wound there was an 
uninjured stem on which only striped inflorescences were found. 

b. The red inflorescences are always much larger than the striped ones 
(with many other plants excessive formation of anthocyanin is of ten 
attended with, for instanee, an expansion of the leafsurface). 

As has already been pointed out the so-called flowers are, properly 
speaking, inflorescences and for comparison with similar phenomena on 
ot her plants it is therefore desirabIe to regard the parts, in particular 
the ligulate flowers, separately. From th is it appears that one 
may find not only striped and plain red ones, but also a large range of 
others; even entirely white ones are developed which may be gradually 
associated with the entirely red ones through all kinds of intermediate forms. 

One may distinguish in the ligulate flowers three strips, the two outer 
ones of which with the distinctly striped forms are coloured red and, as 
a rule, clearly distinguished from the white centre strip. 

The width of the red strips may vary, from very narrow to a certain 

Fig.2a. 
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maximum. This maximum is the width with the normal striped form; 
a further expansion in the width along the whole length at the cost of the 
white centre strip evidently does not take place. In the white centre strip 
the red expands from the foot upwards; this expansion is not always the 
same. Consequently it is possible to form a series commencing with a nor~ 
mally striped ligulate flower, and ending with a totally red one associated 
through intermediate forms (fig. 2a and b). The differences may be very 
minute, so that it is not difficult to increase the number of intermediate 
forms in such a series. 

On comparing various ligulate flowers in the same stage of development, 

Fig.2b. 

it appears that the white ones are always smaller than the striped ones and 
again the latter smaller than the red ones (fig. 3 and fig. 1). The white 
ligulate flowers make a weaker impression; as a rule they look somewhat 
shrivelled, soon get brown at the sides, and quickly fade (e.g. when 
transported). Even when in the same inflorescences white, red and striped 
ligulate flowers are developed side by side, the differences in size mentioned 
are obvious. 

From this it also appears that the inflorescences do not always contain 
the same ligulate flowers, but that they may belong to various kinds (fig. -4). 
Evidently all combinations are possible ; once I selected a score of different 
inflorescences and constructed them into a series, from a totally white 
inflorescence to a totally red one. The number of intermediate forms might 
in this case also be easily increased as there are no marked distinctions. 
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Vet. among all these combinations. two forms seem to occur more oft~n. 
viz. the inflorescences with exclusively normally striped ligulate f10whs 
and those with plain red ligulate flowers only. Inflorescences with white 
ligulate f1ow·ers only are rarely developed ; they are always small and look 
shrivel!ed and poor. Fresh looking white forms are also met with. but 
rarely (fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. 

In conclusion another phenomenon may be mentioned. The normal forms 
have 8 ligulate flowers in their inflorescences; th is also applies to the red 
inflorescences found on it. But besides this. pk:nts are met with on which 
inflorescences are developed with 13 ligulate flowers. instead of the number 
mentioned. In this case the ligulate flowers are curIed back lengthwise and 
folded upwards. aften these plants also bear heads which are excessively 
developed in width. an which produce the impression of having arisen 
through the growing together of two heads. 

One plant. bore three kinds of inflorescences at the same time. viz. 
a . normally striped ones with 8 ligulate flowers. b. plain red ones 

with 8 ligulate flowers. c. striped on es with 13 Iigulate flowers. How 
little distinct all the forms mentioned really are is also evident from the 
fact that inflorescences may be found in which both the flat Iigulate flower 
of the norm al kind and the folded curIed one of the form with 13 Iigulate 
flowers occur. 

On comparing the tubular flowers from various inflorescences it appears 
that also the colour of the corolla petals and the anthers differs (yellow 
or more orange colour). It would appear to me that this case will not 
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really fall under the notion of bud-variation according to DARwIN and 
CRAMER. who emphasize the sudden. saltative appearance of the variation, 

Fig, i , 

This indeed. is only seemingly the case with Dahlia "Helvetia" , Whether 
the external circumstances exercise influence on the development of the 
various kinds of flowers. and to what extent. I hope to be ab Ie to investigate 
more fully. 



Physiology. - "On the presence of ganglion~cells in the circular muscle 
of the intestine of the cat. (prelim. commun.)" (F rom the Laboratory 
of Histology and Embryology of the University of Utrecht. Dir. 
Prof. J. BOEKE.) By L. W. VAN ESVELD. (Communicated by 
Prof. J. BOEKE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

Wh en RANSOM in a summarising article on "afferent paths for visceral 
reflexes" . discussing the influence of the plexuses of AUERBACH and 
MEISSNER on the movements of the intestinal walI. complains. - "that 
since next to nothing is known about the structure of these plexuses and 
the interrelations of the nervous elements which compose them. the 
problems relating to the con trol of the movements of the alimentary tract 
are very baffling" - then th is saying is quite sufficient to show us how 
little we know about this theme and how necessary it is. that in th is case 
as in others. histological and physiological investigations go hand in hand. 

One of the questions which arise wh en we investigate the movements 
of the wall of the small intestine in a surviving state. as it was done for 
the first time by MAGNUS. and afterwards by GUNN and UNDERHILL. 
ALVAREZ and LUCILLE MAHONEY. is. whether ganglion~cells are present 
or not in si de the circular layer of muscle~cells of the intestine of the cat. 
outside the plexus of AUERBACH and MEISSNER. 

To show the good right of this question. it is necessary to describe 
here in a general way. including one or two details. the manner in which 
the investigators mentioned above made the preparations necessary for 
their experiments and to point out the entirely different conclusions. they 
drew from their experiments. 

When we cut out a part of the intestinal wa]] of the cat. it is quite 
easy to remove the mucosa and submucosa. and it is even not very 
difficult to separate the circular and longitudinal layer from each other. 

Together with the mucosa and submucosa we remove the plexus of 
MEISSNER. and when we separate the two layers of muscular tissue, the 
plexus of AUERBACH adheres practically entirely to the longitudinal layer. 
Only a few very much damaged portions of this plexus may be met with 
here and there on the outer surface of the circular layer. and it is 
possible to remove even this poor rests entirely. when we scratch (as it 
was done by MAGNUS ) the outer surface of this layer with a crystal of 
nitras argenti. or wh en we follow the method of GUNN and UNDERHILL 
and take away. not only the longitudinal layer. but also the external 
layer of muscular cells. Only the inner portion of the circular layer is 
th en used for the experiments. 
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In this way it is therefore possible to make a preparation of the 
muscular layer with or without the plexus of AUERRACH, and to investigate 
whether or not these preparations diHer in their behaviour in a suitable 
milieu. 

MAGNUS saw spontaneous rhythmical contractions in a preparation of 
the longitudinal muscIe, which contained the plexus of AUERBACH, but 
found them absent in a preparation of the circular coat without any 
elements of the plexus. Prom th is observations he drew the conclusion, 
that the automatic movements of the intestinal muscIe are caused by 
nervous centra, lying in the plexus of AUERI3ACH and that therefore we 
have to consider these movements as of neurogenic origin. 

GUNN and UNDERHILL who repeated the work of MAGNUS in the 
year 1914, succeeded in getting spontaneolls rhythmical movements even 
in a small piece of the muscular coat, deprived of its ganglionic plexus. 
Prom this observation they concluded, that the rhythmical movements 
are of myogenic origin, and the same conclusion was drawn by ALVAREZ 

and LUCILLE MAHONEY in 1921. 
When we ascribe the better results of the experiments of later years 

to the more delicate and refined technique of the recent experiments, 
even then the question arises, whether the conclusions drawn by GUNN 

and UNDERHILL c.s. from their experiments are entirely legitimate. 
The investigators themselves feit, that these conclusions are open to 

severe criticism, where they built them upon the truth of the generally 
acknowledged anatomical statement - "namely, that AUERI3ACH'S plexus 
is confined to the reg ion between the circular and longitudinal muscIe, 
and that the nerve-cells do not penetrate deeply into the circular muscIe." 

Por it is true, that investigation of this matter shows, that this 
hypothesis is on the whole defendable and that only a few ce lis of the 
plexus of AUERBACH penetrate into the circular mllscular layer, and even 
th en only very superficially, but another hypothesis, which forms the 
basis for all the later investigations, viz. that these are the only ganglion
ce lIs inside the circular layer, may be proved to be wrong. 

This communication gives the preliminary results of an investigation of 
the possibility wh ether other ganglion-cells may be present inside the 
circular layer, and when th at proved to be true, to see where these eells 
are to be found, and how they are distributed. 

In literature we do not find much about this. PAUL SCHUL TZ gives in 
his article some pictures of ganglion-cells inside the circular eoat of the 
stomaeh of the frog and the dog, and R. MÜLLER also draws the 
attention to the presenee of eells of th is eharaeter in the stomaeh of the 
frog, but that is all. An accurate description of these eells in the intestinal 
wall of the eat is not to be found. 

The diHieulties of su eh an investigation in this direetion, especially 
when one tries to establish the entire number of ganglion-eells present, 
lies in the fact, that we do not possess a method of investigation of the 
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nervous system, whieh gives statistica I results. By means of methylen 
blue or silver impregnation methods we are able to stain ganglion-eells 
with more or less reliable results, but by no means the entire number of 
eells present in a given preparation. 

For a systematic investigation it, therefore, is neeessary to use a non
speeifie staining method, which reveals in a eertain way all the 
ganglion-eells present in the preparation. In th is direetion the iron
haematoxylin stain 9ives reliable results. 

Small pieees of the intestinal wall of the eat were fixed in ZENKER's 
fluid to which was added before using it 5 % glaeial aeetie acid. These 
pieees were treated in the usual way af ter this fixation (B. ROMEIS, 
Tasehenbueh der mikroskop. Teehnik, 11. Aufl. § 184.), inbedded in 
paraffine, eut into serial seetions of 10 mu and stained with iron-haema
toxyline and eosine. 

In seetions treated in this way all the ganglion-eells in the plexuses 
of AUERBACH and MEISSNER ean be reeognised with aeeuraey. They 
present themselves as large eells with a bluish red protoplasm and a 
large, round or oval clear nucleus, with one or two nucleoli and a 
distinet ehromatie strueture. These nuclei present su eh a eharacteristic 
appearanee independent of the eells, that they alone are already suffi
eient to ree09nise the ganglion-eells even when the protoplasm of the 
eells is stained only faintly or not at all. 

Af ter having thus formed a definite eriterium for the ganglion-eells 
I looked over my seetions for them inside the cireular layer, and soon 
t had the 900d luek to find them even there. The faet, that they' are 
lying here surrounded by a tissue of an entirely different strueture, 
eauses them to be visible even under a low power, and nobody who 
examines the seetions under the microseope or looks at the mierophotoes, 
aeeompanyin9 this eommunication, will fail to reeognise these eells as 
true 9an9lion-eells when he eompares them with the elements of the 
plexus of AUERBACH. 

We find these gan9lion-eells lyin9 separately or eondensed into more 
or less small 9roups (9an9Iia). lying at the side of the intestinal wall 
where the mesentery is attaehed to it or at the opposite side, we find 
them in the outer, middle or inner part of the eireular layer, in short there 
is not a sin9le part of the cireular layer, however small. where it is not 
possible to find them, even when their number may be small and th ere 
are plaees of predileetion. 

That their number is small. may be shown in the followin9 way : 
When, in a given number of serial seetions through the small intestine, 

we count the number of ganglion-eells present in the plexus of AUERBACH 
and MEISSNER, and when we take the average of these numbers, we may 
reekon after rather a rough metho'd, in a seetion of 10 mu in the plexus of 
AUERBACH about 80 eells, in the plexus of MEISSNER about 150 eells. 

In a series of 1000 seetions of 10 mu through the wall of the small 
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intestine. I found in the circular muscle-layer no more than 165 ganglion
cells. So we find an enormous difference. In these 1000 sections were 

Fig. 1. Cireular rnuseulature near the plaee 
of attaehrnent of the .rnesentery. Above sub
rnueosa. below longitudinal muscIe. Group 
of ganglion-eells lying in a strand of nerve
fibres. transversing the cireular rnuscle-layer. 

Fig . 2. Cireular rnuseulature opposite the 
attaehrnent of the rnesentery. Three ganglion
eells near the subrnueosa inside the cireular 
layer. 

present 80.000 ce lIs of the plexus of AUERRACI1 . and only 165 inside the 
circular muscle-layer. 

It was further of interest to investigate the mode of distribution of 
these 165 ce lis throughout the circular layer. For when experimenting 
with smalI pieces of this layer. most of the investigators remove that 
portion of the ring. which includes the place of attachment of the 
mesentery to the intestinal walI . partly because they suppose that the 
bloodvessels. which penetrate here in larger numbers into the intestinal 
wall than in other parts of the circumference. might take with them nerve-
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strands including ganglion-eells, whieh might influenee the movements of 
the museular layer, partly heeause it is just at the plaee of attaehment of 

Fig . 3. Some of the ganglion-cells of Fig. I. 
highly magnified. 

Fig. 4. The three ganglion-cells of Fig. 2. 
highly magnified. 

the mesentery to the intestinal walt that the different layers are diffieuJt 
to se ver, owing to the penetrating of the bloodvessels and thc eonncetive 
tissue aeeompanying them into thc intestinal wall at this plaee of 
junetion. 

Of the 165 ganglion-eells found in my seetions, 98 wcrc lying in that 
portion of thc eireular layer, whieh eorresponds with thc Iinc of attaeh
ment of the mesentery to the intestinal wall. The remaining 67 gangJion
eells were distributed throughout the other portion of the eireuJar layer. 
whieh eertainly was 4 or 5 times as large as the first pieee. So th c 
differenee appeared to be very ohvious. 

Not only the numher of ganglion-eells found in the neighbourhood o f 
the mesentery appeared to be greater, hut also the ganglion-eells w erc 
united into larger groups here than at the other side. 

In the portion of the intestinal wall close to the plaee of attaehment o f 
the mesentery, I found groups of 8,9,25, in one ease even of 41 ganglion 
eells. 

In the remaining porti on of the muscle-layer, I found many separate 
eells and small groups of 3-5, never more than 6 eells. This is easely 
explained by the presenee of the large nerve-strands, mentioned above. 
whieh penetrate into the eireular layer from out the plexus of A UERBACII . 

and whieh appear to he eonneeted with the plexus of MEISSNEH, as far 
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as may be concluded from the sections stained af ter the method mentioned 
above. 

Only when we succeed in staining the ceIl-processes of these ceIls by 
one of the impregnation-methods. we wiU be ab Ie to form a distinct 
opinion on the character of these ceIls. wh ether they belong to the first 
or second type of ganglion-ceIls described by DOGIEL. and what may be 
their (purely hypothetical) function. 

Although this preliminary investigation is not on a sufficiently large 
scale to enable us to draw conclusions from large numbers. stiU I am of 
opinion that further investigation will not alter these conclusions very 
much. and th at we may summarise our results in the foIlowing way : 

1. though present only in smaIl numbers. ganglion-ceIls may be found 
in every portion of the circular muscle of the intestinal waIl of the cat. 

2. the larger groups of ganglion-ceUs and the larger number of ceIls 
may be found in that part of the intestinal walI. where the mesentery is 
attached to the intestine. 

Prom th is the conclusion may be drawn. that it never shaIl be possible. 
whatever method is foIlowed. and whatever part of the intestine is taken. 
to make a preparation of the circular-muscle-layer. of which we may say. 
that is does not contain ganglion-ceIls. without a previous histological 
examination. And in the second place it foIlows. that the chance to get a 
preparation without ganglion-ceIls. wiIl be the greatest. when we remove 
that part of the muscle-ring. which lies near the place of attachment to 
the mesentery. 

That it is possible indeed to get such a preparation. consisting only of 
muscle-ceIls without a single ganglion-ceIl of the type described. and still 
being of the size of the muscle-pieces generaIly used for the physiological 
and pharmacological experiments. I was able to prove in the foIlowing 
case. A preparation of the inner part of the circular muscle-Iayer was 
made by Prof. GASSER of London. used by him in an experiment. during 
which it showed regular rhythmical contractions. and then put in 
ZENKER's fluid and sent to Utrecht. Within 24 hours it was in my 
possession. It was th en rinsed. dehydrated. imbedded in paraffine. and 
cut into 188 serial sections of 10 mu. 

In these 188 sections not a single ganglion-ceIl was found. It was true. 
that the fixation was not so beautiful as was the case with entirely fresh 
specimens. but the absence of ganglion-ceIls could be stated with 
certainty. 

Even if a few ganglion-ceIls had been' found . such as may be present 
in such a smaIl piece of muscular tissue. it would be highly improbable. 
that these would function as centra for the rhythmical contractions. but 
the entirely negative result of the histological examination of the tissue 
in this case supplies the positive proof. that rhythmical contractions may 
be procured without these ganglion-ceUs. 

So it seems. that the adherents of the myogenic theory of the movement 
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of the intestine are in the right. and yet at the end of this communication 
I will draw the attention to a histological problem. which is intended to 
throw an entirely new light on this whole question. and that is the 
problem of the so-called "interstitial cells of CAJAL". held for nervous 
elements by several investigators (CAJAL. LA VILLA. ERIK MÜLLER). for 
connective tissues by others (DOGIEL. M . HEIDENHAIN. CARL HUBER). 

These interstitial cells are small fusiform or triangular cells with a 
number of cell-processes. often branching at right angles. They may be 
staincd with methylene blue or silver. they are found in largest numbers 
inside the nervous plexus. but still they are very numerous inside the 
other layers of the intestinal walt especially inside the muscular layers. 

Dr. LAWRENTJEW. who has been investigating them in our laboratory. 
maintains 1) that they are of nervous origin. If this is really true. which 
it seems to be in my opinion. then in every piece of the musculature. 
however small it may be. there are present nervous elements in such 
numbers. that they must certainly be taken into account wh en the origin 
of the rhythmical contractions is under discussion. and so the solution of 
the problem of the myogenic or neurogenic origin of these contractions 
is put away as far as it was before. 

So we see. that even in 1925 the problems relating to the con trol of the 
movements of the alimentary tract are still "very baffling". There is still 
a wide field lying open for histological and pharmacological investigations. 

Utrecht. November 1925. 
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Botany. - "Concerning the difference in sensibility of the tip and base of 
Avena to light." By F. W. WENT. (Communicated by Prof. 
F . A. F. e. WENT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 31. 1925). 

The curvatures of plants under the influence of unilateral illumination are 
explained by the theory of BLAAuw (2) which states that they are caused 
by thc lightgrowthresponse of the two opposite differently illuminated sides 
of the organ. This theory has frequently been discussed especially on ground 
of statements made about seedlings of Avena. But VAN DJLLEWJJN (4) has 
lately described accurate experiments which prove that the positive and 
negative curvatures of these seedlings can wholly be explained in the sen se 
of BLAAUW and so further foundation is given to th is theory. The principal 
Iiterature on the subject is cited by him. 

In order to solve the problem definitely. we must get better information 
about the lightgrowthresponse. The following paper will deal with the 
analysis of this response. The experiments were carried out with the seed~ 
lings of a pure line of Avena sativa (Segre~oats). The responses we re 
registered automatically by the auxanometer of KONJNGSBERGER (6). 

The first task I set myself was to carry out experiments on the following 
groblem: Is there any difference between the lightgrowthresponse of the 
tip and the reaction of the lower part of the seedling appearing af ter illu~ 
mination ? Theoretically one may expect the former response to be much 
stronger than the latter according to the supposed parallelism between 
curvature and lightgrowthresponse. For phototropic experiments show that 
the tip is far more sensitive to light than the base (Arisz 1). 

The way to get data on th is point is to illuminate only a part of the plant. 
Up to now only SJERP has carried out some experim~nts with partial 
iIlumination. He found. though rather vaguely. that a lightgrowthresponse 
also appears af ter illumination of the base only (9). 

I began with two series of experiments. At first I illuminated 2.5 mm 
of the tip of a coleoptile and recorded the resulting response; in the second 
series the tip about 6 mm long was kept in the dark. whereas the base 
was illuminated. To illuminate only part of the coleoptile I placed a little 
black tube around the rest so th at the 3 horizontal incident lightrays could 
reach only part of it. In th is way the darkened part received only a very 
small quantity of indirect light. which can hardly have had any influence 
on the results. 

When af ter some time the growth in absolute darkness had become 
constant I illuminated the plant from 3 sides with an intensity of 31 M.e. 
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(photometrically controlled ). The results are shown in fig. 1 and 2. Each 
curve is the average of 3 reactions, which corresponded very weIl with one 
another. 

However, the reaction appearing af ter illumination of the tip is not 

Fig . I. Illumination of about 8 mm of the base. the 
top of 6 mm is kept in the dark. Average 
of three reaetions. 

Fig. 2. Only the top of 2,5 mm is illuminated 
Average of 3 reactions. 

Lightgrowthresponses of the coleoptiles of Avena. 
The ordinate represents P. growth per minute. the abscissa the time in minutes. 
At t the illumination from three sides wlth 31 M.e. began. Temp. 20° c.. relative 

moisture 70 Ofo. 

stronger than that of the base; on the contrary the strongest reaction 
results af ter illuminating the base. Now a possible explanation of this 
contradiction is given by the following consideration. If we had illuminated 
the coleoptile unilaterally with the same quantity of light (> 3 X 50000 
M .e.S.) it would have given ri se to the so-called second positive curvature 
(ARISZ 1). It is a fact that this curvature likewise results af ter illumination 
of thc base only. So it is to be understood that I had to use much smaller 
quantities of light. less than 4000 M.e.S. (when the negative curvature 
beg ins to appear). Thence I chose a 3-sided illumination during 5 seconds. 
with an intensity of 100 M .e. 

These experiments were carried out at a constant temperature of 25° e.. 

whereas all others were done at 20° e. The tubes for the partial illumi
nation in these 'experiments were better than the former ones so that thc 
indirect light falling on the darkened part was reduced as far as possible. 
The reactions with th is small quantity of light hardly diffel' quantitatively 
and qualitatively from one another; so the average of 2 or 3 reactions gives 
a true representation of the ideal reaction. As the primary effect of light 
on the growth is its retardation and as the acceleration which follows seems 
to be an autonomical reaction of the seedling on this retardation (KONINGS
BERGER 7) we can best characterize the lightgrowthresponse by determi
ning the minima of the growth. By the total illumination of a coleoptile 
with 500 M.e.S .. as shown in figure 3 as an average of 3 reactions. we 
find 2 distinct minima. one 17 min. and another 59 min. af ter illumination. 
Af ter 2 hours the growth is rather constant again. 

In figure 4 the same illumination is used but here only 1.25 mm of the 
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tip received the light. This reaction is very much like the preceding one, 
only the first minimum af ter 17 min. is missing and the growth gradually 
diminishes towards the minimum af ter 62 min. 

Finally figure 5 shows us the reaction wh en only the base is iIluminated 

Ligthgrowthresponses of the coleoptiles of Avena. 

Fig. 3. Illumination of the whole 
coleoptile. Average length 12 mm 
above the earth, average of 3 
reactions. 

Fig . 4. Only the top of 1,25 mm Is 
illuminated. Average length 11 mm 
above the earth; average of 2 
reactions. 

Fig . 5. Only 9 mm of the base is 
iIIuminated, the top of 3 mm is 
kept in the dark. Average leng th 
14,5 mm above the earth ; average 
of 2 reactions. 

The ordinate represents iJ. growth per minute, the abscissa the time in minutes. 
At t illumination from 3 sides with 5 sec. X \00 M.e. Temp. 25° e.. relative moisture 80 0/ 0, 

and the tip of 3 mm is kept in the dark. Here after 15 min. appears only 
the first minimum and the second one is lacking. 

It is apparent from the experiments mentioned above that the light~ 

growthresponse of a coleoptile, illuminated with 500 M .C.S. is accomplished 
by the cooperation of two reactiolls , just as SIERP (9) already pointed out. 
So the first effect on a seedling will be a retardation of the growth owing 
to the illumination of thc base, which leads to a minimum af ter about 
16 min.; afterwards the velocity of growth increases, followed by a second 
slackening towards the minimum af ter about 60 min., which is due to the 
illumination of the tip . I shall call the lightgrowthresponse appearing af ter 
illumination of the tip only the tipresponse with a minimum of the growth 
af ter 60 min. (at least at a temperature of 25° c., at 20° C. it appears 
after 78 min.). The response resulting after illumination of all the lower 
parts of the seedling I call the baseresponse. lts minimum lies at 25° C. 
(20°) at 16 (24) min. but only if the time of iIlumination does not exceed 
a few minutes, otherwise the growth reaches its minimum somewhat later. 
The responses of KONINGS BERGER (6) with permanent illumination must 
be understood as baseresponses. 

The existence of two different lightgrowthresponses is of great interest, 
especially for the explanation of the phototropic phenomena, as the following 
comparison wiIl show. 

. 13 
Proceedings Royal Acad . Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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As we know the first positive curvature appears only if the extreme tip 
of the coleoptile catches the light. and also if the quantity of light used 
does not exceed 4000 M.e.S. (these facts can be found in AR{SZ (1) ). 
The tipresponse possesses the same properties; here also it is only the tip 
which is able to react upon rather small quantities of light. By these facts 
we come to the following supposition in accordance with BLAAUW's theory: 
the first pasitive curvature results from the different tiprespanses af the 
proximal and the distal sides af the caleaptile. Proof of this supposition 
is furnished by the figure of VAN DILLEWIJN (4) showing the responses 
after illumination with 10 sec. X 80 M .e. and 10 sec. X 2.5 M .e.. which 
are both tipresponses. The second positive curvature appears af ter the 
administration of much more light. and here the whole coleoptile is sensible. 
for even if we darken the tip. the plant will show the curvature. The product 
ruIe of BLAAUW and FRöSCI-IEL does not apply here. but it is the intensity 
of light that limits the curvature. If we compare these facts with those 
known about the baseresponse. we again find a striking resemblance. as 
KONINGS BERGER (7) proved that for his lightgrowthresponses (which were 
base responses ) only the intensity of the light was of any importance. And 
in the same way the other figures of VAN DILLEWIJN (mentioned above) 
prove the probability of my view. that the secand pasitive curvature is the 
cansequence af the baserespanses af the praximal and the distal sides af 
the caleoptile. It must also be possible to explain the negative curvature 
by the cooperation of the tip and baseresponse. 

On the surface of it. it seems very strange that the influence of light 
can cause two different responses at the same time in one organ. BLAAUW 
compared th is double influence on the plant with the action of light on 
the photographic plate. where it causes a negative and. by solarisation. 
a positive. 

But of course there can be no question about solarisation here. as the 
two responses appear at the same time. I think that the only way to explain 
these two different responses is by supposing the existence of two different 
ways of growth. both of which can be influenced. in a different way. by 
light. According to investigations especially of SÖDING (10) and NIELSEN 
(8). the probability of this supposition is very great. They found. that if 
the tip of a coleoptile was cut off. the remaining part continued its growth. 
but much slower. If the cut tip was replaced. the growth of the base 
increased very much. So we have to separate the tipgrawth, which is 
produced by substances stimulated in the tip and which shows its effect 
<'Ifter their diffusion into the lower part from the (autonomic) basegrawth 
of the growing ceIls. which is also found in coleoptiles without a tip. 

And thus I want to explain the tiprespanse by the action af light upon 
the tipgrawth. whereas the baserespanse is the result af the influence af light 
upan the basegrawth. The cause of these considerations is that we must 
conclude that the tipresponse. as weIl as the first positive curvature and the 
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tipgrowth, is produced by diffusion. Now we understand why the 
tipresponse requires 60 or 78 min. to reach its minimum because the response 
is stimulated in the tip and then has to diffuse into the lower parts where 
it finally manifests itself. On the contrary, the baseresponse is stimulated 
on the spot, and is not bound to a limited percepting (induced) zone in 
the same way as the second positive curvature and the basegrowth, and 
accordingly it has reached its minimum much sooner than the tipresponse. 
Hence it follows that the longer the plant, the greater the baseresponse 
will be, because more cells will give a response. 

The facts correspond very weIl with this conclusion. In the iirst place 1 
c1assed the responses of two series of plants, illuminated with 500 and 
800 M.e.S. according to their length. They all showed the same 
tipresponse, but those, of which the coleoptiles we re 11 mm or shorter did 
not produce the baseresponse whereas the longer ones showed it very 
distinctly. 

In the second place 1 could prove that the responses (baseresponses as 
mentioned before) recorded by KONINGSI3EIWER showed the influence of 
their leng th upon them very distinctly. In the following table I expressed 
the si ze of the response in the absolute retardation of the growth during 
the first hour after illumination. Only the responses upon very high 
intensities (400 M.e.) did not show these differences between the smaller 
and the greater plants. 

Continuous 3-sided Illumination with 25 M.C. (extracted from table I 
of KONINGSBERGER 7) . 

Length above the earth Average leng th 

9-12 mm 10 mm 

]i-17 mm 15 mm 

21-23 mm 22 mm 

Retardation of the growth 

100 .u-minute 

260 

420 

Thus the individual differences of the lightgrowthresponses can be 
explained partly by the varying length of the reacting plants. 

Now I must come back to SIERP (9). He recognized the lightgrowthres
ponse as a complicated phenomenon, as he distinguished a primary and a 
secondary action of the light. But especially as regards his primary act ion 
I do not share his view, as he describes it as an undulation of the growth 
during an indefinite time. Now th is primary action is practically the same 
as the baseresponse which is a very distinct response. I have seen a great 
amount of these baseresponses, and nearly all of them show only a 
retardation of the growth, .followed by an acceleration. An hour af ter 
illumination the growth has regained its former speed , and is absolutely 
constant without any indication of undulations. Figure 6 shows the average 

13* 
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of 3 responses, carried out by the same coleoptile, the base of whieh I 
iIIuminated every 2 or 3 hours with 80 M.C. during 25 sec. The top of 

Fig. 6. 

Lightgrowthresponses of the coleoptiles of Avena. 

The ordinate represents P. growth per minute, the abscissa the time in minutes. 

At t the base is iIIuminated from three sides with 25 sec. X 80 M.C., the top of 3,5 mm 

was kept in the dark. Average length 24.5 mm above the earth; average of 3 reactions 

Temp. 20° C .. relative moisture 70 Ofo. 

3.5 mm was kept in the dark. The 3 responses correspond nearly absolute1y 
with one another, and so it is with my other responses. In this series of 
responses the quantity of light used did not exceed 10000 M.C.S. 

Of course the case of Avena with its 2 kinds of growth is not a unique 
one, but all sorts of plants and organs will have their autonomie and induced 
growth. Thus the action of light, gravitation or chemical stimuli will in 
those cases give 2 different responses. I will not give an extensive survey 
of the literature with all the facts that could confirm th is view, but I should 
like to mention some of them. 

BLAAUW (3) recorded the lig htgrowthresponses of the hypocotyles of 
Helianthus. His figures show us that the small quantities of light cause 
a response with a minimum after about 50 min. probably comparable with 
the tipresponse of Avena. If more light is used, a second minimum appears 
before the first one. The depth of this second minimum (to be compared 
with the baseresponse) increases as more light is used. So here the facts 
also point to the existence of two different responses. 

A known fact is that the leafstalk of various leaves is ab Ie to curve 
when the surface of the leaf is illuminated as weil as af ter iIIumination 
of the leafstalk itself, thus without the cooperation of the blade. Probably 
the autonomic growth of the leafstalk as weil as the growth induced by the 
blade may be influenced by the light, both giving ri se to a curvature. 

As for the gravitation-stimuli there are facts also pointing to a double 
influence up on the plant. JOST and WISZMANN (5) published experiments 
with great centrifugal forces (> 1000 g) working on roots. They saw 
negative curvatures of roots also if the tip had perished. For the 
usual geotropie curvature the presence of the tip is necessary; in all 
probability the tipgrowth is influenced here, whereas in the case of J OST 

the basegrowth plays a part. 
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Botany. - "Latex as a constituent of the cell-sap." By F. A. F. C. WENT. 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

The number of investigations on the latex of plants has greatly 
increased during the last years. mainly due to the extension of rubber
cultivation. Yet it cannot be said that latex has lost much of its obscurity. 
Even the locality of the latex in the interior of the cell is not yet known 
with sufficient accuracy. This is conceivable because latex is to be found 
in long tubes or vessels. which will always be opened when the 
preparation is made. This can be no objection in fixed preparations. but 
when carrying on an investigation on the living plant. it will be almost 
impossible to prevent the injury of the cell. so that no safe deductions 
can be drawn about the cell contents. 

The investigations of MOLISCH 1). however. have made it probable that 
the chief elements of the latex are derived fr om the cellsap. that the solid 
particles are situated in the interior of the vacuole. MOLISCH came to th is 
conclusion af ter he found vacuoles in the slime extruding from cut up 
leaves of Musa. and partly also after he examined sections of stems of 
Euphorbia and other laticiferous plants in which cases, however, the 
latex-tubes were hurt. This last circumstance makes his results rather 
doubtful though it must be conceded that the representation of MOLISCH 
looks very probable. Also an investigation of the extruding latex gives 
ri se to objections because it may change during the extrusion. 

Now. a short time ago, W. BOBILIOFF 2) could show that in intact 
laticiferous tubes which he succeeded in isolating and cultivating 
separately. small particles of the latex are indeed to be found in the 
cellsap. Yet. it is perhaps of some interest to mention here a few of my 
own observations which were made three years ago during a stay of a 
month at the Raleighfalls in the interior of Surinam. The objects of these 
investigations were several species of Podostemonaceae. 

When great plants of Mourera fluviatilis are cut, a white milky juice 
comes forth which has the same appearance as any other latex; with 
the smaller forms there can generally be no question of such an extrusion. 
Yet, similar substances mayalso be found there as I shall show in the 
next pages. The small particles of th is sap are soluble in alcohol. 50 the 

I) H. MOLISCH : Ueber Zellkerne besonderer Art. Botanische Zeitung. LVII. 1899. p. 177. 
: Studien über den Milchsaft und Schleimsaft der Pflanzen. Jena 1901. 

2) w. B.oBILlOFF. Waarnemingen van melksapvaten In levenden toestand. Archief voor 
de Rubbercultuur in Nederlandsch-Indlë. Mededeelingen uit het physiologie-fonds 9. 1925. 
p. 313. 
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investigator, who works with alcoholmaterial in Europe does not see 
much of the presence of this latex. 

Yet, several former investigators have already pointed out that 
secretory tubes are present. First of all GOEBEL 1) who describes th at in 
cutting the leaves of living plants of Rhyncholacis macrocarpa "ein gelbes 
Sekret in ziemlicher Menge ausHiesst". Afterwards WÄCHTER 2) has 
given a description of secretory channels in Weddelina squamulosa and 
a few years later we find some short remarks on this subject made by 
MILBREAD 3) on several species from different genera of this family. A 
detailed de script ion has been given by MATTHIESSEN 4). The only 
trouble is that no investigator, except GOEBEL, has observed the living 
plants. Therefore, it may have some sen se when I mention wh at I have 
observed in the living plants. Of course I made some complementary 
investigations on mater ia I which after fixation I brought with me to 
Europe. 

I already made the remark that with the larger forms the outflow of 
the latex may be easily seen af ter making an incision. but that this is not 
the case with the smaller species. Notwithstanding this. the secretory cells 
or channels are conspicuous enough even there, because they strongly 
reflect the light, 50 th at they may easily be seen as bright white spots or 
streaks on a dark lining; even a microscope is not always necessary 
although it makes them more distinct. 

I have already mentioned that the substance which reHects the light 
50 strongly is soluble in alcohol. For this reason a search was made 
among the reagentia which I had taken along with me in order to know 
whether some of these would leave the secretory products untouched 
and yet might be used as a conserving Huid. It became evident that a 
strong solution of corrosive sublimate may be used as such and 
accordingly several of these plants were taken with me in this conserving 
fluid in order to investigate them more closely here in Utrecht. 

This investigation made it clear that these secretory cells are present 
in almost every part of all the species of Podostemonaceae which were 
examined. This is best shown by the following list: 

1. Mourera fluviatilis. In the so-called "gilIs" secretory cells are found 
which are not differentiéited from other cells by their form. They are 
never found in the epidermis. but lie subepidermal. In other parts of the 
leaf these cells are generally somewhat stretched in the direction of the 
longer axis of the leaf, in the stem they become long laticiferous channels 
of which the description though was already given by MATTHIESSEN; 

I) K. GOEBEL. PRanzenbiologische Schilderungen 11. Marburg. 1893. p. 346. 
2) W. WÄCHTER. Beiträge zur Kenntniss einiger WasserpRanzen. Flora Bd. 83 1897. 

11. Weddelina squamulosa Tul. p. 382. 
3) J. MILBREAD. Beitr. z. Kenntn. dei' Podostemonaceen. Inaug. Diss. Berlin 1904. 
1) FRANZ MATTHIESSEN. Beiträgc zur Kenntnis der Podostemaceen. Bibliotheca botanica 

Heft 68. Stuttgart 1908. 
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here they are found more especially in the neighbourhood of the vascular 
bundIes. In the flowers the secretory cells are found more especially in 
the spatheIla, the stamens and the wall of the ovary, whereas the ovules 
are free from them. In the hapte ra seeretory eells are also to be found. 

2. Oenone Staheliana. (This is a new species of which the description 
will shortly be published by me.) 

Fig. I. Young leaf of Oenone Staheliana with subepldermal secretory 
cell in glycerine. Magn. 720 X. 

Here the secretory cells in the "gills" are mostly subepidermal as will 
be se en from figure I, but in the leaf they may be found in other spots. 
In the sterns the subepidermal position is very striking but besides toey 
also aeeompany the vaseular bundIes. These are surrounded by starch~ 
containing parenchyma and on the outer border of this tissue a certain 
number of long laticiferous tubes may be found. 

3. Oenone Richardiana. About this species almost the same can be 
said as about the former one. In the "gills" a great many secretory cells 
are to be found, especially in the layer of cells bordering the epidermis, 
but also in other parts of the leaf and in the stem. In the flow er they are 
present not only in the spathella and in the filaments but also in the wall 
of the ovary and in the stigmata. 

4. Apinagia perpusilla. The same may be said about this species as 
about the last one. Especially in the leaves the seeretory product is 
easily to be detected. One often .gets the impression of it being some 
thick sticky liquid; so that, when cutting, it is of ten spread over the 
sections with the razor. 

5. Tristicha hypnoides. Here the secretory cells are found more 
particularly near the margin of the leaf, as may be seen in figure 2. The 
small teeth of th is margin consist of eells without chlorophyll, everyone 
of them eontaining a deposit of silica. These are bordered very of ten by 
secretory cells, which also contain chlorophyll; sometimes these are lying 
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in a single row, or this row is broken by ordinary cells as in our figure. 
A row of secretory ceUs is also present on both sides of the midrib. 

~~ 

'I? j11~ 

Fig. 2. Margin of a leaf of Tristicha hypnoides. In 

the teeth of the margin' silica ·deposits; all the other cells 

have chloroplasts. but some have got besides these also 

the secretory product, which here has a :brown colour. 

Magn. 1080 X. 

A more detailed study shows that in these cases we always have to do 
with living ceUs, also the long secretory channels are formed through the 
stretching of one single cell. 

These ceUs may be stained red with borax carmine, brown with Iodine~ 
solution. They show a positive Millon's reaction, and also a biuret~and a 
xanthoproteic reaction; consequently proteins appear to be present. 
With fixed preparations it can easily be shown by means of stains. e.g. 
heamatoxylin, that a number of nuclei are present as may be seen in 
figure 3, which refers to Oenone Richardiana. Hence in this respect those 

Fig. 3. Secretory channel in a stem of Oenone Richardiana with many 
nuclei. Fixation with Jue!, staining with haematoxylin. Magn. 725 X. 

laticiferous tubes behave in the same way as other ones which have been 
investigated. This behaviour was first described by MELCHIOR TREUB. 

The secretory product is insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol. 
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chloroform, acetone, etc.; it may be coloured with alkanetpigment and 
with Sudan 111. Consequently it was supposed that we have to do with 
some fatty or resiniferous substance. The green colour acquired a few 
days af ter treatment with copper acetate, makes it probable th at it is 
some kind of a resin . But on account of our being so very ignorant about 
these plant products, it may be of some use to mention here the reactions 
which these resins did show after treatment with those reagents which 
were at our disposal in the jungle. The secretory product is soluble in 
glacial acetic acid , also after some time in concentrated sulfuric acid and 
in a 33 % solution of chromic acid; also caustic soda solution and 
ammonia act as a solvent. In a 60 % solution of chloral hydra te no real 
solution takes place, only the oily drops become more transparent . In 
preparations which had long been kept in glycerine, oily drops were 
found with a great number of cristalline needies showing double 
refraction. The sap extruding from plants of Mourera did distinguish 
itself by astrong resinous flavour . 

Lastly, I must drawattention to the curious hairs which are to be found 
on the surface of the stems and leaves of Mourera; these hairs sometimes 
contain little drops in their cells which give the same reactions and 
generally look like the contents of the resiniferous cells. I could not say 
for certain whether these sub stances really are identical. more especially 
because they ought to be studied in the living state, which study can only 
be carried on in the jungle. 

Now, concerning the principal question it can be said that a study of 
the living cells as weil with Mourera as with the two species of Oenone, 
with Apinagia and Tristicha has yielded the same results . More especially 
the sm all cells of the "gills" or warts were investigated, because these 
parts could easily be brought under the microscope without much 
dissection. 

Figure 4 represents such a secretory cell ; a parietal layer of proto-

Fig. 4. Cell out of a young leaf of Oenone Staheliana ; on the leh hand the 
parietal layer of protoplasm is to be seen and the centra I vacuole with 
little particles or drops. On the right hand this same cell is plasmolysed in 
glycerin ; the contents of the vacuole look like an oily Huid. Magn. 200 X. 

plasm may be seen and a mass of the secretory product in the centre of 
the cel!. Af ter treatment with glycerine plasmolysis did occur, as may be 
seen in the rigth hand part of the figure. The protoplasm has now 
contracted but the peripheral part is still to be seen, partly as thin threads. 
The secretory product has the appearance of a transparent oily mass. 
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This phenomenon which is very of ten observed in plasmolysis cannot be 
the result of glycerine entering the vacuole; for when accidentally a cell 
in a preparation is opened so that the secretory masses lie free. these 
show no alteration on the addition of glycerin . Generally. the conclusion 
could be drawn from these and other similar plasmolytic experiments 
that the secretory masses are Iying in the cellsap; they are small drops. 
which can flow together and combine when they are drawn together. 

In order to get a better insight into these phenomena , very young 
stages we re investigated mostly in the spatheIla or in the "gilIs", so that 
as little handling as possible was necessary. In all cases, whether I used 
Mourera fluviatilis, Oenone Staheliana, Oenone Richardiana or Tristicha 
hypnoides. the result was always the same. 

The first indication that one has to do with a secretory cell is the 
appearance of a few very small particles or Iittle drops in the cellsap. 
which show a lively Brownean movement. Gradually, the number of these 
particles increases and at the same time their movements decrease till at 
last they stop entirely; it looks as if these small masses gradually flow 
together. 

In figure 5 some stages of this development are shown in cells of 

Fig . 5. Young cells from the warts of Mourera fluviatilis . On the right-hand 
side with two vacuoles, one without and the other with the beg inning of 
the accumulation of secretory product ; in the middle cell somewhat more 
of this substance has been formed, on the left hand a somewhat older stage. 

Brownean movement vlsible in every cell. Magn. ab out iOO X. 

Mourera f1uviatilis. The figure on the right-hand side shows a very young 
stage, wh ere two vacuoles may be seen in one cell ; only in one of these 
a few particles of secretory product can be seen, the other one has only 
got watery contents. The middle figure shows a somewhat older stage, 
in which the Brownean movement was weil visible. The same may be 
said of the left-hand figure which represents a somewhat older cell. 

It was already said that in plasmolysing the small drops flow together. 
Very rarely the impression was given as if a new precipitate would arise 
during plasmolysis; but I rather think that this is gen~rally not the case. 
It is much more probable th at these secretory products take their origin 
in the cytoplasm and that afterwards they have to pass the tonoplast. 
When explanations are sought for the semipermeability of the plas
mamembrane and more especially of the vacuolar membrane it will always 
be necessary to account for the fact that oily or resinous drops can pass 
these membranes. 
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The question might be put whether it is permitted to call the mass found 
in the secretory cells of the Podostemonaceae latex. Perhaps we would 
not do this so easily if no milky juice flowed out of the larger forms af ter 
some wound has been made. I agree at once that this fluid is not in every 
respect comparable with the latex of Hevea. but the question might be put 
if this same remark would not hold true for other milky fluids? Has not 
every latex some peculiarity of its own not to be found in that of other 
plants? A short time ago UL TEE 1) has given a summary of our 
knowledge about the composition of latices. In accordance with his view 
I should like to retain the general name of latex as long as we are so 
extremely ignorant about the part which latex plays in the life-history of 
the plants; this name originated from the general custom of the language 
and it teUs nothing about its significanee. Then also the milky juice of the 
Podostemonaceae cannot be left out of consideration when we deal with 
latex. Consequently. in generalizing it may be said that the particles of 
the latex are lying in the cellsap. now that this has been made probable 
or proved for the laticiferous tubes or vessels of the Musaceae. of 
Euphorbia. Ficus. Carica and the Podostemortaceae. This does not exclude 
tliat in the outflow of latex there will certainly also be some protoplasm 
which extrudes and mixes with the cellsap. 

At all events the position of the little drops or small particles in the 
interior of the cellsap makes it extremely improbable that these would 
afterwards again play a part in the chemism of the plant so that we are 
justified in considering them as excretory products. 

Utrecht. February 1926. 
Botanical Laboratory. 

I) A. J. ULTJ:.E: Melksappen. Pharmaceutisch Tijdschrift voor Nederlandsch-Indië. 
2e Jaargang NO. 12 1925 p. SIS. 



Botany. - "The results of the temperature-treatment in summer for the 
Darwin-Tulip." Third Part. By R. MULDER and A. H. BLAAUW. 
(Communication N0. 19 Laboratory for Plant-physiological 
Research, Wageningen. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925\. 

§ 13. Methad in 1924-1925. 

In the first part (§ § 1-7) the results were described of 44 temperature
treatments applied in the summer of 1922 and observed from October 1922 
to the fIowering. spring 1923. In the second part (§ § 8-12) we worked 
out in detail the effect produced by the f1ower-forming growing-point 
after an exposure to the I I temperatures (summer 1922) according to the 
fixed material. 

Not until those re su lts we re known. it was possible to decide what further 
temperature-exposures should be compared and could be essential to a 
celerrimum. an optimum, the number of f10ral parts strongly dependent 
upon the temperature, etc. Besides it was necessary to observe. how the 
foliage developed. and the new lateral bulbs, i.e. the new main-bulb and 
the further smaller lateral bulbs. to how much therefore the produce of 
new bulbs amounted af ter those different temperature-exposures. For 
though superfluous. we remind of the fact that the entire Hyacinth-bulb 
increases in thickness in the first years, but th at the bulb of the Tulip is 
completely used up, disappears and is replaced by a number of new bulbs. 
This number may be greater or smaller and the new bulbs may be more 
or less heavy. Those are results which are also taken into account in th is 
paper, and give an additional impression of the far-reaching results of the 
temperature-treatment in the previous summer. 

To form a connection with the treatment formerly applied. some 
treatments from digging to planting, a.o. the exposures to 9°. 20° and 26°, 
were repeated. 

In fig. 15 a schematic representation has been given to render an 
impression as clear as possible of the 27 experiments. 

The line of thought followed in the experiments starting in 9° is some
what different from the one followed in the experiments started in 
20° and 26°. 

Those of 20° were chosen, because it had appeared that in 20° the 
fIower-formation is most rapid in the beg inning and progresses weil; those 
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of 26°, not because the progress of flower- formation is slower and the 
si ze of the organs in formation is much smaller in the outset , but because 
that temperature yields very favourable flowers , the whorls of flora I parts 
approach the normal number very closely, and because af ter that treatment 
in field-culture the flowering-period is normal. not accelerated. 
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The effect and difference were traeed, if the bulbs were either permanently 
stored in 200 and in 26° in summer or put in a cooler place af ter 7 weeks, 
5 weeks, or already af ter 3 weeks, viz. in 17° , 13° or 9° (see fig. 15). 

The initia I temperature 9° was chosen, because in 9° the later processe!l 
progress quickly and because in 9° (and 13° ) the greater number of floral 
parts was formed. It was traeed what differences arose, if the bulbs were 
not only kept permanently in 9° , but alsowhen they we re moved either into 
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17° or to 26° af ter 7 weeks, 5 weeks or even af ter 3 weeks till planting
time. These experiments starting in 9°, are in some sort opposed to those 
starting in 20° and 26°. 

Of the previous 44 orientation-treatments in 1922, not only "9°, 20° 
and 26° permanently" were repeated in 1924, but also 9° , 20° and 26° 
followed by upwards of 4 weeks (Sept.) 17°. Altogether 44 + 27 = 71 
temperature-experiments were made, 6 of which were repeated as a contro!. 
Accordingly 65 different temperature-combinations we re applied (not 68 as 
was mistakenly mentioned in the original Dutch first part § I ). 

The experiments were started in July 1924 on the fifteenth, i.e. 5 days 
earlier than in 1922 (J uly 20) . The number of foliage-leaves already in 
formation, amounted (nearly 2 or 3 on July 20, 1922), to only 1 or 2 on 
July 15, 1924. As will appear, in the different temperatures the number of 
usually upwards of 4 foliage-leaves is here likewise finished by the growing
point, before the flower.:formation begins. Therefore the fact that the 
changes in the experiments we re made in 1922 after 2, 4, 6 and a good 
la weeks, in 1924 after 3, 5, 7 and 11 weeks, was quite harmIess. 

In 1925 some most important temperature-combinations were repeated, 
the results of which will not appear until 1926 and cannot be published 
until then. In 1925 the Tulips were sent to us as early as July 1., an 
abnormally early date for Darwin-tulips. On cutting them it appeared 
that as to the progress of its leaf- formation the growing-point was in 
between J uly 20, 1922 and J uly 15, 1924 (see afterwards part IV). For an 
accurate comparison in such experiments the state of the growing-point should 
be examined from time to time, and all experiments to be compared ought 
to be commenced, when e.g. averagely 2 of the 4 (or 5) leaflets have been 
formed. After some routine the experiments may be started directly, 
provided we keep ourselves always well-informed of the initia I state, and 
accordingly regulate the time of removing to an other temperature e.g . 
from 20° to 9° (see later) , or from 26° to 17° as weIl as possible. The 
best thing is to judge from the internal state of the bulb wh ether the right 
moment for transmission has arrived. 

For each of the 27 experiments 20 specimens were destined for field
culture. At the outset of the experiments (July.I5, 1924) they we re 
weighed out against each other, so that every group of 20 bulbs weighed 
740 grams. From the tables it will be noticed, that the number of plants 
per experiment sometimes amounted to 19, 18 or 17, because, either through 
disease or falling off or the non-appearance of the sta Ik, the number of 20 
was diminished. But the average found for a certain magnitude is always 
converted to 20 in order to enable us to compare the whole at a glance. 

Besides groups of lO bulbs, weighing 370 grams on July 15, from 9°, 
20° and 26° were fixed in alcohol 96 % after 3, 5 and 7 weeks for a mutual 
comparison of these divergent temperatures. 

Finally it may be desirabIe to add here a list of the loss of weight 
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observed in 50 divergent temperatures as 9°, 20° and 26°. It should be 
borne in mind that the hygrometrie condition of the air round the bulbs, 
in spite of that divergent temperature, was abo'ut the same, viz. till Sept. 1. 
70 to 80 % moisture of the air and next till the planting only about 50 
to 60 %. It is very likely owing to this, that the loss of weight in so 
divergent temperatures is fairly equal. Secondly we wish to refer to the 
great difference with the Hyacinth where the loss of weight in about that 
same period and in the same hygrometrie conditions amounts to at least 
16 %, i.e. at least 2 Y2 to 3 times as much. 

TABLE 13. Loss of weight durlng exposure in the summer of 1924, to 9°, 

20°, 26° (for hygrometrie condition see text.) 

I -
Weight of 20 bulbs 

Loss of weight Loss of weight 
Exposure : 

Ion Sept. 
in grams in percents 

on July 15 29 
I 

9° 740 690 50 6 .8 % 

20° 740 699 41 5 . 5 .. 

26° 740 693 47 6.4 .. 

(see some figures previously given: Literature 1923, 1924; we shall 
revert to this later in a special publication on the influence of the moisture 
in that period). 

§ 14. Coming up and coming into bioom. 

All this as far as the essential points are concerned, is summarized in 
tab. 14. The results on coming up and coming into bIoom af ter the 27 
treatments will be briefly discussed in connection with that tabie. As 
stated above in these and following tables, forming a summary of numerous 
measurements and counts, we wish to emphasize only those striking 
contrasts which, starting from such a uniform material of equal weight, 
cannot but be valuable. 

A P P e a rin gab 0 v e 9 rou n d. 

At the beginning of October the bulbs were planted very regularly, 
covered with 5 ems. of sand, growing in a very fine species of sand of the 
"Wageningsche Berg", in the large briek cistern (description see 1922 
"Small building~constructions for physiological Cultivation~experiments"), 
with a fixed ground~water~level of 60 ems. below the surface. 

On coming up of whieh a fairly accurate representation is given in the 
tab Ie in serial figures, the following features strike us : 
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TALBE 14. The order of succession of appearing above ground and 
coming into bioom. 

Exposure -, Order of succes sion of ., --- Order of succession of 
appearing above ground flowering 

II w. go 

7w, 9°+iw.17° 

7w. go + i w. 260 

5w. gO+ 6w.17° 

5 w. gO+6w. 26° 

3w. go + 8w. 17° 

3w. go + 8 w. 260 

II w. 20° 

7w. 200 + iw. 17° 

7 w. 20° + i w. 13° 

7w. 20° +i w. go 

5 w. 20° + 6 w. 17° 

5w. 200+6w. 13° 

5w.200+6w. go 

3 w. 20° + 8w. 17° 

3 w. 20° + 8 w. 13° 

3w. 20° + 8w. go 

I1 w. 26° 

7 w. 26° + i w. 17° 

7 w. 26° + i w. 13° 

7w. 26° +iw. go 

5 w. 26° +6 w. 17° 

5 w. 26° + 6 w . 13° 

5 w. 26°+6 w. go 

3 w. 26° + 8 w. 17° 

3 w. 26° + 8 w. 13° 

3w. 26° + 8w. go 

5) 

8' 

51 
g' 

il 

g' 

6 

61 
i 

i~ 
5Î 
i 

3) 

i~ 

:) 
7 

61 
6 · 

6) 

:( 
4) 
5( 

:) 

Ist. very unequal (April 23) 

some opening May 6 

completely c\osed May 6 

complete1y c10sed May 6 

some opening May 6 

ith 

2nd 

Ist. quite uniform (April 23) 

completely closed May 6 

3rd very irregular bad group. 
great difference with 3 w. 
200 + 8w. go 

1°. Most forward are the tulips which have been exposed to the coldest 
temperature (9° ) during the whole summer (a good 11 weeks). which 
corresponds with the experience mentioned in part I. This is corroborated 
by the fact that the two experimental groups 3 w. 20° + 8 w. 9 ° and 
3 w. 26° + 8 w. 9 ° succeed. These too had remained in 9 ° (Aug. 4 till 
Oct. 6) for a very long time. The third to show we re 5 w. 20° + 6 w. 9 °. 

14 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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This is exactly as might be expected in the 20 experiments with 200 and 260 • 

But that for instance 7 w. 90 + 4 w. 170 lags decidedly behind is striking. 
This teaches us that especially the a[ter-treatment in a low temperature as 
90 is essential to the celerrimal coming up (showing of the tips); that in 
the very [irst weeks, i.e. as [irst part of the treatment a high temperature 
(especially 200

) scarcely causes a delay for the celerrimum many months 
later in coming up, provided a good low temperature follows. 

20. Observing the braces in the column concerned of tab. 14, we see 
once more emphasized in the 9°-experiments the fact which had been proved 
th ree times running, that af ter an initial treatment in 90 the a[ter-treatment 
in 260 is sure to give a considerably greater retardation than the a[ter
treatment in 170 with respect to the shooting of the flowerstalk. 

30. 0bserving likewise the treatments in 20 0 and 260
, we find that 

after 7 weeks 260 followed by 170
, 130 and 90 the coming up is the same 

in these th ree experiments and but very little quicker than aEter a 
"permanent 260

" exposure. But in all other cases there is no doubt but the 
after-treatment in 90 produces a quicker effect than in 170 and as a 
ruie in 130

• 

40. The accelerating effect for the coming up in 90 is the stronger 
according as the preceding temperature was Iower or lasted a shorter time 
(in 200 and 260

) . For a better survey we cite Erom the column concerned 
the following data : 

11 weeks 90
: order of succession of appearing above ground 1. 

3 w. 200 + 8 w. 90
: 2. 

3 w. 260 + 8 w. 90
: 2. 

5 w. 200 + 6 w. 90
: 3. 

5 w. 260 + 6 w. 90
: 4. 

7 w. 20 0 + 4 w. 90
: 4. 

7 w. 260 + 4 w. 90
: 6. 

50. Finally we want to point out, that an initia I treatment with 90 

followed by 260
, e.g. 3 w. 90 + 8 w. 260 and even 5 w. 90 + 6 w. 260

, 

causes a later shooting than e.g. 7 w. 260 + 4 w. 170 and 5 w. 260 

+ 6 w. 17° . . 
We saw (also in part I) , that permanently 90

, i.e. 90 in the first weeks 
and likewise in the weeks beEore planting, gives a celerrimum. The fact 
that 3 w. or 5 w. 90 followed by 260 are among the latest groups is not due 
to the initial low temperature, but particularly to the retardation the high 
temperature (26 0 ) gives, i[ it is applied in the latter weeks before planting 
(in general after Aug. 15). Moreover the possibility exists that it is the 
succession of a rather low temperature as 90 and a high temperature as 
260

, which causes the subsequent retardation. In connection with th is we 
refer to what the progress of f1ower-formation has taught us (see part 11 
fig. 3) . From th is we know - (we shall see it corroborated in § 16 by 
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experiments made 2 years later) ~ that the progress of the flower~formation. 
i.e. the early process. is slower in 9° than in 26°. Further it has repeatedly 
appeared from the above and from the previous papers (in fact just as 
with the Hyacinth). that if different parts of the flower have once been 
formed. a low tempera tu re as 9° does have a celerrimal effect in the Tulip ! 
Thus an experiment with an initial 9°. then a higher temperature (e.g. 26°) 
is doubly retarding. On the contrary an experiment with an initial high 
temperature (especially 20° ) for a short period folio wed by a low 
temperature (9°) is accelerating. 

We shall revert to this when discussing the coming into bIoom. which 
will make it clear to us. why the knowledge of these details has some 
interest with a view to a further application and continuation of 
these experiments. 

o r der 0 f s u c ces s .i 0 n 0 f c 0 min gin tob I oom. 

A great part of the groups flowered almost simultaneously (see tab. 14. 
last column) and most of these have not been mentioned with aserial 
number. Their flowering~period was normal for the Darwin~tulip. A few 
open rather late (11 w. 20° and 7 w. 9° + 4 w. 26° ) and in some three 
groups all 20 flowers are still completely closed on May 6. Among these 
are the two groups which were the last to come up (serial number 9). viz. 
5 w. 9° + 6 w. 26° and 3 w. 9° + 8 w. 26°. This allies perfectly with 
what was said above about the lengths of the shoots (coming up). 

Of more consequence are the few groups which flowered earliest. These 
reveal. that in the after~effect in the field many months later the order 
of succession of flowering does not quite correspond with the order of 
coming up. Even af ter months the after~effect is unequal af ter the various 
treatments in summer. The differences however are not great. 

The first to flow er and simultaneous are 11 w. 9° and 3 w. 20° + 
8 w. 9°. Compared with the time of coming up the lat ter has caught up 
11 w. 9°. But the group 3 w. 20° + 8 w. 9° is strikingly uniform in shooting 
up and during the flowering (April 23). moreover the flowers are entire 
and regular. The group 9° however is very unequal in its flowers (April 
23); various flowers are outwardly irregular and crooked on account 
of transitional formations between tepals and foliage~leaves. which 
corroborates the findings on some 10 individuals 2 years ago (See first part. 
visible here and in fig. 2). That likewise the foliage was more unfavourable, 
we discussed in part I and we shall further illustrate in this part In 
§ 17. tab Ie 25. 

The most important conclusion from table 14 is, that 3 w. 20° succeeded 
by 9° is as celerrimal as 9° permanently, but considerably better. 

So 3 w. 20° + 8 w. 9° (till the end of the first week of Aug. 20° 
succeeded by 9° till planting~time) is the most favourable base to experiment 
on early flowering of Darwin~tulips. The results of the experiments on 

}<f* 
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early f10wering (founded on that base) will be communicated in some time. 
It will however be necessary to compare them next year to a few groups 
with an other temperature-treatment in summer than these 27 treatments 
in summer. 

At present a treatment in summer of 20° till the beginning of Aug. 
succeeded by 9° is the best starting-point for early f10wering and favourable 
flowers combined. 

But properly speaking it is wrong to continue mentioning dates at which 
the transition from one temperature to an other is preferably made. For we 
already pointed out, that the condition of the growing-point at the period of 
lifting may vary greatly, e.g. in July 1925 it was about a fortnight in advance 
of 1924 and 1922 in its leaf-formation. "On Zifting" we say emphatically, 
for when once lifted and taken to special temperatures (esp. 20° ) leaf- and 
flower-formation progress rapidly (see 2nd part and fig . 3). Though the 
application requires a littZe more trouble, it is much more rational and sure 
to give in stead of the point of time the stage (and determine it by applying) , 
at which the bulbs shouZd get a change of temperature. 

As will be further shown in § 16. tab. 22, the bulbs, when on Aug. 4. 
1924 they we re removed from 20° to 9°. were about in stage 111. i.e. the 
outer whorl of tepals is completed, the inner in formation. 

And so it appears that while 9° and 3 w. 20° + 8 w. 9° flower 
simultaneously, it is essential for early flowering when and after what 
preliminary treatment the transmission occurs. On continuing af ter 3 w. 9° 
in 9° a leaflet has been added (see tab Ie 21 ), but the transition takes place 
during stage 1 the consequence of which is much more irregular and partly 
even Ie ss favourable flowers than on removal af ter 3 to 4 w. 20° into 9°. 
or putting it more accurate af ter the flower has first been allo wed to reach 
Stage lIl. There is no reason whatever why the f10wer should be ready; 
if only most of the tepals have been formed a removal to 9° is desirabie. 
IE they are left in 20° till the flower has just been completed (stage VII, 
Aug. 18. 1924. see tab. 22). we have the case 5 w. 20° + 6 w. 9° from our 
experiments and find that they are advanced (see tab. 14) in the field . yet 
they a~e a Zittle later in coming into bIoom. On forcing in-doors (e.g. 
hothouse ) this difference in time would probably be evident. As [ar as we 
knowat present, a removal from 20° to 9° is allowed as soon as the flowers 
are in stage III,H need be IV (stamina in formation ). 

Meanwhile as mentioned above, some other temperature-treatments in 
summer were tried with a view to the "early-flowering". 

Finally we want to draw the attention to 3 w. 26° + 8 w. 9°. From 
table 22 we may see, that in this case just as after 3 w. 9° the growing-point 
is still forming leaves when transmitted to 9° and the result is (see table 14) 
that the flowering (in consequence of the long after-treatment in 9°) is 
rather early ("3rd") , but forming a very irregular. bad group, a great 
difference with 3 w. 20° + 8 w. 9°. And this latter feature is perfectly 
comprehensible, now that through extensive fundamental experiments (see 
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part 11. fig. 3 and figs . 4-14) we know tha t in 20° af ter a quick completion 
of the leaf-formation the f1ower-formation is most rapid and on removal of 
the bulbs to 9 ° has already much advanced. 

§ 15. On the number of foliage-leaves and floral parts 
af ter these 27 treatments in summer. 

Let us first discuss the above in connection with tab Ie 15. Besides we 
refer to the number of flora I parts and the combinations of the numbers 

TABLE 15. Number of foliage-Ieaves and floral parts as an average per 20 plants . 

Exposure 

11 w. 9° 

7w. 9:l+4w. 17° 

7 w. 9° + 4 w. 26° 

5w. 9°+6w. 17° 

5 w. 9° + 6 w. 26° 

3w. 9°+8w. 17° 

3 w. 9° + 8 w. 26° 

11 w. 20° 

7 w. 20° + 4 w. 17° 

7w.200+4w. 13° 

7w.200 +4w. 9° 

5 w. 20° +6w. 17° 

5w. 200+6w. 13° 

5w.20o +6w. 9° 

3 w. 20° + 8 w. 17° 

3 w. 20° + 8 w. 13° 

3w.200 +8w. 9° 

11 w. 26° 

7 w. 26° + 4 w. 17° 

7 w. 26° + 4 w. 13° 

7 w. 26° + 4 w. 9° 

5 w. 26° + 6 w. 17° 

5 w. 26° + 6 w. 13° 

5 w. 26° + 6 w. 9° 

3w.26°+8w.17° 

3 w. 26° + 8 w. 13° 

3 w . 26° + 8 w . 9° 

Leaves I" 
4 . 25 

4.25 

4.1 

4.15 

4.31 

4.15 

3.84 

3.95 

4.05 

3 .89 

4.0 

3.7 

3 .75 

4.0 

4.11 

3.8 

3.65 

4 . 15 

4.1 

4.04 

4.14 

4.40 

4 . 52 

4.35 

4.1 

4.7 

4 .52 

Tepals 

8.35 

8 .84 

9.2S 

8. 85 

7 . 52 

8 . 20, 

6.57 , 

7 . 15 

7.00 

6.50 

7.00 

6 . 50 

6.55 

6.85 

6.94 

6.80 

6.50 

6.10 

6 . 10 

6.14 

6.19 

6.65 

6.85 

6.75 

7. 40l 
8.50\ 

9.26) 

Stamina 

8.32 

8 . 47 ~ 

8 . 15 , 

7.85 ) 

6.73 , 

7 . 35i~ 
6. 57, ~ 

7 .00 

7.00 

7.44 

6.89 

6.55 

6.57 

6 .65 

6.87 

6.70 

6.55 

6 . 15 

6.40 

6 . 19 

6.33 

6.50 

7. 19 

7 . 20 

7.05l 7.75\ 

9 . 10 ) 

Carpels 

4.10 

4.27 

4.1S 

3.70 

3 . 73 

3.25 

3 . 47 

3.20 

3.31 

3.11 

3 . 26 

3 . 10 

3 .05 

3.05 

3.12 

3 . 15 

3.05 

3 .65 

3.75 

3.38 

3.61 

3.60 

3.38 

3.50 

3.20Î 
3.70( 

4 .0S) 

1 
Tota l number 
of floral parts 

20.77 

21 .S8 

21 .SS 

20.40 

17.98 

18. 80 

16.61 

17.35 

17 . 31 

17.05 

17 . 15 

16.15 

16.17 

16.55 

16 .93 

16.65 

16 . 10 

IS.90 

16 . 25 

IS .71 

16 . 13 

16 . 75 

17.42 

17.45 

~::::~ 
22 .41 ~ 
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of flora I parts fully treated in the first part (§ 5) for the experiments 
1922-1923. The following pages. a result of experiments in 1924-1925. 
shou]d be considered (though th ere are 21 new combinations among them) 
a contro] of part of the resuJts found and discussed there. All figures 
Erom the tab]e are either an average from 20 p]ants fJowering in the grounds 
or they have been converted to a number of 20. wh en the group consisted 
of a smaller number either by mistake or on account of a single bad 
individuaJ. 

As to the number of foliage~leaves amounting to 1.3. when the experiments 
were started (J u]y 15) . - it is evident again that in all treatments the ]eaves 
are the first to be comp]eted. Here too there is but Iittle difference as to 
the fina] number of foliage~]eaves under the infJuence of the temperatures. 
In 1922 the average was increased from 2.3 to 4.3 from Ju]y 20. 502 ]eaves 
were added. In 1924 the a\rerage 1.3 oE J u]y 15 was increased to upwards 
of 4.0. This means. that just as before the temperature~treatment has Iittle 
influenc.e on the Eina] number of foliage~]eaves. May be somewhat. for: 
With the figures concerning the experiments starting in 9° and 20°. we 
Eind as a mean oE those averages. i.e. of ca 17 X 20 = ca 340 p]ants : 
4.0. with the experiments starting at 26° (tota] of ca 200 p]ants): 4.3. 

In that Jatter series there never occurs in a group an average under 4 
foliage~]eaves; moreover the highest averages are attained (4.52-4.52-
4.7) in this series which never occur in the series starting with 9° and 20°. 

So it appears th at for the number of foliage~]eaves a high temperature 
(26°) for a few weeks succeeded by a ]ow temperature (especially 13° and 
a]so 9°) has some effect. Since however no effect of it is noticed (see § 17) 
on the assimi]ation~resu]t (probab]y due to the fact that in those treatments 
the ]eaves are among the narrower). this sJight difference has no practica] 
va]ue and we shall Jet the matter rest in this paper. The fact that 
13° (for a long period) has a rather favourab]e effect on the number of 
]eaves. we a]ready stated in part I (§ 5. tab. 3). 

From the number of flora] parts (tab. 15) the fo]]owing facts. which 
have a]ready partly been emphasized by heavy type and by connecting 
braces. may be concluded : 

1°. In most cases. when 9° precedes and especially wh en it has been 
continued for a short time. the number of flora] parts is greater. when an 
exposure to 17° fo]]ows than an exposure to 26°. On]y when 9° has been 
applied for a Jong time (7 weeks) there arise in an after~treatment in 26° 
equa]]y high numbers as in 17°; evidently (see fig. 3 part 2) because in 
that case the flower~formation is 50 far advanced in 9°. that the short 
after~treatment has Iittle effect on this number. 

2°. The tota] number of flora] parts (and a]so that of the individua] 
whorls ) is high af ter a Jong exposure to 9° and on]y af ter 3 w. 9° + 8 w. 
26° the average number greatJy decreases. That might be expected. for 
af ter 3 w. 9° (on Aug. 4) the ]eaf~formation is by no means ready (stage I. 
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see e, 9 tables 21 and 22) and 26° has to bring about the flower-formation. 
All these little details show the great importance of ascertaining these events 
thoroughly and extensively. How much time and trouble th is may require, in 
the long run, it is the only way of getting a sure basis. 

30. The experiments started in 20° do not yield figures forming such 
striking contrasts as those started in 9° and 26° . This stands to reason, 
hecause already af ter 3 weeks 20° the flower-formation (Aug. 4, stage 111) 
is weIl advanced, which is by no means the case in 9° and 26°. Yet there 
is something peculiar in this tab Ie. Though the differences are not great on 
account of the reason mentioned, yet it cannot be denied (see especially 
the last colum) that after the flower in 20° has progressed more or less, 
the number of floral parts is somewhat smaller, wh en the after-treatment 
occurred in Iower temperatures. So we find about the lowest amount in 3w. 
20° + Bw. 9° , the highest average in llw. 20° (= 3w. 20° + Bw. 20°). 

To these two extreme treatments of th is series may surely be attached 
some value and it might be expected af ter 3w. 20° (stage 111), that the 
succeeding temperature would make its influence feit, e.g. on the whorIs 
of stamens, consequently in the final number of stamens. 

So far we should have expected a larger number of floral parts in 9° 
after Aug. 4 , whereas we see, that a removal to 9°-13°- 17°-20° (the 
upper) af ter 3 weeks yields a slight, yet regular increase. 

We cannot but conclude that af ter a short exposure to a moderately high 
temperature as 20° during which the period of flower-formation soon sets 
in, a further exposure to 17° to 20° yields a slightly larger number of 
floral parts than might be expected on removal to a low temperature (9° ); 
may be because the flower- formation is far advanced and in that case a 
transfer to a low temperature causes the flower-formation to he rather 
quickly completed and the growing out to be promoted, not the formation 
of the floral parts far above the normal base. However this may be, thétt 
early removal to 9° is certainly not injurious: The other flora I parts are 
finished as weIl and in § 11 we already saw that the combination of a 
short exposure to 20° followed by 9° , guarantees a ready formation , a 
rapid shooting and fine uniform flowers. Here we see that the number of 
those flora I parts af ter th at treatment is but little above the normal 
base (15) 1). 

40. Nevertheless we should be carefuI. especially with slight differences 
(as in the series starting in 20° ) in attaching value to those differences. 

So in table 16 the number of bulbs and their sum has been given again 
together with the mean error of some seven important and divergent 
treatments. In this table the value of the differences given in table 15 may 
be satisfactorily tested. The number does not exceed 20 and we find , e.g. 
for the average sum of all floral parts af ter 11 w. 20° (17.35) a mean error 
of ca 0.42. In the material of two years before af ter the same permanent 

I) To this we shall revert in an article on early flowering . 
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TABLE 16. 

Exposure Tepals Stamens Carpels Floral parts 
M m M m M m M m 

lw. 9° 8.35 ± 0. 25 8.32 ±0.31 4.10 ±0.16 20.77 ± 0 . 55 

1 w.200 7.15 ± 0.22 7.00 ±0.18 3.20 ±0.09 17.35 ±0.42 

1 w.26° 6.10 ± 0.07 6.15 ± 0.08 3.65 ±0.11 15.90 ± 0 . 19 

7w.26°+4w.I7° 6.10 ± 0.07 6.40 ±O.H 3.75 ± 0.12 16.25 ± 0.22 

3w.26°+8w. 17° 7.40 ± 0.27 7.05 ± 0.23 3.20 ±0.09 17.65 ±0.50 

3 w. 26° + 8 w. 13° 8.50 ± 0.30 7. 75 ± 0.32 3.70 ±0. 13 19.95 . ± O. 58 

3w. 26°+ 8w. 9° 9 .26 ±0.41 9.10 ± 0.32 4 .05 ± 0. 16 22,41 ± 0.58 

exposure to 20° M was calculated to be 17.20, which tallies very weIl. 
Then in the larger number of observations (54) the mean error amounted 
to ca 0.27, which is also in accordance with the different number of obser
vations now (20) and at that time (54). 

50. Even more convincing the figures are in the series of experiments 
starting in 26° . A long exposure to the highest of the temperatures hitherto 
applied gives the smallest number of flora I parts. Af ter II and 7 weeks 
26° for instance an average is found of 15.90-16.25-15.71-16.13. As 
(see tab, 16) for the number of floral parts e.g. in II w. 26° and 7 w. 26° + 
4 w. 17° the mean error amounts to at least ± 0.19 (and this mean error is 
particularly slight compared to other groups) there cannot be attached 
any value to these differences and the total number of floral parts after 
those 4 treatments amounts to ca 16.0. (Two years before : after exposure 
to 25Yz° 16.35 -+- 0.22 and after exposure to 28° 15.90 -+- 0.37, so a very 
slight deviation). On our considering table 22, it may he understood, that 
a removal to (26°) , 17°, 13° or 9° on Sept. 2 , 1924 has no influence on the 
number of floral parts, because on Sept. 2 the number of flora I parts had 
already been fixed in nearly all flowers. 

But if we observe 3 w. 26° , it is evident how much a lower temperature 
advances the increase of all floral whorls (see the th ree lower rows with 
braces). In tab Ie 17 we wish to give again the total number of flora I parts 
of that treatment of table 16, because that observation is most conspicuously 
represented by it and it corroborates what was repeatedly found before: 
a low tempera tu re of 9° (and according to the earlier experiments also of 
13° ) gives rise to the greatest number of floral parts in single ("not full") 
tulips, whereas high temperatures approximate the typical morphological 
number most. 

A distinct rise is to be observed (to the left) , as weIl if the mean error 
is taken into account. To the right has been placed the average found in 
1922, when the flower was completed in those four temperatures. 
Considering the mean error, 22.41 (to the left) and 21.59 (to the right) 
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TABLE 17. Total number of f10ral parts. 

Formed in 1924 Formed in 1922 
M m M m 

3 X 26° + 8 X 26 0 15.90 ± 0.19 17" 19.68 ± 0.24 

3 X 26° + 8 X 170 17.65 ± 0.50 13° 21. 55 ± 0.26 

3 X 26° + 8 X 130 19.95 ± 0.58 9~ 21.59 ± 0.58 

3 X 26° + 8 X 90 22.41 ± 0.58 

might not be taken as positive differences , but if 170 , 13 0 , 90 (to the right) 
are compared to the same (to the Ieft) which have been preceded by 
3 w. 260

, it appears that the contrast between 170
, 130 and 90 is greater, 

when 26 0 has preceded. This is the more striking as after 3 weeks (Aug. 4, 
1922) the growing-point is compIetely engaged in forming Ieaves. The 
tofaI impression we get is, that 3 X 26 0 + 8 X 90 gives ri se to a somewhat 
greater number of flora I parts per flower than permanently 90 or 130

• 

In part IV we shall be able to decide this question more accurateIy on a 
larger number of flowers and we shall revert to the subject there. Here we 
shall abide by the above statement in italics, a corroboration of our previous 
experiences with the material of 1922. 

We have dwelled at Iength upon tab. 15, but it should be remembered, 
that in th is table ca 2700 coimts have been represented by their averages. 

J ust as in part I (§ 6, tab. 8) we wish to subject the combinations of the 
nllmbers of flaral parts to a closer examination. These have been collected 
in tabies 18, 19 and 20 for the combinations 6-6-3 to 8-8-4. The 27 
treatments gave us 530 numerable flowers . 400 of these 530 flowers were 
included in those 18 combinations. The 130 flowers outside these 18 
combinations exceeded them all but one (772 after 3 w. 90 + 8 w. 170 ). 

Of course we now find a higher percentage among those combinations 
than at the time, wh en a great many more treatments were appIied yielding 
high figures. We should averagely find at most 23 of these 400 cases in 
one of the 18 combinations by perfectly equal division. As a great many 
have 6-6-3 and 7-7-3, the normal number possibIe for the remaining 
16 combinations is much smaller (13) . Let us first consider the frequence 
of the 18 combinations from all 27 experiments in tabIe 18. 

1°. The combination 6-6-3 (149 X ) is by far the most frequent in 
these experiments, next as rather frequent follow 7-7-3 (54X ), or 
7-7-4 (26 X ) and 8-8-4 (32X ) or 6-6-4 (32X ). This tallies 
perfectly with the results of the 44 treatments 2 years before (§ 6 tab. 8). 
Since we have now generally chosen other temperatures, many with 260 

and none e.g. with 13 0
, 170

, - the number with 6-6-3 is great, with 
8-8-4 not very numerous though rather conspicuous, and with 7-7-3 
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again rather large on account of the many experiments on flower-formation 
in 20°. The above is in perfect correspondence with the results previously 
found and quoted. Nevertheless we shall repeat some of these results in 
part IV with a greater nu mb er per experiment, since from an experimental
morphological point of view they are so very remarkable. 

20. When the initia I exposure to 9° lasted only 5 or 3 weeks, the af ter
treatment in 26° brings on a much greater number of flowers belonging to 
these combinations (and the combination 6-6-3 is much more frequent) 
than in an after-treatment with 17°, as might be expected (see table 22). 

TABLE 18. 

~ . 
-- --~. - - - - - ---

~ Frequence 
q '!oo from all 7w. 9° 7w. 9° 5w. 9° 5w. 9° 3w. 9° 3w. 9° 
~6 . <1'(-.... 27 exper- 11 w. 9° 
~ ~. -4w. 17° -4 w. 26° 6w, 17° 6 w. 26° 8w. 17° 8 w. 26° 

fi)~ö iments 
~. together 

663 H9 2 - - - 3 I 12 

664 32 - - - - 2 - -

673 16 - - - - I - -

674 12 - - - - - - -
683 3 

I 
- - - I - - -

681 0 
I 

- - - - - - -
, 

763 21 I - - - 1 1 1 -

764 6 I - - - - - - -

773 Sf 
I 

- 2 - - I I I 

771 26 - - - - 2 - -
783 5 - - - - - - -

781 3 - - - - - - -
863 3 - - - - - 2 -
864 2 - - - - I - -

873 15 - - - - 1 2 -

871 8 - - 1 - 1 - 2 

883 13 I - - I - - -

881 32 -4 I - 2 - -4 2 

Within these 18 combinations : 71 3 
1 

1 
1 

5 
1 

13 
1 

11 17 

Number of Ilowers counted : 20 19 20 20 19 20 19 
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When however the transition from 9° to 9°-17°-26° does not occur 
until af ter 7 w. (Sept. 2, 1924) we notice exactly the reverse and 7, 3 and 1 
f10wer are respectively found within those 18 combinations (of each group 
of ca 20 flowers ). 

30. On our considering table 19 giving experiments starting with a 
shorter or longer period in 20°, in which already after 3 w. about half the 
number of f10ral parts have been formed , it strikes us that these methods 
of treatment provide an important share of the combinations 6-6-3 

TABLE 19. 

.~ 
_. 

" " q, "".00 ° o ° ~' o ° " 0 o 0 o 0 " 0 o " 
N or--. 0,,", 00- or--. 0""' 00- or--. 0,,", 00-

~óJi>. 'I'~l': N- N- N N- N- N N- N_ N 

ilfJ: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
0J>.r: - r--...,.. r--...,.. r--...,.. lI"I \0 lI"I \0 lI"I \0 ""'00 ""'00 ""' 00 -

663 6 7 10 5 9 7 8 3 6 11 

661 - - - - - - - - - -
673 1 1 1 1 2 2 - 2 - 1 

6H - I - - I - - - - -

683 - - - - - - - - I -

684 - - - - - - - - - -

763 - 1 1 3 1 I 2 1 4 -

761 - - - - - - - - I -

773 2 I 2 5 4 7 7 5 3 6 

774 I I - - I 1 - - - -

783 I - - I - - - - I ] 

784 - - I I - - - - - -

863 - - - - - - - - - -

861 - - - - - - - - I -
873 3 - - - 1 1 - 2 - -

8H - - - - - - I I - -

883 3 2 - - I - I I I -
884 2 3 I 3 - - - I I -

Withln these 
19 17 16 19 20 19 19 16 19 19 

18 combinations 

Number of 
20 19 18 19 20 19 20 16 20 20 

lIowers counted : 
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(72X); that the combination 6-6-4 never occurs in 10 experiments 
(187 flowers ); that occasionally the rather uncommon combinations 6-7-3 
( 11 X) and 7-6-3 (14 X ) occur ; that especially the combination 
7-7-3 is found (42 X on 187 flowers. while it occurs altogether 54X in 
all 530 flowers ). 

40. In connection with table 20. Eixperiments starting with a shorter or 
longer period in 26°. it may however be observed. that in this case the 
combination 6-6-4 is rather frequent (30 X ; in all experiments 32X). 

TABLE 20. 

~ 
° o 0 o 0 o ° o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 

00 l 0 
'D 'D ..... 'D <"l 'D 0\ 'D ..... 'D<"l 'D 0\ 'D ..... 'D<"l 'DO\ 
N N_ N- N N- N- N N- N- N 

Q,JQ6/ "'lt~E' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ti ~ ~ ~ ~qt. . -10'1: - ..... .,. ..... .,. ..... .,. lI'I 'D lI'I 'D lI'I 'D <"l00 <"l00 <"l00 

I 
663 6 5 13 10 8 6 5 5 1 -
664 11 7 5 5 1 - 1 - - -

673 1 - - - - 1 1 - - 1 

674 - 4 1 3 - - 2 - - -

683 - 1 - - - - - - - -

684 - - - - - - - - - -

763 - - - - 1 - 2 1 - -
764 - - - - 2 - - 2 1 -

773 - - - - - 6 2 1 - -
774 2 2 1 - 6 4 2 - 1 -
783 - - - - - - - 1 - -

784 - - - - - - 1 - - -

863 - - - - - - - - 1 -

864 - - - - - - - - - -

873 - - - - - - - 4 1 -

874 - - - - - - - - 2 -

883 - - - - - - - - 1 1 

884 - - 1 1 - - 1 2 3 -

Within these 
20 19 21 19 18 17 17 16 11 2 

18 combinations : 

Number of 
20 20 21 21 20 21 20 20 20 19 

Howers counted : 
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but 6-7-3 as usual is exceptional; that the combination 7-7-4., 
otherwise rather uncommon, is somewhat more 'frequent here than the 
combination 7-7-3 which is rather frequent in the previous table and in 
general ; that the definite numerical groundplan 6-6-3 repeatedly occurs, 
in 5 w. 26° and especially after 3 w. 26° (stage I) the less according as 
the subsequent temperature is lower. So, to mention an extreme, 3 w. 26° 
followed by 9° behaves altogether as in the low temperature, only 2 of the 
19 flowers for instance being in these 18 combinations, all the rest 
above them. 

On account of the slight number of observations found for each square 
by this division, we shall not dweIl upon this subject any longer. There 
are figures among them we might wonder at. But the number of 
observations distributed over these squares is too slight for us to decide 
whether all those slight deviations may indeed be attached any value to. 
Therefore we have restricted ourselves to mentioning some results from 
tables 18, 19 and 20, which mainly corroborate the previous resuIts of two 
years before. 

§ 16. On the progress of the flower-forming period in 
9°, 20° and 26° in the summer of 1924. 

Just as was done in part II for the 11 temperatures (in 1922), we have traced 
the condition in three divergent temperatures 9°-20°-26° on fixations of 
July 15 (beginning), Aug. 4, Aug. 18 and Sept. 2, i.e. af ter 3, 5 and 
7 weeks. In the above we availed ourselves occasionally of tables 21 and 22, 
given in this § 16. We shall be brief with respect to these tables, since 
they give the result in concise, though satisfactory form. 

Table 21 confirms, that the formation of the last foliage-Ieaflets (13) 
in progress on July 15 (on 10 bulbs), is already finished after 3 weeks 
in 20° (43), while tab Ie 22 shows that the flower- formation too is far 
advanced, and table 23, that the outer foliage-Ieaf has an average leng th 
of 1.90 mm., that on the contrary according to the tab les mentioned both 
the low temperature of 9° and the high temperature of 26° lag far behind 
20° , especially with respect to the length of the young foliage-Ieaves. 

According to tab Ie 22 the leaf-forming period is finished for ~o and 26° 
on Aug. 18, just as was the case 2 years before; but 9° lags somewhat 
behind 26° (on Aug. 18 and Sept. 2, 1924, just as in 1922). The only 
difference with 1922 is, that whereas then the room was kept at 25}1°, in 
1924 at 26°, the flower-formation in 1924 was somewhat slower in progress 
than in 1922, which cannot very weIl be due to that difference of half a 
degree. Yet it is true (see part II fig. 3 on Aug. 18 and Sept. 1), that a 
difference of 25}1° and 28° (2}1° ) makes a great difference at that time. 

On observing the length of the first foliage-Ieaflet, already previously 
formed, we see from tab. 23 that between Aug. 18 and Sept. 2 9° and 26° 
come up strongly with 20°, especially 9°, in which the foliage-Ieaflet has 
attained the same leng th as in 20°. 
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TABLE 21. Number of foliage-leaves in formation on 10 bulbs. 

-
July 15, 1924. 

Beginning of the August 4 August 18 September 2 Exposure 
experlments 

\ 
23 38 41 +- 9° 

13 13 42 10 +- 20° 

? 
21 38 H +- 26° 

TABLE 22. The stage in which the growlng-point Is on exposure to 9°, 20° and 26°. 

T ~ s..remoo1 July 15, 1924. 
Beginni~g of the August 4 August 18 Exposure 

experlments 

) 
II+ V à VI +- 9° 

I 111- VII (VII) +- 20° 

111- VII- +- 26° 

T ABLE 23. Length of the first foliage-leaflet formed, at the outset and af ter 
exposure to 9", 20°, 26°, in mms. 

July 15, 1924 
August 4 August 18 September 2 Exposure 

at the beginning 

\ 
I 

1.05 2 . 5 7.3 +- 9° 

1.90 3.9 7. 3 +- 20° 0·"1 0.38 1.6 3.1 +- 26° 

TABLE 24. Average number of f10ral parts after exposure to 9°, 20°, 26°. 

Sept. 2, 1924. Exp;sure :l Tepals 

9 ' 8.3 

20) 6 . 7 

26° 6 . 1 

Stamens 

10 

6 .8 

6.3 

1 Carpels 

3.2 

3.2 

Finally tab. 24 gives the average number of floral parts in formation on 
Sept. 2, 1924. In 9° we see, that the carpels are no.t yet in formation (cf. 
tab. 22: stage V to VI). 

As to the number of tepals and stamens, it is again corroborated, that 
in 20° a few more are formed than in 26° (close to the base 6-6-3), but 
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that in 9° the flora 1 parts are much more numerous than in 20° (and of 
course in 26° ). J ust as in table 16, previously discussed, it appears 
according to the material of 1924, that it may by no means be asserted, that 
in 9°-20°-26° this is more common with the tepals than with the whorls 
of stamens, as seemed to be the case in the material of 1922. 

§ 17. The produce of new bulbs 
af ter 27 modes of temperature-treatment in the previous summer. 

In this § there will be discussed what has been summarized in table 25 
every experiment and every figure constituting a result in 1925 of groups 
of about 20 Tulips treated in 1924. These data are new. They were not 
traced on the material 2 years before, because then per experiment only 
10 specimens were brought into bIoom in the field . 

111. In column 11 we find as a certain standard for the assimilating
surface the average width of the lower (outer first,) leaf, in order to get 
a sure comparison with the yield of new bulbs, taking the place of the old 
bulb treated and planted, the reserve-food of which is quite exhausted 
(as contrasted with the bulb of the H yacinth). It is evident, that a long 
period in 9° is injurious to the leaf-width and we may safely say for the 
assimilating surface. We may add that the very groups with the narrowest 
foliage we re the first to wit her, turn reddish and die. The worst in this 
respect was 11 w. 9°; the leaf is broader according as the exposure to 9° 
was shorter, but always bet ter when exposed a{terwards to 17° than to 26°. 
Likewise in the further experiments starting in 20° and 26° (total 6X ), 
the after-treatment in 17° proves more favourable to the width of the leaf 
than in 13°, the latter better than in 9°. This is reciprocally corroborated. 

In heavy type the experiments have been printed, yielding an average 
width of leaf above 100 mms. Though a continuous exposure to 26° gives 
excellent foliage, it appears on the who Ie, that an after-treatment in 17° is 
favourable with respect to the leaves, that when 17° follows, a preliminary 
exposure to 26° is surely not less favourable than to 20°. 

7 w. 26° + 4 w. 17°, which we use for field-culture , is among the highest 
averages (110 mms.) twice as broad as af ter 11 w. 9°. The treatment 
3 w. 20° + 8 w. 9°, which - at least hitherto - we have tried as the best 
preliminary treatment for early flowering, produces rather narrow leaves 
(ca 73 mms.) , but since we aim at an early favourable bIoom, the assimilating 
surface and the further yield is of little consequence. 

20. In those further columns the weights of 20 new main bulbs column 
111 have been given (the old ma in bulbs, received from the grower, weighed 
740 grams per 20 in all experiments) 1). 

Further we find in column IV: the weights of all remaining bulbs in 
grams, most of them originated in the axils of other scales found more to 

I) With th is § 17 R. MULDER's research to be published later : "The periodical 
development of the Darwin-Tulip" , should be consulted. 
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the outside. in column V the joint weight of these main- and further lateral 
bulbs. which further lateral bulbs will be distinguished from the main bulb 

T ABLE 25. Widths of leaves and yield of new bulbs. 
- - - - - -

I. 11. 111. IV. V . VI. VII. 

.... - '" .5 ;.-3! 'iil '" o >-~"fn 
'" :l = 

"'.0 :9~ N ... ~,.Q 

~..8 .0-o .- - :l '" " 0 8 6.I"'(ó-
-.Ê.oë 8 "'0 '" 

:l ~ ..c"O=:l 
'"" ns -=-- N '" .0 = II 
~ .... u _:9 '" 

.... ""'tjN ... _ g ._.o 
8 ~ Ol3! '" ~geOl .... 0- '0 ~ .~:E 

Treatment o 0 ~ ..c :l .- = 0 " 
o ~:l 

- Ol '" 
Ol.o '" ~ .ao Ol .- u 0 = " "0 .0 '" 0 0 
.öj = " ~ ~ .... .- - ~o ..c 0:> 0 Ol ~", .... ~ Ol "0 ·-N = ~'" ~~CI)N .:a ~ N ~ "iö ë e .- _~cn..o e Ë ö ==.0- .öj ".0 e ._ Ol 

e :l,.9 ~ 2'- 0 ~.& Ol 0 ._ "':; :l 
"J:: ..2- .0.0 Z ~.ÊJ:: 

11 w. 9" 55 610 -419 1029 82 233 

7 w. 9° + 4 w. 17° 71 694 652 1346 105 301 

7 w. 9° + 4 w. 26° 63 560 560 1120 91 266 

5 w. 9 + 6 w. 17.) 81 700 690 1390 108 330 

5 w. 9° + 6 w. 26° 77 632 803 1435 120 338 

3 w. 9° + 8 w. 17° 96 778 719 1497 102 339 

3 w. 9° + 8 w. 26° 93 507 785 1292 12. 335 

11 w. 20° 96 583 720 1303 110 318 

7 w. 20° + 4 w. 17° 103 ~ 8.0 516 1356 87 295 

7 w. 20° + 4 w. 13° 99 ) 695 532 1227 86 271 

7 w. 20° + 4 w. 9° 87 684 327 1011 73 229 

5 w. 20° + 6 w. 17° 108 ~ 711 626 1337 98 313 

5 w. 20° + 6 w. 13° 99 ) HO -475 1215 78 279 

5 w. 20° + 6 w. 9° 82 722 335 1057 75 18-4 

3 w. 20° + 8 w. 17° 110~ 7H 792 1537 119 330 

3 w. 20° + 8 w. 13° 89 ) 690 422 1112 83 252 

3 w. 20° + 8 w. 9° 73 671 41"1 1085 75 2-46 

II w. 26' 107 587 877 HM 121 38S 

7 w. 26° + 4 w. 17° 110~ 692 H6 1-438 105 3tiJ 

7 w 26° + 4 w. 13° 10. ) 737 689 1-426 101 335 

7 w. 26° + -4 w. 9° 89 -489 775 1264 122 316 

5 w. 26° + 6 w. 17° 

'O'l 
694 662 1356 106 29-4 

5 w. 26° + 6 w. 13° 87 690 717 1-407 10-4 318 

5 w. 26° + 6 w. 9") 75 528 578 1106 99 270 

3 w. 26° + 8 w. 17° 
'OS l 

796 H3 1539 120 328 

3 w. 26° + 8 w. 13° 78 665 567 1232 103 277 

3 w. 26° + 8 w. 9° 64 637 512 11-49 90 258 
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as secondary bulbs. Accordingly that column gives the weight in bulbs, 
taking the place of the old main bulbs of a joint weight of 740 grams. In 
any case we see a gain in weight in the total amount of the bulbs af ter 
each exposure. 

Column VI gives the number of bulbs originated (main bulbs induded). 
And finally to get an impression wh ether the secondary bulbs (50 main bulb 
excluded) are of any value for propagation. column VII gives the joint 
weight of the 20 largest secondary bulbs (yielded by 20 bulbs planted). 

30. We shall have to revert to this tab Ie 25 (after completing part IV). 
which contains many things interesting for growers. The most striking 
results are already emphasized by braces and bold type. 

A large leaf-surface, i.e. large assimilating surface, of ten goes together 
with heavy weights of ma in and (or) secondary bulbs (e.g. 7 w. 20° + 
4 w. 17°, - 3 w. 20° + 8 w. 17°, - 11 w. 26°, as to the secondary bulbs 
- 7 w. 26° + 4 w. 17° moderate - 7 w. 26° + 4 w. 13° moderate - 3 w. 
26° + 8 w. 17°). In every respect (according to all columns) there is a 
correspondence between leaf-surface and produce af ter 3 w. 20° + 8 w. ]70 

and 3 w. 26° + 8 w. ]70 - 7 w. 20° + 4 w. ]70 yields a great weight of 
new main bulbs (840 grams!) the weight and number of the other bulbs 
remaining slight. By far the greater weight in secondary bulbs (877 grams 
column IV) and moreover undoubtedly the greater weight of the 20 largest 
secondary bulbs (385 grs. p. 20 bulbs column VII) is yielded by 11 w. 26° , 
but this goes together with a rather slight weight of the ma in bulbs (587 grs. 
per 20 bulbs). Large leaf-width and large produce are least in accordance 
in 5 w. 26° + 6 w . 17° and e.g. 3 w. 9° + 8 w . 17° , but in the ma in (in 
the best and the worst individuals ) the connection is evident. 

With regard to application with respect to the yield of bulbs, we see 
that the temperature-treatment influences the produce of new bulbs to a 
high degree. Though it is not devoid of interest, that this yield may be 
judged in the ma in from the leaf-width (assimilation-surface), yet in 
practical application the final produce is the great thing. And now it 
depends, whether big main-bulbs are especially preferred (as af ter 7 w. 20° 
+ 4 w . 17°), and the weight and number of the secondary bulbs are of 
little consequence; - or that plenty of secondary bulbs of a relatively 
heavy weight are appreciated, but with a sacrifice on account of the rather 
slight weight of the main-bulbs (e.g. 11 w. 26° ); - or that a fairly 
favourable number and weight of main-bulbs and secondary bulbs are 
preferably comhined (e.g. 3 w. 20° + 8 w. 17°) . 

It has become evident, that a different purpose set, requires a very 
different summer-treatment for the Tulip. But drawing a more exact 
condusion and passing a judgment as to the application we would rather 
put oH - apart from the above preliminary remarks -, till the data for 
part IV, as a control on a larger number of specimens, will be known to 
us in the summer of 1926, and likewise the results of the experiments on 
early flowering of th is Darwin-Tulip. 

15 
Proceedlngs Royal Acad. Ams.terdam Vol. XXIX. 
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Af ter the three parts hitherto issued on "The results of the temperature-treatment in 
summer for the Darwin-Tulip" (§§ 1-17 ; figures 1-5: tables 1-25). we refer to the 
foUowing Iiterature. connected with it. mentioned or further to be consulted. 

1766. HILL. D. J. Die Art und Weise durch eine regelmässige Ordnung der Cultur 
oder Wartung. GefüUte Blumen aus einfachen zu ziehen. Deutsche Uebers. a. d. Engl. 

1886. GOEBEL. K. Beitr. z. Kenntnis gefüUter Blüthen. Jahrb. f. Wiss. Bot. Bd. 17. 
(Liliaceae S. 263). 

In these the period of formation is already referred to and the rapid way in which 
this occurs in the Tulip. various illustrations of the formation being added. 

1908. ORTLEPP. K. Der EinBuss des Bodens auf die BlütenfüUung der Tulpen. Flora 
Bd. 98. 

1915. ORTLEPP. K. Monographie d. Füllungserscheinungen bei Tulpenblüten. Ausg. Th. 
Osw. Weigel. Leipzig. 

For the sake of completeness we mention these works. aU of them referring to fuU 
Tulip-Bowers or the doubling of Tulips. while we again point out that the variation in 
the number of Boral parts effected by the temperature in some Tulips. as Pride of Haarlem. 
is quite a different thing from the phenomenon of more or less full Tulips. The nature 
of the description in the above researches is quite different from what the temperature 
brought about in our observations. - since all whorls of Horal parts in low temperatures 
increase to a (limited) number and each whorl mainly keeps its normal structure and 
function. Abnormal transitions are much less numerous than in "fuU" Bowers. Besides 
summing up the types that occur (conclusion part 11 § 12) the best thing for us to do is 
to point out. that many of those abnormal formations are described in the above papers. 
especiaUy in K. ORTLEPP's Monography (1915). 

Further we referred to : 
1920. A. H. BLAAUW. Over de Periodiciteit van Hyacinthus orientalis. With a summary 

in English. Meded. Landbouwhoogeschool DI. XVIII. and Meded. No. 3. Labor. v. 
Plantenphys. Ond. Wageningen. 

1922. A. H. BLAAUW. Klein Bouwwerk voor physiolog. Cultuurproeven. With a summary 
in English. Meded. Landbouwhoogeschool DI. X~V. Meded. No. 7 Labor. v . Plantenphys. 
Ond. Wageningen. 

1923. A. H. BLAAUW. De periodieke diktetoename van den bol der Hyacinthen. With 
a summary in English. Meded. Landbouwhoogeschool DI. XXVII. Meded. No. 8 Labor. 
v. Plantenphys. Ond .. Wageningen. 

1924. A. H. BLAAUW. The Results of the temperature during Hower-formation for the 
whole Hyacinth. (First Part) . Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Vol. XXIII. No. 4. Meded. 
No. 10 Labor. v. Plantenphys. Ond. Wageningen. 

1924. A. H. BLAAUW. The results of the temperature during Hower-formation for the 
whole Hyacinth. (Second part). Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Vol. XXVII. NO. 9 and 10. 
Meded. No. 11 Labor. v. Plantenphys. Ond. Wageningen. 

1926. R. MULDER. De periodieke ontwikkeling van de Darwin-Tulp. With a summary 
in English. Meded. No. 15 Labor. v. Plantenphys. Ond. Wageningen. 

To this research already finished in outline. we had to refer in these papers. 
1925. A. H. BLAAUW and Miss M. C. VERSLUYS. The results of the temperature

treatment in summer for the Darwin-Tulip. First part (§§ 1-7). Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. 
Vol. XXVIII. No. 8 and 9. Meded. No. 17. Labor. v. Plantenphys. Ond. Wageningen. 

1925. Miss I. LUYTEN. Miss G. JOUSTRA and A. H. BLAAUW. Idem. Second Part. 
(§§ 8-12). Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wet. Vol. XXIX. Med. No. 18. Labor. v . Plantenphys. 
Ond. Wageningen. 
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Physics. - "lnfluence of elastic deformation on the magnetic disturbance 
of the supraconductivity with tin. Hysteresisphenomena". By G. J. 
SIZOO. W. J. DE HAAS and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. (Comm. 
No. 180c from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden). 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

§ 1. Introduction. 
As we stated in a preceding communication I) it has been found pos~ 

sible. by means of elastic deformation. to cause a small displacement of 
the temperature at which a metal becomes supraconductive. 

The obvious course now was to investigate if the value of the magnetic 
field. at which a metal in the supraconductive state loses its supracon~ 
ductivity. also might be influenced in this way. Namely. if we have a 
metal in the supraconductive state - that is in a state. in which the 
potential difference at the ends of a wire. through which an electric 
current is passing. has fallen bel ow the limit of measurement - then as 
is known. it is possible to disturb this state by applying an external 
magnetic field - that is to bring back a measurable potential difference 
at the ends of the wire. Though the expression "threshold value of the 
magnetic field" which is still in use. suggests a discontinuous disturbance 
of the supraconductivity. in reality it was always found possible to follow 
the return of the potential difference in the magnetic field in such a way 
that the transition between the normal conductive and supraconductive 
state might be represented by a continuous transition curve 2). To this 
curve we will give the name "magnetic transition curve". 3) 

The state of the metal corresponding to this transition curve might be 
called the magnetic transitionphase. 

The purpose of the inquiry was th us to find whether the magnetic 
transition curve might be displaced by means of e1astic deformation of 
the wire. However. during the first measurements carried out with this 
purpose. besides the expected displacement a quite new ph en omen on 
was discovered. which gave an unexpected turn to the inquiry. 

Namely it appeared that the magnetic transition curve in reality is a 
hysteresisfigure. 

By 6rst enlarging the magnetic 6eld. an "ascending" transition curve 

I) These Proceedings 28 (1925) p. 656. 
2) Cf. Diss. W. TUYN. Leiden 1924. Cap. II. 
3) In analogy wlth this. the curve which represents the appearing of the supracon

ductivity by lowering the temperature. without a magnetic field. might he called the 
.,thermal transition curve", In the preceding communication the name "vanishing-curve" 
was introduced in connection with the use of the word .. vanishing point". 

15* 
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was obtained. then by decreasing the field a "descending" one. These 
two together now formed a hysteresisfigure of a very peculiar form. 
This peculiar form. as weil as the unexpectedness of the whole phenomenon 
caused us to accept the result with considerable reserve. Therefore a 
second "heliumday" was spent to determine the hysteresisfigure of two 
resistances with greater accuracy and under normal pressure. 

The results of these two "heliumdays" are contained in this communication. 
It is noteworthy that in the transition region between supra· and nor· 

mal conductivity OHM'S law fails. However. for the sake of simplicity 
we wish to retain in that region the term "resistanee" . by which is to 
be understood the quotient of the measured potential difference with the 
strength of the current through the wire. 

§ 2. Method of the experiment. 
The elastic deformation of the wire. mentioned above consisted in a 

compression by means of hydrostatic pressure. For the method of pro· 
duction of this pressure reference may be made to the preceding com· 
munication. as weil as for the method of the resistance measurements etc. I) 

The magnetic field necessary was obtained with the inductance.coil 
W, mentioned in the dissertation of W. TUYN. page 69. The length of 
the coil is 18,9 cm .. the diameter 13.6-16.4 cm .. total number of turns 
8 X 86 in 8 layers. The magnetic field obtained with this coil is not 
homogeneous. 

Representing by Hz the strenght of the field at a point on the axis. 
at a distance z from one of the ends. and calling the lenght of the coil 
I. we have: 

Hz =4nni-
2
1 ~V z-=-V z-I l=4nniAz. 

\ R2 + Z2 R2 + (z -1)2 ~ 
Representing the maximum and minimum value of A - by Amax. and 

A· 
Amin .• th en the quotient A:::. is a measure of the inhomogeneity of the 

field. As the resistance was always placed in the axis of the coil and 
symmetrical to the middle of the coil the values Amax. and Amin. are found 
in the middle and at the ends of the resistance. respectively. With the 
aid of the given formula it is easy to calculate a mean value of A along 
the part of the axis. in which the resistance is placed. 

The resistances used were Sn-1924-A and Sn-1925-B. Both were 
made of extruded tinwire. 2) diameter 0.24 mmo They were wound on glass 
tubes with lengths of 9 and 6 em., and diameters of 4 and 7 mm., 
respectively. The resistances at roomtemperature amounted to 2.17 and 
4.55 Q respectively. 

In the case of the measurements with the resistance Sn-1924-A the 

I) L.c. pag . 659, § i . 
2) In the preceding communication (I.c. p. 656) it was stated that the wire was .. drawn 

out". This is an error of translation. 
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values of A were : Amax. = 0.783. Amin. = 0.730. A •• g. = 0.760. The factor 
for the inhomogeneity was th us 0.932. The average fieldstrengths are 
calculated from the measured current streng th with the formula: 

Ha.g. (in gauss) - 4 nni A •• g. = 34.86 i (in ampères). 

With the measurements concerning Sn-1925-B we had Am.x. = 0.783; 

A min.=0.756; AA min. = 0.965; A •• g.= 0.777 and H •• g.(in gauss) = 35.64 i (i in 
max. 

ampères). 

§ 3. The measurements of 16 Jan. 1925. 
These measurements contain determinations of the magnetic transition

curves for the wire Sn-1924-A under pressures of 4. 100. and 250 kg./cm. 2• 

respectively. at a temperature of 3.414°-3.416° K. The results are con
tained in Table I. Besides the values of the resistances (third column : 
W.n-192i-A) the ratios of these values to the resistance at 4.20° K. 

are given (fourth column : :-). This amounted to 0.00132 Q. 
4.2 

In the figures. for the sake of uniformity. these quotients. indicated by 
W 
-- are plotted. In fig. 1. as an example. the results obtained with a 
W 4.2 • 
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TASLE I. Measurements of 16 January 1925. 

Pressure H W avg . 
WSn-I9U-A W 4.2 in kg/cm2 in gauss 

4 48 .80 0.001l2 n 0.849 
52.29 0.001l6 0.879 
55 .78 0.001l8 0 .894 
62.75 0 .00122 0 .925 
69.72 0.00123 0.932 
iS .32 O.OOlli 0.8604 
41.83 0 .00042 0 .318 
38 .35 0.00023 0 . 114 
34.86 0.00012 0.091 
31.37 0.00000 0 .000 
0 0.00000 0 .000 

31.37 0.00000 0.000 
31.86 0.00008 0.061 
38.35 0 .00018 0 . 136 
41 .83 0 .00037 0.280 
15.32 0.00093 0.705 
48.80 0.0011l 0.841 
52 .29 0.00117 0.887 

100 34.86 0.00008 0.061 
38.35 0.00023 0.114 
11.83 0.00048 0.3604 
45.32 0.00101 0.766 
18.80 0.001l3 0.857 
52.29 0.001l8 0.891 
59.26 0.00122 0.925 
48 .80 0.00117 0.887 
45.32 0.00112 0 .849 
41.83 0.00090 0 .682 
38.35 0 .00019 0.li4 
34 .86 0.00012 0.091 

250 31. 58 0.00001 0.009 
38 .35 0.00022 0.167 
41 .83 0.00053 0.402 
45 .32 0 .00106 0.803 
48 .80 0.001l8 0.894 
55 . 78 0 .00126 0 .955 
48 .80 0.00123 0.932 
45 .32 0.00120 0.909 
41 .83 0.00103 0 .781 
38.35 0.00019 0. 141 
34.86 0.00010 0.076 
45 .32 0 .00105 0 .795 
59 .26 0.00126 0.955 
45 .32 0.00120 0.910 
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pressure of 250 kg./cm. 2 are given. The hysteresis. already mentioned. 
becomes clearly evident. The peculiar form of the "descending~curve" is 
very obvious. The figures. obtained with 4 and 100 kg./cm.2 show quite 
the same nature. In fig . 2 the three ascending curves are combined. The 
descending ones are omitted because the number of points with which 

!.o0r-----.-------- .----___ ~----_, 

o.aq------t------H.f-----I----~ 

o·oot------+-----iH+-----If----~ 

O.4·or-----t---ft-t-------lf-----I 

O.2~ot-------+-____If_---+-------1-----i 
w 
W4 

f 
O.O·~2~--...... --../;;;----___:4f.5;-----.lr-----d65G 
-H 

Fig. 2. 
Gl i kg/cm2 hydrostatic pressure. 
13100 
A 250 

these were determined was too small to be sure ab out the mutual situ~ 

ation of these curves. 
From fig. 2 it is clear how the ascending curve is shifted by the 

application of the pressure to the side of the lower fields. 
On the place where the resistance has half disappeared. this displa~ 

cement amounts to about 0.8 gauss for 100 kg/cm2• 

If it may be assumed that the application of the pressure causes a 
decrease of the di stances between the atoms. th en the result found may 
be expressed thus: "for the disturbing of the supraconductivity by a 
magnetic field. a relatively small space between the atoms is favourable". 

It is noteworthy that the displacement of the curve with increasiog 
pressure. at least in the middle of the transition regioo 5000 seems to have 
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reached a maximum value. As appears from the preceding communica~ 
tion. the same was the case with the displacement of the thermal tran~ 
sition curve. 

§ 4. The measurements of 30 Jan. 1925. 
It is understandable that af ter the results. mentioned in the preceding 

paragraph. the necessity was feit to confirm the found hysteresis. Espedally 
the peculiar form of the descending curve made us hesitate to accept the 
reality of the phenomenon. It was thus considered desirabie to determine 
the hysteresisfigure with more than one resistance and witb greater 

T ABLE 11. Measurements of 30 January 1925. 

Ha.g. W 
Current WSn-J9U-A W 4.2 in gauss 

2.0 mA 31.37 0.00000 n 0.066 

31 .86 0.00008 0.056 

38.35 0.00015 0. 113 

11.83 0.00013 0.321 

13.92 0.00080 0.602 

. 15.32 0.00095 0.7H 

18.80 0.00110 0.827 

52.29 0.00115 0.865 

55.78 0.00118 0.887 
, 

59.26 0.00120 0.902 

55 .78 0.00120 0.902 

52.29 0.00118 0.887 

18.80 0.00113 0.850 

15.32 0.00105 0.790 

12.53 0.00090 0.677 

41 .83 0.00088 0.662 

11.13 0.00078 0.587 

iO.ii 0.00063 O.i7i 

39.71 0.000i8 0.361 

38.35 o 00015 0. 113 

31.86 0.00008 0.056 

31.37 0.00000 0.000 
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T ABLE 111. Measurements of 30 January 1925. 

H W 
Current 811g. 

WSn-1921-A 
--

in gauss W 1.2 

4.0 mA 31.37 0.00000 n 0 .000 

34.86 0.00006 0.015 

36 .60 0.00010 0.075 

37.65 0.00013 0 .098 

38.35 0.00015 0 . 113 

40.09 0.00021 0 . 158, 

41.83 0 .00033 0.248 

43.58 0.00060 0.151 

41.62 0.00073 0.519 

15 .32 0 .00086 0 .647 

46.36 0 .00091 0 .648 

17 .06 0.00097 0.729 

17.93 0.00101 0. 760 

18.80 0.00107 0 .805 

50.55 0 .00112 0.812 

52.29 0.00115 0 .865 

55.78 0.00118 0 .887 

59.26 0.00121 0 .910 

57.80 0 .00121 0.910 

55.78 0.00121 0.910 

53.61 0 .00120 0.902 

52.15 0.00118 0.887 

50 . 76 0.00115 0.865 

18.80 0 .00115 0.865 

47 .41 0.00111 0.835 

15.39 0.00102 0.767 

11.62 0.00100 0.752 

13.92 0.00100 0.752 

13 .23 0.00091 0.681 

12.53 0.00081 0 .632 

41 .73 0.00069 0.519 

40.33 0.00042 0.316 

39.74 0.00018 0.135 

39.04 0.00016 0.120 

38.35 0.00014 0.105 
37.65 0 .00014 0.105 

36.95 0.00011 0 .083 

36.25 0.00010 0.075 

35.56 0.00009 0.068 

I 31.37 0.00003 0.019 
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TABLE IV. Measurements of 30 January 1925. 

Ha.g. W 
Current WSn-19U-A 

- -
in gauss W~. 2 

6.7 mA 31.37 0.00002 .n 0.011 
34 .86 0 .00008 0.060 
38.35 0.00018 0.135 
39 .74 0 .00023 0 . 173 

41.83 0.00040 0.301 
H .92 0.00071 0.534 
45 .32 0.00085 0.639 
46.71 0.00098 0.737 
48.80 0.00108 0 .812 

50.90 0.00113 0 . 150 

52 .29 0.00116 0 .872 

55.78 0.00122 0.917 
59.26 0.00123 0.925 
55 .78 0.00123 0.925 

52.29 0.00120 0.902 

50.90 0.00119 0.895 
48.80 0.00116 0.872 
46.64 0.00110 0.827 
45 .32 0.00107 0.805 
404.27 0.00104 0.782 
H.404 0.00098 0.737 
42.53 0.00092 0 .692 
41 .83 0.00081 0.609 
41 .00 0.00059 0.4404 
39 .74 0.00024 0 . 180 

39 .04 0.00023 0.173 
38 .35 0.00018 0.135 
37 .65 0.00017 0.128 

36 .95 0 .00015 0.113 

36 .25 0.00014 0 . 105 
35 .56 0.00011 0.083 
34.86 0.00011 0.083 
34 . 16 0.00009 0 .068 

33.46 0.00007 0.053 
32.77 0 .00006 0 .045 

31.37 0.00004 0 .030 

29 .98 0 .00001 0.008 

27 .89 0.00000 0.000 
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TABLE V. Measurements of 30 January 1925. 

H W 
Current BVg. 

WSn-J925-B - -
in gauss W.,.2 

2.0 mA 39.20 0.00062 fl 0.104 

42 .77 0.00137 0 .222 

i6.33 0.00509 0.825 

49.90 0.00609 0.987 

53.46 0.00615 0.996 

60 .59 0.00615 0.996 

46 .33 0.0061i 0.995 

42.77 0.00464 0.752 

iO .63 0 .00063 0 . 102 

. 39.92 0.00054 0.088 

39.20 0.00050 0.081 

37.07 0.00037 0.060 

35.64 0.00029 0.Oi7 

32.08 0.00016 0.026 

28.51 0.00000 0.000 

32.08 0.00003 0.005 

accuracy under normal pressure. This was done 30 Jan. 1925 with the 
resistances Sn-1924-A and Sn-I925-8. The first was again placed 
within the copper cylinder of the pressure~apparatus. the latter was fixed 
to it on the outside. The resistances at 4°.20 K amounted to 0.00132!J 
and 0.00617 !J. At a temperature of 3.414°-3.416° K. the form of the 
hysteresisfigure was determined for Sn-1924-A with currents of 2 .. 4 
and 6.7 mA resp. and for Sn-1925-8 with a current of 2 mA. 

The results are given in the Tables 11. 111. IV. and V. All points are 
given in the order in which they were measured. The results are in good 
agreement with those of the preceding measurements. In the figures 3 
and 4 the hysteresisflgures of Sn-1924-A measured with 6.7 and 
4.0 mA resp. are given as an example. 

In both 6gures. but especially in the lat ter the position of the measured 
points on the descending line raised the suspicion that this curve was 
not continuous (see the dotted line in fig. 4). Moreover this impression 
had al ready been gained during the measurements. Nodecision as to the 
correctness of this suggestion has yet been obtained. as no further measure~ 
ments with extruded and wound tinwires have been made. The results 
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afterwards found with mercury. however. give a strong support to this 
suggestion. 

The measurements with different currents were carried out to obtain 
evidence as to the influence of the current strength on the form of the 
transition line. which influence is discussed on page 89 of the dissertation 
of W. TUYN. 

In fig . 5 are represented the three ascending lines. obtained with 2.0. 
4.0 and 7.6 mA. A regular displacement is not evident. Thus here also 
the question of the influence of the current remains as yet unanswered. 

In connection with the complicated circumstances this is not to be 

1.00r-----,--------,-------,-----, 

0.80f-- ---+------ +-----Aif'---- - --j-- - ---I 

0.60f-----+----- ---4>#-------j------I 

0.401-------l-----lH--+-----f-------1 

0.20 

w w r 
0 .00';;2;"5 -~~----,~----7.45~-----;;5~5-----;;-i,65G 

-H 
Fig . 5. 

G measuring current 2 mA. 
à i mA. 
m 6.7 mA. 

wondered at. It is to be remembered th at the field was neither homo
geneous nor. because the wire was wound. quite transversal. 

To get further information about the nature of the hysteresis. the 
following control-experiments were made: 

a) . The magnetic field is raised until the resistance of the wire has 
partly returned; (example: WSn-192i-A = 0.00042 D for H = 42.53 gauss). 
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The field is now enlarged till the resistance has come back al most com~ 
pletely, (example : WSn-1921-A = 0.00122 Q for H = 60 gauss), then 
diminished to the original value and the resistance measured again, 
(example: WSn-1921-A = 0.00082 Q for H = 42.53 gauss). The last point 
is thus situated on the descending curve. 

b. To see if there is an influence of the time we now waited about 
20 minutes. The resistance remains unchanged. 

c. The current through the magnetic coil is now brok en and immedi~ 
ately afterwards closed again. The resistance is measured again and appears 
to be situated on the ascending curve (example: WSn-1921-A = 0.00042 Q). 

d. The manipulations, mentioned under a, are performed again. Then 
the magnetic field is left unchanged but the temperature is raised to a 
value higher than the vanishing~point of tin and afterwards decreased to 
exactly the same value. N ow the resistance is found to be on the 
descending curve (example : WSn-1921-A = 0.00082 Q). 

All these experiments were repeated some times with Sn-1924-A as 
well as with Sn-1925-B and always with the same results. 

§ 5. Discussion . 
. Af ter the results. mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, were obtained 

there could be no doubt as to the existence of the hysteresis. Still there 
might have been a very small possibility that the hysteresis might not 
be a property of the supraconductivity but a consequence of an impurity 
of the tin, namely the presence of iron. In th at case the remanent mag~ 
netism of the iron would be responsible for the hysteresis. Though the 
experiment. mentioned under c. was against this suggestion, it was con~ 
sidered as desirabIe to investigate the phenomenon with a supraconductor 
with which contamination with iron was surely excluded. Besides it was 
desirabIe to repeat the measurements under less complicated circumstances, 
namely in a much more homogeneous field, oriented exactly parallel or 
perpendicular to the direction of the current. It was resolved to invest~ 
igate the phenomenon with mercury, which may easily be obtained in 
a state of great purity by repeated distillation and with which, by en~ 
closing in glasscapillaries at small length a sufficient high value of the 
resistance may be obtained. 

The results of these inquiries, as far as they have progressed now, 
are to be given in a following communication. 



Physics. - .. On the magnetic disturbance of the supraconductivity wlth 
mercury". I. By W. J. DE HAAS. G. J. SJZOO and H. KAMERLINGH 

ONNES. (Comm. N°. 180d from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden). 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

§ 1. Purpose and method of the experiments. 
As was mentioned in § 5 of the preceding communication 1). the 

purpose of the investigation which is to be recorded here. was to find 
out if the magnetic disturbance of the supraconductivity with mercury 
shows a similar hysteresis. as was observed with tin. In that case. there 
would be no doubt that this hysteresis had to be considered as a property 
of the supraconductivity and not as due to a contamination with iron. 

The result of the investigation was not only that the hysteresis really 
exists. but besides that the graphs of the magnetic 
disturbance show verg sharp discon tin uities. 

The measurements were carried out with mercury 
threads. enclosed in glasscapillaries which were 
provided with four platinum wires. 

In the beginning of the investigation the resistances 
had the form shown in figure 1. later th at in figure 2. 
The latter had the advantage over the former. that 
the resistances required less room in the cryostat 
and besides. that the quantity of mercury. which 
had to be displaced through the capillary during the 
cooling was smaller. so that the chance of breaking 

Fig. 1. of the mercury thread was decreased. We will 
distinguish the two types as type I and type II respectively. Always as 
many resistances were placed in the cryostat as the available space 
allowed. Even with very careful cooling the mercury threads 
of about half the number of the resistances generally broke. 
Besides. when af ter the measurements. the resistances were 
heated again from heliumtemperatures to roomtemperature. 
some on the glasscapillaries usually broke. Because of this 
we have not yet succeeded in measuring one resistance on 
two different heliumdays. 

T 0 apply the field one of the two inductance coils W 
and A was used. The first is the same as mentioned in the 
preceding communication 2) and was placed round the cryostat. Fig. 2. 

1) G. J. SIZOO. W. J. DE HAAS and A. KAMERLINGH ONNES. These Proceedings 29 
(1926) p. 221. 

2) L. c. p. 222. 
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The second was placed in the cryostat. lts length amounted to 16.5 cm .. 
internal diameter 2.10 cm.. number of turns 1500. In the beginning of 
the investigation the length of the resistances was rather great - e. g. 
8 cm. Afterwards much smaller on es were used (10-15 mm.) For these 
latter the BeId obtained with coil A may be considered as practically 
homogeneous. 

Only once we measured with a transverse BeId. obtained by means 
of an electromagnet with broad polepieces. between which the outer 
glass of the cryostat ju st fitted. 

The resistances were measured again with the compensatiori apparatus. 
For the way in which the temperatures were determined we may refer 
to a preceding communication 1). 

For the sake of sharp and quick observing of the discontinuous changes 
in the resistances the cOQperation of two ob servers appeared desirabie. 

While by the first one the current through the coil was changed by 
means of variabie resistances as slowly and continuously as possible. 
the galvanometer was observed by the second. The appearance of a 
jump in the resistance was shown by a sudden deflection of the galvano~ 
meter. which by compensation had Brst been brought back to its 
nullpoint. 

As soon as this happened the BeId was kept constant and the new 
value of the resistance measured. 

By repetition the situation of a jump could be usually determined to 
some tenths of a gauss (0.1 to 0.2 scale division of the reading on the 
Weston~ampèremeter. with which the current was measured 2)). 

§ 2. The measurements. 
As there were no data on the magnetic disturbance of the supracon~ 

ductivity with mercury. our Brst measurements had to be of an orienting 
nature. 

We will record the course of the research in chronological order: 

1. Measurements of 18 March 1925. 
Used resistance Hg-1925-A. Model 1. length of the capillary 11.5 cm .. 

diameter 0.095 mmo Field obtained with coil W. Owing to lack of time 
the existance of the hysteresis could be only qualitatively ascertained. 

2. Measurements of 30 April 1925. 
Used resistance Hg-1925-C, model I. length of the capillary 83 mm .. 

1) These Proceedings 27 (1925) p. 656. 
2) Of course the question arose during the investigation and especially in the beginning 

as to whether the cause of the discontinuities did not lie in the apparatus. We therefore 
took all precautions to exclude this possibility (e.g. replacement of the SIEMENS and HALSKE 

galvanometer by a ZERNIKE galvanometer with a sensibility three times as high. and a 
time of leg of only three seconds; the use of carbon rheostats. which might he varied 
in a very continuous way; the use of varipus calibrated milli-ampèremeters; of various 
leads etc.). 
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diameter 0.2 mmo Resistance at roomtemperature 2.648 Q. Field obtained 
with coil W. Data for the inhomogeneity of the field. I) 

Amax = 0.783; 

Aa.f/ = 0.765 ; 

A min = 0.699 ; AAmtn = 0.893; 
max 

Ha.fj (in gauss) = 35.09 i (i in ampères). 

The results of the measurement, carried out 4°.036 K are contained 
in table I. The number of points is too small to show the form of the 
hysteresisfigure with certainty. The "descending line" shows a horizontal 
part, which raised the suspicion of discontinuity. 

3. Measurements of 15 Mag 1925. 
Resistance Hg-I925-E, model I, leng th 83 mm., diameter 0.2 mmo 

The hysteresisfigure was determined at a temperature of 3°.796 K., with 
a longitudinal field (coil W) as weil as with a transverse field (electro~ 

magnet) . In both cases in the descending curves discontinuities were 
observed. (See tables II and IlI). 

For the longitudinal field we had: 

Amax = 0.783; 

A •• g = 0.765; 

Am'n = 0.699; 

Ha.g = 35.09 i. 

Amax = 0.893; 
Am;n 

The inhomogeneity of the transversal field was not determined. The 
mean point for us was to know whether or not there existed ah essential 
difference between the behaviour of the resistance in a longitudinal and 
a transverse field . This appeared not to be the case. Although not all 
jumbs in the descending curves were determined with certainty, still it is 
sure, that neither their number nor their situation were the same in both 
cases. The ascending lines are not observed with sufficient accuracy to 
decide the pres en ce or absence of discontinuities. A remarkable result of 
this measurement was further that the maximum value of the resistance, 
which could be brought back by the magnetic field, amounts only to 
70 010 of the resistance at 4°.20 K., just above the "vanishing~point". In 
the tables are given, besides the values of the resistances, the ratios of these 
values to the value of the resistance at 4°.20 K. These quotients are called 

W 
W . The maximum value of this quotient amounts to 0.70 for the 

1.2 

longitudinal and 0.706 for the transverse field. This partial return of the 
resistance, confirmed by all further measurements, was later especially 
investigated. 2) 

4. Measurements of 26 Mag 1925. 
Used resistance Hg~1925~G, model Llength 24 mm., diameter 0.052 mmo 

Resistance at roomtemperature 8.20 Q; at 4°20 K. 0.00378 Q. 

The length of the resistance was made short to get a higher homo~ 

I) See preceding communication. These Proceedings 29 (1926) p. 222 . 
2) See measurements of 22 Nov. 1925, mentioned in second part of th is communication. 

16 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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geneity of the field over the length of the resistance. With th is measure~ 
ment the jumps were observed for the first time on the method. mentioned 
in § 1. The field was obtained with coil W. 

In the ascending as weU as in the descending line discontinuities 
were observed. 

The tables IV and V contain the results of the measurements. carried 
out at temperatures of 3°.796 and 3°.962 K. with currents of 4 and 2 mA. 
respectively. For these measurements the resistance was placed. as usual 
in the middle of the coil. The values of A were 

Amax = 0.783; A m /n = 0.778; AAmin = 0.994; 
max 

A ovil = 0.781 ; 

1.00 

0.80 

0.60 

0 .40 

0.20 

w 
W 
('2 
0 :00

62 
-H 

H ovil = 35.82 i. 

I 

I 

; 
r 

67 72 77G 

Fig. 3. 

To detect the influence of the inhomogeneity of the field. the coil was 
displaced ab out 6 cm. in reference to the resistance. so that this now 
situated in a much less homogeneous field. The data of the inhomogeneity 
now were: 

A mox = 0.705; 

AI/om = 0.657 ; 

A min = 0.596 ; 

H llom = 30.13 i. 
A
Amin = 0.845; 

max 
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The results. stated in table VI were th us obtained. The temperature 
again amounted to 3°.962 K. the measuring current was 2 mA. 

The data from table IV are represented in fig . 3. those from tab Ie V 
and VI in fig. 4. 

From fig. 4 it is c1ear that the influence of the inhomogeneity of the 
field is feIt principally in the increase of the number of jumps in the 
ascending line 1). The descending line retains its simple nature. which 

1.00,.--------,-----,.-------,------, 

0.601----H- f--- ----,!j-·--- - - _+_ 

j 1 
0.401-----+··· -- - - .- .. _- - -If----._---fl-t-------j 

inhomogeneous field 

seems to indicate that the resistance o{ a part ot the thread can only 
disappear when over its whole length the field strength has (allen be/ow 
a certain value. The dotted parts in both figures show that sometimes. 

1) As the resistances are plotted against the average va lues of the field a displacement 
of the ascending line to the side of the lower fields would he expected rat her than the 
displacement to the higher fields. which is seen from the figure . The latter may be due 
to an error in the measurement of the dis placement of the coi! (perhaps th is amounted to 
7 cm. instead of 6 cm.). Because of this uncertainty we did not try to compare the both 
figures from a quantitative point of view. (Note added in the translation). 

16* 
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through some unknown cause, a jump may be omitted. Here as weIl as 
in later measurements it was endeavoured to detect the cause of th is 
phenomenon, but without success. For example it has been ascertained 
th at the speed with which the magnetic field is changed, has no influence. 

' W 
It is seen th at the value 'W ! . at higher temperatures is larger than 

, 4.2 \ max 

at lower 1) and that the breadth of the hysteresisfigure is largest at the 
lowest temperature. 

5. Measurements of 5 June 1925. 
Of the resistances, placed within the cryostat, only Hg-1925-D was 

n<;>t broken. This was still of type I. length 83 mm., diameter 0.18 mmo 
At roomtemperature the resistance was 3.128 Q. at 4°.20 K 0.00140 Q. 
Field obtained with coil W . The dates for the inhomogeneity of the field 
are the same as with the measurements of 15 May 1925. With this 
resistance a number of experiments were carried out to get more infor~ 
mation as to the nature of the discontinuities (only the descending line 
was measured, table VII). The following results were obtained. 

a. The jumps are simple and not composed from a number of discon~ 
tinuities following each other rapidly. 

b. The number and the situation of the jumps does not depend on the 
current through the resistance. Example : 

i = 8 mA, jump at 63,1 reading of the Weston Ampèremeter. 
i=0.4 mA." at 

c. When it is desired to reproduce the descending line or a part of 
it, th en it appears necessary to first increase the field so far that the 
resistance is brought back as far as possible. If this is not done, but only 
a smaller part of the resistance is brought back, th en by decreasing the 
field, quite other discontinuities appear as in the first case. 

6. Measurements of 12 June 1925. 
The results of the measurements of 26 May 1925 had raised the sug~ 

gestion that with still higher homogeneity of the field, the hysteresisfigure 
would attain a very simple nature. To test this suggestion two resistances 
of small length, made according to type 11, were placed in coil A. 
within the cryostat 2), namely, Hg-1925-K and Hg-I925-L. with 
lengths of 18 and 20 mmo and diameters of 0.045 and 0.023 mmo respec~ 
tively. The resistances at roomtemperature amounted to 8.22 Q and 
35.14 Q, and at 4°20 K to 0.00482 Q and 0.0204 Q respectively. The 
inhomogeneity of the fi'eld over the length of these resistances was pro~ 

1) See the measurements of 22 Nov. 1925. 
2) The same had already been done with the measurements of 5 June. That time 

howether both resistances Wf're breken during the cooling! 
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bably too small to have any influence : Amax = A tnin = A.ug = 0.992. 
H = 113.3i. At 3°.790-3°.793 K. for both resist~nces the hysteresisfigures 
we re determined: table VIII (Hg-1925-L); table IX (Hg-1925-K) 
and figure 5. The figure shows. how. notwithstanding the homogeneity 
of the field. the hysteresisfigures are not so simple as was expected. 

The ascending lines in both cases are continuous again . As the gal~ 
vanometer was observed continuously during the gradually increasing of 
the field. the absence of discontinuities is more certain than is indicated 
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by the few number of measured points. The descending curves show -4 
and 3 jumps respectively and the breadth of the figure is particularly 
great. The unexpectedness of these results gave us cause to suppose. that 
perhaps local inhomogeneities in the magnetic field would cause the 
discontinuities. To test this possibility it was resolved to measure a 
hysteresisfigure with coil A as well as with coil W . This was carried 
out during the: 
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7. Measurements of 3 July 1925. 
Resistance Hg-1925-P, length 10 mm., diameter 0.04 mm., type I1, 

placed within coil W. 
a. At a temperature of 3°.963 K the hysteresisfigure is measured, first 

with coil A, afterwards with coil W. (Tables X and XI). 
No essential difference between both figures was found. (see fig. 6). 

The ascending lines in both cases show no discontinuities, in the des
cending lines. there appear sometimes two, sometimes three. With the 
measurement with coil A two of the jumps followed each other so c10sely 
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that it was difficult to separate them. When this is considered as a 
passing of the first jump, then the two figures are quite similar. Theyare 
only shifted relative to one another over a distance of about 0.5 gauss, 
which is quite admissable because in the factor C from the formula 
H = Ci an uncertainty of about 1 % exists. 

b. The situation of the jumps here also appeared independent of the 
current, even when this was varied between 28 and 1 mA. 



TABLE I. Measurements of 30 April 1925. 

I H I) H 
BU9· 

W Hg-1925-C 
8"9 -

W Hg- 1925- C (in gauss) (in gauss) 

21 .05 0 .00000 n 22.67 0.00072 n 
21 .56 0.000"10 21.79 0 .00012 

28 .07 0 .00107 21 . 05 0.00013 

31 .58 0.00111 20 . 35 0.00011 

35 . 09 0.00113 19 .65 0 .00009 

38. 60 0.00111 18 .95 0 .00000 

35 .09 0 .00112 19 . 65 0 .00000 

31. 58 0 .00112 20 .12 0.00000 

21.56 0 .00112 21 .05 0.00002 

TABLE 11. Measurements of 15 May 1925. 

Hovg . 
W 

(in gauss) WHg-1925-E 
--- Remarks 

transversal 
W 1.2 

56.78 0 .00000 n 0.00 

61.8"1 0 .00011 0.10 

69 .00 0.00025 0.2"1 

73 . 15 0.00058 0 . 55 

77 . 22 0.00068 0 .65 

81.87 0 .00075 0.71 

89 . 93 0.00079 0 . 75 

85 . 29 0.00075 0.71 

77.11 0 .00076 0 . 72 

69 .00 0.00071 0 . 70 

65 . 71 0.00071 0.70 I jump 

65.33 0 .00061 0.58 \ 

61.60 0.00061 0 . 58 

62.72 0 . 00055 0.52 

61. 91 0 .00055 0.52 

60. 85 0.00055 0.52 

59 .63 0 .00055 0 .52 I 
) .. 

58 . "11 0 .0003"1 0 . 32 
! ? .. 

56.78 0.00025 0.2"1 
i .. 

51 . 99 0 . 00013 0.12 \ 

53.76 o 00013 0 . 12 

52 . 13 0 . 00013 0.12 

"18.63 0 .00013 0 . 12 I .. ? 

0 .00000 0 .00 Î 

I) When there is nothing mentioned to the contrary the magnetic field was longitudlnal. 
i. e., parallel to the lenght of the mercury thread. 
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T ABLE lIl. Measurements of 15 May 1925. 

H W avg. 
WHg- J9Z5-E W 4.Z 

Remarks 
(in gauss) 

70.80 0.00000 n 0.00 
71 .50 0.00013 0 . 12 
72 .20 0.00030 0.29 
72 .82 0.00040 0 .38 
74 .21 0 .00046 0.44 
74 .91 0.00048 0.45 
76.51 0.00052 0.49 
77.77 0.00058 0 .55 
79.85 0.00069 0.66 
82 .01 0.00073 0.70 
83 .40 0.00074 0 .705 
86.96 0.00076 0.72 
90.50 0 .00076 0 .72 
88 .35 0 .00076 0.72 
86 .26 0.00076 0.72 
85 .49 0.00076 0.72 
83 .40 0.00074 0.70 
82 .01 0.00074 0.70 
79 .85 0.00074 0. 70 

t 78 .81 0.00070 0.67 
jump 

78.11 0.00070 0.67 
77 .28 0 .00070 0.67 

t .. 
76.30 0 .00062 0 .59 
75 .75 0.00060 0.57 
75 . 12 0.00059 0 .56 

t 74.21 0.00054 0. 51 
.. 

73.59 0.00052 0.49 
72.54 0 .00053 0 .50 

t 72 .06 0.00040 0 .38 
.. 

71.64 0.00042 0.40 
70.66 0.00036 0.34 

t .. 
70 . 11 0.00023 0.22 
69.41 0.00022 0 .21 
68.71 0.00022 0.21 
67 .46 0.00022 0.21 
66.97 0.00022 0.21 
66.63 0 .00022 0.21 

t 66 .28 0 .00000 0 .00 
.. 
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T ABLE IV. Measurements of 26 May 1925. I) 

I H a,'g. W 

WHg - J925 - G 
- - Remarks 

(in gauss) W 4.2 

71 . 56 0.00000 11 0.000 

\ 71.70 0.00016 0.042 
jump 

t 
72.16 0 .00035 0.093 .. 

t 
72.34 0 .00042 0.112 .. 

t 
72.77 0.00046 0.121 .. 

t 
72 .91 0 .00049 0.131 .. 

t 
73.34 0 . J0053 0 . 141 .. 

t 
73.91 0.00068 0.179 .. 

t 
74.19 0.00072 0 . 192 .. 

t 
74.26 0.00089 0 . 236 .. ? 

t 
74.41 0.00175 0.463 .. ? 

t 
74.6 0 .00282 0.746 .. 
94.6 0 .00282 0.746 

t 
69.8 0 .00271 0.718 .. 

t 
66.57 0 . 00000 0.000 ., 

1) The arrows in this and the following tables indicate that during the changing of the 
magnetic neld the resistance remained nrst constant and then suddenly changed to a new 
value. Thus they correspond with the horizontal parts of the disturbance-lines. 

Very of ten between two jumps it was controlled by special measurement that the 
reslstance did not alter. These measurements have been omitted in the tab les and ngures. 
Where there was no certainty as to the presence of ajump. this has been queried in 
the tables. 
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TABLE V. Measurements of 26 May 1925. 

H W 
avg. 

W Hg-1925-G W~.2 
Remarks 

(in gauss) 

37 . 77 0 .00000 n 0.000 ! 38 .06 0.00017 0.045 
jump 

i 
39.34 0.00025 0 .065 .. 

i 
39.84 0.00039 0.104 .. 

i 
40 .20 0 .00047 0 . 123 .. 

i 
40.48 0 .00054 0 . 142 .. 

i 
41.20 0 .00059 0.155 .. 

i 
41 .48 0.00069 0.181 .. 

i 
41.62 0.00076 0.201 .. 

i 
41 .98 0 .00225 0 .596 .. ? 

i 
42.12 0.00288 0.762 .. 

i 
42.55 0.00313 0.828 .. 
53 .81 0.00313 0.828 

i 
35.06 0.00032 0 .085 .. 

i 
34.42 0.00000 0.000 .. 

53.81 0.00313 0.828 

i 
36.78 0.00306 0.810 jump 

i 
35.14 0 .00032 0 .085 .. 

i 
34.40 0.00000 

I 
0.000 .. 

53.81 0.00313 0.828 
i 

36.85 0.00306 0.810 jump 

i 
I 35.06 0.00000 0.000 .. 
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T ABLE VI. Measurements of 26 May 1925. 

H W aug . 
WHg-1925-G W~.2 

Remarks 
(in gauss) 

41 .07 0.00000 n 0 .000 l jump 42.51 0 .00015 0.004 
~ 

43 .05 0.00027 0.071 .. ? 

~ 
43.41 0.00039 0.100 " 

? 

~ 
43.83 0.00049 0.130 .. ? 

~ 
41.07 0.00064 0.1 69 .. 

~ 
41.55 0.00083 0.220 .. 

~ 
44 .97 0 .00103 0 .273 .. 

~ 
45.33 0.00108 0.286 .. 

~ 
45.99 0.00127 0 .336 .. 

t 
46 .53 0.00140 0.370 .. 

~ 
47.19 0.00166 0.439 .. 

~ 
48.39 0.00184 0.489 .. 

t 
48 .69 0 .00201 0 .532 .. 

~ 
49 .59 0.00230 0.609 .. 

~ 
50 . 13 0.00296 0 . 783 .. 

~ 
50 .66 0.00313 0.828 .. 
60 .26 0.00313 0.828 

t 
48.87 0.00306 0 .818 .. 

~ 
35 .86 0.00000 0.000 .. 
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TABLE VII. Measurements of 5 June 1925. 

Ha.g. W 
WHg-1925-D Wo 

Remarks 
(in gauss) 

96 .36 0.00107 11 0.764 

~ 
55.41 0.00102 

~ 
0.728 jump 

53.69 0 .00100 0.714 
" 

~ 
50.18 0.00081 0.578 " 

~ 
49.34 0.00076 0 .540 " 

~ 
41.56 0.00037 0 .261 " 

~ 
42.74 0.00031 0.218 " 

~ 
41.62 0 .00010 0.070 .. 

~ 
36.84 0.00000 0.000 " 

TABEL VIII. Measurements of 12 June 1925. 

Ha.g. W 
WHg-1925-L W 4.2 

Remarks 
(in gauss) 

69.91 G 0.0000011 0.000 

72 .10 0 .00071 0.035 

75.23 0.00364 0. 179 

76.25 0.00684 0.336 

77 .27 0 .01169 0.574 

78.06 0 .01455 0.715 

79 .31 0 .01519 0 .746 jump7 

87 . 13 0.01526 0.750 

113.3 0.01519 0 .746 

~ 
67 .87 0 .01341 0.660 jump 

~ 
64.35 0.00995 0.489 " 

~ 
57.22 0.00000 0.000 " 
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TABLE IX. Measurements of 12 June 1925. 

H 
/ W Hg- 1925-K/ 

W 

/ 

8."9· - --- Remarks 
(in gauss) W~.2 

69 .68 0.00000 [l 0.000 

70 .24 0.00012 0.025 

70 .81 0.00076 0.158 

71.38 0.00185 0 .384 

72.29 0.00325 0.674 

73 .42 0.00343 0.712 

73.65 0.00353 0.732 

73.98 0 .00360 0. 747 

74.44 0.00348 0.722 

75 .00 0.00370 0.768 

7568 0 .00372 0.772 

77.61 0.00372 0.772 

84.40 0.00377 0.782 

91.43 0.00375 0.778 
t 

64.81 0.00330 0.685 jump 
t 

61.86 0 .00232 0 .481 .. 
t 

60 .84 0.00148 0.307 .. 
t 

I 
57.56 0.00000 0.000 .. 

69 . 23 0.00000 0 .000 

70 .36 0.00017 0.035 

71.04 0.00042 0.087 

71.27 0 .00067 0.139 

71.61 0.00141 0.293 

71.95 0.00192 0.398 

72.29 0.00232 0.481 

72.85 0 .00321 0.666 jump? 

73 .42 0.00335 0 .695 .. ? 

73.65 0.00335 0.695 

73.98 0.00350 0.726 

74.78 0.00362 0.751 
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TABLE X. Measurements of 3 July 1925. 

H 
W I 81)9· 

(in gauss) WHg-192S-P W.,.2 
Remarks 

Coil A 

41.69 G 0.00007 n 0.029 

41.92 0.00014 0 .059 

42.03 0.00022 0 .092 

42.26 0.00051 0.209 

42 .49 0.00127 0.525 

42 .58 0.00137 0.566 

42.69 0.00165 0.683 

42.77 0 .00182 0.755 

43.62 0 .00203 0.841 

44 .75 0.00205 0.846 

41.35 0.00003 0 .012 

41.69 0.00010 0.041 

41.92 0.00021 0.087 

42.09 0 .00049 0.204 
I 

42.49 0.00126 0.520 

42.83 0.00190 0.785 

43.39 0.00203 0.841 

47.02 0.00203 0.841 
~ 

35.35 0.00131 0.540 ) two jumps 
> immediately 

35.35 0 .00007 0.031 ~ aher each other 

~ 
33 .99 0.00000 0.000 jump 

47.25 0.00203 0 .841 
~ 

35 .35 0 .00131 0 .540 ~ two jumps 
\ immediately 

35 .35 0.00008 0.034 .hu each other 

~ 

I 
33.88 0.00000 0.000 jump 
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TABLE XI. Measurements of 3 July 1925. 

H 
W aug. 

(in gauss) WHII-1925- P 
- - Remarks 

Coi! W 
W 1.2 

40 .70 0 .00003 I 0.012 

41 .04 0.00006 0.024 

41 . 56 0.00025 0.102 

41.92 0 .00113 0.590 

42 .06 0 .00148 0.612 

42.12 0 .00190 0.785 

42 .26 0.00198 0.821 

43 .26 0 .00203 0.841 

~ 
56 . 70 0.00203 0 .841 

~ 
35 . 70 0.00131 0.540 jump 
~ 

34 .80 0 .00000 0.000 .. 

40.70 0.00005 002 

41.06 0 .00005 0.02 

41 . 76 0.00069 0 .285 

41 .98 0 .00144 0.597 
" 

42.48 0 .00203 0.841 

56.70 0 .00203 0. 841 

~ 
35 .80 0 .00131 0.540 jump 

~ 
34.78 0.00010 0 .041 n 

~ 
33.56 0 .00000 0 .000 .. 



Physics. - "On the magnetic disturbance of the supraconductivity with 
mercury". 11. By W. J. DE HAAS. G. J. SIZOO and H. KAMERLINGH 

ONNES. (Comm. N°. lBOd from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden). 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19. 1925). 

§ 3. The measurements (continued). 
The results of the measurements. contained in the preceding paragraph I) 

left no doubt as to the existence of the hysteresis and of the discontinuities 
in the disturbance of the supraconductivity of mercury. with the aid of 
a homogeneous magnetic field. It was also ascertained. that the cause of 
the different results as to the height and the situation of the jumps in 
the descending lines and as to the continuity or discontinuity of the 
ascending lines. was not to be found in the nature of the magnetic field, 
but in the resistances themselves. 

We were therefore led to the supposition that the nature of the 
hysteresisfigures might be determined by the crystalline state of the 
resistances. By the slow cooling the thread in the capillary may be 
formed of a few single~crystals and the sudden disappearance of the 
resistance of such a crystal might be the reason of a "jump". 

The fact that different crystals loose their resistance at different values 
of the magnetic field might be due to the different orientation of the 
crystals in reference to the magnetic field. 

This suggestion may be tested in the following ways: 
1°. The same resistance. measured on different days would not attain 

the same state of crystallisation and would thus give a different result as 
to the form of the hysteresisfigure. 

2°. The hysteresisfigure of a real single crystal wire would probably 
show a single nature. 

3°. By measuring the resistance between different points of the thread 
it would be possible to decide if the change in resistance. which 
corresponds to a jump. is local. or is spread over the whole leng th of 
the thread. 

Ta obtain an answer to these three questions. the following measurements 
were carried out: 

7. Measurements of 16 July 1925. 
a. Resistance Hg-1925-G'. length 24 mm.. diameter 0.0052 mm .• 

type I. This was made with the capillary from the resistance Hg-1925-G 
measured 26 May 1925. to which new reservoirs were blown and then 
again filled with mercury. 

The field was applied with coil W. For the data of the inhomogeneity 

I) These Proceedings 29 1926. p. 233. 
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of the field. the measurements of 26 May 1925 may be referred to. 
The measurement was made at a temperature of 3°.962 K.. with two 
directions of the field namely the first time in the same direction as the 
vertical component of the earth's field . the other time in the opposite 
direction. See tables XII and XIII. and figure 7. 

TABLE XII. Measurements of 16 July 1925. 

Z 
H a.g. t W 

N W Hg-/925-G' W~.2 Remarks 
(in gauss) 

73 . 12 G 0.00000 !1 0.000 

73 .48 0.00023 0 .057 

73 .69 0.00089 0 .215 

73.84 0.00133 0 .323 

74 . 12 0.00241 0 .585 

74 .26 0.00269 0.651 

74 .41 0 .00301 0 . 729 

75.12 0 .00305 0.740 

76 .54 0 .00305 0 .740 

100.06 0.00301 0 .729 
! 

68.35 0 .00283 0 .687 jump 
! 

65.07 0 .00000 0 .000 jump 

TABLE XIII. Measurements of 16 July 1925. 
N 

Ha.g. t W 
W H g-/925-G' -- Remarks Z W~.2 

(in gauss) 

70.84 G 0 .00007 !1 0.000 

74 .41 0.00027 0.065 

74 .90 0.00166 0.403 

75.12 0 .00196 0 .475 

75.55 0 .00302 0 .732 

76.33 0.00303 0.735 

99.35 0.00302 0 . 732 
! 

69 .63 0.00115 0 .687 jump 
! 

66.42 0 .00000 0.000 jump 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
17 
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The influence of reversing the field exists in a shifting of the {igure 

in the : ' H diagram over a distance which falls within the limits of 
4.2 

acculacy of the measurement. 
In fig. 7 the lines are given uncorrected for the earth's fidd. Therefore 

the transition curves are shifted about one gauss in reference to each 
other. That th is displacement is not exactly equal to twice the vertical 
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component of the earth's field is not to be wondered at, owing to the 
inhomogeneity of the field and to the fact that the temperature is never 
quite constant. 1) 

Though Hg-1925-G and Hg-1925-H' may not be considered as 

1) Except with the measurements, contained in table XIII the south-pole of the coil 
was always turned upwards. Therefore to all given values of H, the vertical component 
of the earth's field should be added. This correction is omitted, however, because it falls 
within the Iimits of the absolute accuracy of the values of H . The relative accuracy whlch 
depends on the accuracy with which the current strength is measured is, of course, con
siderably higher. 
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the same resistances I). still in both cases length and diameter of the 
thread and orientation in the magnetic field are the same. so that the 
results obtained with Hg-1925-G and Hg-1925-G' may be ob~ 
viously compared. (fig. 4 and 7). Although th ere seems to be a similarity 
in the nature of the descending line - which is remarkable enough. but 
may be only a co in cid en ce - the difference in the ascending lines ' is 
obvious. Namely Hg-1925-G'. contrary to Hg-1925-G. shows here 
no discontinuities. It seems allowable to consider this result as a confir~ 

mation of the suggestion mentioned under a). 
b. Resistance Sn-I925-KI • This is a single~crystal tinwire. from a 

collection of single~crystal wires kindly sent to us by Prof. SCHMIDT of 
Berlin. to whom we acknowledge our thanks. 

We had no information as to the orientation of the crystal~axis in 
1,00 reference to the direction of the thread 
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hysteresisfigure. as far as it 

and as this was only a preliminary 
measurement. we did not try to determine 
this orientation. The length of the wire 
was 6 cm .• the diameter 0.75 mmo The 
resistance at roomtemperature amounted 
to 0.163 Q; at 4°.20 K. to 447 X 10-8 Q 2). 

The field was applied with coil A and 
therefore notwithstanding the great leng th 
of the wire was aproximately homogeneous. 

A mRx =0.992 Am;n. =0.9881:::. = 0.998 

Ag.m. = 0.990 Ho.m. (io gauss) = 113.1 i 

(i in Ampères). 

The measurements were made at 3°.424 K. 
Because of the small resistance of the 

thread at heliumtemperatures. the use of 
a high measuring current was necessary 
(0.9 Ampère). Through lack of time the 
hysteresiscurve could not be so completely 
determined as would have been desirabie. 
See table XIV and figure 8. The form of 

may be derived from the complete measu~ 

I) In § I it has already been observed. that by the repeated breaking of the resistances. 
we did not succeed in measuring one and the same resistance on different days. The 
formerly used construction (Leiden. Comm. NO 133a) with which this defect was sufficiently 
avoided. for these measurements was not suitable for other reasons (necessity of a homogeneous 
and unidirectional field over the whole conductor). 

2) The ratio between these two values amounts to 0.00027. For extruded tinwires it 
amounts to about 0.0008. 

17* 
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rements recalls the figures obtained with extruded tinwires but differs 
from those by its greater simplicity 1). The ascending as weU as the 
descending lines seems to consist only of two linear parts. Though no 
real jump was observed, the upper parts of the transition line differ so 
little from the axis of the ordinates, that we are inclined to ascribe this 
difference to the inhomogeneity of the field. 

c. Resistance Hg-1925-0, length 20 mm., diameter 0.035 mm., type 11, 
placed within coil A. At 3°.797 K the hysteresisfigure was determined 

TABLE XIV. Measurements of 16 July 1925. 

H.Ofl 
WSn-1925-K, 

W 

W~.2 
Remarks 

(in gauss) 

i7 . 50G 0.0000009 12 0.21 

55.i2 i33 0.97 

i6.9i 2H 0.5i 

i6.88 IH 0.32 

i6 .82 83 0.19 

i6.71 78 0.18 

i5.81 31 0.07 

H.II 00 0.00 

i5.il 00 0.00 

i6.77 61 O.H 

i7.05 61 O.H 

i7 .33 78 0.17 

i7 . 8-4 100 0.22 

i8.07 305 0 . 68 

i8.29 i33 0.97 

8i.83 Hi 0 .99 

i7.05 255 0.57 

i6.60 122 0.27 

i5 .2i 11 0.02 

1) See Comm.: On the magnetic disturbance of tin. These Proceedings 29 (1926) p. 221. 
We state, however, that the figures contained in that communication are obtained with a 
not very homogeneous field. whlch besides was not quite longitudinal. but imperfectly 
transversal. The question as to how an extruded tinwire behaves in a homogeneous and 
perfectly longitudinal field has. therefore. stûl to be investigated. 
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and also some measurements were made of a hysteresiscycle with end
values of H, at which the resistance had not quite disappeared or not 
quite return ed. 
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Compare the measurement of 5 June 1925 c. 
Results contained in table XV and represented by figure 9. The 

dotted lines represented the measurement of the partial hysteresis. Sharp 
discontinuities were not observed here. 

8. Measurements of 3 Dec. 1925. 
This was carried out with resistance Hg-1925-Z, consisting 

of two capillaries (a and b), connected by a mercury reservoir 
provided with platinum wires, so that the resistances of both 
capillaries could be determined separately and together (c). 

At roomtemperature we found : for a: 2.499 Q, for b: 3.740 Q, 

for c: 6.240 Q. At a temperature of 4°.2 K: for a: 0.00137 Q; 

for b: 0.00182 Q and for c: 0.00321 Q. 
At 3.883° K. the hysteresisfigure was determined. The return 

of the resistances was again continuous, its disappearance dis
continuous. When a jump in the combined resistance (c) was 

Fig. 10. found, it appeared, witb but one exception, tbat only one of 
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TABLE XV. Measurements of 16 July 1925. 

I Ha.g. 
WHg-1925-0 

W 

(in gauss) W~.2 Remarks 

72.51 G 0.00000 n 0.000 

73.65 0.00012 0.041 

74.66 0.00038 0.091 

75 .57 0.00086 0.191 

76 .02 0.00180 0.310 

76.59 0.00292 0.415 

77 .04 0.00392 0.415 

78.0i 0.00520 0.551 

79.31 0.00648 0.687 

82 .37 0.00711 0.754 

117 .27 0.00711 0.754 
-l-

66.05 0.00670 
-l-

0.711 jump 

64.92 0.00581 0.617 .. 
-l-

63.56 0.00438 0.465 .. 
-l-

63 . 22 0.00318 0.337 .. 
-l-

62.65 0 .00065 0.069 .. 
-l-

58 .80 0.00021 0.022 .. 
-l-

58.58 0.00000 0.000 . 
117 .27 0.00711 0.75i 

-l-
62.65 0.00065 0.069 jump 

70 .81 0.00068 0.072 

75.91 0.00267 0.283 

76 .25 0.00337 0.358 

74.21 0.00305 0 .324 

71.15 0.00271 0.287 

68.77 0.00264 0 .261 

64.92 0.00222 0.235 

64.58 0.00154 0.163 

63.Bi 0.00086 0.091 

63.45 0.00079 O.OBi 
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the capillaries has lost a part of its resistance. Only in the case of the 
first jump did both capillaries loose a part of their resistance. We cannot 
yet decide whether special significance is to be attributed to this exception 
or whether it is a mere coincidence. 

At any rate the changes of the resistances in a and b are not at all 
proportial to the resistances of a and b before the jump. so that th ere 
is no question of a continuous distribution of the changes of resistance 
over the whole length of the capillaries. At somewhat higher temperature. 
T = 3°.895. the descending line alone was once again measured. About 
the same jumps appeared. except that the first two jumps in the capillary 
a were now combined to one. See table XVI and fig. 10. In the figure 
it is indicated if the jumps belonged to capillary a or b. As ordinate the 
combined resistance of both capillaries is plotted. 

i . The measurements (continued). 
In § 2 attention was directed to the fact that in the magnetic field 

only a part of the resistance at 4°.20 K. (above the vanishing~point) may 

TABLE XVI. Measurements of 3 December 1925. 

T 
Ha.g. 

WHg-1925- Z WHg-1925-Z WHg-1 925-Z Remarks 
in gauss 

a. b. c. 

3°.883K. 58.24 0 .00015 0.00025 0 .00041 

58 .80 0 .00053 0.00077 0.00129 

59 . 48 0.00107 0.00132 0 .00239 

61. 52 0 .00109 0.00137 0.00251 
~ 

51.10 0.00062 0 .00103 0.00167 Jump 
~ 

50 .87 0 .00039 0 .00104 0.00142 .. 
~ 

50 .53 0 .00037 0 .00045 0.00082 .. 
~ 

47.70 0.00000 0.00042 0 .00042 .. 
~ 

46 .45 0 .00000 0 .00000 0 .00000 .. 

3° .895K. 63.45 0 .00107 0.00139 0.00250 
~ 

49.40 0.00041 0.00104 0.00147 jump 
~ 

48.95 0.00041 0.00045 0.00087 . 
~ 

46.68 0.00000 0 .00045 0.00045 .. 
~ 

45.89 0.00000 0 .00000 0.00000 .. 
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be brought back and that the amount of this fraction depends on the 
temperature. 1) 

To obtain more information about the nature of this dependency, a 
special measurement was made. 

9. Measurements of 20 Nov. 1925. 
Resistance Hg.-1925-N, leng th 15 mm., diameter 0.04 mm., type 11. 

The change of the resistance was first followed in the temperature 

T ABLE XVII. Measurements of 20 November 1925. 

PH. in mm Hg T WHg-1925-N 

874.5 i.35 K 0.005i78 n 
8i5.1 i . 31 0.005i18 

822.1 i.28 0.005305 

798.3 i.25 0.005180 

78i.5 i . 23 0.005107 

751.0 i . 188 0 .ooi836 

7i9.2 i.lM 0 .. ooi513 

7H .8 i.180 0.003916 

7H.5 i.178 0 .002926 

738 .3 i.172 0.0009i2 

736.1 i.168 0.000527 

73i.8 i . lM 0.000223 1) 

729.9 i.159 0.000000 

T ABLE XVIII. Measurements of 20 November 1922. 

PH. in mm Hg T (W Hg-1925-N)max. 

6H.9 3.99 K 0.00i387 n 
393.5 3.60 0 .003259 

166.9 3.01 0 .002021 

59.8 2.i8 0.ooH51 

29.9 2.19 0 .001277 

i .3 1.56 O.oolOil 

1) Cf. also Leiden Comm. V . Suppl. NO. H . § 2 and NO. 50 § 3. 
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region between 4°.35 K. and 4°.159 K. I). At the last temperature the 
resistance has fallen below the limits of measurement. The sudden dim in u
ation of the re si stance ("vanishing-point") lies between 4°.19 K. and 
4°.16 K. tab Ie XVII. Then at six lower temperatures. by applying a 
sufficiently strong magnetic field. the maximum value of the resistance 
which could be brought back was determined. (tabie XVIII) . 

Though the fields applied were at least sometimes stronger than that 
which is just sufficient to bring back the maximum value. they were not 
sufficient to show clearly the increase of the normal resistance. which 
appears in much stronger fields (of some kilo-gauss for example). 

In fig. 12 the continuous line represents the measurements of table 
XVII and the dotted line those of table XVIII. 

The latter forms a continuation of that part of the former.lying above 
the vanishing-point. The dotted line shows. as far as it could be drawn .. 

quite the character of a resistance-curve of a non-supraconducting metal 
at those temperatures. 

Nothing can yet be said with certainty as to the course of this line 
below the lowest measured point. 

I) Cf. also Leiden Comm. NO. 124. p. 23. § 23 and NO. 133a p. 21. 



TABLE XIX. 

Q. 
E w1.2 A . ~ 

Date Resistance Type Length Diameter E W iO.2 K. Pield mln. 
g WK. Amax. 

~" 

18- I1I-1925 Hg-1925-A I 11.5 cm. 0 .092 mmo li.93 n 0.00710n 0.000475 

30-IV-1925 Hg-1925-C I 8.3 H 0.2 .. 2.6'18 coil W 0.893 

15- V-1925 Hg-1925-E I 8.3 H 0 .2 .. 2.636 0.00105 0.000398 .. 0.803 
electromagnd 

26- V-I925 Hg-1925-G I 2.4 H 0.052 .. 8.20 0.00378 0 .000461 coil W 0.991 

.. 0.991 

.. 0.815 

5- VI-1925 Hg-1925-D I 8.3 H 0.18 
" 

3.128 0.00140 0 .000418 .. 0.893 

12-VI-1925 Hg-1925-L 11 1.8 H 0.022 .. 35.14 0.0204 0.000581 coil A 1.000 

Hg-1925-K 11 1.8 .. 0.045 .. 8 .22 0.00482 0 .000586 .. 1.000 

3-VII-1925 Hg-1925-P 11 1.0 .. 0.015 .. 4.441 0 .00242 0.000545 .. 1.000 

coil W 0 .998 

16-VII-1925 Hg-1925-G' I 2.4 .. 0.052 .. 8.08 0 .00412 0.000510 .. WI~ 0.991 

.. WI~ 0.991 

Hg-1925-0 11 1.5 .. 0.035 .. 16.01 0.00943 0.000589 .. A 1.000 

20- XI-1925 Hg-1925-N 11 1.5 .. 0 .. 01 .. 9 .89 0.00490 0.000195 .. W -

3-XII-1925 Hg-192S-Z a II 1.1 .. 0.063 .. 2.499 0 .00137 0 .000518 .. A 1.000 

H b 11 0.9 .. 0.053 .. 3.711 0.00182 0.000487 1.000 
I 



UMMARY OF DATA 

Breadth 
T Ascending Descending 

(HI/Ja.c . (HI/2)duc. 
of the ( W:Jmax. Table Figure 

line line h ysteresis-
figure 

~.036 K. continuous 1 2 jumps1 25 G. 22.5 G. 2.5 G. I 

.797 .. 7(1) .. 77 72 5 0.70 11 

.. 6(1) .. 72 59 13 0.71 111 

.796 8 jumps 2 .. H.5 66.5 8 O.H IV 3 

. 962 11 .. 2 .. 42 35 7 0.82 V 4 

.962 15 .. 2 .. 48.5 36 12.5 0.83 VI 4 

.924 1 8 .. 1 H.5 1 0.77 VII -

.792 continuous 3 .. 77 65 12 0.78 VIII 5 

.792 .. 4 .. 71.5 62 9.5 0.75 IX 5 

.963 .. 3 .. 42 35.3 6.7 0.84 X 6 

.963 .. 3 .. 41.5 34.8 6.7 XI 6 

.797 .. 2 .. 75 66.5 8.5 0.72 XII 7 

.797 .. 2 .. H 65 9 XIII 7 

.797 .. 8 .. 77.5 63.5 9 0.73 XV 9 

- - - - - - - XVII & XVIII 12 

.883 .. 3 .. 59 50.5 8.5 0.78 XVI 11 

.883 .. 3 
" 

59 50.5 8.5 0.75 XVI 11 
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The result of this measurement may be expressed in th is way. 
When a supraconductor is placed in a sufficiently strong magnetic field. 

the resistance curve of a supraconductor shows no anomalies. I) 

§ 5. Discussion. I) 
Ta facilitate the survey of the results abtained. in table XIX. as much 

data as passible of the used resistances are summarised. This table espe~ 
cially .brings out the different behaviaur of the resistances in reference 
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ta the number of jumps in the descending line. In the ascending line 
discontinuities are faund with ane resistance. Further the individual cha~ 

racter of the resistances is clear fram the very differen(values of ~1.2 • 
room temp. 

I) Cf. Leiden Comm. Suppl. NO. 50 § 3 p. 11 and especially the result obtained for an 
aHoy of Pb and Sn (Dissertation TUYN, Leiden 1924 p. 24, fig . 10 p. 65). 

2) Cf. also Suppl. Ha fig. 1. 
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that is the ratio of the values of the resistance at 4°.2 K. and at room
temperature. This is in agreement I) with the known fact that with the 
freezing of mercury also very different values of the ratio of the resistances 
in the liquid and in the solid state are found . Further in the table are 
given the va lues (HI/2). sc. and (HI /2)desc. . i.e. the values of the magnetic 
field at which the resistance has half reappeared and half disappeared 
respectively. 

These values appear to agree rather weIl for the various resistances at 
the same temperature (the differences found amount to some percents). 

The difference between (H 1/2).sc and (H 1/2)desc. is given as breadth of 
the hysteresisfigure. This appears to differ somewhat for the various 
resistances. The breadth increases a little with decreasing temperature. 

Finally the values of (-~) max. are given. that is. the part of the resist

ance at 4°.20 K. which can be brought back with the magnetic field. 
These numbers also agree to some percents. at the same temperature. 

It has already been observed that we are inclined to look for the cause 
of the found differences between the various resistances in variations of 
the crystalline state.' perhaps in the existance of some. differently orientated. 
pieces of single crystal wire. 

The investigation of the properties of the supraconductors in the form 
of single crystalwires has therefore become very urgent and has already 
been taken up again. 2) 

I) Cf. also Leiden Comm. NO. 153a p. 12 and NO. 142a p. 5. 
2) The resistance of Cu-crystals. kindly provided by Prof. W. WIEN. has already been 

measured here. a long time ago. (Cf. Dissertation W. TUYN. p. 58 and 59). First 
preliminary measurements with single-crystal wires. received from the Philips' Glowlamp 
Works. Eindhoven. were performed in 1913 (I.c. p. 9) . 



Physics. - "The absorbtion bands of the compounds of the rare earths, 
their modification by a magnetic field, and the magnetic rotation of 
the plane of polarisatiQn at very low temperatures" 1 ). 

(Communication N0. 177 Erom the Physical Laboratory. Leiden.) 
By J. BECQUEREL. H. KAMERLINOH ONNES and W. J. DE HAAS. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

§ 1. Materiais . Our experiments have reference to four optically 
uniaxialcrystals : 

xenotime ( (Y. Er. Ce) PO.d; 
tysonite ( (Ce. La. Nd + Pr) F 3 ) ; 

parisite ( (Ce. La. Nd + Pr) Ca F 2 (C03 h) ; 
bastnaesite ( (Ce. La. Nd + Pr)2 (COa )3 (Ce. La, Nd + Pr) F 3 ). 

§ 2. Cryogenic apparatus. The cryostats were similar to those used 
in 1908 2). For the helium experiments thE7 double vacuum glass must be 
surrounded by a third, and in this connection we were again dependent 
to a high degree on the skill of Mr. KESSELRINO. head of the large glass
blowing workshop of the Physical Laboratory. Within an external 
diameter of not more than 14.25 mmo he was able to bring together six 
perfectly concentric glass tubes. pairs of which formed the lower. c10sed 
ends, of the vacuum glasses, having also concentric. but much wider 
upper parts. constituting together our cryostats in this case. It was therefore 
possible to bring the poles of the electromagnet to within 20-18 mms. 
of each other. a matter of great importance for the obtaining of strong 
fields 3) . 

The outside glass was filled with Iiquid air or nitrogen; wh en 
experiments were made in the magnetic field it was only necessary to 
proteet it with a light cover from filling with frozen moisture. The middle 

I) This communication contains the contents of the three communications presented to 
the meeting of 27 July 1925 and recorded on page 657 of the Zittingsverslag. 

2) JEAN BECQUEREL and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. these Proceedings 10. 592. Leiden 
Comm. No. 103. 

3) The large WEISS electromagnet (tested by WOLT/ER. these Proc. 26. p. 613: Leiden 
Comm. NO. 167b). made by Messrs. OERLIKON for Leiden. was used for some of the 
experiments. but for the greater number another magnet was used which differed only 
slightly Erom the former and was made by the same for the "Muséum National d'Histoire 
naturelle" of Paris. By regulating the current through the windings a constancy of the 
field strength of certalnly 0.2 % could be established. The strength of the field was deter-

o 
mlned Erom the ZEEMAN-effect on line 5221 A. (8.53 times normal) produced in a xenotime 
plate in liquid N2 placed in the same place as the crystal plate. The inhomogeneity of 
the field appeared Erom observations with tysonite not to amount to more than 0.15 Ofa. 
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glass was reserved for filling with liquid hydrogen and was fitted with a 
cap provided with two openings for the in let and outlet of hydrogen 
during the filling. This was done in another room, from which the filled 
cryostat was conveyed to the room for the optical experiments. Here the 
evaporating hydrogen was led outside the room through an outlet tube 
coupled to the cap. The innermost of the three vacuum glasses, destined 
for the reception of the liquid helium, was provided with a metal cap 
carrying a helium in let similar to that used to ,introduce helium into 
transportable cryostats 1 ). The evaporating helium was collected in a 
gasholder (during the transport in rubber balloons). Wh en working at 
20° K. the inner, as weIl as the middle, glass was filled with hydrogen. 
If it was required to work between 20° and 14° K., then the outlet tube 
of the inner glass was connected to a vacuum lead, whence by dosing 
the inlet tube, the vapour pressure corresponding to the wished for 
temperature could be obtained. 

§ 3. Optical apparatus. As a source of light the very intense light 
from an arc lamp having a fairly constant position of the crater, described 
by ZEEMAN 2) was used, although later this was replaced by a Zeiss arc 
lamp giving a less intense light. but in which the crater remained exactly 
in the same place, and whose carbons could be more readily changed. 

The crystals were fixed, as formerly, with wax in small holes in a strip 
of platinum, which hung from a glass rod passing through the cover of 
the cryostat, so that they had the right alignment to the horizontal. The 
horizontal alignment could be altered by the ob server by rotating in a 
vertical axis with the help of a Hooke's key. 

For the calibration of the wave lengths a neon lamp was used for the 
red and orange, and an iron lamp for the remainder of the spectrum. 

We used a spectrometer having a plane Rowland grating and a lens of 
a focal length of 1.30 m. adjusted for autocollimation. 

§ 4. Results. The following contains the general. most obvious, 
results whose details wil! be studied on the plates obtained. 

a . Effect of temperature alone. In the experiments made at Leiden 
in 1908 3) it was stated that the spectra of crystals of the rare earths, 
very rich in absorbtion bands at the temperature of liquid air 4), become 
simpIer wh en the temperature is lowered to the freezing point of hydrogen 
(14 ° K.). At the boiling point of helium (4 °.2 K.) the spectra are, on the 
who Ie, still somewhat simpIer. Several bands which show a maximum of 
absorbtion at a more or less low temperature, and which are still visible 
at 14° K. have completely disappeared. On the contrary, there exist bands 

I) Conseil de Physique Solvay, Brussels. April 1924. Leiden Comm. Suppl. No. 50a. 
2) Diss. Leiden. 1893. 
3) JEAN BECQUEREL and H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. I.c. 
i) JEAN BECQUEREL. Ie Radium. 4. 328. 1907. 
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which. appearing only at low temperatures. increase in intensity down to the 
temperature of liquid helium; it is possible that these pass through a 
maximum at a still lower tempera tu re. 

b. Resolving of the bands in a magnetic field. We have studied down to 
4° .2 K. the effect of a magnetic field on the absorbtion bands. confining 
ourselves for the present to the case in which the optica I axis is orientated 
along the lines of force and in which the light passes through the crystal 
in the same direction (named the "longitudinal" case) . 

Under these conditions the "ordinary" spectrum is obtained. and the 
components resulting from the resolution of the bands in the magnetic field 
correspond to the absorbtion of circular vibrations. 

Figures 1 and 2 show two groups of bands of xenotime. at temperatures 
of 20° K. and 4°.2 K.. one in the red and the other in the green; the 
notes explain the various juxtaposed spectra. The spectra of the 
circular vibrations of opposite signs have been brought under one 
another by the use of a rhomboid of calcspar placed in front of the slit 
of the spectroscope and preceded by a quarter wave-plate. The streng th 
of the field used was 26.17 kilogauss. 

A fact that had been expected. but which had required verification. 
was that the variations ofthe period. produced by the magnetic field. we re 
independent of the temperature. aresult which had previously been 
confirmed as far as 14° K. 

A remarkable phenomenon was the accentuation of the dissym
metry in the intensities of the components corresponding to oppositely 
circularly waves. This dissymmetry at very low temperatures. first 

A 
20° K. C 

B 

A' 

'. ................ ' ""~ 
~ .... ~ ...... ~... ,. --. 

abc d 

Fig. 1. 

Xenotime. Group of absorbtion bands in the red. First order spectrum. approx. twice 
enlarged. 

A. Spectrum without magnetic field at 20° K. 
A'. 4°.2 K. 
B. in a field of 26.17 kilogauss for circularly polarised light of the same sign 

as the current passing through the coils of the electromagnet: at a temperature of 20° K. 
B' ditto. at 4°.2 K. 
C As B. but with the incident light polarised in the opposite sense. 
C' As B'. '. 
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observed at the temperature of liquid air 1 ). has already been studied down to 
the melting point of hydrogen 2). At 4°.2 K. it becomes so strong that in 

\D - I'-. 
0 N <"l 
N N N e ""' ""' ""' 

B 

C 

A' 
4°.2 K. B' 

C' 
e f 

Fig. 2. 

Xenotime. Group of absorbtion bands in the green. Second order spectrum. approx. 
twice enlarged. 

A' Spectrum without magnetic field at 4°.2 K. 
B-C. Juxtaposed spectra of the two circular vibrations of opposite sign in a field of 

26.17 kilogauss (B. having the same sign as the coil current) at 20° K. 
B'-C'. As above but at 4°.2 K. 

a field of 25 kilo gauss the spectra of two oppositely circularly polarised 
rays have a completely different appearance. This is the case with 
xenotime as is seen from figures 1 and 2; for some bands. (e.g. a, b, c, 
and d of fig. 1. and f of fig. 2) only those components displaced towards 
the side of shorter wave lengths remain 3) . In weak fields the dissym~ 
metries of the intensities appear long before the separation of the 
components is visible. 

Down to a temperature of 14° K. it appears to be a rule that the tendency 
to dissymmetry is shown by an increase in intensity of the components 
displaced towards the shorter wave lengths. Of the dissymmetries of an 
opposite sign. which are to be observed at ordinary temperatures and 
even at the tempera tu re of liquid air. the greater number have changed 
their sign at the bOiling point and freezing point of hydrogen. the others 
are diminished in magnitude. so that a change of sign at a still lower 
temperature is to be expected. The latter has usually been found. but 
it is a noteworthy fact th at two exceptions to th is rule have been noted. 
one in the case of a band of tysonite in the red. the other for a band 
(very insensitive from the point of view of alteration of the period) of 
xenotime; the latter is indicated by e in fig. 2. at 20° K. the component 
displaced towards decreasing wave length is the more intense. at 4°.2 K. 

1) JEAN BECQUEREL. Ie Radium. 5. 9. 1908. 
2) JEAN BECQUEREL ond H. KAMERLINGH ONNES. I.c. 
3) To some of these bands (e.g.. a and b) at first sight there seem to co'l"espond in 

the juxtaposed spectrum very weak components (invisible in the reproductions). Actually 
the latter are the small wave length components of a secondary doublet polarised in the 
opposite sense to the main doublet; in other words the bands in question form a qua
druplet. or more exactly. two doublets. and at 4° 2 K. only one component of each remains. 

18 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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the opposite is the case. Another band (in the extreme violet of the 
spectrum of tysonite) shows a singular phenomenon. The component of 
shorter wave length is finer, but at the same time more intense than the 
other, 50 that one cannot say, from the appearance of the spectrum alone, 
which component corresponds to the greater amount of light absorbed. 
With the exception of these special cases the dissymmetries of the 
intensities observed up to the present all conform to the rule indicated 
above, but this ru Ie cannot be considered as a general law, as one might 
have been led to expect from the experiments made at less low 
temperatures. 

c. Magnetic rotation of the plane of polarisation. One of us studied 
in 1907 the magnetic rotatory power of tysonite and of parisite and 
established th at the so~called negative rota tory power increases between 
room temperature and liquid air temperature at a rate approximately 
inversely proportional to the absolute temperature 1). An obvious 
combination of this observation with the law of Curie relating to the 
magnetic susceptibility suggests that the rotation in these crystals, which 
are paramagnetic, varies proportionally with the degree of magnetisation 2). 
50 that the series of optical experiments which we have made, forms part 
of a wider programm being carried out at Leyden which includes the 
series of experiments on the paramagnetism of crystalline salts at low 
temperatures as weIl as the Röntgen spectra of the crystal~lattices of these 
bodies. The experiments carried out at Leyden in 1908 3) confirmed and 
extended this result to 20° K. 

The increase of the magnetic rota tory power continu es down to 4°.2 K., 
and from this point of view tysonite is especially remarkable. 

Fig. 3 shows the fluted spectrum obtained at 4° .2 K. between crossed 
nicols, in a field of 23.60 kilogauss, with a crystal only 1.673 mms. thick. 
The rotation is as much as 5 7C in the red and reaches 20 7C in the near 
ultra violet. Groups of bands sensitive to the magnetic field bring about 
local disturbances, for example the band g in the yellow is not an 
absorbtion band but an abnormaJ.' rather fine , fluting one, which results from 
a rapid decrease of the magnetic rota tory power as the edge of the 
absorbtion band h is approached (compare the curvature of the fringes in 
fig. 5 in which the absorbtion band in question has been again indicated 
by the letter h). 

Fig. 4 represents the fluted spectra obtained with the same crystal in a 
field of the same order of magnitude (ahout 22.50 kilogauss) hut at the 
temperature of liquid hydrogen. In the visihle spectrum there are only 
four wide flutes to he seen (the rotation is 7C in the red and 4 7C in the 
extreme violet). 

1) JEAN BECQUEREL, Ie Radium, 5, 5, 1908. 
2) Aresuit already found for thin plates of iron, nickel , and cobalt by KUNOT, Wied , 

Ann. 27, 191. 1886, and ou BOlS, ibid. 31, 9il. 1887. 
3) JEAN BECQUEREL and H. KAMERLJNGH ONNES, 1. c. 
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Fig. 5 represents. by another method. the magnetic rotation and the 
rotatory dispersion of the same plate from the orange to within the blue 
( 1 st. order spectrum) at 4° .2 K. and in a field of 23.82 kilogauss. It was 
obtained by the method of "fringes" I) : the incident light was rectilinearly 
polarised (in an optinal direction ); having passed throug h the crystaI. 
in which it was split into two circular waves of different refractive index. 
the light passed through a quarterwave plate who se ma in axes were at 
45° to the horizontaI. and then through a Babinet compensator gnmmed to 
the slit of the spectroscope and so orientated that the fringes became 
horizontal (cutting the slit at right angles). and fjnally through a nicol 
placed at 45° behind the slit. The difference in pa th between two 
rays. circularly polarised in opposite directions af ter passing through the 
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H = 23 kilogauss approx .• thickness of crystal 1.67 mmo T = 20" K. 

1) JEAN BECQUEREL. Ie Radium 4. 328. 1907. 
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crystal, becomes. after passing through the quarter wave plate. a 
difference in path between two rectilinear vibrations from which a displace~ 

h 

A 

B =~.==: ::~ 

blue h orange 
Fig. 5. 

Magn~tic rotatory power of tysonite at 4°.2 K. 
Incident light rectilinearly polarised. plate of tysonite normal to the axis and 1.67 mmo 

thick. 1/ 1 wave plates. Babinet compensator. nicol analiser. spectrum first order. actual size. 
A. Central fringe of the compensator. without the magnetic field. 
B. Fringes in a field of 23 kilogauss. 

ment of the fringes of the compensator results 1). A rotation througJ"! 
an angle n is transformed into a displacement equal to the distance 1 of 
two consecutive fringes . and a dis placement d is equivalent to a 

. d 
rotatlon n y' 

Fig. 5A shows the central fringe of the compensator without the 
magnetic field (At the blue end of the spectrum the next fringe can be 
seen). Fig. 5B shows the fringes in the field . The increasing inclination 
of the fringes shows c1early the rapid increase of the rota tory power with 
decrease of wave length. The disturbances produced by absorbtion bands 
sensitive to the magnetic field are also to be seen. 

One of us has measured the magnetic rota tory power on the plates 
obtained this year at Leiden (20° K. and 4°.2 K.) as well as on the old 
plates obtained in 1910 in the physical laboratory of the Muséum at a 
temperature of 291 ° K. For the latter temperature the experiments were 
made with monochromatic light. - the mercury violet. green and blue lines. 
The method of fringes of the Babinet compensator was used. At the 
temperature of 291 ° K. visual measurements we re made in the Muséum 
using the well known method of cut nicols. with line 5460.74 (a line 
from the mercury arc) . These visual measurements confirm to some 
tenths of a degree those obtained by the method of fringes for the same 
wave length. 

As plates obtained in fields of 8000 to 26000 gauss show that even at 
1°.2 K. the magnetic rotation is proportional to the field (at least in thc 
region without absorbtion bands). the magnetic rota tory power has been 
reduced (by simp Ie proportion) to 10.000 gauss and a thickness of 
1 mmo 2). The following figures for 20° K. and 4°.2 K. represent the 
results of interpolations from a large~scale graph plotted from the 

1) The fact that the plate is not exactly a quarter wave leng th for the whole-spectrum. 
does not affect the displacement of the fringes. 

2) We have assumed the proportionality with thickness. 
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measured values for a large number of wave lengths 1) in the region least 
d istorted by the absorbtion. 

Magnetic rotation of tysonite of 1 mmo thickness and 10.000 gauss . 

I 
Rotation at I Rotation at 

I 
Rotation at 

i. 
291 ° K. I 20 ' . 36 K. 1° .21 K. 

3738 . 5 - - 991 ' .3 

3800 - 230°.9 911 ° .7 

3850 - 221°.9 9020 .0 

3900 - 213" .0 8650 .3 

3958. 5 - - 825 ' .1 

3985 - 199'. 6 -

- - absorbtion bands absorbtion bands 

1015 - 195° .0 -

1021.6 - - 783') .8 

1016 . 6 13°.7 - -

1100 - 182 '. 1 738° . 3 

1200 - 169°.6 686" .6 

1253 - 161" .0 -

1256.7 - - 660" .1 

- - absorbtion bands absorbtion bands 

1300 - 159° .0 610° . 2 

1327 .1 - - 628° .8 

4358 . 3 11° . 0 - -

1372 - 151° . 8 -

- - absorbtion bands absorbtion bands 

1428 - 116° .4 -
4500 - 139". 6 -
1600 - 131°.2 -

I 
1628 - 128° . 8 -

I) The fringes were surveyed with the micrometer millimetre by millimetre and sometimes 
with smaller intervals. whilst each fixed point was read ten times. The total number of 
measurements required for the survey and for the determination of the wave lengths 
reached several thousand for each plate. The measuring. the plotting of the graphs and 
the numerical calculations require considerable time and. hence. we are as yet unable to 
give definite results concerning the ot her three crystals studied. 
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Magnetic rotation of tysonite of I mmo thickness and 10.000 gauss. (Continued) 

Rotation at Rotation at Rotation at 
À 

291° K. 20°.36 K. 4° .21 K' 

- - absorbtion bands absorbtion bands 

4728 - 121°.4 -

4766.7 - - 481°.7 

4800 - 116°. 5 471° .6 

4900 - 110° .6 ii5°. 8 

4950 - 107° . 7 434° .3 

5019 .9 - - 420° . 2 

- - absorbtion bands absorbtion bands 

5236 . 2 - - 374°.8 

5300 - - 363°. 7 

5400 - - 347° . 2 

5432 - 84°. 6 -

5460 .7 6°.4 - -

5500 - 82° . 1 331°.7 

5600 - 78° .8 317°.4 

5665 . 4 - - 309°.2 

- - absorbtion bands absorbtion bands 

5839.0 - 69°.9 -

5890(D2) - 68°. 9 -

6000 - 66° .3 -
6100 - 64° . 2 -
6210 - 61 °. 8 -

- - absorbtion bands absorbtion bands 

6262 - 60°.8 -

6300 - 60° .0 -
6391.2 - - 228°. 5 

6400 - 57° .8 -

6500 - 55° .7 -

6600 - 53°.6 -

6657 - 52°.6 -
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It must be noted here that the values given reduced to 1 mmo thickness 
and 10.000 gauss contain systematic errors resulting from the measure
ments of the plates and of the magnetic field, but these errors have no 
influence on the ratios of the rotations as the same plate and the same 
field have been used. 

The most interesting question is the comparison of the ratio of the 
rotations at two different temperatures with the inverse ratio of the 
temperatures: 

0 

À iOi6.6A 4358.3 5460.7 

rot·20o . 36 K 190°.2 1350 .0 83'.5 

rot·200 . 36 K 
13.9 13.9 13.1 291.0 = H 29 

rot'291 ° K 20.36 . 

0 

À 3800 A 4150 i850 5500 6391 

rot ·i o . 21 K 9il. °l 711 0 .7 i58°.2 331°.7 228°.5 

rot , i o. 21 K 
i .08 i.05 i.04 i.Oi 3.9i 20 .36 = i 8i 

rot·200.36K i.21 . 

From these figures it follows that the magnetic rotatioll increases 
slightly slowe~ than I/T between room temperature and 20° K. and very 
much slower wh en the temperature is lowered to 4° K. It is possible, per
haps, to suppose that the paramagnetic susceptibility of tysonite (neody
mium and praseodymium) only follows the law of Curie after a correc
tion for an anomaly, the value of which is otherwise very smalI, has been 
applied I). 

The figures seem to indicate that the ratio of the rotations at two 
temperatures is not completely independent of the wave length as it 

decreases slowly as the wave length increases, but it is not certain that 
the accuracy of the measurements was enough to establish this result. 

The curves in fig . 6 represent the rota tory power (the rotation in 
degrees as ordinate) as a function of the wave leng th at the temperatures 
291 ° , 20°, and 4°.21 K. 

The continuous portions of the lines correspond to those regions in 
which the numerous measurements were made, these regions being chosen 
outside the groups of absorbtion bands. At the extremities of the 
continuous portions an abnormal curvature is often obtained, due to thc 
approach of absorbtion bands. The undisturbed portions are joined with 
dotted lines which would represent the rotation in the absence of the 
influence of selective absorbtion. On the curve corresponding to 4°.2 K. 
three isolated points are marked, two in the yellow and one in the red. 

1) Rapport Conseil de Physique Solvay, Brussels, April 1921, Leiden, Comm. Suppl. NO. Ha. 
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These were determined from the position of the fringes between crossed 
nicols. The curve is dotted as no other points were determined in this 
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reg ion. The two points in the yellow lie oH the curve, they lie, in fact, in 
a reg ion where the influence of the very intense absorbtion bands in the 
yellow is feIt . 

As was mentioned above, only three points were determined at 291 ° K., 
and these are joined with a dotted line. 

Por parisite we can, as yet, only indicate the order of magnitude. In 
round figures. the magnetic rotation is four times greater at 20° than at 
80° K., and it is again increased fourfold when the temperature is lowered 
to 4°.2 K. 

Bastnaesite also shows an increase of the same order as Eor tysonite 
and parisite. These three crystals all owe their paramagnetism to the 
same elements, neodymium and praseodymium. 

The phenomena with xenotime (erbium) are Ear more complex, not only 
because of selective absorbtion bands very sensitive to a magnetic field , 
but also because of large regions of slight absorbtion spread through the 
who Ie spectrum, which must influence the magnetic rotation. The magnetic 
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rota tory power is much less than that of crystals containing neodymium 
and praseodymium. However it is still appreciable; for example at 4°. 2 K. 

20° K. A ",.~".~.-
, '. ~~'''-~4' 'I t.r~>.tIW~ 

~·"""f.~·"" .~ . ..,....... .. .......... ~.-. 
Fig. 7. 

Xenotime, Variations of the magnetic rotatory power in the region of absorbtion bands 
sensitive to the magnetic field; group in the red. spectrum of the first order ; field about 
2-4 kilogauss. twice enlarged. 

A. Temperature 20° K. 
B. -4°,2 K. 

with a plate 0.81 mms. thick and in a field of 26.17 kilogauss a rotation 

of 180° is obtained in the extreme violet (4060 Á.) and of 60° in the red 

(6800 Á.). It will be necessary to see iE the rotation is. or is not, 
proportional to the field in the most transparent parts of the spectrum. It 
is possible that no proportionality exists owing to the influence of the 
absorbtion being feIt throughout the spectrum. 

Whilst for crystals containing neodymium and praseodymium the law 
of the rota tory dispersion is almost independent of the temperature. this 
is not the case with xenotime. The measurements actually. made. although 
very incomplete. are enough to permit the statement that the ratios of the 
rotations. in the same field of 26.17 kilogauss. at 4°. 1 and at 20°.36 K. 

are exactly equal to 2 from the extreme violet to the green (5000 Ä.). 
becoming 2.2 for the yellow light of line D and greater than 2.3 in the 
red (6600). 

There appear to exist two kinds of magnetic rotation of the plane of 
polarization arising from essentially different causes. One of these. 
generally in a positive direction. can be completely explained; it is the 
result of the ZEEMAN~effect on the absorbed rays. and its existence is 
apparent from the dispersion. 

From our hypothesis. the other rotation should occur in paramagnetic 
bodies. be negative and result from a dissymmetry of the intensity in the 
absorbtion of opposed circular waves caused by orientation or distortion 
phenomena brought about by the field. 

These two opposed effects should be superimposed in paramagnetic 
bodies. one or the other predominating. In connection with this one knows 
th at the magnetic rota tory power of paramagnetic substances is generally 
negative, but is sometimes positive. 



Histology. - "On the development of the Purkinje-cells in connection 
with the problem of localisation in the cerebellar cortex." By RVD. 

BERGMAN. (Communicated by Prof. J. BOEKE.) 

(Communlcated at the meeting of November 28, 1925). 

In connection with the so very interesting researches of the last years 
concerning the localisation of the function (s) of the cerebellum, one 
unconsciously returns to search for a visible basis for them, for anatomical 
differences in the subdivision of the cerebellum. 

The histological investigation of the cerebellum has now lead to the 
opinion that its structure repeats itself with the greatest monotony from 
fold to fold. Even in different kinds of anima Is one finds quite a uniformity 
of structure. Furthermore, between the different cells exist ways of 
communication which extend themselves in all possible directions 
(EsTABLE), and these are so extensive and numerous that this investigator 
does not fjnd in these facts a reason to admit the hypothesis of a localisation. 
This intricacy cannot, however, be an argument against it, because in this 
confused net of wires it is quite possible that very small differences in the 
connections may exist which heretofore have escaped all observations. 
Besides, although it is naturally to be expected that to morphological 
different elements different functions are attributed, one must not take it 
for granted that to similar elements, a priori, the same functions are to be 
ascribed too. 

A localisation in this sense that certain groups of muscles have their 
own projection-area in the cortex of the cerebellum is really not supported 
in the required exactitude by the course of the fibres. Indeed to name 
only the two most principal known ascending tracts, the one of the spino
cerebellar and the vestibular ways, these end in birds, according to different 
investigators, in fore- and hind part of the cerebellum, without making in 
doing so a difference between lateral and medial parts. Thence in 
connection also with what one finds in lower animals, it is sometimes 
conc1uded that these fore- and hind parts are phylogenetically the oldest 
parts of the cerebellum. The remainder has developed itself thereon as neo
cerebellum. 

The physiological experiments, like the course of the fibres, has not been 
able to support in particular this conception of localisation although these 
give very important reasons therefore, as f.i. the connection between 
lobulus simplex and neckmusc1es, between crus 1 with lobulus ansiformis 
and the muscles of the foremost homolateral extremity, between crus 11 with 
lobulus paramedianus and the muscles of the hindermost homolateral 
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extremity, demonstrated in mammals ; herewith also the possible sub
division of centra for ab- and adduction (VAN RIJNBERK, THOMAS a.o.) . 

ARIENS KAPPERS thinks that in case the localisation does exist, it is to be 
expected in the fronto-caudal and not in the latero-Iateral direction. He 
relies on the fact that the parallel fibres run in transversal direction and 
thus make in that direction an extensive connection between the different 
elements. These motives preserve in our mind their full value, notwith
standing the already named observations of ESTABLE concerning it, and 
notwithstanding the fact that there exist associative fibres between the 
laminae. Thence it may be declared that such associative fibres are very 
easy to follow directly from one lamina to the other with Cox' method. 

The intention of this short investigation is to verify by means of the 
Cox' method if a difference may be shown in the development of the 
PURKINJE-cells of the different cerebellar folds during embryonal life. 

A difference in the development in different places of the cerebellum in 
the human embryo is already described by VAN VALKENBURG. 

As material use was made of chicken embryos fixed during a certain 
period in COX' liquid. from the 14th breeding day to and including the third 
day after the hatching of the chick. 

In the first place for th is investigation it was necessary to follow the 
different forms of development of the PURKINJE-cells as accurately as 
possible, as great and brusque differences between its development in the 
different folds may not be expected. The histogenesis of the cerebellar 
cortex was descrihed in 1897 a.o. by ATHIAS in a very interesting study. 
He made use of the GOLGI method, and had at his disposal young 
dogs. newly barn cats and embryos of caviae. All these animais, with 
the exception of the caviae, have very imperfectly developed PURKINJE
cells when they are born, and one finds in the same section all kind of stadia 
of development, as in con fusion through one another. 

On the contrary in the chick, the ce lis of PURKINJE are already more 
or less unfolded, the first day after the hatching. One finds them in the 
chicken embryo of nearly 15 days breeding like they. according to the 
drawings of ATHIAS. appear in the newly barn rabbit. Quite different 
d.velopmental farms in the same section in the chicken are found principally 
on or about the 18th and 19th breeding day. Earlier or later the cells have 
a more regular appearance. 

ATHIAS explains the way of development of the pURKINJE-cells as follows. 
In recently barn cats f.i. they are ovoid bodies, quite large. very irregular 
with many and varying branches. The axis-cylinder is easily to be seen. 
and sends out side branches. Through resorption the thorny projections of 
the cells disappear and a thick stem appears on the top. Still later the 
stem beg ins to flatten and to extend itself in several branches. The earlier 
small branches are still more resorbed. A definite age for each of the 
shapes is not he given, because they appear so very mixed. 

We could follow the detailed course of development as follows. In 
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the youngest stadium that we have seen (14th day of breeding) , there 
are only irregular formed cellbodies, quite large in comparison to the other 
elements. Prom these cellbodies many thin, mostly unbranched shoots 
radiate out in all different directions and a long th in axis-cylinder runs to 
the white matter (a, I st cell in the figure). Thereupon a few of these 
dendrons become somewhat thicker than the others, and they start to 
branch out (b, 2d cell). It seems then also that the cellbody increases in 
size (c , 3d cell). Next this is somewhat more strongly expressed and so 
it seems now as if the protoplasma of the cellbody bulges out into the 
thickening dendrons (d , 4th cell) . One or two of the dendrons towards 
the cortex surface then become distinctly thicker than the rest, whereas 
cellbody and branches are very irregular in shape. Somewhat further 
there is really only one thick dendron left, but still surrounded by many 
thinner ones, who originate from the cellbody and from the principal trunk, 
(e, 5th cell) . Thereupon the cell seems once more to take the aspect of a 
younger period, irregular shape with a thick projecting lump. But now the 
cellbody clearly becomes larger and almost all of the thin dendrons are 
no more to be found , retracted or resorbed (f, 6th and 7th cells). 

Prom now on the cell of PURKINJE starts to develop itself clearly in the 
direction of its definite shape, the cellbody becomes more or less regularly 
oval but still with many knobs and indentations. A thick dendron runs 
to the surface of the cortex and ramifies into a small end-tuft. In further 
stadia the most remarkable is certainly the increasing ramification of the 
end-tuft (g, 7th and 8th cell). But gradually the irregular points on the 
cellbodies disappear (h, 9th cell). Still later the chief branches of the 
cell seem to intend to ex pand further from the stem rather than to ramifie 
more profusely. This stadium with its rarefied, bald and angular branches 
reminds one of the shapes of the cells of P URKINJE in the lower animaIs, 
in the pike f.i . (i , IOth cell). Once the cell is so far, all the small branches 
produce new sidebranches and this repeats itself continually (k, 11 th and 
12th cell) till in the full grown form a dense entanglement of twisted 
branches arises (I, 13th cell). All these different forms are indicated 
here with a letter. 

The axis-cylinder usually has side-branches. ATHIAS found in iis 
mammals sometimes a neuron with as much as eight. In chickenembryos 
and chicks, we always found only a few. The so called "boutons 
dendritiques terminaux" were never seen by us in this research. Neither 
was any connection found between the dendrons and the meningeal 
vessels (KAPPERS) . 

A difference between the medial and lateral parts of the . cerebellum is 
also not to be seen. The development seems to be as far in the media I as 
in the lateral sections. Besides INGVAR says "Sämtliche Autoren sind 
darüber einig dasz das Vogelcerebellum nur aus Vermis besteht". This 
surely also is no inducement to seek localisation in a transversal direction. 
We remember too that ARIENS KAPPERS does not think a laterallocalisation 
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very probable because of the extensive intercellular communications in 
that direction. 

The development of the folds themselves takes a tolerably simple course. 
MESDAG describes in the chickenembryo the appearance of cerebellar folds 
on the 9th breeding day, which folds are about ten in number on the 13th 
breeding day. INGVAR sees in the chickenembryo of 10 Y2 days three lobes. 
The lobus anterior is divided in four lobules, the lobus medius in two, the 
10bus posterior in th ree. On the 16th day the fourth lobulus of the lobus 
anterior, divides itself into two sublobules. This remains 50 up to the 
19th day and mainly similar in adult animals. The lobus medius according 
to INGVAR has remaiIied somewhat behindhand in development in relation 
to the other two, it also shows most of the changes in the phylogenetic series. 
The division of the cerebellum in lobes and lobules is however subjected 
to small individua·l changes f.i. in the cerebellum of a chicken embryo of 
20 breeding days we found the first lobule of the middle lobe divided 
into cinly two sublobules, while one can observe the division into three 
sublobules already on the 17th day. On the 17th day, the fourth .lobule 
of the anterior lobe divides itself into three sublobules and the first lobule 
of the posterior lobe into two. The two lobules of the middle lobe have 
divided themselves too, the first into three, the second into two sublobules. 
One also finds then a few subdivisions on the sides of the great folds, but 
their invasion by the white matter is very inconstant, wherefore it is better 
not to give them too much notice. 

ATHIAS finds in his animals that the least developed cells are to be found 
in the de eper laminae. at the bottom of the grooves and in the deepest 
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parts of the laminae. that means everywhere where the superficial granular 
layer is thickest. KOLLIKER also mentions that the highest developed 
pURKINJE-cells are to be found at the top of the folds. 

In the chickenembryos we always found. with the Cox' impregnation 
method. the more developed cells at thc bottom of the grooves, while the 
upper parts of the folds showed less developed cells. and also a smaller 
number of impregnated cells. Furthermore all large laminae reach the 
surface here. so that there is no cause to distinguish "lamelles profondes" 
from others. 

Generally speaking, one can say that in a certain fold. a certain develop
mental type is rather sharply accentuated. One great difficulty here is 
naturally to avoid a too haphazard judgment. More is the pity. we know 
nothing about the theory of impregnation. so that from a certain number 
of impregnated cells per fold absolutely no conclusions can be deduced. 

At last it seemed the most accurate way to indicate the folds by means 
of the letter of the developmental type of pURKINJE-cell which was 
predominant in it. 

The folds themselves are divided according to INGVAR. and indicated 
by the names which this writer uses according to BOLK. e.g. alobus anterior 
with four lobules. alobus medius with two lobules and alobus posterior 
with three lobules ; for boundaries the fissura primaria and the fissura 
praepyramidalis. 

So it appeared that on the 14th breeding day there was really no 
difference. One sees the cells as in the first four drawings corresponding 
to the letters a, b. c. On the 15th breeding day there is no much clearer 
difference. One sees the cells mostly like those of the fourth and fifth 
drawings, letters d, e. Through technica I errors the sections of the 16th 
and 21 th days got lost. In the 18th, 19th, 20th days however it becomes 
clear that the middle lobe shows a less developed type of ceU (7th up to 9th 
cells of figure I, letters g, h) than the two other lobes (9th up to Ilth cells. 
letters h. k). Moreover it appears that the anterior and posterior lobes 
are equivalent in this respect. 

Directly af ter the hatching of the chick one sees adult PURKINJE-ceUs 
nearlyeverywhere. If one plots the development per lobe and per breeding 
day on a curve. then it becomes still more evident. (Fig. 3). The dotted 
Hnes represent here the degree of development of the anterior and posterior 
lobus. the drawn Hne that of the middle lob. The vertical distance between 
both Hnes is very smaU for the first days and nought in the days af ter 
hatching. on the contrary clear on the 18th, 19th. 20th days. 

If we want to test this fact on other data. it firstly does not seem very 
weIl possible to us to se ek any connection between these anatomical 
differences and the possible functional differentiation that would agree 
with the projection area of certain muscle groups. On the ot her side we 
read in ARIENS KAPPERS th at the associative function principally belongs 
to the lobus medius. that this lobe serves for the harmonical working 
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together of the different parts of the body. INGVAR informs us that the 
spino~cerebellar fibre systems end in the lobus anterior and the lobus 
posterior; and that the direct vestibular fibres to the cerebellum go nearly 
all to the cortex of nodule, uvula, flocculus and to the anterior part of the 
lobus anterior. He therefore considers the anterior and posterior lobe to be 
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phylogenetically older than the middIe Iobe. It is in accordance here~ith 
that we could differentiate the development of the PURKINJE~cells in the 
ontogenesis, 50 that th is development in the phylogenetically oldest parts 
is most advanced, and first completed. 

That there is not always a dear differentation into palaeo~ and neo~ 
cerebellum, during the embryonal period, is comprehensible wh en we 
remember what WINI<LER writes on it : "The neocerebellum is partly 
growing by intussusception between the palaeo~cerebellum, and partly by 
apposition upon the older part...... distinct borders between them do not 
exist. " As the chick can move fully, walk, peck etc. directly upon hatching, 
it will not astound any one that the lobus medius then has fully developed 
PURKINJE~cells, and in th is respect is fully the equal of the other lobus. 

The phylogenetic explanation is, however, not the only one that fits in 
here: according to ARIENS KAPPERS the dendrons have a stimulopetal 
growth. Now the centripetal systems that are already dearly present in 
embryonallife, end in the anterior and posterior lobus (spino~cerebellar and 
vestibular tracts, dr. supra). The associative functions become accentuated 
much later. For this reason too it seems comprehensible to us that the 
middle lobe develops more slowly than the others. 
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As a curiosity it can be mentioned th at in an embryo of 18 days an 
inverted celI of PURKINJE was found. This celI lay in its normal situation, 
may be a little bit too much towards the surface of the cortex. The dendrons 
run principally in the direction of the white matter, many short thin branches 
protrude from the cellbody. The neuron arises laterally out of the cellbody 
and then bends towards the white substance (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. 

No importance can be attached to such an isolated cello Possibly it is 
one of the elements described by CAJAL as "displaced cells of PURKINJE" . 
In th is case it would have remained alive because of its still retaining its 
normal connections with other cells; it has then however not taken the 
star-shape, but has remained true to its original shape (ESTABLE). 

Concerning the technics we can be short. Cox described in 1891 his 
excellent impregnation method. He mentions thereby however that one 
is compelled to use the technics of frozen sections. Imbedding in paraffin 
proved impossible, and in celloidin only possible with great disadvantages, 
as the treatment with alcohol would harm the impregnation. 

Cox' method has the advantage that it is simpIe, succeeds with great 
surity and gives sharp images with relatively few deposits. 

Now to get serial sections it was desirabIe to use paraffinimbedding 
instead of frozen sections. Experiments to imbed in paraffin of 58° with 
the usual method via alcohol and xylol failed totally. The frail tissue 
continually broke into small shreds. Successively the hard paraffin was 
replaced by soft (50°), the incubator brought to 51 0. Instead of xylol 
ca me chloroform and cedar-oil was interposed between absolute alcohol 
and chloroform. 

The remaining in Cox' liquid for months on end makes the tissue extra
ordinary weak and vulnerable. It is already enough to destroy much when 

19 
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one simply seizes it with a pincet. Therefore it is advisable to use a smaU 
piece of dressing-gauze stretched over a smaU glass ring. In these smaU 
nets one transfers the pieces from liquid to Iiquid. This has to be done 
as quickly as possible f.i . in 24 hours in this manner : first the pieces some 
hours in repeatedly renewed distiUed water, then half an hour in the alcohols 
of 50 %, 70 %, 96 %, and one and a half hour in absolute alcohol; therefrom 
in cedaroil, wherein it remains overnight. Next one brings them in cedaroil 
with chloroform a few hours, then four hours in chloroform-paraffin at 
370 and lastly half an hour in paraffin land 11 at 51 0

, and then imbedding. 
With this working method one certainly succeeds in obtaining weU 

embedded pieces. They are cut most easily on the sliding-microtome. 
One can then go to ninety mu. NaturaUy the sections curl and break then 
very easily. One avoids this by keeping the tip of the Hnger for a moment 
on the piece and leaving it there while the section is cut. One must hereby 
avoid pressing the section onto the knife : it is not the pressure but the 
warmth of the Hnger which is effective here. 

Lastly the sections must be glued onto the slide. We use for that 
purpose a thin layer of albumin-glycerine smeared on an absolutely fatless 
slide. The sedion is pressed on this with the Hnger, while one is careful 
not to let airbubbles get between the slide and the section. One Iets the 
slide dry like th is for half a day at ordinary temperature. Stretching and 
fixing by means of heat is not advisable, it does not succeed and the 
sections crumble away again. The paraffin is removed out of the sections 
by means of xylol. Via the alcohols they are brought in water, and then 
tbey come a few hours in a 5 % solution of sodiumcarbonate. If it remains 
longer it on.y gets a little whiter as the yellow colour of the bichromate 
gets lost. Af ter the treatment with alcali the sections are again washed 
and taken through the series of alcohol to xylol. One removes the xylol 
from the sides of the slide, covers with thick xylol-canadabalsam and puts 
them in a dustiess place to dry. 

A coverslip can not be used according to Cox as the stained ce lIs then 
break up into small granules af ter a few weeks. This was also shown in 
this research. 

Lastly a disadvantage must be mentioned. In some sections there farms 
af ter 6-7 weeks a precipitate of mercuric chlorid needies. What causes 
this and how it can be prevented has not become dear to us. Moreover 
in some sections the cells break up into granules even without a coverslip 
and kept in the dark, even af ter having remained allright for over a year. 
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Anatomy. - "On the temparary Presence af the primary Mauth-apening 
in the Larva af Amphiaxus, and the Occurrence af three pastor'aZ 
Papillae, which are prababZy hamaZagaus with thase af the Larva af 
Ascidians." By J. W. VAN WIJHE. 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

The dorsal organs of the Amphioxus-Iarva. especiaIly the chorda, the 
.nyotomes and the nervous system exhibit also in the adult animal so many 
primitive features that in comparative morphology they constitute the basis. 
on which our knowledge of the skeletal-, muscular- . and nervous system 
is founded. 

By the even segmentation of its muscles. and the (dorsal as weIl as 
ventral ) peripheral nerves Amphioxus affords living evidence of the 
primary segmentation of the head of the higher anima Is. though it may 
be ever so much involved in obscurity during their development. 

Leaving details out of consideration morphologists are fairly agreed as 
to the significance of the dorsal organs of the larva of Amphioxus. 

This accordance is far to seek with respect to the ventral organs in the 
anterior part of the body. as far as the posterior border of the pharynx. 

The reason is that in this reg ion of the body organs pass across to the 
right side. and conversely also parts belonging to the right side can be 
found on the left area. 

It is not surprising. therefore. that unpaired morphologicaIly median 
organs will appear to have shifted to the left area. whereas of a paired 
organ the antimere can be observed for some time in the topographical 
(apparent) median plane. 

A similar displacement from left to right. and from right to left does 
not take place with the abovenamed darsaZ organs. However. in the 
myotomes and peripheral nerves of the right side we do observe. relative 
to those of the left side. a slight move caudad. 

Among the ventraZ organs a similar slight move is also seen in the giIl-slits 
of the right side relative to those of the left. A much more pronounced 
displacement can be observed of the posterior portion of the mouth-opening 
dUling the larval growth of the Amphioxus. When this opening has 
reached its maximum at the outset of the metamorphosis. its posterior 
portion is found opposite to the fifth gill-cleft. and the anterior part of the 
left postoral papilla goes on pari passu with it. 

These phenomena also. but especiaIly the passage of organs of the one 
si de of the body to the opposite side we re ever. and are still confusing. 

To possess some knowledge of the morphologicaIly ventral medianline is. 
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therefore. of prime importance for the morphological significanee of the 
organs in the anterior part of the body of the Amphioxus larva; we do 
not mean only of the ventral medianline of the skin. but also of that of 
the intestine. . 

In the higher animals both lines lie in the region of the pharynx in the 
topographical median plane. which is at the same time morphological median 
plane. The two lines run parallel and are consequently similar in shape. 

In the larva of Amphioxus on the contrary the two lines fall outside the 
topographical median plane. which is at the same time the morphological 
median plane only for the above-named dorsal organs. Both lines also 
follow their own course and differ largely as to shape. 

Before indicating their course it will be found desirabIe first of all to 
describe the occurrence of three epidermal papillae in the Amphioxus larva. 
Of these three the anterior one is unpaired. while the other two 
form a pair. 

Larva with a single open gill-slit : 
This slit is the foremost of the left row of gill-slits which occur in the 

period of larval growth orderly arranged in a caudal direction. At the 
beginning of the metamorphosis they amount not to 11 or 15. as is 
generally believed. but to 18 and probably to 19 1). as I find. 

The gill-cleft of our larva disappears during the metamorphosis and of its 
antimere on the right side of the body even the rudiments are lacking. 

But though. as to its function. it is the first in the row during the larval 
growth. morphologically it is the second. as it is preceded by a paired slit 
that has lost the gill-function and the left antimere of which is represented 
by the mouth-aperture. lts right antimere is the club-shaped gland. This 
gland has retained and developed the pouch-shape. which is originally 
peculiar to all gill-slits (gill-pouches). The intestinal orifice of the club
shaped gland lies high up on the right side. not far below the chorda. The 
skin-orifice is found on the left side of the body. where it must have shifted. 
This place is of some significanee for the localization of the morphological 
median line of the skin in this part of the body. The skin-orifice lies on the 
posterior margin of the anterior unpaired epidermal papilla. not far below 
the pointed anterior termination of the mouth opening and slightly more 
directed towards the rostrum. 

The wall of the clubshaped gland consists of three kinds of cells. so that 

I) The metamorphosis starts with the appearance of the anterior 6-9 gill-pouches on 
the right. as entoderm-thickenings in the right boundary fold of the intestine along the 
truncus arteriosus. This phenomenon is attended with the occurrence of the rudiment of 
I or 2 cirri (the hindmost of the later oral skeleton) and the incipient formation of the 
atrium by the concrescence of the right-. and the left ventral finfold . 

WILLEY (1891) has discovered that during the metamorphosis the left gill-slits are 
reduced to 8 or 9 by the disappearance of the posterior slits. while also the first slit 
perishes. 
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three divisions can be distinguished in it ; 1°. a proximal. long and broad 
secernent portion with high granular cells; 2u. a long narrow duct, with very 
flat cells, and 3°. a small piece inserted between the other two divisions. It 
has the shape of a ring, from which a piece has been cut. This opening is at 
the back of the ring , 50 that here the secernent ceUs and those of the efferent 
tube are contiguous. 

From a morphological point of view th is smaU central division (see 
Fig. 1) is quite interesting, because its ceUs cannot be differentiated from 
those of the epithelium of the giU-slits. Each cell is provided with a long 
flagellum, extending far into the efferent tube, but not projecting from the 
fine skin-orifice. 

The secernent-, and the central-divisions of the clubshaped gland are 
undoubtedly products of the entoderm, but the efferent tube is presumably 
an involution of the ectoderm. A similar but much shorter ectodermal 
involution is also found at the skin-orifice of the true gill-clefts. 

In the vicinity of the mouth our larva displays three papillae, made up of 
enlarged ectodermal cells. The front papilla is unpaired; it lies on the left 
side of the body, right in front of the mouth. The other two are paired. They 
are located behind the mouth. I shall call them the right, and the left postoral 
papillae. The position of the left papilla is apparently median (i. e. in the 
topographical (apparent) median plane) . It is on its way backward, for it 
is already advanced below the first gill-slit, while in an earlier embryonal 
stage KOWALEVSKY (1867, Fig. 24) figured it in the region of the 
clubshaped gland. 

lts position enables us to recognize it, when the larva turns the left side 
to the observer, as weU as when it presents the right side. It is composed only 
of one longitudinal row of about 7 ceUs. 

lts antimere, the right papilla, can be seen only when the larva turns its 
right surface up. At a high focus of the microscope it can be recognized in 
the region of the clubshaped gland under the posterior half of the vaguely 
visible mouth. It does not shift, but is soon seen to grow for some distance 
in a rostral direction and much farther caudad. 

The mouth has already elongated caudally and previously lay before thc 
spot now occupied by the papilla. This spot on the right surface of the body 
is found in the same region where in an earlier stage also the left papilla lay 
in the topographical median plane, according to KOWALEVSKY's figure , 
alluded to before. 

These three papillae functionate in the larval stage of development, but 
perish even as the clubshaped gland during the metamorphosis. In my 
preparations they secrete a substance and are to be considered as 
eutaneous glands. 

The anterior unpaired papilla is situated, as already stated, right in fron~ 
of the mouth. lts upper margin borders on the orifice of the pre-oral organ 
(in which HATSCHEK'S groove), and at its posterior margin the fine euta
neous orifiee of the clubshaped gland can be observed under the anterfor 
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part of the mouth. The papilla retains this position all the time of its 
existence. 

It is approximately circular and is formed by a single layer of enlarged 
epidermal cells, each provided with a long flagellum. On the outside it is 
covered by a layer of flat epidermal cells. This covering pos se ss es one large 
or several small perforations for the passage of the flagella . The secretion 
of the papilla clots inside the covering layer, during the fixation of the 
larvae, into one clump, in which the flagellate threads appear as boundaries 
of palissadeshaped cells. Wh en now the free projecting part of those 
threads has got lost , which may happen during the fixation, we might believe 
that GOODRICH (1917, Fig. 7, 8, 9, pos), was right in calling the papilla 
a sense organ. 

In the larva with a single gill-slit it is by far the largest of the three 
papillae. Hitherto it was generally believed to be the only papilla in the 
vicinity of the mouth, for its discoverer, HATSCHEK (1881, p. 80) mistook it 
for the one alrcady described by KOWALEVSI(Y (1867) . HATSCHEI( says of 
this papilla in the live larva; "die Geisslen derselben schlagen mundwärts", 
so it will have to convey to the mouth not only its own secretion, but also 
that of the clubshaped gland and of the groove of HATSCHEK. 

These secretion-products will come into play in the process of ad hes ion 
and transport of food-particles . 

Before long the right and the left papilla grow markedly in a caudal 
direction along the long axis of the larva. Now wh en in the later stages the 
right, and the left finfold have made their appearance, on ei th er side of the 
body the ipsolateral papilla advances for\vard on the finfold in situ 1) . It 
th en forms in the epidermis of that fold a longitudinal cell-band with 
strikingly large, round cells, that we re figured by LANKESTER and WILLEY 
as early as 1890. 

I never see the band extend the whole length of the finfold. It does not 
reach the region of the posterior gill-slits and accordingly is never found in 
the portion of the fold that is situated behind the pharynx. 

MAC-BRIDE (1898) has no doubt seen the right papilla in the young 
larva , but he is mistaken in considering it as the rudiment of the finfold, as 
also LANKESTER andWILLEY did. He says (I. c. p. 606): "the first 
recognisable trace of the future fold on the right side is an epithelial 
thickening in the anterior region of the pharynx . This thickening .... .. is 
recognisable even at the end of the embryonic period." 

However, the papilla differs organically from the finfold. It appears very 
much earlier and its prolongation on the fold is a secondary phenomenon. 

In a larva with 3 gill-pouches the posterior end of the right papilla has 

I) It is desirabIe not to speak of finfold before an excrescence of the mesoderm (of the 
somatopleura) has appeared in it. 
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reached the anterior margin of the 1 st gill-deft. The lelt papilla now lies 
beneath the 2 gill-pouch. 

In a larva with 6 gill-pouches there is not yet a finfold. The anterior 
termination of the right papilla has grown up to the base of the snout. 
wh ere it is found also in older larvae during their period of growth. lts 
posterior border reaches as far as the posterior border of the first gill-slit. 
which it overhangs. 

The lelt papilla lies beneath the 4th gill-slit still in the topographical 
median plane and consists of a row of about 14 cells extending longitudinally. 

The right finfold has appeared in a larva with 10 gill-pouches. It is still 
short and extends from the 1 st to the 4th gill-pouch. lts anterior termination 
at the posterior border of the first gill -slit . already bears the posterior end of 
the right papilla. The lelt papilla row lies beneath the 5th gill-slit. 

In larvae with 14 to 18 gill-pouches every papilla has established itself on 
the finfold of its own side and grows further in caudal direction. forming on 
that fold a longitudinal cell-band. 1) 

GIBSON (1910) also found the cell-bands on the finfolds of Amphioxides 
and described them (1. c. p. 228-229) . He considered them to be sense
organs homologous with the lateral organs of fishes . But he could not find 
a nerve. 

In the larva of Amphioxus the large round cells do not resembie sense
organ cells but mucous cells. I see on the surface of the cell-band a coating 
of flat cells with a po re for every large cel 1. Prom these pores mucus can 
be seen to be secreted (the term mucus being taken in the most general 
meaning of a somewhat viscous substance ). 

The mucus-secretion. however. seems to occur only at long intervals. 
Eor several larvae have to be cut. before it can be identified. It may be 
also that the mucus gets lost in the treatment (see later on). Cilia or 
flagella are absolutely lacking. which constitutes the difference between the 
paired and the unpaired papilla. while also the secretion-product of the 
unpaired papilla will undoubtedly be of a different chemical composition 
from that of the cell-bands. 

lt is interesting to read in this connection the description given by 
KOWALEVSKY (1867 p. 7) of the (left) papilla. which was discovered by 
him. but which later authors could not identify any more. He found it in 
an embryonal stage. in which the mouth has just broken through as a 
small circular opening. In fig . 24 (l.c.) it consists of two somewhat enlarged 
successive cells. each with a large appendix projecting outwardly. His 
description runs as follows: 

··An der unteren Seite unweit vom Munde bilden sich zwei kleine Warzen. 
auE welchen man zwei lange. längsgestrejfte Tastfäden Eindet; bei der 
Behandlung mit Essigsäure ergiebt es sich. dass diese Tasthaare aus zusam
mengeschmolzenen langen Cilien bestehen ... 

I) In these larvae the anterior termination of the left papilla is as a rule found In the 
regioD of the 6 gill-slit. 
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In my judgment these apparent tactile cilia are composed of "mucus", 
which generally gets lost. This accounts for the fact that among my 
numerous preparations of larvae with one gill-slit I could recognize only 
once a long thread at the papilla ; and that it has escaped the notice of the 
observers af ter 1867, also on account of its smallness. 
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Fig. 1 en 2. Amphioxuslarvae with one gill-slit. 

Fig. 1, a larva seen from the right side of the body, with some organs of the left side, 
looming through at a deep focus of the microscope. 

Fig. 2, another larva seen from the left side, with some looming organs of the right side. 
dkk intestinal orifice of the clubshaped gland; hkk its cutaneous orifice; kk the gland 

itself; in fig. 1 its centra I division is represented as a small black spot; ko first gill-pouch; 
lp left papilla ; m mouth; md ventral median line of the intestine; mh ventral median line 
of the skin; op unpaired papilla ; po preoral organ; cp right papilla ; th thyroid. 

We are now in a position to establish more accurately the peculiar course 
of the morphologically ventral median line in the skin of the larva with 
one gill-slit. 

With a slight deviation at the anal opening this line coincides with the 
topographical median-line of the tail and the larger part of the trunk behind 
the gill-slit. A little way behind this slit it bends dorsally round to the 
right side, to move anteriorly across the slit. 

At the anterior margin of the slit it must again bend ventrally (Fig. 1 mh) 
in order to pass between the right and the left papilla. It now reaches 
again the topographical median-plane to continue on the right-side of 
the body (Fig. 2). Two places can be established where it has to pass: 
1°. between the mouth and the cutaneous-orifice of the clubshaped gland ; 
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20. the unpaired papilla which is destitute of an antimere and consequently 
must be morphologically a median organ. In this way the line reaches the 
preoral organ, it does not matter to us how it runs farther forward 1). 

When tracing the line from this place backwards it follows a spiral 
course which begins at the preoral organ on the left side, passes between 
the mouth and the skin-orifice of the clubshaped gland, and th en continues 
on the right side some way beyond the gill-slit. Af ter this spiral course it 
bends round ventrad behind the slit , and advances caudad in the topo
graphical median-line. 

The shape of this line has a relation to the spiral movement that the larva 
presumably makes in swimming along, at the same time turning to the left :!) . 

As the larva develops, the form of the line changes only at the back of the 
gill-intestine. As known, here a new left gill-pouch arises every time 
topographically medianly. 

The morphological median-line must then turn dorsally on the right side 
of the body behind each new gill-pouch é1nd subsequently overlap anteriorly 
the row of the gill-slits. 

The course of the morphologically ventral median-line of the intestine is 
simpIer than that of the skin. In the region between anus and gill-intestine, 
it exhibits not hing particular just as the skin-line. Here the topographical 
and morphological median-plane coincide and the median-line of the 
intestine is indicated by the vena subintestinalis, which in some places is split 
into two or more venae. 

At the back of the gill-intestine this vein bends dorsally along the last 

1) Different opinions will be entertained concerning the further course of this !ine according 
as the preoral organ and the ventral coelomic vesicle of the snout are, or are not considered 
as antimeres. 

I have advocated the second view, but the first has been generally received. In this 
connection it would import us to know whether the (left) preoral muscIe is innervated by 
a left or by a right (ventral) nerve (n. oculomotorius). 

When the muscIe is innervated by a [eft nerve, it would lend support to my conception. 
The coelomic vesicle of the snout and the preoral organ (right- and left entoderm-sac of 
HATSCHEK) are then, in the embryo', only apparently antimeres. but are Iying morpho
logically median, the one before the other. just as in the later larva. Then the morphological 
ventral median !ine in our larva with one gill-s!it. bends from the opening of the pre-oral 
organ abruptly ventrad towards the topographical median !ine. with which it nearly 
coincides and runs to the point of the snout. 

If. however, the preoral muscIe is innervated by a right nerve (which in th is case has 
to cross the inferior si de of the chorda) the more generally adopted view will be the 
right one. Then the morphological median !ine of the skin runs from the primary mouth
opening (see bel ow) bet ween the two "entoderm-sacs" in a dorsal direction as far as the 
level of the chorda. From this point it continues on th is level, ever keeping on the left 
side of the body, towards the extremity of the snout. 

2) This movement. discovered by HATSCHEK (1881. p. 37) in the embryonal stage. was 
also noticed by FRANZ (1924. p. 6) in the adult anima\. In swimming along this animal 
most often (not always) turns from right to left. This form of move~ent is called by 
FRANZ "Rechtsrotation" . a misleading term. In the metamorphosed animal the movement 
is brought on by muscular contraction, in the embryo by the sweeping of the Bagellae. 
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gill-pouch, as truncus arteriosus. The truncus 1) then passes on the right 
side of the gut anteriorly across the intestinal openings of the row 
of gill-slits. 

It can be traced here as far as the posterior margin of the clubshaped 
gland, wh ere it ramifies into a number of fine branches (this ramification 
beg ins as a rule already before it reaches that posterior margin ) . 

In the gill region the morphologically ventral median line of the intestine 
behaves similarly to that of the skin. 

Both lines run on the right side of the body above the row of gill-slits. 
But towards the rostrum there is an end of all analogy. Here there are 
two spots to establish the course of the intestinalline: 1°. the place where thc 
dght, and thc left arm of the thyroid border upon each other; 20. thc 
place of the primary mouth-opening, which we shall discuss on a later page. 

When elongating the line in the direction of the rostrum along these 
spots (Fig. 1 m d) it will be secn to keep on the right side of the body, 
with the exception of a slight curvature at the extreme anterior portion of 
the intestine tending to reach thc place of the primary mouth opening. 

Since 1893 I have advocated the concept ion that the mouth and the 
clubshaped gland of the Amphioxus larva must represent the first pair of 
gill-pouches, homologous with that of the larva of Ascidians :!). But then 
in the phylogeny of Amphioxus there must have existed in front of th is pair 
a primary mouth-opening. This opening I supposed to be (not without 
hesitation. but there was no alternative ) the opening of the preoral organ, 
although this organ has been severed from the intestine already in al1 
earlier embrY0nal stage. 

Nearly a twelve mouth ago, however, I found in a larva, of the growtlz 
period. with 15 gill-slits, a fine perforation of the intestine on the boundary 
between the unpaired papilla and the outlet of the preoral orgal1. lt gives 
entrance into a duct , which widens like a funnel towards the lumen in the 
anterior part of the intestine. This duct is filled with a slimy mass, in 
which flagelIa are distinguishable, directed towards the intestinal lumen. 
The slime has most likely been derived from the preOl'al orgal1 . 

In the longitudinal section of the duct (in a series of transverse sections 
of the iarva) its perforation had also been cut through, which is about 
the size of that of the clubshaped gland. The skin-perforation of this gland 
is of about the size of a cell-nucleus of the surrounding tissue. 

Now I could also identify the opening of the duct in preparations, in 
which the duct had been cut obliquely; still. only in a limited number 
cf 5tages, viz. in larvae of the growth-period with 12 to 15 gill-slits. It 

I) On transverse sections thc truncus arteriosus lies on thc inferior margin of the right 
boundary fold of the intestine. 

2) BALFOUR (1881. p . 6) alread) reports that some workers suspected that the mouth 
of the Amphioxus larva was a gill-slit . 
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was lacking in larvae with 16 and 18 slits, also in larvae of the period of 
the metamorphosis. 

Whether the opening exists already in younger larvae than those with 
12 slits, I could not weil make out. In larvae with a single gill-slit it was 
still c10sed at the indicated place, and according to GOODRICH'S (1917, fig. 
7, 8, 9) figures this is likewise the case in larvae with only few gill-slits. 

In accordance with its position at the most anterior part of the intestine 
in the morphological median line of the skin, the opening under 
consideration must be the postulated primary mouth of Amphioxus. 

It must be homologous with the mouth of the higher animais, as weil a~ 
with that of the Tunicata, and not only the paired papilla, but also the 
unpaired lie morphologically postoral. 

The unpaired papilla is situated in the mandibular reg ion ; I have, . there
fore, termed it the mandibular papilla in an earlier paper. 

The Amphioxus larva does not lend support to the hypothesis that 
the "preoral intestine" of the embryos of the higher animals should be 
of a particular, morphological significance, unless we understand by it e.g. 
the rudiment of the adhesive organ of the larvae of Ganoids, which may 
be homologized to the preoral organ of Amphioxus. 

But the Ascidians are on account of their embryonal development much 
more c10sely related to Amphioxus. This relationship is still noticeable in 
the larva of Amphioxus with a single gill-slit (cf. VAN WIJHE 1914). 

The position of its three papillae is postoral 1) relative to the place of the 
primary mouth-opening, just as the three papillae of the larva of the 
Ascidians 2 ), according to KOWALEVSKY'S figure (1871. fig. 35). This 
larva also has an anterior, unpaired (median) papilla, whereas the other 
two form a pair. 

The Ascidian larva sticks firmly and permanently to the papillae. 
The habitat of the Amphioxus larva seems to be chiefly the sea bottom. 

The question, which I cannot answer, now arises whether the secretion of its 
paired papilla (in a later stage that of the glandular stria on the finfolds) 
may perhaps serve to attach the larva there for some time. It will then 
detach itself again by means of the contraction of the lateral muscIe to 
swim away. 
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Rubber Chemistry. - "lnfluence of high temperatures on the stress-strain 
curve of vulcanised rtzbber." By A. VAN ROSSEM and H . VAN DER 
MEYDEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of Dl'cember 19, 1925). 

§ 1. lntrodllctory. Purpose of the lnvestigation. 

While the influence of the temperature on the properties of metals and 
alloys has been studied thoroughly - a recent bibliography 1) on this 
subject contains the titles of 216 investigations - the influence of the 
temperature on the physical properties of rubber has been the subject of 
only a few limited investigations. 

In 1910 P. BREUIL:!) made a first attempt to study the influence. of 
tcmperature on the properties of vulcanised rubber, but the dynamometer 
which he used was inaccurate and his results were far from conclusive. 

Later this subject was studied by WORMELEY 3) and also by 
DINSMORE 4) but only in relation to the testing of vulcanised rubber and 
therefore over a limited range of temperatures (9-35° and 21-35° 
respectively) . Both investigators came to the conclusion that the testing 
temperature had astrong influence on the results of the tensile tests and 
suggested, in order to obtain comparative results, tests at constant 
temperature. 

In a recent investigation, LE BLANC and KRöGER 5) studied the 
influence of low temperatures on the stress-strain curve and the sub
permanent set of vulcanised rubber and also carried out some experiments 
at temperatures higher than the normal. This investigation will be 
referred to later. 

In spite of the limited attention which has been paid to this subject, the 
study of the physical properties of rubber at elevated temperatures is 
highly important, from a theoretical, as weIl as from a practical stand-
point, which is obvious from following considerations: . 

1. Structure theories of vulcanised rubber will be greatly influenced 
by the knowledge of the properties of this material at high temperatures. 

2. For an elucidation of the hot vulcanisation process a thorough 

I) Proceed. Am. Soc. Test. Mat. 24 (11), 128 (1924). 
l) Le Caoutchouc et la Gutta Percha 7, 4073 (1910). 
3) The Rubber Industry, 1914, p. 246. 
4) Cf. Report of the Physical Testing Committee of the Division of Rubber Chemistry 

of the American Chemical Society. Ind. Eng. Chem. 17, 535 (1925) . 
5) Kolloid-Zeitschr. 37, 205 (1925). 
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knowledge of the properties of the rubber at the temperature of vulcan
isation will be a necessity. It is often stated that the vulcanised rubber 
af ter removal from the hot moulds is quite brittle. This proves th at the 
properties of rubber at the temperature of vulcanisation are different from 
those of the same rubber at the ordinary temperature. 

3. Ouring use, various rubber articles, such as motor car tyres, steam 
hoses, hot water bottles, etc. are exposed to high temperatures. For the 
testing of those articles, it is desirabie to have an insight into the changes 
of the proper ties which take place at high temperatures. 

The following part of our study deals only with the influence of high 
temperatures up to 147° on the stress-strain curve of vulcanised rubber. 
Elsewhere 1) the results of this investigation will be published in details. 
It is our intention to give here a short account of the most important 
results. 

§ 2. Experimental part. 

For the above mentioned tensile tests with metals at high temperature, 
the grips of the dynamometer and the test piece are surrounded by an 
oven, kept at constant high temperature. It is probable, that the 
complicated technique, which would be necessary to carry out such tests 
with rubber, has deterred various investigators from this subject. 

The technique lIsed in our tensile experiments at high temperatures is 
a very simple one. The tensile tests were all carried out with rings on the 
ordinary dynamometer of SCIiOI'PEr~. The pulleys, sllpporting the rings. 
are heated at the temperature required for the experiment and qllickly 
mOllnted on the dynamometer, for which procedure 30 seconds are 
sufficient. Subsequently the ring, which is also heatéd at the temperature 
of the experiment, is quickly mounted on the pulleys, which takes about 
5 seconds, and the tensile test is immediately started. Ouring the test the 
ring will cool. but this decrease in temperature will be partly compensated 
by development of heat during the te~sile test. For this reason the 
temperature of the ring will not be strictly constant during the experiment, 
but the results described below are so striking th at this is no objection in 
coming to a general conception of the influence of high tempera tu re. 

lt may be pointed out, th at owing to generation of heat during the 
tensile test, such tests under normal conditions are neither carried out at 
constant temperature. 

The pulleys of the SCHOPPER-dynamometer are heated in an oven and 
the rubber rings are mounted on a wood en cylinder which is immersed in a 
mercury bath kept at constant temperature. 

Oeviations of temperature of the mercury bath were + 0.5, and it was 
shown, that the time, necessary for heating the rings to the desired 
temperature was 1 minute. 

') Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind. 'IS, 67 T (1926). 
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Preliminary experiments, which will not be described here, showed, 
that when studying tensile proper ties of vulcanised rubber at high 
temperatures three principal factors must be considered, i.e. : 

a. the degree of vulcanisation ; 
b. the temperature at which the rings are heated and tested ; 
c. the time, during which the rings are heated. 
The principal purpose of a systematic study of the phenomena should 

therefore be concentrated on the influence of each of these factors. 
The first part of these experiments were carried out with rings 

consisting of a rubber-sulphur mix. From a mix, consisting of 92Yz parts 
of First Latex Sheet (N0. 351 Institute) and 7Yz parts of sulphur, a 
number of slabs were vulcanised in the oilbath at 147° during 60, 90 and 
120 minutes time of cure. The vulcanisation coefficient 1) of these slabs 
were 2.1, 3.2 and 4.2 respectively. Rings, punched from the slabs were 
heated at various temperatures, 70°, 100°, 130° and 147°, during 
progressive time, and tested at the same temperature in the way described 
above. 

In Table I are compiled the results of the tensile tests of rings with a 
vulcanisation coefficient 3.2 and in Figure I are reproduced the stress
strain curves of rings, tested at 100° and 147°. The figures are the 
average of two corresponding tests, ex cept in those cases where 
brittleness of the rubber occurred and differences in duplo-tests are 
inevitable. 

From Table I and Fig. 1 the following can be conc1uded : 
I. When rings are tested at increased temperature the stress-strain 

curve is shifted towards the elongation axis, in other words, the rubber 
becomes softer. The higher the temperature of testing, the greater is the 
shifting of the curve. Wh en testing the rings at high temperatures the 
e1ongation at break is increased and especially with rings of low 
vulcanisation coefficients th is phenomenon is striking. 

2. Apart from the shifting of the curve a striking phenomenon 
becomes appearant. When the heating is continued for some time, the 
tensile and the e1ongation at break show a sharp decrease, in other words 
the rings have become brittIe. 

The time of heating, necessary to cause brittleness of the rings, at a 
certain vulcanisation coefficient is highly dependent from the temperature. 
With rings of a vulcanisation coefficient 3.2 brittleness appears at 70° , 
af ter heating during 2 X 24 hours, at 100° af ter 15 minutes. At 130° and 
147° the rings are already brittIe af ter heating only 1 minute. 

The same phenomenon was observed with rings of vulcanisation 
coefficient 2.1 and 4.2 respectively. 

In Table 2 the results of those experiments are compiled. From these 
figures it is obvious, that the time of heating necessary to cause brittleness 

I) The quantity of combined sulphur, calculated on 100 parts of rubber. 
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TABLE 1. 
Results of tensile tests with rings heated at 70°, 100°, 130° and 147° during progressive 

time . (Vulcanisation coefficient 3.2). 

f Temperature and time Tensile strength E1ongation at Load in kg./cm2. 

of heating. in kg./cm2. break in 0/ 0' 
for an elongation 

of 850 Ofo. 

Not heated 26° C. 107 990 49 

Series at 70° C. 

15 min. at 70° C. 104 1049 37 

2 hrs. .. 70 .. 109 1040 40 

4 .. .. 70 .. 113 1040 41 

24 .. ., 70 .. 112 999 49 

2 X 24 hrs at 70° C. 20 568 

Series at 100° C. 

5 min. at 100,0 C. 107 1080 34 

15 .. 100 18 595 

hr. 100 14 532 

100 .. ,subse-

quently 1 hr. at 25° C. 112 995 51 

Series at 130° C. 

min . at 130° C. 12 460 

5 .. 130 13 500 

5 .. 130 .. , subse-

quently 1 hr . at 25° C. 114 1107 48 

Series at 147° C. 

min. at 147° C. 12 465 

5 147 14 512 

5 .. 147 .. , subse-

quently I hr . at 25° C. 115 996 51 

decreases quickly with increasing temperature and vulcanisa tion 

coefficient. 
Rings with vulcanisation coefficient of 4.2 are already brittie af ter 

heating 1 min. even at 70°. 

20 
Proceedings Roya1 Acad . Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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3. The brittIeness of the rubber is not lasting, in other words, rings 
which had become brittle through heating, recover their normal tensile 

Fig. 1. 
Stress-strain curves of rings heated at 100" and 

(Vulcanisation coefflcient 3.2) 
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VI.. .. 100 .. subsequently 1 hr. at 25° C. 
VI 1 min. .. 147 .. 

VII 5 .. .. li7 .. 
VIII 5 .. .. li 7 .. subsequently 1 hr. at 25° C. 

properties af ter cooling. The stress-strain curves of the cooled rings are 
practically coincident with the original (blank) ones. This is shown in 
Fig. 1 for rings with a vulcanisation coefficient of 3.2, af ter heating at 
100° and 147°, and subsequent cooling during 1 hour at ordinary 
temperature. 

The same holds true for rings with other vulcanisation coefficients. 
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Similar experiments were carried out with rings vulcanised from mixes 
of rubber and sulphur with 10 vol % of various compounding ingredients 

TABLE 2. 

Relation between occurrence of brittIeness, temperature and vulcanisation coefficient. 

Temperature of 

heating . 

70° C. 

100 .. 

130 .. 

H7 .. 

Time of heating atter which brittleness occurs. 

V ulcanisation 
coefficient 2,1. 

Vulcanisation 
coefficient 3,2. 

long er than 7 x 21 hrs. aher 2 x 21 hrs. 

af ter 21 hrs. af ter 15 min. 

1 hr. 1 .. 

5 min. 

Vulcanisation 
coefficient 1,2. 

aher 1 min. 

.. 1 

.. 1 .. 

.. 1 

e.g.: barytes, zinc oxide and carbon black. With rings from these vulca~ 
nised mixes similar phenomena were observed. From the extensive series 
of experiments with various compounding ingredients the figures obtained 
with a mix with zinc oxide may be given here as an example. 

A mix consisting of 92Y:; parts of rubber, 7Y:; parts of sulphur and 57 
parts of zinc oxide, Diamond N. (10 % of volume calculated on 
the rubber) was vulcanised at 147 0 C. during 50, 90 and 120 min . 

The rings, punched from the slabs which showed a vulcanisation coeffi
cient of 1.5, 2.8 and 4.0 respectively were heated during progressive time 
in a mercury bath at 70° , 100° , 130° and 147° , and tested at the same 
temperature. The results of the series of tensile tests with rings of a 
vulcanisation coefficient 4.0 are compiled in Table 3. The stress-strain 
curves obtained at 100° and 147° are reproduced in Fig. 2. 

From Table 3 and Fig . 2 the following can be concluded: 
1. At 100° the curve is shifted towards the elongation axis (II). 

Prolonged heating causes brittleness of the rubber ; the endpoint of the 
stress-strain curve is displaced downwards (111). Af ter cooling, the rings 
recover their original tensile properties (IV) . At 147° the brittleness 
occurs already af ter a heating of two minutes (V) , the curve returns 
af ter cooling to its original position (VI). The changes in physical 
properties on heating rings with 10 % of volume zinc oxide are essen
tially the same as those obtained with vulcanised rubber without 
compounding ingredients. At temperatures of 70° and 100° a difference 
in the time of heating necessary to cause brittleness, is distinctly visible, 
while at high temperatures this time is the same, as is shown in Table 4. 

Elsewhere the results of the experiments carried out with rubber with 
various compounding ingredients ' tested at high temperatures will be 
published in detail. 

20* 
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TABLE 3. 
Results of tensile tests with rings with 10 % of volume zincoxide, heated at 70°, 100°, 

130° and 147° C. (Vulcanisation coefficient 4.0) . 

Temperature and time 

of heating . 

Not heated 19°C. 

Series at 70° C. 

2 min. at 70 ) C. 

30.. .. 70 .. 

24 hrs. .. 70 

(not continued). 

Series at 100° C . 

2 min. at 100° C. 

30 100 

30.. .. 100 

subsequently I hr . at 20' C. 

Series at 130° C. 

2 min. at 130° C. 

2 .. .. 130 .. 

subsequently 1 hl'. at 20 ) C. 

Series at 147° C. 

2 min. at 147° C. 

2.. .. 147 .. 

su~sequently 1 hr. at 19° C. 

Tensile strength 

in kg ./cm2. 

169 

131 

133 

126 

100 

48 

159 

44 

162 

26 

143 

Elongation at 

break in Dfo. 

699 

740 

742 

700 

730 

530 

681 

560 

687 

355 

659 

§ 3. Concluding remarks. 

1 
Load in kg./cm2. 

for an elongation 
of 600%. 

109 

70 

70 

83 

59 

113 

109 

109 

In the first place we wish to check our results with those obtained by 
LE BLANC and KRöGER (loc. cit.). As mentioned before these investigators 
have studied especially the influence of low temperature on the stress
strain curve of vulcanised rubber. but they have carried out also some 
experiments at higher temperature (till 80° ). They used a special testing 
apparatus which was connected with the SCHOPPER-dynamometer. The 
rings were heated in alcohol. At elevated temperatures this method seems 
objectionable. They carried out tensile tests with a rubber-sul~hur mix, 
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Fig . 2. 
Stress-strain curves of rings. containing 10 % of vol. zincoxide . tested at 100° and 147° C. 

(Vulcanisation coefficient 4.0) . 
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with progressive time of cure. without mentioning vulcanisation coeffi
cients. Rings with low degree of vulcanisation were heated to 55° and 
the figures show clearly a shifting of the tensile curve towards the elonga
tion axis. Rings with higher degrees of vulcanisation were always found 
to be brittie. They conclude from their results : 

.. Bemerkenswert ist. dasz bei Temperaturen über 30° wirklich gute 
Eigenschaften überhaupt nicht erhalten werden können. Am günstigsten 
liegen die Verhältnisse in dieser Beziehung bei den ausvulkanisierten 
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Produkten. Jenseits von 60 0 ergeben sich nur wenige Kilo Be1astungs~ 

fähigkeit . offenbar infolge der Zunahme des Wärmeinhalts über einen 
kritischen Betrag. wodurch einmal bei längerem Erwärmen die bekannte 
Desaggregation merkbar einsetzt und anderseits die Kräfte die dem 
Zerreiszen entgegenwirken. geschwächt werden." 

TABLE 4. 
Brittleness of rings with and without 10 % of vol. zincoxide. 

Temperature of 

heating. 

70° C. 

100 .. 

130 .. 

147 .. 

Time of heating: after which brittleness occurs. 

Rings without zincoxide IRings with 100f0ofvol. zincoxide 
Vulcanisation coefficient 4.2. Vulcanisation coef/icient 4.0. 

af ter min. 

1 .. 

af ter longer than 24 hrs. 

af ter 30 min. 

2 .. 

2 .. 

This conclusion is in contradiction with our results. With a low coeffi~ 
cient of vulcanisation excellent tensile properties could be recorded even 
at 1000 and at 1300. when the period of heating was not too long. 

LE BLANC and KRöGER have left out of consideration the time of 
heating. which is óf paramount importance. For th is reason they did not 
get a complete survey of the influence of high temperatures on the 
stress~strain curve. 

Finally we wish to make a few remarks in re1ation to the cause of the 
described phenomena. It is not our intention now to put forward an 
explanatory theory of the phenomena just described. but only to point 
out a few directions in which the experimental study will be continued. 
The important observation of brittleness at high temperature gives us 
cause to the following points. 

1. It is well known that overvulcanisation causes brittleness at 
ordinary temperature. In this respect the brittleness at high temperature 
might be attributed to overvulcanisation due to prolonged heating. This 
is not the case as is obvious from determinations of vulcanisation coeffi~ 
cients before and af ter heating in the mercury bath which proved to be 
the same. Moreover it was a priori improbable that overvulcanisation 
should be caused by heating during one or two minutes at 147°. 

2. When vulcanised rubber is heated in air at high temperature. 
oxidation takes place. which causes a decrease in physical properties. 
determined at ordinary temperature (dry heat or ageing test). In our 
experiments the air was not in contact with the rubber. because the rings 
we re heated in a mercury bath. and therefore oxidation is improbable. 

3. Brittleness at high tempera tu re must he ascribed in our opinion to 
another cause than brittleness at room tempera tu re from overvulcanisation. 
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Brittleness at high temperature is likely to stand in do se relation with an 
increase of plasticity at high temperature 1). 

Two methods of further investigation propose themself to verify the 
correctness of these suppositions: 

a. A doser study of the sub-permanent set at high temperature. because 
this property stands in relation with the plasticity. 

b. Direct measurement of the plasticity of rubber at high temperatures. 
Finally attention may be drawn to the possibility that a doser study 

of the conduct of vulcanised rubber at high temperature leads to a new 
method of carrying out ageing experiments. 

The investigation of the properties of vulcanised rubber at high 
temperature is continued in the directions here described. 

Netherland Government Rubber lnstitute. 
Delft, December 1925. 

I) It is sometimes pointed out wrongly that a high degree of plasticity is always accom 
panied by a high elongation. This is not the case as is obvious from a plastic material 
as putty. 



Physics. - .. T he variation ot the dielectric constant ot liquid oxygen with 
temperature." By WACLAW WERNER and W. H. KEESOM. 
(Communication N0. 178c from the physical laboratory at Leiden.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

~ I . Introduction. The dielectric constant of liquid oxygen has already 
been investigated by FLEMING and DEWAR 1). by HASENÖHRL!!) and by 
BREIT and KAMERLINOH ONNES 3). The latter also investigated its 
variation with temperature. The results differ from each other by 2 %. 
and this is to be ascribed to the fact that electrostatic methods are less 

accurate than high frequency methods. such as used 
R j I t-K by BREIT and KAMERLINOH ONNES. As however 

~Kl 

s A 

the capacity of their connecting wires was not 
known accurately the absolute values of their 
provisional re su lts are too small 4). and we thought 
it desirabIe to repeat the measurements with 
greater accuracy. 

§ 2. Methad. We have made use of the 
method and the apparatus. which we used for the 

T measurement of the D. C. of liquid and solid 
hydrogen. From the boiling-point to T = 68°.5 
we also used the same condenser with a capacity 
of about 60 cm. (the condenser A). 

At lower temperatures the liquid cryostat had to 
be replaced by a hydrogen vapour cryostat. For 
this a new condenser (condenser B) was construct
ed according to our ideas by G. J. FLIM. to whom 
we ren der our best thanks. This condenser has 
3 plates E. Mand I. E and 1 were soldered to a 
copper tube. into which the glass vacuum tube R 
reaches. The copper tube was narrowed at the 

Fig. 1. lower end and provided with holes. To 1 was 
soldered a single glass tube S provided with holes. to which the plate M 
was fixed. E and I. and also the metal cap H were earthed. By means of 

I) J. A. FLEMING and J. DEWAR. Proc. Roy. Soc. 60. 358. 1890. They found at the 
boiJing-point eB = 1.493. 

2) F. HASENÖHRL. These Proc. 2. 211. 1899. Leiden Comm. NO. 52. <B = 1.465. 
3) G. BREIT and H . KAMERLINGH ONNES. These Proc. 27. 617. 1924; Leiden Comm. 

NO. 171a. €B= 1.463. 
i) Compare our communication in these Proc. 29. 34. 1926; Leiden Comm. NO. 1788. 
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the connecting wire D and the movable contact K. which was provided 
with an elastic silver plate K 2 • M could be switched in parallel to the 
measuring condenser or switched oH. The plates Mand I we re also 
provided with holes. These holes. as weIl as the vacuum tube R served for 
making the entry of liquid during contraction possible. and in order to 
prevent as much as possible the formation of vacuols on solidification for 
the measurements in the solid state. The capacity of the condenser was 
about 21 cm. 

In the measurements with condenser A the temperature in the condenser 
vessel as weIl as that in the cryostat bath . was calculated from the pressure 
of the saturated vapour. The temperatures were then calculated from the 
formula ,of CATH-VERSCHAFFEL Tl). 

For condenser B a platinum wire of 0.05 mmo diameter and ca. 52 Q 

resistance served as a thermometer. This platinum wire was wounded round 
the outmost plate of the condenser and insulated from it by means of mica. 
This thermometer was calibrated with the aid of the platinum thermometer 
Pt24 in the hydrogen vapour cryostat. 

§ 3. The course of the measllrements. The measurements with the 
condenser A we re made in the same way as our measurements for hydrogen. 
As the exchange of the tempel'ature took place slowly. a temperature 
decrease was of ten observed during the measurement; in such cases the 
results of the separate measurements we re reduced to a mean temperature 
and af ter that the average was taken. 

For the measurement with condenser B this condenser was evacuated. 
cooled in the vapour cryostat to the right temperature and its capacity 
measured. Then the condenser was filled with newly condensed oxygen, 
and brought to the right temperature. The capacity was measured again. 
The oxygen was taken from a high pressure cylinder. From analysis thc 
contents of th is cylinder appeared to contain 2.4 % admixtures. 
mainly nitrogen. 

As the temperature exchange for this condens er was very slow. the 
measurements were made during the cooling. The rapidity of cooling was 
generally 0.01 to 0.04 degree per minute. The case. in which it was 
greater. is indicated in table 11. The temperature was read oH each 3 or 
5 minutes. For a series of 7 to 1 I adjustments of the measuring condenser. 
alternately with or without the experimental condenser. the mean values 
of capacity and tempera tu re we re calculated. These values are given in 
Table 11. the necessary correction (§ 4) ha ving been applied. Although 
th is manner of working with a slowly decreasing temperature diminished 
the accuracy of the measurements somewhat. it. however. made it possible 
to read more points and so to follow better the course of the D. C. with 
temperature. 

1) P. G. CATH. These Proc. 21. 656. 1918. Leiden Comm. NO. 152d. 
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§ 4. Calculation and corrections. The value, found for the capacity, 
was c:orrected for the calibration of the scale. The D. C. was calculated 
as the ratio between the capacities of the condenser filled and empty. This 
value had still to be corrected for the capacity of the connecting wires. 
For condenser A the correction was made in the same way as for the 
measurements with hydrogen, and amounted to 0.0018 to 0.0019. 

For condenser B the capacity of the wire D was important. This 
capacity was due chiefly to that part of the wire that was surrounded by 
the metal tube H. This capacity was measured directly and corresponded 
to 0.96 scale-divisions. This correction was applied to measurement N0. 12 
(boiling-point), which was made in the liquid cryostat. In this measurement 
the level of the liquid was below the tube H. With all other measurements 
the liquid was high in the tube R. 50 that the tube H was also filled with the 
liquid to be investigated. For each temperature the capacities of the 
condenser consisting of tube H. glass tube and wire in empty and filled state 
were calculated from the measurements of this condens er and the capacity 
was subtracted from the measured capacities. The dielectric constants 
calculated 50, differ from the va lues not corrected by 0.0002 to 0.0004. 

§ 5. Accuracy. The accuracy of the measurements with condenser A 
was of the same order of magnitude as that of the measurements with 
hydrogen. It was for a capacity measurement 0.15 per mil, and hence was 
for a determination of the D. C. 0.3 per mil. The mean error of the value 
of the D. C. at the bOiling-point, calculated from th ree measurements, was 
0.15 per mil. The measurements with condenser B were Ie ss accurate, as its 
capacity was smaller. and 'as at each temperature only one measurement 
could be made 1). The mean error of a capacity measurement was 1 per mil, 
hence the determination of the D. C. can be considered as being accurate 
to 2 per mil. 

For the measurements with condenser A. the temperature was derived 
from the pres su re of the cryostat bath. The accuracy of 0.5 mmo of the 
pressure measurement corresponds to an accuracy of the temperature 
measurement of ca. 0.01°. We are, however, especially for the 
measurements at the boiling-point, not perfectly certain of the ptirity of the 
cryostat liquid. Meanwhile the temperature measurement can be considered 
as being accurate to 0.1 0. 

For condenser B the temperature could be measured to 0.01 0 by means 
of the platinum thermometer. IE we take however into account the change 
of the temperature during the measurement, and the possible errors in the 
calibration curve, we can con si der the accuracy of the temperature 
determination for this condenser as also being 0.1 ° 2). 

I) The measurements Nos. 11 and 12 both consist of 3 separate measurements: thelr 
accuracy is comparable with the measurements with condenser A. 

2) For the inftuence of the oxygen being not perfectly pure see p. 309 note 3. 
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§ 6. Results. Table I contains the results obtained with condenser A . 
Series I was performed with the paper scale, series 11 with the 
metal scale 1). 

TABLE I. 
Condenser A. 

1 2 3 4 
I 

5 6 
I 

7 
8 I 9 10 

I 
11 

-------

Pressure Tem perature CapacIty Dielectr. const. 

Series No. Date 

I I I 
I corrected Pi Pe T . T C Co 

I e 

1 28.m'25 81.9 76.3 90.87 90 .70 137.94 1.4807 1.4825 

2 .. 47.7 43.6 85.89 85.12 138.94 1.49li 1.4932 
1 

3 .. 23.6 21.5 80.28 79.57 139.98 1.5026 1.5045 

4 .. 93.16 

I 
5 19.VI 84.87 

~ .. 76.8 76.2 90.23 90.15 125.75 1.4817 l.i833 

7 22. VI 8i .81 
II 

8 .. 15.9 14.55 77.45 76.85 128.25 1.5128 1.5li5 

9 .. 9.2 8.0 73.90 73.04 128 .85 1.5199 1.5216 

10 .. 3.55 3.25 68 .47 68.02 129 .95 1.5328 1.5316 

Pi and Ti relate to the condenser vessel. pe and Te to the cryostat 
bath. 

Table 11 contains the results of the measurements with the condenser B. 
Table 111 contains the results of the measurements N0. 1, 6 and 12, made 

under atmospheric pressure. l::,.E represents the correction necessary for 
the reductio.n of the measurements to the boiling~point of oxygen. 
T = 90° .14 K 2). 50 the mean value 

tB = 1.-4837 
gives the value of the dielectric constant of liquid oxygen at the 
boiJ.ing~point 3) . 

I) Comp. our paper about hydrogen, l.c. 
l) P. G. CATH, l.c. 
3) From measurements by Dr. L. EBERT and one of us, shortly to he pubHshed, of the 

D. C. of liquid nitrogen, we can derlve that the amount of nitrogen, that mlght have 
been present in the liquid (comp. § 3), would make the value of the D . C. somewhat too 
smal!. but the Influence of It is less than 1.3 per mil. Some control measurements with pure 
oxygen confirm our results. These control measurements were made by Dr. EBERT, to 
whom we render our best thanks. 
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TABLE 11. 

Series III . Condenser B. 

[NO. Temperature Capacity Dielectr. const. 

I Date 

I I 
Remarks 

T Co C corr. 
I 

11 7 VII '25 32 .73 

12 90 . 38 48.09 1.4692 1.4830 in the Iiquid 
-cryostat 

13 18 IX 33.05 

14 61.5 51.20 1.5491 1.5493 

15 60.8 .37 .5543 .5545 

16 58 . 1 .33 ' 5592 .559. 

17 25 I:: 32 .33 

18 55.4 50 .79 1.5709 1. 571 2 

19 55.0 .77 .5703 .5706 

20 54.4 51 .40 .5898 .5902 

21 54 .33 . 53 . 5939 .5943 partly under-
cooled 

22 54.34 . 29 .586. .5868 solid 

23 .. .27 .5858 .5862 

24 54.20 .58 .595. .5958 rapid cooling 

25 53.75 .98 I. 6078 1.6083 

26 53.6 52 . 14 .612. .6129 

27 52 .8 . 10 .6115 .6120 

28 51.6 .00 .608. .6089 

1

29 51.3 I .02 .6090 
1 

.6095 I 

TABLE \11 

I 
NO. 

I 
T I 

c; 

1 

10·. ~ <: I Ered I Average 

I I 90 .87 1.4825 16 I 1.4841 EB = 1. 4837 

6 90.23 1.4833 2 35 ± 0.0200 

12 90 .38 1.1830 I 5 35 

Though the measurements we re made with two different condensers. 
the agreement of the results is satisfactory. The value obtained. is almost 
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that of DEW AR 1) (1.493); the difference is less than 1 %, and this is 
what DEWAR gives as the limit of the accuracy of his measurements. 

From the values, which LIVEINO and DEWAR 2) give for the dispersion 
of light in liquid oxygen, DEWAR 3) calculated for the value of the refractive 
index for infinitely long waves n", = 1.2181. From th is n;, = 1.4838 4 ) 

follows, which agrees very weIl with our results for the dielectric constant, 
indicating that oxygen molecules do not bear electric doublets. 

Table IV contains the values of the D. C. from the 3 observation series. 

TABLE IV. 

NO. 
ë-I I 

PT T l ,0 P=---
0+2 P 

1.6.12 
I 

90.14 1.4837 1.1466 0 . 1211 10.916 

2 85.89 932 . 1678 09 10.384 

3 80.28 1.5045 .1948 05 9.673 

8 77.45 145 .2080 12 9.386 

9 73.90 216 .2244 10 8.940 

10 68.47 346 .2487 11 8.295 

14 61.5 493 .2797 09 7.437 

15 60.8 545 .2829 16 7.393 

16 58.1 594 . 2945 12 7.044 

18 55.4 71 2 .3060 25 6.785 

19 55.0 706 .3078 22 6.721 

I 20 54 . 4 902 .3102 55 6.826 

I 
21 54.33 1.5943 .3105 62 6.853 

tabulated after the temperatures, and contains also the va lues of the 
t - 1 1 

function of CLAUSIUS-MoSOTTI P = --2 - and of the product P T. 
t + e 

From the boiling-point to 58° K. e has a rectilinear course, see fig. 2. At 
55° a small increase begins, which becomes very obvious at 54°.4 K. The 
results, obtained with the two condensers fit very weil onto the same 
straight line. 

1) J. DEWAR l.c. The absolute values of BREIT and KAMERLINGH ONNES are too smalI · 
owing to the reason mentioned in § I; when reduced to the right values. they show the 
same dependance on the temperature; only the accidental errors are greater. 

2) LrvEING and DEWAR. Phil. Mag . (5) 40, 269, 1895. 
3) J. DEWAR, l.c. 
i) For vibrations with the frequency of the lightwaves, we can take the magnetic 

permeability as being I. 
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Accordingly P has an almost constant value, namely P = 0.1211 1); 
the largest deviations are 0.5 %. This again according to DEBIJE'S theory 2) 

points to the fact that Iiquid oxygen is to be considered as a Iiquid free 
from e1ectric doublets. 

,,60t-----+------+------+-----+ 

1,56t-----+1.......,----+-------+------+-

1~'~----4-----~-----+~~--~--

.. T 
Fig. 2. 

This appears still dearer on considering the products P T. Prof. M. 
WOLFKE was so kind as to calculate from our measurements Nos. 1-19 
the constants of DEBIJE'S formula: 

PT=a+bT 

by the method of least squares. 
He obtained 

a = -0.01136, b = 0.1212. 

The negative value of a as weil as its small value indicate, that this result 
for a is cétUsed by accidental errors, so that a can be considered as being O. 
from which, as a is proportional to,u 2, it follows again that the molecular 
electric doublet moment ,u = O. 

The factor bagrees very weil with the optica I value of P T calculated 
from the data of LIVEING and DEWAR: 

n2-1 T 
PT= n2+2' e-=0.1211. 

The measurements of 25 IX (tabIe 11) extend to below the melting-point, 

I) From the measurements of FRITS (Phys. Rev. 23, 345, 1924) It follows that for 
gazeous oxygen P = 0.1183; for oxygen with 2.4% nitrogen P = 0.1190. 

2) We must bear in mind, however. that the application of DEBIJE's theory to Iiqulds 
is not quite safe, as In it the mutual actions between the molecules are not taken Into 
account, cf. SÄNGER, Physlk. Zs. 27, 165, 1926. (Note added in the translation). 
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and thus also include observations on the solid state. These as 
weIl as further experiments, made by us, leave several points unexplained. 
The discussion of these results must be delayed till a later publication. 

Summary. 

1. The D. C. of liquid oxygen was measured from the boiling~point to 
the melting~point·. 

2. For the D. C. of liquid oxygen at the boiling~point T = 900 .14 K. 
was found: 

EB= 1.4837. 
E-l 1 

3. The function of CLAUSIUS-MosOTTI p:= --2- - is constant to 
E- (! 

0.5% from the boiling~point to T = 58°. At further cooling P increases 
from 0.121 to 0.126. 

4. From the calculation of the coefficients in the formula of DEBIJE 

PT = a + bT follows, that in liquid oxygen the molecules have no own 
doublet moments. 



Biochemistry. -- "On bimolecular layers of lipoids on the chromocytes of 
the blood." By E. GORTER. M. D .. and F. GRENDEL. (From the 
Laboratory of Pediatrics of the University of Leyden. Leyden. 
Holland. ) (Communicated by Prof. P. EHRENFEST.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

In a previous communication 1) we have demonstrated that the quantity of 
lipoids contained in chromocytes of different animals is exactly sufficient 
to cover the surface of these chromocytes in a layer that is two molecules 
thick. In this paper we intend to discuss some technical details. 

Before entering into this discussion we give some m'ore results obtained 
with the technique described in our previous paper. making use of acetone 
as extractionfluid in large quantities. 

TABLE I. 
Acetone extraction. large quantities. 

1 
-I Amou~~ ~f . ~. T I Surface ca 

No. of chro- Surface of ota . d b .. 
occuple y ol:> blood used surface of 11 h I' 'd 

Animal mocytes one .. 
for the the chro- a teipOl s B 

1 1 

per c.mm. chromocyte of the chro- u 
analysis. mocytes (a) (b) ~ mocytes 

gm. sq. 1-' sq. m. sq. m. 

20 Guinea-Pig B 10 5.630 .000 100.8 5.7 11.6 2 

21 C 5.800 .000 92.5 0.53 1.02 2 

22 Rabbit C 0.5 6.100.000 90 0.28 0.6 2.1 

23 C 0.5 6 . 100.000 90 0. 28 0.58 2.1 

24 D 5.600.000 92.4 0.51 0.92 1.8 

25 Goat 2 0.5 14 .000.000 23 0. 16 0.35 2. 2 

26 2 5 14.000 .000 23 1.6 3 1.9 

27 .. 2 5 14.000.000 23 1.6 3. 2 2.0 

28 Man HG 2.5 5.200.000 123 1.6 3.0 1.9 

29 .. JR 2.060 .000 90 0.18 0.35 1.9 

30 Dog B 5 9 .700.000 101 4.9 9.8 2 

31 .. C 4.340 .000 124 .8 0 .54 1.08 2 

32 .. C 4.340.000 124.8 0 .54 1.08 2 

1) ]oumal of exper. medicine. April I. 1925. Vo\. XLI . No. 4. 439-443. 
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We now want to emphasize the importance of using large quantities of 
acetone. Wh en less than 3 X 100 cc. acetone per 1 cc. of blood are used, 
the extraction may be incomplete, so much so that in this case a second 
extraction may give an important part of the unextracted lipoids. 

TABLE 11. 
Influence of quantity of acetone used. 

- - - -

I~=to, Quantity of I: S"'~" ... "CÏ 
tO ..... -

Total surface 
_ 0 <11 
~ 0. u 

blood used acetone used 
of the 

occupied by ~=~ Animal for the for the the lipoids 000 
chromocytes 8 ... Ol 

analysis analysis as determined à3 ~ oS 
!l! 

e.c. e.c. sq.m. sq.m. sq.m. 

'33 Man H .G. 2X30 0.64 0.67 1.28 

34 3X30 0 .64 0.84 1. 28 

35 2.5 3 X 125 16 2.7 3.2 

36 2.5 3X 150 1.6 3 3.2 

37 Sheep 2 10 3X 150 4 .2 6.8 8.4 

38 2 10 3X 150 4 2 
1:.1 ~ 8.1 8.4 

Second extraction 

39 Dog B 10 3X 150 9 .8 15 

Second extraction ~ ,., 19.6 
with alcohol 1.2 

40 10 3X 150 9.8 ". ~ Second extraction 18.4 19.6 
with acetone 4 

Although in many of our experiments with acetone subsequent extraction 
with different solvents of Iipoids had never yielded more than traces of 
spreading substances we have controlled our results by a different method. 

We therefore made use of BLOOR's method of extracting Iipoids. 
In a glassbeaker of 100 cc. we filled 30-40 cc. of the alcohol-ether 

mixture (3: 1) and under continuous shaking we added the washed chro
mocytes from 1 cc. of blood. 

The mixture was then heated till boiling tempertature, cooled under the 
tap and made up to 50 cc. with alcohol-ether mixture and then filtel'ed. 
The filtrate was evaporated to dryness on a waterbath and bumping of the 
Huid prevented by adding some platinum tetraeders. The residue was 
fjnally taken up in benzene and filtered into a measuring-flask of 10 cc. 
0.1 cc. was pipetted on to the watersurface of the Langmuir-Adam appa
ratus. 

21 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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The results obtained by this method were concordant with these already 
communicated, as is shown in table 111. 

TABLE 111. 

Results obtalned by BLOOR's method. 

Amount of T I~ Smfaa 
ca 

No. of chro- Surface of ota .. 
f f occupied by blood used sur ace 0 

.() 

Animal for the 
mocytes one h h all the lipolds ~ 

per c.mm. chromocyte tee ro- of the chro- ti 
analysis mocytes (a) (b) ca 

mocytes tI. 

e.c. sq. fi. sq. m. sq. m. 

41 Man 5 . 200.000 123 0 .64 1.29 2 

42 5.200.000 123 0.64 1.26 2 

43 2.5 5 . 200.000 123 1.6 3.1 2 

H Rabbit E 5.950.000 92.5 0.55 1.1 2 

45 Goat 3 27.220.000 21.1 0.57 1.2 2 . 1 

46 .. 3 27 .220.000 21.1 0.57 1.15 2 

47 .. 3 27.220.000 21.1 0.57 1.17 2 

When, as we have tried to do, hoping te extract more Jipoid matter, the 
extraction is made three times and the blood is heated for some time af ter 
the boiJing temperature has been attained, the results are bad. It is highly 

TABLE IV. 

Results in uslng large quantities and prolonged heating. 

F 
Amount of Total 

Surface ca 
No. of chro- Surface of occupled by 

.. 
blood used surface of .() 

mocytes one all the lipoids .. 
for the the chro- 0 

chromocyte of the chro- ti 
analysis per c.mm. mocytes (a) ca 

mocytes (b) tI. 

e.c. sq. fi. sq. m. sq. m. 

48 Sheep 10 11.500.000 36.5 4 .2 9.9 2.3 

49 10 11.500.000 36 . 5 4.2 10.4 2.5 

50 Dog B 10 9.700.000 101 9.8 22.4 2 . 3 

51 .. B 10 9.700.000 101 9.8 23.7 2.4 

52 Rabbit C 0.5 6.100.000 90 0.28 0.7 2.5 

53 C 0.5 6. l()() . 000 90 0.28 0.65 2.3 

54 F 5 5.550.000 87 2.4 5.7 2.4 
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probable that these results are due to other substances than lipoids because 
the extract is deep-brown. 

Now blood-pigment and its derivatives spread on a watersurface. (Hemin 
in ether e.g. -+- 70 X 10-16 sq. cm.) 

In our last experiments we modified the technique of determining the size 
of the bloodcells. Instead of drawing the cells on millimeterpaper we made 
use of PVPER'S method 1), In controlling determinations the numbe~s 
obtained by this method ag reed fairJy weil with those from direct 
measurements. 

It has struck us that direct measurement of the alcohol-ether mixture gave 
very variabie resuJts, mostly far too smalI. We were able to show that also 
by solving pure fatty acids in alcohol the results were often very bad, and 
in several instances one obtains half the right value. These results we re 
partly due to the technical difficulty of bringing the alcohol exactly on 
the surface of the water in the tray, partly to the character of the substance. 
in 50 far as oleic acid and triolein we re more apt to give good va lues than 
solid substances like palmitic acid or tripalmitin. Possibly the explanation 
of the half values lay in the association of the molecules of these fatty 
acids in alcohol 2 ). 

1) BERGANSIUS. Arch. ges. Physiol., 1921. cxcn, 118. 
2) W. Ross INNES, Journ. Chem. Soc. 113. 1918. 410 Found For hexadecylalcohol In 

alcohol 1.5 times the normal molecular welght. 



Biochemistry. - "Oll the spreading ot the different lipoids trom 
chromocytes ot different animals." By E. GORTER. M.D .. and 
F. GRENDEL. (From the Laboratory of Pediatrics of the University 
of Leyden. Leyden. Holland). (Communicated by Prof. P. 
EHRENFEST.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

In the paper of BE UMER and BüRGER 1) we were able to find exact 
indications on the different lipoids found in the chromocytes of the sheep. 
They have obtained from 1 Litre of blood 

0.5 gm. sphingomyelin 
0.5 gm. kephalin etc. 
0.5 gm. cholesterol. 

Through the kindness of Dr. LEVENE from the Rockefeller Institute 
we were enabled to determine the spreading value of these· substances. He 
put at our disposal a pure specimen of sphingomyelin and a specimen of 
kephalin containing 25 % of lecithin. 

In order to enable the reader to compare the values. we give not only 
the spreading per I mg. of the materiaI. but also the spreading per molecule . 

..., 
Spreading per Spreading per 

molecule I mg. 

sq. cm. sq. cm. 

Kephalin (with 25 % lecithin) 116 X 10- 16 2) 0.84 X 104 

Sphingomyelin 46 X 10-16 0.35 X 104 

Cholesterol 40X 10- 16 0.62 X 104 

Cholesterol palmitate 20 X 10-16 0.19X 104 

. Assuming that the chromocytes do not con ta in cholesterol in esterform 
we were able to calculate the total spreading of the lipoids extracted by 
BEUMER and BURGER from 1 cc. blood of a sheep. 

Kephalin etc. 0.42 X 104 sq. cm. 
Cholesterol 0.31 X 104 

Sphingomyelin 0.75 X 104 

I) BEUMER and BORGER. Biochem. Z .• 1913. LVI. 446. 
2) LEATHES found J 14 X 10-16 per molecule of lecithin. 
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We Het the impression that the surface is covered by kephalin and a 
second layer is formed by cholesterol and sphingomyelin combined. 
AIthough it is impossible to know the exact numbers of the chromocytes 
and their size in the blood, that was extracted by BEUMER and BÜRGER, 
we can solidify this hypo thesis by calculating the surface of ane cc. blood 
from the mean va lues given by KUEN EI3ERGER 1) (11.800.000 per sq. mmo 
and 4.3,u as diameter) and one gets : 

0.44 X 104 sq. cm. 

It seems superfluous to make these calculations from other determinations 
in different publications, in which the amount of blood used for the 
extractions is unknown. Therefore we undertook to make ourselves these 
determinations in some experiments. The most simple appeared to be the 
exact determination of the cholesterol~content of an extract of blood, that 
had already served to the purpose of determining the total spreading value. 

We . made use of the Liebermanntest. The benzene solution of all the 
lipoids of the red blood cells or a Bloor~extract of the chromocytes of the 
same blood was evaporated on the waterbath just to dryness, and the warm 
residue taken up in chloroform. This chloroform~solution served directly 
ro the colorimetrie determination of the cholesterol. 

All this experiments show conclusively that 2/5 of the surface occupied 
by all the Iipoids of the blood cells, is occupied by cholesterol. 

It was impossible to work out a simple method for determining the other 
Iipoid~constituents . Because sphingomyelin as weIl as kephalin (and lecithin) 

Total surface I 
.. 

'S:rface occupied I Total surface -Cl .. 
Amount of the of all the Iipoids by cholesterol u 

Animal .. 
of blood chromocytes of the of the B 

u 
(a) chromocytes (b) chromocytes (c) '" tI.. 

cc. sq.m. sq.m. sq.m. 

55 Cavia e 0.53 1.02 0.4 0.39 

56 e 5 2.65 (5 . 1) 2 0 . 39 

57 e 3 I. 59 (3.06) 1.2 0.39 

58 Rabbit D 5 2.55 4.60 2) 2.1 OAS 

59 Sheep 2 . 10 4.19 8.07 3.4 0.42 

60 Dog B 10 9.8 18.4 7.4 0.40 

61 Goat 2 5 1.6 3.2 1.3 0.40 

1) KLIENEBERGER und eARL, Die Blut-Morphologie der Laboratoriums-Tiere, Leipzig, 1912. 
2) This number probably too smalI. 
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both contain phosphorus and the spreadingvalue of these substances differs 
considerably. the determination of the total lipoid phosphorus would serve 
no good purpose. Some determinations however gave the result that in the 
assumption that half of the phosphorus was derived from sphingomyelin and 
the other half from kephalin. the total spreading was exactly explained but 
other experiments gave inconstant results. 

We therefore only give the numbers of the cholesterol. 
We want to add a few words on the different character of kephalin and 

lecithin on the one side and cholesterol and sphingomyelin on the other side. 
The first named substances are in the expanded condition I ). the last men.
tioned in the condensed form at 37° C. It seems possible. that these pro
perties counterbalance each other in a certain sense on the surface of the 
chromocytes. 

We wish to thank Dr. LEVENE for ki~dly sending us a sample of kephalin 
and of sphingomyelin. 

I) ADAM. Proc. Roy. Soc. London. Series (A). 1922. Cl. 516. 
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Biochemistry. - "The function of phosphates in the dissimilation of t!te 
hexoses." By A. J. KLUYVER and A . P. STRUYK. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

§ I. Introduction. 

An experimental investigation on the so~called co~enzyme of alcoholic 
fermentation led us to a closer study of the numerous researches which 
have been made on the first phases of the dissimilation of the hexoses. 
In this connection it was particularly necessary to pay attention to the 
part phosphates play in these conversions. 

It is to the fundamental study of HARDEN and YOUNG 1906 1). that we 
owe the insight that in alcoholic fermentation a close relation exists 
between the decomposition of the hexose molecule and a conversion of 
the mineral phosphates present in the fermentation medium into organic 
compounds. They showed that by the addition of mineral phosphates to a 
ferm enting mixture of free zymase and sugar the rate of fermentation is 
noticeably increased. namely to such a degree that for every molecule of 
phosphate that passes into an organic compound one molecule of carbon 
dioxide and one molecule of alcohol are produced in excess. 

These observations have been fully confirmed by the later investiga~ 
tions and a series of publications on the biochemical phosphorylation 
has been issued. In recent years the interest in this process has 
considerably increased namely af ter it was found tbat the phenomenon 
just mentioned is not at all limited to alcoholic fermentation of sugars. It 
were EMBDEN and LAQUER 2) who demonstrated the formation of a 
hexosephosphoric ester in the sugar dissimilation in the muscular tissue 
of animais. whereas recently VIRTANEN 3) conclusively proved that also 
in tbe sugar dissimilation by true lactic acid bacteria and propionic acid 
bacteria tbe production of a phospboric ester occurs. 

Notwithstanding the considerable amount of information that has 
already been gained on the biochemical phosphorylation. we still grope 
in the dark as to the meaning of this. at first sight rather surprisinp. 
process. In support of this we may just quote NEUBERG and KOBEL 4) 

1) A. HARDEN and W. J. YOUNG. Proc. Roya1 Soc. Ser. B. Vol. 77. p. 405. (1906). 
2) G. EMBDEN und F. LAQUER. Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chemie Bd. 93. p. 94. (1914) ; 

ibid. Bd. 98. p. 181. (1917); ibid. Bd. 113. p. 1. (1921); G. EMBDEN und M. ZIM
MERMANN. ibid. Bd. 141. p. 225. (1924). 

3) A. I. VIRTANEN. Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chemie Bd. 138. p. 136. (1924); idem. Societas 
Scientiarum Fennica. Comment. Phys.-Math. 11. 20. (1925). 

1) C. NEUBERG und M. KOBEL. Biochem. Zeitschr. Bd. 166. p. 488. (1925). 
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who wrote in their only one month old publication : "Die Bedeutung der 
Phosphorylierung ist bis zum heutigen Tage nicht durchsichtig." 

A closer examination of the abundantly available experimental mate·· 
rial, together with our de sire to look also at this part of the sugar 
dissimilation in the light of the newer ideas about the dissimilation pro~ 
cesses in general. enabled us to design a scheme into which the different 
data fit and that fulfills the requirement of elucidating the whole of the 
observations. 

Before exposing this scheme we will briefly describe how HARDEN 

and YOUNG interpreted the observed facts. interpretation which is 
almost generally accepted up to this day. 1) 

§ 2. Critical consideration of the prevailing theory. 

The fact that both YOUNG 2) and VON LEBEDEW 3) , and also later investi~ 
ga tors have succeeded in isolating a hexosediphosphoric ester from the 
fermenting mixture of free zymase. hexose and phosphate. together with 
the above mentioned quantitative relation between the production of 
alcohol and carbon dioxide and the disappearance of the free phosphates. 
led HARDEN and YOUNG 4) to give the following equations for the course 
of alcoholic fermentation: 

2C6H 1206 + 2P01HR2= 2C02 + 2C2H60 + 2H20 + C6H 100i(POiR2h (I) 

C6HIO01(P01R2h + 2H20=C6H1206 + 2P01 HR2 (11) 

As appears from these equations the two English investigators have 
formed the idea that simultaneously with the phosphoric esterification 
of one molecule of hexose, a second molecule of hexose is decomposed 
into carbon dioxide and alcohol. The produced hexosephosphoric ester. 
however. is decomposed in its turn and consequently the hexose then 
formed can anew take part in the first reaction. They base this view 
on the observation. that on the one hand the rate of fermentation falls 
to its original value when the added phosphate is bound. whereas on the 
other hand it has appeared. that against the 'end of the fermentation 
the added phosphate entirely returns into the fermentation medium. 

It might be superfluous te demonstrate th at this conception. which 
indeed explains in an acceptable way the observed course of the rate 
of fermentation. at doser examination proves to be highly unsatisfactory. 
because it is quite inexplicable. that the esterification of one molecule 
should cause a second molecule of hexose. which has not the least part 

I) MEYERHOF too gives this interpretation in his monograph: Chemical DynamIcs of 
Life Phaenomena. Chicago. 192i. 

2) W. J. YOUNG. Proc. Royal Soc. Ser. B. Vol. 81. p. 528. (1909); Biochem, Zeltschr. 
Bd. 33. p. 178. (1911). 

3) A. VON LEBEDEW. Biochem. Zeitschr. Bd. 20. p. IB. (1909). 
1) See for instanee : A, HARDEN. Alcoholic Fermentation. 3rd Edition. London. 1923. 

22* 
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in this reaction. to be decomposed into carbon dioxide and alcohol. 1 ) 

Moreover it is very unsatisfactory. that in this way the phosphorylation 
does not concur to the elucidation of alcoholic fermentation. but on the 
contrary the last is postulated as acondition for the esterification. The 
signification of the esterification remains in this way wrapped in mist. 
Finally the facto that as yet it has not been explained why the isolated 
hexosediphosphoric ester is fermented at a perceptibly slower rate by zymase 
than free hexose in the same concentratioll. is an other strong evidence 
against the prevailing theory 2). 

§ 3. Hypothesis on the function of phosphates 
in the sugar dissimilation. 

In drawing up a new scheme concerning the function of phosphates in 
the dissimilation of the hexoses. we have in the first place been guided by 
our desire to make the formation of phosphoric esters a logical link in the 
whole chain of transformations of the hexose molecule. As will appear later 
on. this aim was highly favoured by the recent investigations on the configu~ 
ration of the hexoses. 

The starting point of our hypothesis further was the incontestable facto 
that the fermentative dissimilation of the hexoses does in all cases lead to 
the production of compounds of the C3~series. 

Considering the possibility of reducing the succeeding stages of 
dissimilation processes to a catalytic transference of hydrogen. which 
DONKER and one of us (Kl) 3) exposed in a previous communication. it is 
highly probable. that the transformations of the C 6 compounds into 
C3 compounds will also con sist in an intramolecular oxydoreductïon. 

At that time we have refrained from giving a further explanation of the 
fact why exactly a H~atom of the fourth C~atom was activated by the 
acting protoplasm. We will now. however. submit this point to a doser 
examination. 

It is self~evident to suppose. that the stated formation of a phosphoric 
ester does not accomplish the decomposition of the hexose in the mysterious 
way pointed out by HARDEN and YOUNG. but on the contrary in a far more 
direct way. on the understanding. that it is the very hexose molecule that 
enters into reaction with the phosphate. which is decomposed. Now it will 
be clear. that at least in first instanee undoubtedly a hexose monophosphoric 

I) The facto that biochemical hydrolyses and consequently also the esterifications are 
characterized by a very small energetical effect. shows the deficiency of the parallel which 
MBYERHOP draws between the connection of these two reactions and the connection he 
proved to exist between the combustion of a part of the lactate in muscular tissue and 
the simultaneously occUlring synthesis to glycogen of an other part of the lactate. See: 
O. MBYBRHOP. Chemical Dynamics of Life Phaenomena. 1924. p. 56. 

2) See among others: C. NBUBBRG und M. KOBBL I. c. 
3) These Proceedings. Vol. 34. p. 237. (1925). 
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ester must be produced from this hexose molecule. In this connection we 
must immediately point to the fact, that the splendid investigation of 
ROBJSON 1) has shown that in a fermenting medium of free zymase, hexose 
and phosphate such an ester is actually produced. 

Then, however, the question presents itself, at which of the 6 C~atoms 
such esterification will occur. To answer this question it is necessary to 
consider more c10sely the constitution of d~glucose. 

In recent years already several times it had been supposed, that d~glucose 
might have the configuration of an amylene oxide ring 2). By the recent 
investigations of HAWORTH 3) it has now been proved that this supposition 
was right. 

So d~glucose has the following ringstructure: 

CH20H eH CHOH CHOH CHOH CHOH 

~O~ 
As appears from the reducing properties of d~glucose this ring~structure 

wil!. in aqueous solution, have astrong tendency to pass by ring~opening, 
that is to say by hydrolysis, into a chain~structure. 

With ARMSTRONG 4) we may now conclude, that in this ring~opening 
intermediate formation of an aldehyde hydrate occurs, which may be 
rendered in a seheme aS follows : 

HOH 
C 

HA H 
HO C, ,COH 

~C-C," ICH 
'" 11 HO 0 

In realizing that reversely ring closure comes to a liberation of water by 
the reaction of two OH~groups which are bound to the first and fifth 
C~atom respectively. we may conclude that it must be one of these two 
apparently reactive OH~groups, which in enzymatical phosphorylation will 
bind the phosphate rest. That the phosphate rest should be bound to the 
first C~atom would be inconsistent with the fact, that the hexose mono~ 
phosphoric ester, prepared by ROBJSON, has strongly reducing properties. 

Considering all this it seems probable to us. that the primarily formed 

I) R. ROBISON, Biochem. Journ. Vol. 16. p. 809, (1922). 
2) See for instanee: J. BöESEKEN, The Configuration of the Saccharides, Part. 11, p. 28, 

Leyden. 
3) W. N. HAWORTH, Nature, Vol. 116. p. 130, (1925). 
4) E. F. ARMSTRONG, The Carbohydrates and the Glucosides. London, 1921, p. 8. 

It is true that ARMSTRONG here still gives the formerly accepted butylene oxide ring 
structure, but there seems to he no reason to suppose that this should cause any alteration 
in the above consideration. 
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hexose monophosphoric ester will in first instance have the follow~ 

ing formu]a : 

The fact , that by the usuaI. in purely chemica I way performed esterifi~ 
cation, far instance of d-glucose by acetic acid, a penta-acetyl compound 
is produced, in which the acetyl-groups are bound to the OH-groups of the 
carbon atoms 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, seems to us not at all inconsistent with our 
view. This is easily understood in realizing that th is purely chemical 
esterification always occurs in an anhydrous medium and under addition of 
strong dehydrating agents (anhydrous sodium acetate, concentrated 
sulphuric acid, etc.). Contrary to the enzymatical phosphorylation which 
takes place in a diluted aqueous solution, in this case there can be no 
question of ringopening, that is to say of hydrolysis. 

Meanwhile the above indicated ester will not he stabIe and in its turn will 
tend to pass into a ringstructure. As, however, the OH-groüp of the 5th 
C-atom is blockaded, it is self-evident that now the OH-group of the 
4th C-atom will enter into reaction, in consequence of which a phosphoric 
ester of the butylene oxide ring is produced. This is the more readily 
acceptable since HA WORTH considers the butylene oxide structure to be . the 
configuration of IRVINE 'S y ~glucose, which of late is also of ten mentioned in 
connection with biochemical transformations. 

The ester which has now been formed will consequently have 
the structure : 

CHpHCHCCHOHCHOHCHOH 

IH'\. / 
? '\.'\. / 
P03R2 0 

In our train of thought the transformation of the normal glucose into 
the last mentioned ester should now cause the H-atom at the fourth C-atom. 
under the influence of the hydrogen activating action of the protoplasm, to 
be activated to such a degree, that transference to the third C-atom, under 
simultaneous breaking up of the bond between these two C-atoms, 
takes p]ace. 

In other words, under the influence of the entered phosphate rest a 
dislocation in the molecule will have happened, which is indispensable 
for the fission of the C 6-compounds under the influence of the 
hydrogen activating protoplasm, so that. whereas the hydrogen activa ti on 
by th is last agent as such is not sufficient to achieve this effect in 
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normal glucose, this would only become possible by the additional effect of 
the action of the phosphate rest. 

Perhaps the subjoined schematic representation of the action of the 
phosphate rest may serve to elucidate our view to some extent, although 
we fully recognize the relativity of its value. 

IE Vfe simply reproduce by . . . . .. a weakened, and by ~ a strengthened 
bond between the atoms, then it is not excluded that the dislocation in the 
hereby more directly concerned part of the glucose molecule, effected by 
the phosphate rest, might be rendered as follows: 

H H H H 
". ft I .... J 

H·····tr=nC=-e······c·_-- -+ H.O;;::=! . . ' .. . ... 'OH • 
HO Cl ...... / 

~~RL " 0 

--
H H H ,H 
" " I : ... / 

H-- C=C=C:"'-'C---
" : ", 'OH 

HÓ Ó '·, 
1 "OHHO""""" 
PQ R4 

Prom the readiness, with which the phosphate rest can be split off, follows 
that the fifth C-atom in the ester is unsaturated to a certain degree, which 
will among others cause an increased occupation of the affinities of the 
4th C -atom. This must lead to an activation of the H-atom, bound to this 
last C-atom, and a weakening of the bond between the fourth and the third 
C-atom; consequently this last becomes unsaturated and is 50 to say 
prepared to act as a hydrogen acceptor. IE now to this the hydrogen 
activating action of the protoplasm is added, this will transfer the hydrogen 
atom from the fourth to the third C -atom, under simultaneous breaking up 
of the bond between the two C-atoms. The fourth C-atom, which has now 
become unsaturated will consequently also break up the C-O-C bond under 
hydration and thereby at both sides give rise to the formation of 
aldehyde groups. 

Whereas we are fully aware of the fact, that hitherto we have entirely 
moved on hypothetical field, we will now trace, how far the available 
extensive experimental material agrees with our postulation. 

§ 4. Testing of our hypothesis to the available experimental material. 

Prom the foregoing section it will be clear that we have formed the idea, 
that in the dissimilation of glucose in first instance a glucose mono
phosphoric ester is produced, which then is decomposed into one molecule of 
glycerine aldehyde and one molecule of glycerine aldehyde phosphoric ester. 

The whole course of the aIcoholic fermentation might now be represented 
as follows: 
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C6H I20 6 + P04R2H = C6HI105(P01R2) + H20. 

C6H I1 0 5(P01R2) = C3H60 3 + C3H502(P01R2)' 

C 3H 60 3 = CO2 + C 2H 60. 

C3H502(P01R2) + H20 = C3H60 3 + P01R2H. 

(I) 

(11) 
(lIla) 
(IIIb) 

The C 3H 60 3 produced in equation IIlb is afterwards also split up into 
carbon dioxide and alcohol according to equation lIla. The course of the 
reaction lIla is here left out of consideration; for this we may refer to the 
before quoted publication of DONKER and one of us 1). 

Now our seheme does as welllend itself to the explanation of the course 
of the rate of alcoholic fermentation when phosphates are added to a sugar 
solution containing free zymase, as that proposed by HARDEN and 
YOUNG. Whereas in the scheme of HARDEN and YOUNG at the moment 
when all the phosphate is bound the rate of fermentation is controlled by 
the velocity of the hydrolysis of the hexose diphosphoric ester - this being 
the reaction which proceeds at the slowest rate - in our way of explanation 
the first mentioned rate is in a similar way controlled by the velocity of 
the hydrolysis of the triose phosphoric ester. . Meanwhile from our 
scheme, as much as from that. of the English investigators follows that 
by the addition of free mineral phosphates, aecording to our equations 
I. 11 and lIla, in a certain period an extra amount of carbon dioxide and 
alcohol is formed , which is equivalent to the phosphate bound in the 
same period. 

Consequently in the above discussed regard both ways of explanation 
are perfectly equivalent. 

The scheme of HARDEN and YOUNG, however, fails to give an explanation 
of the convincingly proved fact, that during the initial period of fermentation 
the ratio of the esterified phosphate and the carbon dioxide produced is 
greater than 1 and not before the end of the phosphate period the ratio 1, 
Dbserved by the said investigators, is reached 2). As in our scheme the 
esterification precedes the fermentation and consequently a certain 
accumulation of hexose monophosphate may occur before the production 
of carbon dioxide begins, the above mentioned phenomenon obtains an 
unconstrained explanation. 

Further we have already brought into relieL that the production of the 
hexose monophosphoric ester, inserted in our scheme, in the fermentation 
of glucose by free zymase in the presence of mineral phosphates, has been 

I) With NEUBERG, who makes the same remark in connection with methylglyoxal, we 
are of opinion that the fact , that the ~ate of fermentation of the triosepreparatlons, whlch 
have up to now been examined. is smaller than th at of the fermentabie hexoses. need not 
in the least plead against the conception that trioses should intermediately occur in the 
fermentation of the hexoses. The phenomenon just mentioned may very probably he 
ascrihed to the strong tendency of trioses to pass by hydration. polymerisation. or posslbly 
formation of ring structures, into more stabie compounds. 

2) See the investigation of H. EULER und D. JOHANSSON, Zeitschr. f. physlol. Chemie. 
Bd. 85. p. 192. (1913). Compare also: O . MEYERHOP. ibid. Bd. 102. p. 2M. (1918). 
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proved experimentally by ROBISON 1). More important, however, is the 
fact, that this hexose monophosphoric - contrary to the before m~ntioned 
hexose diphosphoric - ester is weil fermentabIe and that with a velocity, 
which in accordance with our scheme practically agrees with the rate of the 
glucose fermentation, enhanced by the addition of phosphate. 

Meanwhile the objection will be made against our above exposed view, 
that we have left out of account the already mentioned formation of hexose 
diphosphoric ester, conc1usively proved by the investigations of YOUNG, 
VON LEBEDEW, NEUBERG a.o .. 

For the formation of this ester under the conditions chosen by YOUNG 
and ROBISON, whereby the fermentation proceeds in the presence of large 
quantities of mineral phosphates, we think however to be able to give an 
unconstrained explanation. We have seen, how in our way of 
representation the rate of fermentation is, on the basis of the results obtained 
by HARDEN and YOUNG, conditioned by the rate of the decomposition of 
the triose phosphoric ester, in last instanee by the maximal capacity of the 
enzyme effecting the hydrolysis (the phosphatase). The remaining 
partial reactions must consequently proceed at a higher rate. Under these 
circumstances it is inevitable that the excessive addition of phosphates 
applied by YOUNG and ROBISON must lead to an accumulation of triose 
phosphoric ester. 

Considering now the fact, that by the investigation of DONKER, VISSER 
T HOOFT and one of us (Kl) 2), it was convincingly proved, that the forced 

accumulation of acetaldehyde during the alcoholic fermentation causes a 
condensation of this substance to acetylmethylcarbinol (the carboligase 
action of NEUBERG) it is selE-evident to suppose that the triose phosphoric 
ester accumulated under abnormal conditions is in quite a similar way 
condensed to hexose diphosphoric ester. 

This transformation should then have to take place as follows: 

Now in this connection we will not neglect to mention th at al ready in 
1907 the formation of a triose phosphoric ester in the considered 
fermentation medium was defended on experimental grounds by IWANOFF 3). 
It is true that IWANOFF'S observation has never been confirmed, but 

I) I. c. 
2) A. J. KLUYVER, H. J. L. DONKER und F. VISSER 'T HooPT, Blochem. Zeltschr. 

Bd. 161. p. 361. (1925). 
3) L. IWANOPP, Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chemie. Bd. 50, p. 281. (1907); Centr. f. Bakter. 

He Abt. Bd. 24, p. 1. (1909). 
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apparently his adversaries have thereby lost out of sight, that IWANoFF 
isolated his ester in a fermentation mixture with far smaller phosphate 
concentration and which moreover was placed at a lower temperature. 
Under these circumstances it need not in the least be considered improbable 
that IWANoFF has indeed obtained a triose phosphoric ester. 

We will now examine more closely the consequences of our interpretation 
of the occurrence of the hexose diphosphoric ester. 

Let us therefore consider how in our train of thought d-fructose will 
be fermented. 

This hexose, with the chain structure 

CH20H CHOH CHOH CHOH C=OCH20H 

has the following ring structure according to the insight of the chemists : 

In analogy with what has been remarked in this respect for d-glucose we 

must take for granted that in the biochemical phosphorylation 

CH20H CHCHOH CHOH C=OCH2 OH 
I 

o 
I 
P03R2 

will be formed. 
This ester however will only be an intermediate product, as by renewed 

ring closure it will pass into : 

CH20H CH CH CHOH COH CH20H 

I " / ? "0/ 
P03R2 

This is the monophosphoric ester of the so reactive y-fructose of IRVINE. 
Now the formation of th is ring explains unconstrainedly why it is exactly 
the H-atom of the fourth C-atom which af ter ring opening will by preference 
be activated by the acting protoplasm. This again will cause quite similarly 
the intramolecular transference of hydrogen from the fourth to the third 
C-atom by which will be produced : 

CH20H CHCHO + CH20H CO CH20H 
I o 
~03R2 

Besides dioxyacetone the same glycerine aldehyde phosphoric ester will 
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be produced from d-fructose as weil as from d-glucose. and from this ester 
under the indicated conditions again the same hexose diphosphoric ester 
.viII be formed. 

A]so for d-mannose we must accept a quite analogie course as for 
d-glucose. whereby again the same hexose diphosphoric ester must occur. 

This inevitab]e consequence of our view now is perfectly in keeping with 
what a]ready long ago has been experimentally ascertained by HARDEN and 
YOUNG 1). but which hitherto had not been satisfactorily explained. 

Resuming we may shortly state that the significa nee of the biochemical 
phosphorylation of the hexoses is to be found in the conversion of sugars 
into the so reactive y-modifications. 

Furthermore the given way of representation affords an unsought 
explanation of the contrast which in alcoholic fermentation in severa] 
rcspects appears to exist between glucose and mannose on the one side 
and fructose on the other side 2). We need only consider that in reaction 
11 the two first mentioned sugars produce glycerine aldehyde. fructose on 
the other hand produces dioxyacetone. 

Meanwhile there is still another consequence of our view to be examined. 
We must namely con si der the question. which sugar will be produced when 
phosphoric acid is split oH from the hexose diphosphoric ester. Considering 
the constitution of the hexose diphosphoric ester as following from our 
theory it will be obvious. that a hexose will be formed. which will have the 
chain structure: CH20H CHOH CHOH CO CHOH CH20H. con se
quently a 3-ketohexose. What do now the experiments show? NEUBERG. 
FÄRBER. LEVITE and SCHWENK 3) have convincingly proved that in the 
hydrolysis of the hexose diphosphoric ester with oxalic acid d-fructose is 
formed . Considering the inconsistency of the 3-ketohexoses and the 
readiness with which the C=O group by enolisation transmigrates in the 
molecule. it may not be bold to suppose that only during the preparation 
fructose is formed from the just mentioned 3-ketohexose. And we feel the 
sooner entitled to express this opinion since YOUNG has already stated long 
ago that the solution of the sugar split oH from the ester has a ratio of 
reduction and optica I rotation which does not agree with that of d-fructose. 

Consequently neither in this respect does our conception appear to 
encounter difficulties. On the contrary it gives a ready explanation of 
the fact that also the hexose diphosphoric esters prepared from glucose 
and mannose respectively. on hydrolysis produce d-fructose. 

Since further according to our view in the three hexoses mentioned 
the esterification attacks the molecules in those parts which are identicaI. 
as far as the position of the H-atoms and the OH groups in space is 
concerned. the produced triose phosphoric esters also must in stereo-

1) A. HARDEN und W. J. YOUNG. Proc. Royal Soc. Ser. B. Vo\. 81. p. 336. (1909). 
2) See : A. HARDEN. Alcoholic Fermentation. p. 120. 
3) C. NEUBERG. E. FÄRBER. A. LEVITE und E. SCHWENK. Biochem. Zeitschr. Bd. 83. 

p. 244. (1917). 
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chemical respect be quite identical. Of course the same holds good for the 
hexose diphosphoric ester formed bij the condensation. 

Finally we want to rem ark that our view also implies the facto stated 
by ROBISON 1). that the weIl fermentabie hexose monophosphoric ester 
he isolated is in no respect identical with the hexose monophosphoric 
ester prepared by NEUBERG 2) by partial hydrolysis of the hexose di~ 
phosphoric ester. Perfectly in accordance with the anticipations of our 
view ROBISON obtained in chemica 1 and enzymatical hydrolysis of his 
hexose monophosphoric ester a dextro~rotatory reducing solution. from 
which he prepared glucosazone. 

Also the divergent behaviour of the hexose~diphosphoric ester and of 
ROBISON's monophosphoric ester towards phenylhydrazine is fully ex~ 

plained by the constitution of these esters accepted by us, The hexose~ 
monophosphoric acid osazone prepared from hexose~diphosphoric acid is. 
as may be expected from our scheme. not identical with the hexose~mono~ 
phosphoric acid osazone from ROBISON'S mono~compound. 

§ 5. Conclusion. 

In the foregoing we have developed a new theory on the function of 
phosphates in the dissimilation of the hexoses. This theory is. as far 
as the general course of the rate of alcoholic fermentation in presence 
of phosphates is concerned. equivalent to the current mode of explana~ 
tion as formulated by HARDEN and YOUNG. 

The remarkable situation now occurs, that the experiments one would 
be inclined to carry out in the first place in verification of our hypothesis 
have already been described in the extensive literature. 

The following points may illustrate this: 
1 st. Our theory implies that in dissimilation the hexoses are in first 

instanee transformed into a hexose monophosphoric ester. This ester was 
in deed isolated by ROBISON. 

2nd. Our theory implies that this hexose monophosphoric ester is 
fermented at a ra te which agrees with the rate of fermentation of glucose. 
enhanced by the addition of phosphates. This was actually stated by 
ROBISON. 

3rd. Our theory affords an explanation of the fact that during the 
initial period of fermentation the ratio of the esterified phosphate to 
the carbon dioxide produced is greater than 1. as has been proved by the 
experiments of EULER and JOHANSSON. 

4th. Our theory concerning the way the hexose diphosphoric ester is 
formed implies that from d~glucose, d~fructose and d~mannose quite 
identical. also with regard to the stereochemical configuration, esters are 
produced. This was conclusively proved by HARDEN and YOUNG. 

1) I. c. 
2) C. NEUBERG, Biochem. Zeitschr. Bd. 88, p. 432, (1918). 
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Sth. Our theory implies that the hexose monophosphoric ester isolated 
by ROBISON is not identical with the hexose monophosphoric ester prepared 
by NEUBERG from the before mentioned hexose diphosphoric ester. This 
appears from the investigation of ROBISON. Also the behaviour of hexose
di- and of ROBISON'S hexose-mono-phosphoric acid towards phenylhydrazine 
agrees yery weIl with our view. 

6th. Our theory implies that by hydrolysis of the hexose diphosphoric 
ester obtained from d-fructose and also from d-mannose a same hexose is 
split oH, this being a 3-ketohexose, which we may suppose to pass easily 
into fructose. The isolation of d-fructose af ter hydrolysis of this ester by 
NEUBERG and his collaborators concurs with this view. 

We wish to state expressly that the current view absolutely fails to 
elucidate these experimentally established facts, which on the other hand 
are logical consequences of our theory. 

To this we may add, that the theory set forth in the above affords also 
an unconstrained explanation of the fact, stated by HARDEN and YOUNG, 

th at the fermentation of d-glucose and d-mannose on the one hand and 
d-fructose on the other di Her in many respects. 

Finally in our theory the formation of phosphoric esters is for the first 
time made into a logical element in the whole of the dissimilation of the 
hexoses, because phosphates are the agent which converses these sugars 
into the so reactive y-form. 

Delft, January 1926. 



Mathematics. - .. Projective and conformal invariants of half~symme~ 
trical connections". By J. A. SCHOUTEN. (Communicated by 
Prof. JAN DE VRIES). 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19, 1925). 

1. The quantity of projective curvature. 
We consider a linear connection 1) leaving transvections invariant: 

bvY = dv" + r;fL v~ dx fL 

dWÀ = dWÀ - r;fL Wv dx fL 
(1) 

If 
S .. v - 1/ (r V r v 

) ÀfL - 2 },fL- fLÀ (2) 
has the form 

S;.~v = S[~ A~l' (3) 
the connection is ca lied a halfsymmetrical one 2). 

First we take Si.~ y quite general and using the quantity of curvature 

R;"~i Y we form a quantity P ;".~ i v in the same way as this is done in an 

afflne connection 3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Then the following theorems hold: 

I. In a halfsymmetrical connection P.;/~i Y is invariant with all geo~ 

desical transformations of the r(;,. which leave Sy invariant. 

11. If P ;"~i v is invariant with all transformations wich leave Sj./ in~ 

variant. the connection is halfsymmetrieal. 

111. A halfsymmetrical connection can then and only then be trans~ 

formed by a geodesical transformation of the r)y".. which leaves S, 

invariant. into a displacement with a zero quantity of curvature. if 

P ;" .~i y is zero. 

We have some remarkable identities. For a halfsymmetrical connection 
holds: 

1) Der Rieci KalkuI. SPRINGER 1924, p. 67. 
2) R. K. p. 69. 
3) R. K. p. 131. 
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\l. P;,~'/ = - 2 (n-2) \l[w Pp.p + ! 
+ n~l S [wRp.)]- n~l S [) \lOl Sp.]-4S(0)Rp.p+2S.Ro;~i" . 

For an affine connection this identity passes into: 

If p ... • = 0 the conditions w .... ). 

\l[w S ,,,] =0 

\l[w PfI.]l. = 2 S[W Pp.P 

hold for a halfsymmetrieal connection. 

2. The quanlity of conformal curvature. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

We eonsider a metrieal con neet ion leaving transvections invariant. and 

we suppose S;/ =t'= 0 1). The r;,u. are given by the equation 2) : 

r =!l,u! +S"v -2S· . ).," I v \ l p. • (lp. ) 
(11) 

Using the quantity of curvature. which we will eaU Ko;;i·. we form a 

quantity C~).~;. Y in a perfectly analogous manner as this is done in a 

RIEMANNIAN connection : 

(12) 

1 
L p.J, = - Kp.). + 2(n-l) Kg,,,) (13) 

(14) 

Then the following theorems hold: 

I. In a halfsymmetrical connection C~,.~ ;, Y is invariant with all con· 

formal transformations of g jp. 

11. If Co;,~~ v is invariant with all conformal transformations of g )p. . 

the connection is halfsymmetrieal. 
111. A halfsymmetrical connection can then and only then be trans. 

formed by a conformal transformation of gj.u' which leaves Sj, invariant, 

in aconnection with a zero quantity of curvature, if C;,~;: is zero. 

1) R. K. p. 72. 
2) R. K. p . 73. equation (53b). 
3) R. K. p. 170. 
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Here also some remarkable identities exist. 
For a halfsymmetrical connection we have 

V', C~;i' = - 2 .-2 V',.Lpll-S,.Rpll + ... ' 4 ' , . n-3 ! 
+ 2S. R""û + n-2 gJ.[6l GfJJ. S 

V« GfJ« = 2 S« G"fJ' . . 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

For a RIEMANNIAN connection this identity passes into: 

n-3 
V. C~i.;· = - 2 n-2 V[", L",p .. ... (18) 

If C ·· :· = 0 the relations 
CJJp.J. ' 

L(p),] = - (n-2) Vl." Sl] 

V[6l LfJl. = 2 S[6l LfJ] •. 
hold for a halfsymmetrical connection. 

(19) 
(20) 



Microbiology. - " On the Disinfection of the Bacteriophagus of Bacil/us 
Danicus." By N . L. SÖHNGEN and A. GRIJNS. (Communicated 
by ·Prof. A. H. BLAAUW. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 31, 1925). 

O'HERELLE may have advocated his view concerning the nature of the 
bacteriophage as a living organism ever so well, still there are many 
researchers, who hold a quite different opinion. Most notabIe amongst 
those are SEIFFERT, OTTO, MUNTER, DA COSTA CRUZ, DOERR, BOROET, 
CiUCA and BAIL. 

When a bacteriophage is considered to be a living organism, the question 
arises whether the individu al differences in regard to a certain property, 
that may exist between the bacteriophages of the same stock. are not 
demonstrabIe. 

As known. several researchers. as CHICK. R EICHENI3ACH. MAOSEN, and 
NIJMAN. and above all EIJKMAN 1) have examined the shape of the "curve 
of survivors" of various species of bacteria. when they we re killed off 
either by thermal means or by disinfection. Their object also was to 
ascertain whether the curve of survivors corresponded with the frequency
curve of QUETELET-GAL TON. 

For Bacilli coli. killed oH by a harmful temperature. and by the addition 
of phenol EIJKMAN :! ) found approximately a slanting individual variation
curve, while spores died in accordance with the formula of the 
unimolecular reaction. 

We deemed it interesting to endeavour to construct also a curve of 
survivors of a bacteriophage by heating to a noxious temperature. and 
selected for our purpose a bacteriophage of Bacillus Danicus. an organism 
first described by LÖHNIS and WESTERMANN 3). A short description may 
follow here. 

lts shape and size are very variabIe. In broth they appear as strikingly 
large. paired rods about 2 ft in breadth and 8 ft in length; in a man ni te 
solution they are rather diplo-. and streptococci. In both media distinct 
granulation. Immotile. Af ter some days intense spore formation ; globular 
and oval spores. Growth on meat-agar luxuriant. light yellow; in broth. 
in extracts of fish. yeast. and malt good. Sugars are not fermented. Also 
on non-nitrogenous azotobacterplates growth can be stated. N-assimilation 
moderate. On a plate with 5 % saccharose a distinctly visible ring of 

. laevulan is formed round the colonies. Gelatin is liquified and ureum is 
split up. Acid-production from sugars is not demonstrabie on a plate with 
litmus. Con ta ins katalase. but no lipase. Is obligate aerobic. 

I) Biochem. Zeitschr. 11. 12. 
2) Polia Microbiologica I. 359. 
3) Centralbl. f. Bakt. Abt. 11. bd. 22. 251. 

23 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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The bateriophage of Bac. Danicus was isolated from the ground by the 
usual method. lts qualities directly appeared to be good, as it is competent 
to dissolve completely bacteria some days old, and moreover, never renders 
a secundary culture. 

For the determination of the bacteriophage-concentration we had the 
alternative of plating or diluting. With the first method the number of 
plages (clear spots) was determined, that appears after spreadiog a known 
quantity of liquid of a certain dilution on aplate, smeared beforehand with 
bacteria. By the second method we could determine the so-called lysis
exponent, i.e. a series of dilutions is made of the liquid under examination, 
so that the titer is 10-1, 10-2, 10-3, etc. The number of the last tube 
in which lysis still appears after inoculation with bacteria, is the lysis-index. 

Accurate examination, such as for the tracing of a curve of survivors, 
cannot be made by the second method. This will be readily understood, 
if we reflect that if the last tube of the series still contains in a volume of 
10 cc. of the fluid, say, 4 bacteriophages, it will be a mere accident if lysis 
still occurs, wh en 1 cc. is transplanted into the next-following tube. 50 
we can never make sure whether there were in the original Huid 100.000 or 
10.000 bacteriophages per cc. When the titers are made to differ less, 
the dilution errors become too great, while wh en we try to avoid fortuity 
by transplanting the last tube but one into other tubes, the procedure 
becomes too laborious for many observations. 

DOERR and GRÜNINGER 1) object to the plating method that the number 
of plag es varies with the density of the layer of bacteria, and likewise with 
the degree of moistness of the agar-surface. 

D'HERELLE arrived at the conclusion that the number ~f plages remained 
rather constant in spite of the increasing density of the suspension, whereas 
GRATIA observed, that by denser suspensions the number increases up to 
a certain limit and then again decreases. 

BECKERICH and HAUDUROY:.!) compared the two counting methods and 
became convinç.ed that the plating method was preferabIe for virulent 
bacteriophages, and the diluting method for weak ones, and that both 
methods were suitable for mediocre bacteriophages. 

In conclusion, also DOERR and ZDANSKY 3) have investigated the subject. 
They found that the diluting method yields still a positive result with a 
100-1000 times stronger dilution than is used with the plating method; 
100 times when the bacteria were put on the plate before the bacteriophage 
and 1000 times when the reverse took place, apart from the virulence of 
the bacteriophage. 

However all th is may be, for the virulent bacteriophage of Bac. Danicus 
the plating method appeared to yield perfectly reliable results, as was borne 

1) Zeltschr. f. Hyg. u. IDf. Krkh. 97. 209. 
2) C. R. d. I. Soc. de Biol. 86. 165. 
3\ Zeitschr. fj Hyg. u. lDf. Krkh. 100. 78. 
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Fig. A. 

112 X natural size; transmitted light. 

Culture-plate. 18 hours old. used in the present investigation for counting the number 
of bacteriophages. On the plate a coating of bacterial material of Bacillus Danicus with 
plag es of its bacteriophage. 

Fig. B. 

2 X natural size; transmitted light. 

Plage. 4 days old. In the c1ear central field all bacteria have been dissolved; a coating 
has arisen in the centre. not composed of living material. In the partly transparent. circular 
zone only a part of the bacteria have been dissolved. 

Fig. C. 

2.2 X natural size; transmitted light. 

Plage. 12 days old. with circular elevations in the agar-surface. sometimes covered 
with precipitates. Again the coating in the centre. which is not a secondary growth of 
bacteria. The partly transparent zone is still visible. but is less sharply outlined against 
the bacterial coating. which is becoming thinner and more transparent. 
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out by experiments, but may as weil be inferred fr6m the values 
recorded below. 

A photo (A) of such a counting plate accompanies this article, the plages are of the 
bacteriophage of Bac. Danicus. It will be observed that the layer of bacteria is not evenly 
distributed over the plate. First the plates were dried over calcium chlorid, and then the 
dried sus pension was once more smeared evenly over the plate. Later on this appeared 
to be unnecessary and even not desirabIe in view of the possible reproduction of the 
bacteriophage during that interval of time. The plages, going to the thinner layers can 
equally weil be counted, while the number of late arrivals, which will occur in bacterial 
colonies, do not vitiate the result, if only the counting be done accurately. We also 
adjoin the photo's Band C of plages of different ages. (See the explanation of the plates). 

The titer of the undiluted bacteriophage appeared to vary considerably 
from 13 to 340.1 07• We always got an impression that with this bacterio
phage the titer is determined by the number of bacteria inoculated. The 
flasks we re not more turbid than they we re directly af ter the inoculation, 
at 36° lysis set in af ter 1 Yz hours. Of course matters differ with a less 
virulent bacteriophage. 

The disinfection experiment was conducted as follows: a flat, very 
thin-walled, glass shakingbottle, with a narrow neck, is fastened to a 
shakingapparatus by which the bottIe is swung to and fro about 70 times 
per minute. The bottIe is immersed up to the neck in a large water-bath, 
the water being kept at a constant temperature of 0.1 ° and stirred 
automatically. 

The bottIe contains 99 cc. 0.6 % NaCI-solution, to which 1 % broth 
has been added. At the beginning of the experiment, when the fluid in the 
bot tIe had attained the required temperature, I cc. of undiluted bacterio
phage was added. 

The level of the liquid ad 100 cc. is not higher than one third of the 
height of the bottIe. As the warm water outside the bottIe reaches up to 
the neck, and the shaking-velocity is just failing to cause the water in the 
bottIe to splash, there is no chance whatever of experimental errors that 
would otherwise be entailed by droplets in the neck of the bottIe that 
have escaped the heating. The bottIe is wool closed by a cotton plug. 

As a rule with each observation 0.5 cc. was taken from the quietly 
swinging bottIe and was put immediately into a flask with 49.5 cc. of the 
fluid contained in the shaking bottIe, so that we obtained a dilution I : 100. 

We obtained I : 10 by adding 5 to 45 cc. Althoug h in the dilution
technique of the bacteriophage frequent use is made of test-tubes filled 
with 9 cc. of the fluid, to which subsequently I cc. is added, we gave the 
preference to flasks with more liquid, by which we attained our purpose 
sooner, and the bacteriophage could be bet ter divided by brisk shaking. 

The final dilution was such that 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, or sometimes 0.5 cc. spread 
over the plate, covered beforehand with bacteria (meat-agar of I Yz % with 
1 % glucose), yielded a fair number of plages, viz . of about 50-500. 
Irrespective of the time it takes we can count with the counting apparatus 
more than 1000 plages per plate. 

23* 
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To Eind our bearings we started with the following observations. At 16° 
we ascertained whether the bacteriophage during its sojoum in the shaking~ 
bottle with physiological sa1t~water with 1 % broth was injured. This 
appeared not to be so within three hours . 

. TABLE 1 (16°). 

Time Plages per plate DilutioD 

0' 226 50.000 

I' 225 ld. 

IS' 193 ld. 

30' 221 ld. 

60' 223 ld. 

120' 238 ld. 

180' 221 ld. 

Neither was any injury visible at 38.50 in 3 hours : 

T ABLE 2 (38 .5°). 

Time Plages per plate DilutioD 

0' 85 100 .000 

I' 86 ld. 

15' 88 ld. 

30' 96 ld. 

60' 95 ld. 

120' 81 id. 

180' 91 ld. 

At 41.5 0 it is doubtful af ter 3 hours : 

TABLE 3 (11.5°). 

Time Plages per plate DilutloD 

0' 80 100.000 

2' 91 ld. 

15' 88 ld. 

30' 97 14. 

60' 90 ld. 

120' 91 Id 

180' 66 Id 
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At 45° disinfection is distinctly observable : 

Time - , P;ag~s per plate i LiVing-% 

0' 598 100.-

I' 590 98.3 

15' 533 89 . -

30' 173 79.-

15' 162 77.-

60' 155 75.7 

75' H2 73 .3 

At 60° the velocity of disinfection was very 

T ABLE 5 (60°). 

Time Plages per plate ~lUtiOn 

0' 220 50.000 

I' 

5' 529 5 

10' 103 5 

15' 51 5 

25' 29 5 

Dilution 

50 .000 

great: 

id. 

ld. 

id. 

id. 

id. 

id. 

Total per cc 

11.l()6 

2615 

515 

255 

115 

Ultimately 50° appeared to be a fit temperature for a disinfection 
experiment. 

The subjoined table (6) expresses the va lues obtained. The number 
of plages per plate. multiplied by the dilution factor (". expresses the 
number of bacteriophages per cc. in the shaking bottIe ; as will be seen 
the concentration in the incipient Iysate is still 100 times higher. The other 
numbers have been calculated af ter the formula of the unimolecular 
reaction. viz. 

1 a 
K= 0.434 X t log a-x' 

In the 5th column the survivals have been expressed in percentages. in 
the 6th the logarithms of these numbers. in other words log (a-x) and 
in the 7th column the values K calculated from the formula. 



Time PI. p. pI. fu 

0' 680 50 .000 

I' 635 id. 

3' 585 id. 

5' 569 id. 

7' 521 id. 

10' 752 33.333 

13'.30" 683 ld. 

17' 668 id. 

21' 621 ld. 

25' 5il id. 

30' i88 id. 

iO' il9 id. 

50' 378 id. 

60' 971 10 .000 

75' 646 ld. 

90' 663 ld. 

105' 1014 5.000 

120' 1756 2.500 
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T ABLE 6 (50°). 

PI. total I % Survivors I in 1()6 

3i .- 100.-

31.8 93 . i 

29.3 86.-

28.5 83.7 

26.1 76.6 

25.1 73.8 

23.8 69 .9 

22 .3 65.5 

20.7 60.9 

18.0 53 . -

16.3 i7 .9 

14 .0 il.l 

12.6 3i.1 

9.7 28.6 

6 .5 19. -

6.6 19.5 

5.1 14.9 

i.i 12.9 

log. 

2.-

1.97 

1.93 

1.92 

l. 88 

1.87 

1.8i 

1.82 

1.78 

1.72 

1.68 

1.61 

1.53 

l.i6 

1.28 

1.29 

1.17 

Lil 

K 

0.069 

0.05i 

0.037 

O.OiO 

0.030 

0.028 

0.02i 

0.02i 

0.027 

0.025 

0.023 

0.022 

0.021 

0.022 

0.022 

0.018 

0 .017 

Graph. gives a dearer survey. The continuous line shows the 
pen:entages of su rvi vors ; the dotted Hne shows how the values of 
log (a-x) vary with the time. Surely. it matters Httle whether log (a-x) or 

log ~ is plotted. when only the question is concerned whether the curve 
a-x 

is a straight Hne or not. The lengths of the ordinates above the dotted 
Hne show the values of the last named expression. 

We selected a temperature that would not kill oH the bacteriophages too 
quickly and we have taken care to make at the outset a good number of 
observations. the typical part of the individual variation~curve being the 
very first portion. 

It will be seen both from the tab Ie and from the graph that the disinfection 
is not at all slow ; on the contrary the velocity is at the beginning even 
greater than later on. On the whole the logarithmic Hne is fairly 
approximated. still there is a distinct "go" in the reaction~constant . which 
diminishes first at a quick rate and afterwards more slowly. 

For a better examination of the slowing of the reaction velocity. two 
experiments were now made at 55° , in which. however. the initia I con~ 
centration in the shaking~bottle A was more than 100 times higher than in 
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B, viz. resp. 20.100.000 and 182.000 per cc. This enabled us to realize the 
relation between reaction~velocity and concentration of the bacteriophage. 

(a-x) log (a-x) 
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Table 7 and graph 2 give the va lues found. Of experiment B the table 
gives only the column of the reaction-constants (See tab Ie 7). 

Prom this it is evident that the retrogression of the reaction~constants 
proceeds also in the following stages of the disinfection and ultimately 
becomes extremely small. the percentage of survivors then being 0.6-0.027. 

Time I PI. P- pI.l r·l Total pI. 
in 103 %Surviv. log. I KA I KB 

0' 201 100.000 20.100 100.- 4.- - -
2' 123 50.000 6 . 150 30.6 3.49 0 .60 0.55 

5' 51 id. 2.550 12 .7 3.10 0.41 0.39 

10' 97 10.000 970 4.3 2.63 0.32 0.28 

20' 60 5.000 300 1.5 2.18 0.21 0.19 

30' 49 2.500 122.5 0.61 1. 79 0.16 0.18 

40' 46 1.000 46 0.23 1.36 0.15 O.H 

50' iS 500 22 .5 0.11 1.04 O.H 0.13 

75' 5il 10 5.4 0.027 0.-43 0.11 0.11 
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It also appears that the reaction-constant is not aHected perceptibly even 
by a hundred times lower bacteriophage-concentration. 

The question may reasonably be asked whether the reaction-velocity is 
perhaps retarded so abnormally by the dead bacteriophages or by the 
reaction products. To make sure of this a new experiment was carried out 

(a-x) log (a-x) 
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in exactly the same manner as the preceding one. First. however. 1 cc. of 
the physiological salt-solution was substituted in the shaking-bottle by 
1 cc. of an undiluted Iysate. which had been completely killed oH by heating. 
so that at the initial stage of the experiment the dead material present 
exceeded 100 times the living material that had been added. Table 8 gives 

TABLE 8 (55°). 

Time KA AB AD 

2' 0.60 0.55 0 .63 

5' 0 .41 0 .39 0.45 

10' 0.32 0.28 0.27 

20' 0.21 0.19 0.21 

30' 0.16 0.18 0.16 

40' 0.15 0.14 0.14 

50' 0.14 0.13 0.13 

75' 0 . 11 0.11 0.11 
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only the reaction-constants K D. and beside them those of the preceding 
constants is given here either. The influence of the dead material is 
experiment for purposes of comparison. 

We see. then, that no explanation of the retrogression of the reaction

practically nihil. 
Lastly we considered the question what role could be played by the 

protein that had been added at 1 % (counted as broth) to the salt-water. 
To form some idea about it we made two more experiments ; in one medium 
there was 10 %. in the other none at all. It should be remembered, however, 
that even the highly diluted bacteriophage always carries along with it a 
quantum of protein as weIl from the broth used for the bacteria as from 
the dissolved bacteria themselves. Relatively the same excess remains with 
respect to the bacteriophage. 

We first ascertained whether in such an approximately protein-free 
medium the bacteriophage was not injured already at room-temperature. 
That fear proved needIess, at least for an interval of 3.5 hours. 

TABLE 9 (15°). 

Time I Plages per plate I f. 

0' 530 500 

2' 50i 500 

60' 521 500 

210' 525 500 

Below this the reader will find the reaction-constants obtained. and 
percentages of survivors; in graph 3 all data have been comprised. 
KB are the reaction-constants for 10 % broth and Kv for protein- free. 

So we see that the rate of reaction is indeed increased to such an extent 

T ABLE 10 (55°). 

Time l % Surv. E % Surv. V KE Kv 

0' 100.- 100.-

2' 20.2 13.5 0.79 1.-

5' 5.3 i.7 0.59 0 .61 

10' 3.3 1.- 0.3i 0.i6 

20' 2.- 0.27 0.20 0.27 

30' 0.91 O.Oil 0.16 0 .26 

iO' 0.52 0.007 0.13 0.2i 

50' 0.32 0 . 12 

75' 0.038 0.11 
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that without protein as little is left in 30' as with protein in 75 ', but that 
the abnormal dec rea se of velocity remains. 

(a-x) log (a-x) 
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The possibility had still to be con si de red that this retardation might 
have its origin in the lysate, that might be composed of bacteriophages of 
differing resistance, as in transplanting a culture we never started from 
one and the same plage, so we never had made any selection. 

To test this point further we inoculated one plage from an ordinary 
counting-plate. of which the planted bacteriophage had resisted during 
50' a temperature of 55°. The next day a disinfection-experiment (A) 
was made with it and on the day following another subculture (B). (Both 

T ABLE 11 (55°). 

Time % Surv. A % Surv. B 

0' 100.- 100.-

2'30" 7 .7 (2 ') 16.2 1.021 0.897 

5' 1.3 5.6 O.g7i 0.575 

10' 0.11 2 . 1 0.690 0.386 

20' 0.03 0 . 29 0.127 

30' 0.09 0.102 

iO' 0.02 0.093 
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in a protein-free medium. ) The result are recorded in tab Ie 11 and 
in graph 4. 

So the remarkable fact presents itself that the bacteriophage that has 
been subcultured OJlce and has resisted for 50' a temperature of 55°, is 
more aHected by heating than in the normal circumstances, and that by 
repeated subcultures the norm al sensitivity returns. The shape of the curve 
log (a-x) is essentially unaltered, which proves that. also when the 
bacteriophage is not previously heated, i.e. not selected, the decrease of the 
reaction-constants is not due to a combination of bacteriophage-types of 
different resistance. The recurrence of the normal sensitivity is a very 
remarkable and essential point, for which only life can be held responsible. 

(a - x) log (a-x) 

t= Fig . i. 

In order to ascertain whether the decreases of the reaction-constants also 
reveal themselves with another method of disinfection we conducted first 
of all a disinfection experiment at room-temperature in the usual way, but 

with addition of so much N H 2S04 , that in the saltwater of the shaking-
10 

bottIe the PH was 3.83. 
Table 12 and graph 5 express the progress of the disinfection. 
This curve shows that down to the end there is an acceleration in the 

disinfecting process. 
It remains for us still to record an experiment on disinfection by radiation 

with ultraviolet rays. Undiluted Iysate was put in a quartz erlenmeyer 
f1ask, attached to a shaking-apparatus right over a quartz-lamp. The 
distance from the bottom of the vessel to the lamp (220 V. alternating 
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TABLE 12 (15°, PH = 3.83). 

Time Pl.p.pl. {. Tota1 in 103 % Surv. log. K 

0' 72 1.000 72 100.- 2.- -
5' 69 id. 69 95.9 1.98 0.009 

10' 64 id. 64 88.9 1.95 0.012 

20' 115 500 57.5 80.- 1.90 0.012 

10' 90 500 15.- 62.5 1.80 0.012 

60' 218 100 24.8 34.4 1.54 0.017 

80' 281 50 14.2 20.- 1.30 0.020 

120' 574 10 5.7 8.- 0.90 0.021 

162' 810 2 1.6 2.25 0.35 0.021 

(a-xl log (a-x) 

, -- r---~- - r - - - _ ___ _ r _,- _ .5__ 2 __ 

. - -+-- - -- I----- t-- - c---~ -JJ=+----+----+--t-----HH-----j-----j----+----+~ 
90 "1' ''''''''' i I 1- --:- r------ ......... -- - t- ---t----+--I------t--f---+-----+--+----I--_+__--11.S0 r . ,---1-- -,--- , c-------- -- - -+----+---+ - +-- 11------1--+---+---+--+----+------1 
60 _ _ 1_ · ---- - - - - - f------ - ~ __ , __ 

I 'i : ....., 

~!-- -I , ± '-.. ............. --1--
1 

71X..... -1--- 1- \;----t----i- --- ----r- ----- - -- '--"""':-i- --r---+---+----+----+----t__I--I--Ho-,JO 
I. \ - , ........ " ! '! k -j - - , I ----j- ---t-----t-----t-+----+___t__f------I------!------I 

6t}--L- f------- -- - - I-f------f--- I------ - - ' - 0 __ 

~-L---r~·-rt-4-4---+---+-----+--+-+----+-----I----If---+-----f- _t_+____+____+___+___t__t__f______I 
5<t. I \ 

~-- r---j -+--. 1\ ' I 
~r-- "------r- - -+-----t--\t---+--+--+--+---+----+---+--+---+---+--+--+---+---+--+--+-----+_____ _ I---I ,i I \ 

t-------;-,- ----i--f-----1r-- -t-t__t-HI------II------I--+-----+-----t-----t--+--+--+--+-+---+---t----t-----j 
J,J I I \ 

! ! I 

'°r-----H----t-----t-t---t---t-----t--+--+"---1"<d--+++++--+--+---+--+--+-+-----t---
I--,-t--+----t---+---+-H--+--+--++----Pi-~H-+-+--+-+---+----l--l------H 
~2~~~~~~~~-t,~_L-Lrh~-L_~~~~~~~~l-l-~ 

t= 

current) was 189 c.m. Prior to the radiation we allowed the lamp to burn 
15' to render the energy~radiation as constant as could beo 

The va lues are combined in tab Ie 13 and graph 6. 
We see. then. also here that initially the reaction-constants are rather 

constant and that subsequently there is a slight gradual rise. 
What are we really doing when we kill oH the bacteriophage by so-called 

disinfection ? Is the bacteriophage actually destroyed when no more plag es 
come forth when sown ? 
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TABLE 13. 

Time PI4 f. Totalin 1 ()6 % Surv. log + 1 K 

0' 307 107 3070 100.- 3.- -
i ' 277 ld. 2770 90.2 2.96 0.023 

8' 255 ld. 2550 83.- 2.92 0.023 

12' 213 id. 2130 69.1 2.81 0.029 

20' 178 id. 1780 58.- 2.76 0.016 

28' 150 id . 1500 19.- 2.69 0.025 

37' - - - - - -
i8' 186 l·107 620 20.- 2.30 0.031 

60' 121 id. 100 13.- 2.11 0.03S 

72' 51 id. 180 5.8 1.76 0.039 

81' 61 1()6 61 2.- 1.30 0.016 

96' 27 id. 27 0.88 0.91 0.018 

120' 5 id. 5 0.16 0.20 0.053 

(a-x) log (a-x) 

t= Fig. 6. 

HAUDUROY 1) concIudes from his experiments on the influence of 
temperature on the bacteriophage that this organism is inactivated at tempe~ 

I) Arch. Intern. de Pharmac. dyn. et de Ther. 28. 1. 
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ratures of 90°-60° according as it is more or less virulent in the time of 
5', whereas for all bacteriophages the mortal temperature is 102° during 5'. 
According to HAUDUROY this proves that besides the bacteriophage there 
must still be a substance secreted by the bacteria and transmitted to the 
liquid, which he believes to be answerable for the lysis. Now it is this 
very substance that is destroyed at a lower temperature, but the 
bacteriophage itself remains uninjured up to 102° for 5'. Here, then, we 
have to do with a complex. 

W AGEMAN S 1) looked more closely at this subject, and gave a fine 
criticism on HAUDUROY'S work. He arrives at the conclusion that the 
mortal temperature may differ largely for different bacteriophages but his 
results do not enable him to differentiate between inactivating
temperature and disinfecting-temperature. 

As for the bacteriophage of Bacillus Danicus the following simp Ie 
experiment shows its behaviour relative to the point under discussion. 

A quantity of Iysate was heated for 60 min. at 60°, af ter which the 
number of plages that rise to the surface on sowing 1 cc. of undiluted Iysate. 
is so small that we can only just distinguish one or see none at all alternately. 
Nine plates we re now inoculated in succession with 0.1 cc. and likewise 
9 flasks WIed with broth, made beforehand faintly turbid with bacteria. 
Next day the plates presented the following results. 

-4 plat es with 0 plag es 

3 1 pos. : neg. = 5 : 4. 

1 2 

1 3 

The flasks were all turbid. but af ter same days the bacteria appeared to 
have been dissolved in some flasks . 

-4 flasks clarjfjed 

5 turbid pos. : neg. = -4 : 5. 

Filtration revealed that in the turbid flasks the bacteriophage could na 
more be reactivated; the clarified flasks gave a normal bacteriophage. 

This, then, proves conclusively that in the experiments with Bacillus 
Danicus the bacteriophage disappears for good and all with the last plage. 

It is quite comprehensible that initially all the flasks were turbid. with 
same slight individual variations, if we reflect th at the four clarified flasks 
had been inoculated with one or same bacteriophages. whereas normally 
one drop of Iysate. i.e. about 100.000 bacteriophages had been inoculated. 
The luxuriantly growing bacteria predominate absolutely at the outset, but 
because th is bacteriophage can also dissolve older bacteria, a normal lysis 

1) Arch. Intern. de Pharmac. dyn. et de Ther. 28. 176. 
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follows. This will not oecur with a less virulent bacteriophage; the 
presence of the bacteriophage manjfests itself only after filtration. 

On the basis of this experiment we came to the same eonclusion as 
WAGEMANS. 

Already some years ago DE NECKER 1) studied the disinfection of the 
bacteriophage quantitatively: he heated equal amounts of lysate for 
half an hour at temperatures rising from 40°-70° by leaps of 2 degrees. His 
conclusion is that the disinfection starts at 48°. and is accomplished af ter 
half an hour at 70°. As he employed the titrometrical method his values are 
only roughly approximate. 

SCHUURMAN 2) tries to substantiate his hypothesis that some of the 
bacteriophages in a definite lysate are provided with an envelop of ions. 
by the fact that in an unfavourable environment the bacteriophages first 
die oH quickly and th en slowly. as stated by ApPELMANS 3). In doing so 
SCHUURMAN makes amistake. because exactly when all the bacteriophages 
are equivalent in a definite lysate. the disinfection proceeds logarithmically 
in the ideal case. i.e. first quickly. then slowly. Our observations go to 
show clearly that a division into two groups is out of the question. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Disinfection of the baeteriophage of Bacillus Danicus does not reveal an 
individual variation curve. This does not go against its being a living 
organism. sinee living organisms. such as spores. also die oH according 
to a logarithmic line. 

A logarithmic disinfection-eurve of this bacteriophage is fairly 
approximated with an acid or by radiation with ultraviolet light. but with 
an increase of the reaetion-constant up to the double value towards the 
close of the experiment (2 % still alive); a comparatively larger decrease is 
found with thermal disinfection. 

At 50° the reaction-constant is 0.0138. when only 0.04 % is still alive; 
at 60° it is 1.61 when 0.03 % is alive. We are tempted to roughly calculate 
from th is the temperature-quotient : 

QIO = O~O~~8 = 116.6. 

We are not in a position to compare the incipient velocities as at 60° they 
cannot be measured. a large percentage being killed oH in Ie ss than a minute. 
This calculation must therefore be looked upon as a rough estimate. So 
also th is point does not clarify our knowledge of the nature of the baeterio
phage ; we include some temperature-quotients for the destruction 
of living eells and enzymes and for the denaturation of protein. 

1) C. R. de la Soc. de Biol. 86. 736. 
2) De bacteriophaag. een ultramicrobe. diss. Leiden 1925, pag. 29. 
3) C. R. de la Soc. de Biol. 85. 1122. 
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Observer Object t. quotient 

Collander I) plantcells 26 118 

Chick-Martin 2) Denatured proteln 16 5M 

Lepeschkin 3) id. 58 -9510 

id. .) plantcells 6.2- 201 

Zllva 5) peroxydase 3000 

The dl'!crease of the reaction~velocity has also been observed by SENTER 
for the enzyme katalase 6) , and by E ULER-LAURIN for saccharase 7) . A 
logarithmic disinfection for enzymes was detected i. a . by SÖHNGEN and 
SMITH 8) for katalase (in the cell ; SENTER established it for katalase outside 
the cell) and TAMMAN for emulsin 9). 

After heating the bacteriophage during 50' at 55° it appears that a lysate, 
derived from one of the surviving bacteriophages, dies oH sooner than in 
normal cases. However, in the following generations a recovery reveals 
itself. This recovery can only be ascribed to lik 

For the bacteriophage of Bacillus Danicus a so called inactivating 
temperature does not exist. 

Now in view of the above results we are justified in stating that the 
shape of the disinfection~curve neither speaks for nor tells against its being 
a living organism, but that the gradual recurrence of a heated bacteriophage 
to its normal sensitivity lends support to D'HERELLE 's theory which we 
consider quite admissible. 

October 1925. 
Laboratory fOl" Microbiology, Wageningen 

(Holland) . 

') Comment. Biol. Fennicae I. 7-9. I. 
2) Journ. of Hygiene 10. 237. 
3) Kolloid. Zeitschr. 31. 312 . 
• ) Stud. PI. Phys. Lab. Charl. Univ. Prague I 5 
5) Biochem. Journ. 8. (1911). 
6) Zeitschr. Physik. Chem. 11. 257. 
7) Hoppe-Seyler 108. M . 
8) Tijdschr. voor Vergel. Geneesk . 10. 2-3. I. 
9) Zeitschr. Phys. Chemie 18. 126. 



Microbiology. - "Determinations of Permeability with Saccharomyces 
cerevisiac". I) 13y N. L. SÖHNGEN and K. T. WIERINGA. (Com
municated by Prof. G. GRIJNS.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 31. 1925). 

In determining, by the methods hitherto used, the amount of a substance 
that penetrates into the ceU, and the progress of diffusion, a difficulty arises 
hom the determination of the water-transport into and out of the cello This 
is why a method has been looked for that would enable us to measure the 
water-transport precisely, and at the same time also the imbibition water in 
the cell-wall. A simple solut'ion of th is pl'oblem may be attained by ad ding 
to the liquid a substance that does not penetrate into the celI. that does not 
raise the osmotic pressure of the liquid to a degree worth mentioning, that 
can easily be determined quantitatively and is not adsorbed by the cell. By 
such a method we should be ab Ie to determine quantitatively how much 
water goes into or out of the celI. and how much of the dissolved substance 
(salts, sugar etc.) penetrates into the cell, w hile from a series of determina
tions, made at different intervals, the progress of diffusion could be deduced. 
From these va lues we could form an estimate of the amount of water, 
imbibed by the cell-waU. 

We started our experiment by applying a large number of dyes, some 
of which were adsorbed, others were discoloured, so that a colorimetrical 
determination of the solution was impossible. Neither did experiments 
with soluble amylum yield practicabIe results, because amylum is adsorbed 
at the surface of the yeast-ceUs. Gelatin, however, appeared to satisfy 
the above-named conditions completely. 

That this method ad mits of accurate observations is shown by the 
following experiments with lactose, resp. sodium chlorid in a 0.5 % 
gelatin-solution. 

100 grms of yeast were suspended in 200 cc of increasing concentrations 
of a lactose solution in 0.5 % gelatin, and directly centrifuged oH. Of 
the lactose (according to SCHOORL) and of the gelatin (according to 
KJELDAHL) the concentration was estimated in the liquid before and after 
the treatment with yeast. From the decrease in concentration of the lactose 
and of the gelatin we computed the amount of wa~er that had to be added 
to 100 cc. of the original solution in order to obtain these decreases. (See 
tab Ie I : dilution in % water.) 

Similar determinations with NaCl are tabulated in table 2. 

1) Pressed-yeast of the Ned. Gist- en Spiritusfabriek. 

24 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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TABLE 1. 

m.g . lact. 1) per 10 .;:: Titer of the .;:: "ti = .9 Concentration ~ 
. - ... Ol .- ... 

e.c. 1 oio solution ~~ gelatin '" ~~ ..!2='êO 
Ol s:I Ol Ol s:I Ol s:I~"il Ol ~ 

I Lact. 
I 

... .2 ~ 
before I 

.2 ~ o '" 0> u u ;:: ::s 
Gel. before af ter 

Ol :; ~ af ter 
Ol :s~ :::I s:I s:I Cl -:;:0 Cl -:=0 _ .- 0 

Cl Cl i5 8 :o:: 

0.5 0 0 0 - - 23 .8 23.8 
I 

0 0 -

.. 1 99 91 8.0 8.8 23 .8 23 .8 0 0 8.8 

.. 2.5 98.75 90.25 8.5 1l'.8 23.4 23 .3 0.1 0.4 8.4 

.. 5 99 895 8.5 8.5 23 . 1 23 . 1 0 0 8.5 

.. 10 100 89 11 12.4 22 .1 21.4 0 .6 3 9 .4 

.. 15 100 87 .5 12.5 14.3 21 20 .2 0 .8 4 10.1 

.. 20 99.5 86 13 .5 15.7 20 . 1 19.2 0.9 4.7 11 

TABLE 2. 
-

..<:: Titer of the .;:: gj 
Concentration Ol ~ ... Ol .- ... 

e.c. Ag N03 per 10 '" ~~ gelatin '" ~~ g .5 g .5 Ol s:I Ol Ol s:: Ol 
~ Ol :;::8:::: êê 

I NaCI 
e.c. 1010 solution .2 ~ 

before I 
... .2 ~ u u :::1- :::1_ 

Gel. 
Ol ~ <> 

af ter 
Ol ~ <> ä~:§ ~ Cl ::1 --. Cl 

::1 ___ 

-:;::0 -:;:0 
Cl Cl Z 

0.5 0 0 0 - - 42.4 42.4 0 0 -

.. 0.1 18 16.9 1.1 6 42 41.9 0.1 0.2 5.8 

.. 0.2 18 16.9 1.1 6 42.4 42 .4 0 0 6 

.. 0 .4 17 .9 16.8 1.1 6.5 41.8 41.6 0.2 0 .4 6 . 1 

.. 0.6 17.7 16.4 1.3 7.8 41.5 41.2 0.3 0.7 7. 1 

.. 1 17.6 15.8 1.8 10.2 40.8 39 .1 1.7 4.4 5.8 

.. 1.5 17.7 15 .3 2.4 13.5 41.6 39.4 2.2 5.6 7.9 

.. 2 17 .7 15 2 .7 15 .3 41.7 38.6 3.1 8.0 7.3 

.. 3 17.6 14.6 3 17 .0 41.6 38 3.6 9.4 7.6 

.. 4 17.6 14.2 3.4 19.3 42.4 38 4.4 11.5 7.8 

.. 5 17.9 14 3.9 21.7 42.3 37.6 4.7 12.5 9.2 

From these figures and the graphical representation land II it appears, 
that with a concentration up to 5 % the lactose is diluted 8.7 % on an 
average. With concentrations of 10 % and upwards this amount increases 
considerably. The decreases of the concentration of the gelatin are smaller, 
but run quite parallel to those of the lactose. The wall of the yeast is 
impenetrable to the gelatin, while it ad mits lactose (imbibition water) . 

I) For the 1actose-determination according to SCHOORL the original solutions were 
diluted to 1 % luctose. 
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Moreover the last column induces us to suppose that with 10 % lactose 
and upwards. plasmolysis has set in. However. this was not noticeable 
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under the microscope. which is not surprising . since with the highest lactose
concentration only 5 % of the volume of the protoplasm retracts. That in 
NaCl solutions the water-transport from the cell occurs with much lower 
concentrations is of course due to a difference in osmotic power of the 
solution. It is quite possible to obtain by means of th is method areliabIe 
determination of isotonic coefficients. 

Even with the highest NaCI concentrations no plasmolysis was noticeable 
under the microscope. although as much as 6 % of the space inside the cell 
wall must have become available. considering that the dilution caused by 
the imbibition water amounts to about 6 % and the highest total dilution 
is 9.2 %. However. the shape of the cells visibly altered. 

It also appears from the figures that no adsorption has taken place. 
Now. in order to ascertain whether substances penetrate into the cell 

24* 
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and at what rate th is occurs. yeast sus pensions of a definite concentration 
of the solution we re exposed to roomtemperature. and at fixed intervals 

or 
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the concentration of the dissolved substance and that of the gelatin was 
determined af ter part of the sus pension had been deprived of the yeast-cells 
by centrifugalization. In this procedure it is expedient to treat yeast
sus pensions in water in the same way and to deduct the values found by 
way of contro!. This also holds for the preceding and the following 
determinations. 

Examples of determinations of this kind have been summarized in table 3 
with NaCI. and in table 4 with ureum. In these determination 500 grm of 
yeast were suspended in 1 L. of a 1 % NaCl-, resp. 1 % ureum-solution 
in 0.5 % gelatin. 

It now appears from table 3 that the rather considerable decrease of the 
concentration during the first 15 minutes, i.e. the time required for mixing 
up the yeast with the salt-gelatin solution. the titer of chlorin remains rather 
constant; af ter the first decrease the gelatin concentration remains 
unchanged. During the 48 hours' sojourn of the yeast in the 1 % NaCl 
solution no appreciabIe quantity of NaCl has diffused into the cello The 
dilution computed from the lessening of the Cl-titer, directly af ter the 
mixing, amounted to 13.4 % water. This percentage rose in the course 
of 48 hours to 15 %, while the dilution of the gelatin averaged to about 5 %' 
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TABLE 3. TABLE 4. 

Diffusion 1 % NaCI Diffusion ureum 

Time I Titer Cl I Titer gel. Time 
I 

Titer IDilution withlTiter' el.lDilUtiOn with 
ureum Oio water 9 Oio water 

0 16.2 23.9 0 27.7 24.7 

15 min. 14 .3 22 .9 15 min. 24.4 13 .5 24.35 1.4 

4 hrs. 14.25 22.5 3 hrs. 23 .9 15.9 24.75 -0 .2 

12 14.2 22.6 12 .. 21.7 26.8 24.65 0.2 

24 .. 14.2 22.9 24 .. 21.35 28.8 24.7 0 

48 .. 14.1 22.6 48 .. 19.95 38.8 24.7 0 

The latter amount is due to the water withdrawn from the cell. while 
8.4 % of the decrease of the Cl-titer is brought about by imbibition water 
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in the cell-wall. Apparently the gelatin is come to a stop before the wall 
substance of the celI. while NaCI penetrates as far as the protoplasm. 

Table 4 and the graphical representation 111 relate to the progress of 
diffusion of ureum. which was "Kjeldahled" in the gelatin-solution by 
precipitating the gelatin with Sodiumphosphotungstate. The ureum falls 
rapidly during the first 15 minutes (13.5 %); th is continu es regularly all 
the time of the experiment. Ultimately it rises to 38.8 %. The gelatin 
af ter a slight fall of 1.4 % at the beg inning returns to the original 
concentration (passing plasmolysis). 

This investigation. therefore. shows that ureum behaves quite differently 
from Sodium-chlorid and lactose - which. by the way. was also observed 
by other researchers - but it also proves that our method throws a clear 
light on quantity and the progress of diffusion. 

Summary. 

By the above method it is possible to determine quantitatively the 
penetration of compounds into the cel!. and at the same time the progress 
of diffusion. Per gram of yeast. which has a superficies of about 1 m2 • 

about 0.25 mg. of NaCl. and 3.2 mg. of ureum diffuses in 43 hours. With 
ureum the rate of diffusion amounts during the first 24 hours to 2.2 mg . 
• .md during the last 24 hours to 1 mg. per gram of yeast. 

At the same time the water-diffusion and the imbibition water in the 
cell-wall can be determined. With 1 % NaCI the amount of water with
drawn from the protoplasm was 8 % (tabIe 2). the imbibition water 12 %. 
The imbibition water varies ; it amounts in table 1 to about 17 % of the 
yeast and in table 2 to more than 12 %. 

Before long a detailed treatise will appear on this subject. 

October 1925. 

Prom the Laboratory [or 
Microbiology at the Agricultural University 

of Wageningen. 



Chemistry. - "Equilibria in systems. in which phases. separated by a 
semi~permeable membrane." XIV. - By F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

Deductian af same properties af isatanic curves in ternary systems. In 

which dimixtian inta twa liquids accurs. 

In order to deduce and to e1ucidate further the properties. discussed 
in the previous communicatian we cantemplate fig. I in which fl ql hl 
and f2 q2 h2 represent a part af the binadalcurve. The isotonic W~curve 
going through the two conjugated points is represented by the dotted 
curve ab ql cd q2 e. We are ab Ie to represent the composition. the 
thermodynamical potentiaI. etc. of an arbitrary phase Q. which contains 
the components W X and Y. not only with the aid of the quantities of 
those three components. but also with the aid of three arbitrary other 
phases (provided that they are not situated on a straight line); previously 
we have called those phases "composants" in distinction with the com~ 
ponents. of which this phase Q consists I). 

As many properties can be deduced more easily with the aid of com~ 
posants than of components. we now shall use those composants. 

We choose as composants I. the diffusing substance W. 2. an arbitrary 
liquid b. 3. an arbitrary phase F. As we have seen formerly (1. c.) we 
can represent the composition of an arbitrary liquid p by: 

m quantities of W + n quantities of F + (I-m-n) quantities of b (I) 

so that we call b as fundamental composant. Consequently we have in 
fig. I a system of coordinates with the point b as origin and the lines 
b Wand b F as axes. If we draw in the figure the lines p PI and p P2 
parallel to b Wand b F th en is (1. c.) 

m= PPI 
bW 

n - PP2 
-bF ' (2) 

If we take for m as unity of leng th bW and for n as unity of length 
bF th en we can put: 

m=PPI n =PP2 . (3) 

In order to represent the composition of a liquid with the aid of com~ 

I) For a contemplation more in detail of components and composants comp.: In-. mono
and plurivariant equilibria. Comm. XXIV and XXV. 
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ponents in the communications XXIV and XXV we have used always 
x and Y as~variables. but. if we used composants. always mand n. 

~ • f As. however. now we do not 
IJ ~ compare both methods with 
~l ' / one another and therefore no 

.. '.. confusion can occur. we shall 
Ol " " /, P. take for the composants also 

I ';i:.. ~ x and Y as variables. 
/" / ". ..... f:1, Consequently we represent 

g, ~ 1 \I jp \ the composition of an arbitrary 

I ;/ .e~ liquid P by: 

1) ,lt p, x quant. of W + Y quant. of 
{l r ~ F + (l-x-y) quant. of b. (4) 

so that in fig. I bW represents 
the X-axis and bF the Y-axis. 
Therefore we have in the figure : 

Fig. I. X=PPI y=PP2' 

If we put in (4) x = 0 and y = 0 th en P coincides with point b; for 
y = 0 P is situated anywhere on the line bW; for y = 0 and x = I P 
coincides with point W. If x + y = I then P is situated anywhere on 
the line WF. If we give a negative value to x or y or I - x - y. 
then P falls outside the composants-triangle b WF. 

We now take a liquid L with the composition as in (4) and a liquid 
LI with the composition: 

XI quant. of W + YI quant. of F + (l-XI-YI) quant. of b 

and we now consider the osmotic equilibrium: 

L \ LI . ' (5) 

in which the substance W only diffuses through the membrane. We 
assume that there are n quantities of Land nl quantities of LI' If lJn 
quantities of W (water) diffuse from L towards LI' th en x and Y change 
with: 

dx= nx-lJ~ _ x = _ (I-x) . lJn 
n-lJn n-3n 

d 
- ny _ y.lJn 

y - n-lJn - y - n - lJn 

while XI and YI change with: 

dXI =(I-xI) !5n 
nl + lJn 

d - _ YIlJn . 
YI - nl + lJn 

(6) 

(7) 
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The total thermodynamical potentialof the osmotic system (5) now 
changes with: 

(n-bn) (C + ààC dx + aal dY) + (n + (~n) (Cl + aacl 
dXI + aa cl 

d y l )-
x Y XI YI • (8) 

-nC - nl Cl 
in which C and Cl represent the thermodynamical potentials of the liquids 
Land LI' With the aid of (6) and (7). (8) passes into: 

Cl +(1-xI) - -YI - -C-(I-x)-'--+y - (~n [ 
àCI aCI at aCJ 
aXI àYI ax ay (9) 

As the thermodynamical potentialof a system in equilibrium is not 
allowed to change. (9) must be zero for infinitely small positive and 
negative values of an. Consequently the osmotic system (5) is in equili~ 
brium if: 

t + (I-x) ac _ y at = [c + (I-x) ac _ y àC ·, ' 
ax ày àx àY _ I 

. . (10) 

The a. W. A. (osmotic water attraction) of an arbitrary liquid is 
defined therefore by: 

at àt 
rp = t + (I-x) --" - y --' . ax ày 

(11) 

Previously (Comm. 11) we have found. using components for the 
a.W.A. 

àt ac cp =C-x -- -y - ; ax ay 
the ongm of the system of coordinates was situated then in point W 
and now in the point b. 

We now replace the liquid LI of equilibrium (5) by the liquid b of 
fig. 1; we then have the osmotic equilibrium: 

L : Lb (fig . 1) · (12) 

As XI and YI for liquid b are zero. it follows from (10) that the liquid L 
is defined by: 

C + (1-x) - - y - = C + - . àC ac [ aCJ 
àx ày àx b 

which represents the equation of the isotonic curve 
point b. From (13) follows : 

[(I-x) r-ys] dx + [(I - x) s- yt] dy = 0 

in which: 
a2t s = -_· axay 

· (13) 

going through 

· (14) 
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If we take the liquid L of equilibrium (12) in the vicinity of the 
point b (fig. 1) th en x and y approach zero. r s and trest fini te. if b 
represents a ternary liquid. (14) now passes into: 

rdx+sdy=O 
r 

s 
(15) 

by which the direction of the iso tonic curve in point b is defined. Of 
course this relation is valid for every arbitrary point of an isotonic 
curve. f. i. for the points a. q. c. d. q2' e etc. but not for its terminating~ 
points on the sides of the components~triangle. 

As is known from the theory of the ternary liquids. outside the reg ion 
of dimixtion is: 

rt-s2 > 0 (16) 

This is also the case on the binodalcurve itself. Within the reg ion of 
dimixtion however a curve (not drawn in the figure) proceeds. on which : 

rt-s2 =O . (17) 

This is the spinodalcurve. which is situated within the binodalcurve. 
but touches this in the critical points. Within this spinodalcurve is: 

rt- S2 < 0 

and also may be r < 0 and t <' o. Is one of the magnitudes r or t negative. 
th en r t_s2 is negative also; of course the reverse is not the case. 

If k and I in fig. 1 represent the points of intersection of the spinodal~ 
curve with the line ql q2' th en r t_s2 is zero in those points. therefore; 
between ql and k and q2 and I it is positive and between k and I negative. 

The direction of the isotonic curve is defined by (15) in the point b; 
as b is situated outside the reg ion of dimixtion. r is > o. but the sign of s 
is indefinite. If s is negative. then it follows from (15) that the isotonic 
curve is situated in the vicinity of the point b within the angle W b F 
(and its opposite angle bI b b2); if s is positive. then the curve is situated 
within the angles bI b Wand b2 b F. If s = 0 then the curve touches in 
point b the Y~axis viz. the Hne b F. As r is never zero in the point b. 
the curve can. therefore. never touch the X~axis viz. the line b W in b. 

Above we have seen already that (15) is true for every arbitrary point 
of an isotonic curve; as in every point outside the reg ion of dimixtion 
ris> O. none of the Hnes Wa. Wq\. Wq2 and We can touch this curve. 
therefore. Hence follows the property. already discussed before: 

the part of an isotonic W~curve. situated outside a region of dimixtion 
has such a form that every straight Hne. going through point W. inter~ 
sects this curve in one point only and never touches it. 

We now consider the part q\ cd q2 of the iso tonic curve. situated 
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within the region of dimixtion and we assume that r is zero in the points 
c and d and is negative. therefore. between c and d. It now follows 
from (15) that the isotonic curve touches the lines Wc and W din c and d. 
If we imagine within the angle c W d a straight line going through point 
W. th en this intersects the isotonic curve in th ree points. Consequently 
we find: 

the part of an isotonic W~curve. situated within a region of dimixtion 
can have such a form that we are able to draw from point W straight 
lines which touch this branch or intersect it in three points. 

If r is positive in all points of the part of the isotonic curve. situated 
between ql and q2. th en for this part the same is true as for the part. 
which is situated outside the region of dimixtion. This is the case f. i. 
with the curves 4 and 6 of fig 1. (Comm. XIII). 

In order to examine the binodal~curve in the vicinity of the points 
ql and q2 we take as composants ql q2 and W. we represent the com~ 
position of two arbitrary liquids LI and L2 by: 

XI quant. of W + YI quant. of q2 + (l-xI-YI) quant. of ql 
X2 quant. of W + Y2 quant. of q2 + (1-X2-Y2) quant. of ql. 

Consequently we take a system of coordinates with point ql as origin 
ql W as X-axis and ql q2 as Y~axis. If LI and L 2 are two conjugated 
liquids. th en the equilibrium LI + L2 is defined by the three equations: 

( C_X
OC 

_ Y OC)=(C_X
OC 

_ Y OC) ! ox oY I ox oY 2 

(~:} (~:)2 (~~} (~~)2 
(18) 

We find those equations by expressing that the total thermodynamical 
potentialof the equilibrium LI + L 2 does not change. if small quantities 
of each of the three components ql q2 and W pass from the one liquid 
into the other. It follows from (18): 

(xr+ YS)I dXI + (xs+ Y t)1 dYI = (xr+ Y sh dX2 +(xs+ Y th dY2 (19) 

rl dXI + SI dYI = r2 dX2 + S2 dY2 

SI dXI + tI dYI = S2 dX2 + t2 dY2 

We now let coincide the liquids LI and L2 with the 
therefore we have to put: 

(20) 

(21) 

points ql and q2; 

XI=O YI=O Y2 = 1 . (22) 

IE we substitute those values in equations (19) and if we neglect the 
terms of higher order than the first. we find: 

o = S2 dX2 + t2 dY2 (23) 
The binodal-curve in the vicinity of the points ql and q2 is defined. 

therefore. by (20). (21) and (23). Instead of (21) we now may write also: 

(24) 
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If we substitute in (20) the va lues of dYI and dY2 which follow from 
(24) and (23) th en we find : 

2 2 
rltl-sld _r2 t2- s2 dx --- XI- 2 

tI t2 
(25) 

Hence is apparent that dXI and dX2 have always the same sign. This 
means : if a liquid is situated on ql hl (ql fl) then the conjugated liquid 
is situated on q2 h2 (q2 {;). 

Equation (24) defines the direction of the binodal curve in the point ql ; 
we have viz.: 

(26) 

The direction of the isotonic curve is defined in every point by (15). 
in the point ql therefore. we have to give to rand S in (15) the va lues 
rl and SI ' We th en have : 

(27) 

the first of which defines the direction of the isotonic curve. the second 
defines the direction of the binodal curve in the point ql' As rl and tI 
are positive. rl : SI and SI; tI have always the same sign. therefore. 
If SI = 0 th en follows: 

dy =00 

dx 

It now follows from (29) and (28) : 

(28) 

the binodal curve and an isotonic curve are situated in the vicinity of 
their point of intersection either both within the conjugation-angle or 
both within the supplement-angle. If the binodal curve touches the one 
leg of the angle. th en the isotonic curve touches the other leg. 

The O . W. A . of an arbitrary liquid L is defined by (11). For a 
Iiquid in the vicinity of L is true. therefore: 

d ep = [(1 - x) r - y s] dx + [(1 - x) S - Y t] dy (29) 

If we take the liquid L in the point ql (fig. 1) and if we take again 
the same components as above. consequently ql as origin of the system 
of coordinates. th en x and y become zero. (29) then passes into: 

d ep = rl dx + SI dy . (30) 

If we proceed from ql along the binodal curve towards a point in the 
immediate vicinity. th en the relation (24) is true for dx and dy. Hence 
follows for (30): 

(31) 
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in which the coefficient of dx is positive. We now proceed from ql in 
the direction towards hl or. as we have expressed it in the previous 
communication : we proceed starting from the point ql along the binodal 
curve away from point W. As then dx is negative. dep. therefore. is also 
negative and consequently the O . W. A. increases. Therefore we find: 

the O . W. A. of the liquids of a binodal curve increases in that direction 
in which we move away from the point W. 

We have already applied this property in order to define the direction 
in which the O. W . A . of the liquids increases along the binodal curve 
of the figs. 1-3 (previous Communication). 

In the previous Communication we have discussed already. that the 
isotonic curve. which goes through mI (figs 2 and 3 Comm. XIII). 
touches the binodal curve in this point mI. A second branch of the 
isotonic curve. which is situated. however. totally within the region of 
dimixtion. also touches the binodal curve in the point m2. 

In order to examine the isotonic curve and the binodal curve in the 
vicinity of those points. we take as composants: W mI and an arbitrary 
phase F. Consequently we take a system of coordinates with mI as origin. 
mI W as X-axis and mI F as Y-axis. 

For the isotonic curve. going through point mI ' equation (15) is true. 
in which we have to give to C and S the values. which they have in mI. 

If we take those Cl and SI' then curve 2 (fig . 2 XIII) and curve 5 (fig. 
3 XIII) in the vicinity of mI are defined by: 

dy_ Cl 

dx SI 
(32) 

For an equilibrium LI + L 2 the equations (18) are true and the equations 
(19)-(21) which follow from this. We now imagine the liquids LI and 
L2 in the points mI and m2. so that: 

XI =0 YI =0 Y2=0. (33) 

Limiting ourselves to terms of the first order. then (19)-(21) pass into: 

o = X2 (C2 dX2 + S2 dY2) 

Cl dXI + SI dYI = C2 dX2 + S2 dY2 

SI dXI + tI dYI = S2 dX2 + t2 dY2. 

Hence follows: 

(34) 

by which the direction of the binodal curve in mI is defined. It is apparent 
Erom (32) and (34) that the isotonic curve and the binodal curve touch 
one another in mI. 

If we take as composant m2 instead of mI. then we have to exchange 
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the indices 1 and 2 in the deduction above. hence follows that the isotonic 
curve and the binodal curve touch one another also in the point m2 

(6gs. 2 and 3 XIII). 

The change of the O. W.A. of a liquid L is de6ned by (29); therefore 
is true for the liquid mI (6g. 2 and 3 XIII): 

dg; = [(1 - XI) rl - YI sd dXI + [(1 - XI) SI - YI td dYI . (35) 

As however XI = 0 and YI = O. (35) passes into: 

dg; ='1 dXI + SI dYI' (36) 

We now choose the new liquid on the binodal curve so that dXI and 
dYI satisfy (34); th en follows: 

(37) 

Hence follows the property. already formerly discussed: 
the O. W. A. of the liquids of a binodal curve is maximum or minimum 

in the points. which are situated on the conjugation~line going through 
W (6gs. 2 and 3 XIII). 

We have assumed in the deductions above that the points mI and m2 

represent ternary liquids. so that mI m2 is a ternary conjugation~line. 
If. however. mI and m2 are binary liquids. then the deductions are 

valuable no more. If we imagine the line W mI m2 (6gs. 2 and 3 XIII) 
coinciding with one of the sides of the components~triangle. then tI and t2 

are in6nitely large. but YI tI and Y2 t2 rest 6nite for YI = 0 and Y2 = O. 
It now follows from (19) - (21): 

YI tI dYI = X2 (r2 dX2 + S2 dY2)! 
rl dXI + SI dYI = r2 dX2 + S2 dY2 

tI dYI = t2 dY2 
. (38) 

while (14) which de6nes the direction of the iso tonic curve. passes into: 

rl dx + (SI - YI td dy = 0 . (39) 

From (38) follows for the binodal curve 

rldXI+(SI-Y~:I)dYI=O (40) 

It is apparent from (39) and (40) that the isotonic curve and the binodal 
curve do not touch one another now, a property to which we have 
pointed in the previous communication. 

Above we have seen that the O. W. A. of the liquids of the binodal 
curve in the points mI and m2 (6gs. 2 en 3 XIII) is a maximum or 
minimum; we now shall consider this case more in detail. 

We have represented the compositions of the liquids with the aid of 
the composants Wml and F. in which F is an arbitrary phase. We 
now choose F in such a way that SI becomes = O. (Later on it will 
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appear that F is situated then anywhere on the tangent going through 
point mi)' If we involve in (19) ~ (21) also terms of higher order and 
if we put: 

th en we get: 

~ rl dx~ + ~ ti dy~ = X2 (r2 dX2 + S2 dY2) + A 2 

rl dXI + ~ ~~II dyî = r2 dX2 + S2 dY2 + B2 . 

ti dYI + Cl = S2 dX2 + t2 dY2 + C2 • • 

(il) 

(i2) 

(i3) 

(44) 

In the first part of (i3) the terms with dXI dYI and dxî. which are 
infinitely small with respect to dXI' are omitted. A. Band C contain the 
terms of the second order. We can satisfy those equations by taking 
dYI dX2 and dY2 of the same order and dXI of the order dyî. while 
r2 dX2 + S2 dY2 is also of the order dyî. Consequently we may write for 
{i2)-(ii) : 

~ ti dyî = X2 (r2 dX2 + S2 dY2) + A 2 . 

1 OSI 2 B 
rl dXI + 2 àYI dYI = r2 dX2 + S2 dY2 + 2 

ti dYI = S2 dX2 + t2 dY2 . 
Herein is: 

(iS) 

(i6) 

(i7) 

1 ( à r) ( ar) 1 ( àS) A 2 = 2 r + x àx 2 dx~ + S + x ày 2 dX2 dY2 + 2 t + x ày dy~ (i8) 

B - 1 àr2 d 2 àr2 d d 1 OS2 2 
2 - -2 ~ x 2 + ~ X2 Y2 + -2 ~ dY2 

UX2 UY2 UY2 

It follows from (iS) and (i6): 

· (i9) 

rl dXI +l (à SI -~) dyî = _l (1 r dX2 + S dxdy + t dy2). (50) 
2 ~I ~ ~ 2 2 

It follows from (i6) and (i7): 

· (51) 
in which: 

D= r2 t2 - s~. 

The terms of higher order are neglected in (51); if we substitute the 
values of dX2 and dY2 from (51) in the second part of (50), then we find: 

d +l (àSI_~+ tî r2 )d 2_ 0 
rl XI 2 À D yl - • 

UYI X2 X2 
· (52) 

by which the binodal curve is defined in the vicinity of the point 
In a similar way we find from (1 i) for the isotonic curve: 

1 (àS I ) 2_ 
rl dX+ 2 àYI - ti dy -0 .. . . (53) 
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and for the change of the O. W. A. from (35): 

dep=c, dx, +~ (~;:-t,)dY~ (54) 

We now choose dx, and dy, in such a way that the new liquid is 
situated on the binodal curve; consequently dx, and dYI must satisfy 
(52); then we may replace (54) by: 

(55) 

Instead of by (37) dep is defined. therefore. by a magnitude of the 
second order. With the aid of (51) we are able to give still another 
form to (55). viz.: 

1 ( dY2) ti d 2 dep= - l-X2- - -. YI. 
2 dYI X2 

(56) 

It follows from (52) and (53) that the binodal curve and the isotonic 
curve are parabolic in the vicinity of mI and touch both the Y~axis in 
m I ' In order to define the position of those curves with respect to one 
another. we imagine in the figures to be drawn a line m; W;. parallel 
to and in the vicinity of m, W. For the point of intersection of m; W; 
with those curves then is valid dy = dYI' It follows then from (52) 
and (53) : 

If we put: 

~Sl_tl =_ QI 
UYI 

th en we may write (57) with the aid of (55) : 

(57) 

(58) 

dep dx 
dXI -dx=2d~'-Q (59) 

YI 1 

If we consider the value of QI from (58). th en follows from (53) that 
dx and QI have the same sign. so that dx: QI is always positive; the 
sign of (59) is the same. therefore. as that of dep. 

In order to apply the above equations. we shall distinguish different 
cases: 

A. Binodal curve and isotonic curve in mi; fig. 2 XIII. 
The origin of the system of coordinates is situated. therefore. in point 

mi of the figure. If we imagine the conjugation~line al a2 in the vicinity 
of mI m2. th en we find: 

al mi> a2 m2 
Wml Wm2 

. (60) 

As al mi = dYI' a2m2 = dY2' Wml = 1 and Wm2 = I-x2 in 
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which x is negative. therefore. we may write for (60). if we take positive 
dgl and dg2• also 

or: 
dg2 l- x2-->0 
dgl 

If we take dgl and dg2 both negative. then we find also (62). 
As X2 is negative. it follows from (56): 

(61) 

(62) 

dg; < 0 . (63) 

Consequently g; is a maximum in mI ; the O. W . A . is a minimum in 
mI. therefore. This is in accordance with the direction of the arrows 
on the binodal curve (fig. 2 XIII). It now follows from (59) in connec~ 
tion with (63): 

(64) 

This means : if we proceed along the line m; W; (see above) in the 
direction towards the point W . then we meet firstly the binodal curve 
and afterwards the isotonic curve; we see th at this is in accordance 
with the figure. 

B. Binodal curve and isotonic curve in mI; fig. 3 XIII. 
The origin of the system of coordinates is situated. therefore. in point 

mI of the figure; X2 is positive now. In the same way as in A we find 
again (62) ; as. however, X2 is positive, it now follows : 

(65) 

In accordance with the direction of the arrows in the figure. it follows, 
therefore. that the O . W. A . in mI is a maximum. In connection with 
(65) it follows from (59) : 

(66) 

This is in accordance with the position of the binodal curve and the 
isotonic curve in the vicinity of point mI ' 

In order to conslder the curves in the vicinity of the point m2' we 
may use also the equations (52)-(59); then. however, we have to replace 
the index 1 by 2 and X2 by XI' We call those new equations (52a)-(59"); 
with the aid of (60) we find instead of (62): 

(67) 

We now distinguish two cases. 
C. Binodal curve and isotonic curve in m2; fig. 2 XIII. 
The origin of the system of coordinates is situated now in the point 

m2 of the figure ; XI is positive but smaller than 1. With the aid of (67) 
25 
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we find from (56a) that d q; < O. which is in accordance with (63). as is 
necessary. 

Instead of (64) we find from (59-): 

. (68) 

This is in accordance with the position of the two curves in the 
vicinity of point m2 ; the branch of the iso tonic curve which touches 
the ·15inodal curve in m2 is situated viz. within the region of dimixtion. 

D. Binodal curve and isotonic curve in m2; fig . 3 XIII. 
The origin of the system of coordinates is situated now in the point 

m2 of the figure; XI is negative. With the aid of (67) we now find 
from (568

) that d q; > O. This is in accordance with (65). Instead of (66) 
now is: 

(69) 

This is also in accordance with the figure; the branch of the isotonic 
curve. which touches the bino:ial curve in m2. is situated viz. within 
he region of dimixtion. 

(Ta be continued). 



Bioc:hemiatry. - "The Spreading of Oxy-hemoglobin." By E. GORTER 
and F. GRENDEL. (Communicated by Prof. P. EHRENFEST.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19. 1925.) 

With the LANGMUIR 1 )-ADAM 2) apparatus we have examined the 
spreading of oxy-hemoglobin solutions. in the same way as these 
investigators have studied the spreading of simpIer substances as fatty acids. 

The oxy-hemoglobin was prepared according to HEIDELBERGER 3). We 
started from horse's blood supplied by the abattoir. which was centrifuged. 
The red blood ce lIs were then washed with chilled 0.85 percent sodium 
chloride solution. The blood corpuscles are then rinsed into a flask with a 
lew cubic centimeters of water. To th is toluene was added in amount equal 
to 1/7 of the volume of the blood corpuscles used. cooled down to 0° c.. 
and a mixture of 4 parts of carbon dioxide and 1 part of oxygen was 
introduced till a paste was obtained. This was continued for a few minutes 
w~th vigorous stirring. the flask was stoppered. and allowed to stand for 
24-48 hours in the ice box. Then the oxy-hemoglobin has been crystallized 
out for the greater part. By centrifuging at low temperatures the crystals 
are separated from the thick paste. The crystal mass is drained in the ice box 
on achilled porous plate. in which care is taken that desiccation at the sur
face is prevented by constantly renewing the surface layer. Ouring this process 
a slow stream of carbon dioxide is directed over the surface of the plate. 
Af ter this the oxy-hemoglobin is scraped into achilled mortar. and ground 
to a smooth paste with sufficient ice-cold water to bring the final volume 
up to 3 to 3.5 times the weight in grams of the oxy-hemoglobin present in the 
original blood. Then this liquid is titrated with normal sodium carbonate 
solution to minimum turbidity. the whole ma ss again centrifuged in chilled 
tubes. and a stream of the carbon dioxide oxygen mixture passed into the 
chilled oxy-hemoglobin solution. until crystallisation begins. Af ter having 
been kept in the ice-box for 24 to 48 hours. the oxy-hemoglobin is again 
crystallised out for the greater part. and a renewed re-crystallisation can 
take place in the same way as described above. The oxy-hemoglobin used 
by us was 5 X recrystallised in this way. and was used in a 12.5 % solution. 

Experiments with fatty acids dissolved in alcohol or acetone had shown 
that almost equally good results could be obtained in the case of liquid fatty 
acids as with ether solutions. if only care is taken to bring the alcohol or 
acetone solution very carefully at the surface of the water in a small 
quantity. The result was. however. worse in the case of solid fatty acids : 
too small values were of ten obtained. Also the results obtained with 

1) LANGMUJR. 1.. J. Am. Chem. Soc .. 1917. XXXIX. 1848. 
1) ADAM. N . K .. Proc. Roy. Soc. London. Series A. 1921. XCIX. 336; 1922. Cl. 452. 516. 
3) HEIDELBERGER. J. Biol. Chem .• 1922. LIII 31. 

25* 
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emulsions of fatty acid in water, were much too low. Very remarkably 
the spreading from alcohol was of ten Yl, from an emulsion of ten 1/3 of 
the spreading from ether. 

Wh en we now transferred the oxy~hemoglobin solution very carefully 
in a very small quantity on the water surface, we obtained at first very 
divergent results. We soon found that time had an important influence 
on the size of the surface occupied by the protein. This very clearly appears 
from the following curves (fig. 1 and 2). 

When the protein is allowed to spread on water of a ph 7, a considerable 
time elapses before the spreading has reached its final value. Finally a 
constant value is found 1), from which assuming a molecular weight of 
16000, it can be calculated that the surface occupied by 1 molecule of 
oxy~hemoglobin amounts to : 

1400-1600 X 10-16 cm2 • 
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It now appeared that the time required for the spreading became very 
much smaller, when it was examined on a buffer mixture which reacted 
fairly acid. Thus the spreading was already almost immediately completed 
on a solution of 6.8 % acid potassium phthalate (ph 4) , the experiment 
immediately giving the final result, when the ph of this buffer was reduced 
to 3 by the addition of H Cl. (See curve 3.) 

I) Where not stated otherwise, the size was determined at a pressure of 2.2 dynes 
per cm. (50 mgr.). 
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That not the ph of the Iiquid alone determined this velocity. appeared 
wh en we examined the spreading on hydrochloric acid solutions of different 
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strengths. Only on a l/to N. HCI-solution was the final value immediately 
reached. while even on a lj, OOO N . HCI-solution with a time of observation 
of Y2 hour hardly any increase of the initial spreading appeared to take 
place. (See fig. 3.) Probab)y the ph in the surface is the decisive factor. 
and this is much nearer the neutral point in the hydrochloric acid solution 
without buffer. because the protein and the carbonate in the hemoglobin 
solution bind hydrochloric acid. 

This phenomenon could not be followed towards the alcaline side. because 
the blank values become too great there. Then the water is too sensitive to 
capillary active contaminations. On a phosphate mixture of a ph 8 the 
spreading was slow. (Curve 2). 

Af ter we had observed this gradual spreading and had interpretated it 
as the disintegration of an associated layer of molecules. an article by 
CARY and RIDEAL I ) came under our notice. in which the same phenomenon 
is described in fatty acids. IE these are placed as such on a spot of the 
water surface. the spreading takes place according to a line similar to that 
observed by us for proteins. 

Moreover the rapidity of the spreading of hemoglobin appeared to be 
dependent on the temperature. Thus on neutra) water the rapidity of the 

I) CARY und RIDBAL. Proc. Roy. Soc. London. Series A. October 1925. 
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spreading was increased by a rise of temperature. 50 th at at 45° C. the 
final spreading is already reached af ter a few minutes. 
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But not only the rapidity of the spreading appeared to vary. also the 
surface occupied by the final spreading by the hemoglobin was not always 
of the same size. On this. too. ph and temperature had a very marked 
influence. The greatest values were obtained on buffer mixtures with a 
ph < 3 when the experiment was made at a temperature of 15° c.. the 
maximum spreading being already reached on buffer mixtures with greater 
ph at higher temperature. If for this maximum spreading die surface per 
molecule is calculated (assuming again 16000 for the mol. weight). 
3200 X 10-16 c.m2 • is found. Very remarkably this is double the value 
found in the neighbourhood of the neutral point (ph 5.5-8). The non~ 
buffered hydrochloric acid solutions exhibited the same phenomenon also 
\n their influence on the extent of the final spreading: on a 1/10 N. 
hydrochloric acid solution maximum spreading (3200 X 10-16 c.m2.). on 
a 1/100 N. hydrochloric acid solution half the maximum spreading. 
and on a 1/l00G N. hydrochloric acid solution of ten scarcely more than 
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100 X 10-16 c.m2 • These results, toa, were a function of temperature. 
The above data are valid for a temperature of 15° c.; higher temperature 
promotes the maximum spreading. The influence of the ph appears from 
the following curve. 
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It is interesting to note that at the iso-electric point of the oxy-hemoglobin 
a greater value is constantly found on buffer mixtures than on mixtures 
with somewhat greater or smaller ph. 

It is also noteworthy that the maximum final spreading, as it is reached 
on acid liquids, becomes little , if at all. greater by a rise of the temperature. 

When the influence of the preSSllre on the protein film at the surface is 
studied, it appears to be greatly dependent bath on temperature and on 
the ph of the water. 

At labo ra tory temperature and on buffer mixtures of a ph between 5.8 
and 7 the pressure surface curve is the same (Cf. curves 5, 6, and 7). 

From a pressure from 4 tot 5 dynes per e.m. the line runs straight with 
the same slope. In comparison with the line of fatty acids (examined on 
acid) this slope is much less steep ; i.e. the protein film has greater 
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compressibility. The force required to break the film lies at about 20-22 
dynes. The absolute measure of the molecule being about the same in all 
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Fig. 5. 

these experiments. it follows from the parallelism of the lines that also the 
force required to reduce the film to half its size has the same value (36 
dynes per cm.); hence the constant of compressibility has also the 
same value. 

At laboratory temperature and a ph under 3 we find an entirely different 
course of the pressure~surface curve. The point where the line beg ins to 
run straight. lies at higher pressure (6.6-8.8 dynes). and the slope of the 
straight portion of the line is greater. even if a correction is applied for 
the double size of the molecule by the choice of another scale. This may 
be th us expressed in a figure. that with greater hydrogen ion concentration 
the film can be diminished to half its si ze more easily. i.e. by a smaller force. 
(Here 24 dynes per cm. ). The constant of compressibility becomes therefore 
greater with increasing ph. 

Here too the same thing holds mutatis mutandis for HCI~solutions as 
was al ready stated for the rapidity and ex tent of the spreading. (Curve 8). 

Here the same influence of the increase of the temperature may again 
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be observed. (Curves 9 and 10). While e.g. with a ph 5.8 and at a 
temperature of 150 C. 36 dynes are required for the reduction to half its 
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Fig. 6 . 

size (in the straight part of the line). 24 dynes are sufficient to obtain this 
result at 450 C. 

This result might have been expected. because also on' the size of the 
spread film rise of temperature and increase of hydrogen ion concentration 
had the same influence. 

By a suitable choice of a ph and temperature the two forms of compress
ibility may sometimes be seen to pass into each other in the same experiment 
(Cf. curve 11). 

The influences of pressure and temperature on the extent of the spreading 
are reversible, unless the film has been broken. 

The first part of the line up to the point where it beg ins to run straight. 
has not yet been discussed. Already MARCELIN 1) has pointed out that in 
fatty acids the corresponding line follows the law of BOYLE. Under small 
pressure the molecules at the surface behave as in a diluted solution or a gas. 
Also our measurements on proteins are in harmony with this view. 

I) MARCELIN. Société de chimie physique. Décembre 1924. 
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When we now would try to give an explanation of the phenomena ob~ 
served. we must first of all remember the structure of the proteins. in which 
amino acids are mutually bound. and CO-NH~groups are formed. These 
are polar with regard to water. It can be easily calculated I) that of the 
lat ter and of free NH2~groups there are :;!:: 180 per molecule present in 
oxy~hemoglobin . From this it may be calculated that starting from the 
greatest number found by us for the spreading. every CO-NH group 

. 3200 
occuples a space of about 180 = ± 18 X 10-16 cm2. on the surface. Wh en 

the extent of the spreading of a substance as a fatty acid or an amine is 
compared with this. which spreads 20 X 10-16 cm2. due to the 

12-15° 

Surface per molecule in 10-16 cm2• 

Fig . 9. 

Dynes per cm. 
20 

16 

10 

5 

presence of a COOH or NH2~group. the agreement is very good. 
The CO-NH~group can. accordingly. occupy no more than 20 A. U. in 
a spreading sub stance. There is. therefore. some reason to assume that the 
maximum velocity of spreading on the acid or heated water~surface of the 
oxy~hemog lobin is the real mono~molecular spreading (film a) . depending 
on the circumstance that about all the CO-NH~groups have been drawn 
to the water~surface. 

The values being half 50 great on neutral water (film b) it must be 

I) From the values for the separate amine acid groups. as given by PLIMMER. Chemica I 
constItution of the proteins. Part I Analysis. 1917. 132. 
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assumed that only half of the polar groups participate in the spreading. 
or that in th is case always two molecules He associated. the layer being 
bi-molecular under these circumstances. 

The latter supposition seems more probable. because acid and rise of 
temperature both as a rule counteract association. and because from the low 
va lues found for the initial spreading astrong association of the oxy
hemoglobin may be inferred. 

Besides in this connection we wish once more to point out that the 
maximum spreading (to -+- 3200 A. U. per molecule) obtained on a buffer 
Hquid of ph 3. can no more be increased by heating than inversely the 
maximum spreading obtained by heating. by acidification. 

On the other hand the bi-molecular spreading (-+- 1600 A. U.) can be 
doubled both by heating and by acidification of the water. 

Assuming that the spreading to 3200 A. U. per molecule is the mono
molecular spreading. we find that the thickness of the layer must be 
-+- 6 A.U. For the molecular volume is 20000. when the Sp. Gr. IS assumed 
to be 1.275. Though the smallest spreading (film c) can never be measured 
accurately. we wish yet to state that it repeatedly amounted to about 1/50 of 
the maximum spreading. and that the size of the hematine. which very easily 
spreads from ether. is of the same order of magnitude. viz. -+-
70 X 10-16 cm2. Per ha ps this gives some insight into the association of 
the molecules in the oxy-hemoglobin solution used. 

Also in a somewhat different way the va lues found for the spreading of 
the protein might be accounted for: viz. by assuming that the protein 
molecule is a rectangular prism of the following dimensions 6. 12 and 
280 A.U .• in which polar groups are present in all th ree planes. The 
smallest plane 6 X 12 = 72 A.U2. is then the initial spreading and the 
size of the hematine molecule; the largest plane 12 X 280 A. U2. explains 
the final spreading. the bi-molecular spreading being 6 X 280 A.U2. On 
the other assumption it must also be assumed that the thickness of the 
molecule is 6 A. U .. but then the shape of small flat blocks with a surface 
of 3200 A.U2. may be assigned to the molecule. IE th is plane is a square. 
56.5 A.U. is found for leng th and breadth (fig. 12). When groups of 48 
molecules associated are considered. this difference disappears. as appears 
clearly from figure 12. 

Summary: 
On a water-surface there exist three forms a. band c of a hemoglobin 

film. which differ from each other in many respects. One film (a) is the 
maximum spreading ( -+- 3200 A. U. per molecule). is more easily 
compressible. and is formed either by increase of the hydrogen ion con
centration or by rise of temperature. The ot her film (b) has half the 
extension and is found at a hydrogen ion concentration between 5.5 and 8 
and at lower temperature. There occurs a third film (a). which is very 
unstable. of ten undergoes little change only on a hydrochloric acid solution 
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of 1/1000 normaI. and exists a very short time at the beginning of the 
experiment also on neutral liquids. 
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Fig. 12. 

Application. 
The supposition that the hemoglobin molecules are long needIes. at the 

extremity of which the hematine particle is found with the active iron atom 
in the centre. is rather attractive. Thus all the iron atoms would be placed 
in one plane. If it is calculated how many of these groups of 48 molecules 
can find room in one red blood corpuscle in such a way that the iron atoms 
lie free on a surface. it appears that such a grouping may be reached by 
constructing spheres. at the surface of which the hemoglobin molecules lie 
with the iron towards the outside. In this way exactly half of all the 
hemoglobin may he got rid of. Hence it is possible to dispose of all the 
hemoglobin either by giving every sphere a double layer. or by imagining 
that on an average a double layer of these spheres has been placed along 
the surface. We mention the re sult of this calculation only because it is 
in accordance with the law of BÜRKER. viz. that the proportion of the 
quantity of hemoglobin and the surface of the chromocytes of different 
anima I species is constant. In this connection we will also point out that 
it has been established by us that the lipaids of the whole chromocyte occupy 
a bi-molecular layer 1) at the surface. 

In conclusion it may be added that the doubling of the spreading of the 
hemoglobin under influence of acid. also appeared to be valid for other 
proteins. that the film of these proteins must have the same order of 
thickness. and that we consider it possible that a theory of muscular 
contraction should reckon with this influence of acid on the size of the 
protein molecule. 

1) GORTER and GRENDEL. Journalof expo medicine Apr. 1 1925 vol. XLI p. 439. 



Physics. - .. The determination of the potentials in the general theory 
of relativity. with some remarks about the measurement of length& 
and intervals of time and about the theories of WEYL and 
EDDINGTON." By Prof. H. A. LORENTZ. 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923). 

§ 1. It was remarked some years ago by KRETSCHMANN I) that from 
observations solely concerning the course of rays of light and the motion 
of material particles. the values of the potentials gab which characterize 
a gravitation~field can be so far deduced that only a constant factor 
remains undetermined. He showed, in facto that, if two sets of values gab 
and gab are in agreement with these observations. the ratio gab/gab must 
be the same for all suffixes a and b. and independent of the coordinates. 

It is easily seen in what manner this determination of the potentials 
can be effected. Let us imagine that a physicist explores a gravitation~ 
field by attending to the motion of light~signals and material particles 
which he throws into the field in any way he likes. and let us suppose 
that he does so a great number of times and under varied conditions. 
His object will be to no te and clearly to record the encounters between 
these projectiles. 

To this effect he might tabulate the encounters in a register. af ter 
having numbered the projectiles. but a better picture of the phenomena 
may be obtained by means of a diagram drawn in a four~dimensional 
space R4 in which each projectile has its .. world~line". An encounter 
between two projectiles will be represented by an intersection of their 
world~lines and the lines have to be drawn in such a way that. along 
any one of them. the intersections with other Hnes follow each other in 
the order in which the successive encounters have taken place. 

It is clear that the observer has a good deal of liberty in the con~ 
struction of the diagram. A particular figure will continue to serve his 
purpose though it be subjected to an arbitrary deformation. provided 
only that the connexions between its parts remain unbroken. Even. as 
we are concerned with the intersections and their order only. all diagrams 
thus derivable from each other may. in asense. be said to be the same 
figure. It ought also to be remarked that points in R1 are defined ex~ 
clusively by the intersection of world ~ lines. there being. according to the 
conceptions of the theory of relativity. no other means for defining the 
position of a point. Each point represents an .. event". 

I) E. KRETSCHMANN, Ueber den physlkalischen Sinn der Relatlvltätspostulate. Ann. d. 
Physlk, (4) S3 (1917), p. 575. 
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We shall suppose the word~lines and the encounters to be so nume~ 
rous that we may speak of a continuous succession of points along each 
line. and also of lines lying infinitely near each other. 

Af ter having drawn the world~diagram we can introduce coordinates. 
assigning to each point fQur numbers Xl •••• Xi' In doing so we are 
limit~d only by the restriction of continuity and by the condition that. 
as we proceed along a world~line in the positive direction. corresponding 
to the succession of the encounters. the time~coordinate Xi must constantly 
increase. 

§ 2. EINSTEIN'S theory postulates the possibility of associating with 
each point in Ri ten numbers gab (gba = gba). such that. if one puts 

ds2 = I (ab) gab dXa dXb • 

ds being the .. line~element". the world~line of a flash of light satisfies 
the condition 

ds=O 

and that the world ~ line of a material particle is a geodesie. i.e. such 
that. if its beginning and its end are kept fixed. 

óJds=O. 

Admitting this, and remembering that the values of the coordinates 
can be directly read from the diagram. we may solve our problem as 
follows. 

We consider in the first place the world~lines belonging to light~signals 
and passing through a definite point P. Let. on any one of these. Q be 
a point infinitely near P. We see at once the values of the four differ~ 

entials dxa• corresponding to die transition from P to Q. and the condition 

I (ab) gab dXa dXb = 0 
gives US a homogeneous linear relation between the potentials. with 
known coefficients dXa dXb. Proceeding in the same way with eight 
other lines of the same class. passing through p, we are led to nine 
equations from which the ratios between the potentials may be found. 
This can be done for any position of the point Pand the result may 
be written in the form 

gab = w rab. (1) 
where the quantities ".b are known functions of the coordinates (rab=rab). 
whereas the function w remains to be determined. H. as we shall sup~ 
pose. the field is free from discontinuities. the quantities rab may be 
chosen as continuous functions. and then w will be of the same kind. 

Any world~line of light passing through Pand not included in the 
group selected will give a verification of the theory. because for it also 
the equation 

I (a b) gab dXa dXb = 0 
must hold. 
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§ 3. The world ~ lines for particles. the geodesies. may now serve for 
the determination of the function w. Indeed. at any point of such a 
line. we have the four equations 

d2xc = _ I (ab)~ a bl dx. dx" 
ds2 ? c , ds ds 

(2) 

and these may be put in the form of differential equations for w. 

The symbol I I in (2) is defined by 

J acb t = I (e) gc, [aebJ = tI (e) gc, (ga •. " + g" •. a - ga",,), 

gac." being the differential coefficient of g ac with respect to x" and the 
set of quantities ga" the "inverse" to the set ga'" Similarly. we may 
introduce yab and the derivatives Yab.c. All these quantities will have 
definite values because Yab is known. 

Now 
1 gab=_ yab. 

W 

and therefore 

lacbt =t I (e) Yc. (Ya •. " + Yb •. a - Yab .• ) + 

( 
0 log w 0 log w 0 log w) + tI (e) yce Ya. 0 + Yb. 0 - Yab 0 . (3) Xb Xa x. 

H. further. we put 

do2 = I (ab) Yab dXa dXb . (4) 
we have 

ds= Vw do. (5) 

The differential do may be considered as the line~element expressed 
in a new measure. and since by (4) it is known. we know also for any 
point of the geodesie under consideration the value of the integral 

o J do. reckoned from some fixed point of the line. Thus. along the 

line. the coordinates become known functions of o. and the same may 
be said of their first and second derivatives with respect to that variabie. 

Now. on account of (5). 

dxc dxc 
ds - V w do • etc. 

d2xc __ I_~(_I_dxc )_! d2xc __ 1_ dxc dw 
ds2 -Vw do .Vw do -w do2 2w2 do do 

by which. af ter multiplication by w • . the equation of the geodesie line 
becomes 

d2Xc _ t dxc d log w __ I (ab) ~ a b I dXa dXb 
do2 do do - ( c ~ do do' 

(6) 

26 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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H. finally. we substitute the expression (3) and the value 

d log w = I (f) dXf à log w. 
do do àXf 

we are led to four equations. linear in the unknown quantities 

à log w 
àXf • 

§ 4. Since we started from the assumption that EINSTEIN's theory is 
true. we need fear no contradietion between the different equations. But 
we must make sure that they are mutually independent and can give us 
definite values for the derivatives of log w. 

The equation whieh we deduce from (6) as just explained may be 
written in the form 

_ I (f) dxc dXf à log w 
do do àXf 

+ ~ ( b) dXa dXb ( à log w + à log w à log W) - (7) 
~ a e '}'ce _

d 
-d '}'ae;,. '}'be;,. -'}'ab ~- - .•. 

o 0 UXb uX. UXe 

wh ere the terms on the right ~ hand side are completely known. We 
have simply represented them by ..... their values being irrelevant to 
our purpose. which is merely to show the definiteness of the solution. 

Multiplying (7) by I' ch and adding the resulting equations I) with c = 1.2.3.4. 
we find four new equations (h = 1 ... 4) 

~ ( b) ( à log w à log W) dXa dXb _ 
~ a '}'bh;,. - '}'ab;,. -d -d - ... 

UXa UXh 0 0 

or, again. if we add the equation that is obtained by interchanging the 
suffix es a and b. 

dXa dXb 
I (a b) tPab do do = ... (8) 

n. _ à log w + à log co 2 à log w 
'P'ab-'}'ah;,. '}'bh;,. - '}'ab;,. . 

UXb UXa UXh 

Now. consider a definite point Pand a definite suffix h. Since tPba = tPab 

there are ten mutually independent values tPlI •••• <P12 •••• and these are 
the same whatever be the direction of the geodesie line. The values of 

dXa d dXb b · k h I f h f do an do emg nown. eac ine gives us an equation 0 t e orm 

(8) that must be satisfied by tPab. Hence. if we apply (8) to ten geodesie 
lines passing through P. we obtain a sufficient number of equation~ for 
the determination of tPab. There will be but one solution. if the deter~ 
minant on the coefficients is not zero. a condition that will be fulfilled 
when the lines selected do not happen to lie on a cone of the second 
degree. 

I) The relations ~ (c) y ch yce = ó~ (Ó~ = 1 for h = e. and = 0 for h =/= e) may he 

used here. 
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The outcome of the calculations so far sketched is this. that for all 
combinations of the suffixes a. b. h. we know the expression 

° log w + ° log w 2 ° log w _ 
rah~- rbh ~- - rab -----;,~ - ••. 

UXb UXa UXh 
(9) 

Let us now multiply this by rab and add the equations which we find 
by · giving both to a and to b the values I. 2. 3. 4. The first term gives 
a log w 
-;:,--, the second leads to the same result and from the third we find 

UXh 

_801og W 

OXh • 

so that the derivative a l~g w becomes known. Thus. since h may be 1, 
Xh 

2. 3 or 4. one finds at any point of the diagram the derivatives of 
log w with respect to the coordinates. By this. apart from a constant 
term. log w becomes known. Finally. one finds the function wand. by 
virtue of (1). the potentials gab. only a constant factor being left un
determinate I). 

Here again there would be opportunities for verifications of the theory. 
Indeed. we have used no more than ten of the geodesics passing through 
P. the number of the equations (9) is far greater than four. the number 
of the first derivatives of log w. and finally. when these have been deter
mined as functions of the coordinates. the relations of the form 

02 log w _ 02 log W 

OXb oXa oXa OXb 

may be put to the test. 

§ 5 . . So far we used an arbitrarily chosen system of coordinates X a• 

H. instead of these. we want to introduce new coordinates X'a. certain 
functions of Xa. we can follow the same method for determining the 
corresponding potentials g'ab. We may. however. just as weil take for 
these the values that are derived from the potentials gab first determined 
by means of the transformation-formulae for covariant tensors. These 
formulae. wh en applied to gab. are equivalent to the statement that ds2 

I) According to WEYL (Raum. Zeit. Materie. Ist ed .. p. 182) the world-lines of light
signals would suffice already for th is determination of the potentials. I think this cannot 
be said. Suppose f.i .• that, af ter havlng properly chosen the coordinates. one has been 
able to account for the course of these lines by assuming for 944 and gab (a =/= 4.b =1= 4) 
certain values th at are functions of the space-coordinates XI. X2. X3 only. and by putting 
gai = 0 for a =/= 4 (so that the field is a stationary one) . Then. one may multiply all 
potentials by one and the same arbitrarily chosen function of XI. X2. X3. without altering 
the velocities of propagation. which are determined by ds2 = O. and therefore without 
modifying the course of rays of light which follows from the velocities by means of 
HUYGENS' construction. 

26* 
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is invariant. and it is dear that. if ds' = ds. the new conditions ds' = O. 

and <sJ ds' = 0 for the world~lines are equivalent to the original on es 

ds=O and <sj ds= O. 

As to the constant factor in gab or g' ab. we shall suppose it to have 
been chosen for the first system and to have such a value for the second 
that gab and g' ab are related to each other in the way just mentioned. 

When the potentials gab have been determined. the geometry of the 
extension Ri may be completely developed on the assumption that ds 
represents the line~ element. It will be easy f. i. to define the angle 
between two directions and to find the differential equation for geode~ 
sic lines. We need not speak of all this. but perhaps the following remarks 
will not be out of place. 

1. Two line-elements (PO and PQ') ds and d's with the components 
dXa and d' X a are said to be at right angles to each other wh en 

I (ab) gab dXa d' Xb = O. 

2. It may be inferred from th is that. if the line~element Q Q' is 
denoted by dil S. 

dil S2 = ds2 + d' S2. 

3. A line~element is a contravariant vector. whose direction~constants 
dx 

~a are given by the differential coefficients d:' 
4. If a vector is displaced parallel to itself (the word "parallel" being 

used in the sense that was given it by LEVI CJVITA 1)). its starting point 

1) In order to state what is the meaning of a parallel displacement of a vector we may 
remark in the first place that. when. at any point P - we have two directions at right 

angles to each other and determined by the constants ~a and ~'a. the four quantities 

~"a = r cos f{J + ~,a sin f{J 

will also satisfy the condition th at is fulfilled by direction-constants. (viz. the condition 

I (a b) gab ~a ~b = 1). 
The direction which they determine is said to lIe in the plane of the two given directions 

and to make an angle cp with the former of ~hese. 
Let P he a point in Ri and L a geodesie line starting from it. We shall now deftne a 

parallel displacement of a vector PA. the starting point P of which moves along L. 
1. If. in the first place. at the point P the vector PA is directed along L. it shall con

stantly he directed along that line. 
2. Similarly. if originally the vector is perpendicular to the line. it shall remain at right 

angles to it. This. however. does not completely determine the direction of the vector 
when a point Q has been reached. and we therefore complete the definition as follows: 

Draw from the point P a second geodesie line L' that makes an Infinitely small angle 
with the line Land whose direction at the point P lies in the plane containing the inltial 
direction of Land that of the vector PA. Take equal infinltely small segments PQ and 
PQ' on Land L'. Then the line-element QQ' will give us the direction of the vector 
PA after its dlsplacement to the point Q . 
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moving along a line~element dXa. the changes of its direction~constants 
are given by 

(10) 

§ 6. Let us now imagine th at not only the values of the coordinates 
but also those of the potentials gab are inscribed in the diagram Ri. 

A physicist who wants to study phenomena as affected by the gravi~ 
tational field will th en be enabled. using the numbers which he sees in 
the diagram. to assign definite vaIues. independent of the choice of 
coordinates. to lengths of Hnes and to intervals of time: he can express 
them in · what may be called "invariant" measure. A first instance of this 
kind is the di stance between two neighbouring points in the diagram. 
the invariant measure for which will simpIy be the value of ds. As a 
second exampIe we may take the Iength of an infinitely short rod. Let 
Land L' be the world~ Iines of its extremities. A a point of the first line 
corresponding to the instant Xi for which we want to evaIuate the length. 
and B a point of L' determined by the condition that A B is perpen~ 
dicuIar to L'. Then we shall measure the Iength I of the rod by I) 

[2 = - AB2. (11) 

caIcuIating A B2 by means of the formuIa for ds 2. 

The necessary calculation can be performed in the following manner. 
Let A' be the point of L' corresponding to the same time Xi as A. and 
Iet B correspond to Xi + l. Then the infiniteIy short time l is determined 
by the condition that A B is at right angIes to L' (we may just as weil 
say. at right angles to L) aod having found l ooe knows A' B2 and AB2 = 
=AA'2_A'B2. The resuIt is 

12-- ~(b) (' - )(' - )+!I(ab)gab Xa(X'b- Xb)12 (12) - ~ a gab X a Xa Xb Xb .. 
I (a b) gab Xa Xb 

Repeating this construction. one can displace the vector parallel to itself over any finite 
part of the geodesie L. 

3. If finally the vector PA in its initial position has a direction neither along the line 
L nor perpendieular to it. we decompose it into two components havlng these directions. 
Displacing each of them parallel to itself along the line. say to a point R. and keeping 
their magnitudes constant. we shall find two vee tors at the point R. Compoundlng these 
we obtain a definite resulting vector and this will give us the direction of PA af ter a 
parallel displacement to the point R. 

This definition of a parallel displacement along a geodesie implies the definition of such 
a displacement along a given infinitely short line. for such a line may always be consldered 
as the first element of a geodesie. Proceeding by infinitely small steps. we may now also 
displace a vector parallel to itself along any length of an arbitrarily chosen !ine that is 
no geodeSie. 

Working out what has been said here. one is led to eq. (10). 
I) IE the potentials have the values that are often ascribed to them (f.i. 9'11 = 9'22 = 9'33 = 

- I. 9'44 = c2. 9'ab = 0 for a =/= b. or values little different Erom these) AB2 becomes negatlve. 
In order to find a real value for 1 (11) has been written with the negative sign. 
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Here the coordinates of A are denoted by x. and those of A' by 

x' a (so that x' 4 = X 4). The symbols Xl' X2. ~3 represent the components 

of the velocity of the first extremity of the rod. (~4 = 1). 
Owing to the way in which it has been found. the above expression 

(12) is invariant. It may be remarked that. if instead of the length of 
A B we had taken that of AA'. which depends on the "simultaneous" 
positions of the two ends. the result would have depended on the choice 
of coordinates. 

That 1. as defined by (12). may appropriately be termed the "length" 
of the roct. will be c1ear if one remarks that. if all circumstances remain 
the same. 1 is proportional to the differences of corresponding coordinates 
x' a - X a• and that for a rod at rest. placed in a field characterized by 

gll = g22 = g33 = - 1. gH = C
2

• gab = 0 for a -.,r:. b. 

the formula becomes 

[2 = (XI' - Xl)2 + (x/ - X2)2 + (x/ - X3)2. 

§ 7. In what precedes nothing has been said of the phenomena presented 
by rods placed in a gravitational field; we have only adopted a rule for 
measuring their length. If a physicist. adhering to the theory of rela~ 
tivity. were able to observe all the minute effects required by this theory 
and wanted to account for them. hecertainly would follow th is rule. 
because it would enable him to discuss all his observations. f.i. those 
about the influence of tempera tu re and of extern al forces. in terms that 
are independent of the choice of coordinates. An "ideal rod of unvariable 
length" would mean to him a rod who se "invariant" length 1 would be 
the same under all circumstances. 

Take f.i. the case of a field. which. wh en Xl' X2_ X3 are rectangular 
cartesian coordinates. is characterized by the potentials specified at the 
end of § 6. that is a field in which there are no forces of gravitation. Let 
a rod be placed in this field in the direction Xl and let it move with the 

velocity v in that direction. Then ~l = V. ~2 = ~3 = O. ~4 = 1. so that 
(12) becomes 

12 _ (' )2 + v2
(X/-Xl)2 _ c

2 
(' )2 

- Xl -Xl 2 2 --2- --2 Xl -Xl' 
C -v c-v 

Now. it would be very natural to measure the length of the rod by 
the difference of the simultaneous values of the coordinates Xl and X',.. 
If 1 is the same under all circumstances. this new leng th Ie (say the 
"euclidian" length) win change with the velocity v. according to the formula 

1. = V 1- :: I. 

in which one recognizes the wen known contraction that is brought ab out 
by a motion of translation. 
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§ 8. The influence of a gravitation - field on the motion of a dock can 
be treated in a similar way. Let the dock be so small t,hat we may speak 
of its world-Iine L; on this line the successive ticks will mark a series 
of points P. Q. R. . . .. which we shall suppose to be infinitely near 
each other. The statement that a dock is "perfect" will have a meaning 
independent of the choice of coordinates. if we understand by it that the 
di stances PQ. QR..... when expressed in invariant measure. wiIl be 
equal for the particular dock considered. whatever be the circumstances. 
If the length of this distance is rand if dX4 is the interval of time between 
successive ticks. we have 

r2 = ~ (a b) gab dXb dXb • 

or 
·2 . . , 2 

r2 = (gll XI + ... + 2 gl2 XI X2 + ... + 2 gli XI + ... goH) dXi. 

arelation from which the value of dXi in different cases can be deduced. 

§ 9. A rod may be conceived to have different lengths I according to 
the circumstances under which it is placed. A short discussion. under 
certain simplifying assumptions. of changes of this kind (in the case of 
an infinitely short rod) will be of interest with a view to a theory that 
has been proposed by WEYL I) and according to which there is a dose 
and fundamental connexion between gravitational and electromagnetic 
phenomena. 

The length of the rod might change with the time Xi' with the position 
of one of the extremities. determined by its coordinates XI' X2. X3. and 
with the direction in which the rod is placed in the space R3. We shall 
however discard this lat ter possibility. so that we are only concerned 
with varia ti ons of Xl • • •• X4. If these are infinitely small. the change 
produced in I may be assumed to be a homogeneous Iinear function of 
them. and if. further. we suppose it to be proportional to I itself. we 
may write 

d log I = ~ (a) Pa dXa (13) 

with coefficients Pa solely depending on the coordinates. Pa will be a 
covariant vector. because. according to the fundamental idea of EINSTEIN'S 
theory. for a given displacement in R4' d log I must be independent of 
the choice of coordinates. 

Eq . (13) may be applied to any part of a world-line. say between the 
points C and D. which. of course. means that during a certain interval 
of time the position of the rod in R3 undergoes · some definite change. 
We shall suppose the dimensions of the line CD to be very small and 
we shall ca1culate the change of I accurately up to quantities of the 
second order with respect to these dimensions. 

Then. if for any point E of the pa th we put 

Xa = X a• C + Xa • 

I) Ber!. Sitz. Ber.. 1918. p. 465. 
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we must. in (13). replace p. by 

P. + I (b) àà
Pa 

Xb • 
Xb 

where we have to take. both for Pa and for its differential coefBcients. 
their values at the point C. 

The total change of log I now becomes 

6 log 1= I (a) Pa.fdXa + I (a b) àà~:JXb dxa • 

The last term in this expres sion depends on the path along which the 
transition from C to D has taken pI ace. and if 6.' logl is the change 
corresponding to a second path CE' D . .we have 

6. log 1- 6.' log 1= I (a b) :.: J Xb dxa • (14) 

the integral being taken along the closed pa th eED E' C in the direction 
indicated by the order of the symbols. 

The integral vanishes for a = band we have Jxa dXb = - JXb dIa. 

the sum of the two integrals being J d (xa Xb) = o. 
Thus (14) may be replaced by 

6. log 1- 6.' log 1= t I (a b) (àà~:"- àà~: )J Xb dXa • (15) 

This again shows that in general the Bnal leng th of the rod will be 
different. according to the path along which the transition from C te, D 
has been made. If there is to be no such difference. the éomponents of 
the vector Pa must depend on a potential lP. so that 

OlP 
Pa=--o . 

Xa 

§ 10. There is a certain formal similarity between the expressions to 
which we have now been led and the relations which exist in an elec~ 
tromagnetic Beld. 

Indeed. it is weIl known that the state of things in such a BeId can 

be described by means of a fourfold vector Pa. the components of elec~ 
tric and magnetic force being given by the expressions 

àPa àPb 
àXb - oXa • 

(16) 

which. taken together. form an antisymmetric covariant tensor of the 
second rank. 

This analogy would have a deeper meaning if the two. vectors Pa and 
Pa could be assimilated to each other. 50 that with a constant numerical 
coefficient À, 

(17) 
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This would mean. and it would certainly be very important. th at the 
changes of length considered in the preceding § are the indications of 
an electromagnetic field and that. conversely. any electromagnetic field 
gives ri se to changes of that kind. In particular. the electric and the 
magnetic force would be made responsabIe for the faét that the length 
of a rod depends on the pa th in R" that has been followed. So long. 
however. as these effects of an electromagnetic field have not been 
observed or, at all events. have not been made probable by other argu~ 
ments (for one can always account for their apparent absence by a too 
low value of the coefficient À). I think we had better not admit the 
connexion in question. confining ourselves to the introduction in electro~ 
magnetic theory of the fourfold potential and not ascribing to it any 
other physical meaning. 

Two remarks more may be made. In the first place. if the fourfold vectors 
Pa and Pa really were indissolubly connected. this would amount to an 
action of an electromagnetic field widely different from anything that 
could reasonably be expected. This may be seen by taking the case of 
a constant electric field. In this we are concerned with one only of the 
components Pa. namely with P", the ordinary electrostatic potential. and the 
expression (13) would reduce to P"dx". showing that the leng th of a rod 
would. in course of time. continually and indefinitely increase or diminish. 
These changes might be detected by the following experiment. Of two 
equal rods. first juxtaposed in a region 1. one is left th ere, while the 
other is removed to a region 2 where the potential has a different value. 
Af ter some time it is brought back to its original position and again 
compared with the first rod. The effect of these manipulations would be 
a difference in the two lengths that might be increased at will. simply 
by keeping the second rod for a long er time in the region 2. 

In the second place. from electromagnetic phenomena one can deduce 
differences or changes only of potentials. the absolute values remaining 
undetermined. On the contrary. the numbers inscribed in the diagram 
R" enable us to determine in invariant measure the lengths of rods. 
Attending to their changes and applying eq. (13) one could obtain a 
knowledge of the potentials themselves. 

§ 11. I shall conclude with some remarks on a generalisation of WEYL'S 

theory that has been proposed by EDDINGTON 1). His considerations are 
the more interesting because they can be developed to a certain extent 
without it being necessary to introduce the potentials gab. 

EDDINGTON's aim is to arrive at the anti~symmetric covariant tensor 
Fab of electric and magnetic force. at the fourfold potentiaIon which 
these forces depend, and at the gravitation~potentials. making all these 
quantities flow from one common source. For th is purpose. he begins by 
assigning to each point of the diagram Ri, in which coordinates, but 

1) Proc. Roy. Soc. A. 99. p. 104 (1921); The mathematical theory of relativity, p. 213. 
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no values gab have been inscribed. 40 numbers. These are regarded as 
continuous functions of the four coordinates and are th en subjected to 
certain mathematical operations. 

The fundamental numbers as we may call them are represented by 
the symbol r;b' with the relation 

r~a = r;b. (18) 
by which the number of mutually independent quantities th at otherwise 
would be 64. is reduced to 40. 

Since no potentials gab have been introduced. we can speak neither 
of the length of a line~element. nor of the magnitude of a vector A 
(as we may call any line~element); there can be question only of the 
components dx. or Aa. There is nothing. however. th at prevents us 
from imagining that. when the starting point of a vector moves along 
a line~e1ement dXb. the components of the vector change in some 
specified manner. Making a definite assumption concerning these changes. 
EODINGTON defines what he calls a parallel displacement ; I shall rather 
say the "selected" displacement in order to keep in mind that. so long 
as there is no ds. th ere can be no question of direction~constants and 
of angles. nor of a parallel displacement in the sen se in which the term 
was understood in § 5. 

The fundamental numbers serve precisely for the definition of the 
changes in the components of a vector A a. which accompany its dis~ 
placement along a line~e1ement d Xb •. EOOINGTON's formula being 

dAa = - (b c) r:c Ac dXb . (19) 

Line~e1ements and vectors in R4 may be conceived to remain the 
same whatever be the coordinates which one us es for the evaluation of 
their components. and in the definition contained in (19) it is to be 
understood that the element dXb along which the displacement is effected 
and the vector Aa. both before and af ter its displacement. are always 
the same in this sense. Hence. equations of the form (19). but with 
other fundamental numbers r:c will hold af ter a change of coordinates. 
It is not difficult to find the relations between the original and the new 
fundamental numbers. but these transformation~formulae are found to 
have a form different from the one that is characteristic of tensors. In 
other terms. r:c is not a tensor 1). 

1) The transformation.formula for r:c is 

(
aXla aXa) 
aXb = nba aX'b = pab 

' a ( ) anka (k 1 ) rk rbc = - ~ kl Pkc Plb À-- + I m PlbPmc nka Im' 
VXI 

(20) 

If here. on the right- hand side we had the last term only. r:c would he a tensor. 

Using the relation anka = ~nla . one can deduce from (20) that r':c has. like r:". 
aXI VXk 

the symmetry expressed in (18) . 
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§ 12. We shall now use eq. (19) for calculating the changes 6 A a which 
occur in the components of a vector. wh en in a succession of infinitely 
small selected displacements. its starting point is made to move in a 
c10sed line drawn in R 4. The dimensions of this line are supposed to 
be infinitely small and we shall limit ourselves to quantities that are of 
the second order with respect to them. 

Let the motion begin at the point P. and let for any other point Q 
of the cycle 

X a - Xa P = x a • 

Then we have to calculate 

6 A a = - I (bc)Jr:c A c dXb . (21 ) 

We must here keep in mind that the first factor under the sign of 

integration is the value of r "tx, at the point Q and that for the second 
factor we must take the component A c such as it has become when that 
point has been reached. It is preferabIe. however. to understand by these 
symbols the values corresponding to the fixed point P. Doing so. we 
must replace the first factor by 

lbc + I (s) rbc.5 X s • 

where l ";,c .5 is the value at Pof the differential coefficient of r~c with respect 
to x 5' As to the change of A c during the motion from P to Q. it will 
be sufficient to calculate it up to terms of the first order and we can 
therefore directly deduce it from (19). replacing the differentials dXb by 
XbQ - XbP = X b and understanding by A c the initial values at the point P . 
Thus the second factor in the integral has to be replaced by 

A c - I (h i) r h
c
i Ai Xh . 

Af ter substitution (21) becomes (J dXb= O. and we may omit the product X5Xh) 

6 Aa = - I (bes) r b:. 5 A cJx. dXb + I (.bchi) rbcI'{i AiJXh dXb . 

We may now. in the first term, write i and h instead of e and s and 
then obtain a new form of the same expression by interchanging in both 
terms the suffixes hand b. Finally. taking half the sum of the two forms 

and remembering thatJxb d Xh = --:f Xh d Xb. we find 

(22) 

where 

(23) 

Our conclusion is therefore that in general the components of a vector 
will have changed when it has been carried round along a c10sed path 
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and that the changes are determined by the expressions (23). In what 

follows we shall be concerned with the quantities Bih
a
b only or rather 

with a tensor Gih of the second rank that may be derived from them. 
and we shall scarcely have to think any more of the foregoing consi-

derations. whieh were intended to deduce B:hb from the fundamental 
numbers and to point out its geometrieal meaning. 

It is easily shown that B~hb is a tensor. covariant as to the sufiixes i. h. b 
and contravariant as to al). 

The covariant tensor Gih that was mentioned just now is deduced 

from B~hb by the operations indieated in the formula 2) 

G ih = I (a) B:ha. (24) 

If the fundamental numbers are arbitrarily chosen. the tensor Gih will 
be neither symmetrie. nOl; antisymmetrie. It may however be decomposed 
into a symmetrie and an antisymmetrie part. namely 

Rh = 1 (G ih + Ghi ) Fih = t (G ih - Ghi ). 

It is easily seen that these are both covariant tensors and that 

Rhi=Rih Fhi=-Fih . 

Performing the operations leading from the tensor (23) to Fih and 
taking into account the relations (18). one finds 

gh = t I (a) (r:h. i - ra~.h). 

whieh shows that the tensor F depends on a fourfold potential A k. If 
we put 

(25) 

1) In eq. (22) we may apply to AI the transformation-formula for line-elements. We 
may proceed in the same way with Xh. hecause this quantity is treated as infinitely smal!. 
and with ~ Aa because it is the difference of two vectors beg inning at the same point. 
In all these cases the quantities pab and ?rab which occur in the transformation-formulae 
may he taken such as they are at the point P. We may do the same in transforming 
d Xb. It is true that th is element lies at a certain di stance from P. but the inBuence which 
th is has on pab would lead to terms of an order higher than needs be considered. 

Thus: 

6. A'k = I (a) nak 6. Aa = t I (a bih) nak B~hb AiJXh dXb 

= t I (a b i hl m n) nak Pil phm pbn B~hb A'IJ X~ dx~ • 
an expression that has the same form as (22) if we put 

B 'k ( b ·h) Ba Imn = I a I nak Pil phm pbn ihb. 

2) Proof that Gih is a covariant tensor. It suffices to express in the components B the 
quantities B' occurring in 

and to use the relations 

I (a) nba pca = ~~ . 
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we may write 

(26) 

Following EDDINGTON we may now identify the quantities Fih with 
the components of electric and magnetic force. or the components Ak with 
those of the fourfold electromagnetic potential. 

It must be remarked. however. that the quantities Aa as defined by (25). 
do not constitute a tensor. 

If we require them to do so. we must replace (25) by I) 

Ak = t ~ (a) r:k + :latp • 
VXk 

tp being a function of the coordinates for which the transformation~ 
formula is 

tp' = tp - t log p (27) 

(p is the functional determinant of the original coordinates with respect 
to the new ones). I) 

By the addition of the terms depending on tp (26) is not changed. 

§ 13. If h. i. j are all different. we have according to (26) 

aFhi + aE j + aFjh - 0 
OXj OXh aXi - • 

I) Using (20) we may write 

• 'a atp' ( a.7lka 
Ar = t X (a) r ar + ~ = - t ~ a k 1) pkr pla -;::, - + 

uX
r 

VXI 

k otp .1 a log p. + t X (a klm) pla pmr .7lka r,m + ox' - 2 aT 
r r 

But X (a) pla .7lka = !5t and consequently 

o 
~ (a) 0- (Pla .7lka) = O. 

XI 

By this the first term of the expression for A' r becomes 

and if. in the third term. we write 

the formula becomes 

A~ = ~ (m) pmr Am • 

showing that Ak is a covariant tensor. 
It mayalso he noted that the transformations defined by (27) form a group. 
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There are four formulae of this kind and these form one group of 
MAXWELL' s equations. 

As to the other group. in which the density of electric charge and 
the components of the convection~current occur. these equations must neces~ 
sarily contain a contravariant tensor connected with gh. A tensor Fab 
of this kind can only be defined if we have introduced beforehand the 
components gab. the relation between the two tensors being expressed 
by the formula 

Fab = ~ (i h) gai gbh Eh. 

Moreover the equations in question contain the factor V - g. 
EDDINGTON has remarked. however. that the gravitation~potentials gab 

and all quantities th at depend on them. mayalso be considered as 
derived from the fundamental numbers that have given us the components 
of electric and magnetie force. 

Indeed. we have so far used only the antisymmetric part gh of the 
tensor Gih and we may now have recourse to its symmetrie part Rih. 
Since gi h must also be symmetrie we may put 

1 
gih =IRh. 

À being a constant. 
The effect of this will be that all quantities involved in the phenomena 

of gravitation and electromagnetism. namely the potentials gab. the electrie 
and magnetic forces Fab and the corresponding contravariant tensor Fab 
have been' derived from the fundamental numbers. 1) 

§ 14. All that has been said in § § 11-13 amounts to the establish~ 
ment of certain rul es for the mathematical operations by means of whieh 
the components of electrie and magnetie force and. if so desired. the 
gravitation~potentials can be derived from the fundamental numbers. 

Now it must be remarked that the variety of these numbers is consider~ 
ably greater than that of the quantities whieh we want to deduce from 
them. Indeed. th ere are four components of the electromagnetic poten~ 
tential and ten values gab. whereas there are no less than fourty funda~ 

mental numbers. It may weIl be asked whether af ter all it would not be 
preferabie simply to introduce the functions that are necessary for 
characterizing the electromagnetic and gravitational fields. without en~ 
cumbering the theory with so great a number of superfluous quantities. 
The introduction of these could be justified. and would. of course. become 
very important. only if we had good grounds for thinking that some~ 

I) The only quantity occurring in the above formulae of which this cannot. as yet. he 
said. is the function 0/ which appears in our definition of Ak. This function is to a certain 
extent undeterminate. the only condition heing that it must transform according to eq. (27). 

If we put 0/ = -lh log V '-g. an assumption th at agrees with (27). 0/ also will have its 
origin in the fundamental numbers. 
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thing that might sooner or later be observed lies behind their wide 
diversity. 

It mayalso be remarked that. in any partieular case. the fundamental 
numbers must be such that they lead to the really existing values of 
electrie and magnetie force and of the gravitation~potentials . However. 
I have found it by no means easy to account f. i. for the values 

g I l =g22=g33=-1, gH=C2 

by suitable assumptions concerning EDDINGTON's r:b • 

§ 15. Some words remain to be said about the analogy between eq. 
(10) and (19). The direction~constants in the former equation may be 
considered as the components of a vector of unit magnitude. so that. 
like (19). (10) expresses a rule for a certain selected displacement of a 
vector. In so far it is a special case of (19). rb~ being replaced by 

~ : C ~ (by whieh condition (18) is satisfied). 

By this the tensors Bihab and G ih defined by (23) and (24) become the 

weil known tensors connected with the curvature of R4' and the latter 
of them becomes symmetrie. a simplification that is important for the 
theory of gravitation. 

In order to prove it. one has to show that the antisymmetric part (26) 
vanishes. This becomes c1ear if one takes into account that. according 
to (25). 

2 Ak = ~ (a) 1 aak ( = ~ (a b) gab [ abk ] 

= t ~ (a b)gab([ abk ] + [bak]) = t ~ (a b) gab gah.k 



Mathematics. - "Ueber Ditferentialinvarianten von kovarianten Ten~ 
soren". By R. WEITZENBÖCK. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

Die Aufsuchung der Differentialinvarianten gegebener Tensoren führt 
auf ein kompliziertes Problem der Eliminationstheorie. Wir wollen hier 
zeigen. dass stets Differentialinvarianten bestehen. wenn die gegebenen 
Tensoren so beschaffen sind. dass wenigstens n + 1 ihrer Komponenten 
willkürlich wählbar sind. 

Hieran anschliessend wollen wir eine allgemeine Methode angeben für 
die Möglichkeit zu ent scheiden ob aus einem Tensor p~ter Stufe aili2 . . .. lp 

ein Tensor (p + lHer Stuffe aili2 .... ip+1 herzuleiten ist oder nicht. wobei 
die Koordinaten des zweitgenannten Tensors linear und homogen von 
den ersten Ableitungen der aili2 . . . . i p abhängen. 

§ 1. 

Es sei ai, .... ip ein kovarianter Tensor p-ter Stufe bei n~Veränderlichen. 
also 

die zugehörige Differentialform. 

Eine Transformation Xi = XI (XI. X2' •••• x n ) induziert bei den Kompo~ 
nenten ail .. • . ip und deren partiellen Ableitungen Transformationen. die 
durch die sogen. "Transformationsgleichungen" dargestellt werden: 

OXkl OXk2 OXk 
-=--=- .... -=p 

OXil dXI2 é} Xlp 

(1) 

OBI . l ... 'p 

In der letzten dieser Gleichungen sind rechts die (m + lHen Ablei~ 
am+lx 

tin gen ax;.. + I linear enthalten. 

Absolute Differentialinvarianten J von höchstens m~ter Ordnung erhält 
ox 02X om+lx 

man aus (1) durch Elimination der Ableitungen ox' o~ ..... aXm+ 1 . 

Wir können nun allgemein zeigen. dass. wenn nur m genägend gross 
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gewählt wird. immer Differentialinvarianten Jm existieren. wenn die Anzahl 
N der von einander unabhängigen Komponenten ai, i2 . . . ip wenigstens 
gleich n + 1 ist. 

Zählen wir nämlich in (1) die Anzahl der willkürlich wählbaren Anfangs~ 
werte der Funktionen 

ab. die man in einem Punkte (x(~)) vorschreiben kann. dann erhalten wir 

die Zahl 

(2) 

Ebenso gross ist die Zahl der untereinander bezgl. dieser Anfangswerte 
unabhängigen Transformationsgleichungen. 

<Ix 
Die Anzahl der Ableitungen a- . .. ist dagegen gegeben durch 

x 

N un gilt folgender Satz: 
[st E> O. dann kann man m so gross wählen. dass 

(3) 

(n+E) ) 1+(~)+ ... +(n+:-l)l>nl(~)+(n~I)+ ... +(::~)l (4) 

wird. 
Beweis 1): Durch Induktion findet man die Formel 

1+ (~) + (n~l) + ... + (n+:-l) = (n:m} 

Statt (4) genügt dann der Beweis von: 

Hier hat aber die rechte Seite bei m ...... 00 den limes n, w.z.b.w. 
Wegen N =- n + 1 können wir also auch m so gross wählen. dass 

N ll+(~)+(n~I)+ ... +(n+:-l)t>n )(~)+ 
+ (n~ 1 )+ ... +(::~) (. (5) 

erfüllt ist. 

1) Dieser Beweis stammt van dem Herrn M. J. BBLINPANTB. 

27 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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Der im § 1 bewiesene Satz gibt im Allgemeinen nur ei ne obere Grenze 
für die kleinste Ordnung m. wofür Differentialinvarianten existieren. Es 
kann nämlich die besondere Struktur der Transformationsgleichungen (1) 
schon auf Differentialinvarianten Jr mit r < m führen. 

Sind · z.B. bei n = 4 zwei kovariante Vektoren ai und ai gegeben. 
dann ist N = 8 und nach (5) finden wir Drei als kleinstes m wofür die 
Ungleichheit 

gilt. Es existieren hier also sicher absolute Differentialinvarianten von 
der dritten Ordnung an. Und doch haben wir hier bereits vier absolute 
Invarianten erster Ordnung. nämlich die vier absoluten Invarianten der 
Tensoren I) 

al • al • {;k = rot a und CPlk = rot a. 

Eine Erniedrigung der Zahl m wird immer dann eintreten. wenn ein 
Tensor ail ... ip Symmetrieeigenschaften aufweist. die es ermöglichen. schon 

aus den Transformationsgleichungen für die ers ten Ableitungen dali '" ip 
dx" 

d2 x 
die Differentialquotienten ---=- zu eliminieren ; insbesonders dann. wenn 

dx2 

diese Elimination auf einen Tensor führt. dessen Komponenten linear und 

homogen von diesen ersten Ableitungen d ail .. , p abhängen. 
dx .. 

Das einfachste Beispiel für diese Möglichkeit bietet ein kovarianter. 
alternierender Tensor zweiter Stufe aik = - aki .. Hier haben wir: 

d~ik = da A;.< d:> d:.;.< 0:" + aA;.< d
2
xA d:.;.< . + aA;.< d,:A !2X~ . 

dx~ "xv dXi dXk dx.. dXi dx" dXk OXi dXk d~" 

Vertauschen wir hier i. k und a zyklisch und addieren. dann heb en 
sich rechter Hand wegen aik + aki = 0 alle Glieder mit zweiten Ablei~ 

(Fx 
tungen ox2 weg und wir erhalten die Transformationsgleichungen des 

STOKES'schen Tensors q ikr von aik: 

_ dakr + aari + dalk qikr -;r-- -;,. - ;r--. 
VXi UXk UXr 

Allgemein lässt sich diese Erscheinung folgendermassen in Formeln 
a2 x 

einkleiden. wobei wir jetzt statt der zweiten Ableitungen dXi Drei~Indi~ 

zes~Symbole r~ verwenden wollen. die von einem willkürlichen Funda~ 

I) V gl. G. F. C . GRJSS. Dissertation. Amsterdam (1925) und ausfuhr1lcher : M. EUWB. 
Dissertation. Amsterdam (1926). 
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mentaltensor gik herrühren und nur ein rechnerisches Hilfsmittel darstellen. 
Es kommt dies dann darauf hinaus. das wir an Stelle der Transforma~ 
tionsgleichungen für die ersten Ableitungen der Tensorkomponenten die 
Definitionsgleichung für die kovariante Ableitung verwenden: 

_ oall ... ip ~ r h 
ail .. . ip(") - ~x::- - aAi2i3 . . . Ip ril" - ••• - ail la ... ip_)h lp" (6) 

02 X 
Hiedurch wird die Elimination der zweiten Ableitungen a~ aus den 

aail . .• · 
Transformationsgleichungen für die a lp zurückgeführt auf die Elimi~ 

x" 

nation der oa~I . ... ip aus (6). Ist letzteres möglich. dann erhalten wir einen 
x" 

kovarianten Tensor (p + l).ter Stufe: 

bil ' " ip" = ~ 1]Q aQ(iI ' " lp (u)) (7) 
Q 

wobei Q (i) ••• ip a) eine Permutation der p + 1 Indizes ') '2 ... ip a und 
1] Q einen. zu dieser Permutation Q gehörenden Zahlenkoeffizienten be~ 
deutet. Nach (6) haben wir dann 

(8) 

wo 

S = I 1]Q • Q laAi • . .. ip r~" + ailh ... ip r~" + ... I (9) 

identisch verschwinden muss. da (8) keine r~ mehr enthalten darf. Dieses 
Herausfallen der r~ muss erstens eine Folge der Symmetrie sein und 
zweitens bedingt sein durch die Symmetriebedingungen. denen der ge~ 
gebene Tensor ail ' " i p genügt. 

Ist also I) 
E = I Ep. P (iil iia ••• ip ) 

p 

ein Operator. der aus einem allgemeinen Tensor A il ... ip einen Tensor 

A~ ... ip = E A = I Ep. Ap(i, .. 9 
p 

erzeugt. der mit ail'" ip in derselben Symmetrieklasse liegt. dann bekommen 
wir nach (9): 

E. S= ~ Ep. PI ~ 1]Q. Q [aÀi •.. . ipr;" + ... ]1 =0. (10) 
p Q 1 

Hieraus gewinnt man ein System von linearen Gleichungen zur Bestim~ 
mung der Unbekannten 1]Q. Die Q (i l i2 ••• ip a) sind dabei Permutationen 
von p + 1 Indizes. die P ( i l ••• ip) dagegen sind Permutationen von p 
Indizes, nämlich der Indizes il , i 2 • •..• ij-I, ij + I, .••• i~." • 

I) Vgl. H. WEYL, Rend. di Palermo 48, (1924), S. 29. 

27* 



Mathematics. - .. Über die Differentialinvarianten eines speziellen 
schiefsymmetrischen Tensor Pik im R1." By R. WEITZENBÖCK. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of January 30, 1926). 

In einer vorhergehenden Mitteilung I) haben wir gezeigt. dass bei 
jedem Tensor mit wenigstens n + 1 unabhängigen Komponenten von 
einer gewissen Ordnung m an stets Differentialinvarianten existieren. 

Bei n = -4 hat nun ein spezieller schiefsymmetrischer Tensor 

Pik = - Pki mit ~ = 2 (P12P34 + Pl3 P12 + PI1 P23) - 0 
fünf unabhängige Komponenten und die allgemeine Theorie ergibt hier 
m = 15. d. h. von der 15 Ordnung an existieren sicher Differential~ 

varianten. 
Wir zeigen in dieser Mitteilung. dass bereits bei kleinerer Differentia~ 

tionsordnung mlnvarianten vorhanden sind, nämlich eine relative von 
dritter Ordnung und eine absolute Invariante von vierter Ordnung. 

§ 1. 

Wir verwenden für Tensoren römische. für Tensordichten deutsche 
Buchstaben. Da 

(1) 
eine relative Invariante oder skalare Dichte vom Gewichte eins ist, 
müssen wir bei Verwendung von oberen Indices setzen : 

P12 = p31, Pl3 = p42. Pl1 = p23. PH = p12, P12 = p13, P23 = pl1 (2) 

Damit erhalten wir neben den Transformationsgleichungen 

àx\ àx" ). ft 
PiI,=pÀfL --=- ---=- =pÀfL . -. = (3) 

àXi àXk ï k 
die folgenden für die pil. : 

und für 'l} haben wir dann: 

~ = I Pik pik = t Pik pik 
ik 

Aus (3) finden wir den STOKEs'schen Tensor 

I à~k = (I àpÀfL)~t!~; 
egel. àXI egel. àxv ï k I 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

er ist alternierend von dritter Stufe und sein eigener STOKES'scher Tensor 
verschwindet identisch. 

1) Dlese Proceedlngs. Januar (1926). 
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Bei n =1 ist ein alterllierender Tensor dritter Stufe nichts anderes 
als eine kontravariante Vektordichte vom Gewicht eins. 

Setzen wir also 

(7) 

dann ist erstens 

(8) 

und zweitens haben wir an Stelle von (6) die Gleichungen 

(9) 

Mit Hilfe der pi bekom men wir jetzt eine kovariante Vektordichte 
vom Gewichte eins: 

(10) 

Wegen çp 0 haben wir dann die weiteren Beziehungen : 

VikVk = 0, Vi Vi = O. (11) 

§ 2. 

Um Tensordichten zweiter Ordnung zu erhalten. berechnen wir von 
(10) die Rotation: 

(12) 

Dies ist weder ein Tensor. noch eine Tensordichte. denn wir haben hier 

;ik =n"fL ~t:;. 6. + V~ (~~ _~ 6.) . 
rk rk kr 

(13) 

also z.B. Invarianz bei 6. = const. Wir nennen nik einen "Pseudotensor" 
und wollen Pseudotensoren durch griechische Buchstaben andeuten. 

Multiplizieren wir (13) mit 

- V 
Vr = V. = 6. . 

l' 
(14) 

und addieren zyklisch bezgl. i.k und I. dann fallen rechter Hand die 
Ableitungen von 6. heraus und wir bekommen die Transformationsglei~ 
chungen einer alternierenden Tensordichte dritter Stufe. Sie kann ersetzt 
werden durch eine kontravariante Vektordichte qi vom Gewichte drei: 

Hiebei ist 

ql =nl" V" 

und n 12 = .n34 ' nU = n4] u.s.w. gesetzt. 

(15) 
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Aus den :nik finden wir einen Pseudoskalar 

II = 2 (:nI 2 :n34 +:nu :n42 + :n14 :nn) = I :nik:nik = t :nik:nik • (16) 
ik 

dessen Transformierte durch 

II=II. 6 3 - 262 qÀ ~6 
uXj, 

. (17) 

gegeben wird. Wir haben auch: 

. (18) 

denn: 
oqi _ 0 (:ni>' ~h) 

OXi - OXi 

O:ni
" 

also wegen OX" = 0 : 

Weiters gilt 
. . (19) 

Beweis: 

P
. _ik _ nik _. _ nik (OPi _ OPk) _ 2 nik OPI _ 2 [0 (pik Pi) _ " . OPikJ 
Ik" -.,.. "Ik -.,.. OXk OXi - .,.. OXk - OXk • I OXk ' 

also nach (11) und (7): 

Wir setzen: 
. . . . . (20) 

Wi ist ein kovarianter Pseudovektor, denn wir haben: 

- OX" A 2 A ox" 06 
Wi = w" -=-u +up" -=-pl"-

OXI OXI OXI" 
. . . . (21) 

Nach (15a) wird weiter: 

Pik qk =0 . . . (22) 

Formen wir pik:Wk = pik :nk" p" um nach der Formel: 

a ik bkr ~i 1]r = - bik akr ~I 1]r + t a ik bik ~r 1]r , • . . (23) 

dann wird: 

also nach (19): 
pik Wk = _ :nikpk = _ qi 

Auf analoge Wei se bekommen wir 

:nIk q" = t II . Pi 

:nIk Wk = t II. pi 

. (24) 

(25) 

(26) . 
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Schliesslieh ergeben sieh noch die Beziehungen : 

VI ql =0. Vi WI =0. qi WI =0. (27) 

§ 3. 

Aus den Vektordichten Vi und qi finden wir nun die alternierende 
Tensordichte vom Gewichte vier: 

rik = (p q)lk= pi qk _ Vk qi . 

Hieraus ergeben sieh die Beziehungen 

rik Pk =0. rik Wk = 0 

und wenn wir wieder r l2 = r31, r13 = r42• etc. setzen : 

rik pk = O. rik qk = 0, rik pik = 0 
Dass auch 

rIA: :nik = 0 . 
ist. zeigt man folgendermassen: 

rik :nik = :nik (p q)lk = 2 :njf, pi qk = - 2 Wk qk , 

also = 0 nach (27). 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Aus den rik leiten wir jetzt den kontravarianten Pseudovektor dritter 
Ordnung her: 

. (Wk 
C'=

OXk 

Seine Transformationsgleiehungen sind: 

F = Cl OXI I:::, ot + 3 I:::, 2 rl,u OXI ol:::, 
OX). OX). OX", 

S~ine Divergenz verschwindet: 

Wir haben dann nach (27) und VI Si = O. SI qi = 0: 

OXk OXk OXk 
PI Ci = Pi 0 (p q)~ = 0 (Pi (p q)ik) - (p q)ik OPI = I 

= - t (p q)ik:nU, = - :nIk pi qk = Wk qk = 0 

und wieder nach (27): 

rik Wk = (V q)lk Wk = pi qk Wk - plc Wk ql = 0 

Multiplizieren wir also (21) mit (33). dann erhalten wir: 

Cl ~I = Cl Wl .1:::,6. 
d.h. 

. . (32) 

. (33) 

. . (34) 

. (35) 

. . (36) 

st =CI WI. • (37) 

ist eine skalare Dichte vom Gewichte sechs und der Ordnung drei. 
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Dass ~ nicht immer identisch NuU ist. ersieht man aus dem folgenden 
Beispiel : 

Pl2 = x1. P\3 = O. PH = X2. 
I 

Hier erhalten wir: 

pI = 2X2 

p2=0 

p3=-1 

p4=4x~ X2 

\ 

3 2 
PI = 4xI X2 

P2 = - x1 X2 - 4 x~ X2 X4 

P3=4XI;2 i 
3 3 

P4=-X2 

n34=nI2=0 

) 

nl2 = n34 = 12 x~ X2 + 12 x~ X2 X4 

42 12 2 3 n\3 = n = - XI X2 n42 = n l3 = - 2 X2 + 4 x~ X2 

\ n H =n23 = 0 H 12 3 2 n23 = n = - XI X2 

1 3 4 6 6 4 q = 4 XI X2 + 1 XI X2 

q2=-12x~x~ 

q3 = _ 4 x~ x~ - 16 x~ x~ - 12 x~ x~ X .. 

q4 = 12 x~ x~ 

)

r 12 = rH = - 24 x~ x~ r34 = r l2 = 4 x~x~+64x~x~+48x~ x~x .. 

tn=t"2=-4x~x~-16x~x~-24x~x~x4 r i2 = tn = - 48 x~ x~ 

r H = r23 =8x~ x~ - 64x~ x~ r23 = r l4 = - 12 x~ x~ 

Cl =-144x~ x~ WI = 12x~ x~ 
C2 = 48 XI X~ 

3 7 2 4 5 4 C = 2 XI X2 + 144 XI X2 + 

3 2 2 2 
W2 = - 4 XI X2 - 24 XI X2 X .. -

. 6 6 2 
-1 Xi X2 

+ 48 XI X~X .. 
4_ 7 5 5 6 8 5 C - - .48 . XI X2 + 9. 4. XI X2 

Also wird: 

~ = - 8 . 24 . x1 x~ (1 - 14 x~). 

§ 4. 

Da ~ das Gewicht sechs hat. sind für ~ =/= 0 

p' = pi ~-1/6 • (38) 
und 

(39) 
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zwei kontravariante Vektoren. womit man weitere Differential~invarianten 
Bnden kann 1). So erhalten wir z. B. durch die sogen. Klammerausdrücke 
einen kovarianten Vektor von vierter Ordnung: 

OiO i 
ri=p)~-qJ. L 

OXl OXl 

Schliesslich liefert die Divergenz der Vektordichte 

bi = qi ~-1/3 • 

ei ne absolute Differentialinvariante von vierter Ordnung: 

1) Vgl. G. F. C. GRISS. Dissertation. Amsterdam (1925) S. 50 ff. 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 



Chemistry. - "On Crystalforms of Derivatives of Ethoxy- and Trimethyl
Benzophenone". By Prof. F. M. JAEGER. 

lCommunicated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

In the following paper are published the results of a series of crystal
measurements with some derivatives of Benzophenone. They were given 
to me. as al ready many others of this kind. for this purpose by Dr. P. J. 
MONTAGNE of Leyden. and they are the last members of the long series 
of compounds synthesized by this author in the course of his investigations. 
which a short time ago were suddenly ended byhis too early death. 

A. 4-Ethoxy-Benzophenone I): C6 H" (OC2 Hs). CO. C 6H s ; Mpt.: 
42°-46°,5 C. 

From benzene + ligroine th is compound is obtained in big. flat. colour-

...... /-

Plg. I. 

less crystals. which have meltingpoints situated between 42° C. and 
46°,5 C .• without being. however. different in any other respect. (Fig. 1). 

M onoclinic-sphenoidal. 

a: b: c = 0.7427: 1 : 1.6049; 
f3 = 87° 58'. 

Forms observed: c = {OOI}. predominant. very lustrous. but of ten 
yielding multiple reflections and occasionally striated parallel to the a-axis ; 
q = {OlI}. weIl developed. in most cases giving duIl images. equaIly large 
as p= {OlI}. which form. however. possesses lustrous faces; r= {lOl}. 

I) P. J. MONTAGNE. Receuil d. Trav. d. Chim. Pays-Bas. 41, 709. (1922). 
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very lustrous and weil developed. broader than a = 11001: m = 11 101. 
distinct. very lustrous and yielding sharp reflections : 0 = 11111. narrow. 
weil reflecting. but of ten absent. 

Angular values : Observed : Calculated : 

c : a = (001) : (100) =* 87° 58' 
c: q = (001) : (011) =* 58 3t 
a : m = (100) : (110) = 36 35 
c : r = (001) : (101) = 63 37 63° 30' 
r : a = (101) : (100) = 24 20 24 28 
q : q = (011) : (011) = 63 53 63 53 
c : m = (001):(110)= 88 19 88 20 
c : 0 = (OOI) : (111) = 68 20 68 lOt 
o:m=(111):(110)= 19 49 19 47t 
p : r = (011) : (101) = 76 13 76 20t 
r : m = (101) : (110) = 42 52 43 2 

m : q = (110) : (01 ï) = 60 51 60 37t 
a : p = (100) : (oIT) = 91 6 91 4t 
a : q = (100) : (011) = 88 54 88 5t 
c : p = (001) : (oft) = 58 3t 58 3t 

m : q = (110) : (011) = 58 45 58 39 

Distinct c1eavage parallel to 10011. 
The plane of the optical axes is 10101: inclined dispersion. 

B . 3~Bromo~4~Ethoxy~Benzophenone I) : C6H3Br. (OC2 • H s). CO. C6H s: 
Mpt. : 102°.2 C. 0. J .IS 

From benzene + ligroine th is substance was I: 
obtained in rectangular and beautifully crystal~ : ; 
lized plates. which are colourless. perfectly trans~ : 
parent and weil developed. 

Rhombic~bipyramidal. 

a : b : c=0.7935 : 1 : 0.2691. 

Forms observed: a = 11001. predominant. 
very lustrous. but giving mostly double images: 
m=11101. r=110Il and b=IOIOI. all ab out 
equally large. yielding sharp reflections: s=11021. 
very narrow. but weil measurable : 0 = 11211. 
extremely small and faint. of ten totallyabsent. L .--~-_ .... _- : :':";-----. :" 
(Fig. 2). Flg_ 2. 

I) P. J. MONTAGNB. loco cit .• p. 7H. 
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AnguLar ualues: Observed : Calculated : 

a: m = (100): (110) =* 38° 26' 
a: r = (100) : (101) =* 71 16 
m : b = (110): (010) = 51 34 51° 34' 
r: s = (101) : (102) = 9 2 9 5 
s:s =(102):(102)= 19 25 19 17t 
r: m = (101) : (110) = 75 27 75 26 
r: 0 = (101): (121) = 27 6 27 1t 
a: 0 = (100) : (121) = 73 35 73 22 
b: 0 = (010): (121) = 62 51 62 5St 

Perfectly cleavable parallel to 11001. 
The plane of the optical axes is 10011. with the a~axis as first bisectrix: 

feebie birefringence. small optical axial angle. 
The isomeric 2~Bromo~4' ~Ethoxy~Benzophenone: C6H"Br. CO. C6H" 

(OC2H 5). Mpt.: 79°.5 C. has al ready been described before 1). Although 
this compound has the same symmetry. its crystals show no dis tin ct 
crystallographical relation with those here described. neither in their 
angular values nor in their parameters. 

C. 3~5~Dibromo~Ethoxy~Benzophenone 2): C6H2Br2( OC2H s). CO. C6H 5: 

Mpt.: 83°,5 C. 
From ligroine in big colourless. strongly refracting and very lustrous 

crystals (Fig. 3). 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a: b: c= 1.0901 : 1 : 0.8561 : 

,8=59°.41' 

Forms observed: m = 11101. large and 
lustrous. yielding sharp reflections : a = 11001. 
narrower than m, but very lustrous : q = 
= 10111, weil developed and giving very 
sharp images: c = 10011. narrower than m 
and q. broader than a. of ten rough and 
yielding multiple reflections. The habit is 
short~prismatic. al most isometrica!. occasion~ 
ally with a slight elongation parallel to the 
a-axis. Some crystals show q predominant. 
m smal!. c narrow, thus having a distinctly flat. 

1) F. M. JAEGER. Zelts. f. Kryst.. 56. 59. (1921). 
2) P. J. MONTAGNE. loco clt .• p. 715. 

, 
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Fig. 3. 

pyramidal shape. 
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Angular values: Observed: Calculated : 

q : q = (011) : (ol 1) =* 72° 56' 
m:m=(110):(lïÖ)=*8631 
m:c =(110):(001)=*68 26 
c: q = (001) : (011) = 36 28 
a: m = (100): (110) = 43 15t 
c: a = (001) : (100) = 59 47 

m : m = (110) : (110) = 93 29 
q:m=(011):(110)= 83 26 
q: m = (011) : (110) = 45 43 

36° 28' 
43 15t 
59 41 
93 29 
83 35t 
45 20 

No distinct cleavage could be found. 
The plane of the optical axes is 10101; on 11001 one axis is observed 

at the border of the field. Inclined dispersion. 

D. 4~Nitro~2' ~4' ~6' ~ Trimethylbenzophenone I): C6H 4(N02). CO . C6H 2 

(CH3h· 
This substance crystallizes from ethyl~acetate in big. pale yellowish. 
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Fig. 4. 

strongly lustrous crystals. Occasionally individuals 
are met with. whose faces are less perfect. thus 
giving multiple images. The measurements were 
made with the best crystals. (Fig. 4). 

T riclinic~pinacoidal. 

a : b : c = 1.6303 : 1 : 0.6347 ; 
A = 100°26' ; a = 99°41'. 
B = 85°43 ; fJ == 91 °39. 
C = 56°33 ; r = 56°45t. 

Forms observed: b = 10101. very lustrous and 
in most cases predominant; a = POOI. narrower. 
giving good reflections; cv = 11111 and 0 = 11111. 
yielding excellent reflections; c = 10011. also 
excellently reflecting and well developed; m = 
= 11101 and p = 11101. narrow. of ten giving good 
images; t= P201. of ten absent. but otherwise 
narrow and well reflecting. The habit of the 
crystals is mostly thick~prismatic and flattened 
parallel to b. Of ten. however. the crystals are 
peculiarly distorted: e.g. they are prismatic 
paraBel to the edge 0: cv. In other individuals 
band t are very narrow. but m is very large in 
this case. 

I) Prepared by MONTAGNE. Although the structure mentioned here is most probable. 
it must yet he proved. As the author's death made this impossible. the formula given here 
should he considered as preliminary. 
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Angular values: Observed : 

a : m = (100): (110) =* 86° 19' 
m : b = (110) : (010) =* 37 8 
c: b = (001) : (010) ~* 79 34 
a: c =(100) : (001) =* 94 17 

w : b = (111) : (010) =* 52 7 
b:p =(010):(110)= 20 36 
p : a = (110) : (100) = 35 56 
b : 0 = (010) : (111) = 57 15 
0 : w = (111) : (iÏ 1) = 70 38 
a: w = (100): (111) = 53 27 
a:o =(100) : (111)= 88 31 
m : 0 = (110) : (111) = 51 5 
c : 0 = (001) : (111) = 29 30 
c:w=(001) : (111)= 52 12 
b : t =(010):(120)= 16 50 
t : m = (120) : (110) = 20 18 
c:m=(001):(110)= 99 25 
c : p =(001):010)= 80 59 
p:w=(ilO) : (111)= 46 49 

Calculated : 

20° 42t' 
35 50! 
57 12 
70 41 
53 33t 
88 21 
51 7t 
29 35 
52 10 
16 51 
20 17 
99 17t 
80 50 
47 0 . 

No distinct cleavage was found. The extinction on 10101 is almost 
normally orientated. i. e. al most parallel and perpendicular to the edge b: m. 

E. 3 ~ 5 ~ Dibromo ~ 2' ~ 4' ~ 6' ~ Trimethyl~Benzophenonel): C6H3Br2 . CO . 
. C6H 2(CH3h· 

From ligroine large. very lustrous and almost colourless crystals we re 
obtained. which showastrong 
variation of their habit. Also 
the angular values appear to 
oscillate not inappreciably with 
different individuals. The fol~ 
lowing data were obtained by 
means of the best developed 
crystals. (Fig. 5). 

Monoclinic-prismatic. 
a: b: c=0,5291 : 1 : 0,5873 : 

fJ = 70° 14t'. 
Forms observed: c = 10011. 

broad and lustrous. ordinarily 
predominant. but occasionally 
showing also smaller dimen~ 

sions: 0 = 11211 and m = 11101. 
both generally equally large 

o 

Fig. 5. 

· · I · 

. . 
:0 

I) P . J. MONTAGNE : Also the paper concerning this and the followlng substance has not 
been published. However. the constltution of both these compounds has been made certaln. 
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and very lustrous. but occasionally 0 is strongly predominant and m very 

narrow; w = 11411. smaller than 0, exceptionally even very insignificant. 
but always yielding good reflections; b = 10101. very narrow. of ten absent. 
but e. g. in the needle~shaped crystals very weIl reflecting; q = 10111. 
rather small. giving good images. but of ten absent. The habit is thick 
and tabular parallel to 10011 or elongated in the direction of an edge 
b: o. Also other combinations occur. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated : 

c: 0 = (OOI): (121) =* 47° 53' 
m : m = (110) : (110) =* 52 56t 
c: m = (001) : (110) =* 72 23 
0:0 =(121):(121)= 65 20 65° Ht' 
0: m = (121) : (110) = 29 22 29 15 
0:w=(121):(141)= 58 40 58 38 
0: (IJ = (121): (MI) = 64 25 64 22 
w : 0 = (141) : (Ïïf) = 48 15 48 22t 
0 : m=(121):(110)= 67 12 67 16 
c: w = (001) : (141) = 75 36 75 40 
c: q = (001) : (011) = 28 59 28 56 
b : q = (010) : (011) = 61 1 61 4 
0: q = (121) : (011) = 70 59 70 58 
q:w=(011):(141)= 49 50 49 48 
q : 0 = (121) : (011) = 32 4 32 1 
o:b =(121):(010)= 57 20 57 23 

No distinct cleavage was found. 
On 10011 there is a diagonal extinction; on mand b it is oblique 

with respect to the vertical axis. 

F. 4~4' ~. 4" ~4"' ~ Tetrabl"Omo~Benzopinacone I): (C6H 4Brh C. OH . 
. C. OH. (C6H 1Brh + 1 Ethyl~acetate. 

Prom ethylacetate this substance crystallizes in thick. colourless. pris~ 

matic crystals. containing 1 molecule of the solvent. Already at a slight 
increase of tempera tu re they turn opaque by loss of ethylacetate. The 
clear. transparent crystals appear to be weIl built and show constant 
angles. 

M onoclinic~prismatic. 

a: b: c= 1.7540: 1 : 0.4636; 

p= 81° 41'. 

I) Prepared by P . J. MONTAGNE; concerning this compound must be applied what has 
been remarked in the footnote on the preceding page. 
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Forms observed: a = 11 OOI. large. of ten curved and yielding multiple 
reflections; m= 11101. somewhat broader than b= 10101. both giving 

la m 

.. I . 

very sharp images; 0 = 11111. broad and lustrous; 
w = In 11. much smaller than o. but also weil 
reflecting. The habit is elongated parallel to the 
c~axis and flattened parallel to 11001. (Fig. 6). 

Angular values: Measured: 

a: m = (100) : (110) =* 60° 3' 
a : w = (f 00) : (fI1) =* 83 44 
b:o =(010):(111)=*67 18 
b : w = (010) : (111) = 65 23 
0:0 =(111):(111)= 45 24 

w : w = (ï Tl) : (111) = 49 14 
b : m = (010) : (110) = 29 57 
0 : w=(I1I):(111)= 26 55 
a : 0 = (100) : (111) = 69 22 

No distinct cleavage was found. 

Calculated: 

65° 17t' 
45 24 
49 25t 
29 57 
26 54 
69 26 

Fig. 6. On 11001 the extinction was normal. The plane 
of the optical axes is 10101; on (100) and (lOl) one of the optical axes 
can be seen excentrically. The dispersion is inclined and rather strong. 

Groningen. Laboratory {or Inorganic and 
Physical Chemistry o{ the University. 



Chemistry. - "The Crystalforms of Some Organic Nitrogen~compounds. 
By Prof. F. M. JAEGER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30, 1926). 

§ 1. In this paper the crystalforms are described of the following 
fifteen nitrogen~derivatives. which have been investigated during the 
last few years: p~Amino~acetophenone: Acetyl~phenyl~urethane: Acetyl~ 
a~amino~pyridine: a~Amino~pyridine~urethane: Acetyl~chinine: Tartrona~ 

minic~acid: d~ Tartramidic~acid : Trihydrazide~hydrochloride of Tricarbal~ 
lylic acid; Amido~sulphonic acid; Phtalimidine : Ammonium~phtalimidine~ 
acetate: Ethylenediamine ~ hydrochloride; p ~ Nitro~mono ~propyl~aniline: 
Benzoylcyano~acetic methyl~ether and m~Nitro~benzoylcyano~acetic methyl~ 
ether. Also the description is added here of Triethylphosphine~carbodi~ 
sulphide. the remarkable addition~product of carbondisulphide: CS2 and 
P(C2H sh· 

§ 2. p~Amino~Acetophenone 1): CH3 • CO. C 6HlNH2) ; Mpt: 106° C. 
From benzene in large. flat. pale yellowish. transparent crystals; from 

a mixture of alcool + chloroform in rectangular plates. elongated either 
parallel to the b~. or to the a~axis (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a:b:c = 1.7447: 1: 1.6662; 
(J = 73° 16'. 

Forms observed: c = 10011. mostly predominant and lustrous ; a = 11001, 
weIl developed; m= 11101. broader than p= 11201; r= I"foll. weIl devel~ 
oped and yielding good reflections. The habit is of ten elongated parallel 
to the b~axis. with 10011 and 11001 predominant. and in the last case 
laso prismatic along the c~axis. 

I) V. B. DREWSEN, Lieb. Ann. der Chemie, 212, 162, (1882). 

28 
Proc:eedlngs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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Angular values: Observed : Calculated : 

a: r = (100) : (101) =* 55° 9' 
a: m = (100) : (110) =* 59 6 
c: a = (001) : (100) =* 73 16 
c : r =(001):(101)= 51 33 51° 35' 
p:p =(120):(120)= 33 55 33 19 
p : m=(120) : (110)= 14 3 14 14t 
c: p = (001) : (120) = 85 20t 85 16 
c: m = (001) : (110) = 81 35 81 29 

In the prism~zone the angular values vary not inappreciably. No dis~ 
tinct cleavability. The optical axial plane is 10101; the flrst bisectrix is 
al most perpendicular to 10011. The angle of the optical axes is eVidently 
very smaIl; weak and inclined dispersion. 

§ 3. AcetlJ/~pheny/~Urethane 1): C 6H s . N<~g : ~/t:~Hs ; Mpt. : 59° C. 

From ligroine in colourless. weIl~developed crystals. (Fig. 2). 

Rhombic~bipyramida/. 

a: b: c= 1,2323 : 1: 15141. 
Formsobserved: c=looq. 

large and lustrous ; m = 11101. 
also weIl developed and giv~ 
ing sharp images; a = 11001 
and b = 10101. generally al~ 
most equally large; 0 = 12111. 
weIl reflecting. mostly small~ 
er. but occasionally much 
larger than m. The habit is 
short~prismatic with tabular m 
form parallel to 10011. or 
that of thick plates parallel 
to looq. 

Angular values: Observed : 

b : m = (010) : (110) =* 39° 3t' 
c: 0 = (001) : (211) =* 55 17 
a : 0 = (100) : (211) = 45 32 
b : 0 = (010) : (211) = 64 25 
0: 0 = (211) : (211) = 51 10 
a: m = (100) : (110) = 50 56t 
m:m=(110) : (110)=101 53 
m : 0 = (110) : (211) = 39 ' 12 
0 : 0 = (211) : (211) = 69 28 
m: 0 = (110): (211) = 83 55 

No distinct cleavage could be found. 

{" (l 

Fig. 2. 

Ca/cu/ated : 

45° 30' 
64 28 
51 4 
50 56t 

101 53 
39 7 
69 26 
83 54t 

1) D. R. NIlK. Rec. d. Trav. chim. d. Pays-Bas. 39, 701. (1920). 
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The plane of the optical axes is probably 11001; the c~axis is 6rst 
bisectrix. The apparent axial angle is only smalI; the dispersion is weak. 

§ 4. Acetyl~a~Amino~pyridine 1): CsH 4N. NH. CO. CH3 : Mpt: 71°C. 
From benzene + ligroine in colourless. very lustrous crystals . .. (Fig. 3). 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a : b : c = 1.4939: 1 : 2.0719 ; 

{J = 89°141
//. 

/ s 
!' .... ~ - -- -- --- - - - - -(? - - -- - - - -- -- -- - - - ---
.... \ , 

-' . 
IJ ,:~- ----r--------.------------

, ........ 

s' 
Fig. 3. 

Forms observed: c = 10011. predominant. yielding good reflections; 
r = 11001 and s = nO 11. equally broad. weil developed and giving sharp 
images; q = 10111. broad and lustrous. The habit is that of thick tables 
parallel to 10011. with elongation in the direction of the b-axis. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

c: r = (001) : (101) =* 53° 42t' 
c: s = (001) : (101) =* 54 42~ 
c: q = (001) : (011) =* 64 14 
r:s =(101):(101)= 71 35 
q:q =(011):(011)= 51 32 
r:q =(101):(011)= 74 59 

Perfectly cleavable parallel to 10101. 

71 ° 35' 
51 32 
75 5t 

§ 5. a-Amino-pyridine-Urethane 2): CsH 4N. NH. CO . OC2H s ; Mpt: 
105°.5 C. 

From ether this substance is obtained in weil developed. but very 
soft and plastic crystals; they are colourless and commonly possess a 
prismatic or paralle10pipedal shape. By the translation-planes present the 
crystals can only be manipulated. if the necessary precautions be taken; 
the angular values vary not inappreciably in the different zones. 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a: b: c: = 0.7946: 1 : 1.3552; 

(J = 73° 21'. 

1) E. DINGEMANSE and J. P. WIBAUT. Rec. d. Trav. Chim. d. Pays-Bas, ~2. 240, (1923). 
2) E. DINGEMANSE and J. P. WIBAUT, Rec. d. Trav. Chim. d. Pays-Bas. loco cito 

28* 
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Forms observed: m = p 101. large and lustrous ; a = 11001. narrower 
than m. of ten absent. but giving good reflections ; c = 11001. weIl devel-

, , , 
: , , , , 

Jjr. 
, , 
, 

.~ -- - - - .(.. ... ...... 

.Il. 

J. 
Fig. 4. 

oped and yielding very good reflections ; r = pO 11. weil reflecting. much 
broader than s = P081. which form is of ten absent. 

Angular values : Observed : Calculated: 

m : m = (110) : (110) =* 74° 34' 
c: m = (001) : (110) =* 76 49t 
c : r = (001) : (101) = 47 40 
c : s = (001) : (108) = 10 40 
a:m=(100):(110)= 37 23 
a : s =(100) : (108)= 63 0 
r : s = (101): (108) = 36 45 

Cleavage perfect parallel to POli. 
On 10011 diagonaI. on p 101 oblique extinction. 

10° 54' 
37 17 
62 27 
36 46 

§ 6. Acetyl-chinine : 1) C 2oH 23(CO. CH3) • N 20 2 ; Mpt: 116° C. 
This compound crystallizes at room-temperature from ether in splendid. 

colourless and transparent crystals. having a high lustre and measuring 
of ten several cm. in length. (Fig. 5). 

Rhombic-bisphenoidal. 

a :b :c= 1.1142 : 1 :0.6119. 

Forms observed : a = 11001 and m = 11101. about equally large and 
very lustrous ; they yield excellent reflections. although on a of ten multiple 
images. Further: b= 10101. much narrower. of ten only with a single 
plane. weil reflecting ; s = 12011 and r = POli. both giving excellent 

1) L. SEEKLES, 'Dissertation. Leiden. (1922). p. 33. 
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images. s mostly much smaller than r; 0 = In 11. large and lustrous. 
almost always showing a single plane; w = 11111. small. duB. but wel l 

measurable. The crystals are weil built and have constant angular values. 
Their habit is thick~prismatic and elongated parallel to the c~axis or 
flattened parallel to two planes of mand a. 

r: 
m 

0 Til 

. Fig 5. 

Angular values: Observed : Calcdated : 

a : m = (100) : (110) =* 48° 51' 2" 

a : S = (100) : (201) =* 42 19 
b:m=(OlO):(llO)= 41 58t 41° 54·f 

m : m = (110): (110) = 83 57 83 49 
s:r =(201):(101)= 18 49 18 54t 
r:r =(101):(101)= 57 59 57 33 
a:o = (100):(111)= 64 48 64 53t 
o : w = (111) : (111) = 50 20 50 13 

w : a = (111) : (100) = 64 48 64 53t 
m : w = (I 10) : (I 11) = 50 28 50 331 
m : S = (110) : (201) = 60 19 60 24 
s : 0 = (201) : (111) = 33 38 33 31t 
0: m = (111) : (110) = 86 18 86 4t 
b: w = (010) : (111) = 61 36 61 47t 

w : r = (I 11) : (10 1) = 28 23 28 12t 
m: r = (110): (101) = 71 21 71 15 
b:o =(010):(111)= 61 32 61 47t 
0: r = (11): (101) = 28 28 28 12t 

No distinct cleavage was found. 
In solution the substance is levogyrate: 

[a]D:= - 120.°8 . 

§ 7. Tartronaminic Acid 1): NH2 • CO. CH (OH) . COOH; Mpt: 
160° C. with decomposition. 

From water this compound crystallizes commonly in colourless flat 
needIes. which are arranged in spherolithes. but rarely also in big. 
colourless. prismatic crystals. They are weil built and allow accurate 
measurements. 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a: b : c = 3.0003 : 1 : 2.4063; 
IJ = 64°19'. 

Formsobserved: c=10011 
and a = 11001. both giving 
very sharp images and almost 
equally broad; 0 = 1111 I. 

a 

Fig. 6. 

1) N. MENSCHUTKIN. Lleb. Ann. der Chemie. 182, 82. (1876). 
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splendidly reflecting and much better than w = I ft 11. which form shows 
only narrow and dull faces. The habit is thick~prismatic parallel to the 
b-axis. 

Angular values: Observed : 

a: c = (100) : (001) =* 64° 19' 
c:o =(001):(111)-*59 31 
a: 0 = (100) : (111) -* 62 16 
0: 0 = (111) : (Ï 1 Ï) = 70 34 
c:w=(OOl):(l11)= 7i 8 

w : 0 = (111) : (111) = 46 21 
a: w = (00) : (111) = 80 59 
w:o =(111):(111)~ 36 40 

No distinct cleavage could be observed. 

Calculated : 

70° 23' 
7i 41 
46 24t 
81 9 
36 35 

On a and c normal extinction. The plane of the optical axes is 10101: 
inclined dispersion. One branch of the hyperbola is on 10011 visible at 
the border of the field of the micro scope. 

§ 8. Dextrogyrate Tartramidic Acid 1): COOH. CHOH. CHOH. CO. 
NH2 : Mpt: 172° C. 

Crystals of the shape reproduced in Fig. 7 were obtained from a 
C 

{" 
Fig. 7. 

stals are nearly isometricaI. 
the a~axis. 

solution in water. They are colour~ 
less. highly lustrous and yield ex
cellent images. 

Rhombic~bisphenoidal: (pseudo~ 
tetragonal). 

a : b : c: = 0.7352 : 1 : 0,7393. 
Forms observed: m = 1110 I, 

r = 12011 and q = 10111. all about 
equally well developed. very lustrous 
and giving good reflections: w=12211, 
somewhat smaller, but yielding sharp 
images. as also b=!OlOI: c=10011, 
distinct. but a little duller. The cry~ 

with a slight flattening in the direction of 

Angu[;jr values: Observed : Calculated : 

b: m = (010): (110) * 53° 40!, 
q:q =(011):(011)=*72 57 
r: r = (201) : (201) = 52 58 
c: r = (OOI) : (201) = 63 31 
b: w = (010) : (221) = 56 43 

52° 52! 
63 33t 
56 38t 

1) Comp. e. g.: L. PASTEUR. Ann. de Chim. et Phys .. (3), 38. 454. (1853): P. GROTH. 
Chem. Kryst .• III. 302. 308. The preparation here investigated was made by Dr.R.A.WEERMAN 
Diss. Delh. (1916). p. 109. 
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Angular values: Observed : Calculated: 

w : r = (221) : (201) = 33 18 
m: m = (110): (110) = 72 39t 
b:q =(010):(011)= 53 31t 
c: q = (001) : (011) = 36 28t 

m:q =(110):(011)= 49 37t 
r: q = (201) : (011) = 69 8 

m : r = (110) : (201) = 43 41 

No distinct cleavage was f(,>und. 

33 21t 
72 38t 
53 31t 
36 28t 
49 37t 
69 1 
43 49t 

On 10101 and 10011 norm al extinction. The plane of the optical axes 
is POOI. with the c-axis probably as first bisectrix. PASTEUR observed in 
the crystals of :the corresponding levogyrate isomeride. instead of w. a 

form 0 = 12211. 

§ 9. Triethylphosphine-Carbodisulphide 1): P(C2H 5h . CS2 ; Mpt: 122° C. 
This compound crystallizes from alcohol in flat. 

blood-red. very brittle needies. 

Monoclinic-prismatic (pseudo-rhombic). 

a: b: c= 0.6306: 1 : 0,9716; 

fJ = 89° 51 1
/ 2, 

Forms observed: b = 10101. strongly predominant 
and. just as r = 11011 and ril = 11011. yielding very 
sharp images; w = 11111. narrow. but weil mea
surabie; c = 10011. lustrous and weil reflecting. Fig. 8. 

Angular values: Observed : Calculated: 

r: ril = (101) : (101) =* 114° 2' 
b: w = (010) : (111) =* 
c: r = (001): (101) =* 
r: w = (101) : (111) = 
r:b =(101):(010)= 

62 9 
56 55 
27 51 
90 0 

Perfectly cleavable parallel to 10101 and 11011. The plane of the optical 
axes is practically parallel to 10011; the first bisectrix is perpendicular to 
10101 and has a positive character. Very strongly dichroitic: on b for 
vibrations parallel to 10011 dark-red. for those perpendicular to this. 
orange-yellow. 

1) According to J. P. WIBAUT (Rec. d. Trav. Chim. d. Pays-Bas. 44. (1925). 239) the 
meltingpoint of 950 C.. as given in literature. must he considered as wrong. With some 
other choice of the parameters. the crystals investigated would he identical with those 
investigated by SELLA (Rend. Acad. Lincei. (2). 20. 361. (1863). 
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§ 10. Trihydrazide~hydrochloride~ of Tricarballylic Acid 1): C3H 5(CO. 
NH. NH2h. 3HC1. 

From alcool by slow evaporation in vacua beautiful. colourless crystals 
were obtained. 

Cubic~hexakisoctahedral. 

Weil built octahedra. with (111): (fI1) = 70°33'. The small corrosion~ 
figures on the faces of 1111l were hexagons with their edges parallel to 
those of the octahedron. The crystals are isotropous. without circular 
polarisation. 

§ 11. Amidosulphonic Acid: NH2 • S03H. 
From a solution in water big. colourless. splendidly built and perfectly 

transparent crystals are obtained. as 
reproduced in Fig. 9. 

Rhombic~bipyramidal ; 
(pseudo~tetragonal). 

a: b: c= 0.8720: 1 : 0.8774. 

Forms observed: c = 100l!. large 
Fig. 9 

and very lust rous ; 0 = lili!. also weil developed and yielding sharp 
reflections; r = 11021 and q = 10211. almost equally large and weil reflect~ 
ing; m = 12101. appreciably smaller. but distinct and exactly measurable; 
w = 1114l. very narrow and giving somewhat duller images. The habit 
is almost iso me tri cal. with flattening parallel to 10011; of ten rand w 

show only half the number of faces. the crystals therefore showing an 
apparent monoclinic symmetry. However. the crystals are really pseudo~ 
tetragonal: the angle (001): (101)=45° lO't. so that the b~axiswouldbe 
the vertical axis of the apparently tetragonal individual; a: c becomes 
then about: 1: 1.142. The extinction on 12101 and the other optical pro~ 
perties prove. however. the true rhonibic symmetry of the crystals. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

c: 0 = (001) : (!....11) =* 53° 9t' 
m : m = (210) : (210) =* 47 7 
c: q = (001) : (021) = 60 20t 
q : q = (021) : (021) = 59 19 
c: r = (001) : (102) = 26 57t 
0: 0 = (111) : (111) = 63 30 
0: 0 = (111): (111) = 73 40t 
c: w = (001) : (112) - 18 45 

No distinct c1eavage could be found. 

60° 19t' 
59 21 
26 42t 
63 28t 
73 40t 
18 27 

The plane of the optical axes is 100l!. with the b~axis as first bisectrix. 
The apparent axial angle is large. the dispersion weak. 

1) TH. CURTIUS and A. HESSE. Journ. für prakt. Chem .• 62, 236. (1900). 
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EVidently the crystals are identical with those described by A. FOCK 
(Zeits. f. Kryst .. H. 531, (1888)). wh ere 10101 = 10011 in our crystals. 

§ 12. Phtalimidine: C 6H 1 <~;:2> NH; Mpt: 150°C. 

From a mixture of chloroform and carbondisulphide flat 
parallelogram-shaped crystals were obtained. as reproduced 
in 6g. 10. 

M onoclinic-prismatic. 
b: c= 1: 0.4913; 

fJ = 79° 202
//. 

Forms observed: b = 1010 I. strongly predominant and 
yielding sharp reflections, as also a = 1100 I ; q = 1100 I, a 
weIl developed. 

Anglliar vallles : Observed : Calculated: 

a: q = (100) : (011) =* 80° 25' 
b: q = (010) : (011) =* 64 13i 
q:q =(011): (ÖÏ1) = 51 33+ 51° 33' 
a : b = (100) : (010) = 90 0 90° Fig. 10. 

Perfectly cleavable parallel to 1010 I; distinctly parallel to POOI. 
The plane of the optical axis is probably parallel to 10101. On b one 

of the optical principal sec ti ons makes an angle of 19112° with the c-axis 
in the posterior quadrant. 

§ 13. Ammonium - Phtalimidine - acetate : 

This salt was deposited from an aqueous solution in the form of big. 
colourless cristals of the shape reproduced in Fig. 11. 

Fig. 11. 
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Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a: b: c = 0.8837 : 1 : 1. 4301 : 

(3=77°46'. 

Forms observed: c = 10011. strongly predominant and giving excellent 
images; q = 10111. broad. also very .Iustrous; r = 11011. broad reflecting; 
a = 11001. narrow and duIt but occasionally broader than rand yieIding 
good reflexes; s = 11011. narrower than r. well measurable; w = 11221. 
smalt well reflecting; 0 = 13621. larger than wand yielding rather good 
images. The habit is tabular parallel to 10011 with eIongation in the 
direction of the b~axis. 

Angular values : Observed : Calculated : 

c: r = (001) : (101) =* 49° 40' 
r : a = (101) : (100) =* 28 6 
c: q = (001) : (011) =* 54 25 
a : s = (100) : (101) = 35 2 
s : C = (lOl) : (001) = 67 27 
q : q = (011): (011) = 71 12 
r: q = (101) : (011) = 67 54 
s: q = (101) : (011) = 76 55 
a : q = (100) : (011) = 82 48 
c:w=(001):(122)= 54 4 

w : 0 = (122): (362) = 30 30 
0: C =(362): (001)= 95 46 
a : w=(100):(122)= 58 41 
w : q=(122):(011)= 23 53 

34° 
67 
71 
67 
77 
82 
53 
30 
95 
59 
23 

48' 
26t 
10 
52t 

6 
55 
53t 
21 
45t 

5 
50 

No distinct cIeavability. 

§ 14. Ethylenediamine~hydrochloride : C 2 H 4 (NH2h. 2 HCI. 

Fig. 12. 

e From water at room~temperature. this compound 
is obtained in splendid. colourless. perfectly trans~ 

parent and strongly refracting crystals. Theyallow 
exact measurements to be made. (Fig. 12). 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a: b : c = 1.4496: 1 : 0.6597 ; 

(3 = 88° 263
// . 

Forms;" observed: m = 11101. very lustrous and 
yielding excellent images. as also 0 = 11111; c = 10011. 
smalt well measureable ; w = 11221. in most cases 
only rudimentary. with strongly curved faces; of ten 
even totally absent. The habitus is that of flat . kite~ 
shaped crystals or of steep needIes or long prisms. 
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Angular values : Observed : Calculated : 

m : m = (110): (110) * 110° 47' 
c: m= (001): (110)-* 89 7 
0 : 0 =(111):(111)-* 61 26 
m:o =(110):(111)= 77 56 
m : 0 = (110) : (111) = 50 40 
c:o =(001):(111)= 38 12 

m : cO = (110) : (122) = 71 19 

77° 58+' 
50 45+ 
38 21+ 
71 1 

It seems that no distinct c1eavage is present here. 

§ 15. p~Nitro~mono~Propyl~Aniline: C 6H 1(N02). NH(C3H 7). 

From alcohol this compound is deposited in the form of elongated, 
deep yellow, flat prisms with oblique terminal faces. They are highly 
lustrous, have a lilac surface~hue and yield multiple images. (Fig. 13). 

Triclinic~pinacoidal. 

a: b: c= 0,6135: 1 : 0,2992: 
A= 59° 38': a= 64° 42'. 
B = 125 21: p= 121° 17+'. 
C = 72 38: 'Y = 89° 30'. 

Forms obseroed: b = 10101, predominant and, like a= POOI and c = 
= 100lj,all yielding very sharp reflexes: m=12301, p=P301 and t=12301, 
all about equally broad and weIl reflecting: q = 10111, 
distinctly developed, lustrous: s = 10111, small and 
faintly reflecting. The habit is elongated in the direction 
of the c~axis, with flattening parallel 10101. 

Angular values: Observed : Calculated : 

a: c = (100) : (001) =* 54° 39' 
a : b = (100) : (010) =* 107 22 
b : c = (010) : (001) =* 120 22 
c: q = (001) : (011) * 14 13 
p : b = (130) : (010) =* 33 31 
b: t = (010): (230) = 39 22 39° 15' 
a: t = (100): (230) = 33 16 33 23 
a : m = (100) : (230) = 48 1 48 17 
m : p = (230) : (130) = 25 40 25 34 
b : q = (010): (011) = 106 9 106 9 
c:s =(001) : (011)= 11 3 11 3+ 
s : b =(011): (ofö) = 48 35 48 34+ 
c: m = (001) : (230) . 82 42 82 54 

t ti 
• • 10", 

Fig. 13. 

On 10101 oblique extinction : the optical prindpal section makes, on 
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this face. an angle of about 12° with the direction of the c-axis. Strongly 
dichroitic: orange-yellow-pale yellow. 

§ 16. Methylether of Benzoyl-cyano-acetic Acid: (CN). CH(CO . 
. C 6H s) . CO . OCH3 ; Mpt: 75°.2 C. 

The compound was prepared from benzoylchloride and the sodium
salt of methyl-cyano-acetate at a low temperature. 1) 

From absolute alcohol the substance crystallizes at 60° C in beautiful. 
pale yellow. very lustrous prisms. which are of ten f1attened parallel to 
two opposite plan es of m. 

Rhombic-bipyramidal. 

a: b: c:= 1.1433: 1: 0.7052. 

Forms observed: m = 11101. predominant and yielding excellent 
reflections; q = 10111. large and very lustrous ; 0 = 11111. smaller than 

Sf 1(' , , , . · , , ' 
~' m' 

/' " , , 
::111, m · , , . · . , , 

Fig. 14. 

q. of ten apparently in two bisphenoids: the corrosion-figures on mand 
o p~ove. however. beyond doubt that the symmetry is really bipyramidal. 
Further: b = 10101. very narrow. of ten hardly visible and yielding only 
weak images; p = 11201, weil developed and lustrous. of ten absent: 
r= poll. small and dull; s = 10211. also subordinate. but giving goOO 
reflections. The habit is short-prismatic parallel to the c-axis. A number 
of combinations were observed. dependent on circumstances during the 
crystallisation: e.g .. : I i 101. 10111 and 11111; P 101. 10111. 11111. 10211 and 
10101: 11101 and plll: 11101 Pll1 and 10111: 11101.11111.10111.10211. 
10101: 11011 and 11201: etc. Compare Fig. 14. 

1) See also: L. BARTHE. Compt. rend. Paris. 106. 1416. (1888): A. HALLER. Ibid .• lOl, 
1270. (1883). 
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Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

0: 0 = (111) : (E 1) =* 86° 16' 
m:q =(110):(011)=*64 17t 
m : m = (110) : (1 Ï"o) = 97 35t 
q : q = (011) : (011) = 70 18 

m : 0 = (lÏ"o) : (111) = 46 52 
0: 0 = (111) : (111) = 61 54 
0:1' =(111):(101)= 30 57 
b: p = (010): (120) = 23 44 
p: m = (120): (110) = 17 32 
m : l' = (110) : (101) = 69 39t 
l' : q = (101) : (011) = 45 57t 
b:s =(010):(021)= 35 29 
s : q = (021) : (011) = 19 22 

No distinct cleavability was stated. 

97° 39' 
70 23 
46 52 
61 57 
30 58t 
23 37t 
17 33 
69 47 
45 55t 
35 20 
19 28t 

§ 17. Methyl~ether of m~Nitl'O~benzoyl~cyano~acetic Acid: C 6H 4 (N02) 

CO. CH (CN) . CO.OCH3• 

The substance was prepared in an analogous way as the former. 
m~Nitrobenzoylchloride being used in this case . 

. From a hot solution in ether or from a mixture of ether and acetone. 
small. al most colourless. very lustrous crystals were obtained. 

Monoclinic~prismatic. 

a : b : c = 0.7958 : 1 : 0.8067 ; 

IJ = 82°9'. 

Forms observed: a = 1100j and m = \110j. weil developed and highly 
lustrous ; c = 10011. also large. but much duller; l' = 1905j and 0 = \111j. 
distinct. but yielding mostly only faint reflections. The angles in the 
zone of the b~axis oscillate within rather wide limits with separate 

.1.- - 0 - 0'" 0', 0 ~ _ ~~q~ ·;;Z>u;;-", .. 
Fig. 15 

individuals. The habit is short~prismatic parallel the c~axis or tabu lar 
parallel 1001j. See Fig. 15. 
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Angular values: Observed : Calculated : 

a: m = (100): (110) -* 51° 45' 
m : 0 = (110): (111) * 32 49 
m : c = (110): (001) =* 85 9 
m : m = (110) : (110) = 76 30 
a: r = (100) : (905) = 26 53! 
r: c = (905) : (001) = 55 lot 
a: c = (100) : (101) = 82 4 
c: 0 = (001) : (111) = 52 20 

76° 30' 
26 48 
55 21 
82 9 
52 20 

Distinctly cleavable parallel to 10011. The corrosion-figures obtained 
on 11001 with Cassia-oil. were in full agreement with the symmetry 
mentioned. 

On a and c normal extinction. The plane of the optical axes is 10101; 
the dispersion is inclined and extraordinarily strong. with: e > v. 

The apparent axial angle (in Cassia-oil) is about 47 ~ 0; one of the axes 
is seen al most perpendicular to 10011. the first bisectrix al most halving 
the angle of the edges of (100) and (001) with (010). 

Groningen. Laboratory for Inorganic and 
Physical Chemistry of the University. 



Chemistry. "On the Crystal~structure of Lead~Iodide". By P. 
TERPSTRA and H. G. K. WESTENBRINK. (Communieated by Prof. 
F. M. JAEGER). 

(Communlcated at the meeting of January 30. 1925). 

§ 1. On slow evaporation of a hot saturated solution of the salt in 
water. lead~iodide: PbJ2 crystallizes in very thin hexagon~shaped plates. 
whieh in convergent polarized light show. between crossed nieols. the 
interference~image of a strongly birefracting. optically uniaxial crystal. 
without circular polarisation and with negative optical character. By 
means of goniometrie measurements with the theodolite~goniometer. it 
was stated that the bordering of these tab les consists in an apparently 
hexagonal bipyramide. whose faces are. however. sa smalI. that the 
reflection~images of the collimator~slit are broadened by diffraction to 
such an extent. that accurate determination of the angles between these 
narrow facets and the basal plane was not weil possible. The mean 
value of a dozen measurements indicates that the angle looked for must 
be about 60° 20', ~ the axial ratio. therefore. being approximately: 
1 : 1.51. This result is in contradietion with NOROENSKJÖLO's measure~ 
ments 1). who gives the value of a : c of PbJ2 as being 1: 1.2945. 

The RÖNTGEN~spectrographic investigation of the salt was started by pre~ 
paring a radiogram af ter LAUE's methad. The primary pencil of RÖNTGEN~ 
rays was orientated perpendieularly on a very thin hexagonal plate. The 
RÖNTGEN~image obtained manifests an axis of threefold symmetry an~ three 
symmetry~planes intersecting at 120°. Lead~iodide. therefore, belongs to one 
of the following th ree symmetry~classes: either to the trigonal~trapezo~ 

hedral class (A3; 3L2 oIl3 ; oP ; oc). or to the ditrigonal~scalenohedral 

class (A3 (= A6); 3L2 ; oIl3' 3P; C). or to the ditrigonal~pyramidal class 
(A3 ; oL2 ; oIl3 ; 3P ; oC). The principal zones may be readily seen from 
the Fig. 1. which gives a gnomonie projection of this LAuE~radiogram; 
with the help of it the indices mentioned could easily be attributed to 

the numerous diffraction~spots. It appears that the spots (111). (111). (111). 
(in MILLER's notation) are in such distance from the spot (111), that 
the enclosed angles are about 60°; according to the LAuE~radio~ 
gram it appears once more as certain. that the axial ratio: a: c= 1 : 1.5 
is most probable. 

Secondly a powder~spectogram af ter DEBIJE~HuLL' smethod was made. 
The finely powdered PbJ2 was spread upon a fine si Ik wire. stretched 

1) E. NORDENSKJÖLD. Bihang Svenska Kl. Akad .. (1874). 2, Hand!. 2. 
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coaxially in a cylindrical camera. Af ter an exposure of 5 hours (50 Kilo
Volts; about 6 Milli-Amp.) to the rays of a copper-anticathode. a good 
diffraction-image was obtained; however. some lines in it were con
spicuous by their great breadth. In Table I all data with respect to 

Fig. 1. 

these lines are put together; the images No. 3 and No. 5 appeared 

(~: being = 1.107) to correspond to the ,B-radiation. the lines No. 4 

and No. 6 being the corresponding a-images on the same planes. 

The values measured of sin2 ~ for the a-lines may be calculated by 

the quadratic equation : 

sin2 % = 0.0375 (h 2 + hk + P) + 0,0129 [2. 

The values of sin2 ~ c~lculated by me!ans of this formula are also 

given in Table I. As 3 X 0.0129 is approximately equal to 0.0375. there 
occurs coincidation of a number of lines corresponding to different planes 



TABLE I. 

;} 

The values of x and y in: sin2
2 = x (h2 + hk + k2j + yP are calculated from the values indicated in this Tabie. 

:l . ~î .. Jl . 
Intensities (calculated) for 

I'l 
sin2 .:. X = 0.0375 ? sin2':' 

ó.:J 'ä m 
u c<:l ::E S- ;} h, k, 1 

Z~ 
~ .. 8 Remarks 

2 sin 2 2 y = 0.0129 ~ 2 
.!!:tl "'-= (BRAVAlS) 1 11 1 13 .~ I'l 

(measured) (calculated) ... ..9]. o I'l .~ u='6 u=6Q U=S u=6Q 
0 0 

0 8 11.25 Within 6°31 ' 0.1135 0 .01288 Y =0.0129 001 28 24 20 16 

the central halo 

I 2 16 .80 p-line of No. 2 9°34' 0.1662 0.01762 - - - - - -

2 2 17.90 hazy broad spot 10°21' 0.1797 0.03240 - l00(?) - - - -

3 3 20.34 p -line of No. 4 11 °46' 0.2039 - - - - - - -

, x+ y=0.0504 ~ 101 ; 011 
4 10 22 .65 13° 6' 0 .2267 0.05153 21 23 26 28 

1Y=0.0516 002 

5 2 27.20 p-line of No. 6 15°H' 0.2711 · - - - - - - -

6 8 29.97 17°21' 0.2982 0 .08880 x+ 4y = 0.0891 102; 012 22 .22 22 21 

I 
3x = 0.1125 1110 

; 7 7 34.55 19°59' 0 .3417 0.11696 15 16 16 16 
9y=0.1161 001 ; 

8 3 36.30 21° I' 0 .3587 0.12866 3x+ y=0.1254 '111 ; 211 14 12 10 8 

I x+ 9y = 0 . 1536 ~ 103; 113 
9 6 39.48 22°51' 0.3884 0.15085 12 12 12 12 

I 4,r =0.1500; 200 

) 4.r+ y=0.1629 l201 ; 2~1 
10 6 41.86 24°14' 0.4104 0.16843 6 6 7 8 

3x+ 1Y = 0 . 1641 112; 212 

I 
16y = 0.2064 \004 

11 6 46.27 26°47' 0.4506 0.20340 8 9 9 10 
4.r+ 1Y=0.2016 /202; 222 

~ 
,r+ 16y=0.2H9 )104; 1~4 

12 4 49.39 28°35' 0.4785 0 .22891 7 6 5 3 
3x +- 9y = 0.2286 113 ; 213 

13 2 54.00 31 °15' 0.5188 0.26915 4,r + 9y = 0.2661 203; 223 6 5 5 5 

14 5 55.72 32° 15' 0 .5336 0.28510 7,r+ y=0.2754 211 ; 121 6 6 7 8 

) 7x+ 1Y~O. 31i1 )212,122 
15 7 59.31 broad 34°20' 0.5640 0 .31809 25y = 0.3225 005 15 16 

3,r+16y = 0 .3189 114 ; 214 

I 9.r+ y=0.3504 )301; 331 
16 5 62.69 36°17' 0.5918 0.35046 8 7 

4.r -+- 16y = 0 . 3564 204 ; 024 

17 3 65.95 38°10' 0.6180 0.38192 7,r + 9y = 0 .3786 213 ; 123 8 7 

42°50' 
112.r + y= 0.4629 I.: ;421 18 I 74.00 very faint 0 .6799 0.46240 

36y=0.46H 

19 1 84 . 50 very faint 48°54' 0 . 7536 0.56791 12x + 9y=0.5661 223 ; 423 

Some of the equally observed, but very faint lines of the p-radiation, etc., were not mentioned here, because they were of no interest with respect 
;} . ~ ~ 

to the theoretical interpretation, the values of - being too uncertain in these cases. If À", = 1.540 A. E., then: ,r = - = 0.00375 ; and y = - = 0.0129. 
2 ~ ~ 

0 0 

Prom this follows: a = 4.59 A. E.; c = 6.78 A. E .; and therefore : a : c = 1 : 1. 476. 
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of the structure. It is this phenomenon by which the abnormal broadening 
of a number of lines. as mentioned above. is readily explained. The 
indices h. k and I in the equation and in the Table are indicated with 
respect to a system of coordination~axes as drawn in Fig. 2; they are 
the ordinary indices according to BRAVAIS~MILLER's notation 1). but in 
sequence of: lh ki 11. - the third being left out as superfluous. The 
numeral coefficients in the above equation have in the hexagonal system 

,P .F 
the meaning 2) of: 3a2' resp. 4c2 ; therefore. it follows from the formula 

given above: 

(~)~~XO.0375 1 1476 
a - 4 0.0129' or: a: c = :. . 

As À. = (1.537 A. U.. the values of a and c. being the dimensions of 
the space~lattice in these directions. are: 

a=4.59A.U. ; c=6.78A.U. 

§ 2. The va lues for the specific 

C 

weight of PbJ2 given in literature 
vary between 6.1 and 6.3. For this 
reason the specific weight of crystals 

6(1' a 
. deposited from an aqueous solution 
was once more determined; the true 
value at 15° C. was: 6.18. As the 
volume of the elementary parallel~ 
opipedon (Fig. 2) is: t a2c. V 3 = 
= t . (4.59)2 . 6.78 cubic A. U. = 
= 123.8 cubic A. U.. a crystal~ 
mass of this volume weighs: 765. 
10-21 grams. The absolute mole~ 

cular weight of the iodide being: 

(t) (' 

Fig. 2. 

1) Commonly the indices in the hexagonal system have hitherto heen written: lhikll. With 
respect to the RÖNTGEN-spectrographic investigations. however. it seems to he preferahle 
to adopt in future the sequence lhkill. In transforming these indices into the MILLERian 
ones (trigonal axes) lpqrl. this alteration must he taken into account. so that: 

and reversely: 
p=h-i+l; q=k-h+l; r=i-k+l; 

h-P- q 
- 3 

q-r 
k-- 3 

._ r-p I-p+q+r 
I - -3- ; and - 3 

are valuahle in this case. 
2) For the simple hexagonal space-lattice the rel at ion holds: 

a 
d(hkl) = . 

y1/3 (h2 + hk + k2) + :~ [2 
But as also : 2d. sin Bh = n.l.. it follows immediately from these two relations. that: 

sin2 8/2 = n213À~2 (h 2 + hk + k2) + :~ [21. 
29 

Proceedlngs Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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(207.2 + 253.8) . 1.64. 10-21 grams = 756. 10-24 grams. the number of 
765 

molecules PbI2 pro elementary cell will be: 756 = 1.01. i.e. one mole~ 

cule pro cello 

It may be remarked here that aquadratic equation : sin2 ~ = 0,0125 

(m 2 + mn + n2
) + 0.0129 [2 evidently agrees as well with the values of 

. 1 
Table I. the coefficient x' here bemg :3 x of the farmer . From this 

equation are calculated: a' = 7.95 A . U . = 4. 95V 3 A. U .. and c=6.78 
A. U.. each elementary cell naw containing 3 molecules of PbI2• This 
apparent ambiguity in the choke of the quadratic farmuIa is wholly 
determined by the arbitrary choice of the axial system with hexagonal 
crystals. as the axes may be chasen so as to differ from each other by 
a rotation over 30° raund the hexaganal axis. It remains only a question 
of preference. which one wishes to consider as a~axes or as secondary 
axes. In Fig. 3 the twa kinds of elementary parallelopipedic cells are 
represented in their mutual dependenee ; their simple relation to each 
other is easily seen from this figu~e . 

· · l · · I 
• · · I 
I ... ----. .,.,--',... ... .......... 

Fig. 3. 

§ 3. For the purpose of determining the exact position of these two 
elementary cells with respect to the hexagonal boundaries of the crystal~ 
plates. two rotatianal spectrograms A and B of su eh a plate were prepared : 
in the first case the plate was revolved round an axis in the plane of it 
and parallel to one of the bordering edges; in the second case the axis 
of rotation of the crystal was also situated in the same plane. but perpen~ 
dicular to one of the hexagon~edges. In both cases the plane of the crystal~ 
plate was in its mean position. therefore. perpendicular to the incident 
pencil of RÖNTGEN~rays; from th is mean position it was by means of a 
mechanism. slowly rotated over about 35° to both sides alternately. The 
diffraction~image was produced on a flat photographic plate. this being 
placed perpendicularly to the incident beam at a distance of 39 mMo 
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from the crystal. By this method the socalIed "identity~curves" 1) appear 
on the film as a system of hyperbolae. Thus. in Fig. 4. giving a repro~ 
duction of the rotational spectogram A. the hyperbolae N°. O. 1. 2, - 1 
and - 2. may be easily discerned. From their mutual distances. the socalIed 

Fig. i. 

"identity~spacings" I in the direction of the axis of rotation can be 

calculated by means of the formula: I n . . l in which On is the angle 
smOn 

between the direction of the primary beam and the line joining thè top 
of the nth hyperbola in the diffraction~image with the crystal. In Fig. 4 
the distance of the top of the l ,t hyperbola N°. 0 (horizontal straight 
line) appears to be 14 mM.; the corresponding distance for the next 

(2nd) hyperbola being 35 mM.; etc. From this is deduced: tg 0l = ~: 
35 l ", U 2.l", 

and tg 0 2 =39; I) being thus equal to -.-=4.56A. ;12=-.-=4,61 
sm 0) sln 02 

A.U.; etc. 

I) Compare: F . M. JAEGER : Introduction to the Study of Crystallography. Chapter V 
§ 18. p. 363. 364. The German authors discern these curves as "Schichtlinien". See: 
M. POLANYI and K. WEISSENBERG : Zeitschr. f. Physik. 9. 123. (1922); 10, il. (1922): 
H . W. GONELL and H. MARK. Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie. 107, 181, (1923). 

29* 
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On the rotational spectrogram B chiefly both the first and second 
hyperbolae could be readily discerned: they lay much nearer to each 

other than those of the spectrogram A. and give: tg Ol = 4
8
0' 11' being= 

=7,86 A.U=4,54V}A.U. In this way the true position of both the 
elementary parallelopipeda mentioned above with respect to the boun~ 
daries of the plates becomes immediately clear: they must be situated 
as indicated in Fig. 5. 

B 

Fig. 5. 

Besides about 30 spots for the a~radiatfon. in Fig.4there appear also 
a number of images corresponding to the ,8~radiation. which are arranged 
in the same way on a system of hyperbolae; in connection with the 
smaller wave~length (l,q = 1.388 A . U .). these hyperbolae are. as must 
be expected. nearer to each other than in the case of the a~spots. They 
can. of course. as weIl as the a~spots. be used for the purpose of cal~ 
culation; in the quadratic equation for these ,8~images the coefficients are 

( ~: y times smaller than those in the quadratic formula used before. 

Fig. 4 also very distinctly shows the branches of the lemniscate~shaped 
curves. which. crossing in the centre. have their tops on the axis AA' 
of rotation. In Table 11 a review is given of the images on the spec~ 
trogram A. corresponding to the a~radiation. 

In the second column of this Table the distances are indicated of the 
different spots and the point. were the primary beam pierces the film 
(centre). From these numbers it is easily seen. that the spots are distri~ 
buted on a system of about seven concentric circles; the di stance between 
cristal~plate and film (= 39 mM.) being known. the numbers of the third 
and fourth columns could be readily calculated. 

At the moment that a set of parallel molecular plan es of the structure 
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has such a position. that it " reflects" the X-rays. the perpendicular on 

this set includes an angle of (900 
- ~) with the direction of the 

primary beam ; if a stereographic net of WULFF be made use of. it is 
easy to construct a stereographic projection of the pol es of the "reflect
ing" planes in their right positions by means of the nu mb ers in the 
third column of the TabIe. The plane of projection is chosen in th is 
case perpendicular to the incident pencil of rays. By drawing. in this 
stereographic projection. the small circles. along which the poles of the 
planes move to and fro during the rotation of the crystal. the true 
"mean" position of the pol es can in this way be deduced with a relatively 
great accuracy. In this way the data of the seventh column of Table 11 
were collected; in Fig. 6 a stereographic projection of the pol es thus 

iOlo 

IOio 

Fig 6. 

obtained is reproduced. By combination of the data given in the fourth 
and seventh column. the valid quadratic equation may be deduced once 

1'f 
more; it was found to be : sin 2

2 = 0.0375 (h 2 + hk + P) + 0,0131 [2. 

(Compare also the 5th and 6th column of Table 11). 
The rotational spectrogram A. therefore. appears to be in very good 

agreement with the data formerly obtained by analysis of the powder 
spectrogram. 

§ 4. Fram all this it may concluded with a high degree of probability. 
that in the case of Pb 12 we have to do with a trigonal crystal. more 
especially of rhombohedral symmetry. whose fundamental structure is 
characterised by a hexagonal translation-group. As a con trol, the so-



T ABLE 11. (Rotatlonal Spectrogram A). 
N. B. The spots are arranged here in sequence of the identlty-hyperbolae. 

No. Distance ~ 
Z = 0.0375 Indices ~ ~ sin2 -

of to centre - sin2 - 2 Intensities 
2 2 (calculated) JI = 0.0131 lh k i Ij spots in mMo 

0 52.9 26°48' 0.2033 0 .2024 4x+4y 2202 -

1 43 .0 23°54' 0.1641 0.1631 4x+y 2021 rather large 

3 52 .9 26°48' 0 .2033 0 .2024 4x,4y 2022 -

4 78 .0 31 °43' 0.2765 0.2756 7x+y ïÏ31 -

5 78.0 31 °43' 0.2765 0.2756 7x+y 1321 -

7 34.5 20°45' 0.1255 0 . 1256 3x+y 1211 -

8 31.5 19°28' 0.1111 0 . 1125 3x 1210 large 

9 15.7 10°58' 0.0362 0.0375 x 1100 -

10 15.7 10°58' 0 .0362 0.0375 z 1010 -
-

11 19 .5 13°17' 0.0528 0.0506 x+y 1011 larRe 

12 31.5 19°28' 0.1111 0.1125 3x ïï20 large 

13 34 .5 20°45' 0.1255 0 . 1256 3x t y ïT21 -

H 72 .3 30°50' 0 .2626 0.2675 4x+9y 0223 -

15 52 .9 26°48' 0.2033 0 .2024 4x + 4y 0222 -

16 27 .0 17°21' 0.0890 0.0899 x+4y 0112 large 

17 19 . 5 13° 17' 0 .0528 0 .0506 x+y olTl large 

-
18 15 .7 10°58' 0.0362 0.0375 x 0110 -

19 2.75 17°36' 0 .09H 0.0899 x+4y 0112 -

20 43.0 23°54' 0.1641 0 . 1631 4x+y 0221 rather large 

21 52.9 26°48' 0.2033 0.2024 4x+4y 0222 -

22 78.0 31 °43' 0 .2765 0.2756 7x+y 1231 -

23 34 . 5 20°45' 0.1255 0 . 1256 3x+y 1121 -

24 31.5 19°28' 0.1111 0 . 1125 3z 1120 large 

25 15.7 10°58' 0.0362 0.0375 z 1010 -

26 15.7 10°58' 0.0362 0.0375 z 1100 -

27 19 .5 13°17' 0.0528 0.0506 z+y 1101 large 

28 31.5 19°28' 0.1111 0.1125 3.r 1210 large 

29 34.5 20°45' 0.1255 0.1256 3z+y 1211 -

30 52.9 26°83' 0.2033 0.2024 4z+y 2022 -

31 43.0 23°54' 0.1641 0.1631 4z + y 2021 rather large 

32 52.9 26°48' 0.2033 0.2024 4z+4g 2202 -
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called "rhombohedron~criterion". applied to the principal planes mentioned 
in Table I. appears to confirm th is conclusion 1). H also the trigonal~ 
rhombohedral symmetry of the LAuE~radiogram perpendicular to 100011 
is taken into account. the number of possible space~groups in this case 
appears to be limited to only the following fourteen 2) groups : 

cjv. C~v. C~v. C: v ; 
D~ • D~ • D j , Dj , D~ • D~; 
Djd • D~ . D~ . D~. 

But also from these a number can immediately be exc1uded. because 
of the condition. that in each e1ementary cell one lead~. and two iodine~ 
atoms must find their places ; i. e. only simple and twofold equivalent 
positions must be present in each cell. This condition is only satisfied 3) 
by the five groups : 

C;v ; Dj ; D; ; Djd and D~. 

On further consideration it appears that also Dit and C~v can be 
exc1uded. For. considering the coordinates of the simple and twofold 
equivalent positions. these are: 

a . for D~d ; simple equiv. positions : [000]; and [OOt]; 
twofold equiv. positions: 

[t t 0] 
[t t i] 
[0 0 a] 

[t t 0] ; 
[j t i] ; 
[0 0 ü] • 

H. as this must be the case with a sub stance of the composition: 
PbI2• only the simple and twofold equivalent positions within each cell 
be occupied, the symmetry of the whole arrangement must evidently 
become hexagonal~holohedral in this group. 50 that it need no long er be 
considered in this case. For the same reason also C;v can be exc1uded 
beforehand. 50 there only remain the groups : Dj. D~ and D~d. The 
simple and twofold equivalent positions in these three groups have the 
following coordinates respective1y : 

in Dj: a) simple equiv. positions : 

[0 0 0] ; [-I t 0] 
[OOi] ; [t t i] 

b) twofold equiv. positions : 
[0 0 a] ; [0 0 ü]; 

[t t a] ; [j t ü] ; 
and: [t t a] ; [t t ü]. 

[t t 0]; 
[t t i]· 

1) P. NIGGLI. Geometrie des Diskontinuums. p. 481. The expression is : 
k + 1- h - 0 (mod. 3). 

2) For. if trigonal-bipyramidal symmetry were present here. the LAUE-radiogram should 
manifest hexagonal symmetry. because of the symmetry-centre superimposed upon the 
symmetry of the crystal itself. 

3) R. W. G. WYCKOFF. The Analytical Expression of the Results of the Theory of 
Space-Groups. CARNEGIE-Publication. (1922). p. 152-156. 178. 
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In the same way for D;: 
a) simple equiv. positions: 

[000] ; [00 -H 
b) twofold equiv. positions: 

Finally for D~: 

[00 u] ; [00 a] ; 
and: [-!- i u] ; [-I t a]. 

a) simp Ie equiv. posititions: 

[000]; [00 -H 
b) twofold equiv. positions : 

[00 u]; [00 a]; 
and: [tiu];[ita]. 

Therefore. the coordinates of the simpIe. resp. twofold equivalent 
positions are identical for D; and D~; if only these places are occupied 
and the specific symmetry of the atoms themselves are left out of 
account. these two cases are identical. The combinations of the positions: 
[000] and [00 u] in D~. or of: [000] and [00 u] in D;. resp. D~ d 

would again lead to holohedral hexagonal symmetry of the structure. 
It is. therefore. preferabIe to try the combination of the simp Ie equi~ 
valent position: [0 0 0] together with the two twofold equivalent posi~ 
tions: [t t u]; [t t a]. It appears that when u be taken = t (of the 
c~distance). the arrangement th us obtained really quite sufficiently explains 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 
I I 

···ir· .. ::il. 
a 

a 

• Lead-afoms Q) Iodine-afoms 

Fig. 7. 

all the characteristic particularities observed in the RÖNTGEN~specto~ 

grams. (see Table I and fig. 7). 
For it is possible to calculate all the intensities of the diffraction~ 
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images on the powder-spectrograms from the arrangement so adopted. 
by means of the well-known formula: 

1- 1 + cos
2 

(j I S 12 
- (j (j.n. • 

2 . 2 
cos Z' sm 2" 

in which equation the structural I S I is here: 

ISI =182+53je21r.iG+~+ u·')+e2,...i(~+~+(1-l')·')!I. 
The results obtained in this way for different values of u are put 

together in Table I. Taking into account the small degree of accuracy 
reached in estimating visually the intensities of the different lines, it must 
be affirmed that the value u = t gives indeed a close agreement bet ween 
observed and calculated intensities. A factor of uncertainty is, however. 
present also in these calculations, as in recent times doubt has arisen 
about the question, whether the formula mentioned really does express 
the true relation between land ISI; while it is yet equally uncertain, 
whether the new proposed formula may be used without objection 
instead of the old one in cases like this I). 

In the rotational spectrograms the relation between the density of the 
molecular planes and the intensities of the interference-images is much 
more complicated even than in the powder-spectrograms. For this reason 
they are also less suited for the comparison of the observed and calcu
lated intensities yet. It is possible to give a satisfactory explanation of 
the typical trigonal character of the rotational spectrogram A for instance, 
by means of the specific propertjes of the structural factor: 

I S 1= 182 + 53 j e2
,.. . i(~ + ~ + +) +e21r

.
i C3~ + ~ + ~)! I; 

for it may be easily seen that this factor gets a great value. for in stance 

for the planes: (Ol U). (I101) and(fOll). while it is only small for the 

plan es : (IlOI). (1011) and (0111); etc. 
The structure of Fig. 7 is analogous to that attributed by AMINOFF 2) 

to the ditrigonal-scalenohedral minerals : Pyrochroite: Mn (OHh and 
Brucite: Mg (OHh. and also to the structure derived by BOZORTH 3) 
of Cadmium-iodide 4): CdI2 • 

§ 6. Besides the ROENTGENograms discussed above (LAUE-. powder
and rotational spectrograms). also some spectra on J0001l we re investigated 

I) Compare: P. P. EWALD. Phys. Zeitschr .. 26. 29. (1925); H. OTT. Zeitschr. f. Kryst .• 
61, SIS. (1925); H. MARK. Die Naturwissenschaften. 13. 1045, (1925). 

2) G . AMINOFF. Geol. Förh . Stockholm. 41. 407. (1919); Zeitschr. f. Kryst., 56. 506. (1921). 
3) R. M. BOZORTH. Journ. Amer. Chem. Soc .. 44. 2232. (1922). 
1) It is remarkable that from the crystallographic measurements of Cdh an axial ratio 

B: c is deduced. which appears 10 be very nearly twice that of Pbh; in connection with 
the ROENTGEN-spectroscopic determinations that value must even be divided by 2. so that 
the agreement between the two substances becomes yet closer. 
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af ter BRAOO's method. In one of these experiments some small hexagon
shaped crystals of PbI2 were stuck on a c1eavage-plate of calcite; in this way 
there appear. besides the lines of PbI2• on the film. simultaneously those 
of calcite. It appeared that the a-spectrum of the second order on 10001} 
of PbI2 is very close to the {irst order spectrum for the p-radiation on 
the same plane of calcite. By means of th is film the spacing of the 
equivalent molecular planes parallel to I 0001}. - i. e. the value of c. 
- was determined to be: 6.862 A. U .. Prom this value for c and the 
specifie weight: 6.18 of PbI2• and assuming that only one molecule of 
the salt be present in the elementary eell. the values for a and c can 
be calctilated as: a = 4.54 A. U.; c = 6.86 A. U. 

In agreement with what could be expected aecording to the structure 
derived above. the .. reflections" of the 2nd and 3rd order on th is film 
appeared to be much fainter than those of the l"t order. It must be 
remarked. however. that not too great a demonstrative value may be 
attributed to the observed relation of the intensities. because an accurate 
mounting of these crystals is rather difficult. as a eonsequenee of their 
very minute size. 

Although both limiting rhombohedra 101111 and 1I0ll} do really mueh 
differ with respect to the reticular density of their planes. it seems 
highly remarkable. that the erystal-plates appear always to be bordered 
by an apparently complete hexagonal bi pyramide. They possess eVidently 
both comparable velocities of growth. notwithstanding their different 
molecular structure. which velocities seem. besides the minimal velocity 
of growth of the basis 100011 itself. to be rather minimal values among 
all others. 

Groningen. Laboratory for Inorganic and 
Physical Chemistry of the University. 



Mathematics. - "Ueber stetige Abbildungen einer Kugelfläche". Von 
L. VIETORIS. Wien. dzt. Amsterdam. (Communicated by Prof. 
L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27, 1926). 

Wir wollen im Folgenden nebst Anwendungen und einer Verschär~ 
fung den Satz beweisen: 

(1) Eine eindeutige stetige Abbildung einer Kugelfläche 
K a u f e i neK u r vel) St bei der die U r b il der j ede s P u n kt e s 
v 0 n st ei n Kon tin u u m 2) b i I den. bes t e h t dan n u n d n u r dan n. 
wenn die Kurve ein Baum 3) ist. 

Ein kompakter metrischer Raum K sei auf einen anderen st eindeutig 
und stetig abgebildet. Bezeichnen wir dann die Menge aller Urbilder 
eines Punktes y von st als die Urbildmenge Y von y. so sind die zu 
verschiedenen Punkten YI' Y2 von st gehörigen Urbildmengen zu einander 
fremd. Für die Beziehung zwischen y und Y gilt 4) : 

Ist YI' Y2. Y3 ... eine konvergente Folge in st mit dem Limes Yo. dann 

ist firn sup Yi C Yo' 5) 
Diese Eigenschaft entspricht genau der Halbstetigkeit nach ob en 

in der Lehre von den re ellen Funktionen. Wir nennen daher die zu 
unserer Abbildung gehörige Zerlegung des Urbildraumes im Anschluss 
an R. L. MOORE 6) und P. ALEXANDROFF eine oberhalb stetige Zerlegung 
von K. 

Definiert man für die Elemente Y der Zerlegung in geeigneter Weise 

I) Kurve = eindimensionales Kontinuum. 
2) Diese Abbildungen verdienen, auch losgelöst von Satz (1), als natürliche Verallgemeine

rungen der topologischen Abbildungen und wegen der folgenden Sätze (2), (3), (3a) Beachtung. 
3) Baum = im Kleinen zusammenhängende abgeschlossene kom pakte Kurve, die keinen 

topologischen Kreis enthält. Vgl. K. MENGER, "Ueber reguläre Baumkurven", Math. Ann. 96, 
wo auch die ältere Literatur zitiert ist. 

i) P. ALEXANDROFF, "Ueber stetige Abbildungen kompakter Räume", These Proceedings 
28, S. 997-999. sowie Math. Ann. 96. 

5) firn sup = oberer abgeschlossener Limes (HAUSDORFF) = obere Näherungsgrenze 
(HAHN, ReelIe Funktionen) . 

6) Proc. Nat. Ac. 10, p. 356-360 und Am. Trans. 27, p. 416-428. MOORE nennt 
diese Zerlegungen "upper semicontinuous collections", ALEXANDROFF im Hinblick auf die 
Beziehung zu den stetigen Funktionen bloss "stetige Zerlegungen" . Wir werden hier auch 
mit Zerlegungen zu tun haben, die ausserdem in analogem Sinn unterhalb stetig sind, und 
diese dann stetig schlechtweg nennen. 
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Umgebungen 7) oder Abstände 8). so erhält man einen topologischen. 
bezw. metrischen Raum st·. der zu st homöomorph ist und Zerlegungs~ 
raum 7) heisst. 

Indem wir st mit st· identifizieren. können wir Satz (1) auch folgender~ 
massen aussprechen : 

(I') Eine Kugelfläche ist dann und nur dann in eine vor~ 
gegebene eindimensionale Menge von Kontinuen oberhalb 
stetig zerleg bar. we nn d iese ei n Ba u m is t. 

Z .B. ist die Zerlegung der Kugelfläche nach Parallelkreisen eine oberhalb 
(und unterhalb) stetige Zerlegung derselben in eine Strecke. Wollen wir 
die Kugelfläche. bezw. die durch einen uneigentlichen Punkt ergänzte Ebene. 
oberhalb stetig in Form eines T zerlegen. so nehmen wir in der Ebene ein 

~~ 
L..-__ -'-__ ---JL 

Fig. I. 

durch einen Querschnitt Q in zwei 
T eilrech tecke zerfallendes Rech teck 
L an (Fig. 1). Sind u der unendlich 
ferne Punkt der Ebene. a und b 
die Mitten der Teilrechtecke. so 
definieren wir als Elemente der 
Zerlegung die Punk te u. a. b. ferner 
L + Q und drei kontinuierliche 
Scharen von Rechtecken. von 
denen die eine sich von L aus 
gegen u. die beiden anderen von 
den beiden Teilrechtecken aus 
gegen a und b zusammenziehen. 

Der zugehörige Zerlegungsraum ist ein T~förmiger Baum. in dem L + Q 
der Punkt dritter Ordnung. u. a. b die Punk te erster Ordnung sind. 

Wir wollen zuerst zeigen. dass jeder eindimensionale oberhalb stetige 
Zerlegungsraum einer Kugelfläche. dessen Elemente Kontinua sind. ein 
Baum ist. 

Wir tun dies indem wir feststellen. dass die Kugelfläche die folgenden 
für die Bäume unter den eindimensionaler Mengen charakteristischen 
Eigenschaften der Kompaktheit in sich. des Zusammenhangs. des Zu~ 
sammenhangs im Kleinen und des einfachen Zusammenhanges hat. und 
zeigen. dass alle diese Eigenschaften gegenüber den eindeutigen stetigen 
Abbildungen. in denen jedes Bild ein Kontinuum von Urbildern hat. 
invariant sind. 

Die Kompaktheit in sich. 9) der Zusammenhang 9) und der Zusammen~ 
hang im Kleine~ im Verein mit der Kompaktheit in sich 10) sind bekannt~ 

7) ALEXANDROPP I. c. 
8) R. L. MOORE I. c. 
9) HAUSDORPP, Grundzüge, S. 363, 364. 
10) Letzteres ergibt sich unmittelbar aus der Charakterisierung der stetigen Bilder der 

Strecke von HAHN, Sitz. Ak. Wien 123 (Dez. 1914) und MAZURKIEWICZ, Fund. Math. I. 
S. 191. 
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lich schon gegenüber allen eindeutigen stetigen Abbildungen invariant. 
Es bleibt also nur mehr bezüglich des einfachen Zusammenhangs etwas 
zu beweisen. 

Dazu zeigen wir zuerst: 
(2) 1 s t ei n kom pak ter R a u m K a u f e i n e n a n der n st e i n d e u~ 

tig u n d s t e tig soa b ge b i I d e t, das sdi e Men 9 e a 11 e r P u n k t e 
v 0 n K. der e n B i I din ei n e n P u n k t y v 0 n st f ä 11 t, f ü r j ede n 
P u n k t y ei n Kon tin u u mis t. dan n ha ben Kun d ~ 9 I e i c h 
v i eiK 0 m pon ent e n, 

Aus der Invarianz des Zusammenhanges gegenüber eindeutigen stetigen 
Abbildungen folgt unmitte1bar schon. dass st nicht mehr Komponenten 
als K haben kann. Um (2) zu zeigen genügt es. zu beweisen: Ist 9J1 ein 
Teilkontinuum von st. so ist die Menge Maller Urbilder aller Punkte 
von 9)1 ein Kontinuum. Angenommen. M zerfalle in zwei nicht leere 
fremde abgeschlossene Teile MI' M 2• Da die Menge Y aller Urbilder 
jedes Punktes y von ~ ein Kontinuum ist. kann sie nur entweder ganz 
in Mloder ganz in M 2 liegen; 9JI zerfällt also in zwei nicht leere fremde 
Mengen 9)11' 9.n2• von denen 9)11 jene Punk te y enthält. für welche Yin 
MI liegt. 9)12 jene. für die Y in M 2 liegt. 9J1 1 und 9)12 sind als Bilder 
von MI und M 2 abgeschlossen entgegen der Annahme. dass 9J1 ein Kon~ 
tinuum ist. Wir sagen nun per definitionem: 

Ein Kontinuum K ha be n HenkeI. wenn der Durchschnitt 
ir gen d zwei ers u p pi e men t ä r er 11) Teil kon tin u a h ö c hst e n~ 
falls 12) n + 1 Komponenten hat. 13) 

Wir zei gen nun: 
(3) Wird ein n~henkeliges kompaktes Kontinuum K ein~ 

de u ti gun d st e ti 9 soa u f ei n e Men ge · ~ a b geb i I d et. das sdi e 
Men 9 e Y der U rb il der j ede s P u n kt e s y v 0 n ~ ei n Kon ti~ 
nuum ist. dann hat st höchstens n HenkeI. 11) 

11) Supplementäre Teile = Teile. deren Summe das Ganze ist. wobei Fremdheit der 
Teile (im Gegensatz zu komplementär) nicht beinhaltet ist. 

12) nHöchstenfalls" bedeute im Gegensatz zu .. höchstens". dass n tatsächlich erreicht 
wird. 

13) Durch Verwendung der Relativumgebungen überträgt sich dieser absolut topologisch 
invariante Begriff auf beliebige zusammenhängende Mengen. Das Verhältnis zwischen ihm 
und der Basis der Zyklosis BROUWERs (Math. Ann. 72. S. 422-425) 5011 in einer spi,iteren 
Abhandlung behandelt werden. 

li) Es gilt auch der entsprechende Satz bezüglich der Basis der Zyklosis : 
(3a) H a t I.' i n kom pak te 5 Kon tin u u m Kei n I.' n - fa c heB a 5 i 5 der 

Zyklosis und ist St der art eindeutiges stetiges Bild von K. dass 
die Menge Y der Urbilder jedes Punktes y von Sf ein Kontlnuum 
i 5 t. dan n h a t a u c h n' I.' i n I.' n - fa c heB a 5 lsd I.' r Z y k I 0 5 i s. 

Der mir samt dem Satz selbst von Prof. BROUWER im wesentlichen mündlich mitge
teilte Beweis verläuft auf folgende Weise: 

Ist der kompakte metrische Raum K auf n' eindeutig stetig abgebildet. sa gibt es zu jedem 

€ mit € gegen Null konvergierende E' und Eli. sodass zu irgend zwei Punkten YI. Y2 von n'. 
deren Abstand < € ist. ein Punkt YI.2 in st existiert. dessen Urbildmenge YI •2 von den Urbild-
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Wir wissen schon. dass ~ ein Kontinuum ist. Nun seien gl und ~2 
zwei supple~entäre Teilkontinua von R Ihr Durchschnitt heisse 6. Ferner 
möge die Menge aller Urbilder aller Punk te von ~I mit KI' die analogen 
Bildungen zu ~2 und 6 mit K2 und S bezeichnet werden. Wegen der 
Eindeutigkeit der Abbildung gilt KI. K 2 = S. Nun sind. weil ~l und ~2 
Kontinua sind. nach (2) auch KI und K 2 Kontinua. Weil K nur n Henkei 
hat. hat S höchstens n + 1 Komponenten. also nach (2) auch 6. 

Man überzeugt sich leicht von der Giltigkeit des Satzes: 
(4) Die Kugelfläche hat keinen Henkel. 
(5) E in e i m Kie i n en z u sam m en h ä n gende kompak te a bg e~ 

sc h los sen e K u r vei s t dan n u n d n u r dan n ei n B a u m. wen n 
si e kei n e n Hen kei ha t. 

Nach MENGER IS) sind die Bäume unter den im Kleinen zusammen~ 
hängenden Kontinuen dadurch gekennzeichnet. dass in ihnen irgend zwei 
Teilkontinua einen leeren oder einen zusammenhängenden Durchschnitt 
haben. Daher ist zunächst jeder Baum nullhenkelig. Nun enthalte umgekehrt 
eine im Kleinen zusammenhängende Kurve K einen Kreis L. a sei ein 
Punkt von L. U eine (Reiativ~)Umgebung von a. deren Begrenzung 
O~dimensional ist und welche irgend einen Punkt b von L weder als 
Punkt noch als Häufungspunkt hat. BI bezeichne jene Komponente von 
K-U. welche b enthält. während AI aus U und allen übrigen Kompo~ 
nenten von K -U zusammengesetzt sei. Wegen des Zusammenhangs im 
Kleinen von K sind AI und BI abgeschlossen. Nun sei A 2 jene Kompo~ 
nente von Al, welche a enthält. B 2 die Vereinigung von BI mit allen 
übrigen Komponenten von Al' Dann sind A 2 und B2 supplementäre 
Teilkontinua von K. deren Durchschnitt ein Teil der Begrenzung VOD 
U. also O~dimensioDal ist. aber mindestens zwei Punkte (Punk te von L) 
enthält. 

mengen YI und Y2 (Minimal) -Entfernungen < e" hat und für den ausserdem YI YI.2 < e' • 

Yl YI.2 < e' gilt. 
Ist nun irgend eine !-Kette 3 in st vorgelegt. so erhalten wir nach dem vorigen Absatz 

durch geeignete Zwischenschaltung von höchstens je einem Punkt zwischen zwei benach

barte Punkte eine €' -Kette 30. der im Zerlegungsraum eine Kette 3 * von Mengen Yentsprieht. 
in welcher irgend zwei benachbarte Mengen Y voneinander einen Minimalabstand < e" 
haben. Da jedes Y ein Kontinuum ist. kann ich - durch Einfügen van hinreichend vielen 
Punkten in jedem Y von 3* - eine e"-Kette zo konstruieren. deren Bild 30 ist. Es gibt 

nun ein mit 0". mithin mit e gegen Null konvergierendes e(3). und n Fundamentalketten 

ZI •.... Zn in K. auf welche sieh eine beliebige e"-Kette in K mittels e(3)-Abänderungen 

in K reduzieren lässt. Seien 31 . .. .. 3n die Bilder von ZI .. . .• Zn in st; e(4) eine solche 

mit e(3). also mit e gegen Null konvergierende GrÖsse. dass je zwei Punkten van K. deren 

Abstand < e(3) ist. immer zwei Punkte in st entsprechen. deren Abstand < e(4) ist; e(5) die 

grössere der beiden Zahlen e(4) und e'. Alsdann lässt sieh nach dem obigen eine beliebige 

e-Kette in st mittels e(5)-Abänderungen in st auf 3\0 .... 3n als Fundamentalketten reduzieren. 
sodass ~ in der Tat eine n-fache Basis der Zyklosis besitzt. 

15) l.c. 
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Mit (3). (4). (5) haben wir die eine Hälfte von (1) gezeigt. 16). 
Nan sei ein beliebiger Baarn st vorgelegt. Wir wollen eine oberhalb 

stetige Zerlegung einer Kugelf1äche K in Kontinua angeben. deren Zer~ 
legungsraum zu st homöomorph ist. 

Sind al. a2"" am irgend welche Punkte von st mit den Ordnungen 
PI' P2.··· pm. so gibt es auf K rn zu einander fremde Kontinua (die 
insbesondere als Kurven angenommen werden können) AI, A 2 • ••• Am 
von denen jedes Ai in K Pi Gebiete bestimmt derart. dass die von 
lpl' P2.··· pm I in st bestimmten Gebiete@j den von AI + A 2 + ... + Am 
in K bestimmten Gebieten Oj so zugeordnet sind. dass Oj von Ah + 
+ Ah + ... + A jk genau dann begrenzt wird. wenn @j von laft a}2 ••. . ajlr I 
begrenzt wird. 

Wir wählen nämlich ein PI~fach zusammenhängendes Kontinuum AI 
auf K beliebig und ordnen den von al in R bestimmten 17) PI Gebieten 
@I' @2' @3' . . . . irgendwie die von AI auf K bestimmten Gebiete als 
Ol' O2.03 , •••• zu. Liegt dann a2 in @I' so wählen wir ein P2~fach 
zusammenhängendes Kontinuum A 2 in Ol und ordnen dem Zwischen~ 
gebiet zwischen AI und A 2 das auf st von al und a2 bestimmte Zwischen~ 
gebiet. allen übrigen von A 2 in Ol bestimmten Gebieten beliebig die 
übrigen von a2 in @I bestimmten Gebiete zu. Nun sei n -== rn und für 
alle i < n jedem Punkt ai ein KontinuUl;n Ai c K zugeordnet. welches 
die Ordnung des Punktes ai als Zusammenhangszahl hat. sodass ausser~ 
dem Ai Ak = 0 ist für i"* k. während die durch lal' a2 • •..• an I bestimm~ 
ten Gebiete @I. @2' .... @. den in gleicher Anzahl vorhandenen von 
AI + A 2 + .... + An auf K bestimmten Gebieten in der Wei se ent~ 
sprechen. dass Oi von A, + A i2 + .... + Air (il' i2 • •.•• ir < n) genau 
dann begrenzt wird. wenn @i von lai,. ai2 •.... air I begrenzt ist. All 
das ist für n -== 2 erfüllt. Nun liege a n in @i' Die Komponenten C, von 
K-Oi setzen sich aus AI. A 2 • • •• • An-I und Ol. O2 ••••• Oi_l. 
OHI .... O. ebenso zusammen. wie die Komponenten von st-@i aus 
den entsprechenden Elementen in st. Die C, sind einfach zusammen~ 
hängend; denn die Komplementärmenge in Kist Oi + ~ Ck • d. h. ein 

k=j=.1 
Gebiet. Wenn wir etwa Cl und C 2 in 0; durch einen Querschnitt 0 12 
verbinden. so ist Cl + QI2 + C2 immer noch einfach zusammenhängend. 
Allgemein können wir in Oi der Reihe nach endlich viele Querschnitte 
so ziehen. dass durch dieselben die Komponenten C, zu endlich vielen 
mit einander fremden einfach zusammenhängenden Kontinuen verbunden 
werden. von denen jedes zwei Komponenten Ck und Cl dann und nur 

16) Da, wie ich in einer späteren Arbeit zeigen werde. ein kompaktes im Kleinen zusam
menhängendes Kontinuum dann und nur dann eine O-fache Basis der Zyklosis hat. wenn 
es keinen Henkei hat. gilt auch : 

(Sa) Eine im Kleinen zusammenhängende kompakte abgeschlossene Kurve ist dann und 
nur dann ein Baum. wenn sie eine O-fache Basis der Zyklosis hat. 

Das ergibt einen anderen Beweis der ersten Hälfte von (1). 
17) .. Bestimmt" im Sinne BROUWERs (Math. Ann. 69. S. 169-175). 
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dann enthält. wenn die entsprechenden Komponenten ~k und ~I in ~ in 
derselben Komponenten von ~-Ianl liegen. Wir erhalten so höchstens 
pn einfach zusammenhängende zu einander fremde Kontinua auf der 
Kugel. welche wir durch ein Pn-fach zusammenhängendes Kontinuum 
An von einander trennen. Ordnen wir nun noch die von An in G 1 be
stimmten Gebiete den in @i vOn an bestimmten Gebieten geeignet zu. 
so ist der für n vorausgesetzte Zustand für (n + 1) 'hergestellt. 

Wir nennen die Menge der Kontinuen AI. A 2 •... Am zur Punktmenge 
lal' a2 • ... am I homolog. ebenso die entsprechenden Gebietsmengen. 

Nun teilen wir. um zur Konstruktion der behaupteten Zerlegung der 
Kugel zu kommen. den Baum ~ in endlich viele Teilbäume ~:.~~ •... ~! 

von einem Durchmesser <~. 18) von denen je zwei höchstens einen Punkt 

gemein haben. und ordnen der Menge aller Punkte al' a2' ••• amt • welche 
als Durchschnitte zweier T eilbäume auftreten ein homologes System 
AI.A2' ... Anl) auf der Kugel zu. Indem wir die von AI+A2+ ... +Amt 
auf K bestimmten Gebiete und die Mengen Aj in derselben Weise zu
sammenfassen. wie die homologen Gebiete in ~ mit den Punkten aj zu 
den Kontinuen ~:. ~~ .... ~! zusammengefasst sind. erhalten wir auf K 
die Kontinua K:. K~ .... K!. die wir zu ~:. st~ .... ~! homolog nennen. Das 
sei der ers te Schritt. Beim nl.n Schritt teilen wir alle Teilkontinua st7-1 

des (n-l )Ien Schrittes. die alle einen Durchmesser < 2n~1 haben. in Teil-

1 
kontinua st7 mit Durchmessern < 2n und wählen für die hinzukommen-

den Teilungspunkte amn_I+I. amn_I+2.: .• amn die Kontinua Amn_1 + It 
Am n-I + 2 .... Am n so. dass die ergänzten Systeme der ai und At wieder 
homolog sind. 

Für einen beliebigen Punkt y von ~ ist nun die Vereinigung aller ihn 
enthaltenden Teilbäume des n len Schrittes eine Umgebung U~ von einem 

1 
Durchmesser < 2n- l. Diesen UI( ~- U~ :::> ••• entsprechen auf K die homo-

logen Kontinua UI(:::> U~ :::> • •• Wir definieren nun als das dem Punkt y 
von st zugeordnete Element Y* der zu konstruierenden oberhalb stetigen 
Zerlegung ~* von K den Durchschnitt ÏI U~ = Y* . . Y* ist ein Kontl-

n=1 
nuum. Ist y ein Punkt àt • so ist das zu at gehörige A~ :::> Ai. 

Da zu irgend zwei Punkten YI. Y2 von ~ fremde Umgebungen ugt, UYJ 

existieren. sind die Mengen Y;. Y; zu einander fremd. Es liegt auch 
jeder Punkt x von K auf einem Y*. Denn x liegt für jedes n in einer 
der Mengen Un des nl.n Schrittes. Die entsprechenden Mengen Un haben 
wegen der Kompaktheit von ~ einen nicht leeren Durchschnitt. der auch 
nicht mehr als einen Punkt y enthalten kann. weil die Durchmesser der 
Un gegen 0 konvergieren. 

18) MENGER l.c. 
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Deflnieren wir nun. dass zwei Punkte y von ~ und x von K einander 
in der Abbildung y = f(x) entsprechen sollen. wenn x auf Y· liegt. so 
ist f eindeutig. Urn die Oberhalb~Stetigkeit der Zerlegung ~. nach~ 

zuweisen. haben wir noch zu zeigen. dass f(x) stetig ist. Es sei Yo ein 
Punkt von ~. Xo ein Punkt von Y;. Die U~o entsprechende Menge U~O 
enthält Y; und damit Xo im Innern und zwar liegt ihr Bild gemäss f 
in U~o. worin die Stetigkeit von f ja besteht. 

Die Y· müssen bei dieser Konstruktion nicht lauter Kurven. bezw. 
Punkte sein. Dies können wir aber erreichen. indem wir bei der Wahl 
der Ai so vorgehen: Wir nehmen in K eine überall dichte abzählbare 
Menge bI' b2 •••• an. Ist dann An in dem Gebiet G i zu wählen. so tun 
wir dies wie bisher. indem wir ausserdem An als Kurve wählen. die von 
dem ersten in G i liegenden Punkt bj einen Minimalabstand <~ hat. 

00 

Dadurch liegt dann die Menge I Ai in K dicht und es kann kein Y· 
i = 1 

innere Punkte enthalten. ist also eine Kurve. 
Wegen (2) bestimmen y in ~ und Y· in K gleich viel Gebiete. d.h. 

Y· hat ·die Ordnung von y als Zusammenhangszahl. Entsprechend den 
Verhältnissen auf Bäumen gilt also für eindimensionale oberhalb stetige 
Zerlegungen der Kugelfläche in lauter Kontinua : Die Zerlegung hat 
nur abzählbar viele mehr als zweifach zusammenhängende Elemente. 
mindestens zwei einfach zusammenhängende Elemente und überall dicht 
von der Mächtigkeit c zweifach zusammenhängende Elemente. Die Elemente 
der Zerlegung sind insbesondere nicht alle untereinander homöomorph. 

Nach R. L. MOORE (a. a. 0.) liefert jede oberhalb stetige Zerlegung 
der Kugelfläche in lau ter einfach zusammenhängende Kontinua einen zur 
Kugelfläche homöomorphen Zerlegungsraum und umgekehrt. Insbesondere 
erhalten wir eine zur Kugel homöomorphe oberhalb stetige Zerlegung st· 
der Kugel K. wenn wir in K eine abzählbare Menge von paarweise 
fremden einfach zusammenhängenden Kontinuen. deren Durchmesser gegen 
o konvergieren. annehmen und als Elemente der Zerlegung einerseits 
diese Kontinua. anderseits alle darin nicht liegenden Punk te von K ansehen. 
Lassen wir aus Kalle Punkte. die im Inneren irgend eines dieser Kon~ 
tinua liegen. weg. so ist der übrig bleibende Teil KI von K immer noch 
oberhalb stetig zerlegt. nämlich in die Ränder der Elemente von~·. Der 
zugehörige Zerlegungsraum ~~ ist zu ~ homöomorph. also wieder topo~ 
logisch eine Kugelfläche. 

Auf diese Weise können wir auf der Kugel Kurven KI angeben. die 
oberhalb stetig in Kurven und Punkte so zerlegt sind. dass der Zerlegungs~ 
raum ei ne Kugel ist. d. h. die eindeutig und stetig auf eine Kugel K2 

so abgebildet werden können. dass jedem Punkt der Kugel als Menge 
von Urbildern ei ne Kurve oder ein Punl<.t entspricht. Bilden wir nun K 2 

eindeutig stetig so auf einen beliebig vorgegebenen Baum ~2 ab. dass 
jedem Punkt x von ~2 in K2 ein Kontinuum von Urbildern entspricht. 
so ist die dadurch vermittelte Abbildung von KI auf ~2 wieder eindeutig 

30 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXIX. 
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stetig und ordnet iedem Punkt x von st2 ein Kontinuum von Urbildern 
in KI zu. Dass diese Kontinua auch sämtlich aus mehr als einem Punkt 
bestehen. lässt sich für Bäume mit abzählbar vielen Enden dadurch 
erreichen. dass man diesen z. B. Ränder der aus K herausgeschnittenen 
Gebiete zuordnet. Man erhält 50 leicht ebene Kurven. die eindimensional 
in [auter Kurven oberhalb stetig zerlegt sind. 

Derartig zerlegbare Kurven lassen sich übrigens auch direkt leicht her~ 
stellen. z. B. die bei SCHOENFLIES. Bericht 11. S. 121. 

Die Möglichkeit. eine Kugelfläche oberhalb stetig in Kontinua 50 zu 
zerlegen. dass der Zerlegungsraum ein vorgegebener Baum ist. hängt 
nicht daran. dass eine bloss oberhalb stetige Zerlegung verlangt wird. 
Sondern 

(6) Die Kugelfläche lässt sich (oberhalb und unterhalb) 
stetig 50 zer legen. dass de r Z erleg ung sra um ein vorge~ 
gebener Baum ist. 

Diese Möglichkeit beruht darauf. dass eine Kurve auf der Kugelfläche. 
wie BROUWER 19) gezeigt hat. gemeinsame Begrenzung von mehr als zwei. 
ia abzählbar unendlich vielen Gebieten sein kann. 

Der Limes einer Punktfolge im Zerlegungsraum ist nun nicht wie bei 

oberhalb stetigen Zerlegungen der lim sup. sondern der tim (Näherungs~ 
grenze). Dieser aber ist in kompakten Räumen genau der Limesbegriff 
des Raums der abgeschlossenen Mengen. 20) Wir haben also in diesem 
Raum eine zum gegebenen Baum homöomorphe Menge anzugeben. deren 
Elemente paarweise fremde Kontinua sind; diese können überdies als 
Näherungsgrenzen von zu ihnen fremden Kontinuen nur mehr Kurven sein. 

Wir verfeinern zur Herstellung de~ Zerlegung unser ursprüngliches 
Verfahren auf Grund folgender Tatsachen: 

a) Ist B die Begrenzung ei nes einfach zusammenhängenden Gebietes G 
auf der Kugelfläche. 50 gibt es in G zu ieden E> 0 ein (Kreisbogen ~) 
Polygon P.. sodass ieder auf p, liegende Punkt um weniger als E von B 
und ieder auf B liegende Punkt um weniger als E von P. entfernt ist. 21 ) 

Das bedeutet genau. dass der Mengenabstand d (P. B) < Eist. 
fJ) Dieses P. kann insbesondere 50 gewählt. werden. dass die Dicke 22) 

des zwischen P. und G liegenden Ringgebietes R, kleiner als Eist. Der 
Mengenabstand zwischen R. = R. + B + p, und Bist dann ebenfalls kleiner 
als E. 

19) Math. Ann. 68 (1910). S. i22-4304. 

20) POMPEJU. Ann. Fac. Toulouse (2)7 (1905). S. 281: HAUSDORFF. Grundzüge S. 293 ff.: 
VIETORIS. Monatsh. f. Math. Phys. 32. 33: TH. WASZEWSKI. Fund. Math.IV. S. 2H-2iS. 

Als Abstand d (AB) zweier abgeschlossener Mengen A und B verwenden wir die 

untere Grenze aller p > O. für die jeder in A liegende Punkt um weniger als p von B und 
jeder In B liegende Punkt um weniger als p von A entfernt ist. 

21) SCHOENFLIES. Bericht 11 (1908). S. lH. Vgl. ZORETTI-RoSENTHAL (Enz. IIc 9a), 
S.926. 

22) Dicke von R, = obere Grenze der Durchmesser aller in R, liegenden Kreisscheiben. 
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YI) Ist Gein von zwei Kurven A. B begrenztes Ringgebiet von einer 
Dicke < EI' so gibt es zu jedem E2 > 0 eine endliche Folge von zu einan
der fremden zweifach zusammenhängenden Kurven (Polygonen) Cl' C2 •••• C" 
soda ss C durch C-I von A. durch C HI von B getrennt wird. dass 
d (A Cl) < E2. d (Ct C-I) < E2. d (Cr B) < E2 ist. dass die Dicke jedes der 
bestimmten Ringgebiete kleiner als E2 ist und dass endlich d (C; A) < EI und 
d (C B) < EI ist. 

Y2) Ist Gein Gebiet wie in YI). so gibt es zu jedem E2 > 0 und jeder 
Teilung von G durch endlich vide Kurven eine homologe Zerlegung 
durch Kurven Aj. von denen jede die gemeinsame Begrenzung aller von 
ihr bestimmten Gebiete ist und von B. bezw. A und B einen Mengen
abstand < EI hat. soda ss ausserdem jedes von einem einzigen dieser A j in 
K begrenzte Teilgebiet von G eine Dicke kleiner als E2 hat. 

15) Jeder Baum st kann für jedes E> 0 in endlich vide Teilbäume 
geteilt werden. von denen jeder einen Durchmesser < E hat. von 
denen je zwei höchstens einen Punkt gemein haben und von denen jeder 
in st höchstens zwei Begrenzungspunkte hat. 

Ist nämlich eine Teilung von st gegeben. welche die ersten beiden in 
15) genannten Eigenschaften hat. so verbinden wir in st je zwei der vor
kommenden Begrenzungspunkte durch den einzigen sie verbindend en 
Bogen. Die Vereinigung dieser Bögen ist ein Teilbaum st l von st mit 
endlich vielen Verzweigungspunkten. alle von endlicher Ordnung. Diese 
trennen in jedem Element der gegebenen Teilung sämtliche Begrenzungs
punk te dessdben von einander. Es gibt daher eine Unterteilung der 
behaupteten Art. 

Wir richten nun das Verfahren bei der Konstruktion der stetigen 
Zerlegung der Kugel K so ein. dass vor Ausführung des n ten Schrittes 
folgender Zustand erreicht ist. 

Der gegebene Baum ist in endlich viele Teilbäume st l • st2 •• •• st. geteilt. 

von denen jeder einen Durchmesser < 2nl_1 hat. von denen je zwei höch

stens einen Punkt gemein haben und von denen jeder in st höchstens 
zwei Begrenzungspunkte hat. Die Menge aller dieser möge lal' a2' .• . ar I 
sein. Diesem System der ai. stl ist ein homologes System von Kurven 
Ai und Teilkontinuen KI der Kugelfläche zugeordnet. wobei 1) jedes 
Ai gemeinsame Begrenzung aller von Ai in K bestimmten Gebiete ist, 

1 
2) alle KI eine Dicke < 2n- 1 haben. 3) A. Ah sobald sie ein Gebiet 

KI gemeinsam begrenzen. einen Mengenabstand d(AiAk) <2:-1 haben. 

Der n te Schritt besteht nun in Folgendem: Wir teilen jeden der Teil
bäume stl gemäss 15 in endlich vide T eilbäume von denen jeder einen 

Durchmesser < 2~ hat. von denen je zwei höchstens einen Punkt ge

mein haben und von denen jeder in st höchstens zwei Begrenzungspunkte 
hat. Dem System der hinzugekommenen Begrenzungspunkte aj ordnen 

30* 
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wir dann ein bezüglich der schon gewählten Kurven Ai homologes System 
von Kurven A j auf K zu, sodass jedes A j gemeinsame Begrenzung aller 
von A j in K bestimmten Gebiete ist, dass die Dicke jedes in K von 

einem einzigen A j begrenzten Gebietes kleiner als 2
1
n ist und dass der 

Mengenabstand jedes A j von der einen, bezw. den zwei Begrenzungs~ 

kurven von K, kleiner als 2Lt ist. (Anwendung von r2)' Dann wählen 

wir in jedem von zwei Kurven Ai, A j oder Ah' Ah begrenzten Ringgebiet 
nach rt, so vie1e zweifach zusammenhängende Kurven (Polygone) A" dass 
sämtliche nunmehr von zwei Kurven Ak begrenzte Gebiete eine Dicke 

< in haben und dass je zwei einen solchen Ring begrenzende Ak einen 

Mengenabstand < i" haben. Und nun wählen wir in st als den hinzu~ 
gekommenen Polygonen A, entsprechende Punkte a, irgend welche homolog 
liegen den Punkte zweiter Ordnung von st. Damit ist die für den nten 
Schritt vorausgesetzte Grundlage für den (n + l)ten hergestellt. Für den 
ersten Schritt ist sie vorhanden, wenn wir den Durchmesser der Kugel 
kleiner als 1 annehmen. 

Das einem Punkt y von st entsprechende Element Y* der stetigen 
Zerlegung von K wird nun genau wie im allgemeinen Fall als Durch~ 

00 

schnitt II U~ = fim U~ definiert, wo U~ die Vereinigung aller st, des n ten 
n=1 n=OO 

Schrittes ist, in denen y liegt, und U~ die zu U~ homologe Menge in K 
bedeutet. Ist A, eine der Begrenzungskurven von U~, so ist der Mengen-

1 l' 1 
abstand d (A, l...l':t) < 2n + 2n = 2n-t' N un sei Ak eine in U~ liegende 

Begrenzungskurve des mten Schrittes (m ::=- n). Dann hat Ak von mindestens 
einer Begrenzungskurve Ak' des (m-l)ten Schrittes einen Mengenabstand 

< ;m' Ak' von einer Ak" des (m_2)ten Schrittes einen Mengenabstand 

1 1 lIg < 2m-t U.S.w., sodass d (A, A k ) < 2" + 2"+t + ... < 2n- t und d (A k U n) 

< 2:-2 ist; d.h. wir hätten Y* auch als Limes irgend einer Folge 

Aki' A k2 ' •••• deren entsprechende Folge akI' akz, ... gegen y konver~ 
giert, definieren können. Nun ist die Abbildung der in st überall dichten 
Menge der Punkte ai auf die Menge der Ai gleichmässig stetig. weil 

1 
ai und ak für d (ai ak) < 2" in einem st, oder zwei nicht fremden R, des 

1 
nten Schrittes liegen und daher d (Ai A k ) < 2n- t ist. Also ist die Menge 

der Y*, d.i. st*' stetiges Bild von st. mithin wegen der Eineindeutigkeit 
der Abbildung und der Kompaktheit von st homöomorph zu st. 
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Wie im allgemeinen Fall ist 2:,S{* = K. womit der Beweis von (6) 
vollendet ist. 

Die Verwendung von d geschieht zur Erleichterung der Uebersicht 
und bewirkt vor allem. dass die Verzweigungspunkte von .~ sämtlich 
als Punk te ai verwendet werden. Sie ist aber. wenigstens in einfachen 
Fällen. nicht unumgänglich. So kann man z. B. BROUWERs Konstruktion 
einer eb enen Kurve. welche gemeinsame Begrenzung aller von ihr 
bestimmten Gebiete ist. geradezu als die Konstruktion einer stetigen 
Zerlegung der Ebene in einen Baum .\t mit einem einzigen Verzweigungs
punkt auffassen. bei der dieser Verzweigungspunkt nicht als Teilungs
punkt im Sinn unserer Konstruktion auftritt. sondern es wird dab ei auf 
jedem Ast ~i von ~ eine gegen der Verzweigungspunkt kon verg ieren de 
Folge von Punkten ai.!. ai,2 • ••• angenommen. Die dazu entsprechenden 
Kurven der Ebene werden nun so gewählt. dass die Mengenabstände 
d (Ai,n. Aj,n) mit wachsendem n gegen 0 konvergieren. was durch die immer 
inniger werdende gegenseitige Umschlingung der Ai,n. Aj,n erreicht wird. 

Ganz wie im Fall der oberhalb stetigen Zerlegungen können wir auch 
aus den stetigen Zerlegungen der Kugelfläche ebene Kurven herleiten. 
die (zweidimensional) so stetig zerlegt werden können. dass der Zerlegungs
raum eine Kugel ist und die eindimensional in lauter Kurven (oberhalb 
und unterhalb) stetig zerlegt sind. Mit anderen Worten : Es gibt im 
Raum der abgeschlossenen Mengen einer Kugelfläche Kurven (nämlich 
beliebige Bäume) deren Punkte Kurven der Kugelfläche sind und deren 
Vereinigungsmenge wieder eine Kurve der Kugelfläche ist. Freilich sind 
die als Punkte auftretenden Kurven zum Teil eben die merkwürdigen 
BROUwERschen Gebietsgrenzen. während die Vereinigung als Vereinigung 
von kontinuierlich vielen paar wei se fremden Kurven nach einer Bemer
kung von P. URYSOHN 23) Punkte von der Ordnung c haben muss. 

Eine eindimensionale stetige Zerlegung der Kugel in 
lau ter im Kleinen zusammenhängende Mengen liefert als 
Zerlegungsraum einen einfachen Bogen. 

Denn infolge der Stetigkeit der Zerlegung kann kein Element derselben 
einen inneren Punkt enthalten. und weil ei ne im Kleinen zusammen
hängende Kurve gemeinsame Begrenzung von höchstens zwei Gebieten 
ist. kann der als Zerlegungsraum auftretende Baum nur Punkte erster 
und zweiter Ordnung enthalten. 

23) Mir mündlich von P. ALEXANDROPP mitgeteilt. 



Physics. - "Zur Theorie der Dielektrischen Polarisation in Salz
lösungen". By LUDWIG EBERT. Supplement N°. 56 to the Communi
cations from the Physieal Laboratory at Leiden. (Communieated 
by Prof. W. H. KEESOM). 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 27, 1926). 

§ 1. In der letzten Zeit ist von mehreren Autoren versucht worden. 
die Messungen der D. K. von Ionenlösungen quantitativ theoretisch zu 
deuten. besonders von BLOH 1). HOCKEL 2). WALDEN. UL/CH und WERNER 3). 
Die Veröffentlichung der schönen Versuche der letztgenannten Verfasser 
war der Anla5s zu dem nachfolgend mitgeteilten Erklärungsversuch. 

Durch einen Vortrag von Prof. DEBYE in Leyden am 4. 3. 26. wurden 
mir Ergebnisse einer in seinem Institute ausgeführten Arbeit von H. 
SACK bekannt 4); sie behandelt die Wechselwirkung zwischen Ionen und 
Wasserdipolen durch genaueres Eingehen auf die elektrostatisch en Verhält
nisse und führt zu einer Gleichung. welche die empirischen Ergebnisse 
wiederzugeben geeignet ist. Die vorliegende N otiz 5011 hingegen eine 
bewusst summarische Darstellung versuchen. nämlich die Zahl derjenigen 
Wassermoleküle ermitteln. deren vollständiges Verschwinden den beobach
teten Effekten äquivalent wäre. Diese Beschreibung 5011 hauptsächlieh 
zeigen. dass man aus den Messungen der D. K. von Salzlösungen etwa 
zu denselben Masszahlen einer solchen fingierten "Hydratation" kommen 
kann. wie man sie auch aus anderen Erscheinungen gewinnt. wenn man 
auf sie eine ähnlieh summarische Absieht anwendet. 

§ 2. Der Gedankengang für die Berechnung einer Messung ist folgender. 
fe sei die gemessene D. K. einer Lösung mit c Molen Salz im Liter 
Lösung; dann ist: 

~ _fe -l 
e- fe +2 

die spezifische Polarisation der Lösung. eine GrÖsse. die sieh auf 1 ccm 
bezieht. Hierin ist enthalten : 

a. die Refraktion. die von der Anwesenheit des Salzes herrührt. Sie 
beträgt (pro ccm. Lösung): 

R· c· 10-3 • 

1) O. BLOH, Ztschr. f. Physik. 2S. 220 (1924). 
2) E. HOCKEL, Phys. Ztschr. 26. 93, Insbes. S. 127 ff. (1925). 
3) P. WALDEN, H. ULlCH, O. WERNER, Ztschr. f. Physik. eh. 116. 261 (1925). 
4) Für die Einslehtnahme in diese Arbeit bin leh Herrn Prof. DEBYE und dem Verfasser 

zu bestem Danke verpHlehtet. 
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wenn R die Molekularrefraktion des Salzes bedeutet. welche entweder 
bekannt oder abschätzbar ist; 

b. die gesamte Polarisation des Lösungswassers. In 1 ccm Lösung ist 
nicht dieselbe Menge Wasser enthalten. wie in 1 ccm rein en Wassers. 
sondern die mit dem Faktor f multiplizierte Menge. wenn gilt: 

f = S20/20 - M . c . 10-3 • 

wo S20/20 die Dichte der Lösung bezogen auf Wasser gleicher Tempe~ 
ratur und M das Molekulargewicht des betreffenden Salzes bedeutet. 
Wir vergleichen also in ihren Polarisationseigenschaften folgende GrÖssen. 
die sich auf gleiche Mengen Wasser beziehen : 

Il3c - R . c · 10-3 = 1l3~~ 
und: 

f · :+~ = f · Il3
H

2
0

• 

wo E und Il3H20 sich auf reines Wasser beziehen. Die Differenz: f ' Il3H2
0 

- 1l3~20 sei t:, 1l3~~ genannt. 
Wir machen weit er folgende Annahme. deren summarischer Charakter 

offenbar ist. Die Differenz: t:, 1l3~20 5011 ausschliesslich von dem Ver~ 
schwinden orientierbarer Dipole herrühren. alle anderen Teile der Polari~ 
sation des Wassers I) sollen von der Anwesenheit der lonen unbeeinflusst 
bleiben. Da man keine experimentellen Erfahrungen über das Verhalten 
von PE und PA unter 50 eigentümlichen Bedingungen besitzt. wie sie in 
der nächsten Nachbarschaft eines lons herrschen können. bleibt nur diese 
Annahme übrig. Für den wahrscheinlicheren Fal!. dass unter diesen Um~ 
ständen auch PE + PA eine Verminderung erfährt, liefert also die eb en 
formulierte Annahme einen oberen Grenzwert für die Wirkung der lonen 
auf Po. 

Für reines V\' asser sei folgende Polarisationsbilanz angenommen: 

P=PE +PA + Po= 17.3. 

PE ist sicher bekannt und gleich 3.7; für den Wert von PE + PA hat 
man zwei Anhaltspunkte : 

a. nach RUBENS ist im langwelligsten Ultrarot n2 -- 4. woraus folgt: 
PE +PA=9 

b. mit der Annahme PEi. =PE+PA erhält man den Wert 9.5. Mit 
dem Mittelwert 9.25 wird: 

Po = 17.3 - 9.25 = 8.05; 

und der Orientierungsanteil 1l3~~ in Il3H~ wird damit für die zu ver~ 
H~ 8.05 ffiH~ 

gleichende Menge Wasser: f· ll3 17.8 = f · '+,o • 

I) Wegen der hier gewählten Bezeichnungen siehe L. EBERT. Ztschr. f. Phys. Chemie 
113, 1 (1924), 
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E . t 1 6 ~~~ d' 1 t' V . d dO " 1 . S IS a so ~~zo Ie re a Ive ermm erung er nentterungspo arl-

sation in derjenigen Menge Wasser. die sich in 1 ccm Lösung befindet. 
gegenüber der Orientierungspolarisation derselben Menge Wasser in 
reinem Zustand bei der gleichen Temperatur. 1) 

§ 3. Um aus dieser relativen Verminderung von ~~~ auf die entspre
chende Verminderung der Anzahl orientierbarer Dipole schliessen zu 
können. sind einige nähere Festsetzungen nötig. Hierbei soll angestrebt 
werden dem eigentümlichen Charakter des Wassers als besonders hoch 
assoziierter Dipolflüssigkeit Rechnung zu tragen. 

Bekanntlich zeigt flüssiges Wasser eine ganz abnorm geringe Orien
tierungspolarisation (Po)f/ . im Vergleich zu der des Dampfes 2). Wir nehmen 
nun zunächst an (Annahme A). dies rühre von folgendem' speziellen 
Vorgang her 3); die Mehrzahl der einzelnen H 20-Moleküle sind in der 
Flüssigkeit zu Konfigurationen zusammengetreten. die wegen ihrer höheren 
elektrisch en Symmetrie nicht orientierbar sind (z. B. zu Ringen aus 3 
Dipolen. welche aus verschiedenen Gründen nicht ganz unwahrscheinlich 
sind) i). Die gesamte Grösse von (Pok rühre von dem Rest Monomole
küle H 20 her. welche elektrische Momente gleicher GrÖsse. wie diejeni
gen der Dampfmoleküle besitzen sollen. Diese Dipole befinden sich also 
gleichermassen in verdünnter Lösung innerhalb eines nicht orientierbaren 
Mediums. ganz entsprechend z. B. den Lösungen von Alkohol- einem 
Dipolstoff- in Benzol- einem dipolfreien Stoff. Die Konzentration dieser 
Dipole lässt sich nun folgendermassen abschätzen. (PO)Vampf ist bei 20° 
zu etwa 71 anzunehmen; nach DEBIJE ist es für verdünnte Gase und 
Lösungen bei konstanter Temperatur darstellbar durch: 

Po = CVipol . ft2 . konst .• (I) 

wo ft das Dipolmoment ist. Da ftVampf = ftgelöst .. Mol. sein soll. ist Po ein 
direktes Mass für die Zahl der in der Flüssigkeit anwesenden Dipole. 

á~H20 
I) Da __ C - in den vorliegenden Versuchen nie grösser wird als 2.5 • 10-3 und (I-f) Doch 

~H,O HzO 
o ~~c 

kleiner ist. braucht man die Vernachlässigung gegenüber -H-~---H-~- nicht zu be-
f'~o -~~c 

rücksichtigen. 
2) Siehe L. EBERT. I.c. die TabelIe auf S. ID. 
3) Im Grunde müssen die Vorgänge. weIche die Verminderung von Po verursachen. 

statistisch behandelt werden. Da die Berechnung der Energiewerte für die einzelnen 
möglichen Konfigurationen der Wasserdipole noch nicht möglich ist. begnügen wir uns 
mit den oben festgelegten Annahmen. 

i) Eine elektrostatische 8egründung für die Bevorzugung einer soIchen Konfiguration bei 
kugelförmigen Molekülen siehe z. B. P. DEBYE. Handbuch der Radiologie VI. 636 u. 642 
(192i). 
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Hiernaeh ist der Bruehteil 7
8
1 = 0.113 der gesamten Zahl von Molekülen 

H 20 in der Flüssigkeit als orientierbare Dipole H 20 vorhanden. d. h. 
die molare Konzentration der Dipole in einem Liter reinem Wasser 
beträgt nach Annahme A: 

A _1000 _ 
CDipol - ---"ï8 . 0.113 - 6.2. 

Eine zwei te Annahme B sei als vielleicht notwendige Ergänzung 
folgendermassen formuliert. (Po)", soll hier herrühren allein von Doppel~ 
dipolen. d.h. Molekülen (H20h. die derart gebaut sind. dass das wirksame 
Moment 2 . ftDamp{ beträgt (Kettenassoziation. siehe L. EBERT. l. e. S. 12). 
Dass solche oder ähnliche Moleküle mindestens teilweise vorkommen 
können. kann man aus dem Verhalten des H 20 Dampfes 1) und aus dem 
Verhalten der so nah verwandten Alkohole als Dämpfe und in benzo~ 
liseher Lösung 2) entnehmen. Offenbar wird naeh (1) für diese Doppel~ 
moleküle: C~ipol = 0.25 . C~ipol = 1.55. 

Mit Hilfe dieser Annahmen verfügt man nun über alle notwendigen 

G " b. ~~.o d d d h (1) m . M f" rossen. urn ~~20- zu euten; enn a nae '+'o em ass ur 

CDipol ist. stellt das Verhältnis ein Mass für die relative Verminderung 
der Dipolzahl in einer bestimmten Menge Wasser dar. Der Ausdruek 

b.~~20 . 
CDlpol • ~ ISt dann die absolute Zahl der von C Molen Salz festge~ 

~o 
legten Dipole. 

§ 4. Es folgen nun die Bereehnungen für die vier von WALDEN. 
ULiCH und WERNER gemessenen wässrigen Lösungen. Wegen der 
bekannten Tatsaehe der grossen Unempfindlichkeit von ~ gegen D"f:. 

sobald f: gross ist. wurden in den naehstehenden Bereehnungen au eh für 
die verdünntesten Lösungen alle besproehenen Korrekturen angebraeht. 

Für reines Wasser wird gebraueht: f: = 80.50; hieraus folgt: 

~H20 = 0.96365 und ~~zO= 0.444. 

Die Werte für R. M. s 20/20 (bezw. s 18 /18' das als identiseh angesehen 
wird) sind in der Tabelle aufgeführt. Für KCI und BaCI2 sind die Werte 
von Rund s sicher bekannt. während für die zwei anderen Salze diese 
Werte wohl mit etwas grösserer Unsicherheit behaftet sind. Die Bezeich~ 
nungen in der TabelIe sind oben bereits erläutert ausser der Grösse 

b. ~~20 1 S' . t d M f" d' I t' V . d d w = 0.444 . c' Ie IS as ass ur Ie re a Ive ermm erung er 

Dipolzahl im Wasser pro Mol Salz. Ist CDipol die molare Konzentration 

I) M. JONA. Physik. Ztschr. 20. 15 (1919); siehe dagegen eH. T . ZAHN. Phys. Rev. 27. 
329 (l92é). 

2) L. LANGE. Ztschr. f. Phyaik. 33, 169 (1925). 
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Ueberslcht über die Berechnungen der WALDEN-ULICH-WERNERschen Messungen. 

I. KCI. R=IO.8 : M=74.6 : s'lJJ/'}fJ=1+486.e.l0-4 

(LAMB u. LEE. Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. 35. 168 (1913). 

e·104 me (R·e·IO-3)10S mHP (1-f) . lOS ( : m
HP .lmHP· 104 LlmH2O· 10· 

te e w ----e e 
0.444 

1.9 80.20 0 .96352 0.21 0.96352 0.5 0.96365 1.3 2.0 1.5 

3.7 80.05 342 0.48 342 1 364 2.2 5.0 1.4 

5.4 79 .60 322 0.58 321 1.5 364 4.3 9.7 1.8 

8.0 79.20 304 0.87 303 2.2 363 6.0 13.6 1.7 

14.8 78.10 254 1.6 252 4.0 361 10.9 24.5 1.6 

Il. Ba C12• R= 21.6: M = 208: s 18/18 = 1 + 1840 . e . 10-1 

(A. HEYDWEILLER. nach Land.-Börnst. 5. AuH. I. 424). 

3.4 79.83 0.96334 0.74 0.96333 1.2 0.96364 3.1 7.0 2.1 

6.4 79.25 307 1.4 306 2.5 362s 5.6s 12.8 2.0 

12.0 78.27 263 2.6 260 2.9 362 10.2 23.0 1.9 

111. Cd Br. R = 27.9: M = 272: s 18!tS = 1 + 2340· e' 10-1 (ibidem). 

5.8 80.05 0.96341 1.6 0 .96339 2 . 1 0.96363 2.4 5.4 0.9 

11.0 79.88 336 3.1 333 4 . 1 361 2.8 6.3 0.6 

16.2 79 .65 325 4.5 320 6 .0 359 3 .9 8.8 0.5 

20.8 79.56 320 5 .8 314 8.0 357 4.3 9 . 7 0.47 

IV. (C~7). N . J. R=78: M=313; s'}fJ/'}fJ=1 +646.e.IO-1 

(P. WALDEN. Ztsch. f. phys. Ch. 59. 400 (1908). 

2.0 80.48 0.96363 1.6 0.96361 5.0 0.96360 - - _I) 

5.1 79.85 334 4.0 330 12.7 352 2 . 2 5.0 1.0 

7.3 79.65 325 5 .7 319 18.7 347 2.8 6.3 0.86 

10.9 79 . 45 316 8.5 307 27.1 338 3.1 7.0 0.64 

21.9 78.90 292 16.0 276 54.62) 310 3.4 7.7 0.35 

I) Der erste Wert liefert eln negatives Ll: man darf woh! verrnuten. dass es sich urn einen Messungs
feh!er In te handelt. 

2) Der Verg!eich dieser Spatte rnit den anderen Sa!zen ist lehrreich : man siaht. dass hier in 1 cern 
Lösung bereits 0.5 % weniger Wasser Ist als in 1 ccm Wasser. Die grossen Ionen nehmen ein merkliches 
Volumen ein. ohne durch starke Kontraktion die Differenz soweit ausglelchen zu können wie oben. wo 
1-( den Betrag von 1°/00 nicht erreicht. 
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der Dipole in reinem Wasser. so ist also w . CDipol die von einem Mol 
Salz fixierte Zahl Mole der vorhandenen Dipole. 

§ 5. Die Besprechung der Ergebnisse betrifft einerseits die absolute 
Grösse der Zahl fixierter H 20-Moleküle. andererseits das Verhältnis der 
Grössen w untereinander. sowie die teilweise vorhandene Abhängigkeit 
der Zahlen w von c. 

Die absolute Zahl der fixierten Dipole pro Mol Satz ist W· CDipol. d.h. 
wird etwa zwischen W· 6.2 und W· 1.55 liegen. die Zahl der H 20-
Moleküle (s. o. § 3) also zwischen w . 6.2 und W· 3.1. Sie übersteigt 
demnach in allen betrachteten Pällen die Zahl 12 nicht wesentlich. 

Man wird hierdurch in den Stand gesetzt. die elektrostatische Wechsel
wirkung zwischen lonen und Wasserdipolen mit einem wirklichen Weg
nehmen von Molekülen aus dem Lösungsmittel zu vergleichen; denn alle 
vorliegenden Versuche. die aus anderem Material einen - wenigstens 
angenäherten - Schluss auf diese Menge zulassen. führen auf etwa ebenso 
grosse Zahlen. In diesem Sinne kann man z. B. die Aussalzwirkungen 
auf dipolfreie Gase - z. B. C2H 2 - 50 deuten. als ob das Salz eine 
bestimmte Menge von H 20-Molekülen aus der verfügbaren Menge 
Lösungsmittel wegnähme. Aus ihren sorgfältigen und ausgedehnten Mes
sungen gewinnen 50 z. B. MANCHOT und seine Mitarbeiter 1) Zahlen. 
die für KCI etwa 9 betragen u. s. w. Es erscheint lohnend. sobald um
fassenderes Material über die DK von Salzlösungen vorhanden ist. diese 
Erscheinungen genauer mit w ~u vergleichen. Ausserdem muss man auf 
die qualitativ als sicher anzusehende Tatsache hinweisen. dass bei der 
Bewegung der lonen Wasser mitgeführt wird. Einen gewissen Anhalts
punkt für die Menge dieses Wassers kann man hier durch Anwendung 
des STOKEs'schen Gesetzes erhalten. Da dies es bei grossen organischen 
Ionen gewöhnlich zu bemerkenswert vernünftigen Werten für die Grösse 
der be weg ten T eilchen führt, darf man wohl auch erwarten. dass es für 
die einfachen lonen. bezw. ihre Aggregate mit Wassermolekülen (mit 
Ausnahme der Sonderfälle des H+ und OH-Ions) kein ganz absurdes 
Ergebnis liefert 2). Die hiernach berechneten scheinbaren Radien sind 

o 
stets von der Ordnung weniger A.E.. können also sehr wohl als einigen 
mitgeführten H 20-Molekülen äquivalent angesehen werden. Diese Be
merkung gilt übrigens für alle Grössen und Parameter. die in der sehr 
ausgedehnten einschlägigen Literatur als Radien gelöster lonen auftreten. 
- Aus Ueberführungsmessungen kann man im Allgemeinen nur auf die 
relativen Unterschiede der Wassermitführung mehrerer lonen schliessen; 
doch sind neuerdings auch Versuche einer absoluten Messung bekannt 

1) W. MANCHOT. M. JAHRSTORFER und H. ZEPTER. Ztschr. f. anorg. u. aUg. eh. 
Hl. 15 (1921). 

2) R. LORENZ, Ztschr. f. Physik. eh. 73. 252 (1910). und das Buch : .. RaumerfüUung 
und lonenbeweglichkeit"; P. WALDEN. Ztschr. f. anorg. u. aUg. eh. 113. 125 (1920). 
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geworden. die für das besonders stark sich betätigende Ion Li+ nur die 
Mitführung von etwas mehr als 10 Molekülen Wasser ergeben. -

Es scheint also möglich zu sein mehrere recht verschiedene Erschei~ 

nungen der Grössenordnung nach durch einen einzigen einfachen Vorgang 
in allerdings roher Wei se verständlich zu machen. ohne Einführung be~ 
sonderer neuer Annahmen. So nötig es ist ei ne bestimmte Einwirkung 
der lonen auf das Lösungsmittel anzunehmen. so muss man doch anderer~ 
seits gebührend berücksichtigen. wie wenig die physikalischen Eigen~ 

schaften der verdünnten Salzlösungen sich von denen des rein en Wassers 
unterscheiden. Erinnert sei z.B. an die Zähigkeit von Lösungen einfacher 
Salze. die in 0.01 mol. Lösung für KC1 nur etwa um 0.10f0 von der des 
Wassers sich unterscheidet. Das Wasser ist ja kein besonders günstiges 
Medium für Äusserungen polarer Einwirkungen; hierfür spricht schon die 
hohe D. K. und ausserdem sind die Dipole hier abnorm stark assoziiert 
und die entsprechenden Wirkungen. auf Mole bezogen. werden in .. nor~ 
maleren" Dipolflüssigkeiten. wo auch e kleiner ist. zweifellos viel stärker 
zum Ausdruck kommen I). Da P in den hier wichtigen Fällen äusserst 
unempfindlich ist gegen 6<.. muss man allerdings zur genügend sicheren 
Abschätzung der Zahlen W über gute Messungen von Rund s in den 
betreffenden Fällen verfügen. was heute im Allgemeinen noch nicht der 
Fall ist. Ausserdem kommen bei Lösungsmitteln mit kleinem e Assozia~ 
tionen der lonen in Frage. die eine ausserordentlich starke Erhöhung 
von Po bedingen können. 

§ 6. Wir wollen noch die relative Grösse der Zahlen w besprechen. 
obwohl das bisher veröffentliche Material für eine solche Diskussion 
durchaus noch nicht die wünschenswerte Ausdehnung besitzt. 

Als einfachste Fälle zeichnen sich KC1 und BaC1 2 aus; denn hier ist 
w innerhalb der Messungsfehler konstant. WKCl: WBaCl2 ist etwa gleich 
1.6 : 2.0. Dieses Verhältnis scheint gut zu unseren Vorstellungen über 
die Grösse der nackten lonen zu passen. wenn man annimmt. dass die 
Wirksamkeit des Cl lons etwa die Hälfte der des K~lons beträgt. Wenn 

man als Mass der Wirkung eines lons den Ausdruck ~ einführt und die 
r 

++ 
von GRIMM gegebenen Zahlen für das Verhältnis rBa + benutzt. 2) SO sieht 

rK 
man. das die Wirksamkeiten des K + und Ba++ ~ions etwa gleich sein 
soli ten. Mit den Masszahlen WCl = 0.5 und WK + = WB. ++ = 1.0 erhält 
man etwa die oben abgeleiteten Zahlen für dies~ Salze. 

Dass in diesen Verdünnungen die Wirkung konstant ist. ist nur zu 

') Hierin sehe ieh die Hauptgründe für die abnorm grossen seheinbaren Radien der 
Atomlonen In nichtwässrigen Lösungen (P. WALDEN l.c.) und für den offenbar viel grösseren 
Einlluss gelöster Ionen auf die Zählgkeit (eH. A. KRAUS. Properties of eleetric eondueting 
systems. New-Vork. 1922. S. 112). 

2) H. G. GRIMM. Ztschr. f. Physik. eh. 98. 372 (1921). 
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erwarten, da auch die thermodynamische Aktivität des Wassers in diesen 
Lösungen praktisch von c unabhängig ist. 

Diese Überlegung ist auch massgebend für die Auffassung der Verän~ 
derlichkeit von w mit c in den beiden anderen Fällen; sie muss auf 
Vorgänge zwischen den gelösten Teilchen zurückgeführt werden. Bei 
CdBr2 ist eine solche Erklärung ausserordentlich naheliegend, da Cd~ 
Salze durch Komplexbildung ausgezeichnet sind .. Diese bewirkt stets ei ne 
Verminderung der gesamten Ionenzahl und das zunächst möglicherweise 

entstehende Ion [Cd Brt ist grösser und ausserdem weniger hoch geladen 

als Cd++ und der dann folgende Komplex [CdBr21 ist neutral. wodurch 
sich die zunehmende Verminderung von w verstehen lässt. Nicht so leicht 
bietet sich eine Erklärung für das letzte Beispiel. Dass hier w sehr klein 
ist, leuchtet wegen der Grösse der beiden Ionen ein; die Abnahme von 
w kann - sofern alle experimentellen Unterlagen als durchaus sicher 
angenommen werden - wohl nur auf ei ne gegenseitige Assoziation der 
Ionen als solcher hindeuten; chemische Vorgänge werden wegen der 
Stärke der den Salzionen entsprechenden Säure und Base nicht in Frage 
kommen. Diese Tatsache macht die leider noch ausstehende genaue 
Untersuchung der thermodynamischen Eigenschaften dieser Salzlösung 
besonders wünschenswert. Dass ein sehr grosses organisches Ion in der 
Abhängigkeit seiner Aktivität von c sich merklich von den einfacheren 
Ionen unterscheidet, ist allerdings schon früher gelegentlich festgestellt 
worden I). 

Leiden, 24. 3. 1926. 

I) H . V. HALBAN u. L. EBERT. Ztschr. f. Phys. eh. 112, 38-4 (1924) . 



MathematIcs. - "The nOl'mal. not absolutely closed topological space". 
By WILFRID WILSON. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 27, 1926). 

1. The main object of the present paper is to prove the theorem: 
Any normaI. not absolutely closed topological space 9t can be extended 

to a norm al topological space R = 9t +; by adjunction of a non isolated 
point ;. 

I am informed by Prof. ALEXANDROFF that a proof of this theorem 
resting on entirely different foundations has also just been given but not 
yet published by Mr. TVCHONOFF, The following investigation was 
suggested by the concluding remarks in the work of ALEXANDROFF and 
URYSOHN. - "Zur Theorie der topologischen Räume" I). 

2. By a topological space is understood any set satisfying the axioms 
(A), (B), (C) and (D) of HAUSDORFF 2). 

A point x is said to be regular 3) in the space 9t if for each neigh

bourhood U(x) a neighbourhood V(x) exists such that V(x) c U(x), 

where V represents V together with all boundary points of V. 
The space 9t is said to be regular when it con ta ins only regular points. 
A space 9t is said to be normal i) when to any two closed sets FI 

and F 2 without common points, regions (open sets) U and V exist such 
that U:JFI , V:JF2 and UV=O. 

A topological space 9t is said to be absolutely 5) closed when it is 
impossible to adjoin a point ; in such a way that 9t +; is a topological 
space in which ~ is not isolated containing 9t and regions in 9t as regions 
in 9t +;. 

3. Let 9t be a normaI. not absolutely closed topological space. Then 
there exists a system V = I Gj of regions covering 9t and such that any 
6nite subset G I , G 2 , •• • , G n of V satisf1es the condition 

9t - (GI + G 2 + ... + G n) =!= 0. 6
) 

I) Math. Annalen, Bd. 92, 3/4 Heft. 
2) "Grundzüge der Mengenlehre", Leipzig, 1914, S. 213. 
3) VIETORIS, "Stetige Mengen", Monatshefte f. Math. u. Phys. 1921. S. 173. 

ALEXANDROPP und URYSOHN, Topologische Räume, Math. Ann. 92, S. 263. 
4) ALEXANDROPP und URYSOHN, 3), S. 263. 
5) ALEXANDROPP und URYSOHN, 3), S. 261. 
6) ALEXANDROPP und URYSOHN, 3), S, 262, Satz 11. 
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Consider all pairs (x. G,,) where x is an arbitrary point of ffi and G" 
an arbitrary region of the system V containing x. ffi being normal we 
can assign to each pair (x. GIT) a system G:. (0:::;; 1" :::;; 1). of neighbour
hoods such that 

G~= G"" and xc G; cG; cG;. 7) (1"t < 1"2)' 

To the space ffi adjoin the point; and to ; assign the neighbourhoods 

':'1"'1- 11"2_ · · ·. 7r n 

where the G"i are components of arbitrary pairs (Xi. G"i).1"i'=f 1. (i= 1. 2, ...• n). 

4. ffi + ; = R is a topological space. 
(A). Each point x of R has a neighbourhood containing x. 
(B). The intersection of any two neighbourhoods U and V in R is a 

neighbourhood. for 
a. If U and Vare in m. U V is a neighbourhood since ffi satisf1es 

axiom (B). 

b. Let U(;) = UT T T (;) and U. (;) = UT_ T- T- (;) be any neigh-
l· 2· ·· .. n I, 2, .... m 

'1r~ "r. .... ".: 
bourhoods of ;. Then 

U (;) U. (;) = UT,. TZ' ... . Tn T* T* T* (;) 
. I. 2 •••.• m 

'71"1. "'2 ••• '0 11" n. '7r~ wr, . . '. "'":. 

(q. It follows from the def1nition of the U(;) that U (~) ffi is a neigh-
bourhood in ffi of any of its points. 

(D). Let x '=f y. 
a. If x + y c ffi axiom (D) is satisf1ed since ffi is a topological space. 
b. If y =; let G" be that neighbourhood of the system IGj containing x. 

Then (x. G,,) is one of the pairs (x. G,,). Choose U (x) so that 

U (x) c G;c G; c Grr and U(;) = UT (;). 
"" 

Then U(;) U(x) = O. 
Finally ; is not isolated in R since 

ffi - (G;' + G;z + ... + G;n)::>ffi - (G"", + G ... z+" + G ... ) =1= 0 
t 2" n 

since G",. G"z' . ..• G"n belong to the system V. Hence UT,. TZ . .... Tn (~) 

contain points other than ;. 

5. R is regular in the point ;. for to any 

U (e) we have a U (~) 
#lt· ~2· •• " 1-Ln TI· T2 • • • '. T n 

7) URYSOHN, "Zum Metrisationsproblem", Hilfssat:z;, Math. Ann. Bd. 9-t. S. 310. 
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so that UT! ... .. T n (~) 
?rl · .... ?r n 

c ~ + ffi - (Gf'! + Gf'2 + .. . + Gf'n ) 
""I 1r2 ""n 

= Uf'!.f'2 .. ... f'n (e). (tl> p). 
?rl . 1r~ • • • '. '71" n 

6. R is normal 8). 
Let the closed sets FI and F 2• each containing more than one point. 

he such that ~ c FI and FI F 2 = o. Let UI (~) he a neighhourhood for 

which F 2 UI =0, define VI - R-UI and F3 FI (R-UI). so that VI::> F 2 

and UI VI = o. Because F 2 c ffi. F3 _ FI (R-UI (~)) c ffi. and ffi is norm al. 
neighhourhoods U 2 ::> F3 and V 2 ::> F 2 exist for which U 2 V 2 = O. Then 

(UI + U 2) VI V 2 c UI VI + U 2 V 2 = O. and UI + U 2 ::> FI ' VI V 2 ::>F2 

from which the normality of R follows. In the last paragraph we have 
proved the theorem : 

The adjunction of a regular point to a normal space gives a normal 
space. 

8) 1 am indebted to Prof. ALEXANDROFF for the suggestion th at R is normal. 



Anatomy. - "On the Problem ot Anthropogenesis." By Prof. L. BOLK. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19. 1925). 

Since the conviction began to make its way. that our form has gradually 
developed from another more primitive one. the study of this form has 
ever been of a more or less biassed nature. The investigation into 
specifically human characteristics for their own sake. or an inquiry into 
the essentially morphological character of the human physical properties, 
was made subordinate to a study of these characteristics with a preconceived 
purpose. Considered as elements of comparative anatomy their value was 
tested for the construction of a pedigree for Man. The measure, by which 
that value was determined, was the greater or lesser correspondence to the 
degree of development of the characteristic under consideration in forms, 
that had been assumed beforehand as being more primitive. Comparative 
anatomy was studied with a certain tendency: genealogy and the problem 
of the descent predominated over the study of the form. Far be it from me 
indeed to deny the immense pro fit science has derived from the views 
obtained along this path. 

But the one-sided application of this method implies a danger, viz. that the 
study of the form as a phenomenon and of its specific qualities in their 
interrelations, is somewhat neglected. But, you ask me, can it be worth 
while trying to understand the form of the human body apart from any 
hypothesis whatever of the descent of man? For there is no denying the 
fact that also the form of our body has been developed from a series of 
constantly changing forms, our primitive forms, and that, to confine 
ourselves to the Primates the series of forms in the phylogenic of the 
now living Primates must at some point in the part meet the line of 
descendance of Man. I do not deny this at all, but two sides of the 
question should be kept distinct, viz. that of the structure of the 
primitive human form - this is the anatomical side of the pro~lem; and 
secondly, that of the etiological factor by which Man obtained his 
present shape - this is the physiological side of the problem. It seems to 
me th at one should begin by answering the second question, and must try 
to fjnd an answer by studying the human form itself. 

At variance with the methods employed, I purpose to discuss in the 
present paper the historica 1 genesis of our actual form, entirely apart 
from any theory of descent. I was prompted to do so by the ever-growing 
conviction th at the solution of this problem cannot be arrived at by 
applying the current methods. Just as it would be impossible for me to 
obtain a true insight into the degree of relationship, which undeniably 
exists between myself and every one here present, by comparing only our 
individual bodily characteristics, so would it be impossible to conclude 
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anything about the relationship between present~day Man and the other 
Primates now living by comparing our specific characteristics with those 
of the anthropoids or lower monkeys in existence at present. And the 
greater or lesser resemblance in form is no reliable index, because it is 
not of necessity a consequence of relationship, but may be effected by the 
same etiological factor, that has operated repeatedly. To exemplify this in 
a simple way, I will assume the possibility that in some of you, for instance, 
the lateral incisor of the upper jaw be lacking; this does not imply a 
closer relationship between the individuals concerned, but is the result of 
a cause having acted independently upon their individual development. 
Now that, which holds for individuals of one species, is also applicable 
to species belonging to a genus, and to genera belonging to the same 
family. Nobody indeed would consider the absence of a tail, or a thumb, 
in Primates as an indication of relationship; weil then, why should we 
attach such great importance to the presence or the absence of a cusp on 
the crown of a molar? If Man possessed a dentition in which one might 
almost vainly look for variations, as in the case of some species of 
Primates, such a characteristic might be a trustworthy guide. But whoever 
has had the occasion to view the extraordinary variety in the cusps of 
human molars must be convinced that in this case the teeth are a most 
unreliable guide for any conclusions as to the degree of relationship. 
What criterion have we, moreover, up on which to base an assumption of 
relationship upon homogeneity of form? Absolutely none! 

Furthermore, as it is impossible to deduce the individual properties of 
my own skeleton from those of the skeleton of one or more of my 
immediate ancestors, so is it impossible to deduce the specific properties 
of the human skeleton in general from skeletal remains of extinct types 
found by mere chance. For, just as every individual is a new creation, a 
creature sui generis, a result of heredity and individual genesis, so is 
every species a new creation in which what is inherited, is modified 
through the evolutional factor, which I believe to be essential to life 
itself. Evolution is not a result but a principle; it is a function of life. it is 
for the organized world as a who Ie what growth is for the individual, but, 
just as in the individu al development, it is subject to external influences. 

Comparative anatomy can catalogue the structural differences between 
now living Primates and Man and the structural variations in paleonto~ 
logical objects; they can be arranged systematically like the words in 
a dictionary. and each new discovery means a lengthening of the list. But 
the richer the store of words becomes, the greater will be the possibility 
of constructing senten ces with the aid of these words. Each new discovery 
increases the number of possibilities. And. although it may ' sound 
paradoxical, it is my firm conviction that the more numerous the discoveries 
of extinct forms. the more shall we be convinced of the impossibility of 
solving the problem of the genesis of the human form in th is way. This 
does not in the least detract from the great significance of the 
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paleontological material in general for tracing the principal Hne in the 
historical development of certaingroups. especially when the.se are 
characterized by a pronounced specificity. I merely wish to point 
l'mphatically to the inadequacy of th is methad for application to a forOl 
so Iittle differentiated as that of Man. 

Let us. therefore. abandon the ,deductive method usedto lift the veil 
from the genesis of our form. and let us see if the application of an 
inductive methad can serve our purpose better. To th is end our form 
should not be the goal but the starting-point of our inquiry. Beginning 
with Man ' himself. we should. independent of any consideration of 
relationship. commence by answering the question: What is the essential 
of Man as organism. and what is the essentialof Man as farm? As you 
wil! see the character of my question iS twofold. physiological and 
anatomical. We have to consider Man as a being and Man as a 
phenomenon. This does not imply a real contradistinction. but a 
methodological principle. For our bodily form is the result oL o~r 
development. and this is a function of the organism. It will appear from 
my further argumentation that the same causality farms the basis to the 
essentialof man as organism and as farm. 

Before proceeding to answer the above questions. Iet it be pointed out 
that the problem of Anthropogenesis. as I conceive it. is more compre
hensive than it has hitherto been conceived to beo on account of . the 
physiological element implied in it. Hitherto the anatomical side ofth.e 
question was always put in the foreground. the appreciation of thc somatic 
differences between adult farms of the Primates was the clue to 
a conception. J. on the contrary. wil! try to approach the solution 
of the problem along the physiological way. tracing the essentials of our 
farm from the specific characteristics of our genesis and the character of, 
this genesis as an expression of the specifically human as organism. 

To trace how my present concept ion of the Anthropogenesis has 
developed in the course of time. I must go back to a short communication 
made more than 25 years ago. dealing with the observation of several 
anomalies in an adult man. which had all something in common. l found 
in this individual a number of anatomical peculiarities which occur 
transitorily in the normal development of the human ietus. but which had 
persisted in this individual. I described th is case as a curiosum. without 
attaching to it a significance of a more general nature. It was merely a· 
description. But now Iwish to point to something that is psychologically 
remarkable; in my sub-consciousness the idea: · .. persistence of fetaI. 
characteristics" must have been implanted by this observation. and 
involuntarily.it must have influenced my conception of specifically 
somatic features of Man. For in later researches the idea crops up 
repeatedly in one form or other. Thus. for instanee. in a conclusion af ter. 
an inquiry into the phylogenetic development of the human dentition. in 
which I demonstrated that our first permanent molar is originallya 'milk 
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tooth that has become permanent and is thus an infantile, i.e. temporary, 
organ which has changed into a permanent organ. Afterwards this idea 
took on a more distinct form in a comparative investigation into the 
position of the Foramen magnum in Man and in monkeys. Quite in 
accordance with the usual scheme, in which the monkey-skull is 
considered as the primitive one from which the human skull is derived, 
the current view was that the Foramen magnum in Man has shifted 
anteriorly in conformity to the erect posture. I came to the contrary 
conclusion : that the central position of the Foramen magnum in Man is 
the primitive one with all Primate-fetus, but that in the other Primates it 
shifts to the posterior pole of the skull, whereas in Man it persists in this 
position. Here the idea: persistence of a fetal condition was applied for 
the first time not as an individual variation but as etiological factor of a 
normal. specifically human feature. What was sub-conscious before, had 
now become an element of a conscious association. However it was only 
an isolated case as yet, th ere was no question of generalization of this 
causality. But no idea brands itself more strongly upon the human mind 
than the one that has been conceived as an objection to an existing 
conception. What in our mental mechanism was first a conclusion, 
becomes a touchstone for the possibility as to whether other phenomena 
may not be accounted for in the same way. Should this appear to be the 
case, the supposition arises whether perhaps all properties can be 
explained from this new point of view; further investigations raise this 
supposition to probability, criticism leads to certainty, and along this 
path a causal principle develops in our mind from a conclusion. 

And in this way, in the course of years, the idea: persistence of feta1 
characteristics, from being a simple characterization of an observed 
condition has become to me the basis for a comprehension of the human 
somatic form. For our essential somatic properties, i.e. those which 
distinguish the human body from that of the other Primates, have all 
one feature in common, viz. they are fetal conditions that have become 
permanent. What is a transitional stage in the ontogenesis of otheI: 
Primates has become a terminal stage in Man. His smooth skin, the form 
of his skull, the centra 1 position of the Foramen magnum, the shape of his 
ear, his unpigmented skin, the presence of labia majora, the structure of 
hand and foot, etc., all these can be also observed as temporary conditions 
of the fetus of every Primate, but get lost in the further individual 
development, being succeeded by other conditions. This is why the fetus 
of monkeys has in general a much more human aspect, not, as wou1d 
follow from an application of the biogenetic law. because monkeys are 
descended from more man-like ancestors. but because man has preserved 
the fetal type up to his adult state. The morphogenesis of the other 
Primates goes further than that of Man. This difference between men 
and monkeys I will indicate by characterizing the development of Man as 
conservative and that of the other Primates as propulsive. 
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The recognition of this fact could not fai! to alter entirely my con
ception of the relation between the human soma tic properties and those 
of the other Primates, but at the same time, and that means much more, 
it was sure to bring about a change in my views regarding the causality 
of Anthropogenesis. 

For, as regards the first point, I was now ab Ie to answer the funda
mental question propounded at the outset of this paper: What, then, is 
the essential in the anatomical characteristic of the human form? Tbc 
answer is: The fetal character of his form. And this opens up a point of 
view up on that form and its genesis quite apart from any consideration 
of relationship or pedigree-construction, as it appears that we need not of 
necessity deduce the specific properties of our body from those of other 
Primates. For where present-day Man may be bodily considered as 
a Primate-fetus that has become sexually mature, our ancestors already 
possessed all our specific properties, though only as temporary develop
ments, by way of transitional stage. This is the principle of what I term 
the Fetalization-theory of Anthropogeny. 

As stated before, this understanding of our form brought about an 
essential change in my conception of its genesis, and that in two respects. 

When all the characteristics of Man have something in common, it is 
not conceivable that they should have originated independently of each 
other, each from a cause of its own. Like effects must result from a 
common cause. The body as a whole was transformed because its 
development stopped at a younger stage, a process that was brought 
about gradually of course. The cause must therefore have operated 
uninterruptedly for a period of time th at cannot be determined approxi
mately. But from this it follows again that this fetalization cannot have 
resulted from external influences acting upon the organism. It was not the 
effect of an adaptation to modified external conditions, it was not brought 
about under the influence of a struggle for life, it was not the result of 
natural. or sexual select ion, for these evolutional factors exert their 
influence not on the body as a whole but in a more limited way, on 
circumscribed parts of the organism. Thus the etiological factor of thc 
process must hàve been an internal, a functional one. In short, an 
anthropogenesis as consequence of a single, organic principle of development. 
Anyone conversant with the tenor of the current theories on this point will 
readily understand the difference between the point of view I have gradually 
come to adopt and the principle of these theories. An elaboration of my 
theory would have to commence by dividing the hu man properties into two 
groups, viz. primary and consecutive properties. As an in stance of the 
former, I might mention Man's glabrate skin; of the latter, the st rong 
differentiation of the muscles of his face. 

The human form, thus, as the effect of a single, functional cause. What 
can have been the nature of this cause? 

When fetal qualities or conditions become permanent, this must he due 
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to an influence that prevents these qualities from reaching the proper 
degree of development; they re ma in in a transitional stadium, more or 
less removed from their original terminal stage. Consequently a 
restraining influence must come into play. Thus we can look upon the 
human form as the effect of a general restraining of development. 

When th is had once become clear to me, the question naturally arose 
as to whether this functional principle applied only to the development ot 
the human form, because the morphogenesis, as I have already pointed 
out, is only one. of th~ functions of the organism. What about the other 
functions? 

On -further consideration of th is problem it gradually became clear to 
me that the restraining principle put its stamp not _ only on the morpho
genesis, i.e. not on the developmental progress alone, but on the entire 
individual life-progress of Man. When we compare Man in th is respect 
with the other Mammais, and particularly with the Primates, we perceive 
at once that there is no Mammal that grows so slowly as Man, and not 
one in whieh the full development is attained at such a long interval af ter 
birth. And, though on th is point no time-data are at our disposal. it is 
nevertheless sure, that the organisms nearcst to Man, the Anthropoids, 
are also far behind him as regards the duration of their prime period. This 
slow development, this protracted maturity, is eventually succeeded by a 
phase of decay which again proceeds more tardily than in the case of 
any ot her Mamma!. I cannot go into a detailed argumentation and must 
conEïne myself to general remarks, as I must get to the point I am aiming 
at and my final conclusions as quickly as possible along the main lines of 
my theory. -But what has just been said furnishes us with a startingpoint 
from which to answer the second question :What is the essential in Man 
as an organism? The obvious answer is: The slow progress of his life's 
course. -Again I cannot produce special evidence for my assertion that 
this slow tempo is the result of a retardation that has gradually come 
about in the course ofages. This I will term the Retardation".hypothesis 
of Anthropogenesis. This retardation is demonstrabie on historieal 
grounds. Rather more than a year ago I demonstrated in a communication 
read before this assembly that, for instance, prehistorie Man, Homo 
neanderthalensis, developed at a more rapid rate than Home recens. 
Another proof of this retardation is the fact that not all living races of 
the genus Homo have an equally retarded course of life. Furthermore this 
retardation accounts for a number of remarkable facts, and in part also 
for contradictions in the functional development of the human organism. 
But of all this I must not speak, though to my extreme regret, for you can 
weil ~imaginè: how keen a delight I should take in reviewing Man in his 
form and in his nature in the light of these principles. 

So it' is evident that, with respect to his form and his organism, Man is 
distinguishable by a very particular characteristic, viz. the essential in his 
form' is the result of a fetalization, that of his life' s course is the~esult of 
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retardation. These two facts are closely related, for, af ter all the 
fetalization is the necessary consequence of the retardation of the 
morphogenesis. Anatomically this effect is brought about in two ways, 
namely, it may be that a ·fetal characteristic persists, because, as is 
demonstrabie in ot her Primate-fetus, its disappearance is delayed to a 
later phase of development, until at last it remains constant. As an 
example of this I may refer to the lábia majora of the woman. Also in the 
lower Primates we find rudiments of these pudenda, but very early they 
disappear here; in Anthropoids they also disappear, but not entirely 
until af ter birth; in Man finally they persist. Here, then, we see the 
disappearance of a feta I characteristic, first retarded, th en lacking. The 
second way in which, anatomically, the form is fetalized through retar
dation is of more frequent occurrence. As an example I shall take the 
hirsuteness. In the fetus of the lower Primates the hairy coat is present at 
a comparatively early stage. In that of the gibbon the development :s 
already retarded, the neo-natus has hair only on skull and dorsum, the 
belly is bare or but slightly covered with hair, the hairy coat appearing 
af ter birth. With anthropoids there is hair only on the skull of the fetus, 
just as is the case with Man, for the rest they are glabrate, and acquire 
the hairy coat only in the course of the first half-year of life. The 
breast of Gorilla re ma ins glabrate throughout life. In Man, finally, the 
skull only .is covered with hair, and for the rest the fetal skin remains 
glabrate. Here, then, the retardation has reached its maxima I intensity, 
i.e. a standstill, and has ended in e1imination of a characteristic. 

I need hardly emphasize that the above exposition of the process of 
Anthropogeny is still incomplete. I have set forth how Man originated 
through a modification - a retardation - of the common life's course 
which entailed a fetalisation of the form of his body. But we have now 
to consider the final question: What was its immediate preceding 
cause. I purposely say its immediate preceding cause, for the 
possibility of this cause, whatever it is, being spontaneous is a 
priori precluded. This cause also must have been the effect of a preceding 
one, and the anthropogenesis itself must ultimately be considered as a 
symptom of the evolutional principle of life. Indçed, I have already 
suggested that, in my opinion, evolution is an inherent function of life as 
such, of organism itself; to inquire into its cause is equivalent to 
seeking for the nature of life itself. 

My answer to the question I have propounded shall be brief: The 
gradual retardation of the life's course of the ancestors of Man with all 
the consequent effects, both as regards his morphological features and 
his functional properties, must have had for its immediate cause a 
modification of the action of the endocrin system of the organism. This 
system built up of a number of organs distributed over the body, 
regulates the metabolism. 

During the first phase of our .Jife it governs the morphogeny, later thc 
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maintenance of the form. Again I must pass over in silence how our body 
with its multiplicity of properties develops through the action of the 
hormones, secreted by these organs. This would furnish material for a 
separate discussion. Suffice to say that in contro1ling the intensity of the 
metabolism these hormon es can inhibit or promote the growth. In Anthro
pogenesis an inhibitive action appears to have gradua1ly increased in signifi
cance, the rate of development became slower, the progress of development 
more retarded, and this influence revealed itself as much with regard to the 
development of the organism in toto as with regard to the genesis of 
separate morphological properties. 

Though a1l this brings out the great significance of the endocrin system 
for the genesis of our form, it does not by any means open up a new 
biological vista. Por already numerous experiments have shown us that in 
lower forms a retardation or acceleration of development can be effected 
by the addition of hormon es to the food. In this connection I may remind 
you of the discourse held by our fe1low-member VERSLUYS a few months 
ago at a meeting of our Academy. But now I utilize this fact, as 
biological basis for the historicaI. normal development of a form so 
eminently differentiated as that of Man from his primitive parents, and use 
it as a starting point for the solution of the highly important problem of 
Anthropogenesis. In passing I wish to point out that fetalization is, there
fore, related to the phenomenon known in biology as Neoteny. 

Time is lacking for me to bring forward any special argumentation. 
Moreover, this would lead me into the field of embryology and comparative 
anatomy, which would divert your attention from the present subject. But 
the above-mentioned principle of my theory of Anthropogenesis viz. that 
Man's development is acted upon by a retardation that originates in the 
endocrin system, I fee I impe1led to substantiate by some evidence. This I 
sha1l take from the domain of pathology. Congenital malformations of our 
body are not rare. Now it is very remarkable that a1l these co:qgenital 
anomalies observed in Man are the consequence of a retardation of 
development. The pathologic in a1l these cases, therefore, is to be 
considered as the consequence of a 10ca1ly too intensive action of the norm al 
regulator of the rate of development, which prevents a regular and full 
accomplishment of a morphological property or characteristic. I do not 
know of any instance of the opposite kind. Of the very long list of 
congenital anomalies in Man I could not name one that might be interpreted 
as a consequence of an accelerated development, i.e. through the absence 
or lessening of the inhibitory factor. But...... and th is is undeniably 
extremely interesting ...... such instances are to he found in the post-natal 
phase of our existence. 

Briefly, let me express it thus: our endocrin system secretes inhibitive 
hormones (which, strictly speaking, is a contradictio in adjecto). The 
properties suppressed in the anthropogenesis under the influence of the 
historie inhibition are still present in a latent condition, and must remain 
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suppressed all through Iife. So we preserve in us some properties of our 
ancestors, but checked. What happens in case one or more organs of 
our endocrin system are diseased and in consequence the normal production 
of hormones disturbed? Then the inhibition ceases or weakens, and · 
properties which had been lost in the course of ages will appear again, or 
functions which were retarded will develop in an abnormally rapid tempo. 
Do you desire instances? Man has lost his hairy skin, i.e. the growth of 
ha ir was first retarded, then suppressed. When the endocrin system is 
diseased, the inhibition may cease and the hairy coat reappears. One 
group of the human race has lost the pigment in the skin. Now with 
affections of the endocrin system it may reappear, the production of 
hormones which suppress the development of these properties is disturbed. 
During Anthropogenesis the jaws of Man have become relatively smaller 
in compass as weIl as in size, because fetal conditions became more and 
more permanent; if the endocrin system becomes diseased, the inhibition 
ceases and the jaws - and not infrequently the supra~orbital ridges also 
which are governed by similar conditions - begin to enlarge again, and 
become stronger. Contrary to what occurs in the other Primates the 
sutures of the human skull do not close af ter the brain has attained its 
definite size. They persist, their obliteration is inhibited and is established 
sometimes only in old age. The endocrin system becomes diseased, one 
of the symptoms being the possible premature closing of one or more sutures 
and consequent cranial malformation. This goes to show how a number 
of what we may call "monkey~like" properties may be present in us in a 
latent condition, waiting only for the disappearance of the factor that 
suppresses them to appear again. Let these few examples suffice to show 
that pathology also can furnish evidence which confirms the biological 
principle of anthropogenesis brought forward here. But let me add one 
more instance of a more functional nature. Together with the retardation 
of the process of Man's development the commencement of the functioning 
of the genital glands is delayed to a later age, i.e. its commencement is 
checked for some time. The endocrin system becomes diseased, and as 
an effect premature sexual maturity may occur, the inhibition being 
absent. But enough of th is so productive subject, for I must draw to a 
conclusion, but wish first to present to you, though briefly, two new 
points of view. 

The first is the biological relation of the human races inter se and to the 
other Primates. The human form, then, has arisen from a fetalization~ 

process. But the developmental progress has not been the same with all 
mankind, nor has fetalization equally affected all races. For instance, the 
typical physiogonomy of the Mongolian race, with their flat nose~bridge 
and the so~called Mongol~fold of the eye, is a fetalization effect that does 
not occur in the white race. Yet this, as I believe, has been retarded and 
fetalized most, it has covered the longest distance on the path of anthropo~ 
genesis, it is the most human. But it is posible for all other races to reach 
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the zenith of development now occupied by the white race. The only thing 
required is continued progressive action in these races of the biological 
principle of anthropogenesis. In his fetal development the negro passes 
through a stage that has already become the final stage for the white man. 
Weil then, when retardation continues in the ncgro too, what is 'still a 
transitional stage may for this race also become a finalone. 

As to the relation of Man to the other Primates, each Primate passes in 
his fetal life through a stage th at has become the final stage for Man. 
Thus, in every Prima te, if the retardation principle but beg ins to operate, 
lies the possibility of resemblance to the human race. To my regret the 
time fails me to show you in what respects this is already the case with thc 
anthropoids. 

Do you perceive how the theory propounded here alters fundamentally 
our view of the relation of Man to the ot her Primates ? 

The second point of view that I still wish to discuss concerns the question 
of . the relation of our endocrin system to the rest of our organism. 

The said system is very complicated, the complex of the endocrin organs 
regulates the metabolism by the production of hormones. How that 
regulation is effected we do not know, for the terms stimulation or 
excitement, and inhibition or suppression are only indications of the 
character of thc effect of the action. But with regard to its function I 
would draw a parallel between this system and the central _ nervous system. 
and with regard to its relation to the whole organism, a parallel between 
this system and the genital glands. The centra I nervous system also 
consists of a number of organs. But we have to confess to great ignorance 
of the associations and the co-ordinations existing between these organs. 
We see the effect, however, and this is always a result, but one which we 
have not learned to analyse. It is thc same with the endocrin system. Here 
also a result of the functioning of a great number of organs, but the part 
played byeach of them we do not know. Just as in the central nervous 
system there is not a single effect to which all the organs do not contribute, 
or have not contributed, directly or indirectly, so is it also in the endocrin 
system, the function of which is to be considered as an instance of ideal 
co-operation. This raises the biological significance of our endocrin system 
above that of a system properly so-called, it is of itself an organism, an 
imperium in imperio, it regulates and governs. The effect of this action 
is first the genesis of the form and th en its maintenance. In view of this 
important role I would designate the whole complex of organs performing 
this part by the term Endocrinon. 

Now I can draw my parallel between this and the other above-named 
constituent of the organism: the genital glands, or the so-called germa. For 
the germa is to the species as the endocrinon is to the individual. Just as 
the germa determined the origin of the species and ensures its maintenance, 
so thc endocrinon serves to maintain the individual. af ter having governed 
. his genesis. 
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Gentlemen, I have had to make severe demand upon your attention, the 
more sin ce my exposition had of necessity to be compressed within a narrow 
compass, which may have rendered it somewhat difficult to follow. But it 
was no easy matter to set forth clearly, in a limited space of time and in 
logica I context, the result of many years' speculation and investigation of 
such a comprehensive subject as Anthropogenesis. I might have taken 
some subdivision of this subject and have discussed it at more length, 
bringing evidence to support my assertions , but I preferred to give you an 
outline of my train of thought as it has gradually taken form in the course 
of years. I shall consider myself amply rewarded for my trouble if I have 
succeeded in awakening a vague conviction that the solution of the problem 
of Anthropogenesis must be looked for in quite a different direction from 
the one hitherto followed, and that the problem of the racial relations of 
Man is not the same as that of the development of our form. 



Mathematics. - "Allgemeine Räume und Cartesische Räume". (Erste 
Mitteilung). By K. MENGER. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. 
BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

Die Bedingungen dafür. dass ein allgemeiner topologischer oder metri~ 
scher Raum homöomorph sei mit einer Teilmenge ei nes Cartesischen 
Zahlenraumes. waren bisher fast gänzlich unbekannt. Wie es scheint. ist 
es erst die Dimensionstheorie. welche eine Formulierung der Tatsachen 
dieses Problemkreises ermöglicht. zugleich ab er Methoden zu ihren 
Beweisen liefert 1). 

In der vorliegenden ersten Mitteilung über diesen Gegenstand wird 
folgender Satz bewiesen: 

leder kompakte eindimensionale metrische Raum ist 
homöomorph mit einer Teilmenge des dreidimensionalen 
Zah len ra u mes. 

Die Beweismethode (welche in anschliessenden Arbeiten die Lösung 
wichtiger Homöomorphieprobleme für allgemeine n~dimensionale Mengen 
ergeben wird) entspricht den BROUwERschen Forderungen nach Kon~ 
struktivität zwar nicht vollkommen (insbesondre da das BORELsche Ueber~ 
deckungstheorem wesentlich eingeht). ab er in hohem Masse. 50 dass nicht 
nur von dem Theorem. sondern auch von dem hier dargelegten Beweis 
viel in die intuitionistische Mathematik übernommen werden kann. Einer 
in gewisser Weise entstehenden eindimensionalen Menge wird eine im 
R3 entstehende Menge zugeordnet. so dass aus der Beziehung der beider~ 
seitigen Bildungsgesetze die Homöomorphie der beiden Mengen folgt. 
Wir führen zunächst einige Hilfsbegriffe ein. 

Sei A ein kompakter metrischer Raum. Als finites Umgebungssystem 
in A bezeichnen wir eine (abzählbare) Menge von in A abgeschlossenen 
Umgebungen Ail i2' . . in' . welche folgendermassen entsteht: 

1) Schon SIERPI~SKI wurde bei der Entdeckung des ersten Resultates dieses Fragenkreises 
- als er nämlich die Bedingungen dafür aufstellte. dass eine zusammenhangslose Menge 
mit einer Teilmenge der Zahlengeraden homöomorph sei (Fund. Math. II. S. 89). - auf 
jene Mengen geführt. die man. von einem allgemeinen Gesichtspunkt aus. als nulldimenslonal 
bezeichnen muss. Die Hauptschwierigkeit. welche sich der Elnbettung komplizierterer 
Mengen in höherdimensionale Cartesische Räume entgegenstellt. nämlich die Realisierung 
gewisser Zusammenhangsverhältnisse. tritt bei den zusammenhangslosen Mengen allerdings 
noch nicht auf. Auch ein weiteres Resultat. den Beweis der MAZURKIEWICZschen Vermutung 
(Fund. Math. II. S. 130). dass jede stetig durchlaufbare Baumkurve mit einem ebenen 
Kontinuum homöomorph sel. konnte ich auf Grund von dimensions- und kurventheoretischen 
Sätzen herleiten (Math. Anualen 96. 1926). 
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1. Es gibt endlich viele Mengen AI' A 2 •••• An (wir nennen sie die 
Mengen "des ers ten Schrittes"). die zu je zweien keine inneren Punkte 
gemein haben. 

2. Sei A i1i2 ... in eine bereits de6nierte Menge "des n oten Schrittes". dann 
gibt es endlich viele abgeschlossene Umgebungen A i1i2 ... inl •••• A i1i2 ... in m. 

die sämtlich < A i1i2 ... in sind und zu je zweien keine inneren Punkte 
gemein haben. 

3. Es gibt ein Folge én von positiven Zahlen mit Um én = O. so dass 
die Durchmesser aller Mengen A i1i2 ... in des n oten Schrittes < én sind. 

Als Kern des fini ten Umgebungssystems !Aili~ .. . ;J bezeichnen wir die 
Menge aller Punkte. die für jedes n in mindestens einer System~Menge 
des n oten Schrittes enthalten sind. Offenbar ist der Kern eines fini ten 
Umgebungssystemes stets abgeschlossen. 

Wir nennen zwei (eventuell in verschiedenen Räumen be6ndliche) finite 
Umgebungssysteme !Ai1i2 ... iJ und !Bi1i2 ... ;J in welchen die Mengen mit 
gleichen Indizes einander eineindeutig entsprechen, homolog. wenn folgende 
Bedingung erfüllt ist: Haben irgendwelche Mengen A i1i2 .. . in' Aj,j2 ... jn' ... 
A k1k2 ... kn irgend eines n oten Schrittes einen leeren Durchschnitt. dann haben 
die entsprechenden Mengen Bili2 ... in. Bilh .. . jn •... Bk1k2 .. . kn einen leeren 

Durchschnitt und umgekehrt. Es gilt dann folgendes 
L e m ma. Die Kerne homologer finiter Umgebungssysteme sind 

homöomorph I). 
Man kann zunächst in folgender Weise eine eineindeutige Abbildung 

zwischen den Kernen A und B der homologen Systeme !Aili2 .. inl und 
!Bi1i2 ... inl angeben: Sei a Punkt von A; beim n oten Schritt gehöre a etwa 
den Mengen A ili2 ... in. Aj,h ... jn •... . Aklk2 ... kn an. Wir bezeichnen sie 

mit A~ (a). Aî (a) • ... A~n (a) und die entsprechenden Mengen Bili~ .. . in"" 

Bklk2 ... kn mit 87. Bî ... . B~n' Betrachten wir die Menge B (a) = II ~ B7. 
n=l i=l 

Nach dem Cantorschen Durchschnittssatz ist B (a) nicht leer. Anderseits 
kann B (a) nicht mehr als einen Punkt enthalten ; denn da die Mengen 
A~ (a). Aî (a) . .... A~n (a) den Punkt a gemein haben, ist wegen der 

Homologie der beiden Systeme auch der Durchschnitt der Mengen 

B~. Bî • ... B;n nicht leer; daher konvergieren. da die Durchmesser der 

Mengen Bj bei wachsendem n gegen Null konvergieren. die Durch~ 
r n 

messer der Mengen I B7 bei wachsendem n gegen Nul!. Jedem Punkt a 
i= 1 

von A wird also ein Punkt B (a) von B zugeordnet. wobei verschiede~ 
nen Punk ten von A verschiedene Punkte von B entsprechen und jeder 

I) Eine starke Verallgemeinerung dieses Lemmas wird in einer Eolgenden Arbeit zur 
Lösung von Homöomorphieproblemen hinsichtlich der Mengen. die Tei/mengen halbkompakter 
Räume sind. · herangezogen werden. Da~elbst wird auch für allgemeinere Umgebungssysteme 
eine Homologie denniert und der Kernbegriff verallgemeinert werden. Für Homöomorphie

. untersuchungen hinsichtlich kompakter Räume reicht das Lemma in der obigen Form aus. 
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Punkt von B einem Punkt von A entspricht. Man überzeugt sieh sofort 
davon. dass diese eineindeutige Abbildung der zwei Kerne in beiden 
Richtungen stetig. also topologisch ist. 

Das Problem. zu einem vorgelegten kompakten eindimensionalen Raum 
A eine homöomorphe Teilmenge des R3 anzugeben. wird durch das 
Lemma zurückgeführt auE das Problem. in A ein finites Umgebungssystem 
und im R3 ein dazu homologes finites Umgebungssystem anzugeben. Der 
Lösung dieses Problems schicken wir drei weitere Hilfssätze voraus. 

H i I f ss a t z 1 besagt im wesentlichen. dass man zu einer bestimmt 
gearteten Zerlegung eines kompakten Raumes ein entsprechendes System 
von Polyedem innerhalb eines vorgegebenen Polyeders P angeben kann 
und zwar unter Erfüllung gewisser Randbedingungen. d.h. so. dass die 
Polyeder des Systems in vorgegebenen Strecken die Oberfläche von P 
berühren. Es wird. genau gesprochen. vorausgesetzt: A sei ein kompakter 
Raum; B\. B2 • ••• Bm seien m paarweise fremde Teilmengen von A: P sei 
ein Polyeder des R3 ; Q\. Qlo ... Qm seien m paarweise fremde Strecken 
auf der Oberfläche von P. 

Ferner: A sei Summe von n in A abgeschlossenen Umgebungen 
A \. A 2 • ••• An . die zu je zweien keine inneren Punkte gemein haben und 
folgende Bedingungen erfüllen: 

a. J eder Punkt von A gehört höchstens zwei Mengen Ai an; 
b. Jeder Punkt einer Menge Bk gehört genau einer Menge Ai an: 
c. Jede Menge Ai hat höchstens mit einer Menge Bk Punkte gemein. 
Dann wird behauptet: Es existieren n Polyeder Pl ' Plo' .. Pn < P. die 

zu je zweien keine inneren Punk te gemein haben und folgende Bedin~ 
gungen erfüllen: 

1. Pi und Pk haben dann und nur dann Punkte und zwar genau eine 
Strecke (die wir Qik nennen) gemein. wenn Ai und Ak Punkte gemein 
haben. 

2. Pi hat mit der Begrenzung von P dann und nur dann Punkte und 
zwar genau eine Teilstrecke von Qk (die wir Q'ik nennen) gemein. wenn 
Ai und Bk Punkte gemein haben. 

3. Die Strecken Qik und Q'ik sind paarweise fremd. 
Beweis: Wir ordnen jeder Menge Ai einen Punkt Pi von P zu und 

wählen dabei Pi dann und nur dann auf der Oberfläche von P und zwar 
auf Qk. wenn AI und Bk Punkte gemein haben. [Wegen Voraussetzung 
eist ei ne solche Wahl von Punkten möglich; natürlich können mehrere 
Punkte Pi auf derselben Strecke Qk liegen]. Wir verbinden hierauf dann 
und nur dann. wenn Ai und A j Punk te gemein haben. Pi und Pi durch 
einen Streckenzug Pi pj • der keine anderen Punkte Pk enthält und (höch~ 
stens abgesehn von seinen Endpunkten Pi und pj) ganz im Inneren von 
P liegt. Die Streckenzüge Pi pj können und wollen wir so bestimmen. 
dass je zweie höchstens Endpunkte mit einander gemein haben. Wir 
wählen sodann in jedem Streckenzug Pi pj einen von den Endpunkten 
verschiedenen Punkt qij und eine kleine Strecke Qij. die mit Pi Pi blos 
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den Punkt qij gemein hat. Sind die Qij hinreichend klein. 50 kann man 
die Streckenzüge Piqij und Pjqij mit je einer Kette Sij bezw. Sj; von 
Simplizes < P umgeben. so dass Sij und Sj i die Strecke Qij und sonst 
keine Punkte gemein haben; liegt der Punkt Pi auf Qk. dann 5011 jede 
derartige von Pi nach einem Punkt qj i führende Simplizeskette Sij so 
bestimmt werden. dass sie Pi nicht im Inneren. sondern auf der Ober
fläche enthält und dass diese Oberfläche mit der Oberfläche von P genau 
eine Teilstrecke Q'ik von Qk gemein hat. 

Sind die zum Bau der Ketten verwendeten Simplizes hinlänglich klein. 
dann hat eine Kette Sij mit der Oberfläche von P nur dann Punkte 
und zwar eine T eilstrecke von Qk gemein. wenn P auf Qk liegt; dann 
haben schliesslich zwei in demselben Punkt zusammenstossende Ketten 
Sij und Sik nur in der Nachbarschaft von Pi Punkte gemein. während 
je zwei Ketten. die nicht in einem Punkt Pi oder in einer Strecke Qij 
zusammentreffen. fremd sind. Bezeichnen wir dann mit Pi die Summe der 
in Pi zusammentreffenden Simplizesketten S ij. so erfüllen die Polyeder 
Pi offenbar die Forderungen des Hilfssatzes 1. 

H i I {s s at z 2 besagt im wesentlichen. dass man zu einer bestimmt 
gearteten Kette von Polyedern eine entsprechende Zerlegung eines 
kompakten eindimensionalen Raumes unter Er{üllung gewisser Rand
bedingungen angeben kann . 

Es wird. genau gesprochen. vorausgesetzt: A sei ein kompakter ein
dimensionaler Raum; BI. B 2 •••• Bm seien m paarweise fremde abge
schlossene nulldimensionale Teilmengen von A; P sei ein Polyeder des 
R3 ; QI' Q2"" Qm seien m paarweise fremde Strecken auf der Ober
fläche von P. 

Ferner: Es sei PI' P 2 • ••• Pn eine Kette von Polyedern <P von fol
genden Eigenschaften : 

1. Je zwei aufeinanderfolgende Polyeder Pi und P i+1 (i = L 2 .... n-l) 
haben genau eine Strecke mit einander gemein; je zwei andere Polyeder 
sind fremd . 

2. Der Durchschnitt der Polyederkette mit der Oberfläche von P 
besteht aus je einer Teilstrecke der Strecken Qk und zwar gehöre jede solche 
Teilstrecke genau einem Pi an und kein Pi habe mit zwei Qk Punk te gemein. 

Dann wird behauptet: Es existieren n in A abgeschlossene Umgebungen 
AI A 2 • ••• An. die zu je zweien höchstens nulldimensionale Durchschnitte 
haben und folgenden Bedingungen genügen: 

a. Jeder Punkt von A gehört höchstens zwei Mengen Ai an; je zwei 
fremden Polyedern Pi und P k entsprechen fremde Mengen Ai und Ak. 

b. Jeder Punkt der Menge Bk gehört der Menge Ai und nur dieser 
an. falls Qk mit Pi Punkte gemein hat. 

c. Jede Menge Ai hat höchstens mit einer Menge Bk Punkte gemein. 
Beweis: Ist das Polyeder PI zur Oberfläche von P fremd. dann be

zeichnen wir irgend eine in A abgeschlossene Umgebung. die zu allen 
Mengen Bk fremd ist und deren Begrenzung ei nulldimensional ist. mit 
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AI' Hat dagegen das Polyeder PI mit Qk eine Teilstrecke gemein. danl1 
bilden wir eine in A abgeschlossene Umgebung von Bh die zu allen 
anderen Br fremd und deren Begrenzung Cl nulldimensional ist. und 
bezeichnen sie mit AI ' Wir können annehmen. es seien bereits die 
Mengen AI. A 2 • ••• Ai-I definiert; C;-I sei die nulldimensionale Begrenzung 
von Ai-I. Wieder sind zwei Fälle zu unterscheiden: Wenn Pi zur Ober-

i-I 

fläche von P fremd ist. dann bezeichnen wir mit Ai eine in A - I A j + C i - I 
j=1 

abgeschlossene Umgebung. die zu allen Mengen Bk fremd ist. deren Be-

grenzung C i nulldimensional ist und so. dass C i - I im Innern von I A j 

j=1 

enthalten ist. Enthält dagegen Pi eine Teilstrecke von Qh dann bezeichnen 
i-I 

wir mit Ai eine in A - I Aj + C;-I abgeschlossene Umgebung. deren 
j= 1 

Begrenzung nulldimensional ist und die ferner folgende Eigenschaften 
i 

hat: C i - I ist im Innern von I Aj enthalten. Bk im Innern von Ai. 
j = 1 

während Ai zu allen anderen Mengen Br fremd ist. Setzen wir endlich 
n-I 

An = A - I Ai + Cn- I. dann genügen die 50 konstruierten Mengen 
;=1 

AI. A 2 • •• • An offenbar den Forderungen von Hilfssatz 2. 
H i I f ss a t z 3 besagt im wesentlichen. dass man zu einem vorgelegten 

kompakten eindimensionalen Raum eine bestimmt geartete Zerlegung in 
be li eb ig klei ne Umgebungen und g leic h zei tig in einem vorgelegten 
Polyeder ein entsprechendes System von bel i ebi g kie in e n Polyedern 
unter Er{üllung beiderseitiger Randbedingungen angeben kann. 

Es wird. genau gesprochen. vorausgesetzt: A sei ein kompakter ein
dimensionaler Raum; BI' B2 • •••• Bm seien m paarweise fremde abge
schlossene nulldimensionale Teilmengen von A; P sei ein Polyeder des 
R3 ; QI' Q2 • ••. Qm seien m paarweise fremde Strecken auf der Ober
fläche von P; zwei positive Zahlen ê und 1] seien gegeben. 

Es wird dann behauptet: Es gibt endlich viele in A abgeschlossene 
Umgebungen AI. A 2 • ••• An. die zu je zweien höchstens nulldimensionale 
Durchschnitte haben und die sämtlich <ê sind. 50 dass 

a . jeder Punkt von A höchstens zwei Mengen Ai angehört. 
b. jeder Punkt einer Menge Bk genau in einer Menge Ai. enthalten ist. 
c. jede Menge Ai mit höchstens einer Menge Bk Punkte gemein hat. 

und es gibt zugleich Polyeder PI. P2 • ••• Pn < p. die sämtlich < 1] sind. 
und so dass 

1. Pi und Pj dann und nur dann Punkte und zwar eine Strecke (die 
wir Qij nennen) gemein haben. wenn Ai und A j Punkte gemein haben; 

2. Pi mit der Oberfläche von P dann und nur dann Punkte und zwar 
eine Teilstrecke von Qk (die wir Q;k nennen) gemein hat. wenn Ai und 
Bk Punkte gemein hat; 
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3. die Strecken QI k und Q; k paarweise fremd sind. 
Beweis: N ach dimensionstheoretischen Sätzen kann man zunächst A 

in abgeschlossene Umgebungen A~. A~ . ... A: zerlegen. die zu je zweien 
höchstens nulldimensionale Durchschnitte haben, die < E und überdies 50 

klein ,sind. dass jede Menge A~ mit höchstens einer Menge Bk Punkte 
gemein hat und 50. dass jeder Punkt von A höchstens zwei Mengen 
A~ und jeder Punkt einer Menge Bk genau einer Menge A~ angehört. I) 
N ach Hilfssatz 1 kann man Polyeder P~. p~ . ... P; < Pangeben. 50 dass 

1. P~ und P: dann und nur dann Punkte und zwar genau eine Strecke 
(die wir Q~ nennen) gemein haben. wenn A~ und A: Punkte gemein 
haben; 

2. ~ mit der Begrenzung von P dann und nur dann Punkte und zwar 
genau eine Teilstrecke von Qk (die wir Q~ nennen) gemein hat. wenn 
A~ und Br Punkte gemein haben; 

3. die Strecken Q~ und Q~~ paarweise fremd sind. 
Sind die Polyeder P~ sämtlich < 17 . dann erfüllen sie die Forderungen 

von Hilfssatz 3. Es kann ab er etwa P~ > 17 sein. Dann wählen wir auf 
jeder der Strecken Q~ und Q~~. die auf der Oberfläche von P~ gelegen 

~ , 
sind. eine Teilstrecke < 2' die wir bezw. mit Qij und Qik bezeichnen. 

Sodann bilden wir einen Streckenzug. der mit jeder auf der Oberfläche 
von P~ be6ndlichen Strecke Qij und Q; k je einen Punkt gemein hat 
und sonst ganz im Innern von P~ verläuft. Diesen Streckenzug können 
wir durch passende Aneinanderreihung von Simplizes ersetzen durch 
eine Kette P~. P~ . .. P~i von Polyedern < P und < ~ mit den in Hilfs~ 
satz 2 vorausgesetzten Eigenschaften. Nach Hilfssatz 2 entsprechen ihnen 
Teilmengen A~. A~ .. .. A~i von A~. Sollten aufeinanderfolgende Mengen 
A~ und A~k+1 fremd sein. so können die entsprechenden Polyeder durch 
kleinere zu einander fremde Polyeder ersetzt werden. die wir statt dessen 
mit P~ und P~k+1 bezeichnen. Wählt man ferner auf Q~ diesel be Strecke 
Qij für P~ und P:. dann erfüllt die Gesamtheit der vorliegenden Umge~ 
bungen A~ und der Polyeder Pi~ (i = 1. 2 . . .. n. k = 1. 2 •... ni). wenn 
diese Mengen irgendwie mit AI' A 2 • ••• An. bezw. mit PI. P2 • ••• Pn 
bezeichnet werden. offenbar die Forderungen von Hilfssatz 3. 

Sei nun ein kompakter eindimensionaler Raum vorgelegt. Wir geben 
zwei gegen Null konvergente Folgen 1 En I und 117n I von positiven 
Zahlen vor. Nach Hilfssatz 3 ist A Summe von endlich vielen abge~ 
schlossenen Umgebungen < EI AI. A 2 • ••• An mit zu je zweien höchstens 
nulldimensionalen Durchschnitten. 50 dass jeder Punkt von A höchstens 
zwei Mengen Ai angehört und zugleich gibt es Polyeder PI. P2 • ••• Pn. 

ij Vgl. etwa Monatshefte f. Math. u. Phys. 34. S. 153; dass die Zerlegung auch so 
eingerichtet werden kann. dass jeder Punkt einer der nulldimensionalen Mengen Bk genau 
einer Menge A~ angehört. folgt daraus. dass man die a. a. O. angegebene Konstruktion 
ausschliesslich mit Umgebungen durchführen kann. deren Begrenzungen zu allen Bk fremd sind. 

In den Beweis des dimensionstheoretischen Satzes geht der BORELsche Überdeckungssatz 
wesentlich ein. 
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< 1}1' 50 dass Pi und Pk dann und nur dann Punkte und zwar eine 
Strecke Qik gemein haben. wenn AI und Ak Punkte gemein haben. 
während die Strecken Qik paarweise fremd sind. 

Auf jede der Mengen Ai und das zugehörige Pi kann nun wieder der 
Hilfssatz 3 angewendet werden und es können Mengen A lli2 < E2 und 
Polyeder Pi,i, < 172 in entsprechenden Lagen zu einander und zu den 
Begrenzungen von Ai, und Pi, bestimmt werden. Durch fortgesetzte An~ 
wendung des Hilfssatzes 3 kann offenbar ein 6nites Umgebungssystem 
I AIli • ... In I und gleichzeitig ein 6nites System von Polyedern I P1,i2 ' • . In I 
erzeugt werden. 50 pass alle Umgebungen des n- teD Schrittes < En und 
alle Polyeder des n-teD Schrittes < 1}n sind. 

Die beiden Systeme sind homolog. denn zwei Polyeder irgend eines 
n- teD Schrittes haben dann und nur dann Punkte gemein. wenn die ent~ 
sprechenden Umgebungen Punk te gemein haben. während je drei Um~ 
gebungen und je drei Polyeder desselben Schrittes fremd sind. Der Kern A 
des Umgebungssystemil ist also dem Lemma zufolge homöomorph mit dem 
im R3 be6ndlichen Kern des Polyedersystems. womit unser Satz bewiesen ist. 

Eine Analyse des dargelegten Beweises gibt zu einigen Bemerkun~ 

gen Anlass. Erstens spielen die Zusammenhangsverhältnisse der Mengen 
A i,12' . • In bei der ganzen Konstruktion gar keine Rolle. Unzusammenhän~ 
genden Umgebungen können durch Hilfssatz 1 Polyeder und Polyedern 
können durch Hilfssatz 2 unzusammenhängende Umgebungen zugeordnet 
werden. Zweitens spielt die Kompaktheit keine wesentliche Rolle und lässt 
sich vermutlich bei ganz leichter Modi6kation der Konstruktion durch die 
Annahme ersetzen. dass A Teilmenge eines kompakten Raumes sei. Drit~ 
tens geht die Eindimensionalität von A wesentlich blos durch Verwen~ 
dung folgender Tatsache in den Beweis ein: Zu jeder eindimensionalen 
Menge existiert ein 6nites Umgebungssystem. 50 dass je zwei Umgebun~ 
gen des gleichen Schrittes höchstens nulldimensionale Durchschnitte haben. 
Dass derartige Systeme existieren. in welchen überdies jeder Punkt 
höchstens zwei UmgebunQen desselben Schrittes angehört. erleichtert die 
Konstruktion. geht ab er nicht zur Gänze in dieselbe ein. 

Von Sätzen. die mit der vorliegenden Arbeit zusammenhängen und 
demnächst veröffentlicht werden sollen. seien folgende erwähnt: Die not~ 
wendigen und hinreichenden Bedingungen dafür. dass ein eindimensionaler 
Raum mit einer Teilmenge der Ebene homöomorph sei ; ferner die Angabe 
einer umfassendsten eindimensionalen Menge. nämlich einer Kurve des 
R3' welche von jedem kompakten eindimensionalen Raum ein topologi~ 

sches Bild als Teil enthält. Vor allem ab er können die sämtlichen hier 
besprochenen Verhältnisse auf höherdimensionale Mengen und Zahle~~ 
räume ausgedehnt werden und führen dann zum Beweise des topologischen 
Fundamentalsatzes: Notwendig und hinreichend dafür, dass ein kompakter 
metrischer Raum homöomorph sei mit einer Menge eines Zahlenraumes, 
ist. dass er eine endliche Dimension besitze. 
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Chemistry. - "The Stability of Suspensoids under lnfluence of Electrolyte 
Mixtures." By Prof. H. R. KRUYT and P. C. VAN DER WILLIGEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19. 1925). 

On the influence of electrolyte mixtures on the limiting value of colloids 
there already exists an old investigation by LINDER and PICTON 1) and 
another iby FREUNDLICH and PAPE 2). Nevertheless it is only of late 
years that more attention has been devoted to this problem. in the hope of 
finding an explanation for the so~called ion~antagonisms. which play an 
important part in the biologica I sciences. It is particularly FREUNDLICH 
and SCHOLZ 3). WEISER 4). MUKHERjEE 5). GHOSH and DHAR 6). and 
SEN 7) who have occupied themselves with this problem. All these authors 
have especially tried to find an explanation of the phenomena found by 
them from considerations derived from the theory of adsorption. The 
differences in ion adsorption would govern the electrical phenomena and 
these again the conditions of stability in the colloids. It seems. however. 
preferabIe to us. to make direct investigations on the connection between the 
influence of electrolytes on the electric charge and that on the stability. 
leaving the cause of the change in the electric charge for the present an 
open question. 

For some years researches have been going on in this laboratory on 
the influence of two electrolytes. which simultaneously make their influence 
feIt on capillary~electric phenomena. From th is point of view we examined 
both the potentials of flow in glass and cataphoretic phenomena of 
oil~emulsions. In due time we hope to publish a detailed account of these 
investigations. which have already been partly concluded. In th is 
communication we only wish to drawattention to some researches on the 
limiting value of electrolyte mixtures in suspensoid sols. while in some cases 
at the same time the cataphoresis of these sols has been measured. 

FREUNDLICH and PAPE'S researches have shown that in the As2Sa sol 
the limiting values for potassium and sodium were perfectly additive. 
whereas in electrolytes which had cations of different charge or adsorbability. 

I) Journ. Chem. Soc. 67. 67 (1895). 
2) Z. Physik. Chem. 86. 458 (1914). 
') Koll. Belh. H. 267 (1922) . 
• ) Joum. Phys. Chem. 2S, 665 (1921) and 28. 232 (192i). 
5) Journ. Indlan Chem. Soc. 1. 213 (1924). 
6) Journ. Phys. Chem. 29. 435 and 659 (1925). 
7) Z. Anorg. Chem. 149. 139 (1925). Journ. Phvs. 0Iem. 29, 517 (1925). 
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the limiting values lay on the whole below the additive value. FREUNDLICH 
and SCHOLZ (Ioc. cit.) have found on the other hand that in the same sol 

\ 

Li and Mg exert such an influence that the joint value is situated above that 
of the components; in a certain sense the term of antagonism might be 
applied here. In his Kapillarchemie 1) FREUNDLICH suggests a connection 
between the hydration of these sols and the said phenomenon. 

In this investigation we have started from the assumption that every 
electrolyte which increases the charge. must necessarily increase the limiting 
value of a second electrolyte. For. the higher the charge. the further we are 
from the critica I potential and the more of th is second electrolyte must be 
added to reach the latter. Increase of the electric charge is in general to 
be expected in negatively charged colloids. when a salt is added with an 
anion that is polyvalent or strongly adsorbable. Thus ELLIS 2) found that 
the OH~ion increased the charge of oil~mulsions. POWIS 3). that the same 
might be said of K4Fe(CN)6' KRUYT and VAN ARKEL 4) finding a similar 
influence of the OH~ion in Se~sols. Finally one of us has found that the 
charging of a glass~capillary by added salts is a pretty general 
phenomenon 5). the result of which was recently confirmed by FREUN'DLICH 
and ETTISCH 6). 

We have now examined the limiting value of different sols. The results 
for the AS2S3~soI. the HgS~soI. and the Se~sol are recorded in the 
subjoined tables. In every column in these tables the quantity of salt is 
indicated as percentage of the limiting value of this salt in case the other 
is not present; between brackets this quantity is given in millimols per litre. 

The experiments were carried out as follows: 10 cc. of sol were shaken. 
while 1 cc. of the first electrolyte was added. th en 5 cc. of the second 
electrolyte in varying concentration; the total volume in the coagulation 
glass was. therefore. always 16 cc. The result was examined af ter a night's 
standing (16 hours). 

When the addition of the two electrolytes took place at the same time. 
the same results were obtained. 

The results of table 1 corroborate those of earIier investigators. It is seen 
that the addition of LiCI to the AS2S3~sol requires more MgCI2 than in the 
pure sol. This is. therefore. the phenomenon to which the name of 
antagonistic action is given. 

The same result is shown by tables 2 and 3 for the HgS~sol. and also 
by tables 4 and 5 though less pronounced. It appears. therefore. very clearly 
here that polyvalent anions have a stabilizing influence on the action. In a 
very peculiar way this finds also expression as follows: 

I) H. FREUNDLICH. Kapillarchemie (Leipzig 1922). p. 635. 
2) Z. Physik. Chem. 80. 597 (1912). 
3) Z. Physik. Chem. 89. 91 (1915). 
4) Rec. Trav. Chim. ~. 170 (1921). 
Sj H. R. KRUYT. These Proc. 17. 615 (191i); 19, 102t (1917); KoU. Z. 22. 81 (1918). 
6) Z. Physik. Chem. 116. -tOl (1925). 

32* 
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TABLE 1. TABLE 2. TABLE 3. 

AS:zS3-sol HgS-sol HgS-sol 

LICI Mg CI2 
K4 Fe(CN)6 

Mg CI2 
K3 Fe(CN)6 

Mg CI2 
i 3 

o (0) 100 (0.8) o (0) 100 (1.0) o (0) 100 (1.0) 

25 (2i) 138 (1.1) 12 . 5 (10) 180 (1.8) 33 (10) 130 (1.3) 

50 (i8) 156 (1.25) 20 (15) 190 (1.9) 66 (20) 60 (0.6) 

72 (69) 180 (1. iS) 25 (20) 200 (2.0) 100 (30) 0(0\ 

100 (96) o (0) ii (35) 230 (2.3) 

62 (50) 60 (0.6) 

100 (80) o (0) 

TABLE i. TABLE 5. 
HgS-sol HgS-sol 

K2 S04 Mg CI2 KCI MgCI2 -2-

o (0) 100 (1.0) o (0) 100 (1.0) 

16 (5) 110 (1.1) 16 (5) 110 (1.1) 

33 (10) 120 (1. 2) 33 (10) 120 (1.2) 

100 (30) o (0) 100 (30) o (0) 

IE a HgS~sol is left standing for some days. it sinks down. and soon the 
sol cannot be restored through shaking. H. however. 10 m. mol. of K4Fe 
(CN) 6 have been added. the sol can be restored simply by shaking even 
af ter a month. 

In table 6 measurements are recorded of the cataphoretic velocity of 
the HgS~sol by means of the apparatus of BURTON. It is seen from fig. 1 
how weIl these measurements agree with the results of the preceding 
tables. In fact the ferro cyanide of potassium gives a large increase of the 
charge. KCI a small increase corresponding to the nature of the antagonistic 
actions found. MgCl2 immediately decreases the charge. 

In the tables 7. 8. 9. and 10 coagulation va lues are given for the 
selenium sol. Here antagonism is again clearly seen with the ferro cyanide of 
potassium. the effect is weaker with K2S04• and fails to appear with 
KCI. just as with potassium acetate. the same thing being found for sodium 
picrate and benzoate. 

It was known to us from the investigations of KRUYT and VAN ARKEL 
that KOH increases the charge of the selenium sol. To our astonishment 
table 11 showed us that nevertheless this sub stance did not raise the limiting 
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TABLE 6. 
Cataphoretic velocIty of the HgS-sol in the same dilution as in the 

Baking experiments. 
The velocity v in microns per Volt per second. 

Concentration 

sol + 10 m.mol Ki Fe(CN)6 
i 

sol + 20 

sol + 35 

sol + 50 

scl + 5 m.mol KCI 

sol + 10 .. 

sol +20 .. 

sol + 0.6 m.mol Mg C12 

Cataphoretic velocity 

3.5 I-' 

3.8 I-' 

3.2 I-' 

2.2 I-' 

3.2 I-' 

3.2 I-' 

2.2 I-' 

1.21-' 

value of MgCI2• Quite conformabIe to the expection. however. table 12 
does yield the expected effect for the combination KOH and BaCI2 • 

ct 

~lO 20 30 fO 050 

Fig. 1. 

In table 13 we finally give measurements of the cataphoretic velocity in 
this sol; the measurements have been made according to the ultra-microscopic 
method of KRUYT and VAN ARKEL. Again. quite in accordance with wh at 
precedes. there appears to be increase of the charge in the case of potassium 
ferro cyanide and KOH. 
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We cannot satisfactorily account for the deviating behaviour oE MgCI2 • 

Something remarkable strikes us, however, in table 11, viz. that KOH in 
the smaller concentration does not change the limiting value oE MgCI2, but 

TASLE 7. 
Se-sol 

K1 Fe(CN)6 
Mg CI2 

4 

o (0) 100 (3.0) 

8 (5) 112 (3.4) 

16 (10) 116 (3.5) 

25 (15) 122 (3.7) 

33 (20) 122 (3.7) 

50 (30) 100 (3.0) 

100 (60) o (0) 

TASLE 8. 

0(0) 

7.5 (3) 

15 (5) 

100 (40) 

Se-sol 

100 (3.0) 

100(3.0) 

103 (3.1) 

0(0) 

TASLE 9. TASLE 10. 
Se-sol Se-sol 

KCI MgCI2 K acetaat Mg CI2 

o (0) 100 (3.0) o (0) 100 (3.0) 

3 (1.25) 100 (3.0) 6 (2.5) 100 (3.0) 

5 (2) 100 (3.0) 12.5 (5) 100 (3.0) 

13 (5) 97 (2.9) 25 (10) 80 (2.5) 

26 (10) 90 (2.7) 37.5 (15) 66 (2.0) 

53 (20) 60 (1.8) 100 (40) 0(0) 

100 (38) o (0) 

that between 3 and 5 m. mol. it causes it to fall to a very low value. As this 
phenomenon is entirely wanting for BaCI2 (tabIe 12), a specific behaviour 
of the M'9~ion must play a part here. 

We have further extended our investigation over the sols of the precious 
metals. Already FREUNDLICH and SCHOLZ had found in the Au~sol that 
no antagonistic phenomena appear th ere. We can confirm th is (also Eor Pt 
and Ag) save Eor a rem ark to be made presently about the potassium Eerro~ 
cyanides, but we have also been struck by another very remarkable facto 
It is generally supposed that the hydroxyl~ion increases the stability of 
negatively charged sols. This supposition is conEirmed by a value given by 
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TABLE 11. TABLE 12. 

Se-sol Se-sol 

KOH MgCI2 KOH Baa2 

o (0) 100 (3.0) o (0) 100 (2.1) 

1.2 (1) 100 (3.0) 3.7 (3) 120 (2.5) 

2.5 (2) 100 (3 .0) 6 (5) 175 (3.7) 

3.7 (3) 97 (2.9) 12 .5 (10) 192 (i.O) 

5 (i) 30 (0.9) 25 (20) 165 (3.5) 

6 (5) 3 (0.1) 55 (iS) 100 (2.1) 

12.5 (10) <0.3 «0.01) 100 (80) 0(0) 

25 (20) <0.3 «0.01) 

100 (80) o (0) 

TABLE 13. 

Cataphoretic velocity of the Se-sol In the same dllutlon as In the Haklng-experlments. 
Velocity 11 In microns per Volt per second. 

Concentration Cataphoretic Concentration Cataphoretic 
velocity velocity 

sol only 5.6 fL sol only 5.6 fL 

sol + 3 m.mol KOH 5.9 fL I + 5 I K4 Fe(CN)6 so m. mo i 6.0 fL 

sol + 5 6.1 fL sol + 10 .. 6.i fL 

sol only 5.6 fL 

solonly 5.6 fL sol + 2 .5 m. mol Na benzoate 5.5 fL 

sol + 2 m.mol KCI 5.5 fL 501+5 5.4 fL 

sol + 5 5.4 fL 

sol + 10 5.1 fL solonly 5.6 fL 

sol + 20 4.7 fL sol + 1. 1. m. mol BaCI2 3.0fL 

FREUNDLICH 1) for the platinum sol. the limiting value of which for Na OH 
would be 130 m. mol. whereas that for NaCl is only 2Yz. Remarkably 
enough the corresponding value for the gold-sol is not to be found in the 
literature. To our astonishment we found as limiting value observed af ter 
16 hours 26 m. mol. for KCI. 20 m. mol. for KOH in a gold-sol prepared 
by electric dispersion. In a si Iv er-sol, prepared likewise by dispersion, which 

1) Z. Physik. Chem . • t , 152 (1903). 
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happened to give the same limiting value of 26 m.mol. for KCl, we also found 
again 20 m. mol. for KOH, while a repetition on the platinum-sol makes 
us doubt somewhat whether a value as we have described just now, may 

BaCb 

C. I 10 20 

Fig. 2. 

af ter all be assigned to FREUNDLICH'S value for this sol. The limiting 
value which is found, depends in general somewhat on the interval that 
elapses between the addition of the electrolyte and the observation of the 
sol, but it now appeared that especially in the case of KOH this period is 
of the greatest influence. Af ter one night's standing we found a limiting 
value of 140 m. mol., but when the estimation was made af ter two days' 
standing the floculation concentration had shifted towards a value of about 
20 m. mol., the limiting value for the neutral sa lts being by no means 
dependent on the time in the same degree. 

Besides KOH appears not only to be inadequate to call forth antagonistic 
actions, but on the contrary it has a sensibilizing effect both on MgCl2 and 
on BaCI2 • These experiences lead to the utter rejection of any supposition 
such as the charge of the sols of precious metals being attributed to absorbed 
hydroxyl i<?ns. We get more the impression that the double layer in these 
sols is built up by complex compounds of the metals, and that alcaline 
surroundings have a very injurious influence on the structure of this double 
layer, at least that af ter a short time this double layer is destroyed 1) . 

Investigations with ferrocyanide and ferricyanide on these precious metal 
sols have shown us th is : for the gold-sol every estimation is exceedingly 
diHicult af ter five minutes, because the colour of these salt-solutions 
ham pers the observation of the change of colour in a high degree, a chemical 
interaction between sol and e1ectrolyte very soon setting in, in consequence 
of wich a colourless solution remains. Neverthe1ess, on a rough examination 

t) See Wo. PAULJ'S papers of the last months In Koll. Beih. (Note added to the proofs). 
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of the colour. we got the impression th at af ter all an antagonistic action of 
potassium ferro~cyanide and MgCI2 does take place. 

Summarizing we come to the conclusion that the cause of the so~called 
antagonistic floculation effect is in general brought about by salts which 
increase the electric charge of the colloid. Undoubtedly polyvalence or 
good adsorbability of the ion of the same sign acts as a rule in this 
direction. but specific influences differing from sol to sol with respect to the 
same electrolyte make themselves feIt here. 

In connection with the investigations to which we alluded already above, 
we shall soon return to th is subject. 

VAN 'T HOFF~Laboratory. 

Utrecht. December 1925. 



Zoology. - "On a new form of breathing 
diffusion) in lnsects and Arachnida." 
(Communicated by Prof. R. MAGNUS.) 

regulation (regulation of 
By E. H. HAZELHOFF. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30, 1926). 

Several investigators have described respiratory movements in a great 
number of Tracheata, corresponding in principal with those of Mammals 
and whereby an air~current is alternately drawn into and expelled from 
the respiratory organs. 

Although it was expected, no trace of respiratory movements could be 
found in many Tracheata (Myriapoda, Arachnida, almost all Insect 
larvae and all pupae) even wh en highly magnified. WINTERSTEIN for 
instanee says in his .. Handbuch der vergleichenden Physiologie", Band I, 
2, pag. 111-112, that wh en one considers how exceptionally fine the 
extreme ramifications of the trachea I systetn are, one can hardly imagine 
how the tissues can receive a sufficient supply of oxygen. According to 
WINTER STErN this applies to both Tracheata with and without respiratory 
movements. 

On page 113 WINTERSTEIN concIudes: "Das Gesagte wird hinreichen, 
um zu zeigen, wie weit wir ...... bei der Respiration der ...... Insekten von 
einem Verständnis des Mechanismus ihres Gaswechsels in Wahrheit 
entfernt sind". 

A great improvement in this unsatisfactory state of the problem was 
caused by a short but very important paper by KROGH (A. KROGH. 
Studien über Tracheenrespiration II. Ueber Gasdiffusion in den Tracheen. 
Pflügers Archiv Band 179. 1920 pag. 95-112). 

For a few Tracheata KROGH determines the normal amount of oxygen 
used. He then takes the average length and width of the tracheae and 
on the basis of these data he can now calculate, that an oxygen pressure 
difference of only a sm all percentage of one atmosphere is sufficient to 
cause inward diffusion of the required amount of oxygen. 

In the M yriapod Scutigera e.g. an oxygen -pressure head of 0.13 % of 
one atmosphere is sufficient (therefore an oxygen pressure of 20.93 %-
0.13 % = 20.8 % in the extreme ramifications of the tracheal system) ; 
in the larva of Cossus ligniperda a diffusion head of 1.7 %; in the larva 
of Tenebrio molitor 2.2 %; and in the larva of Lasiocampa 1.7 %. 

From these data the condusion may be drawn that in many neither too 
large nor too active insects respiratory movements are absolutely super~ 
fluous as diffusion alone is quite sufficient to provide the tissues with 
oxygen. In very large and active Insects respiratory movementsdo occur. 

It se ems that former investigators have not realised sufficiently how 
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exceptionally short the distances are in which diffusion must take place. 
and that consequently the effect of diffusion has been underestimated. 

In his calculations KROGH has not reckoned with the existence of 
tracheal valves near the stigmata. In the scarce and very scattered 
literature about the movements of these trachea 1 valves I found that these 
movements can be seen distinctly in several Orthoptera. owing to the fact 
that here the tracheal valves are joined to the stigmata. (In many other 
Insects the tracheal valves lie further from the stigmata 50 that their 
movements cannot be seen from the outside.) 

In my investigations on Periplaneta americana it soon became evident 
that the first and second pairs of thoracic stigmata are mostly closed (or 
at least almost closed) wh en the insect does not move. Without hurting 
it. the insect was fastened to a corkplate by means of pins and placed in 
a trough closed hermetically with a cover of plate glass. An air~current 
(and afterwards also other gasmixtures) was drawn through the trough. 

The fixing of the insect in a definite position is necessary as otherwise 
the stigmata are generally invisible. 

Through a binocular microscope (magnification 10 or 20 times) the 
movements of the above named stigmata. especially those of the weIl 
developed first pair. are distinctly visible. The experiments were carried 
out at a constant temperature; usually at 28° C. 

At a temperature of 28° C. Periplaneta americana shows no respiratory 
movements when at rest. The first two large thoracic stigmata mostly 
show very quick irregular oscillations (sometimes a few per second). 
whereby the opening of the stigmata generally remains very narrow. 
varying between 0 and 1/10 or }.i of the maximum opening 1). Wh en 
the insect moves the stigmata immediately open widely. and the quick 
oscillations cease. After the movements the stigmata still remain open for 
a short time (e.g. Yz minute) ; then the quick oscillations of the stigmata 
reappear and the width of the opening gradually diminishes till it finally 
reaches its original state. 

Apparently this must be considered as a peculiar form of breathing 
regulation. whereby the insect remains nearly passive. After an increase 
in the metabolism the intake of oxygen and output of carbon dioxide are 
increased by the enlargement of the stigmata (i. e. by improvement of 
the diffusion conditions). and not as could be expected by the appearance 
of real breathing movements. These movements do occur but only wh en 
the insect has been very active. The anima 1 reacts on a lack of oxygen 
(respectively on too much of carbon dioxide) firstly by opening the 
stigmata and sometimes also by executing respiratory movements. 

To determine exactly which stimulus causes the opening of the stig~ 

mata. I investigated the effect of different gas~mixtures. with a higher 

1) At 12° C. the thoracic stigmata are c10sed or almost closed and the quick oscillations 
have ceased. 
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percentage of carbon dioxide or a lower percentage of oxygen than air. 
It soon became evident that in a mixture with a low percentage of 

carbon dioxide (e.g. 2 %) the stigmata open widely. 
It was remarkable that a gas-mixture with only 10% oxygen (and 

90 % nitrogen) never produced any effect; the insects were therefore 
not noticeably influenced by a considerable dec rea se of the oxygen 
pressure (a very low percentage of oxygen. e. g. 5 % and lower. really 
does cause the opening of the stigmata but at the same time also respira
tory movements appear; a carbon dioxide pressure of 12 % or more 
produces the same effect). 

We must therefore conclude. that the opening of the stigmata af ter 
the insect has moved is the result of the increased carbon dioxide pres
sure either in the tissues. or in the tracheae. 

Furthermore I tried to determine if Periplaneta reacts on a increased 
carbon dioxide pressure in the tissues or on a increased carbon dioxide 
pressure in the neighbourhood of the stigmata. 

A Periplaneta was fastened to a movable corkplate which was mounted 
in such a way. that with a slight movement the right or the left fore
most thoracic stigma could be brought in the field of the binocular 
microscope. With the help of a fine glass capillary an air-current was 
directed towards the left stigma while from a second capillary a gas
current consisting of 5 % carbon dioxide and 95 % air was directed 
towards the right. Both stigmata apparently reacted quite indepently of 
each other; the left stigma was closed or almost closed and the right 
wide open. When the 5 % carbon dioxide current on the right stigma 
was interrupted it closed af ter a short time (generally af ter one minute). 
When the 5 % CO2 current was started again. the stigma reopened 
shortly afterwards (e. g. after 5 sec.; in one experiment the stigma 
reopened several times af ter 1 or 2 sec.) . In these experiments the air
current was directed uninterruptedly towards the Ie ft stigma. and this 
stigma indeed remained closed or almost closed. 

I now tried the effect of an interrupted air-current on the left stigma. 
while an uninterrupted 5 % carbon dioxide current was continuously 
flowing towards the right. The right stigma remained open. the 1eft one 
opened Y2 to 2 minutes af ter the air-current was shut off and closed 1 
to 5 sec. af ter the current was started again. Finally the same experiments 
were taken with the reversed. i. e. an air-current flowing towards the 
right stigma and a 5 % carbon dioxide current towards the left. The results 
quite agreed with what could be expected from the above. 

All these results are satisfactorily explained if we suppose that the two 
foremost thoracic stigmata rea ct absolutely indepently of each other on 
the carbon dioxide pressure in their immediate neighbourhood. Apparently 
we are dealing with a peripheral regulation; from the very short 
reaction time it is obvious that the perception must take place near the 
stigma. In connection with this one is inclined to think of the sensory 
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hairs which were found by Alt (Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Zoologie, 
Band 99, 1912, pag. 378 en 379) on the thoracic stigmata of Dytiscus 
marginalis. 

The phenomenon that stigmata, which are almost closed in the air, 
open in a gas~mixture with a low percentage of carbon dioxide, was 
furthermore observed in the book~lungs of three different Arachnida, 
namely: Epeira diademata, Meta segmentata and Tetragnatha obtusa. 
A peculiar difference between Periplaneta on the one hand and the three 
above mentioned Arachnida on the other hand is, that in Arachnida I 
never observed quick oscillations of the stigma. The experiments 
showed further, that in Arachnida a distinct quantitative relation exists 
between the carbon dioxide pressure of the surrounding air and the width 
of the stigma opening: in 1 % carbon dioxide the stigmata open 
slightly; in lY2, 2, 2Y2 and 4 % carbon dioxide they open more and 
more; in 5 % and especially in 8 or 10 % carbon dioxide the stigmata 
open very widely. 

As in Periplaneta a decrease in the oxygen pressure to 10 % and even 
to 5 % of one atmosphere has no effect. 

V. WILLEM (Observations sur la circulation sanguine et la respiration 
pulmonaire chez les Araignées. Arch. Néerl. de Physiol. de l'homme et 
des animaux. Tome I pag. 226. 1917) observed quick expansions and 
contractions of the complex of laminae of the book~lung of Pholcus 
synchronous with the beatings of the heart, and therefore in all probability 
caused by variations of the blood~pressure. The air~currents which. 
according to WILLEM. should be the result of these expansions and 
contractions, could however not be demonstrated (l.c. pag. 253). 

On the basis of the quoted paper by KROOH and on the basis of my 
own investigations regarding the varying width of the stigma opening I 
think it probable that also in Arachnida diffusion is the most important 
process. One particular muscle which by its contraction causes a widening 
of the vestibulum of the book~lung. and which is considered by WILLEM 
as an inspiratory muscle, must, according to my opinion. be considered 
as the muscle which enlarges the width of the stigma opening in order to 
increase the speed of diffusion. I am of this opinion, because we see that 
at a low percentage of carbon dioxide this muscle does not contract 
repeatedly but only once, the stigma remaining open. 

Further investigations regarding these problems are in course of 
preparation. 

From the above it follows th at the foremost thoracic stigmata of 
Periplaneta and also the stigmata of the book~lungs of different Arachnida 
are generally almost closed when the animal is at rest; a definite stimulus 
(a low percentage of carbon dioxide) is necessary to open them. 

It is evident that wh en the stigmata are closed the conditions of diffusion 
must be less favourable than when they are open. When, therefore, the 
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stigmata af ter having been open for a long time are closed at a certain 
moment. then the giving oH of carbon dioxide from the stigmata is of 
course at first diminished; but as the production of carbon dioxide in the 
tissues continues with exactly the same speed. the carbon dioxide pressure 
will be a somewhat increased af ter a short time in the whole tracheal 
system. and the carbon dioxide pressure difference between the air just 
inside and the air just outside the almost closed stigma will soon have 
risen to such an extent. that the carbon dioxide delivery from the stigma 
will resume its original velo city. 

In other words: wh en a stigma almost closes. the. output of carbon 
dioxide from the tracheae will at first be decreased. but will afterwards 
resume its original speed. And vice versa: by the opening of a stigma 
that has been closed for some time. the output of carbon dioxide from 
the tracheae will at first be increased but after some time will resume 
its original velocity also in this case. The above is also applicabIe to the 
intake of oxygen. 

In all probability the same is not applicabIe to the output of water 
vapour from the tracheae. While probably the production of carbon 
dioxide in the tissues is not dependent on the carbon dioxide pressure. 
the production of water vapour in the fine st ramifications of the tracheal 
system is on the contrary highly dependent on the amount of water 
vapour already present. The closing of the stigmata af ter having been 
open a long time will consequently cause an increase in the relative 
humidity of. the air in the tracheal system. and accordingly the produc
tion of new quantities of water vapour will be hampered; so we must 
conclude that when the stigmata are almost closed. the output of carbon 
dioxide will remain the same in the long run while the output of water 
vapour will decrease. 

I think it not improbable that a decreased output of water vapour .is 
of great importance especially to those Tracheata living in a dry atmos
ph ere. because in this way a drying up of the tissues could be prevented. 

Summary. 

In the examined Tracheata the tracheae and book-lungs are generally 
almost closed. The stigmata are open only in so far as the exchange of 
the gases of respiration demands. A carbon dioxide pressure of only 
2 % is sufficient to cause the opening of the stigmata. 

The two foremost thora cic stigmata of Periplaneta react independently 
of each other on the carbon dioxide pressure in their immediate neigh
bourhood. 

One could call it a kind of breathing regulation. not however a regu
lation of the respiratory movements but a regulation of diffusion. 

Laboratory of comparative Physiology. 
Utrecht. January 1926. 



Physics. - "On the Equation of State of Solid Substances in Connec~ 
tion with the General Expression for the Energy." 11. By Dr. 
J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

I 

The EquatioD of Energy at Higher Temperature. 

1. Af ter having established in our preceding paper I). that the equation 
of state of solid substances at higher temperatures must possess the form 

in whïch 

a p+ v2 
l+RT 
---'--::-b-' . . . . . . . . (1 ) v-------

b = bg 
_ bg 

" or , v-boo = (v-b)(l + :), . (2) 
1 + bg 

- boo 1 + ~ 
v v 

we now proceed to the solution of the more general problem, what will 
be the form of the equation of state at somewhat lower temperatures, 
when the progressive energy of the molecules slowly begins to "degen~ 

erate", 50 that L = ; RT must be replaced by the expression of DEBYE: 

3 ( 1 f)2 1 Oi ) L=2RT 1 + 20 T2-l680 Ti +... . . . .. (3) 

which holds at comparatively high temperatures (the development into 
series at low temperatures will be treated in Chapter IV). 

This progressive Energy is half the total energy of path for solid 
substances (kinetic + potential energy in the paths round the positions of 
equilibrium of the different molecules). In the above expression the so~ 
called zero~point energy is induded. Por in the general expression 

"m 

L=9/~TJ( ~ + ex
l 

l)x3dX. 
o 

in which x is = IJ; (~= .~). and "m represents the maximum frequency 

given by 

v3=3ë?N. 
lil inv 

I) These Proceed. 29. 95 (1926). 
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so that X m is J~m. the term 1/2 within the integral sign refers to the 

zero point energy. as immediately appears from the derivation. Execution 
of the integration then gives: 

L - 9/2 RT [ 1 4 + ( 1 4 + 1 3 + 1 _-5 1 _:I + ) ] 
-x~- SXm -Sxm 3"xm 60~m - 5040~m ... • 

in which the Brst ~X! refers to the term 4- (henee to the zero point energy) 

and the form between () to the integral with e" - 1. In consequence of 
this L becomes: 

L = ; RT (1 + 2~ x!. - 1~80 x~ + .. .), 
which is in harmony with (3). when also 

-V3N () = f1Ym= fJc 4nv 

is introduced. so that X m becomes = () : T. 

2. In the above expression for () (the sö~called "chal'acteristic" tem
perature) c is the mean velocity of propagation of the elastic waves. 
given for solid substances by 

-_ f 
c - (aD)I/2' 

in which f is a pretty complicated factor containing the so~called POISSON 

modulus ft (into which we shall not enter any further here). a the coeffi-

cient of comprE':ssibility = _! (ddv). and D=M the density. Then we get 
v PtV 

the following equation : 

() = fJ V3N X f q-I/, M-I/2 VI/2 V-I/3• 
4n 

In this fJ = h : k = 4.77 .10-11
• V ;n=0.6203. N=0.6060.1024, 

hence N I
/3 = 0.8462 . 108, therefore 

() = 0.00250 f. M-I
/2 q-1/2 V

I
/6• 

When in this al = - ( ~;} is substituted for a = - ~(~;); we get 

() = 0.00250 f. M- I
/2 C1!1/2 V

2
/3• 

in which for different metals f may lie between 0.96 (ft = 0.20) and 
0.37 (ft = 0.45). In many cases ft = 1/3' aDd then f= 0.69. IE we write 

() = C V2
/3 C1!1/2. 

in which therefore 
C = 0,0025 f M-I/2. 
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then hecomes 
(4) 

Prom this formula (va lid for all states of aggregation; for liquids and 

gases f = 1 in C, but th en the known factor V Cp -;c:: must be added in 
the expression for the velocity of propagation, hence Cp : Cv in C2) {j may 
be successfully calculated for different metals ; these values are in excellent 
harmony with the values calculated for them. 

3. When now a or a\ is calculated from the equation of state, it will 
at once appear that (P in any case (i. e. at comparatively high tempera~ 
tures) can he represented hy 

(P = 8; ( 1 + <PI T + ~ + ... } (5) 

in which 8 a , <p\, <P2' etc. are still functions of v. In this it is of importance 
noteworthy, that 8 2 contains still a term with T, 50 that the above 
equation (3) for Laf ter all does not give a development into series 

1 1 1 1 1 
with T2' Ti' etc., but with T' P' P' etc., in consequence of which a 

term without T will occur in L. 
Substituting (5) in (3), and leaving the terms with 

contain <P2' out of account, we get: 
1 : T3 etc., which 

in which 

B - 1 ( Ll2 1 Ll4 2) -26 Ua -84 Ua <PI . 

3 
Hence the term in question without T is 2 RA. 

11. 

(6) 

(6a) 

The Equations of Energy and of State at Higher Temperatures. 

1. It is now our task to calculate from (6) and (6a) the coefficients 
Pand Q in the general equation of state (the quantity À, which refers 
to the so~called "static" vi rial of repulsion (see our first Paper) appears 
only insolid substances) 

a À+RT(l +~+ ~2+ ... ) 
p+ v2 = v-b (7) 

1 1 
in which the development into series will also contain T' P' etc. We 

33 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXIX. 
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shall see. that P. Q. etc. are related in an exceedingly simple way with 
A. B. etc. in the equation (6) for L. but are by na means equal - in 
contradiction with what has of ten been supposed. 

For the calculation of P we make use of the general formula for the 
Energy E. viz. (the lower Iimits 00 for Tand v have been arbitrarily 
chosen. but are rational in view of the higher temperatures we are now 
considering) 

T • 

E fe. dT+ (j(T(~P)- p) dv + ET~<>o. J lt. T=ao .-<>0 
(8) 

<>0 <>0 

in which the quantity under the second integral sign (with regard to v) 
must be taken at T= 00. i.e. at the lower limit of the first integral (with 
regard to T) 1). 

2. We now calculate further the quantities occurring in the second 

1) For. if in general 

àu àu 
du = àx dx + ày dy = Ax.y dx + Bx.y dg. 

in which u is a function of x and g. du being a total differential (as is here the case 
with dE). we shall prove that it follows from th is that 

x y 

Ux.y - U • • b J Ax.y dx + JB .. y dg. 

• b 

in which. therefore. in the second integral x has been replaced by the lower limit a of 
the Ilrst integral. Por from this latter equation follows by total differentiation wlth regard 
to x and .g : . 

x y 

du = a: [JAx.ydX+ JB .. y dg JdX+ aOy l J dg. 
a b 

or also 
x 

du = (A •. g + 0) dx + [Jà:;.y dx + B •. y J dg . 

• 
/1 g 

~ J r ~B •. y . as ~'" B •. y dg = . ax dg = O. because B •. g (m 

b b 
~Ax.y 3Bx.!/ 

is independent of x. Now. however. ~ = ~. 

total differentials. so that 
x 

which x has been substituted by a) 

according to a known property of 

du = Ax.y dx + [ Jà:;.y dx + B •. y J dg 

• 
hence 

du = Ax.y dx + [(Bx.!/ - B •. y) + B •. yJ dg = Ax.y dx + Bx.!/ dg. 
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integral of (8) from the equation of state (7). As regards Cv • as (a. band ). 
independent of T) 

E = 2 L + f{v) = 2 . ~ RT (1 + ~ + :2 + ... ) + p. . RT + f{v) 

(the factor 2 only for solid; p. for multi-atomie mol.). we have immediately: 

Cv = 2. ~ R (1 - ~2 - ••• ) + p. R. 

When a. b. and À. are supposed independent of T (see above). 

(~~}=vRb-~vQb-"" 
follows from (7). hence: 

T(dP) __ (RT _B~)_(_~+_)._ +RT +R~+B~) 
dt v P- v-b T v-b v2 v-b v-b v-b T v-b 

a À. P R 2Q 
= v2 - v-b - R v-b - T v-b' 

Hence extrapolated to T=oo. we have 

(
T(dP)_p\ =~ __ À. -R~, 

dt I v2 v-b v-b 
v / T=oO 

sa that. neglecting the term p. R T. the following equation may be written 
for (8): 

v v 

E=2 .~R [(T-ToO ) +~J +[-~-Jv À. bdV-R~r v P bdvJ+ E~~:. 
00 00 

[ 
3 3 ] a But in this E T=Oo is eVidently = 2. -2 RT", + 2. -2 RAv=", + -. be-=00 ~ 

a 
cause the potential energy of the attractive farces is - for v = 00 (for 

voo 
liquids and gas es va may be simply written), the first part referring to 
2L",. (the potential energy of the ("statie") repulsiveforces will disappear 

'" in solid substances at v = 00). 

N ow A = do 8; fPl (see above). and as we shall see presently (in Chapter 111). 

g. e. d. (It can, Iikewise. he proved that from du = Ax.ydx + Bx.y dg follows U".y-U •. b = 
" y 

= fAx.bdx + .r Bx.ydg. in which inside the fiTst integral y has heen replaced by the 

• b 

lowest limit b of the second . integral). 

When this is applied to the well-known equation dE = cvdT + [ T( dp ) - p ] dv. equa
dt v 

tion (8) ensures naturally. 

33* 
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this is = 0 at v = 00 (on account of the factor v-2iJ ; see (14) and (15)). 
Hence we have finally: 

" " 
E=(~-~)-J-À dV+2.~RT(1 + B)-RJ~dv. voo v • v-b 2 T2. v-b 

~ ~ 

But according to (6) is also: 

" 
E= --- - - dv+2.-RT 1+- +- , (aa) J À 3 ( A B) 

voo v v-b 2 T Tl 
(9) 

~ 

where 2 L has been increased by the potential energy of the attractive 
forces and (in solid substances) by that of the .. statie" repulsive forces I). 
so that 

" 
2.-RA=-R -dv 3 J P 

2 v-b 
~ 

I) To prevent the potential energy from becoming = 00 at finite values of v, It would 
A 

be better to substitute - for A in the equation of state. The expression 
v . " 

J À J À ( fP) ( fP v-boo)" -b dv = -b- 1 + - dv= À log (v-boo)+ -b log -- = 
v- v- 00 v 00 v ~ 

~ ~ 

_ '(I v-boo + ~ I V-boo ) - '[I (v-b) (1 + i'/v ) + 
_A ~ ~ b ~ -A ~ ~ 

00 V 

+ ~o log (v v b (1 + ~ ) ) ]-
A 

which would be = - 00 for all finite values of v, becQmes with -: 
v 

" " 
--dv= 1+- dv= J À f; À ( fP) 
v(v-b) v (v-boo) v 

~ ~ 

" 
=À -log--+fP - - - + - 2 - - -- dv = [ 

1 v-boo j1( 1 I (1 1 )) ] 
boo V boov2 boo v-boo v 

~ 

= À l~ log v-boo + ~ (boo + log V-boo)]. 
boo v boo v v 

which now remains finite for finite values of v, as it should. 
A 

In consequence of the substitution of - for A (which has practically very littie InBu-
v 

ence for solid substances (at p = 0) on the different calculations, because v varies only 

Iittle between the melting-point of solid substances and T = 0), not À stands next to RT. 

in (1), but ~, in consequence of which - RT being of the dimensions of ~ - À 
v v 

now 

. B 
becomes analogous to B, and not to -;- . 
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must be found. A will. therefore. have to disappear for v = 00 (see 
above). and we have for the quantity P in the equation of state (7): 

3 dA 
P = - 2 . "2 (v-b) dv . . (10) 

In this A is = 210 8; epI according to (6·). and we shall therefore have 

to calculate 8: epI (in Chapter lIl). It may still be mentioned. that the 
quantities À. and a can never be determined by means of thermodynamic 
relations; thesequantities can only be calculated on the basis of mole
cular-theoretical considerations. 

3. For the calculation of Q. S. U etc. in (7) we start from the well
known equation 

T (d
2p

) = (dCv) . 
dt2 v dv t 

. . (11) 

In this is. according to (7): 

(
dP) _ ~ _1 R ~ _ 2R ~ _ 3R ~_ 
dt v- v-b P v-b T3 v-b P v-b .... 

hence 

3 ( IB 2e 3D ) Further follows from Cv = 2 . 2 R 1 - T2 - T3 -'j'1 -... : 

( dCv )=_ 2 .2R(~ (dB)+~3 (dC) +21 (dD)). 
dv t 2 T dv t T dv t T dv t 

We find. therefore. immediately: 

Q --2 2 v- bdB . S--2 2 v- bdC . U--2 v-bdD (12) 
- . 2 2 dv' - . 2 3 dv' - . 4 dv' 

which expressions are in perfect harmony with (10). The factor 2 dis
appears for liquids and gases. 

The quantities P. Q. S. U. etc. in the equation of state 

in which the quantity À. only appears in solid substances. are therefore 
not equal to the corresponding quantities A. B. C. D. etc. of the equation 
of Energy 
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3 (A B CD) E= 2. 2RT ,1 +T+ p+ p+ Ti + ... + Pot. Energy. 

but there is a simple relation between them (expressed by 10) and (12) I). 

111. 

1 2 dA 
Calculation of A = 20 ()a rpl and dv at Higher Temperatures. 

1. For the calculation of ()~ rpl in (5). viz. fP = (): (1 + rpl T). we must 

determine ()2 = C2 V4
/3 0)1 according to (4). But for this it is necessary 

in the first place to know the value of Ol = - (~;); Taking (10) into 

account. the equation of state becomes: 

p=- a2+ À+R
b
I_ 2 .-

2
3 R

d
d
A 

... =-.;+ À+RbI (1 +~)-2'-23 R d
d
A ...• 

v v- v v v- 00 v v 

from which follows: 

(dP)=2~_(À+RT)(1 + 'f1"2+~)_2.2Rd2~ ...• 
dv t v (v-boo) v - boo 2 dv 

hence 

° -I = _ (d
p

) = [_ 2a + 2. 2 R
d2A + À (1 +~+~V-boo)J + 

I dv t v3 2 dv2 (v-boO)2 V V V 

+ RT (1 +~ + ~ V-b~). 
(V-bOO)2 v v V 

so that from ()2 = C2 V4
/3 0)1 =()~ (1 + rpl T) follows: 

()2 = C2 V'/3 [_ 2a + 2 .2 R d
2 
A + À (1 + ~ +!E.. v -boo). 

a v3 2 dv2 (V-boO)2 V V v 

and 

()2rpl=C2 R ( v: )2(1+~+~V-boo) . ... (13) 
a V-oo V V V 

1 
From A = 20 (): rpl follows therefore: 

---C2R 2-_V __ 2 V l+~+~V- 00 _ dA 1 
[( 

A '/3 4/3 ) ( b ) 
dv - 20 3 (V-boO)2 (V-bOO)3 V V V 

I) Expressions. as among others have been drawn up by K. BENNEWITZ. Z . f. phys. 

eh. 110. p. 725 (1924). i. e. (for ideal gases) pil = RT (I + ~). and by many others. 

must therefore be absolutely rejected. 
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or 

dA=~C2R vi la [(~_2 _V_)(I+~+~ V-bQf!)_2~ V-boo)]. 
dv 20 (v-boo)2 3 v-boo v v V V V 

or also with V - b~ = Z' and J!.- = w: 
v v 

i.e. 

dA _ 1 C2R _21 v [( 4 2 ') ( 2 2 2 ,) 
dv -20 v a (v-booV 3-7 - w 3+7 +3z . 

With v - boo = (v - b) (1 + w) and v - b = z we get Z' = z (1 + w). 
v 

hence 

or 

dA _ 1 C2R _21 v
2 

1 [4 (1 ) 2 (2 ( ) 
dv -20 v a (v-b)3(I+w)3 JZ +w - - w J Z I+w + 2 + 

+ j Z2 (1+W)2) J. 
so that we get with - 2 - 2 w = - 2 (1 + w) : 

dA 1 C 2 R v-2/a (1 1 ) 
-(v-b) dv = 10 z2(I+w)2 l-J z(2-w) + JZ2 w (1+w). . (a) 

d2 A 
Prom this we see. that the calculation of d v2 • occurring in 8;. will be~ 

come very complicated. so that we will omit the calculation of Q. in 

which dd
B 

occurs. because B contains f)2 according to (6"). And the v • 

same thing applies to the following coefficients in a still greater degree. 
where. besides. the coefficients CfJ2 etc. would have to be calculated 

according to (5). Por A = ]08;CfJ) we found above according to (13): 

A = 2
1
0 C2R v-

2/3 (V~;OO)2 (1 + w + w v v
boo

} 

v-b 
or with v -boo = (v - b) (1 + w). - - = z : 

v 

1 C2Rv-2/a 
A = 20 Z2 (1 +m) (1 +w z). . . . . . . . (fJ) 

Putting 
1 C2Rv-2/a 

Ao=20~~" .... . .. (14) 
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we get according to (a). (f3) and (10); 

through which the quantity P of the equation of state 

(p + ~) (v-b)=l+RT(I+~) 
is expressed in the quantity A of the equation of Energy 

E=2.~RT(1 +~)+Pot. Energy. 

As we al ready remarked in Chapter 11: P is by no means equal to 
A. and this will also apply to the following coefficients. Only in the case 
of ideal gases (see further bel ow) the different coefficients would become 
equal to each other (z = 1. w = 0). th us A = P = Ao (the factor 2 in P 
(and E) appears only in solid substances). 

2. In ordinary liquids (e.g. in benzene) z = 1~ and w = 2 -} in the 

neighbourhood of the 'point of solidification (5.°5 c.). hence 

A = 3.624 Ao; P = 3,045 Ao. 

1 
In molten copper z = 38.2' w = 2 at 1083° c.. through which A and P 

become: 
A = 3.157 Ao ; P= 3.004 Ao. 

And in solid copper z = -i-. w = 0.6. (20° C.), hence 

A = 1.760 Ao ; P= 5,587 Ao. 

Accordingly in the two liquids mentioned. P is only slightly smaller 
than A, whereas in solid copper P is more than 3 times as great as A. 

Let us now determine the different values of Ao according to the above 
expression (14). C being = 0.0025 f X M-1

/2 (see I. § 1). C2V-
2
/3 = 

= 6 ! .10-6 • M-5/3 D2/3 with f= 1. because v = M: D: Therefore in liquid 

benzene (5°,5 C.): 

C2Rv-2
/3 = 6 !.. 10-6 X 83.17 . 106 X (78.05)--5/3 X (0,9)2/3 = 519.8 : 1425 X 

4 
X 0.9322 = 0.3400. 

Hence 

1 ( 1)2 Ao = 20 X 0,3400 X (14)2: 37 = 0,3373. 

In molten copper at 1083° C. we have: 
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C2Rv-2
/3 = 519.8 X (63.57)_5/3 X (8.40)2/3 = 519.8: 1013 X 4.132 = 2.121. 

so that we get: 

1 
Ao = 20 X 2.121 X (38.23)2: Y = 17.22. 

In solid copper (200 c.) eVidently 

C2Rv- 2
/3 = 2.121 X (88~:~J3= 2.121 X 1.012 = 2.210. 

in consequence of which becomes 

1 
Ao = 20 X 2.210 X (6)2 : (1.6)2 = 1.551. 

We then get finally: 

liquid Benzene (5°,5 C.) A = 1.222 p= 1.027 A 1 
T 228 

molten Copper (1083° C.) A = 51,36 P = 51.73 A 1 
T - 25 

solrd Copper (200 C.) A =2.735 P=8.682 A 1 
T 107 

P 1 
T 271 
P 1 
T 26 
P 
T 31 

In substances as benzene the correction in the equation of state is 

accordingly only about 0,4 Ofo at T =+. but in liquid (T = + Tk ) and 

in solid (T = /5 Tk ) copper al ready resp. 4 % and 3 Ofo. hence about 

10 or 8 times greater. But in the calculation of C we took above the 
factor f = 1. In liquid benzene and copper f2 = Cp : Cv is only slightly 
greater than the unit. but in solid copper f2 wil become = 0.1 (with 

ft = 0.36. f = 0.63). Consequently ~ becomes only = 8
1
5' i.e. 1,2010 instead 

of 3
1
1 = 3 Ofo. 

In gases. where v is so many times greater than in liquids. the cor
rection P: T will appear to be a great many times smaller at the same 
temperature. and even approach O. The quantity w = cp : v can be put 
= O. whereas z becomes = (v-b) : v = 1. In consequence of this we get 
for gases simply : 

A = Ao; P = 3Ao (1 - ~ . 2 ) = Ao. 

If in benzene vapour v is taken 1000-times greater than in liquid 
benzene. Ao becomes: 

1 1 
Ao = 20 C2Rv- 2

/3 = 20 X 0.3100 : (1000)2/3 = 0.00017 ; 
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p . 
hence at T = about 2800 absolute the correction quantity T wll1 

become = 0.6 . 10-6• i. e. perfectly negligible. And the following terms 
with Q will appear to be still much smaller. 

IV. 

The Equations of Energy and State at very Low Temperatures. 

The development into series (3) is now replaced by the DEBYE develop
ment holding only at very low temperatures 

(16) 

when by Et we represent the temperature part of the Energy. For the 
total Energy the potential energy of the attractive and repulsive forces 
of statie nature (see Chapter 11) have to be added. The expression (16) 
applies to solid substances ; the question in how far it is also applieable 
to liquids and gases at very low temperatures. and whether in these cases 
we have to do with open or closed paths (in the former case we should 
have still to divide by 2) may be left undecided for the present. 

Now the zero point energy : R80 remains outside the terms with T .... -p 

etc. Of course 80 should be put in it and not 8. because with the cor-
Xm 

. 9RTJ 1 9 . respondmg term x! 2 :x3dx =8 RTxm the quantlty TXm= fJvm= 8 

6 

will refer to T = 0 according to the definition (since this term must repre
sent the energy at T = 0). The quantity V m • hence also 8. however. 
remains a function of v. 

From the equation of state (see further below) the following equation 
will follow as an analogon to (5) : 

82 = 8~ (1 + epI P . . . ) • (17) 
so th at we get: 

i.e. 

Et = : R 80 + ~ ~~4 (1 - ~ epI P .. .) T4_BTs .. . . 

Confining ourselves. therefore. to terms with T4. the following equation 
remains: 

(18) 
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Instead of (7) we may write for the equation of state: 

p+~ À+ PT" ... 
v2 v-b 

(19) 

in which we shall try to express P in A. For this purpose we start 
again from the formula 

giving 
12PP 
v-b 

from which follows: 

1v (4 AP)t = 4 p(~~); 

P=-(v-b) -1 (dA) 
3 dv t 

. . (20) 

2. As A depends on v through {jo. we must again determine 

the quantity (12 = C2 V4
/3 a;-l. i.e. a;-1 = - ( ~~); From (19). i.e. ( with v 1 b = 

__ 1 (1+~))\ 
- v-boo v 

p=_ a2+~+PT1 (1 +~). 
v v-boo v 

follows 

(
dP)=2a _ À (1 +~+~ V-boo) + Ti!! (~). 
dv t v3 (V-bOO )2 V V v dv v-b t 

which (with (20)) passes into 

(
dP)_2a À ( 
dv t- v3 (V-bOO )2 

so th at we get: 

82 - C2 '/3 [_ 2a + À () _! Ti (d2 A) ] 
- V 3 ( b)2 3 d 2 • V v-oo V t 

. 3 Rn" (dA) 9 Rn" (dOo) 
As accordmg to (18) A ="5 8~' we have dv t - '5 O~ dil; 

But Erom (a) Eollows: 

28 (d80) =C2[10 ~+À!! ( V'/3 (1 + ~+~ v-boo)) J. 
o dv t 3 V8

/3 dv (v-boO)2 V V V , 

The last differentiation has already been carried out in § 1 oE Chapter 111 
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in the expression (a). when this is divided by - 2

1
0 C 2 R (v-b). Hence we 

get: 

Uio (~0)=C2[130 ;Ia -2À(V_b):~;I;+W){ 1-~Z(2-W)+~z2W(I+W)) J 
or also 

280 (~o} ;/: [130 ;-2À z3(I~w)2 (1 - ~Z(2-W)+~Z2W(I+W)) J 
v-b 

as -- = z. We have. therefore: 
v 

(:~} ~ ~~i ;;3 [ - ~;+ z3(I~w)2 ( ) J-
In this 8 0

2 has been given by (a). consequently (cf. § 1 of Chapter III) 
by 

82 - C2 4/3[_ 2a + À (1 )] 
0- v v3 (v-b)2(l+w) +wz , 

i. e. 

We find. therefore. for P according to (20): 

_3 Rni 
2V-b[ 5.a À (1 1 2 )] 

P-s 8~ C v5/3 -:3v+ z3(I+w)2 1-:3 z(2-w)+:3 z w(l+w) . . 

And as 
3 Rn4 

A=S 83 .... 
o 

. (22) 

(see above). we finally get with (v-b): v = " and 8 0
2 according to (21): 

5a À (1 ' 2 ) 
-:3 V + z3(1 +w)2 1 -:3 z(2-w) +:3 z w (1 + w) 

P = Az a À • (23) 
- 2 v + z2(I+w) (l+wz) 

H. therefore. A is known through (22). combined with (21). P can be 
calculated from (23). Again - no more than at high temperatures -
thecoefficient P of the equation of state is not equal to the corres~ 
ponding coefficient A of the equation of energy. 

3. We will now carry out the calculation for the case of solid copper 
at very low temperatures. We know that the quantity À is determined by 

a a vo-bo a 
À = 2 (vo-bo) = ---= - zo. 

Vo vo Vo Vo 
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as immediately appears from the equation of state (19). wh en (at p = 0) v 
approaches to voo In the neighbourhood of T = 0 zand Zo. wand WO' 

v and Vo may be put equal to each other without the slightest hesitation. 
For already at comparatively high temperatures. e. g. at 20° c.. the 
difference is inappreciable; at 20° C. v = 7.12 and Vo = 7.05; z = (v-b) : 
: v =1.186

: 7.11 6 = I : 6.00 and Zo = 1.138
: 7.046 = I: 6.192 (see Chapter 11 

of our first Paper). so that the differences between these quantities at T 
in the neighbourhood of To and at To itself will no doubt be quite 
negligible. 

a 
H. therefore. we write simply À = - z with omission of the indices O. 

v 
then 

112- C2~ l-z(2+w) 
O-V2

/3 V z(l+w) 

I I . . . . (24) 
1-

3
z(2-w)-3 z2 (I+w)(5+4w) 

P = A (I +w) (l-z(2+w)) 

With z = I : 6.192. w = 0.6 X (7,116: 7.046) = 0.6060 this becomes: 

1I~= 2.233 ;,,:;! 
P=0,8830A 

In this C2 : V
2
/
3 = 6 ~ . 10-6 X (63.57)-1 X (7.046)-2/3XO.3969. because 

in C2 the factor [2 is = (0.63)2 0.3969 (see § 2 of Chapter lIl). Hence 

C2: V
2
/
3 = 0.01062 . 10-6 is found. Further ~ = 32.63. 1012 : 7.046 = 

v 
= 4.631.1012. so that for B~ is found: 

B~ = 2.233 X 0.01062. 1O-6 X 4.631 . 1012 = 0.1098.106• 

so that Bo=33 1.3. B~ = 36.38.106 • 

Therefore. according to (22): 

A =~ 83.17.10
6 

X 97.41 = 1336· P 1180 
5 36.38.106 -'-' = .. 

According to (16) and (19) we have therefore for solid copper in the 
neighbourhood of T = 0 : 

9 9 
In this the zero-point energy 8 RBo = 8" X 83.17 . 106 X 331.3 = 
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= 0,03100. 1012, À being = ~ X z = 4,631 . 1012 : 6.192 = 0,7479. 1012• 
v 

Hence we have: 
Et = 0,031.1012 + 134 T4} 

{ Solid copper (p + ~) (v-b) =0,75.1012 + 118 T4~' T - 0 . . (25) 

If T = 20° absolute, the equations become: 

Et = 0,031 . 1012 + 21.4 . 106 t 
(

a) _ 12 6 (, (T=200 abs.) 
p +;2 (v-b) - 0,75. 10 + 18.9. 10 ) 

so that the first terms are then still resp. 1450 and 40000 times greater 
than the terms with T4. Hence at 20° abs. the temperature energy is 
already almost equal to the zero point energy, the temperature exercising 
hardly any influence in the equation of state, so that the coefficient of 
expansion has become exceedingly smalI. 

4. For the calculation of the coefficient of expansion in the neigh~ 
bourhood of T = 0 we start from the known expres sion 

( dP) = _ (dP) X (dV) = VO;-I X.!.. (dV) 
dt dv t dt . v dt . 

• p p 

From this follows: 

a=.!..(dV) = (:}. 
v dt p vOl I 

(
dP) 4PT3 471.9 

In this dt • is according to (19) = v-b = 1.138 T3=414,7 T3.And 

8g being= C 2 v·/s 0)1, VO)I = 8~: C2 vl
/S• For C2: v2

/S we found above the 

value 0.01062 . 10-6 • so that C 2
V

I
/S becomes = 0.01062. 10-6 X V = 

= 0,01062. 10-6 + 7,046 = 0,07483.10- 6 • Hence we calculate 0.1098 . 
. 106 :0,07483.10-6 = 1.467.1012 for VO)I. Thus 

106 - 414.7 T3 _ 282 6 10-6 P (T - 0). a - 1.467.106 - _..;..' _. __ _ 

Por the speci{ic heat follows from (25): 

c. = 534.4 P abs. units. 

But as 1 gr. cal. =41.863
• 106 Ergs. c. becomes 

c. = 12.77 . 10-6 P gr. cal. (T - 0). 

According at very low temperatures the coefficient of expansion runs 
entirely parallel with the atomie heat, but is numerically (i. e. 106 a) 
22,14 times greater than c. expressed in gr. cal. 

At 20° 
106 a = 2,261 ; c. = 0.1021 (T= 20° abs.) 
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would be according to the above. At 20°.7 abs. Cv = 0.122 has been found 
according to KEESOM and K. ONNES I). This is in pretty good agreement. 

for Cv must be = 0.102 X (2~Ó7J = 0.102 X 1.11 = 0.113 at 20.°7. Also 

the coefficient of ex pan sion can be right. for 3 X 3.9 = 11.7 has been 
found by LINDEMANN between 20° and 80° abs .. while 106 a = 3 X 6.8 = 
= 20,4 at 85° (th ere the T~law is no langer valid). so that duly 11.7 
lies intermedia te between 2.26 and 20.4 (the mean value would be 11.3). 

We rem ark that at 20° C. (T= 293) 106 a = 3 X 17 =51. and Cv is = 5.8. 
~he coefficient of expansion 106 a is at these higher temperatures numeri~ 
cally only 8.8 times greater than Cv in gr. cal.. against 22.1 times at 

very low temperatures (see above). 

5. Above in (24) we found for 8~ an expression. which is quite iden~ 
tical with that found by us in our first paper (see chapter V. equation 
(8) for a-I = vol

l) at higher temperatures for 8 2 = C2v 4/a all. This is 
self~evident. because. as appears from the derivation. at higher tempera~ 

tures À + RT has been replaced by its value ~ (v-b) from the equation 
v 

of state (p=O). the same thing having been done above with (p=O) À = .; 
Vo 

(vo-bo). while T = 0 was put. Through this the expressions for 8 2 

(with T) and 8~ (with T = 0) have become identical; with th is difference. 
however. that the values of v will be slightly different in the two cases. 
Consequently at 20° C. with z = 1 : 6.00. w = 0.6 is obtained 

C2 a 
8 2 = 2.125 2/ - instead of 2.233 X ibid (see above). We have therefore: v a V 

8 2 . 82- 2,125 . 2.233 2,125 X(7,046)~/3 
(200 C) . (T~) (7,116 )5/3 . (7.046)5/3 2.233 7.116 ' 

i.e. 
8~ (T= 0) = 82 (20° c.) X 1.051 X (1.010)5/3 = 8~2ooC.)X 1.068. 

And as 80 (T = 0) = 331.3 was found (see § 3). 8 will be 331.3 : 
1.034 = 320.6 at 20° C (= 293° abs.) 2). The difference in value at T = 0 

and T = 293° is therefore small. 
And the same thing will be the case with the coefficient of compres~ 

sibility 0. As 8 2 = C2v4
/a °11 = C 2vl

/a X vol
l
• the values of vol

l = - V ~~ 
1 dv 

will be to each other as those of 8 2 : vI/a. i. e. those of a = - - - as 
v dp 

those of V
I
/3 : r 2• Hence 

a : 0= (1.01Or/a X 1.068 = 1.072. 
(200 C.) (T=O) 

I) Comm. 147a. p. 8 (1915) . 
2) KBESOM and KAMERLINGH ONNES (Comm. lH. 1914) have found between 15° and 

22° abs. the value 323.5. Later on (Comm. 147R. 1915) the somewhat smaller value 315 
was found between 14° and 90° abs. 
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As at 20° C 0 is found = 0.730. 10-12 (see Chapter V of the previous 
paper). the value of 0 will only be 0.681 . 10-12 at T = O. again not 
very different. Hence we have: 

T= 0 (abs.) I (1 = 331; 0= 0.68.10-12 

T= 293 (20° C.) (1 = 321; f] = 0,73. 10-12• 

The differences are so smalt that it may safely be said that (p supposed 
= 0) the va lues of (1 and 0 practica11y vary little between the absolute 
zero and the ordinary temperatures. 

And as the values of the coefficients of expansion have been given 
by (see § 4) 

a=CX}x o• 

the values of a (0 - constant) will about vary with those of ( : ) v i.e. 

the values of a at ordinary temperatures wi11 be to those at very low 
R 4PP 

temperatures as --b 0 to --b- o. hence (the values of v-b being resp. 
v- v-

= 1.186 and 1.138) as (R : 4 PP) : 1.042 X 1.072 (see above). 

We have accordingly: 
a=(200 C.):a(200 C. abs.)=83.17.106 :(471.9X203)X 1,029=22.7. 

In § 4 we found about this ratio 51 : 2.261 = 22,6. 

In a concluding artic1e we will briefly discuss the calculation of the 
heat of melting and the heat of evaporation for solid sub stances, and also 
the derivation of the equation of the vapour pressure at higher and lower 
temperatures. Besides. the dimensions of the c10sed paths round the posi
tions of equilibrium will be treated; and then there only remains to test 
the equation of state drawn up by us by all other metals of which 
BRIDGMAN has determined the coefficients of compressibility and their 
coefficients of pressure and temperature with so great accuracy. By the 
aid of these two papers this can now easily be done. and may. if need 
be. be left to others. 

N .B. It is self-evident. that in all that precedes there is only question 
of solid substances. which with regard to the three principal directions 
show identical properties. Otherwise the quantities bg • boo• and À. will 
have different values in the said directions. and properly speaking there 
are three equations of state. or. as it mayalso be expressed. one mean 
equation of state. 

Tavel sur Clélrens. Suisse. Dec. 1925. 



Botany. - "On the Periodical Movements of the Primary leaves of 
Canavalia ensiformis. D. C:' By G. BROUWER Sc. D. (Communi~ 

cated by Prof. G. VAN ITERSON Jr.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19, 1925). 

The present investigations derive their origin from a number of 
preliminary tests carried out in the Botanieal Laboratory of Utrecht. But 
my experiments had to be put a stop to through circumstances that rendered 
further researches impossible there. With the consent of Prof. F. A. F. C. 
WENT Sc. D. the following experiments were, therefore, conducted in thc 
Laboratory for Technical Botany of Delft. Prof. G. VAN ITERSON Jr. Sc. D. 
not only granted me free use of a large dark room, part of a greenhouse, 
and all the instruments required, but also assisted me by word and deed, 
for which I still feel greatly indebted to him. 

lt is a matter of common knowledge that the leaves of many plants change 
their position at night. In Phaseolus-species, e.g. , the leaves are vertieal by 
night and horizontal by day. The leaflets of the compound leaf of many 
l.eguminoses fold themselves together at night. Originally it was believed 
that the alternation of night and day brought about these "sleep~positions"; 
hence the name "Nyctinasty". This term is still generally used without any 
meaning being attached to , the word "nasty". 

The first investigators that occupied themselves with the problem of 
nyctinasty, determined some times a day the angle made by the leaf-blade 
or the leaf-stalk with the vertical. The points th us obtained they joined by 
lines, thus tracing a curve, that represented the daily movement of the leaf. 

In 1907, however, W . PFEFFER 2) was the first to use the self~recording 
method. He attaches the leafblade by a silk thread to a glass rodlet leaning 
against the smoked drum of a kymograph. When the leaf lowers, the pointer 
rises and conversely. This produces a curve, registering the exact position of 
the blade from hour to hour. His experiments with Mimosa, Acacia, 
Albizzia and Phaseolus induced him to form the following conception of 
sleep~movements. They are photonastie reactions, originating through 
the alternation of day and night. In constant light or constant 
darkness, therefore, a cessation of the movements occurs ("Liehh and 
Dunkeistarre" ). Beyond this the smaller daily oscillations occur, consisting 
in slight up~ and down movements of the blade. These movements are held 
to be of an autonomous nature and to be owing to internal factors. 

In 1905 6) and 1907 7) SEMON had tried to explain the periodieal leaf~ 
movements by means of his "Mneme"~theory ; he considers the nyctinastie 

34 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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movements to be perfectly autonomous. So SEMON and PFEFFER hold quite 
different opinions in this respect. 

In 1910, however, R. STOPPEL 8) notes that Calendula~flowers keep 
performing the diurnal movements also in constant light, while she discovers 
in 1919 9 ) that Phaseolus~plants rea red in the dark, perform movements in 
a daily rhythm. 

Furthermore, in 1911 3) and 1915 4) PFEFFER established that Phaseolus~ 
leaves retain their normal moving~capacity also in constant light, provided 
that the blade-articulation (i.e. the transition from leaf~stalk to leaf~blade) 
be wrapped up in blackened cottonwooJ. PFEFFER also concludes from these 
facts, that there are plants which can perform autonomous movements in 
a daily rhythm; in this process, however, light can be a prime regulator, 
for he has easily succeeded in inducing another period by illuminating by 
night and applying darkness by day i.e. by giving from 8 to 18 hours light 
and from 8 to 18 hours darkness. 

A totally different explanation of nyctinasty was brought forward by 
R. STOPPEL 10) in 1916. She placed some plants isolated or made use of 
positive1y or negatively charged cages, and of emanation~containing 

substances. and came to the conclusion that the periodical changes in the 
conducting power of the atmosphere must be looked upon as the direct 
cause of sleep~movements. 

In 1922 SCHWEIDLER and SPERLICH 5) put some of her experiments to 
the test, but could not confirm her results. Accordingly they believe that 
the sleep.movements have been established by heredity. 

In 1912 HANS CREMER 1) repeated the greater part of STOPPEL' s 
experiments. Again the result was negative, so that he concludes that 
e1ectricity cannot be the cause of the sleep~movements. The results achieved 
by his experiments in a disused shaft are very remarkable. Etiolated 
Phaseolus~plants which had a distinct diurnal period in the dark room of the 
laboratory, were removed to this shaft and kept under precisely the same 
conditions : the movements ceased. When conversely motionless plants 
were removed from the shaft to the dark room, the movements returned. 

CREMER rightly concludes : "Es handelt sich um einen noch unbe~ 
kannten Faktor." 

It is evident from this brief summary of the literature that the essential 
problem is whether nyctinasty is autonomous or aitionomous, and if 
aitionomous, what is the external factor (or the complex of external factors) 
that generates the daily movements of the leaves ? 

In the beg inning I worked with Phaseolus. Afterwards 1 found a very 
suitable object in Canavalia ensiformis D. c., with which all the following 
experiments were made. The seedlings of this species acquire large, very 
strong leaves which stand quite horizontal by day and fall so low at night 
that they pass beyond the vertical and lean against the stem. Also in 
constant darkness they remain perfectly green up to a fortnight sometimes 
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and perform the daily sleep-movements. Even right in the darkest winter
months robust plants develop from the seed. At first I procured this seed 

c 

'J K. 

N M L 

Fig. 1. 

from different botanica I gardens in Europe, but since Prof. Dr. STAHEL of 
Paramaribo sent me a large collection of West-Indian seed, I used them in 
my further experiments, since from them I could raise the best 
developed plants. 

Rather many objections to PFEFFER'S recording method may be raised, 
3i* 
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so that I applied another method, of which I present the following brief 
description : 

A silk thread DEG runs from the leaf~blade over a small nickel pulley F. 
At the end of this thread is suspended a glass pointer GM. lts form is 
shown in the figure. The plant is placed as favourably as possible, and 
the kymograph is brought in tangential position with the pointer. In order 
to obtain a clear curve it is desirabIe to twist the pointer slightly. At the 
lower end of the pointer a little weight C is suspended, that serves to keep 
the pointer and the thread well taut. In order to check incidental oscillations 
of the weight the thread MC runs through a glass cyclet B. To get proper 
curves with this pointer it is first of all required that all its bends are vertical 
to each other, and that they all lie in the same plane (except the 
extreme point). 

Fig. 3. 

When the leaf descends, the pointer of course goes up; when the leaf 
rises, the pointer goes down. The apex of the curve is the "night~position", 
the base of it is the "day~position" of the leaf. 

Every day a given hour was indicated by a small mark on the curve. 
By rotating the drum quickly a horizontal line is produced, where the time~ 
lines (midday: thin line with datum; midnight: thick line) are traced 
vertically. The distance from the thread to the blade~articulation was 
7.5 cm. (HD). 

The greenhouse in which some of my experiments were carried out was 
large and spacious, and there was always plenty of light. The experiments 
in artificiallight I made in the dark room, where temperature and humidity 
were maintained constant. The illumination was provided by two 
"sunlight"~lamps of PHILlPS each of 1000 c.p. These lam ps were placed in 
large beUs, cooled by running water. The light fell from above on 
the leaves. 

In the years spent on .this investigation I have made a great many 
experiments, some of which I will report here. Most of them I made with 
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three or four plants at a time. which enhances the reliability of the results. 
while some experiments we re performed more than once. 

The curve traeed by a Canavalia-leaf in the experimenting greenhouse 
under normal conditions I call the "Normal-curve". Now. what strikes us 
is that the normal-curves of many plants. irrespective of the origin of the 
seed. display many similarities. Even the movements of the leaves of the 
Surinam plants were in the main the same as those of the plants derived 
from the seed of European Botanical gardens. Neither was any difference 
noticeable between the curves drawn in winter and those drawn in mid
summer. When the plants in the dark room were exposed to a normal 
period of light and darkness by inducing darkness at 8 in the evening and 
light at 8 o'dock the next morning. the curves thus obtained were broadly 
speaking again equal to the normal-curves. This surely suggests that 
most probably the same external factor produces the homomorphous curves 
of these plants drawn from such different sourees. 

In fig. 2 we see the normal-curve of a plant that was for seven days in the 

('I ( r r 

\ li ~ \ I'" ~ ~ \ ~ \ ~ \ 
17 Nov laN. 19N. 20N. 21N 22N. 23N. 

Fig. 2. 

greenhouse. It is evident from this curve that the lowest position always 
falls about midnight. the highest between 6 o'dock a.m. and 2 o'dock p.m .. 
in the day position we find the small oscillations. 

PFEFFER looks upon them as autonomous movements. but I presurne to 
have found an other interpretation on the basis of the following experiments. 

When we cut away the upper side of the articulation of the leaf-blade. 
the leaf. to be sure. will continue the daily movements. but with th is 
difference that it does not deseend deep in the evening. it only performs 
rather great movements round the horizontal in a daily period. When we 
cut away the under side. the leaf will go down till the point of the blade 
comes in contact with the stem. In th is position it persists for weeks. This 
may be interpreted by assuming that the upper side of the articulation has 
rather a large but a constant turgor. while on the contrary the under-side 
is very sensitive to an unknown external stimulus. which alters the ten sion 
in this half in the early morning and in the afternoon. whereby the leaf-blade 
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rises or lowers itself. So when the up per side is cut away. the leaf will 
sink far Ie ss deep. but its movements will continue. When the under side 
is removed the upper side will press the blade down and keep it in 
that position. 

Now. when the leaf stands in the day-position. the statie moment of the 
blade relative to the artieulation will be greatest. while the tensions in the 
upper and under side of the artieulation will he equal. But as soon as. in 
consequence of the small changes in the metabolism (respiration. 
assimilation. evaporation ), the turgor in the under side diminishes at all. the 
leaf will be pressed down slightly. This. then, explains that the small 
oscillations always occur in the day-position. It is very easy to prolong 
the period by giving 24 hours light and 24 hours darkness. The sleep
movements then assume a rhythm of 24 hours whereby the highest position 
of the leaf falls exactly in the dark period. the lowest in the light period. 
Still. the small oscillations occur in the day-position, (i.e. in the dark). 

Wh en we cut oH the leaves and put them in bottles filled with water, 
the sleep-movements still persist firmly for about 10 days. When. however, 
the artieulation of the petiole (on the junction of stem and central vein) is 
present. the leaves will be withered af ter one or two days. 

I have gone further and have removed from the cut leaves all the 
parenchyma. so that only the leaf-stem. the artieulation. and the central 
vein (-+- 15 cm) were left. This I shall designate by the term "Strip". 
Now. suchlike strips keep up fine. distinct, nyctinastie movements for days. 
Especially in the dark room their movement remains normal for a week, 
above all when they are kept standing in the dark (fig. 3). From these 
experiments it is very clear that the sleep-movements are in a high degree 
independent of the life-functions of the other parts of the plant. such as 
root-pressure, assimilation, evaporation, and respiration. Apparently the 
leaf-blade is not the precipient part. and the artieulation is the active part ; 
it looks completely as if the articulation performs both functions. 

Wh en I reared a large nu mb er of plants from the seed under 
perfectly constant conditions in constant light, it appeared that they still 
performed the daily sleep-movements, although they had never been known 
to have had any contact with a periodieally changing factor (except of 
course the seed during its development in the fruit). The movements were. 
however. not very regular; now there were high apiees. then again low 
ones; but freakish though the movement-pieture may sometimes have been, 
it still revealed many striking similarities in control-plants that were used at 
the same time. At it happens. when I exposed plants from the greenhouse. in 
the dark room to constant light or constant darkness. the sleep-movements 
continued undiminished. With cut leaves and strips (Fig. 3) the results 
were the same. It is peculiar though. that in constant darkness the 
amplitude of the movements was larger and much more regular than in 
the light. Sometimes it happened th at without any (known) cause the 
period reverted. so that the leaves assumed the day-position in the evening, 
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and in the morning the sleep-position; and af ter some days the rhythm 
was normal again unexpectedly. 

PFEFFER and STOPPEL and others found that in Phaseolus a rigidity set in 
in constant light and in constant darkness. ("Dunkel- und Lichtstarre" ). 
But when they envelop the articulation of the leaf-blade in blackened 
cottonwool, the sleep-movements continue in constant light. Wh en studying 
the curves constructed by PFEFFER, I noted that in Phaseolus similar 
reversions and shiftings of the period also occur in the light. although he 
says nothing about it. In constant darkness Phaseolus dies in a couple of 
days; it appears, therefore, that'''Dunke1starre'' is a phenomenon of decay. 
Only af ter about ten days do the robust Canavalia-plants begin to suffer 
from the metabolic anomalies caused by constant darkness. So it is probably 
for that reason that no rigidity appears in those leaves. Light seems to be 
deleterious to the articulations, which renders their movements less regular. 

As stated before, there is a reversion of the period of the sleep-movements 
within 24 hours, when illumination takes place by night and darkness is 
kept up in the daytime. A number of experiments proved that this reversion 
proceeds with the same rapidity when, af ter some days of a normal. 
periodical illumination the light is not put out in the evening, and 
wh en the light is not turned on in the morning during some days. In the 
first case the reversion is brought on by 12 hours' extra light. in the second 
case by 12 hours' extra darkness. When the reverted period had th en 
been induced af ter some days, the plants were placed in constant darkness. 
Now it is noteworthy that after three or four days the night-apices shifted 
gradually, so that af ter that time the leaves performed again their sleep
movements·in the normal rhythm. 

However, when, af ter having given the reverted period after the same 
number of days, I kept the leaves in constant light, I saw to my surprise that 
within 24 hours the normal tempo of movement was resumed. This is 
expressed by the curve fig. 4. To really grasp what strikes us in this 
reaction the following points should be compared. 
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11 Aug. 8 o'c1. a.m. (0) , with 12 Aug. 8 o'c1. a.m. (0') and 
11 Aug. 8 o'c1. p.m. (P). with 12 Aug. 8 o'c1. p.m. (P') . 

In order to account for these phenomena we must assu~e that light" 
largely increases the sensitiveness of the articulations for an unknown factor. 
But the same influence of light must be held . responsible for the fact that 
after some days of constant light the period becomes irregular again. Broadly 
speaking we can say. therefore. that in constant darkness the leaves move 
much more regularly than in constant light. Phaseolus tolerates uninter~ 
mittent light far less than Canavalia does ; it prevents the articulations 
from reacting unless they are guarded by black cottonwool. 

In resuming we can set up the following working hypothesis : 
There' is in the atmosphere a factor (or a complex of factors) that changes 

periodically every day (perhaps in consequence of the succession of day 
and night) . The changes are brought about in organs susceptible to the 
influence of the factor. in casu the articulations. by which the leaf-blade or 
the leaf-stem performs the so called sleep-movements. This factor also 
penetrates into c10sed spaces ; it is consequently the cause that. in constant 
light or constant darkness, in Canavalia and in Phaseolus (under certain 
circumstances) the movements do not cease. Light largely enhances the 
sensitiveness of the articulations to th is factor, which makes it possible to 
revert the daily period. or to impart to it another rhythm (24 : 24). This 
is why leaves that have a reverted period will resume the normal movements 
in constant light directly after this, but in constant darkness only af ter some 
days. Plants reared in constant light will on this account have a daily 
period. which. however. becomes irregular through the constant effect of 
in-f1owing light. Now it is obvious also. that it does not matter for the 
amplitudo of the normal curve whether the plant is placed in the greenhouse 
or in the dark room with artificiaI. periodical iIIumination; the amount of 
light. therefore, is immaterial. (PFEFFER 4 lamps of 40 c.p. ; SEMON lamps 
of 10 c.p. and the present writer 2 lamps of 1000 c.p. ) . 

The insignificant oscillations in the day-position result from the 
horizontal position of the leaf-blade, for in that position small changes in 
the turgor of the articulations will be of greater influence than with a 
vertical position of the blade. 
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Geology. - "On the Occurrence of the Danau-formation in Martapura 
(S.-E. Borneo)." By L. RUTTEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of Jan. 30. 1926). 

When reading the petrographical description by J. RETGERS 1) of the 
rocks. collected by J. HooZE 2) in his prolonged exploration in Martapura. 
we are struck by the details reported concerning the rocks of the "Warin
gin- and Alino clayrock-formation". which seem to indicate that there are 
among them true radiolarites. A priori it would be quite conceivable if 
RETGERS and HoozE had not recognized radiolarites as such. for their 
publications date from 1891 and 1893. while radiolarites-containing 
deposits in the Archipelago were not taken an interest in before 1897. 
w hen HINDE described a radiolarite from Billiton 3). and above all when 
in 1900 MOLENGRAAFF' s work on Borneo 4) appeared. 

When more than a twelvemonth ago I found the above indications in 
RETGERS' descriptions. I remembered having seen years ago in Bandjir
ma sin a siliceous gravel intended for paving a road. which contained 
many red cherts that. wh en looked at. bear great resemblance to the 
radiolarites of the Danau-formation and was derived from Martapura. 
I asked the pro-tem Director of the Mining Department of the Neth. East 
Indies Dr. J. K. VAN GELDER to be so kind as to send me a number of 
splinters of the rocks from HOOZE's collection. These I examined in the 
past month. I feel glad to have an opportunity now to tender my thanks 
to Dr. VAN GELD ER for his kind assistance. Before reporting the result of 
my examination I have to rder to a few items in the recent literature. 

Once already the possibility has been surmised that the Alino- and 
Waringin-clayrocks bear some resemblance to the Danau-formation in 
W.-Borneo. N. WING EASTON 5) wrote wh en he compared the Pretertiary 
of W.-Borneo with t11at of E.-Borneo : 

"Also In the district of Martapura this Danau-formatlon seems to exlst. notably in the 
sedlments mentioned by HOOZE. who called them .. Waringin and Alino-c:layrocks". Those 
sediments crop out in small massifs in a reg ion with prevailing cretaceous sediments which 
are younger than the "c:layrocks". Here also we meet again with that typIcai siliceous 
slate and quartzite" (1. c. p. 187. 188). 

I) J. W. RETGERS. Jaarb. Mijnwezen. 1891. Wetenschappelijk gedeelte. 
2) J. A. HOOZE. Jaarb. Mijnwezen. 1893. 
3) G. J. HINDE. Jaarb. Mijnwezen. 1897. p. 223-227 . 
• ) G. A. F. MOLENGRAAPP. Borneo Expeditie. 1900. 
S) N. WING EASTON. Geol. Mijnb. Genootschap Nederland en Koloniën. Geol. Sectie 

Verslagen der vergaderingen 1. 1914. p. 179-189. 
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EASTON'S view, which is apparently based not on his own investigation 1) 
of the rocks, but on HOOZE'S communications, has also been adopted by 
VAN Es 2) in 1919. On the other hand not a trace of it is discernable in 
the recent publications on S.~E.~Borneo by KROL 3) . On the contrary, 
KROL'S conception of the Alino~cIayrocks is quite another one. He takes 
them to be cenomanian sandstones and cIayrocks built up mainly of 
detritaI. prophyritic materiaI. which has been metamorphosed by contact 
with cenomanian peridotites and ot her intrusive rocks. A few quotations may 
serve to elucidate this : 

"The Alino- and Waringin layers . . . . I take to he layers of cenomanian age, whlch 
were metamorphosed intensively by contact with the peridotites" (p. 312, 313). 

"Conglomerates and sandstones (of the Cenomanian) are the direct detritus of the 
eruptiva, that have formed the original mainland and may most often be derlved from the 
(red or brown) porphyrites" (p. 3li). 

This conception is but sparingly substantiated on HOOZE'S map, on 
which we see the "Alino~ and Waringin~cIayrocks" marked on the north~ 
western slope of the Meratus~mountains over a distance of 55 km. -
though with some local breaks - while only over half this distance they 

I) See however the "addendum" at the end. 
2) L. VAN Es, Jaarb. Mijnw. 1917. Verhandelingen 2. 1919. p. 127-128. 
3) L. KROL, Jaarb. Mijnw. 1918. Verhandelingen 1. 1920. p. 281-367. 
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lie in contact with a long peridotite band; particularly in the north~ 
eastern part of the "clayrocks" they are removed about 5 km. from the 
peridotite~margin. 

Now the inspection of the rocksplinters from India has made out that 
among the rocks classed under the "Alino~ and Waringin~clayrock". 
Radiolaria~cherts unquestionably occur. that resembIe in every respect 
the Radiolarites from the Danau~formation in W.~Borneo. Some rocks 
con ta in Radiolaria with still beautifully preserved structures (Fig. 1) ; in 

Fig. I. Radiolarite. Mungu Tiang Hadji besar. HOOZE 334. 
D. 10121. Magnified X 50. 

others the structures are for the greater part lost - chiefly through 
weathering -; but still here and there unmistakable remains of Radio~ 
laria can be identified; others again have been entirely recrystallized. 
so that the rocks are "siliceous slates" pure and simpIe. although in all 
probability we have to do here with altered Radiolarites. Various splinters 
originated from silicified tuffs. and in one case remains of Radiolaria were 
still recognized in such a tuff. which suggests that. just as in W.~Borneo. 
the period of the formation of the Radiolarites was at the same time a 
period of volcanic activity. The complete description of the rocksplinters 
examined is given in the subjoined "Appendix"; out of 19 of the examined 
rocks no less than 12 appeared to contain recognizable Radiolaria Erom 
localities distributed over almost the whole area of the Alino~ and 
Waringin~clayrocks. 

It imports us to know that it becomes more and more apparent that a 
great resemblance exists between the geology of Martapura and that of 
the Central Kapuwas territory: Schists. Danau~formation. Cenomanian 
with Orbitolina and Intrusiva appear to occur equally in both ter ri tori es. 
Strange to say. KROL considers the Intrusiva in Martapura to be intra~ 
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cenomanian, although in Western-Centra I-Borneo their precenomanian 
age has been established. 

AP PEND IX. 

Description of a number of rock-samples from the 

"Alino- and Waringin-clayrocks" in Martapura: 

No. 1. (HOOZE IX, 289. See HOOZE 1. c. p. 147: Compact rock frorn uppermost part 
o~juran Hill. D. 10118). A red, slightly porous, steaky rock; the microscopical 
section reddish brown through d.iffused limonite, consisting of an extremely fine sili
cic-acid mass, with many circular holes reminding one at once of Radiolaria. In one 
case unm1stakable wall-structure, i.n many other cases this structure was va·gue. 
Weathered Radiolarite. 

No. 2. (HOOZE IX. 286. See HOOZE 1. c. p. 147: G. Kaju Tawon D. 10124). 
Greyish-pink, fjnely porous, very hard ·rock which contains numberless circular to 
ellipsoidal hollows whose wall is for the greater part structureless; radiolarian wall
structures are still distinctly visible at several places. Weathered Radiolarite. 

No. 3. (HOOZE IX. 287. See HOOZE 1. c. p. 147. G. Plappa. D. 10125). An extrernely 
fine-grained, whitish-yellow, siLiceous rock with few, partly altered Radiolaria some 
of which present structure. Weathered Radiolarite. 

No. 4. (HOOZE IX. 228. See HOOZE 1. c. p. 147. Base G. Plappa. D. 10126). Very 
finely granular, siliceous rock with - partly weathered - remains of Radiolaria. 
Weathered Radiolarite. 

No. 5. (HOOZE 290. See HOOZE 1. c. p. 147. G. Linu D. 10127). Violet, very fme
grained, markedly porous rock, certai.nly identical with the preceding rock. The 
numberless hollows, corresponding with earlier Radi()laria have, however, become 
quite structureless. Weathered Radiolarite. 

No. 6. (HOOZE 217. See RETGERS 1. c. p. 40: S. Takuti, 4 km. cast of Bt. Kemin
ting, D. 10130). On HOOZE's map no Alino-clayrock has been marked in bhis locality. 
It is in fact a volcanic tuff, witb fresh, sharp-edged plagioclases. 

No. 7. (HOOZE 220. See RETGERS 1. c. p. 40: S. Laba, tributary S. Pa,ngaringan. 
D. 10131). Is a tuffogenic, very fjne-grained rock, containing numerous, though not 
very weIl preserved rests of Radiolaria. This Radiolaria-bearing tuil goes to show 
that at the time of tbe formation of Radiolarian deposits volcanic activity took 
pi ace. 

No. 8. (HOOZE 295. See RETGERS 1. c. p. 41: S. Limau gulung near G. Tarung kili. 
D. 10128). Very finely granular rock wilh flaky, accumulated limonite, with nu
merous spherical corpuscles, some of which still display laUice-wall structures. 
Weathered Radiolite. 

No: 9. (HOOZE IV. 53. See RETOERS 1. c. p. 113: Mungu Tanggiling, S-base. D. 
10132). White spotted, pink finely porous rock, completely silicifjed, perhaps a 
Silicified Tuil? ? 
No. 10. (HOOZE IV. 54 See RETGERS 1. c. p. 114: Mungu Batu Kut jut East, circa 
5~ N. W. of the preceding rock. D. 10122J. Very fine-grained, brownish-red, 
siliceous rock, locally completely recrystallized, without a trace of fossils. Silliceous 
slate. 

No. 11. (HOOZE IV. 68. Sec RETGERS 1. c. p. 114: Top Bt. Tunggul, 2 km. W,S.W. 
of""ihe'"" preceding. D. 10133). Weathered, pinkish-wthite-spotted rock, siliceous, 
markedly altered, possibly (but this is very uncertain) with remains of Radiolaria. 
Siliceous slate. 

No. 12. (HOOZE IV 28. Sec RETGERS 1. c. p. 112: Mungu Batu hitam laki. D. 
10134). SpoUed, brown, siliceous rock, markedly recrystallized, possibly but not 
certainly, with Radiolaria. Siliceous sla te. 
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No. 13. (HOOZE IV 13. See RETOERS 1. c. p. 112: MUDgU Batu hitam parampuan. 
D. 10123). Markedly recrystalHzed, reddish-brown rock, without determinabie 
organic rem&ins. Silicllou •• Ia/ll. 

No. 14. (HOOZE IV. 114. See RETOERS l. c. p. 114: Padang, SE, of Sign. Pematton. 
D. 10137). No Alino-clayrock has heen marked here on HOOZE's map. Completely 
limonitised rock, probably with remains of numerous Radiolaria ? W lIathllTed 
RadiolaritIl. 
~. (HOOZE IV. 103. See RETOERS I. c. p. 114: Mungu Sekumpang ketjil, W. 

of Sign. Pematton. D. 10135). Possibly a silicilied lull, anyhow without recogniz
able organic remains. 

No. 16. (HOOZE IV. 184. See RETOERS I. c. p. 115: Sign. Padang Kalang Badak. 
D:-1OiT9). Brecciated, siliceous, fine-grained rock wUIh numerous Radiolaria, which 
sometimes still display fine structures and always typical forms. Breccialed Radio
larile. 

No. 17. (HOOZE IV. 185. See RETOERS 1. c. p. 115: Sign. Padang Kalang Badak. 
D. 10120). Resembles No. 16, is a brecoiated, reddish brown, siliceous rock, in 
which, however, occur only few but unmistakable Radiolaria. BTecciatlld siliceous 
slate with Radiolaria. 

No. 18. (HOOZE IV 335. See RETOERS l. c. p. 188: Mungu Tiang Hadji besar. D. 
10136). Reddish brown, siliceous rock with numerous spherules, some of whichhave 
decidedly the structure of Radiolaria. Radiolarite. 

No. 19. (HOOZE 334. See RETOERS l. c. p. 187: Mungu Tiang Hadji Besar. D. 
10121). Of all rocks examined this is the most typical Radiolarite. reddish-brown, 
with numberless Radiolada microscopically weil preserved for the greater part. 
The microphoto in Fig. 1 has been taken from the section of thls rock. 

N.B. The numbers belore the rocks are the same as !hose on the accompanying 
map of the localities. The numbers preceded by D. refer to the collections of 
mioroscopical sections in the Geological Institute of the Utrecht UnWersity. 

Utrecht. January 1926. 

Addendum. When the Dutch text of th is note had appeared, 
Mr. WING EASTON informed me, that he has already seen radiolarian 
structures in HOOZE'S rocks as early as about 1900. However. he never 
published his observations, as he only began to have real interest for 
S.-E. Borneo much later, wh en it was impossible for him to check his 
recollections by renewed microscopical study. 



Physics. - "The Crystal Structure of Red Mercuric Iodide." By J. M. 
BIJVOET, A. CLAASSEN and A. KARSSEN. (Communicated by Prof. 
W. H. KEESOM). 

(Communicated at the meeting of lanuary 30, 1926). 

1. This investigation was taken up in view of the allotropie behaviour 
of Hgl2 1). 

We intend to investigate at a later date its yellow rhombic modi~ 

fication and the isomorphous HgBr2' 
According to GROTH 2) red mercuric iodide crystallizes in the ditetragonal~ 

bipyramidal class of the tetragonal system, with an axial ratio a : c = 1 : 2,008. 
The crystals for our X~ray analysis were obtained by slow crystal~ 

lisation from metyliodide solution and formed dark red quadratic prisms. 
They possess a very perfect cleavage parallel to the basal plane. 

For the rotation diagrams crystals of 1 or 2 mmo diameter were used. 

2. Apparatus. This has been described by J. M. BIJVOET and A. 
KARSSEN 3). Radius of the camera 2,47 cm. During the exposure the 
crystals were rotated by clockwork. The exposures lasted about 30 hours 
with a mean current of 6 milliamps. 

3. Determination of the elementary~cell. 
The dimensions of the unit cell can be determined by means of rotation 

diagrams, in which the crystal is rotated ab out some crystallographic 
axis. The X~ray period ("Identitätsperiode") I along this axis can then 
be found from the distance of the zone to the equator, according 

nl 
to the formula of POLANYI i): 1= --. In this formula n = zone~number: 

cos ft 
1 = wavelength and ft the angle between zone and equator as de6ned 

by tg (90 - ft) = ~ with R = radius of the camera. 

Combining these two formulae we get: 

I=nlVt+ ~2. 
The following table I gives the measured X~ray period of various 

crystallographic axes, as calculated by the above formula. Each value is 
an average from several films. 

1) A. SM lTS, The Theory of Allotropy. London. 1922. 
2) P. GROTH, Chemische Krystallographie J. pag. 218. 
3) J. M. BIJVOET-A. KARSSEN. Rec. Trav. Chim. ~2, 589 (1923), ~3, 680 (1924). 
1) M. POLANYI. Zeitschr. f. Phys. 7, 170 (1921). 9, 123 (1922). 10. 44 (1922). 
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TABLE I. X~RAY PERlOOS. 

Rotation-diagram about [001] 

À = 1.539 A (CuKcx) 
11 

À = 1.936 Ä. (FeKcx) 
11 

À = 2.286A(CrKcx) 

nl 2/ in cm. 
1 

1[001] 11 n I 
2/ 

I 
I[OOIJ 11 n 1 

2/ 
1 

1[001] 

0 0 0 

1 0.62 12 . 38 A 1 0.78 12.38 A I 0.93 12.48 A 

2 1.26 12.48 2 1.61 12 .43 2 1.93 12 . 51 
0 

3 1.98 12.42 Average 12.41 A 3 3.27 12 .40 
0 

4 2.81 12 .45 Average 12 .46 A 

5 3.90 12 .42 
0 

Average 12 .43 A 

Rotation-diagram about [100] Rotation-diagram about [IlO] 

À = 2.286 Ä. 
0 

À = 2.286 A 

n I 2/ I 1[100] n I 2/ I 1[110] 

1 1 

0 

1 1 

0 

1 1.96 6 .20 A I 3 .06 4.35 A 

Rotation-diagram about [101] Rotation-diagram about [111] 

0 

À = 2.286 Ä. À = 2.286 A 

n I 2/ I 1(101) n I 2/ I 1(111) 

0 0 

1 0.83 13.81 A 1 0.75 15.25 A 

2 1.73 13.84 2 1.57 15.12 

'I 
0 0 

Average 13. 83 A Average 15.19 A 

From the rotation diagrams about [100] and [001] th ere follows for the 
o 0 

dimensions of the unit eell in these .direetions 6.20 A and 12.43 A. respeet~ 
ively. This gives an axial ratio agreeing very weil with the one deter~ 
mined goniometrieally (§ 1). 

o 0 

The [110] period is ealculated as 6.20 V2 A = 8.76 A. 
In table I we found 1(10) = 4.35 A. henee the [110] peri~d is halved. 

For the [101] and [111] direetions we ealculate from the eell dimensions 
13.89 À and 15.22 Ä respeetively; the X~ray periods found (see table I) 
indicate that these direetions are not halved. 

The literature gives for the density of red HgI2 6.28 to 6.30. 1) 

1) P. GROTH. Chem. Krystall. 1. pag. 218. VAN NEST. Z. f. Krystall. 47 265 (1910.) 
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Prom th is the number of molecules per unit cell appears to be 4. 
Starting from 4 molecules per cell and the above found cell~dimensions 

we calculate the density as 6.28. 

This unit cell ho wever is not the smallest one possible. Indeed. the 
smallest X~ray period in the basal plane being equal to 4.38 'A. by turning 
the system of coordinates about the four~fold axis through 45°. a new 
elementary cell can be assumed with dimensions 12.43 'A X (4.38 Á? This 
cell contains only two molecules. 

The values of 103 sin2 ""/2 must fulfil aquadratic equation in the 
Millerian indices. which for the tetragonal system reads: 

l2 .F 
sin 2 5-/ - - (h 2+k2) + - [2 

2 - 4a2 4c2 . 

With the above found dimensions of the unit celt viz. : 
o 0 

a=4.38A; c=12.43A we get the following formulaeforl0 3 sin2 5-/2 

103 sin 2 5-/2 = 30.9 (h 2+k2
) + 3.83 [2 for CuK" 

103 sin2 5- /2 = 68.0 (h 2+k2) + 8.45 [2 for CrKrx.. 

Pram these equations indices have been assigned to the reflections on 
the rotation~diagrams about various axes. The excellent agreement between 
calculated and observed values brings out the correct choice of the unit cello 

The indices referring to the smallest cell (h k I) can be deduced from 
those relating to the crystallographic cell (H K L) by means of the 
transformation : 

1 1 
h=2 (H + K). k=2 (H -K). 1=L. 

When the observed and calculated values of sine~squares of the rota~ 
tion diagrams are compared. it appears that the observed values are 
always 8 to 10 units larger than the calculated ones; this is in good 
agreement with the corrections to be expected for the thickness of the 
crystals (1 to 2 mm.). The factors in the formulae given above ag ree 
weIl with the powder films corrected for the thickness of the rod. 

a. reflection with CuK", b. reflection with FeK",. 
Fig. 1. 

35 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXIX. 



TABLE 11. ROTATION~DIAORAM ABOUT [001]. 

61 103 sin2 !!tf2 Distance .; l03sin2 !!tf2 103 lIin2!!tf2 
u a 0 = 0 = 

À = 1.539 A hkl Á=I ,934A ca reduced j observed ca\culated 1;; ~ in cm. 
Ö ..9 to CuK" 

Aequator 

1=0 1.28 VW 66 62 110 1.63 W 66 

1.81 WM 129 124 200 2.35 W 133 

2.62 VS 256 248 220 3.41 VS 256 

- - - 495 400 5.45 S 504 

4,53 S 630 618 420 

Ist zone 

1= 1 - - - . 35 101 1.25 VVW 41 

2.06 M 167 159 211 2.64 S 166 

3.46 WM 416 406 321 4.67 MS 415 

4.08 W 540 530 411 5.81 MS+ 536 

5.41 VW 789 776 431 

2nd zone 

1=2 1.30 S 82 77 112 1.69 S 84 

2.08 S- 178 . 170 212 2.70 S 178 

2.66 W 272 263 222 3.50 W 270 

3.02 WM 336 324 312 3.99 M 330 

3.51 MS 427 417 322 4.78 MS 423 

4.15 M 553 541 412 

4.31 VW 584 571 332 

5.53 M 800 787 432 

5.73 WM 830 818 512 
3rd zone 

1= 3 2.11 WM 196 189 213 

3.60 WM 447 436 323 

4.26 W 571 560 413 

5.74 W 818 806 433 

4th zone 

1=4 1.34 MS 128 124 114 

3.19 S 380 370 314 

4.62 MS 629 617 334 

5th zone 

1= 5 0.77 W 131 127 105 

2.24 WM 258 250 215 

3.89 WM 502 497 325 

4.67 WM 627 621 415 
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4. Detel'mination of the positions of the atoms in the unit cell. 
In order to determine the positions of the atoms a knowledge of the 

diffraction intensities from the various planes is necessary. 

TABLE lIl. ROTATION~D1AGRAM ABOUT [010]; l = 2.286 Ä 

I Distance I 1 t I 103 sin2 ~h 

I 
1()3 sin2 ~h 

I hkl in cm. n ens. observed calcu1ated 

Aequator 

279~ 105~ k=O 2.76 VS 281 
275 200 

306~ 006( 
2.94 S 314 

308 202~ 
3.31 W 386 375 106 

4.14 S- 553 543 008 

4.31 M 587 577 206 

4.54 S- 632 624 301 

4.67 S 657 649 302 

689~ 207~ 
4.89 S- 699 

689 303~ 
5.64 VS 

Ist zone 
827 815 208 

k = 1. 
1.68 W 170 169 112 

2.51 M 278 272 114 

348~ 115~ 3.04 S 360 
352 211 

373( 016~ 3. 18 S 381 
375~ 212 

3.H M 424 418 213 

4781 214~ 3.82 w 490 
488~ 017 

550, 117~ 4.25 w+ 564 
554~ 215 

4.81 M 656 646 216 

5.26 MS 725 717 312 

5.54 M 764 754 217 

6.04 VS 826 818 314 

35* 
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TABLE IV. ROTAT[ON~D[AGRAM ABOUT [110]; À. = 2.286 A 
I !?istance I Intens. I 103 sin2 ~h 

I 
103 sin2 ~h 

I 
hkl 

In cm. observed calculated 

Aequator 

135 ~ o~~ h+k = o 1.92 VW 145 
137 IlO 

-
2 . 14 VW 176 170 112 

-
2.77 M 283 273 114 

2.92 MS 311 306 006 

4 . 15 VS 555 
543 ( o~~ 
549~ 220 

-
4.31 WM 587 581 222 

-
5.85 VS 858 852 226 

Ist zone 

h+k = l 3.11 S 358 352 211 

3.19 S 371 369 106 

3 .48 M 426 418 i13 
-

3 .81 M 487 478 214 

4 .20 W 561 555 215 

4.73 M 657 647 iï6 
-

5.32 S 756 753 217 

A. With a strongly absorbing crystal as HgI2• it is impossible to draw 
conclusions from intensity~relations on rotation diagrams. without taking 
account of the influence of absorption. 1) 

This is obvious from the missing 400 reflection on the Cu~61m about 
[001]. which is very strong on the corresponding Fe~film . Now on the 
Cu~film the angle of deviation {} is smaller than 45° (103 sin 2 "/2 = 495) 
while on the Fe~film it is greater (103 sin 2 ~/2 = 781). 

In the case of diffraction with Fe~rays. incidence and reflection take 
place through the same crystaI~face (in casu 110) ; in the case of diffrac~ 
tion with Cu~rays this is impossible (see fig. 1) and the diffracted X~rays 
must pass through an edge of the crystal. Hence the reflected beam 
will be nearly totally absorbed except in the very nearest neighbourhood 
of the crystal~edge. 2) 

1) A . E. VAN ARKEL. Physica 3 p. 76. 
2) /vote added during correction. In a recent paper W . L. BRAGG and G. B. BROWN 

Proc. Royal Soc. 110. 35 (1926) have drawn attention to this same facto 
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For the same reason we should expect the 200 reflection to be absent. 
It was present however. though very faint. We cannot give an expla~ 
nation of this fact; ostensibly the prism~sides had not crumbled off. 

In the beginning of this investigation we had concluded wrongly that 
400 did not reflect. or only faintly. With Cr~rays 400 cannot reflect 
(sin 0- > 1). on the Cu~powder film 400 coincides with other reflections; 

TABLE V. ROTATION~DIAGRAM ABOUT [111]; À = 2.286 A 
I !?istance I Intens. I 103 sin2 ~h 

I 
103 sin2 :,h 

I 
hkt 

In cm. observed calcu\ated 

Aequator 
--

h +k + 1= 0 2.17 MS 181 170 I I 2 

3.17 M 359 351 211 
--

3.51 WM 425 417 2 1.3 
-

4.14 VS 553 546 220 
-

4.89 W 699 703 303 
-

5.03 M 725 715 312 
--

5.63 VS 825 816 314 
-

6.16 MS 900 895 321 

Ist zone 
-

h+k+l= l 3.30 M 384 376 2 1 2 

4.68 W 659 649 302 

2nd zone 

h+k+I= 2 2.02 MS 177 170 1 T 2 
--

273 ~ 1 1 4 ~ 
2.71 MS 285 

274 200 
-

3. 17 M 362 352 2 1 1 

3.50 W- 427 417 21 3 

4 .22 W 565 556 215 
-

4.34 W 586 581 222 
-

5.12 W 727 716 312 
-

5.72 VS 820 817 314 
--

5.92 S 857 852 226 

hence these photograms could not give any direct information. We had 
used this absence of 400 for some laborious calculations. which did not 
lead to any structure. On a photogram taken casually with Fe~radiation 
we found that 400 did reflect and even strongly. 
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TABLE VI. ROTATION-DIAGRAM ABOUT [201]; 1 = 2.286 À 

I I?istance I Intens. I 
1()3 sinH 12 

I 
1()3 sin2 ;:;12 

I hkl 
In cm. observed calculated 

Aequator 

2h+l=0 2.17 VS 180 170 112 

3.32 VS 388 376 122 

5.04 S 726 716 132 

Ist -zone 

348 ~ 20~ ~ 2h+l= 1 3.15 M 359 
350 121 

3.50 M 424 418 213 

623 ~ 031_~ 4.54 VW 631 
623 223 

2nd zone 

2h+l=2 1.52 W 111 100 012 

2.71 S 283 272 114 

3.30 M 389 382 212 
-

5.72 VS 824 818 314 
-

5.98 S 859 852 226 

Rotation-diagrams about [100] were made from Kl. to demonstrate 
once more on a crystal of known structure that one cannot conclude a 
structure-factor to be small when the reflection fails on a rotation-diagram. 
Exposures were made at first on crystals bounded by its ordinary cube
faces. and then with its edges ground off. It was to be expected that in 
the last case the (110) plane would have to suffer less from absorption. 
The result is given in table VII. 

TABLE VII. KI ROTATION-DIAGRAM ABOUT [100]; 1 = 2.286 À 
Observed intensities 

Structure-
Plane factor 

I 
Edges 

Cube face is reftecting face ground olf 

200 K +1 VVS Boundary face is reftecting face WM 

220 Item -- .. Through an edge .. VS 

400 .. VS Boundary face is reftecting face WM 

420 VS Not .. through an edge .. VS .. 
HO S Not .. through an edge .. S .. 
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In interpreting intensities of rotation-diagrams. not only for absorption 
but for the other influences as weIl. the factors must be used in their special 
forms as adapted to th is method. So for plan es belonging to the zone of 

the rotation-axis. instead of the powder factor . 2 "/ 1 "/ 1). a factor 
sm 2 cos 2 

_1~/ must be used for an imbedded crystal. For other planes a factor 
cos 2 

appears 2) originating from the resolution of the rotation-velocity parallel 
to the normal on the refiecting plane. We hope to revert to these in
tensity questions. investigating whether disturbing influences 3) can be limited 
sufficiently to make rotation-diagrams useful for intensity calculations. 

B. Therefore we have based our calculations mainly upon intensity
data from powder-photograms. The exposures were made with Cu-. Fe
and Cr-radiation. The intensities were independent of the degree of 
fineness of the powder. The si ze of our coarsest powder was ±0.005 mmo 
Our finest powder. obtained by pouring a methylalcoholic solution into 
water. was not greater than 0.001 mmo 

The exposures with Cu-radiation were made with a thin Ni-plate to 
filter away the CuK,~ rays. As contrasted with the Cu- and Fe-films, 
the Cr-exposures showed astrong general blackening; they could be 
used only to determine more accurately the place of the strongest 
lines. On the Cu-films readings could only be carried out weIl up to 
103 sin2 9)2 = ± 500; at greater angles of deviation the lines grew broad 
and diffuse. 

In table VIII the results of the measurements of the powder films are 
given. The mentioned values of 103 sin2 "/2 are averaged over many 
films and are corrected for the thickness of the rod following GERLACH

PAULI. 4). 
In the 4th column the planes are given which may cause the diffrac

tion line; in the 5th column the corresponding calculated values of 
103 sin2 

"/2' 

On the Fe-film. line nO. 11 is split up into two distinct lines of nearly 
the same intensity. with values of 103 sin2 "/2 (reduced to Cu) 248 and 
252 respectively. 

C. Determination of structure. 
HgI2 crystallizes tetragonal holohedrally. From table I it follows that 

the unit-cell is not body-centred. Hence the structure must be one 
belonging to the space-groups D!h =F D!~ 5). 

1) In the literature th is powder-formula is found used for rotation-diagrams La. O. 
HASSEL, Z . f. Kristallographie 61, 92 (192i), pag . 98. 

2) H. OTI, Z. f. Physik., 22. 201 (192i), pg. 212. 
3) H. OTI. 1. c. pg. 202. 
4) W . GERLACH and O. PAULI. Z. f. Physik. 7. 117 (1921). 
5) P. NIGGLI. Geom. Kristalogr. d. Diskont. pg. 129. 

R. W. G. WYCKOPP. The analytical expression of the theory of space groups. 
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TABLE VIII . POWDERFILM HgI2 [CuKa]. 

NO. Intensity 
103 sin2 :!Jh 

Possible planes 103 sin2 :!Jh calculated 
corrected 

I MS 35 100 ; 003 ; 101 31 ; 34 ; 35 

2 S 47 102 46 

3 M+ 67 004 ; 110 ; 103 ; 111 61 ; 62 ; 65 ; 66 

4 M+ 78 112 77 

5 VS 125 11i ; 200; 105; 201 123 ; 124 ; 126 ; 128 

6 W lil 006 ; 202 139; 139 

7 w + 161 203 ; 115 ; 211 158 ; 159 ; 159 

8 S 172 106; 212 169 ; 170 

9 w + 191 007 ; 213 187 ; 189 

10 W 221 21i; 107 ; 205 216 ; 221 ; 221 

11 

~ ~ 248 M 252 008; 220 ; 117 ; 215 246 ; 248 ; 250 ; 251 
Ilb 252 

12 w+ 264 206 ; 222 262 ; 263 

13 VW 279 108 ; 300 ; 301 ; 223 276 ; 278 ; 282 ; 282 

Ii M 297 216 : 302 293 ; 294 

15 W 325 312 324 

16 W 344 109; 217; 313 ; 225 341 ; 343; 343 ; 344 

17 MS+ 373 208 ; 314; 119; 305 370 ; 370; 372; 374 

18 W 384 00 JO ; 226 383 ; 386 

19 VW 407 320; 321 ; 315 402 ; 405; 406 

20 W+ 419 306 ; 322 416; 417 

21 W+ H7 11 10 ; 316 445 ; 447 

22 VW 467 324 ; 219 ; 307 463 ; 465 ; 466 

Two molecules of HgI2 must be placed in the unit~cell. Supposing 
that like atoms are equivalent. the mercury atoms must be placed in 
two~fold positions and the iodine atoms in four~fold ones. 

A first s~lection of possible cases was based on the intensities of the 
plan es h k O. The c~coordinate of the atoms is immaterial for the forma~ 
ti on of their structure~factor. The possible 13 combinations as regards 
the a and b coordinates. are the following. 
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two-fold positions: four-fold positions : 

1 o 1.- t 0 o t 0 1 t 0 t 0 2 "2 

2 u u U U u U U u 

3 u 0 U 0 o u 0 u 
4 o 0 o 0 i t 1 1 

"2 Y 

5 1 1 S ~ 1 J!. t t -;r -;r 4 -;r "4 4 

6 u u U u u+t i -u t-u u+t 
7 u u+t u t-u i-u u u+~- u. 
8 o 0 o 0 o t 0 1 t 0 1 0 2 "2 

9 u u u u u u U /l 

10 u 0 u 0 0 u 0 u 
11 1.- 1.- 1 1 t t 1 1 

2 2 Y Y "2 "2 

12 u 1 - 1 i u 1 U "2 U "2 "2 

13 o 0 o 0 o 0 o 0 

The parameter u has a range from 0° - 180° in the structures 2. 3. 
9. 10 and 12. and a range 0° _ 90° in Nos. 6 and 7. Now for u such a 
value has to be evaluated. that the course of the intensities of the prism-

planes appears. The approximate formula 1= . ,~S:/ is used; in this formula 
sm 2 

S = structure-factor. v = number of planes-factor. The scattering power 
of Hg and I has been taken as proportional to the number of electrons 
per ion. 78 and 54 respectively. For these heavy atoms and long waves 
the ratio of the scattering powers of Hg and I may be taken as approxima
tely independent of {} (see 4d). 

The estimated intensities of the prism-planes are given in table IX. 
These intensities have been derived from powder films and rotation

diagrams. On the powder films lines representing 210 and 310 were 
missing (See table VIII). About lines 5. 7 and 9 (tabie IX) nothing can be 
concluded from the powder-films; in their place lines have been observed 
which may be due to other reflections. The failure of these lines has 
been deduced from their non-observed intensity on rotation-diagrams 
(tabIe I). in which the reflection did not pass through an edge. These 
reflectioni? have been printed in fat type in table X. Column 2 gives 
the values of ~ /2 for these reflections (which have nowhere been observed); 
column 5 gives the angle rp between reflecting plane and bounding plane. 
Wh en ~/2 > rp. the reflection does not pass through an edge and con se
quently should have been observed. The intensities of lines 1. 2 and 4 
are obtained principally from rotation-diagrams about [001] (tabIe I); 
lines 1 and 4 are reflections from the bounding plane. so that their 
relative intensities may be obtained safely from rotation-diagrams. Line 2 
observed as faint. passes through an edge; hence it must be strong. 
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TABLE IX. TABLE X. 

110 VW 'f:rh 

2 200 ±S 

3 210 

Indices 

CuK I I CrK 

cp 
FeK 

4 220 ±S 210 23° 29° 36° 18° 
5 300 300 32 41 51 45 
6 310 310 3f H 56 26 
7 320 320 39 53 71 11 
8 400 Present 330 f8 70 - 0 
9 330 

10 420 Present 

With table IX the possible cases 1-13 have been examined with 
the following result: 

1. This case is not possible as plan es with hand k odd would have 
a structure~factor = 2Hg + 4 I. 

2. With the intensity ratio of 310 and 400 only u < 30° and u > 150° 
is consistent. This case is derived from D!h' in whieh 4 I~atoms have 
the same c~coordinate; hence their mutual distance should be smaller 

o 
than 0.8 A. This must be considered as impossible. as, according 

o 
to BRAGG 1) the atomie radius of I is equal to 1.40° A. 

3. To be rejected on the intensity ratio of 110. 200. 210. and 310. 
4. Cannot be rejected. 
5. This gives S200 = 2Hg - 41. which is too smalI. 
6. From the intensities 310 and 400 follows u < 30° and u> 150°. 

This case is derived from D!~. in whieh only 0 and 1/2 figure in 
the c~coordinates. To be rejected because of the relative inten~ 
si ties of 102 and 104. 300 and 302. 210 and 212 etc. 

7. To be rejected from the intensities of 110 and 200. 
8. 300 is calculated too strong. 
9. To be rejected from the intensities of 110 and 200. 

10. To be rejected from the intensities of 110. 200 and 300. 
11. Same as 1. 
12. Impossible on account of the intensities of 110. 200 and 210. 
13. Impossible because all structure~factors are equal to 2Hg + 41. 

Finally only the fourth case remains. which is found to be derived 
from the following two structures : 

I Hg: 0 tut 0 iï ; I: 0 0 vOO v t t v t t V. D!h 
11 OOt ~ t 0; 0 t v 0 t v + t t 0 v tOt - v. D!~. 

1) w . L. BRAGG. Phi!. Mag. fO, 169 (1920). 
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(In II the b~axis is shifted '/2 with respect to case 4) I). 
I. Here the structure~factor reads: 

S = Hg 1 (-I)k e2'1rilu + (-I)h e-2'1ri/u 1 + 2I 11 + (_I)h+k I cos 2n Iv. 

N ow all possible structure~factors can be divided into three groups, viz.: 

for the planes pil:Sp//=Hgsin2nul 

ppl: Spp/ = Hg cos 2n ui + 2I cos 2n vi 

i i I : Sii / = Hg cos 2n u 1- 2I cos 2n v I. 

Here i represents an odd index; p an even one. 
If the reflections observed on the rotation~diagrams are arranged in 

these groups, a dependance of their intensities on I only should appear 
in each group (apart of course from the influence of absorption etc.). 

N ow this happens to be the case in all planes viz.: 

p i 2 rather strong p i 4 missing 

p p 2 missing or very faint p p 4 missing 

i i 2 rather strong i i 4 very strong. 

It is not difficult to enclose u and v between rather narrow limits 
with the help of these data and the fact th at 102 is astrong line on 
the powder film, while 104 fails. 

Further calculations, which are omitted to save space, show however 
that no va lues of u and v can be found giving reasonable agreement 
with the observed powder~intensities. 

II. This structure is identical with the somewhat simpier form: 

Hg: 0 OOt t t; /: 0 t v 0 t v + t t 0 v tOt..- v. 

Here too, just as in A, only the c~coordinate contains the parameter 
and the same splitting up of the structure~factor into three groups can 
be carried out: 

Spil = Hg 11-(-1)/ 1 + 2 i! 11+(-1)/ 1 sin 2 n v I 
Spp/ =Hg 11+(-1)/1+2 /11+(-1)1 1 cos2nvl 
Siil = Hg 11+(-1)/ 1- 2 / 11+(-1)/ 1 cos 2 n vI. 

According to these formulae the structure~factors of all planes p p i 
and i i i are zero. Indeed, all these plan es are absent on the rotation~ 
diagrams. 

Referring to the table above we find the following con di ti ons : 

Spi2 = 2 / sin 2 v, moderate Spi" = 2 / sin 4 v, small 
Spp2= Hg + 2/ cos 2 v, small Spp4= Hg + 2/ cos 4 v, small 
Sii2 = Hg - 2 / cos v, moderate Sii4 = Hg - 2 / cos 4 v, large. 

From the intensities of 102 and 104 on the powder~film, strong and 
not observed respectively, it follows that the intensity of 102 must be 
rather smaller than 104 {J. Hence we may require /104 < t /102. From this 

') Notation see W'JCKOPP I. c. 
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inequality it follows that sin 2 v > 1.5 sin 4 v and hence in the range of 
v to be considered: 35° < v < 55°. For different values of v between 
these limits. the intensities of the powder film were calculated. The 
value v = 50° proved to ag ree very weil with the observed intensities. 
as will be seen from table XI. The intensities. as given in the third 

v S2 1 +COS21'f 
column. are calculated from I = . 2 ~ I ~ I . 

sm 2 cos 2 

In S we have taken Hg = 2.9 and 1=2. which ag rees with the 
++ 

ratio of the number of electrons in Hg- and I-ons. v is the number-of-
plane-factor which equals 16 for plan es h k I; 2 for 00 I; 4 for h 0 0 and 
hhO; and 8 for hkO. hOI and hhl. 

The flrst column of table XI gives all possible combinations of indices. 
only the planes of the form i i i and p p i are omitted. their structure 

T ABLE XI. POWDERFILM RED Hgl 2 CuKa. 

Indices I Intens. I Intens. 11 Indices I Intens. I Intens. 11 Indices I Intens. I Intens. I 
observed calculated observed calculated observed calculated 

100 

~ 
o Î 214 ~ 0 .2~ 208 ~ LIl MS ~3. 7 W 0.7 

101 3.7 107 0.5 
314 ~ MS+ 2.6 3.9 

102 S 4.8 008 

! : lM 
Oil 305 0.2 

004 ~ 

:, l" 
220 1.1 2.3 00 10 ~ o Î 

\ W \0.7 
110 M+ 215 0 .8 226 

103 ~ 
0.7 

1.8 206 ~ 1.0~ 320 

~ o ~0.5 w+ 1.2 VW 
112 M+ 2.4 222 0.2 321 0.5 

104 - 0.27 108 ~ 0.3~ 1010 - 0.1 

114 ~ Ol 300 ~ VW o ~0 . 6 306 ! 0 . 3~ W+ 1.1 
200 ~ VS 2.6 8.4 301 0.3 322 ~ 0.8 

105 0.9 216 

~ 0.9~ 323 - 0.4 
M 1.5 

006 

~ 
0.55( 302 0.6 11 10 ~ 0.9~ W (0 W+ 1.0 

202 0 .45 118 - 0 316 0.1 

210 - 0 224 - 0.03 
3,. l O'l 211 W+ 1.3 310 - 0.03 219 VW 0.4 0.7 

106 

~ 
0.9 Î 303 - 0.3 307 0.2 

S ~3 . 2 
212 2.3 312 W 0.9 

~ 
- 0.03 304 - 0.06 

213 W+ 1.1 1 109 

~ 0.3~ W 0.8 
116 - 0.06

11 

217 0.5 
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factor being identieally equal to zero and none of these reflections having 
been observed. 

D. /nfluence of the dependance of the scattel'Ïng power on the angle 
of deviation. 

In calculating the above intensities. the influence of heat~motion. the 
absorption in the rod and the dependance of scattering power on {} are 
neglected. Hence only intensity~ratio's of lines lying not too far apart 
may be compared. We tested whether. taking into account this depen~ 
dance. anything is changed in the intensity~ratio's given in table XI. 

An approximate idea of this dependance could be obtained from a 
paper by HARTREE I). In our case the ratio of the scattering powers 
appears to be sufficiently constant to neglect its change. comparing only 
lines not too far apart. This now is required because of the neglect of 
the absorption in the rod. whieh cannot be calculated accurately for a 
heavy powder. 

5. Accuracy of the determination of the parameter. 
The parameter v can be determined with fairly great accuracy. Indeed 

v = 53° is eliminated since for the successive lines 13 V.w .. 14 m. and 
15 w .. the intensities are calculated as 0.9. 1.1 and 1.5 respectively. On 
the other hand. with v = 47° lioe 18 is calculated weaker than line 19. 
Hence we may put v = 50° ± 2,5°. We have ascertained that these 
limits do not alter with permissable changes in the ratio of the scattering 
powers. 

6. Discussion of the structure. 
Our structure is built up of layers of Hg1 2• in whieh each Hg~ion is 

surrounded nearly tetrahedrally by four I~ions. The di stance between 
a Hg~ion and an adjacent I~ion (2.80 A) ag rees tolerably well with the 
sum of the atomie radii. respectively amounting to 1,50 Ä for Hg in 
cubie HgS 2) and 1.40 A for I in the alkalihalides 3). The distance between 
successive layers is very large; the distance from an I atom in one layer 
to the neighbouring Hg~ion in the next layer amounting to 4.98 A. 

Apart from the fact that the Hg~ions are not surrounded exactly 
tetrahedrally by I~ions. the structure changes into the fluorspar~type by 
compressing the layers in the direction of the c~axis. This is shown on 
the plate. in whieh Arepresents the cell described above containing 
two molecules. B the crystallographie cell having the basal~diagonal of 
A for side and hence containing 4 molecules; C the fluorsparstructure 
obtained by compressing the layers. 

I) D. R. HARTREE. Phil. Mag. 50. 289 (1925). 
2) N. H. KOLKMEYER. J. M. BIJVOET en A. KARSSEN. Rec. trav. Chim. 0.677 (1924). 
3) W. L. BRAGG. Phil. Mag. 40. 169 (1920). 
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As regards the I-ions. the dimensions of this structure agree remarkably 
weil with those found in Snlt I) and in CdI2 2). In these structures also 

a . b. c. 

the shortest . distance in one layer between an I-ion and the adjacent 
positive ion is in agreement with BRAGG'S values for the atomie radii; 

o 
the distance between two I-ons in successive layers.is equal to 4.18 A 
in case of HgI 2• while it amounts to 4.21 Á in both SnI4 and CdI2• 

According to HUND 3) these layer-structures should be ascribed 
probably to the great extent to which the ions can be polarized; 
in our case it must be the I-ion. for which this has been found 
already in quite another way 4). Under the influence of the adjacent 
Hg-ions the I-ion will behave as a doublet. pointing with its positive 
charge to the next layer. So with large polarisibility the layer-structure 
should be the stabie one. having less energy than the more compact. 
but unpolarised fluorspar-type. This is in analogy with the calculated case 
that amongst the rod-models of the water-molecule the compact symme
trieal model should be stabie with small polarisibility. whereas an asym
metrical model should be stabie in the opposite cas~ 5). 

The formation of layers in this structure easily accounts for the perfect 
basal cleavage. 

According to GROTH 6) HgI2 crystals crystallised from acetone. 

I) R. G . DICKINSON. Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. -tSo 958 (1923). 
2) R. H . BOZORTH. Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. H, 2232 (1922). 
3) F. HUND. Phys. Z. 26, 683 (1925). 
t) M. BORN en W . HEISENBERG. Z. f. Physik. 23, 388 (1924). 
5) W . HEISENBERG. Z. f. Physik 26. 196 (1924), F. HUND id. 31. 81 (1925). 
6) P. GROTH. Chemische kristallographie I. pg. 218. 
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showed bi~axial birefringence and lamellar~structure with mutually per~ 

pendieular basal~directions . In connection with MALLARO's hypothesis 
that higher~symmetrie crystals should be considered as polysynthetie twins 
of lower~symmetrie lamels 1), it is obvious to suppose the elemen~ 

tary cell of Hgl 2 to be rhombic and the crystal structure pseudotetragonal. 
During our X~ray investigation of crystals crystallised from methyliodide 
no indieation of th is supposed pseudo~tetragonality was found. The 
cell dimensions at least can differ only very little from those given above. 
We intend to investigate these anomalous crystals. 

7. Summary. 
Red tetragonal holohedral Hgl2 has been investigated with X~rays by 

the rotating~crystal~and the powder method. Photograms were made with 
copper~. iron~. and chromium radiation. The cell dimensions are a = 4.38 A. 
c = 12.43 Ä. with 2 molecules to the unit~cell. The density is calculated as 
6.28 in good agreement with the values given in the literature 6,28 to 6.30. 

Amongst all possible holohedral space~groups only D!it fits the ob~ 
served intensities. The atomie 'positions are : 

Hg: 000 ttt 
I :Ot v Ot v+ t tOv 50 ± 2,5 tOt - v with v = 360 

The influence of the dependance of the scattering power on the angle 
of deviation has been considered. Table XI gives the observed and 
calculated .intensities; the agreement is very good. 

On the plate A gives the above structure. B the crystallographie 
cell containing 4 molecules. The Hg~ions are arranged in a body~centred 
lattice ; each Hg~ion is surrounded nearly tetrahedrally by four I~ions. 

The structure can be changed into the fluorspar~structure by compressing 
the layers in the direction of the c~axis. (Plate: B .... C). In the alkali~ 
iodides the negative I~ion is surrounded evenly all~round by positive 
ions. In Hgl2 ho wever among the four Hg~ions surrounding each I~ion. 

o 
two are lying at a distance of 2.80 A. agreeing with the sum of the 
atomie radii . while the other two are at the much greater distance of 

o 
4.98 A. The shortest distance between two I~ions in successive layers 

o 
(= 4.18 A) ag rees remarkably weil with the same di stance in Snli and 

o 
Cdl2 (in both 4.21 A). 

By the arrangement in layers the excellent basal cleavage is readily 
explained. The stability of the open marshalling may be explained. 
according to HUNO. by taking into account the polarisation of the I~ion. 

In interpreting our photograms the structure was assumed to be hol~ 
ohedral. Complete agreement between observation and calculation being 
obtained. no indieation was found of a supposed pseudo~tetragonality 

of the structure. 

1) F . M. JAEGER. Inleiding tot de studie der kristalkunde. pg. 202. 
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The smallness of the structure~factor of a plane may be deduced from 
the absence of the reflection on rotation~diagrams. only wh en the reflec~ 
ti on does not pass "through an edge". 

A considerable amount of the experimental work in th is investigation 
has been done with great ability by our amanuensis A. KREUGER. 

We are indebted to Prof. SMITS for his kind interest. 

Amsterdam. January 25th 1926. 

Note added June 2nd
• 

Lab. of General and Inorganic 
Chemistry of the University. 

In the Physical Laboratory of the University Manchester one of us (A. c.) made some 
measurements on HgI2 with the X-ray spectrometer, mainly to determine more accurately 

o 0 

the dimensions of the unit cell. These were found to be : a = 4.357 A: c = 12.36 A. 
accurate to about 0.1 % and fully agreeing with recent data of HAVIGHURST (Am. J. 
Science 10, 556 (1925) : a = 4.356 A: c=12.34 A), which reached us in the mean-time. 

The intensity of reflexion of MoK:z-rays from [(IlO) and (OOI) planes is given below. 
As only small crystals were available only qualitative measurements were made. 

I 
sin "'12 I Intens. 

11 1 

sin "'12 I Intens. 

IlO 0 . 11 
I 

vvw 002 0.06 m 

220 0.23 vs 004 0.12 -

330 0.34 - 006 0.17 s 

440 0.46 vw 008 0.23 s 

0010 0.29 -

0012 

I 

0.35 -

I 0014 0.40 w 

Especially the intensities of the (OOI) reflexions confirm fully the above structure. 
The powder-intensities given by HA VIGHURST agree weil with ours. He made no 

attempt to locate the atoms. 



Physics. - "Experiments on the {luctuations of the velo city in a 
current of air." By Prof. J. M. BURGERS. (Communication N°. 8 
from the Laboratory for Aerodynamic~ and Hydrodynamics of 
the Technical Highschool at Delft). (Communicated by Prof. P. 
EHRENFEST). 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30, 1926). 

§ 1. In order to get an insight into the structure of the turbulent 
motion of a fluid it is necessary not only to pay attention to the 
distribution of the mean velocity over the field. but also to consider its 
irregular variations or fluctuations. These fluctuations occur both in the 
direction and in the magnitude of the velocity. Apart from the mean 
amplitude and the frequency of the fluctuations the possibility of the 
existence of a correlation between directional fluctuations and variations 
of .the absolute value of the velocity has to be studied; further the 
correlation between the simultaneous variations of the velocity in differ~ 
ent points of the field deserves attention. 

A complete analysis of the "spectrum" of the fluctuations will only 
be possible when a number of special methods of research will have 
been developed. Some peculiarities. however. may be studied with the 
aid of hot wire anemometers. Wh en a th in platinum wire. heated by 
an electric current of constant intensity i. is exposed to a current of 
air. the temperature of the wire will depend on the cooling effect of 
the air current; wh en - as generally will be the case - the tempera~ 
tu re of the air is constant. the temperature of the wire will be a function 
of the velocity of the air. Every variation of the velocity of the latter 
produces a variation of the temperature of the wire. and consequently 
a variation of its electrical resistance; hence it is possible to study these 
variations by means of a galvanometer. furnished with a recording 
apparatus. 

The relation between the changes of the temperature suffered by the 
wire and the variations of the velocity of the air current is determined 
by the equation : 

dfi = 1 (8'- fi) 
dt 

in which the letters have the following meaning: 
t= the time; 

(1) 

8 = the instantaneous value of the difference in temperature between 
wire and air current; 

(j' = the difference in temperature for which the cooling effect of the 
air current. as determined by the value of the velocity existing at the 

36 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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moment t. exactly would be balanced by the heat developed in the wire 
(hen ce in this equation 0' has to be considered as a given function of t. 
which can be calculated as soon as the velocity is known); 

). = a coefficient. which approximate1y is given by the expression : 

). = 0.2~~ Ro (2) 

in which i is the intensity of the electric current through the wire (it is 
supposed that i is invariable. which can be obtained by inserting a 
resistance of sufficient magnitude in series with the wire); Ro is the 
resistance of the wire at the temperature of the air. and C is the heat 
capacity of the wire. 

It will be seen that ). is independent of the leng th of the wire. as both 
Ro and Care proportional to the latter quantity. 

The formula is deduced from the equation: 

cC;:: = 0.24 i2 R (0) - Q (U. 0) (3) 

in which Q (U. 0) designs the heat lost per second by the wire. when 
exposed to an air current of velocity U. As 0' is defined by the 
equation: 

0.24 i2 R (0') = Q (U. 0'). 

we may write the right hand side of (3): 

024 i2 dR (8_0') _ àQ (0_0') 
• dO à8 (4) 

N ow according to the theory of the hot wire anemometer as developed 
by KING I). Q is proportional to O. and thus àQjàO = QjO = 0.24 i2 RIO. 
This transforms formula (4) into: 

0.24 i2 (~~ _~) (0_0') = 0.24 i
2 

(R-;O dRldO) (0'-0), 

and so proves (2). 
The formula. when applied to some types of wires which have been 

used. gives values of ). of the order of magnitude: 50. for wires of a 
diameter of 0.05 mm; 250. for wires of a diameter of 0.015 mm; 2000-
5000. for wires of a diameter of 0.002 mm (supposing 0 is ab out 5000 C. 
in the former cases. but less in the latter case). 

When it is supposed th at the fluctuations of the velocity are produced 
by vortices. the axes of which are perpendicular to the direction of the 
mean motion. then the diameter of these vortices may be taken equal 
to 1 cm (or less) for a velocity of the air current of 10 m/sec -
which is very weB possible in the case of the motion in the boundary 
layer along a wan - and thus frequencies of the order of 1000 may 

I) L. V . KING. On the convection of heat from small cylinders in a stream of Huid, 
etc., Phil. Trans. London. A 211, p . 373. 1911. 
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be expected. Only by using very thin wires. connected to very fast 
galvanometers (oscillographs). it will be possible to record such fluctuations. 

The preliminary researches described in the following lines. however. 
have been executed with wires of 0.05 and 0.015 mm diameter; torsion 
string galvanometers. constructed by the N.V. v/h P. J. KIPp & ZONEN 

at Delft. have been used. These follow fluctuations with frequencies up 
to about 50 per second. which correspond with regions of disturbance. 
the "wave length" of which (for an air velocity of 8 to 12 m/sec) is 
ab out 20 cm or more. 

The experiments have been made in the wind channel of the Laboratory 
for Aerodynamics and Hydrodynamics of the Technical Highschool at 
Delft; the dimensions of this channel are as follows: sec ti on: 80 cm 
(square); length of the part destined for experiments: 400 cm; before 
t>ntering this part the air strikes along a honeycomb or collector. con~ 
sisting of two sets of copper blades. forming 100 square channels of 8 
cm width and of a length of 25 cm. 

In order to fix the position of any point in the channel. the following 
coordinate system will be used: the X axis from the honeycomb down 
stream along the channel; the Y axis horizontal from the wall on the 
side where the experimenter stands to the other wall; the Z axis vertical 
from the bottom to the top. The blad es of the honeycomb consequently 
are Iying in the planes: Y = 8. 16 .... 72 cm; resp. Z = 8. 16 .... 72 
cm; they extend from X = - 25 cm to X = o. 

§ 2. Dimensions of the vortices in a direction perpendicular to that 
of the air current. 

In order to get an idea of the lateral dimensions of the regions of 
disturbance two anemometers we re used. with separate resistance mea
su ring appliances. The motions of the mirrors of the two galvanometers 
were photographed simultaneouslyon the same strip of paper. The X 
and Z coordinates of the wires were equal ; their distance f::,. Y = YI - Y 2 

could be altered. in order to find at what distance correlation between 
the fluctuations. as indicated by the two wires. still could be detected. 

It appeared that this distance was of the order of magnitude of 1 or 
2 cm. As an instance the curves obtained with f::,. Y = 1 cm (X = 372 cm; 
Z = 40 cm; na objects in the channel) have been reproduced in fig. 1. 
The mean velocity was 8.0 m/sec; the scale of the upper curve is: 
1 mm = a change of velo city of 3.1 cm/sec; the scale of the lower 
curve: 1 mm = a change of velocity of 1.6 cm/sec (the scale has been 
determined according to the method described in § 5). Both wires had 
a diameter of 0.015 mmo 

If the instantaneous value of the velocity is denoted by U. its mean 
value by U. and if: U = U + u. th en the value of ~ as derived from 
the curves. is ahout 60 (cm/sec)2. The correlation between the two 
curves is c1early visible. At smaller distances it increases considerably. 

36* 
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This result at the same time demonstrates that the wires used in these 
experiments may not have too great lengths ; otherwise one end of the 
wire will reach into other regions of disturhance than the other. A leng th 
of 1 cm may he considered as an upper limit. 
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In the case of the motion in the boundary layer the dimensions in 
the direction perpendicular to the wall may be different from those in 
the direction parallel to the wall (but still perpendicular to the mean 
velocity). In order to study the distribution of the regions of disturbance 
along the length of the wire. a wire was used provided with six 
potential leads. spaeed at distances of 5 mm (see fig . 2). By connecting 
compensational circuits with two pairs of potential leads. the sim uI. 
taneous variations of the velocity at two points of the wire could be 
photographed. In one of the experiments executed the thickness of the 

r--<~------,l' 

0-3""; _____ --=<+: I AZ 

6 6 -

l'fJ-------' p 'f 

Fig. 2. Arrangement for the determination of the height of the regions 
of disturbance. 
P P: electrically heated wire'; I-I. 2-2 . .. . 6-6: potential 
leads; compensational circuits have been connected to the pairs 
2-3 and 5-6; GJ. GJl galvanometers; y : distance of the wire 
P P from the glassplate along which the boundary layer is 
formed ; ~Z: vertical distance of the points under observation. 

boundary layer at the section wh ere the wire was placed. was 2.2 cm; 
when the distance y of the wire from the wall amounted to 5.3 cm. 
the correlation could c1early be detected with 6. Z = 1.0 cm. and was 
nearly absent with 6. Z = 2.0 cm. However. wh en the distance y was 
less (1.0' cm). the correlation was c1early to be seen also with 6. Z = 2.0 cm. 

§ 3. Determinatian af the directianal variatians af the velacity. 
When the distance between twa wires is very small (0.2 or 0.1 mm). 

they will always be struck by the same regians af dis turban ce. and thus 
will show a perfect correlation. However. the two wires together now 
form an instrument which is sensitive to variations of the direction of 
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the air current. This is due to the circumstance that when the direction 
of the air current is not exactly normal to the plane of the two wires, 
hot air will be driven from the more exposed wire to the other, which 
is somewhat shielded by the former one, and in this way a difference 
of temperature is produced. In order to be able to determine simul~ 
taneously both the direction and the velocity of the current, the arrange~ 
ment represented in fig . 3 may be used. It consists of two Wheatstone 
bridge circuits. The wires are denoted by PI and P 2 ; they are connected 
in series, so that the current through them is the same. WI and w2 are 

J' 

P, 

A 

w ~ooSl. 

\NNW~ ~ ~------------I ~ 
Fig_ 3. Arrangement for the simultaneous observation of the variations 

of the direction and of the magnitude of the velocity. 

approximately equal resistances, which can be altered by small amounts 
by means of shunts. The resistance W is determined in such a way 
that with a given value of the current through the wire and a given 
value of the air velocity, galvanometer GIl is in its zero point. The 
deviations of GIl from its zero point th en show the fluctuations of the 
absolute value of the velocity. On the other hand galvanometer GI shows 
the difference in temperature between the wires, and hence the directional 
deviations of the velocity. A is an ammeter. 

The construction of the instrument is to be seen from fig. 4. A pla~ 

tinum wire in the form of a loop P I P2 is soldered to the points of two 
needies NN, which are fastened into the copper blocks BB, and are 
electrically isolated from each other. The loop is held tight by another 
loop, L, lying in a plane perpendicular to that of P I P2 , and made from 
a somewhat thicker wire, soldered to an elastic strip of german silver, 
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V; it serves at the same time as galvanometer lead (g' in fig. 3). The 
ends of the wire PIP2 are soldered to those sides of the points of the 
needies which are turned to each other. and which have been filed down 
in some measure. In mounting the wire the distance of the two ends 

10 em 

Fig . '4 Band b. Hot wire anemometer for the observations of varia
tions both of direction and of magnitude of the velocity. 

The copper blocks 1. 2, 3 respectively are connected 
electrically with the ends PI and P2 of the wire, and 
with the loop L. 

forming the loop is regulated by hand by shifting the needies in the 
holes provided for them in the copper blocks BB ; th en they are fastened 
by means of little screws, while with the aid of other screws the needies 
may be bent slightly, in order to bring their points exactly at the same 
height and in the same plane (the plane of fig. 4a). The instrument has 
been designed with a view of using it for measurements in the boundary 
layer along a glass plate. in which case the disturbance of the air 
current must be reduced to a minimum. The ends of the needies must 
not be connected; otherwise it would be impossible to stretch both 
wires at the same time. 

By means of the screws 5 15 2 the anemometer was fastened to a 
vertical rod. which by means of a horizontal rod was connected to a 
second vertical rod. The latter rod could be rotated about its axis. and 
if the anemometer was mounted correctly the axis passed just between 
the two wires (which also were vertical). The angle of rotation could 
be read on a divided circle. fixed to this rod at the outside of the channel. 
In the normal position of the apparatus (OO or 180°) the plane of the 
wires (i. e. the plane of fig. 4a) was perpendicular to the axis of the 
wind channel. The who Ie arrangement could be moved in the Y direction 
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by means of a slide. provided with screw motion ; the di stance traversed 
was read on scales. 

As the electrical measuring instruments were placed in an other room 
than that where the channel stands. the leads I-I'. 2-2'. 3-3'. 1-1'· 
and g-g' (cf. fig. 3) were rather long. and their resistance had to be 
taken into account wh en caJculating the current through the wire. By 
way of example the principle data. referring to experiments executed 
Jan. 9th • 1926. are given here: distance of both ends of the wire: 0.12 mm ; 
diameter of wire: 0.05 mm; leng th of each end: ca. 9 mmo Resistance 
of wire and leads I' -P\-P2-1' during the experiments: 2.37 Q; at 
room temperature: 1.28 Q; w\ and W2 = ca. 3 Q; W = 172 Q. Current 
through the wire for a mean velocity of the air equal to 11.4 m/sec: 
0.90 Amp.; through the ammeter: 1.200 Amp. 

§ 4. Calibration of the Anemometer. 
A. Calibration for variations of direction. 
At a given value U of the velocity of the air current. and a value i 

of the intensity of the electric current through the ammeter. the resist
ance W is regulated so that GIl is in its zero position ; then the plane 
of the wires is set under various angles (a + 90°) to the direction of the 
air current. and for every position the value of W\-W2 that brings 
G1 back to its zero point is determined. Observation of GIl at the same 
time will show whether the velocity determination is influenced or not 
by variations of the direction. A difficulty in these determinations is 
caused by the circumstance that the galvanometers never are wholly at 
rest. so that it is necessary to estimate their mean reading. The sensitivity 
therefore cannot be brought up to the highest possible value. The data 
mentioned below. which relate to experiments made Jan. 9th • 1926. do 
not pretend to be of high accuracy; their only aim is to give an idea 
of the sensitivity which can be obtained. 

For angles between -10° and + 10° the difference W\-W2 which 
brings G1 back to its zero position is approximately a linear function of 
a. The sensitivity is somewhat greater for values of a between -5° 
and +5° than outside of this interval; the difference. however. is small. 
As a mean the formula was obtained: 

W\- W2 = 0.0040 a + c (5) 

(W in Q. a in degrees) with U = 11.4 m/sec. i = 1.200 Amp.; W 172 Q. 

During the experiments c changed sometimes in an irregular manner 
with an amount of 0.004 Q. There could not be detected any influence 
of a on the indication of GIl. 

B. Calibration for variations of velocity. 
These calibrations we re executed with a = 0°; i is kept constant. and 

for various values of U the value of W is determined which brinQs 
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Gil into its zero point. It is necessary carefully to take notice of the 
value of i. as small variations of the intensity of the e1ectric current may 
have àn appreciabIe influence on the results. In order to reduce the 
disturbances due to such an effect. it may be preferred to give various 
fixed values to W. and to determine for each of these values the intensity 
i which brings Gil back to its zero point. as a function of U. By means 
of interpolation it is possible afterwards to obtain (à W/à U)i=onst .. GII=O' 

W does not change linearly with U over great ranges . . With U = 11.4 
m/sec. i = 1.200 Amp. the mean value: 

àW/àU =0.015 Q per cm/sec 

was obtained. 
During these measurements attention was paid to the galvanometer G1 

and it was considered whether the value of WI-W2 which for a = 0° 
brings G1 into its zero position. systematically va ried with the value of 
U or not. Such a variation might be produced by two causes. In the 
first place it may be expected that when the two ends of the wire are 
not mounted symmetrically. changes of temperature of the whole system 
will produce differences of temperature between the two ends. This can 
easily be detected when. for a constant value of U. the value of i is 
changed; in that case G1 might show a systematic variation dependent 
on i. Wh en the plane of the two wires is not perpendicular to the 
direction of the air current. such an effect is clearly visible; it changes 
sign with the sign of the angle of deviation and the position can be 
found in which it disappears. If this position does not correspond to 
a = 0°. the plane of the wires has not the correct position in the appa~ 
ratus. and must be altered by bending the needIes slightly by means of 
the sm all screws provided for that purpose in the blocks B B. 

In the second place the position of the needJes reJatively to each other 
might be changed by the pressure exerted on them by the air current. 
Wh en the first mentioned effect had been eliminated. in some cases an 
influence of the value of U (at constant temperature of the wires) could 
be detected; it had the expected direction. but was very sm all (changes 
of c amounting to 0.002 Q. corresponding to an angle of 1/2°. for changes 
of U from 10 to 13 m/sec) I). 

§ 5. Scale of the galvanometers. 
It has been mentioned that the motions of . the mirrors of both galva~ 

nometers G1• Gil were photographed simultaneously. The scales of the 

I) With an anemometer having wires of 0.015 mm diameter. spaced 0,07 mm from each 
other, much greater disturbances due to this cause were observed. Therefore the needies. 
after having been brought to their correct position. have been connected firmly with 
each other by means of a drop of sealing wax. Besides before each new series of experi
ments it was necessary to inquire at what angle " the difference WI - W2 appeared to he 
independent of U and of i. This angle then was choósen as the zero point of the direc
tional calibration. (Note added in the proof). 
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curves thus obtained were derived from measurements of the deviations 
corresponding to known variations of WI-W2 and of W. In order to 
get rid of the disturbances due to the fluctuations of the velocity of the 
air current, which eau se a never ending oscillation of the mirrors. the 
wire was taken out of the connection during these determinations. and 
was replaced by two unvariable resistances of the correct magnitude. From 
the values of (à Gllà (WI-W2) ).=con.l.. (à GIl/à W)U=const·. found in this way. 
and from the values of (à(WI-w2)/àa)GI=O' (àW/à U)Gil=O' deduced from 
the calibration of theanemometer. the scale of the curves is found by 
means of the formulae: 

àGI àGI à(WI-W2) dGIl àGIl àW 
àa à(WI-W2) àa ; dU = - àW àU' 

As U was equal to 11.4 m/sec. an angle a of + 10 corresponded to 
a lateral component of the velocity 0 = - 20 cm/sec (according to the 
direction of the Y axis. defined in § 1). The following values were 
obtained: 

àGI/à(WI-W2) = 3600 mm/Q; àGIl/àW = 38 mm/Q; 

and hence: 

ào/àGI = 1.4 cm/sec per mm; àu/àGIl = 1.75 cm/sec per mmo 

§ 6. As an example of the application of the instrument some records 
have been reproduced (fig. 5) relating to the motion of the air behind 
the honeycomb. The coordinates of the pair of wires were: X = 50 cm; 
Z = 44 cm; Y resp. 36.0. 39.0. 40.0. 41.0 and 44.0 cm. The plane 
Y = 40.0 cm contains a blade of the honeycomb. hence in this plane 
U will have a minimum value. whereas in the planes Y = 36.0 and 44.0 
cm U will have maxima. The distribution of the velocity had already 
been determined on a former occasion by Dr. Ir. VAN DER HEGGE ZIJNEN. 

with the aid of a Pitot tube (for a mean velocity U of 24 m/sec); it 
was found that the minima were rather narrow. the maxima very broad. 
The difference between the maximum and the mimmum value of the 
velocity amounts to ca. 7 0/ 0 , 

The following peculiarities may be remarked in the records: 
In the points of maximum velocity the amplitude of the u component 

(variation in the absolute value of the velocity) is small. that of the 0 

component (directional variation) is great. The contrary takes place in 
the point of minimum velocity I). The records relating to the sloping 

I) In order to keep the u-curve for Y = 40.0 cm within the field of the camera, the 
resistance W in this case was increased to 173 fl; this caused a displacement of the curve 
(in the positive or upward direction) over 38 mmo 

In the records for Y = 36.0 cm and for Y = 44,0 cm the mean ordinate of the u-curve is 
about 54 mm above the time mark; in the record for Y = 40,0 cm it is about 45 mm 
above it. Noticing the purposely applied displacement of 38 mm upwards in the latter 
case. it is found that in reality the u-curve has moved downwards over 54-(45-38) 
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Fig. 5. Records of the variations of the u and v components of the velocity in points of the hne X = 50 cm, Z = 44 cm in the 
wind channel. In every record the upper curve represents v, the lower one u : the positive direction is always upwards. 
The curves have been reduced to 1/2 their original size. The time mark - _ denotes 1 second (in the record for 
Y = 41.0 cm the first time mark has come too late). 
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parts of the velocity curve U (Y) clearly show a correlation between 
the variations of u and of v; as could be expected this correlation is 
positive in the point Y = 39,0 cm, and negative in the point Y = 41.0 
cm. The correlation is produced by the circumstance that those elements 
of fluid which pass through the point of observation in a direction, 
deviating from the normal or mean direction of the motion, have started 
from a layer of fluid, where the mean velocity was either greater or 
less than in the point of observation. Such a correlation is not present 
in the records relating to the maxima or minima of the velocity. 1) 

It 'is possible to combine the fluctuations of u and those of v optic~ 
ally, by means of the same method which is used in demonstrating 
LISSAJOUS'S curves. In this case the galvanometers are mounted in such 
a way that the plane of the motion of the mirror of one of them is 
perpendicular to the corresponding plane of the other; with the aid of 
a lense an image of the mirror of the first galvanometer is formed ' on 
the mirror of the second one, and the system is illuminated by one lamp. 
Then a spot of light can be projected on a screen, the horizontal motions 
of which for instanee may correspond to the fluctuations of the u 
component, whilst the vertical motions correspond to the fluctuations of 
the v component. This affords an easy method of demonstrating the 
presence or absence of correlation between the two components. 2) 

= 47 mmo This corresponds with a decrease of velocity of about 80 cm/sec; hence the 
7 % difference in velocity between the maxima and minima which has been mentioned 
in the text. 

In the records for Y = 39,0 cm and for 41.0 cm the mean ordinate of the u-curve is 
only little below that of the u-curve in the records relating to the maxima of the velocity . 

1) Sometimes a correlation between the u and the v components was observed in the 
point Y = 40,0 cm. This may be ascribed to the fact that the direction of the mean current 
in the channel sometimes deviated from that of the X-axis, owing to disturbances origin
ating in the room where the channel was placed (indications of such an effect have been 
observed also during other experiments). In such a case the minimum of velocity would 
not lie in the point Y = 40,0 cm but somewhat to the right or to the left of it . 

The point marked + in the record for Y = 39,0 cm is of some interest : here a con
siderable negative value of v (angle of deviation about 3° or 4°) Is accompanied by an 
increase of the u component; it may be supposed that in th is instant the air moving 
through the point of observation had started from a layer al ready beyond the layer of 
the minimum velocity, for instance from the layer Y = 40,5 cm. It has to be observed 
that the mean free path of a mass of air (measured in the direction of Y) under the 
circumstances of the experiment is comparable to the distance between the layen of 
maximum and of minimum velocity. 

2) An instance of correlation between variations in direction and in magnitude at an 
atmospheric scale may be found in an anemometer diagram of Marshside, Southport, of 
Jan. 6-7, 1907, reproduced in the Technical Report of the Advis. Committee for Aero
nautics, London, 1909-10, p. 98 and 6gs. 150 and 15 b • 



Chemistry. - "On raeemie and optieally-aetive a-Phenanthroline-di

ethylenediamine-Cobaltie-Salts and on the Reaetion between Mono

or Diamines and Diethylenediamine-diehloro- or -ehloro-aquo

Salts." By Prof. F. M. JAEGER. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

N N 
§ I. lf the ca!culated quantity ol a-Phenanthmlin.,,)c=o=> 

mpt.: 173° c.. prepared af ter BLAU' s method 2). be added to the cor
responding quantity of Diethylenediamine-ehloro-aquo-Cobaltie-sulphate: 

~ Co (E;:th ~ S04 + lt H20. and if this mixture with ab out its double 
i H 20 ~ 
weight of water be heated during 6 or 8 hours with a small flame in 
a flask with hemi-spherical bottom and provided with a reflux-cooler.
the original lilac-red colour of the solution gradually changes into a 
yellowish-brown one. Af ter cooling during 24 hours. sm all brownish
yellow. thin. tabular crystals are deposited. while by careful evaporiza
tion of the mother-liquor again a fresh quantity of the same salt may 
be obtained. Finally a vis co us liquid remains. from which a small quantity of 
small. dark-brown crystals are deposited. but which does not completely 
crystallize. even af ter a long time. The first deposited. brownish-yellow 
product appears to be a Chlorosulphate of an a.- Phenanthro/ine
diethylenediamine-Cobaltie ion. The salt c.an be purified by recrystall
isation; it is finally obtained in the shape of beautifuJ. very brittle. 
gold-yellow needIes. united in clusters. and showing the composition: 

I (a-Phen) I (S04) . 
Co (Eineh \ Cl + 2 H 20. Although thlS compound on very slow 

evaporization of its solutions can be obtained in thicker needIes. it is. 
however. not possible to study them accurately. because they have strongly 
varying angular values and. moreover. do not possess sufficiently developed 
terminal facets. The needIes are triclinic. have oblique and mostly un-

I) The base is also called: Pseudo-phenanthroline and crystallizes with 4 H 20. which 
it looses. however. by heating at 1000 C . 

2) F. BLAU: Monatshefte. 19. 647. (1898). 
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dulatory extinction and are only feebly dichroitic. In one of the terminal 
zones angles of 83°25'. 33°16' and 63°12' were measured; in the vertical 
zone such of 86° or 87°. and of 16°. 24° and 63°. The complex ion is 
precipitated by a solution of NaI in the form of an orange coloured 
iodide. which is sparely soluble in water. and which by slow evaporation 
of its only very weakly concentrated solution. can be obtained in the 
form of small. dark brown crystals. They are anhydrous and have the 

composition : ) Co ~~i~;):) ! 13 ; their full description is given further on. 

The dark brown crystals. however. which were obtained from the mother~ 
liquor. were proved to be for the greater part such of Triethylenediamine~ 
Cobaltic~chlorosulphate. with its characteristic ditrigonal~scalenohedral 

crystalform: finally the viscous mother~liquor gives by precipitation with 
NaI. moreover. an iodide. which could be obtained. on slow evapora~ 
tion. in measurable crystals. which appeared to be identical with those 
of racemie Triethylenediamine~Cobaltic~iodide. 

From this it is evident. that the complex Diethylenediamine~chloro~ 
aquo~Cobaltic~ion is partially decomposed during the reaction. with 
simultaneous formation of the apparently highly stabie Triethylenediamine~ 
ion; partially. however. the reaction has occurred in the normal way. 
i.e. by substitution of the H20~group and the Cl~atom of the complex~ 
ion by one molecule of a~Phenanthroline. 

Analysis of rx.-Phenanthroline-diethylenediamine-Cobaltic-chlorosulphate: 0.2820 gramme 
of the substance gave 0.1246 gramme BaS04 and 0.0794 gramme AgCI. Therefore : 
6.96 % Cl and 18.2 % (S04) ' The determination of the water-content gave: 6.81 % H20. 

~ 
(rx·Phen) ~ Cl 

Calculated for Co . + 2 H 20 : 6.83 % H 20: 6.74 % Cl and 18.23 % (S04). 
(Emeh (S04) 

~ 
(rx.·Phen) l 

The Iodide gave in the same way: 51.3 % I; calculated for Co . , 13 : 51.49 % I. 
(Emeh ] 

The compound was anhydrous and only very sparely soluble in water. 
The last mother~liquor but one gave dark brown crystals of rhombic~ 

bipyramidal symmetry; forms observed: c = 10011. predominant; s = 10211 
and q = I 041 I. the last form much broader than s; 0 = 1111 I. weil 
developed ; w = 1221 I. narrow ; t5 = 11131. extremely narrow. The 
following measurements were made: c: 0 = 53°10'; c: q = 73°39'; c: s = 
60°; 0: 0' = 74°50'; 0: 04 = 62°27'; 0: q = 48°18'. The habitus of the 
crystals is elongated parallel to the a~axis . with flattening parallel lOOI!. 
Later also small octahedral~shaped crystals were obtained. which showed 
only 0 = 11111 and. very small. c = 10011. From the last mother~liquor 
thick. kite~shaped crystals we re obtained. which showed c = 10011 very 
weil developed. and furthermore : 0 = 1111 I. large and lustrous and 
w = /2211, very narrow. Measurements : c: 0 = 53°8'; 0: 0' = 74°48'; 
0: w=16°3'; 0: q=48°15'. From these data it becomes evident that no 
other substance than racemic I Co (Eineh 1 13 + lH20 is present here. 
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as described formerly 1); in the measurements given formely. the c~axis 
was taken with double the value adopted here. 

Analysis: 59,9 % I; calculated: 59,7 %. 

~ (a~Phen)~ 
§ 2. Crystalform of racemie ? Co (Eineh ) 13' 

From water the salt is deposited in very smalt brown crystals. which 
can accurately be measured (Fig. 1). 

m . . ---------ë----- -....... ,; , 

c' 

7J'l 

Fig. I. 

T riclinic~pedial. 
a: b: c= 0.6487: 1 : 0.4692; 

A = 100° 2i'; a = 111° 13*, . 
B = 121 9 ; f1 = 125 53. 
C = 75 53 ; r = 66 39. 

Forms observed: c = 10011. 
lustrous. weil developed. but 
smaller than c'= lOOI!. which 
form appears striated parallel 
to the edge c': p' ; m = 1110! 
and p = 111 0 !. wel1 developed 

and lustrous ; m' = 11 10!. is dul1er than m. and the same holds. in 
somewhat smaller degree. for p' = 1110 I; b = 1010! and b' = 1010!. very 
lustrous. but much narrower than mand p; y = fT n!. narrow but yield~ 
ing good reflections; x = 11491. large and lustrous. but making rather 
varying angles with p. mand also with c. The habitus is tabular paral1el 
to c'. with a slight elongation paral1el to the edge c: m. No distinct 
c1eavage was observed. 

Angular values: Observed : Calculated : 

m : p = (110) : (110) = *58° 3' 

p: b'= (110): (010) = *50 12t 
m : c = (110) : (001) = *52 56 

p: c = (110) : (001) = *70 37 

c: y = (001) : (111) = *47 31 
b : m = (010) : (110) = 71 44t 71° 4it' 

c: x = (001) : (149) =ca. 12 30 12 20 

m : x = (110) : (149) = 53 55 53 34 

m' : y = (110): (111) = 79 33 79 33 

On al1 faces oblique extinction. Strongly dichroitic: on x for vibrations 
almost paral1el to the a~axis: orange. for such perpendicular to it: blood~red. 

From these measurements it is c1ear that this iodide shows no form~ 
analogy with that of the Triethylenediamine~Cobaltic~ion. 

For a ful1er description of the properties of the new complex~ion. also 

1) F. M. JAEGER. Rec. des Trav. Chim. d. Pays-Bas, 38. 205, 206. (1919). 
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a number of some other salts were prepared by reaction of the iodide 
with different silver~salts. Besides the chlorosulphate and iodide al ready 
mentioned above. also the following salts were obtained in a well crystal~ 
lized form: the sulphate. the nitrate and the chlorate. which salts crystallize 
respectively with 12. O. and 1 molecules of water. Their crystalform is 
described below. Also the corresponding bromide was prepared by double 
decomposition with AgBr and evaporization of the solution. The crystal~ 
lized salt is anhydrous. or contains perhaps 0.5 molecule H 20. On slow 
evaporation of the solution only very thin needIes are obtained. which 
are only rudimentarily developed and unsuitable for measurement. 

l (a~Phen) I 
§ 3. Crystalform of racemic Co (Eine) 2 (N03h· 
Beautifu!. smal!. highly lust rous 

crystals were obtained from an 
aqueous solution. containing some 
silvernitrate in excess. (Fig. 2). 

Triclinic~pedial. 

a b: c = 0.9938 : 1 : 0.8574; 

A = 91° O' 

B= 104 13 

C= 100 33 

; a = 88° 22/. 

; fJ= 104 16l 

; y= 100 40. 

Forms observed: 

I 
I 

I 
I I 

f
: :' 
I , 

I I 

6 I I 

m 
a 

a 

, 

, 

i~ 

a = 1100 I. predominant. yielding 
very sharp images. sometimes 
striated diagonally; a' = 1100 I . 
also large and lust rous ; b' = 10101. 
well developed and highly lustrous; 
b' = 10101. narrow; c = 10011. 

I 
• J,. 
~ -- -------,-/-:_------- :_--

s 
Fig. 2. 

n 

broader than b; c' = 10011. narrower than c. but well reflecting; r = POli. 
very sharply reflecting. narrower than c and than s = 1101 I. which 
form yields extremely good reflections; m = 1110 I. large. occasionally 
vertically striated; p' = 11101. narrow. but well measurable; n' = fIlOl. 
narrower than m. not striated and very lustrous; q' = 10111. eminently 
reflecting; q = I 011 I. smaller than q', yielding good images; t = 13021. 
very narrow. but well measurable. The habitus of the crystals is thick 
tabular parallel 1100 I. sometimes prisma tic parallel to the c~axis. but 
occasionally elongated in the direction of the b~axis. 

Angular va lues : 

a:b =(100):(010)= 
a : c = (100) : (001) = 
b:c =(010):(001)= 

Observed: Calcu1ated: 

*79° 27' 
*75 47 
*89 0 
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Angular values: Observed: Calculated : 

a:m =(100):(110)= *48 27 

c:r = (001) : (fOl) = *47 19 

b: n' = (010) : (110) = 51 46 51° 21 t' 
a' : p' = (100): (ilO) = 38 38 38 49 

p' : b' = (110) : (010) = 40 49 40 38 
a':r = (TOO): (101) = 56 54 56 54 
, , 

= (110): (011) = 57 2 56 58 n : q 

q' : s' = (OIT) : (loT) = 53 1 53 10~ 

s: m = (101): (110) = 69 57 69 51t 
c: m = (OOI) : (110) = 79 24 79 30 

b : q' = (010) : (011) = 50 22 50 22 

q' : c = (Otl) : (001) = 40 38 40 38 

a: q = (100) : (011) = 84 32 84 23 
c' : s' = (001) : (l0-1) = 47 20 47 19 
c' : t' = (001) : (302) = 65 28 65 36 
a: t' = (302) : (100) = 38 45 38 37 

No distinct cleavability was observed. 
On 1100 I the direction of the plane of the optical axes includes 24° 

with the c-axis; one of the branches of the hyperbola can be seen at 
the border of the field of the microscope. Strongly dichroitic: orange 
and yellow. 

. \ (a-Phen) I 
§ i. Crystalform of racemlC ~ Co (Eine h \ 2(S01h + 12 H 20. 

. " 

a' • h.. , 
I/''' : 

a m 

Fig. 3. 

This compound crystallizes from its 
aqueous solution in flat, pale brown and 
very lustrous crystals, which have quadratic 
or hexagonal limits. (Fig. 3). 

Triclinic-pinacoidal. 

a: b: c= 1.4062: 1 : 0.7362; 

A = 101°15'; a = 93°19'. 
B = 51 33 ; f3 = 52 51 . 
C = 75 56 ; r = 80 53 . 

Forms observed: a = 11001. large and 
lustrous ; b=IOIOI. narrower than c=IOOll. 
both yielding very sharp images; m=p 101 

37 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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and p = 11101. also very lustrous. p ordinarily narrower than m ; r = jïo 11. 
weIl developed. yielding good reflections. mostly with only one face 
present; s = POlI. narrow. but well measurable; w = 11111. large and 
weIl reflecting; sometimes also: t = 12011. very narrow. just as: u = 11011-
The habitus is tabular parallel to 11001. and al most equally developed in 
the directions of b~ and c~axis. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

a:c = (100) : (001) = *128° 27' 
a: b' = (100) : (010) = *75 56 
c; b' = (001) : (010) = *101 15 

b' : p = (010) : (110) = *35 23 

b' : w = (010) : (lIl) = *56 6 

a:w =(lOO):(lTt)= 86 47t 86° 51t 
w:p = (1Ï1) :(110)= 66 2 66 1t 
w:c = (111): (001)= 54 6 54 7 
c:p = (001) : (110) = 59 52 59 51t 
c:r = (001) : (201) = 26 23 26 34t 

a' : r = (100) : (201) = 25 10 24 58t 
c:s = (001) : (301) = 32 5 32 2 

s : a' = (301) : (100) = 19 28 19 31 

m : c = (110): (001) = 72 5 72 5 
a: p = (100) : (110) = 40 36 40 33 
m: b = (110) : (010) = 47 35 47 47t 
m : a = (110) : (100) = 56 29 56 16t 
m:w =(lfO):(111)= 63 47 63 25 

a: t = (100) : (201) = 60 5 60 0 

t: u = (201) : (101) = 36 43 36 39 
u:c = (101): (001) = 31 39 31 48 

A distinct cleavage was not found. 
The direction of the plane of the optical axes on 11001 is almost 

parallel to the c~axis. On 11001 one of the branches of the hyperbola is 
visible in convergent polarized light. No appreciabIe dichroism is present. 

The water~content was found to be: 17.5 Ofo; calculated: 17.6 Ofo H 20. 

. ! (a~Phen) I 
§ S. Crysialform of racemlc I Co (Eineh \ (C103h + 1H20. 

From an aqueous solution th is salt is deposited in the form of dark 
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brown thin prisms. which show a great number of faces. (Fig. 4). 

:m 

Rhombic-bipyramidal. 

a : b : c = 0.6538 : 1 : 0.2936. 

., 
" " 
" 

~ 
" :: 
" 
.' 
" .' " :: 

Forms observed: m = 1110 I. large and 
lustrous ; q = 10111. weil developed and giving 
sharp reflections: 0 = 12111. smaller than q. 
of ten dull: b = 10101. very narrow, but yielding 
sharp images: a = POOI. mostly absent. some
times present with only a single face and 
dun: s= 10311. smalt but giving clear. some
what faint images: n=10121 and p=P501. 
scarcely visible. yielding only very faint reflec
tions. The habit is elongated in the direction 
of the c-axis. 

Fig. 4, 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

m : b = (110) : (010) =* 56° 491-' 
m : q = (110) : (011) =* 81 8 
b: q = (ot'o) : (011) = 73 28 73° 38t 
q : q = (011) : (011) = 33 6 32 43t 
b : s = (010) : (031) = 48 33 48 38 
s : q = (031) : (011) = 25 9 25 St 
q: n = (011) : (012) = 8 7 8 Ot 
n : n = (012) : (012) = 16 50 16 42 
m : 0 = (110) : (211) = 48 37 48 27 
0: q = (211) : (011) = 50 15 50 25 
a : m = (100) : (110) = 33 lOt 33 lOt 
b: p = (010) : (150) = 17 7 17 Ot 
p: m = (150) : (110) = 39 42 39 49t 
0: q = (211) : (011) = 40 50 40 45t 
m : 0 = (110) : (211) = 64 36 64 33 

Cleavable parallel to q. 
On m normally orientated extinction. No axial image was observed. 

The water-content was determined as: 3 Ofo: calculated: 2.89 Ofo. H 2O. 

§ 6. It is characteristic that the replacement of one molecule ethylene
diamine in the complex Triethylenediamine-Cobaltic-ion by one molecule 
of another bivalent base appears in general to lower the degree of 
symmetry of the crystalforms of these compounds in an appreciabie 
degree. as becomes evident by comparison of the crystalforms mentioned 
above with those of the corresponding Triethylenediamine-Cobaltic
derivatives. Indeed. by such a substitution the symmetry of the complex 

37* 
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ion. originally consisting in the presence of a ternary and three binary 
axes. is reduced to that characterized by the presence of .a single binary 
axis 1). However. the new ion remains. as the original one. merelyaxially
symmetrical. and for this reason it will possibly exist in two non-super
posable mirror-configurations. 

It was tried to separate both these enantiomorphous forms of the 
compound: 1°. by means of the d-tartrate; 2°. by the aid of the bromo
d-camphorsulphonate. Both these compounds were prepared. starting from 
the bromide. by means of the calculated quantity of silver-d-tartrate. 
respectively silver-d-bromo-camphorsulphonate. The two salts thus obtained. 
crystallized very weil. The d-tartrate shows in solutions only a slight 
rotation. which totally depends on the d-tartaric acid. which the salt 
contains; this is also evident from the facto that the rotatory dispersion 
appeared to be only weak and of quite normal character. Also the 
iodide obtained from th is tartrate by precipitation with Na!. was proved 
to be completely inactive. EVidently only the a-tartrate of the racemie 
ion is present here; its crystalform is described in the following. 

. ~ (a-Phen) ~ 
Crystalform of 1- ~ Co (Eineh ~ (d-C1H 10 6h + 9 H 20. 

X ' This salt crystalli,zes from water in thin 

m 
Fig. 5. 

hexagonal plates of a brownish-yellow colour. 
They are well built and show very lustrous 
facets (Fig. 5). 

T riclinic-pedia1. 

a: b: c = 1.1249: 1 : 0.9207: 

A = 101° 30l': a= 125° 57' . 
B = 105 58 : (3= 127 25. 
C = 44 30t; l' = 35 23. 

Forms observed: c= 10011 and c' = 10011. 
large and highly lustrous: a=11001. a'=jfOOI. 
b = 10101. and b' = 10101. all about equally 
weil developed and giving excellent reflections: 
m = 11101 and p' = fï 101. well developed 

and lustrous : x = /111 I. large and giving sharp images: x' = fT 11 I. 
narrow and somewhat duller; 0 = /111 I. very narrow and yielding 
faint images only. The habit of the crystals is thin tabu lar parallel to 
/0011. of ten with elongation parallel to the edge c: m. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

a: b = (100) : (010) = *135° 29t' 
b : c = (010) : (001) = *78 29t 
a : c = (100) : (001) = *74 2 

1) This axis is polar and conneets the centre of the IX-Phenanthroline-molecule with 
the midd of the opposite edge of the octahedron. 
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Angular values: Observed : Calculated : 

a: m = (100): (IlO) = *77 13 

c' : x = (001) : (11 T) = *58 13 

a:x =(100):(111)= 95 5 95° li' 
b : x = (010) : (11 T) = 70 33 70 49 
b: m = (010) :(110) = 58 16t 58 16t 
c: 0 = (001) : (111) = 25 5 24 48 
0: m = (111) : (110) = 27 21 27 31 
c: m ----: (001) : (110) = 52 26 52 19 

m : x = (110) : (11 1) = 69 21 69 28 

No distinct cleavage was observed. 
The direction of the optical axial plane on 1001 I includes an angle 

of 6° with the edge c: o. The crystals are only unappreciably dichroitic. 
The water-content was: 11.9 0/0; calculated: 11.8 oio H 20. 

§ 7. On the other hand the d-bromocamphorsulphonate mentioned before 
appeared to manifest only a weak rotation of its solution for Na-light; 
but this proved to be appreciably greater for smaller wave-lengths. while 
also the rota tory dispersion appeared to be distinctly abnormal. with a 
COTTON-effect in the vicinity of an absorption-band in the blue-violet 
part of the spectrum. Later it was proved. moreover. that the iodide 
prepared from this d-bromocamphorsulphonate by means of Na!. was 
indeed appreciably active in solution; more particularly. it was proved 
to be the salt of the levogyratory ion. Tentatives to execute the fission 
into optical antipodes by means of sodium-a-camphornitronate gave 
hitherto no positive results. 

~ (a-Phen)~ 
Crystalform of 1-( Co (Eineh ç(d-Bromocamphorsulfonh 

~ 

Fig. 6. 

Very thin. orange or yellow. of ten badly built crystalplates (Fig. 6). 

Triclinic-pedial. 

a : b : c = 1.2356 : 1 : 2.1156. 
A = 82° 8'; a = 82° 22'. 
B = 103 38 fJ = 103 3Qt. 
C = 88 9; r = 89 58. 
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Forms observed: c = I 0011 and c' = I 0011. both predominant and 
yielding very sharp reflections; a = 1100 I and a' = fT 00 I. weIl developed 
and very lustrous ; b = I 010 L narrow. weIl measurable; q = 10111. 
narrow. giving only faint images; s = 10111. broader and weIl reflecting; 
the corresponding forms: b' = 10101. q' = 10111 and s' = 10111 are mostly 
absent or are scarcely visible; r = fï 0 11. weIl developed and yielding 
sharp reflexes; m = fï 101. rather broad. dull; 0 = 111 n. narrower than 
m. but reflecting a little better ; x = 12211. narrow. but weIl measurable: 
y = 11111. broader than x and excellently reflecting. The habitus is thin 
tabular parallel to 10011. with an elongation in the direction of the 
b~axis. The angles vary commonly within rather wide limits. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated : 

c:a =(001):(100)= *760 22' 
c: b = (001) : (010) = *97 52 
c:r =(001):001)= *70 1 
q : c = (011) : (001) = *70 33 
c: S = (001) : (Oil) = *57 50 
a: q = (100) : (011) = 85 56 860 26' 
b : q = (010) : (011) = 26 58 27 19 
b: s = (010) : (011) = 24 22 24 18 
c: x = (001) : (221) = 76 58 77 14 
x:y =(221):(111)= 31 29 31 8t 
c' : y = (001) : (111) = 71 27 71 37 
c: m = (001): (110) = 75 26 75 28 
m:o =(11"0) : (lïl) = 21 2 21 51 
c': 0 = (001): (lïf) = 83 0 82 41 

a:y =(100):(11"1)= 60 3 60 30 

y:s =(111):(01"1)= 36 37 36 47 

a' : s = (00) : (011) = 82 21 82 43 

a: m = (100) : (110) = 39 43 39 50 

a: 0 = (100) : (lH) = 42 55 42 49 
a: x = (100) : (221) = 50 5 50 37 

No distinct cleavage was stated. 
On 10011 the extinction is practically parallel. respectively perpendic~ 

ular to the edge c: r; the plane of the optical axes is parallel to 1 010 I. 
Only slightly dichroitic: orange and orange-yellow. 

The determination of the water~content gave: 3.87 010 H 20: calculated: 
3.93 Ofo for 3 H 20. 

§ 8. The possibility of a fis sion of the complex ion by meanl of the 
d~bromocamphorsulphonates thus being demonstrated. the fission considered 
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was started now in a systematical way and trials were made to isolate 
the pure dextro- and levogyratory components by the aid of fractional 
crystallisation. 

We started always with the racemic bromide. prepared from the solution 
of the corresponding iodide by treating this with freshly precipitated and 
washed silverbromide; the bromide th us obtained was several times 
recrystallized from water. By adding pure silver-d-bromocamphorsul
phonate (+ li- H 20) in the calculated quantity to its solution and by 
heating it on the waterbath. af ter filtration a clear orange-yellow solution 
is obtained. which af ter evaporation on the waterbath and af ter cooling 
yields apaie. salmon-coloured salt as principal product. crystallizing in 
smalt lustrous tables. The mother-liquor deposits. af ter being kept for 
some time at roomtemperature. pale yell ow flat needies or small tables ; 
in this way in total six fractions were separated. until finally the last 
mother-liquor solidifies into a soft. almost resinous. pale orange-coloured 
mass. in which again some spare small crystals are included. which 
were eliminated from it by means of a pincet. 

The first fraction appeared to be the d-bromocamphorsulphonate of 
the levogyratory ion. al ready mentioned before; the last fraction. af ter 
conversion into the iodide. appeared to yield a mixture. consisting princi
pally of the corresponding derivative of the dextrogyrotary ion. accomp
anied by a small quantity of the racemie iodide. The second fraction 
was the same as the first. its rotatory power being. however. somewhat 
lessened by the admixture of a little quantity of the salt of the dextro
gyratory component; the third and fourth fractions were only feebly 
levogyratory and gave. af ter conversion into the iodide. chiefly the 
optically inactive salt. The fifth fraction was strongly dextrogyratory; 
af ter conversion into the iodide this appeared also to be dextro
gyratory. but with admixture of an appreciabie quantity of the racemic 
salt. From these data it becomes obvious th at the fission by means 
of the d-bromocamphorsulphonic acid goes on in such a way. that 
flrst the less soluble d-bromocamphorsulphonic of the levogyratory 
ion is deposited: the corresponding salt of the dextrogyratory ion is far 
more soluble and is found accumulated principally in the last mother
liquids. which crystallize with difficulty. Both the optically-active iodide. 
separated from the d-bromocamphorsulphonates by means of Na!. ap
peared to be far more soluble than the racemic iodide : a fact making it 
possible to free the active iodides for the greater part from admixed 
racemie iodide. The greater solubility of the optically-active salts in 
comparison with that of the racemic compounds is in full agreement with 
the facto that under ordinary circumstances the antipodes are really meta
stabie with respect to the racemic compound. It is remarkable. that the 
racemie iodide possesses a somewhat deeper. more orange- or reddish
tinged colour than the more pale orange-coloured optically-active iodides; 
the same holds for their solutions. The rota ti ons and rotatory dispersions 
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I 
Observed, specific and molecular Rotations of the Solutions of anhydrous 

I ~ C (x-Phen) I 
- 0 (Eïneh )-(d-bromocamphorsulphon.h 

The solution contained 0,4136 gramme of salt, i. e. 0,3975 gramme of the 

anhydrous substance in 100 cern. solution. Length of the tube : 1 dm. 

Wave-Iength À Rotation IX Specific Molecular 
in A. U. : observed: Rotation [x]: Rotation rMl: 

0 0 0 

6850 tot 6258 + 0 . 17- + 42.8 + 564.1 

6090 +O.lr + 32.7 + 431.4 

5940 + 0 .07 + + 17.7 + 234.1 

5655 - 0.08 - 20.1 - 265.4 

5600 - 0.13 + - 32.8 - 432.0 

5540 - 0 .20 - 50.3 - 663.5 

5470 - 0.31- - 78 .0 - 1028 

5435 - 0.37 - 93.1 - 1228 

5330 - 0.54+ - 135.8 - 1792 

5240 - 0 . 7Z- - 181.1 - 2389 

5198 - 0.73 - 183.7 - 2422 

5160 - 0.72- - 181.1 - 2389 

5080 - 0 .60- - 150.9 - 1991 

5070 - 0.55- - 138.4 - 1825 

5030 - 0.10 - 25.1 - 331.8 

5010 - 0.21+ + 52.8 + 696.8 

observed are reviewed in the accompanying tables; Fig. 7. moreover. gives 
a graphical representation of these numbers. 

The specific rotation becomes equal to zero for a wave-leng th of 
5025 A.U.; from Fig. 7 the shift of the curve with respect to the 
corresponding curve of the iodide may be seen. as a consequence of 
the rota tory influence of the dextrogyratory bromocamphorsulphonic acid 
contained in it. 

In the case of the dextrogyratory antipode. the measurements were 
made only between 5140 and 6290 A . U .• as a consequence of the grel'1ter 
concentration used here. The part of the dispersion-curve determined. 
however. proves convincingly. that the curve is completely analogous to 
that of the levogyrotary component. being its mirror-image. 

The curve of the rota tory dispersion in the case of the iodide is also 
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Observed. specific and molecular Rotatï'ons of the Solutions of 

levogyratory ) Co ((i::~) ! h 

The solution contained 0.1230 gram iodide in 100 cern. solution. The length 

of the tube was: 1 dm. 

Wave-Iength Rotation IX Specific Molecular 
in A. U.: observed : Rotation [7.): Rotation [MI: 

0 0 0 

6850 - 0.02+ - 16.3 - 124.2 

6445 - 0.01 4 - 11 .4 - 87.0 

6258 - 0 .013 - 10.6 - 80 .7 

6092 - 0.02 - 16.3 - 124 .2 

5940 - 0.04- - 32.5 - 248.5 

5783 - 0.08- - 65 .0 - 497.0 

5655 - 0.14 - 113.8 - 869.6 

5540 - 0.20 - 162.6 - 1242.3 

5435 - 0.29 - 235.1 - 1801.3 

5330 - 0.39 - 317.0 - 2422 .4 

5240 - 0.48 - 389.9 - 2981.4 

5160 - 0 .52 - 422 .8 - 3230 

5070 - 0.48- - 388 .8 - 2981.4 

5005 - 0.33 - 268.3 - 2050 

4935 - 0.07 - - 56.9 - 434.8 

4865 + 0.23 + 186.9 + 1429 

4830 + 0.58 + 471.6 + 3603 

4755 + 0.82 + 666 .8 + 5093 

4635 + 0.97 + 788.6 + 6025 
I 

typically abnormal: between 4635 and 4910 A.U. the solutions are 
dextro- (or levo-)-rotatory for the smaller wave-lengths. levo- (resp. 
dextro-)-gyratory for the greater wave-Iengths. The rotation becomes 
zero for À. = 4910 A.U.; a COTTON-effect is present. as can be seen 
immediately from the curve in Fig. 7. The maximum specific rotation is 
in the case of the levogyratory antipode situated in the vicinity of 4500 A. U. 
and has the value of about + 840°. while the greatest levo-rotation. occur
ring at 5160 A.U. is numerically only half this value. i.e. - 426°. 

Although this dispersion-curve is not determined in its full extension. 
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Observed speel/ic and molecular Rotations of a Solution of 

dextrogyratory ) CO ((É~::):) ~ h 

The solution contained 0.2700 gramme of the salt in 100 cern. of the solution. 

The length of the tube is 1 dm. 

Wave-Iengths Rotation ex Speel/ic Molecular 
in A. U.: observed : Rotation [ex) : Rotation [M]: 

0 0 0 
6290 0.03 + 11. 1 + 8i.9 

6090 0.05 + 18.5 + Hl.5 

59iO 0.09 -+ 33.3 + 25i.7 

5783 0.18 + 66.8 + 509.i 

5655 0.31 + lli .8 + 877 .2 

55iO 0.i5+ + 166 .8 + 1273 

5i35 0.61 + 225.9 + 1726 

5330 0.8i + 311.1 + 2377 

52iO l.Oi + 385.2 + 29i3 

5160 1.16 + i29.6 + 3282 

5HO 1. 13+ + i18.5 + 3197 

there is no doubt about the facto that it is in Fig. 7 the mirror~image of 
the first one. the almost pure component therefore really being present here. 

For the purpose of comparison. the dispersion~curve for d- (or 1-) 
Triethylenediam;ne~Cobaltic-iodide I) is also drawn in Fig. 7. This 
comparison shows that the substitution of one of the molecules 
NH2 • CH2 • CH2 • NH2 in the complex ion by one molecule of the also 
symmetrically built molecule of a-Phenanthroline has the result that. 
notwithstanding the general character of the original 'dispersion-curve is 
preserved. there is a slight shift of the zero~rotation from 4845 A. U. 
towards 4910 A.U .. besides an increase of both rotation-maxima. which. 
moreover. are shifted in opposite directions : the one maximum being 
shifted from 4735 A.U. and a value of 412°.5 towards 4500 A.U. 
approximately and a value of 8'Wo. while the other is moved from 5100 A.U. 
and 406° towards 5160 A.U. and 426°. The latter change is. however. 
insignificant in comparison with that of the other maximum. as a con
sequence of which the originally almost symmetrical dispersion-curve of 

I) The new measurements of the values necessary Eor the construction of the curve 
In Fig. 7. were made by my former assistant. Mr. P. KOETS. 
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the highly symmetrical Triethylenediamine~Cobalti~complex is now 
distorted into a distinctly unsymmetl'ical curve. The substitution within 
the complex ion influences therefore chiefly the flrst rotation~maximum. 
corresponding to the shorter wave~lengths; on the contrary. the second 

~f .1t,,/lIIlt'1l 
in 0tyrrtl\' 
100 . 

-JOO' 

-400' 

-500 
-550 111 

G \lil. U illirll llIIIllIllII lIll lSIG 1IIl !lll lIiI 111 RI 1\\1 • 

fml'.1:It!ti1ItUl/!'1/,yjn0y.f1.Jlf'll t/tl~1it'(/I,/JlrlJ;f2Jr!!ff'f;l/;;lI//i.rI'HtL'.tJ" 
~1~.7. 

maximum, as weil as the zero~point of the curve are eVidently influenced 
only to an unappreciable extent. 

§ 9. Several tentatives were made also to obtain the optically~active 
salts or their derivatives in a well crystallized form. with the purpose 
to control with these crystals the validity of PASTEUR's law concerning 
the relation between optical activity and enantiomorphism of crystalline 
forms also in this case; moreover. af ter isolation of the enantiomorphous 
individuals it would then be possible to determine the speciflc rotation 
in solution once more. For the isolation of the completely pure optically~ 
active iodides is always somewhat difflcult. because these iodides were 
not obtainable in good individual crystals. 50 that no absolute certainty 
existed. that no trace of admixed racemic iodide made the rotation 
appear too low_ With respect to the formerly observed crystallizing 
power of the racemk chlorate. the choke was flrst of all flxed upon the 
optically~active chlorates for this purpose ; later also the sulphates and the 
perchlorates were prepared. The different optkally~active fractions of 
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the iodides. therefore. were converted into the corresponding chlorates. 
sulphates or perchlorates by means of the silver~salts of these acids. and 
the solutions thus obtained were allowed to crystallize very slowly during 
evaporation at room~temperature. Soon it became clear. however. that 
it was much more difficult to obtain good. measurable crystals of these 
active salts. than such was the case with the racemic substances. as a 
consequence of the much greater solubility of the first. Of the sulphate 
hitherto no measurable crystals could be obtained; the perchlorates 
crystallize badly. but it could be stated. that they were triclinic~pediaI. 

( (a~Phen) l ' 
Crystalform of levogyratory t Co (Eineh ~ (Cl03h + 2 H 20. 

From an aqueous solution this salt is depqsited in ' the shape of very 
smalI. orange~yellow needies or short. rect'angularly . bordered prisms. 

r' 
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Fig. 8. 

which evidently contain 2 H 2 0 (= 5.4 Ofo). 

Monoclinie ; probably sphenoidal and 
pseudo~rhombic . 

a: b: c= 1.5133 : 1 : 0.4433; 
(3 = 87°55/. 

Forms observed: m = 11101. weil developed 
and strongly lustrous ; a = 11001. commonly 
narrower than m. excellently reflecting. of ten its 
faces developed equally in height and in breadth 
as highly developed faces. m in that case 
being much narrower; r=1101l and r '= 11011. 
almost equally broad and yielding good re
flections; t= 13011 and t' = 13011. narrower 
than r. but giving sharp images; s= 15011 
and s' = fS011. much narrower than rand t. 
but reflecting very weil; q = 1031 I. of ten 

absent. sometimes observable as small truncation of the ends of the 
prisma tic crystals and only approximately measurable. The habit is long~ 
prismatic parallel to the c~axis or shorter. with flattening parallel to 
11001. (Fig. 8). 

Angular values : Observed : Calculated : 

a: m = (100) : (110) =* 56° 311" 
a' : s' = (100) : (SOl) =* 34 59 

a' : r' = (100) : (101) =* 75 36 

s' : r' = (501) : (lOl) = 40 35 40° 37' 
1 = (101) : (101) = 32 38 32 38t r : r 

r:s = (101) : (501) = 37 36 38 6t 
a:s = (100) : (501) = 34 8 33 39 
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Angular values : Observed: Calculated : 

a' : t = (100) : (30l) = 47 37 47 31 

m:q =(I1O) : (031)=ca. 47° 47 16 

m: m = (110): (110) = 66 57 66 57 
m: t = (110) : (301) = 68 14 68 8 

c:q (plane angle) = ca. 53° 53 2t 
No distinct cleavage was observed. 
On POOI there is in no situation complete extinction. as a consequence 

of astrong conical refraction. Perpendicular to 11001 one of the optical 
axes emerges. The plane of the optical axes is 10101; inclined dispersion. 
No appreciabie dichroism is observable. 

§ 11. The production of Triethylenediamine~Cobaltic~complexes during 
the reaction between mono~ and bivalent amines in solution on salts of 
the Diethylenediamine~chloro~aquo~Cobaltic~ion. as mentioned above. was 
also stated in analogous reactions with other mono~ and bi~valent amines 
like those already described ; the phenomenon even appeared to occur 
also. when Diethylenedi~mine~dihalogeno~Cobaltic~salts (Praseo~salts) we re 
used in these reactions I). Thus e. g. in the reaction bet ween I~Menthyl~ 

C amine and the corresponding chloro~aquo~Cobaltic 

R' .. ··~R salt and af ter treating the reaction~products with 
bariumchloride. big crystals with the colour of 
the Luteo~cobaltic~salts were obtained. possessing 

.' .. ' __ -~1I 

the form of (Fig. 9). 

Ditrigonal~scalenohedral. 

m: m; . a = 107° 34'; a: c = 1 : 0.9758. 

J. ___ _ 
. '", - ~ 

'C 
Fig. 9. 

Formsobserved: m = 110101 =12111. large and 

very lustrous ; R = 11011 I = 11001. well developed 
and yielding good images; c = I 0001 1 = 11111. 
also weil developed and sharply reflecting. The 
crystals are of ten peculiarly distorted and tabular 
parallel to faces of m. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

c: R = (0001) : (1011) = *87° 58' 

R : R = (I011): (1101) = 64 29 64° 23' 

m:R=(IOTO):(1011)= 52 2 52 2 
m:R=(0110):(1011)= 72 6 72 5 
m ': m = (1010): (0110) = 59 58 60 0 

I) Comp.: F. M. JAEGER and P. KOETS. These Proceed. 29, (1926), p. 67. 
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On m distinctly dichroitic: for vibrations parallel to the c~axis pale 
orange~red. for those perpendicular to them: orange. Optically~uniaxial 
without circular polarisation ; negative. N otwithstanding the deviating 
habit. these crystals are identical with those of ICo (Einehl Cl3 + 3 H 20. 
formerly described I). The determinations of H 20 and Cl were also in 
fuU agreement with th is constitution, no doubt whatsoever being possible 
with respect to the said identity. 

§ 12. The same fact was stated with respect to the Chlorosulphates. 
which are produced. if racemic or levogyratory Pentane~2~i~diamine 

or the corresponding meto~base are heated with the chloro~aquo~salts in 
aqueous solution in sealed glass~tubes at 110° C. during six hours. In 
this case there is deposited a salt of typicaUy rhombohedral form (Fig. 10). 
as described here. 

Ditrigonal~scalenohedral. 

a = 50°36'; a: c = 1 : 3.0544. 

Forms observed: R= 11001 = 110111. strongly pre
dominant and weU reflecting; r = 11101 = 101121. as 
narrow truncation of the polar edges of R. yielding 
mostly faint. rarely also sharper reflections ; s= 12111 = 
= nOHI. small. but weU measurable. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated: 

s : s' = (211) : (121) = 69°53' 
R: R= (100): (010) = 67 13 
R: r = (100) : (110) = 56 23t 

No distinct cleavage was present. 
Optically~uniaxial; negative. without circular polarisation. 

§ 13. The opticaUy~active Pentane~2~4~diamines necessary for these 
experiments were obtained from the racemic base by means of the acid 
d~tartrates. To a solution of the racemic base. the strength of which 
was carefully determined. a solution of dextrogyratory tartaric acid was 
added in proportion of 2 molecules of the acid to 1 molecule of the 
base. When the solution is sufficiently concentrated on the waterbath. 
crystallization sets in; during the evaporization on the waterbath a certain 
quantity of acetone is added to the solution. by which eVidently the 
evaporation of the base set free by a slow dissociation of the bitartrate. is 
somewhat retarded (KOETS). while also the solubility of the bitartrate in a 
mixture of water and acetone is less than in water alone. Af ter recry-

I) F. M. JAEGER. Rec. d. Trav. Chim. d. Pays-Bays. loco cito 
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stallizing twelve times. the specific rotation of the salt appeared to 
remain constant: [a]D = + 26°. 

Analysis: 5,07 m.G. give 0.304 cern. N2 of 16° C. and a pressure of 763 mM. : this 
corresponds to 7.11 % N. while 6.97 % N is calcu!ated. 

Af ter. the tartaric acid is eliminated by means of KCI. the base was 
set free from the hydrochloride obtained by means of solid KOH; the 
less soluble bitartrate gives in this way the levo~gyratory base. 

Crystalform of I~Pentane~2~4~diamine~bi~d~tartrate: Cs HJO (NH2 h. 
2 C .. 0 6 H 6• 

This substance crystallizes in small. transparent. colourless and highly 
lustrous crystals of varying habitus. From warm solutions individuals 
are deposited having the shape of Fig. lla. From cold solutions. how~ 
ever. the crystals of Fig. 11b and 11c are deposited. which apparently 
do not show any trace of hemihedrism. The vertical zone is only 
approximately measurable. because of a fine striation of the already very 
narrow faces. so that multiple reflections occur. 

a. 
b. 

Fig. 11. 

Rhombic~bisphenoidal. 

a: b: c= 1.3518: 1 : 0.9750. 

1\ r . 
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Forms observed: a = 1100 I. mostly broadest of all. rarely narrower. 
however. than n = 1110 I; when all prisms are present, n = 1110 I. 
m=13101 and p=12101. are all almost equally broad an highly lustrous; 
s = 11401 and b = 11101. however. are very narrow and dull; these forms 
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are of ten absent. Furthermore: w = IIII1 and 0 = 11111. mostly equally 
weIl deve10ped and physically only unappreciably different. both yie1ding 
sharp images. Sometimes only w = IIII I is present as a typical bis~ 

phenoid. Further: r= POli and t=17011. rarely present otherwise than 
with crystals of type lIc. but in that case large and very lustrous ; 
q = 10111. weil developed. of ten absent. but always yielding good reflec~ 
tions; c = 10011. mostly absent and extremely narrow. 

Angular values: Observed: Calculated : 

w:o =(111):(111)= *77° 26t 
a: w = (100) : (lll) = *63 38t 
w : 0 = (lll) : (I 11) = 52 43 52° 43' 
m: w = (310) : (lll) = 48 35 48 34 
w: b = (lll) : (OIO) = 51 17 51 17 
a: m = (100) : (310) = 24 15 24 15! 
m:p = (310) : (210) = 9 44 9 48 
p:n = (210) : (110) = 19 30 19 27 
n:s = (110) : (140) = 23 51 23 42t 
s:b = (140) : (OIO) = 12 35 12 47 

n : n = (110) : (I 10) = 73 2 72 59 
a:n = (100) : (110) = 53 31 53 31 
n : w = (110) : (lll) = 40 39 40 40t 
w : w = (lll) : OÏ I) = 98 42 98 39 

n : w = (I 10) : (I 11) = 76 31 76 36-6-
w:q =(1l1):(01l)= 26 18t 26 15 

w: w = (lIl) : (I1Ï) = 128 47 128 43 
r: w = (101): (111) = 38 47 38 43 

r:o =(IOI):(11I)= 73 59 73 48 

r:r = (101) : (101) = 69 20 69 22 
r: t = (lOl): (201) = 19 42 20 35 

No distinct c1eavability was found. 
On 11001 and in the zone of the c~axis everywhere normal extinction. 
The plane of the optical axes is 10011; on POOI both branches of the 

hyperbola are visible in convergent polarized light. 

§ H. On using now this I~Pentane~2~4~diamine in the fore~said experi~ 
ments. also crystals were met with. which showed only R = 11001 or 
only Rand c combined; if the meso~base was used. crystals were found. 
which showed R. rand s. But in both cases the angular values were 
completely analogous. As already mentioned above. the same crystal~ 
forms were met with in the case. that a~Phenanthroline reacts with the 
chloro~aquo~salt; they are all identical with those of the chlorosulphate 
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of the Triethylenediamine~Cobaltic~ion. which salt has a constitution 

represented by the formula: ~ Co (Eine b ~ &~4) + nH20. in which n is 

most probably equal to 3. Analysis gave no quite reliable results. pro~ 
bably as a consequence of a partial decomposition of the salt on heating 
or by the admixture of accessory products (trichloride and other chloro~ 
sulphates). which could not be completely eliminated by recrystallisation. 

If all these chlorosulphates be converted into the corresponding iodides 
by means of NaI. the salts obtained appear to be all identical. notwith~ 
standing the more or less accidental deviations in their habitus. They 
all represent the iodide of the Triethylenediamine~Cobaltic~ion: rhombic~ 
bipyramidal; a: b: c = 0.8538: 1 : 0.8625 or values only slightly different 
from this; forms: 0 1111 I. c = I 001 1 ; w = 1221 1 ; q = I 011 1 ; angular 
values: c: 0 = 52°56' till 53°5'; 0; 0 = 62°27' till 62°18'; 0: w = 15°58' 
till 16°11'; 0: 0' = 71°39' till 75°3'; etc. Also the optical orientation 
is in all these cases identical. Their constution is in all cases: ICo{Einebl 13 
+ 1 H 20. It is remarkable. th at in the last mentioned reactions these 
Triethylenediamine~Cobaltic~derivatives seem' to represent indeed the 
principal product of the reaction; the bases used are only present in the 
last mother~liquids. which do not crystallize very well. 

Also if d~. l~. or rac. a~Propylenediamine in aqueous solution react 
with the chloro~aquo~salt. always the same chlorosulphates. respectively 
iodides are obtained. If really the norm al reaction~products shall be 
obtained in such cases. the only feasable method consists in the reaction 
between the anhydrous bases (or their monohydrates) and the corre~ 
sponding Praseo~salts at low temperatures. a method already followed 
by PFEIFFER. GRASSMANN and PIETSCH 1) in the case of a~Propylene~ 
diamine. Indeed. in this way the desired a!Propylenediamine~diethylene~ 
diamine~Cobaltic~salts were obtained. showing the properties already 
mentioned by the sald authors. However. it was not possible hitherto 
to obtain these salts in a form. suitable for crystallographical research; 
in most cases only fine needies grouped in rosettes were obtained in 
this way. .,~ 

The investigations of the products obtainable by the reaction between 
the anhydrous pentane~diamines and the praseo~Cobaltic~salts are mean~ 
while continued by us. 

Groningen. Laboratory for Inorganic and Physical Chemistry 
of the University. 

1) P . PFEIFFER, TH. GRASSMANN and H. PIETseH. Zeits. f. anorg. Chemie. S8, 301. 
(1908). 
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Mathematics. ~ "On treating Skew Correlation". (The End). ByP rof. 
M. J. VAN UVEN. (Communicated by Prof. W. KAPTEYN). 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

Finally we shall consider the most general case. in which r is not 
equal to r'. 

The equation (24), however, is essentially satisfied. 
At present we put, in order to obtain formulae analogous to (28): 

whence 

z = r cos ( ~ + ti ) 

C = r sin (~ + ti ) 

z' = r' cos (~ - ti ) ) 

C' = r' sin (~ - ti ) ,~ . 

A - z z' - C C' = r r' cos w. 

B z C' + z' C = r r' sin w. 

So. we have also in this case 

z" + z' i; B tgw= ~---- --

zz'-C"-A 

Besides we put 

R r=;: , r'=2R, 

whence 

r r' = R2 . 

Putting similarly 

we obtain 

and 

or, putting 

Z 
z=T ' z'=2Z' , 

Z ~ R cos (~+ ti) , Z'= R cos (~- ti) Î 
Z2- 2 cos w. ZZ'+ Z'2= R2 sin2 w, ) 

Z= Tsin w , Z'= T' sin w , cos w=r, 
T2-2r TT'+ T'2 = R2. 

· (43) 

(44) 

(45) 

· (32) 

· (46) 

. . (47) 

· (48) 

. . (49) 
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So we have again arrived at the usual unimodular equation. The dif. 
ference. however. between this and the former cases is. that r (with w) 
is no longer. neither a constant, nor a function only of R, but that ris 
a function both of Rand (J, l being too a function of Rand (J. 

By introducing the mean angle wand the auxiliar angle f, we here 
arrive at a set of variables tand t' : 

sin w. sin w 

( - ) w-w 
l z + sin - 2- - f . z' 

sin w. sin w l 
(50) 

(w-~ ) sin - 2- +r 
t'= 

sin w. sin w 

sin(w+~ -r) 
2 z' 

. ),z+ ------'--- . -
sin w. sin w l 

between which there is unimodular linear correlation, the coefficient of 
correlation being r = cos w. 

It is true that, by choosing 

from its second term (with 

w-w 
T = - 2- ' we can free the expression for 

z') and bring it into the farm 

t = _lz_ . 
sin cv 

but here this variabie is (on account of the factor l) no longer a function 
only of x (as in (42)); and, as a rule, we are no more able. whatever 
value of I may be chosen, to free the variabie t from its dependence 
on x' 1). Therefore: 

Int hem 0 s t gen era I cas e, w her e a n i nco n t est a bie 
dis c rep anc y i sst a t e d bet wee n t h e val u e 0 f r2 = Z2 + C2 

a n d t h a tof r'2 = Z'2 + C'2 int h e d i f f ere n t C 0 m bin a t ion s 
(Zk. Z't), i t w i 11 not e ven be pos s i bie tom a k eon e 0 f th e 
var i a bie s t, t' int 0 a pur e f u n c t ion 0 f x (0 r 0 f x'). 

In order to make out. in the case r = r', whether the variability of w 
is the effect of the accidental perturbations of a quantity essentially 
constant, or results from the dependence between wand r, we must 
institute a statistic investigation. First-in order to make this dependence 
more obvious. we shall introduce-as new variables-functions of wand r. 

1) By the high degree of indeflniteness in solving the problem proposed we might expect. 
that. in any case. it would be possible to submit one of the flnal variables (t. 1/) to the 
con dit ion th at it he a pure function of only one of the primary variables. Indeed. we 

~I 
may. in a theoretical sen se. choose T as such a function of zand z' th at ~ ZI=O is satisfled. 

Apart from the difficulties arising in solving the resulting differential equation for T , the 

solution based upon th is choice of T wiU lose so much of its practical importance th at 

we safely may leave it out of consideration. 

38* 
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which have a variation domain as large as possible. We shall also 
replace r. not being exactly equal to the corresponding r'. by R = V rr'. 
Sa we choose as new variables : L = log Rand M = tgw. Both these func~ 
tions can vary from -00 to +00. Representing each pair (r. w) bya point 
having the coordinates L. M. a relation. not too intricate. between rand w 

will reveal itself as a not too capriciously curved (eventually straight) line. 
which can be drawn through the points (L. M). 

In consequence of inevitable accidental perturbations. the empirically 
given points (L. M) will be grouped. more or less closely. round a 
certain line. Here two cases are to be distinguished: 

1. If the points (L. M) are rather closely round a straight line M = Mo 
(= const.). we may then conclude that M (thus also w) is really constant. 

2. If. on the contrary. the points (L. M) are within a rather narrow 
domain round another straight line. or round a curved line. we may then 
consider the equation M = F (L) of this line to be the real existing 
relation between Land M. The function w = f(R) may be found from 
this equation. when not as an analytical expression. yet at least tabularly 
or graphically. 

In order to reach some result in uncertain cases too. we must bear in 
mind that a relation bet ween wand R undoubtedly will appear from a 
correlation between Land M. whether linear or not. This correlation 
may be investigated in the way above indicated. If it turns out to be 
possible to find a function U (L) of Land a function V(M) of M. between 
which . there is unimodular linear correlation - preferably with a large 
coefficient of correlation - then the most probable relation between Land M 
is expressed by U (L) = V(L). Prom this equation the function w = f(z) 
may be derived. In a similar way we may inquire wh ether the unequality 
between rand r' is a merely apparent one. in other words: whether the 
real equality is only disturbed by chance. or this unequality is in reality 
caused by a difference in the structure of the functions r(x. x') and r'(x.x'). 
Here statistical considerations too must decide. 

We can first examine whether there perhaps exists a functional relation 
between rand r'. different from r = r'. Por that purpose we make use 
of the method of correlation - just as in the case of wand R. As variables 
we introduce 1 = log rand l' = log r'. Interpreting these quantities as 
coordinates of the point (1. 1') three cases may occur: 

1°. The points (1.1') lie within a rather narrow strip round the straight 
line 1 = 1'; we may then conclude that rand r' are really equal. 

2°. The points . (1. 1') lie rather close round another straight line. or 
round a curved one; the equation I' = (]J (1) of this line may then be 
considered as the real relation between 1 and I'. Then from I' = (]J (1) 
we may· derive the relation between rand r'. be it only tabularly or 
graphically. 

3°, The points (1.1') are spread 50 chaotically through the plane. that 
no dependence at all can be discovered between [ and ['; 50 we con~ 
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clude. that there is no re1ation between rand r'. or. in other words. 
that the function r (x. x') is independent of the function r' (x. x'). 

Here. too. we obtain the most reliable re1ation between rand r' 
wh en we derive it from a correlation. linear or not. between land I'. 
H we succeed in constructing a function u (I) and a function u' (I') between 
which unimodular linear correlation exists - if possible with a large coeffi~ 
cient of correlation - then the most probable relation between I and l' is 
represented by u (I) = u' (1'). From this equation we may finally derive 
the functional relation between rand r'. 

If no traceable relation between rand r' can be found. we should 
try to determine rand r' as functions of x and x' (or of zand z'). 
As a rule. however. this difficult investigation will appear to be impract~ 
icable in consequence of the scantiness of the statistical data we have at 
our disposal. 

In using the method of skew correlation in tracing the functional 
relation between wand R (or between rand r') (this method in its 
turn resting on the knowledge of those functional relations) we should 
be inclined to suspect th at we are reasoning in a vicious circle. Yet 
this fear is not justified. since a rather rough idea about the relation 
existing between (J) and R (or rand r') suffi~es already to refine consider~ 
ably the solution of the problem of skew correlation. 

If a functional relation (J) = {(R) is found. it may be utilised for 
adjustment. Of the four quantities Zk, z' I. 'kl. "kl the two latter are always 
much more uncertain than the former. and that 10 as in computing 
'kl and "kl many neglects are committed. 20 as they are derived from 
rather small frequency series (of Rk and R'I individuals. see (21) and 
(21 ')). So the quantities 'kl and "kl first require adjustment. 

This adjustment might be performed in the following way: 
Replacing in (34) r by Rand w by {(R). the equation thus modified: 

Z2 - 2 cos! {(R) ! . zz' + Z'2 = R2 
sin2 !{(R)! 

furnishes a value of R to each combination (Zk. Z'I). Although the struc~ 
ture of th is equation in R may be rather complicated. the fact that the 
solution usually differs little from the value V rr' empirically given, will 
lead to simplifying the operations. 

Thus. to Zk, Z' I the value of R being found. we obtain the corrected 
corresponding value of w from (J) = {(R). the equations Z2 + '2 = R2, 
Z'2+ "2 = R2 furnishing the corrected values of 'kl and "kl. 

In the most general case (r' ~ r) arelation between rand r' may be 
of service in adjusting. 

r' 
r' being known as a function of r. we also know - as a function of 

r 
rr'. thus (see (46) and (47)) .P as a function of R2. or À. as a function of R. 
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From Zh Z'I and the (provisionally accepted) empirical values of I;kl. I;'kl. 

we may compute rand r' (thus also R = V rr') by means of (25). R 
giving in its turn a value of À.. Then the equation (48) furnishes zand 
z'. af ter which the equation (49) gives a value of w. The equation (32) 
also furnishes w. but the value of w thus obtained is rather uncertain. 
We may consider the value of w derived from (49) as correcting the 
value of (32). Finally. from (44) and (45) we find tbe corresponding 
va lues of I; and 1;'. 

The method of treating skew correlation sketched above may be 
illustrated by an example. 

This example refers to a wood of djati trees. situated in the Dutch~ 
Indies forestry Wanas. (Res. Rembang. Java). section Katessan. Park 102 
(Remaining Stand and Thinning Stand). 

The data have been collected by Mr. H. E. WOLFF VON WOLFING. 
Forest~officer at the Forest Research Institute at Buitenzorg. who kindly 
put them at our disposal. 

Mr. WOLFF VON WOLFING has measured the trunk diameter. height. 
and volume of each tree. 

In the frequency table treated here the correlation is investigated 
between the volume x (unit 1 dM3) and the height x' (unit 1 dM). 

The table added to th is records the observed frequencies Ykl • In the outer 
column to the right the total frequency contents Rk of the rows ~k are noted. 
At the bottom the total frequency contents R'I of the columns ~rl are 
recorded. The last compartment of the bottom bears the total number 

n n' 

IRk = IR'I =N=916. 
k=1 1=1 

If we treat this frequency table according to the method eif 1 i n e a r 
correlation. we find: 

f= 57.845. e = 47.37 ; f' = 11.909. e' = 2.772; r = 0.831. 

Besides there is found (see p. 801 (p. 5) ): 

8 = + 0.978. 8'1 = + 3.007.81 = + 1.518.8' = + 0.950; 

E = - 2.000. E'I = + 6.803. E2 = + 2.082. EI = + 0.154. E' = - 2.205. 

These results show that the data fulfil in a very unsatisfactory way the 
conditions of linear correlation. 50 th at it is quite reasonable to apply 
the method of skew correlation. 

From the frequency table the following values are successively calculated : 
a. the values of Zk and Z'I (by (19). (8). (19') and (8')). the values of 

I;k-I/z. land 1;\.1-1/2 (by (21). (8). (21') and (8')). and - by (linear) inter~ 
polation - the values of I;kl and 1;' kl ; 

b. the values of r2 = Z2 + 1;2 and r'2 = Z'2 + 1;'2 ; 
c. the values of A = zz' - CC' and B = z 1;' + z' 1;; 

B 
d. the va lues of M = tg w = A' 

We very much regret that - owing to pressure on our space - we 
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are obliged to omit the tables recording the results of calculation mentioned 
sub a.-d. 

However we attach a certain value to the addition of some graphs 
to the text. viz. : 

1 0. The graph of the combinations 1 = log rand l' = log r'. 
This diagram shows that we may safe1y go on assuming the equality 

of r' and r. r' = r. 
2°. The graph of the combinations L = log R = log V rr' and M = tgw 
This diagram does not suggest a conspicuous re1ation between wand r; 

so we are probably right in considering w as a constant. For th is 
angle we have found - by adjustment of M = tgw -: w = 18°38'30" ± 
± 19'15", wh en ce 

y = cos w = 0.948 ± 0.002. sin w = 0.320. 
So this value of the coefficient of correlation is larger than th at 

computed by the less appropriate method of linear correlation. 
3°. The graph of the function z(x). plotted in a natural scale. 
The course of the function z(x) suggests that it answers to an equation 

of the form I) 
x-XO 

z=I.lolog • 
xm-xo 

where I is a constant. Xo the lower limit of x. Xn the upper limit of x. X m the 
median. i. e. the value of x which corresponds to z = O. 

4°. The graph of the equation last mentioned. plotted in a one~sided 
10garithmic scale viz.: 

• • •• with Xo = 0 (z = l. 1010g (;.-,)) 

0000 
X X X X 

0000 

xo=-30 
xo=-75 
xo=- 225. 

Experiments with other va lues of Xo have also been made; they have 
however - for clearness' sake - not been represented in the diagram. 

The points X X X X appeared to lie best in a straight line; for this 
line is found: 

Xo = - 75 (dM3). X m = 47 (dM3). 1=4.30. 
So the most reliable function z (x) is: 

- 4 30 101 (X + 75) z -, og 47 + 75 • 

whence 
dz K 
dx = x + 75' (K = 4,30 X 0.4343 = 1.87). 

so that we find for the reaction function 
dx 

1] = dz = k (x + 75). 

I) J. C. KAPTEYN and M. J. VAN Uv EN : Skew Frequency Curves in Biology and 
Statistics. 2nd paper. p . 46. 
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5°. The graph of the function z' (x'). plotted in a natural scale. 
The course of the function z' (x') suggests th at. it answers to an equa~ 

ti on of the form I) 

( 

I I I I ) '_1' 101 x -x~. X m - X ° 
Z -11.. og I I' I I • 

Xn'-X Xn'-X m 

where the quantities ).1. x' 0' x' m have a meaning analogous to that in 
the foemer case. x' n' representing the upper limit of x'. 

6°. The graph of this last equation. plotted in a one-sided logarithmic 
scale viz. : 

with x'o=O , X'n' =00 (Zl=).'. 1010g(::)) 

0000 
X X X X 

0000 

X'o = 10. X'n' = 200 
x'o = 20. X'n' = 180 
X'o = 47. X'n' = 173. 

Experiments with other values of x' ° and x' n' have also been made. 
but have not been represented in the diagram. 

The points 0 0 0 0 appeared to deviate least systematically from a 
straight line. For the line best adapted to these points we have found: 

x'o = 47 (dM). X'n' = 173 (dM). x' m= 121 (dM). ).' = 1.44. 

Thus the most reliable function z' (x') is: 

I _ I 44 lOl (xl-4~. 121-47)' 
z -. og 173-x" 173-121 . 

whence 

dz' I (I I) 126 K' I 

dx,=K x'-47 + 173-x' = _8131+220x'_x'2 .(K=I.44XO.4343= 

=0.625) 
so that we find for the reaction function 

1]' = ~:: = k' (- 8131 + 220 XI-X'2). 

Finally. from the above resuits the unimodular finaI variables are 
found to be 

t == Si~ W = 0~;200 . 1010g ( ;, ~7i5 ) = 13.44 . 1010g (x + 75) - 28.04 

I_~_ 1.44 101 (X'-47. 121-47)_450 lOl x'-47 -069 
t - sinw- 0.320 · og 173-x" 173-121 -. og 173-x' . 

with ~. = 0.948. 

I) M. J. VAN UVEN. Logarithmic Frequency Distribution. These Proceedings 19. 1916. 
p. 533. This formula answers to aquadratic reaction function. Perhaps a more subtiIe 
analysis would add a cubic term to th is function. 
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Endocrinology. _ "Further eommllnieations about Menformon, the 
hormone of the estrollS egde. (Reaetivating influenee upon senile 
miee, anti-maseuline aetion, influenee upon metabolism.) " By 
ERNST LAQUEUR. P. C. HART and S . E. DE JONGH . (Communicated 
by Prof. R. MAGNUS.) 

(Communlcated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

I. lnfluenee upon senile miee. 

In a previous communication 1) we described how we determined the 
action of a water-soluble female sexual horrnone we prepared and for which 
we chose the name Menformon. We made use of the fact that such a 
substance. as the important experiments of ALLEN and DOISY have shown, 
is able to cause in the vagina of castrated rats and mice characteristical 
changes identical with those occurring in the spontaneous estrus. and we 
wanted that by the so-called "unit" at least the stage analogous to the 
pro-estrus should be passed. 

A few times we tried to investigate whether in senile non-castrated mice 
which do not show any more estrous phenomena. these occur anew after 
injection of Menformon. By previous observation of several months' 
duration we knew that they had shown more or Ie ss regular cyclic estrous 
changes. but that these changes had been missing during the last weeks. 
Of course the anima Is had been controlled every day by meàns of smears 2). 
To give an example: Mouse BI' under observation since 199 days; during 
the first 157 days 15 estrous periods (9 obvious and 6 indefinite) occurred. 
during the next 41 days none: we then gave 3 times 0.3 ccm of Batch 
120 aq. altogether about 5 M.U. with a dry residue of 0.03 mgr. Two days 
afterwards a strongly positive reaction was seen. then again after 17 days. 

In a communication which appeared three months ago STEINACH 3) states 
to have obtained similar results in rats with the extracts he prepared. The 
amount of solids he injected. however. is several thousand times larger. i.e. 
about 225 mgr. STEINACH further reported a fact which up to this moment 
we have been able fo confirm only once. i.e. that not only the estrus 
reappeared. but that a real rejuvenation took place, in that sen se that the 
ovaries too took up their function again so that af ter the injection 
spontaneous cycli occurred. This of course is a very important observation. 

1) These Proceedings 28. p. 890. 1925. 
2) A second control of these preparatlons was performed by Dr. WIJSENBEE.K. 
3) PPLÜGER·s Arch. 210, 4/5, 588. 1925. 
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11. Anti~masculine action. 

In our previous publication we said that after 8 to 9 injections of 
Menformon in young immature rats and guinea pigs the female genitals 
develop within 9 to 10 days, so that these are equal to the organs of ol der, 
more mature animals. We have been able to confirm this once more in 
another rat, the control animal having been injected with liver extract 
prepared in a similar way as Menformon is made from follicular liquid, 
from corresponding quantities of liver. It was shown that this last anima I 
possessed much smaller genitals. 

Another experiment on the contrary in which the animals had only received 
injections during five days and had been killed af ter another five days proved 
negative. Here the dimensions of the genitals did not differ from those 
of the controls. This leads to the conclusion that the injections must be 
continued for a certain period of time to produce an obvious difference in 
development between the animals. 

Several authors (STEINACH, ATHIAS and MOORE 1) , confirmed by 
LIPSCHÜTZ 2) in a series of recent publications) claimed th at ovaries or 
parts of these on implantation into a male anima I can inhibit the development 
of specifically masculine organs and that simultaneously a certain develop
ment of femalecharacteristics, a stronger development of the mamillae 

Fig. 1. On the left side rats NO. 9 and 7 (control animals injected with liver 
extract) on the right side Rats NO. 10 and 12 (injected with Menformon). 

1) For literature see WIJSENBEEK, Ned. Tijdschr. v. Geneesk. 1924, 11, 2746. 
2) PPLUGBR's Archiv. 211. part. 6. 1926, and previous volumes. 
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especially, occurs. We now tried to obtain a similar anti~masculine action 
with Menformon. 

Of six young, three weeks old, male rats, which were left with their 
mother, three we re injected with Menformon, the other three with the liver 
extract prepared in the same way: the injections were started on Dec. 16th • 

The Menformon~animals got 3 M. U. every day, the ot hers a similar 
quantity of the liver-extract. As one of the Menformon~animals died on 
January 29 t h , a control animal was killed on the same day; a second pair 
was killed on February 18l • the last pair on February lO l" . Because we did 
not use the purest preparations every Menformon-animal got in 55 injections 
altogether 165 M . U . with a content of solids of 10.6 mgr. whereas every 
control animal got 20.2 mgr. of theliver extract. The accompanying figure 1 
shows very clearly the diHerence in dimensions of the genitals of two of the 
three pairs (on the left side the control rats Nrs. 9 and 7. on the right side 
the Menformon-animals Nrs. 10 and 12) . 

Fig. 2 shows the microscopic appearance of cross sections of the 
seminiferous tubules . on the left from control~rat Nr. 7. on the right from 
Menformon~rat Nr. 12. 

Fig . 2. Seminiferous tubules. on the left from control-rat NO. 7. on the right from 
Menformon-rat NO. 12. 

The animal treated with Menformon only shows a th in epithelial covering 
of the walls. whereas in the control animal the tubules are partly filled with 
ce lIs showing a beg inning spermatogenesis. The results of this experiment 
are summarized in Table I. 

From this table results that in all Menformon~animals the total weight 
after the experiment was somewhat less than in the control rats. but that 
the weight of the genitals was much more in arrear. The difference 
amounts here to 120 per cent. whereas the difference in body~weight is 
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TABLE I. 

(The table does not only give the weight of the testes, but also that of the thymus 
and the adrenals). 

... 
Weight (grs.) I 1l ... ~ Genitals Thymus Adrenals 

8 0 .~ 
before I after I 

(mgr.) (mgr.) (mgr.) ;:I 1'1 
Z «I 

Control animals (Liver) 

29/ 1 9 15 40 336.6 68.0 13.4 

1/2 7 17 44 345.1 111.7 16.7 

10/2 
I 

8 16 66 680.2 205.4 18.4 

Average 16 50 
I 

487.3 
I 

128.4 
I 

16.2 

Menformon animals 

29/1 10 15 30 124,4 13.4(1) 21.4 

1/2 12 15 42 200.4 93.0 18.6 

10/2 13 
I 

15 
I 

51 336.8 140.8 20.6 

Average I I 
15 

I 
41 

I 
220.5 

I 
82.4 

I 
20.2 

Control animals 
Percentûe difference = M ~ . I X 100 en ormon amma s 

121 56 -20 

only 22 per cent. Besides attention is drawn by the fact that the thy~us 
in the Menformon anima Is is smaller, whereas the adrenals are 
somewhat larger. 

As these differences of adrenals and thymus occurred in all three pairs 
of animals they are problably not caused by chance. 

To explain the fact that the thymi are smaller one might think of the over~ 
flooding of the body with sexual substances of which we know that during 
puberty they assist in causing the thymus atrophy. Then the thymus would 
have no sex~specificity, because it reacts in this case upon a surplus of the 
hormone of the opposite sex. 

Regarding the adrenals some authors claim that the cortex especially has 
something to do with female sexual life and increases in size at its heights. 
So there is no reason to be astonished at the adrenals of male animals 
treated with female hormone being larger than those of the controls. 

As the body weight of anima Is which are not necessarily in the same state 
of nutrition is an incorrect criterion to compare to the weight of the organs, 
we determined for the set of rats Nrs 8 and 13 the weight of some organs 
whose dimensions in all probability are not influenced by MenEormon. The 
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liver. and especially the heart. kidneys. and spleen differed less in weight 
than the total anima Is. 

This accentuates the differences of genitals and thymus. (See Table 11. ) 

Anlmal 

8 

13 

Difference 1 
per cent 

Weight 

in grams 

66 

51 

29 

TABLE 11. 

Heart Spleen Kidneys 
in mgr. in mgr. in mgr. 

378 439 956 

321 413 895 

13 

?enitals I ~hymus Adre- Liver 
nals 

10 mgr. 10 mgr. in mgr. in mgr. 

680 205 18 04360 

337 Hl 21 3431 

202 46 1-101 27 

The weights were determined within tenths of milligrams. but were 
rounded oH in the tabIe. 

111. Influence on metabolism. 

Something concerning the influence of Menformon upon metabolism in 
castrated female rats has been mentioned in our German publication 1). 

The experiments which have meanwhile been extended are briefly 
related below. 

The influence of ovarial substances upon metabolism has already been 
investigated repeatedly. We only mention here the researches of DE VEER 
in the laboratory of KOCHMANN in Halle. who used rats for his experiments. 
and those of ZOND EK in the "University Women HospitaI" of FRANZ at 
Berlin. who administered Ovarnon and Ovowop respectively to female 
patients. These as weIl as all previous similar experiments have been 
carried out with substances containing an exceptionally large amount of 
impurities. so that it is very diHicult to see clearly an eventual specific 
influence. 

We only injected 1 cubic centimetre of water with 0.05 to 0.90 mgr 
of solids. 

The method used was that of DANOFF (from ASHER's laboratory ) with 
a few changes we thought useful. 

The apparatus was cons~ructed in such a way as to enable us to include 
several (up to 6) animals in one experiment. This was done because we 
thought it necessary to work with several anima Is at a time. as work in 
other fjelds of internal secretion had shown us the necessity of doing this. 
especially to exclude the so-called "Day-factors". The determinations 
were made every day during three or four weeks. with the exception of a 
single Sunday in the beg inning or towards the end of the experiment. 

1) Deutsche Mediz. Wochenschr. Numbers 1 and 2. 1926. 
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Every determination lasted three hours. The rats fasted for at least 15 hours 
before the experiment, whereas they had been accustomed before to eating 
in the remaining 6 hours 50 much that their body weight remained practically 
constant. We determined (on a gold balance) with an accuracy within 
10 milligrams: the weight of the rats before and af ter the experiment, 
that of the tubes with sulfuric acid and with calcium chloride and of those 
with sodium~lime, whose increase in weight showed the amount of water 
and carbon dioxyde excreted. From the difference between the 1055 in 
weight of the animals and the increase in weight of all the tubes together 
the oxygen~intake was calculated. 

In a first series of experiments determinations were made upon six rats 
which were always used simultaneously and of which one died before the 
end of the experiment. All animals got on the same day about 5 M. U. of 
Menformon (Batch Ov. 17) in three injections of 0.4 ccm each. altogether 
0.9 mgr of solids. 

TOTAL OP THE AVERAGES OP C02-EXCRETION. 

(Each point represents the average of two successive days). 

Grams of C02 _ . = Menformon animals 
per Kilogr. body- - - - = Contro! anima!s 
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The second series of experiments included three rats which received in 
all 1 ccm = 16 M . U . (Batch 117 aq, altogether < 0.05 mgr), and two 
animals which were injected with liver extract in corresponding quantities 
(about 1 mgr of solid matter). The third series was formed by 
-4 Menformon animals (Batch 120 aq. 1 ccm = 5 M. U . = 0.4 mgr of 
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solids). 4 liver-animals (each 1.2 mgr of solids) and moreover 3 anima Is 
which we re not injected at all. In the second and third series the Menformon 
rats showed a definite estrus. whereas metabolism was increased in all three 
series of these anima Is. 

Instead of giving many hundreds of figmes separately we resume the 
results in a curve showing the average CO2-excretion of all animals used. 
As the Respiratory Quotient remains almost unchanged the 02-curve runs 
parallel with the above. To exc1ude daily variations which are of no interest 
for the endresult and which would interfere with its c1earness. each point 
in the curve represents the average of two successive days. 

The fact that the Menformon-curve remains high during 50 long a time is 
explained by the fact that the protracted action occurred just in that series 
in which no con trol animals were used. 

Conclusions. 

I. In some senile female mice in which spontaneous estrous phenomena 
had been lacking since many weeks we succeeded in causing an artificial 
estrus by th ree injections of Menformon given within one day. 

11. In connection with previous èxperiments in which Menformon had 
shown a growth-promoting action on the female organs of generation. an 
antimasculine influence of this hormone was found in three rats in which 
the growth of the male genitals was inhibited as compared with three 
brothers from the same litter that we re injected with liver extract. Moreover 
in these animals the thymus had diminished. the ad ren als increased in size. 

111. In. three series of experiments on castrated female rats. each 
inc1uding from 5 to 11 animaIs. a definite increase in gaseous metabolism 
was found af ter injection of Menformon. whereas similarly castrated control 
animals that got nothing or only a liver extract and were used on the same 
days. showed nothing or only a much smaller increase. 

Pharmacotherapeutic Laboratory of the University. 
Amsterdam, February 1926. 
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Chemistry. - "On the Action of Dibenzoylperoxide on Benzene at Low 
Temperatures in the Presence of Anhydrous Metal Chlorides." 
(Contribution to the knowledge of catalytic phenomena.) By Prof. 
J. BÖESEKEN and A. F. A. REYNHART. 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 28. 1925). 

Introduction. The action of benzoylperoxide on a great number of 
substances has been subjected to a thoroug h examination by H. GELISSEN 1), 
partly in collaboration with P . H . HERMANS 2). In this investigation a 
number of remarkable conversions were found, the observations of earIier 
investigators were improved upon, and could be explained for the greater 
part. 

Chiefly the action on boiling CCl4 3) and benzene (Ioc. cit. p. 285). 
which takes place at about 80°, has thrown light on the subject. 

In the first reaction more than one molecule of carbonic acid gas is 
developed, wArichlortoluic acid (ClsC oH 4 COOH) being formed as chief 
product. It was natural to assume that tetrachlorine was distributed over 
the benzoylperoxide as follows : 

C6Hs:COOOOCC6Hs + CCl i .... C6H sCl + CO2 + CCl3C6H i COOH ; 
this was, howevet, proved only by the action of boiling benzene 4). 

Then were formed : CO2, diphenyl, benzoic acid, terphenyI. quaterphenyI. 
phenylbenzoate and considerable quantities of resin. The quantities of 
benzoic acid were very considerable, hence a simple decomposition into 
diphenyl + 2 CO2 did not take place. Besides the quantity of rea ct ion 
product was greater than the quantity of peroxide, which was started from. 
The benzene must, therefore, has come in reaction, and this in two 
directions : 

C6Hs:COO:OOCC6Hs + C6H 6 .... C6H sC6Hs + CO2 + HOOCC6H s 
+ C6H 6 .... C6H 6 + CO2 + C6H sOOCC6Hs, 

which is further proved by not bOiling benzoylperoxide with benzene, but 
m.m.dinitrobenzoylperoxide and p.p. dichlorbenzoylperoxide. in which 
mono-m-nitro- resp. p.chlordiphenyl was obtained instead of di-substituted 
diphenyl. 

In this way Mr. GELISSEN has proved that at about 80° a pretty smooth 
reaction takes place, in which the solvent participates. He showed that 

1) Thesis for the doctorate by Ir. H . GELISSEN. Delft 1925. 
2) Berichte S8. 285, 476. 479, 764, 765, 770. 984. 2396. (1925). 
3) Recueil H. 869 (1924). 
1) GELISSEN and HERMANS. Ber. 58. 286 (1925). 
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only one molecule of CO2 was developed and that the solvent combined 
with the unequal rests of C 6H 5 and OOCC6H 5 of the peroxide-molecule 
according to the R-H-schema. The benzene splits up into C 6H 5- and H, the 
tetrachlor carbon into CCl3 and Cl. etc. 

Also the hydrolysis reaction, which was studied by v. BAEYER, and in 
which no CO2 was split oH, could be explained by means of the 
same schema: 

C6H sCOOOOCC6Hs + HOH ~ C6H sCOH + HOOOCC6H s• 

though a splitting up of the oxygen bridge is possible here. 

This splitting up sets certainly in in the action of NaI in 
acetonic solution : 

C6H sCOOOOCC6Hs + 2NaI ~ 2 C6H sCOONa + 12, 

It has likewise been established in the case of the reagent of GRIGNARD : 

C6H sCOO OOCC6Hs + C 2H sMgI ~ C6H sCOOC2H s + C6H sCOOMgl, 
and probably in the reaction on some secondary amines 1 ) . 

These two latter reactions take place at ordinary temperature; hence it 
is not excluded that the asymmetric decomposition appears especially wh en 
the molecule, e.g. through increase of the temperature, starts splitting oH 
carbonic acid. The decomposition will then begin with the formation of 
one molecule of CO2 ; if the solvent is more or less active, the decomposition 
takes place in main lines according to GELISSEN'S R-H-schema. 

IE one succeeds in making the reactions. which at first set in at this 
critical point, i.e. at the beg inning of the self-decomposition of the peroxide, 
take place at much lower temperature, the course may be entirely different, 
because now the reaction is no longer forced in a definite direction by the 
self-decomposition of the peroxide. 

We have succeeded in making the benzene act on the peroxide at much 
lower temperature by making use of catalyzers, as AICI3 , FeCI3 , and SbCI5 , 

and have found that the reaction actually proceeds in an entirely 
different direction. 

rhe two first catalyzers had already been used by GELISSEN and 
HERMANS 2), but because the investigation was made under the same 
circumstances as without catalyzer, i.e. at the boiling-point of benzene, these 
investigators assumed that the reaction took place according to the 
H-R-schema. In presence of the catalyzer the secondary reaction: 

C6H sCOOOOCC6Hs + C6H 6 ~ C6H sCOOC6Hs + CO2 + C6H 6 

would have been favoured compared with the principal reaction 
(diphenyl + CO2 + benzoic acid), because much more phenylbenzoate 
had been formed than would have been the case without catalyzer. 

1) GAMBARJAN. Ser. 58. p. 1775 (1925). 
2) Ser. 58. p. 479 (1925). Compare Thesis p. 77-80. 
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MCIg as catalyzer. 
IE to a solution of 1 mol. of benzoylperoxide in excess of benzene one 

molecule of AlClg is added. a reaction takes place aIready at 0°. Hardly 
any CO2 is developed (only 0.02 mol.). and almost quantitatively one mol. 
of benzoic acid and 1 mol. of phenylbenzoate have been formed : 

C6HsCOOOOCC6Hs + C6H 6 (AlCI3) -+ C6HsCOOH + C6H sCOOC6Hs· 

Hence GELISSEN and HERMANS' view cannot be maintained. 
If the . splitting oH of CO2 is prevented. the oxygen bridge is broken. 

For this reaction one molecule of AlClg is necessary; this combines with 
phenylbenzoate (an addition compound. already found by G. PERRIER 1). 
and is paralyzed by this. IE it is taken into account that without catalyzer 
chiefly diphenyl. benzoic acid. and carbonic acid are formed: 

C6HsCOO'OOCC6H s + C6H 6 -+ C6H sCOOH +C02 + C6H sC6H s• 

it is seen that the catalyzer activates the bond between the oxygen atoms 
of the bridge. and this is broken already at low temperature. 

Without catalyzer this place is inaccessible to the benzene; only at 
higher temperature both this and the CGH5~bond become active. and the 
reaction sets in according to the asymmetrie R~H~schema (GELISSEN and 
HERMANS loc. cit.). 

The activation of the ~O~O~bond by AlClg draws again attention to the 
fact that the formation of a compound of the catalyzer with the molecules 
to be activated cannot account for the catalytic phenomena. For very 
probably the AlClg attaches itself to the C=O~group (it forms very firm 
compounds with ketones). while another part of the molecule gets into 
reaction. 

FeCIg as catalyzer. 
At first we expected that th is catalyzer would behave in the same way as 

AlClg• and we took 1 mol. of FeCIg to 1 mol. of peroxide. The reaction 
took place below 0° with slight generation of CO2 • Af ter 24 hours the 
peroxide had disappeared; no phenyl~benzoate could. however. be detected. 
and by the side of much more than one molecule of benzoic acid there had 
been formed a complex iron compound. in which th ere was a pretty large 
quantity of iron. As this reaction is a special example of catalysis. we 
shall return to it in a subsequent communication ; here we will only remark. 
that here too. as with AICIg• the primary reaction is a splitting up into 
one molecule of benzoic acid and one molecule of phenyl benzoate; in the 
presence of benzene the phenylbenzoate is then further attacked by the 
catalyzer. in which by the side of benzoic acid dark~coloured compounds 
containing iron are formed. 

As was remarked above this reaction proceeds very slowly below 8° and 
the generation of CO2 is insignificant; at the ordinary temperature this 

I) Bull. [3J 9. 10-49 (1893). 
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becomes more important; also diphenyl is then formed. As appears from 
the subjoined table the quantities of CO2 and diphenyl are equivalent; 
hence it is very probable that the reaction found by GELISSEN and 
HERMANS sets in by the side of the -0-0- decomposition : 

C6H sCOO:00GC6H s + C6H 6 -+ C6H sCOOH + CO2 + C6H sCóH s · 

TABLE I. 

The action of equlmolecular quantitles of peroxide and FeCI3 on an excess of benzene. 

Phenyl Fe% Peroxide FeCl3 C02 CJisOOOH benzoate Diphenyl Fe complex in comp!. 

24gr. (0.1 m.) 16gr. (0.1 m.) 2.21 gr. 18 gr. - 7.5 gr. 4 gr. 
(0.05m.) (0.15 m.) (0.05m.) 

.. .. 1.33 gr. 15 gr. - 4 .5 gr. 7 gr. 
(0 .03m.) (0.12 m.) (0.04m.) 

.. .. 0.92 gr. 14 gr. - 2.75gr. 8 gr. 
(0.02m.) (0.11 m.) (0.018 m.) 

" .. 0.79 gr. 13.5 gr. traces 2 .5 gr. 10 gr. 
0 .018m.) (0 . 11 m.) (0 .016m.) 

TABLE II. 

The action of benzene on peroxide in the presence of a small quantlty of catalyzer. 

t Peroxide FeCl3 C02 CJisCOOH 
Phenyl Diphenyl Fe complex benzoate 

40° 12 gr. 0.8 gr 0.213 gr. 7 gr. 1 gr. 0 .75 gr. 2 gr. 
(0.005 m.) (0.005 m.) (0 .058m.) (0 .005 m.) (0.005m.) (4.5 % Fe) 

20° (0.05m.) .. 0 . 150 gr. 5 .5 gr. 2 gr. 0.400 gr. 3 gr. 
(0.004m.) (0.045m.) (0.01 m.) (0.003m.) (5.1 % Fe) 

0 .. 1.6 gr. 0 .725 gr. 9 gr. 2.5 gr. 2 .77 gr. 6 gr. 
(0.01 m.) (0.016 m.) (O.OHm.) (0 .013 m.) (0.018 m.) 

On use of AICl3 one mol. per mol. of peroxide is required to cause the 
reaction to proceed to its end; but this is not the case with PeCI3 • If e.g. 
0.1 mol. per mol. of peroxide is used, the reaction reaches its end all the 
same af ter 24 hours. It is, however, self~evident that then this catalytic 
reaction proceeds more slowly than that with 1 mol. of PeCI3 • 

These observations are combined in tab Ie 11. It appears that 
comparatively much diphenyl and CO2 are formed also at low temperature, 
and that then the usual reaction according to the R~H~schema becomes of 
more im portance. 

Without AICl3 or PeCl3 the splitting takes place at the phenyl nucleus 
and consequently also at the oxygenbridge; with these catalyzers the 
splitting takes place exclusively at the oxygenbridge. 

The two reactions can proceed side by side. 

4.6% 

5 .8% 

6.2% 

7.0 % 
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ZnCl2 does not work accelerating. at 0° the peroxide has remained 
unchanged af ter 24 hours. save for a slight generation of CO2 • 

SnC14 is a very bad catalyzer. Af ter 24 hours 0.8 gr. of benzoic acid 
had developed out of 12 grammes of peroxide and excess of benzene. also 
phenylbenzoate could be shown; practically no development of carbonic 
acid took place. 

On action of SbCI5 on a solution of peroxide and benzene a violent 
reaction took already place at 0°. If the temperature is kept low. a regular 
generation of gas takes place. This is carbonic acid only for a very small 
part. 0.015 mol .• for the greater part it is hydrochloric acid; besides. we 
ascertained the formation of oxygen and of benzophenon in one experiment. 
On further examination it appeared that SbCl5 acted on benzene already 
below 0° with formation of SbCI3 • HCI and dichlorbenzene. 50 that the 
reaction has a very complicated course here. 

The formation of benzophenon indicates that an activation can take place 
of the C=o -O~bond : 

C6HsCO~OOOCC6Hs + SbCIs -+ 2C6H sCOCI + O 2 + SbCl3 

C6H sCOCI + (SbCI3) + C6H 6 -+ C6HsCOC6Hs + HCI. 
which will have to be decided by a further study. 

It is further our intention to examine a number of analogous chlorides 
and besides to replace the benzene by other hydro~carbons. 

Delft. November 1925. 



Anatomy. - "On the Development of the Form of the Verte bral Spines 
in Mammais, especially in Man." By W. A. MIJSBERG. (Com~ 

municated by Prof. L. BOLK.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of December 19. 1925). 

The form of the vertebral spines differs largely in the different regions 
of the spinal column of man. It is especially the processus spinosi of the 2d • 

up to and including the 6 th cervical vertebra that differ from the others in 
possessing a bifid spine. In the so called lower races this terminal 
bifurcation is less pronounced and also less frequent than in the European. 
In other mammals it is entirely absent; only in apes. especially in 
anthropoids. do the spinous processes of some cervical vertebrae sometimes 
bifurcate. The records in the literature vary largely on th is point; from 
them and from his own investigation LE DOUBLE 1) concluded that only 
the epistropheus in the Chimpanzee possesses as a rule a bifid spine. 

So with regard to the form of the proces sus spinosi of the cervical 
vertebrae man differs considerably from the other mammals. It is 
intelligible. therefore. that the question has of ten been considered what may 
he the cause of this deviating structure in man. According to the hypo thesis. 
which has well~nigh become a dogma. that man has descended from more 
ape~like ancestors. this question has ever been formulated as follows: How 
did. in the phylogeny of Man. the bifurcated spinous processes in recent man 
originate from the unsplit cervical spines of his ancestors. 

In his Memoir on the influence of the assumption of the erect attitude on 
the human frame RUOE 2) has expressed the opinion that also the character~ 
istic form of the cervical spin es in man is due to his erect stature. RUOE 
writes: (l.c. p. 10): "Auch die am Schädel festgeheftete Muskulatur 
beeinflusst am Rumpfe ihre Ausgangpunkte. Als augenfällige Zeichen 
hierfür sind die gespaltenen Dornen des 2. bis 6. Halswirbels zu nennen. 
Sie dienen unter anderem den selbständigen Muskeln des Nackens beider~ 
cieitig zum Ursprung und haben sich zugleich mit ihnen ausgebildet." 
VON EOOELINO 3) has endeavoured to furnish further evidence for RUOE'S 
hypothesis. He examined the cervical muscles of many monkeys and 
prosimiae. studied the form of the spinous processes of the cervical vertebrae 
of the animals he dissected. and subsequently tried. by comparison with 

I) DOUBLE. A. F. LE. Traité des variations de la colonne vertébrale de l'homme. 
Paris. 1912. 

2) RUGE. G .• Die Körperformen des Menschen in ihrer gegenseitigen Abhängigkeit und 
ihrem Bedingtsein durch den aufrechten Gang. Leipzig. 1918. 

3) EGGELING. H. VON. Die Gabelung der Halswirbeldornen und ihre Ursachen. Anat. 
Anz. Bd. 55. 1922. Idem. Die Halswirbeldornen und deren Muskeln bei Halbaffen. Ibidem. 
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the conditions in man, to ascertain whether there is any relation between the 
form of the spinous processes and the development of the muscles that take 
origin from them or are inserted in them. Three muscles are attached to 
the spinous processes: the musculi spinales, interspinales and. semispinalis 
cervicis. The first~named muscle is so variabIe even in man that we need 
not take account of it. The musculi interspinales and the m. semispinalis, 
however, are muscles that are well-developed in man only in the cervical 
portion of the vertebral column, and consequently are characteristic of this 
region. They are much less pronounced in monkeys, where they are even 
vaguely differentiated from the musculature composing the deep muscles of 
the back. It will be seen then that the strong development in man of the 
muscles just mentioned, concurs with the terminal bifurcation of his cervical 
spines. VON EOOELINO considers the strong development of the muscles in 
man to he owing to his having assumed the erect attitude, the muscles now 
having to sustain the head and to perform the movements of the head and 
the neck which had become more mobile in consequence of the erect attitude. 
These muscles having hecome stronger during the phylogeny of man should 
by their traction have caused the formation of the paired processes at the 
end of the cervical spines. 

In this paper I shall abstain from criticizing VON EOOELlNO' s work, referring 
for my critique and for details of my own investigation to my extensive 
treatise that will appear in the "Zeitschr. für Anatomie und Entwickelungs~ 
geschichte". Nevertheless I wish to raise an objection to two essential 
points in the exposition given by RUOE and VON EOOELINO. 

First of all, in studying any problem in human phylogeny it is not right 
to start from the hypothesis that man descends from more ape~like ancestors. 
Facts carefully studied and discussed by BOLK, who based on them his 
fetalisation~theory, induce me to believe, as I have set forth in several papers, 
that in many respects the ancestors of man cannot be imagined more ape~like 
than recent man. In my opinion, therefore, for every problem concerning 
the descent of man we should try to find a solution by studying the available 
facts without vitiating our re su lts by any preconceived idea. 

M y second objection to the exposition of RUOE and VON EOOELINO is 
that they have endeavoured to establish the cause of the special form of the 
cervical spin es in man, without ascertaining be forehand how the bifurcated 
spinous processes have sprung from the nonbifurcated processes. We gather 
from their reasoning that they consider it self~evident that the paired terminal 
processes are new osseous formations, new projections which they suppose 
to have been developed under the influence of muscular traction. They 
omitted to afford any evidence for this assertion. In order to obtain a 
better insight into the cause of the terminal bifurcation in man it was 
necessary to make a preliminary inquiry into the ontogenetic mode of 
development of the bifid spines of the cervical vertebrae in man, as weIl as 
of the unsplit processus spinosi in the other regions of the spinal column 
in man and in other mammals. 
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In the following pages I shall give a brief account of the results of this 
investigation beginning with a diagram of the modes of development of the 
cartilaginous processus spinosi. 

Each· vertebra develops from four cartilaginous centres. Two of them 
arise in the vertebral body and one in {he basal part of each of the neural 
processes. The two cartilaginous centres in the vertebral body are soon 
fused. The cartilaginous processus neurales develop dorsad. and gradually 
enclose the spinal cord as semi-arches. Ultimately they unite dorsally to 
the spinal cord. The development of the processus spinosus may take place 
in various ways: we distinguish six types of development. as represented 
schematically in fig. 1. 
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Diagram of the different modes of development of the cartilaginous spinous 
processes in mammais. 

1. In the first type the non-thickened ends of the semi-arches come in 
contact with each other. At the junction an unpaired outgrowth develops 
representing the anlage of the spinous process. This mode of growth occurs 
among Marsupials (Dasyurus. Didelphys). 

2. While the vertebral canal is still wide open there appear at the semi
arches latero-dorsally directed terminal buds. When the spinal cord has 
been completely enclosed by the semi-arches. the thickened ends of the 
semi-arches meet in the dorsal median line. Then an unpaired median 
cartilaginous mass develops dorsally on the point of junction. In the typical 
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cases the growth of this median cartilaginous process is preceded by the 
formation of an unpaired, median precartilaginous outgrowth. A small 
part of the base of the cartilaginous processus spinosus is thus formed by 
the paired terminal protuberances of the semi~arches. In the beginning these 
buds can be recognized by a slight buIging, later on they are completely 
assimilated with the median process. This mode of development of the 
cartilaginous spines is very common among mammals. Typical cases, in 
which initially a precartilaginous median spine develops between and on the 
thickened ends of the semi~arches, I encountered in the thoracic vertebrae 
of man and the superior thoracic vertebrae of Tarsius. I detected a fine 
intermedia te form at the 8th thoracic vertebra in a fetus of Sciurus vulgaris, 
30 mmo in length. In th is intermediate form there occur two cartilaginous 
terminal protuberances on the semi~arches, between and on which 
protuberances an unpaired mesenchymatous spinal anlage is found. 

3. This developmental type differs from the preceding in that the 
terminal protuberances of the semi~arches are directed more laterad, and in 
that the median rudiment of the process is not very strong at first, so that 
a transient dorsal eminence is originated that is provided with three apices. 
Afterwards the median point gets more developed, in fact it constitutes 
nearly the whole process; the end~knobs of the semi~arches are merged 
into the base. This mode of development I could observe at the inferior 
dorsal vertebrae of Tarsius. 

4. In this type the end knobs of the semi~arches are markedly prolonged. 
Wh en the semi~arches come together dorsally to the spinal cord, their 
projections also adjoin, thus forming the paired rudiment of the whole 
spinous process; afterwards the halves coalesce over the whole length. 
This mode of development I observed very beautifully in the superior 
thoracic vertebrae of the sheep; probably it also occurs at some vertebrae 
of some other mamma Is (Talpa, Sciurus). 

5. Just as in the preceding type long processes appear at the ends of the 
semi~arches, representing the paired rudiment of the spinous processes. 
The coalescence of the two halves takes place only in the basal part at 
first, so that for a time there exists a projection that is split at the end. 
Only af ter some t1me does the fusion become complete. The processus 
spinosus of the epistropheus of the rabbit, the rat, and the squirrel develops 
in this way; it would seem to me that probably the split process I 
found at the epistropheus of a Didelphys auritus (20 mmo crown-rump 
length) also belongs to this group. 

6. Here the growth occurs initially in the same way as in the 
preceding type. The difference, however, is that the two processes, each 
of which represents the anlage of half a spine, only coalesce in their basal 
parts not transiently, as in the former type, but permanently. 

The order in which the 6 developmental types have been described is 
not arbitrary: on the contrary they have been arranged so as to present 
progression in the intensity of two developmental changes. Generally 
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speaking we can say that a spinous processus is built up of an unpaired 
median rudiment growing out from the cartilaginous mass formed by the 
coalescence of the semi-arc hes. and a paired lateral rudiment: the protuber
ances or projections at the extremities of the semi-arches. In the first develop
mental type the spine develops from a median rudiment only. in the second a 
small paired rudiment shows itself which. as soon as the semi-arc hes come 
into contact. is overlapped by the median rudiment. With the third mode of 
growth the lateral rudiment persists a little longer. so that during a certain 
interval of time there exists a stage with three knobs. In the fourth type 
the lateral rudiment predominates: the median cartilaginous mass serves 
only to unite the semi-spines formed from the paired rudiment. but does 
not develop into an independent median rudiment of a process. In the fifth 
and the sixth type the median cartilaginous ma ss does not extend transiently. 
resp. permanently as far as the end of the semi-spines that have sprung from 
the lateral rudiment. 

The extension of the median cartilaginous ma ss and its significance as 
median rudiment of the spinous processes decreases from the first to the 
sixth developmental type. whereas the significance of the paired. lateral 
rudiment rises. 

Now the question arises. which of these developmental types is 
phylogenetically the most primitive. In order to find a plausible answer 
to this question I examined the way in which the spinous processes in lower 
vertebrates develop. Some Amphibians examined appeared to possess only 
a median unpaired rudiment; the paired lateral rudiment is lacking. Among 
the Reptiles I detected only in a few cases a slight. paired. lateral rudiment. 
arising only very late in the ontogeny and contributing little to the formation 
of the spinous process. It is presumable. therefore. that the developmental 
type sub 1 is to be considered also for the mammals as the most primitive 
mode of development of the spinous processes. During the phylogeny of 
different mammals changes have occurred. consisting in the progression of 
the paired lateral rudiment and a regression of the median rudiment. In 
this respect the various mammalia have deviated to a greater or lesser 
~xtent from the primitive mode of development: differences are even 
noticeable at the different regions of the spinal column of one and the same 
animal. The developmental type sub 6 may be considered as the most 
progressive (= non-primitive) type. 

It appears then that in the phylogeny of mammaIs. in which spinous 
processes develop in one of the modes described sub 4. 5 or 6. aregression 
of the median rudiment has taken place. In contradiction to the principle 
laid down in the biogenetic law this regression is not repeated in the 
ontogenetic development; the new condition is brought about because the 
median rudiment no longer develops as completely as is the case with the 
primitive mode of development. We see. then. that phylogenetic regression 
takes place because an ontogenetic developmental process is arrested before 
it has reached completion. In this connection it is remarkable that with 
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a less intense departure from the primitive mode of development we do not 
yet find an arrest but only a retardation of the ontogenetic process of 
growth; thus with the 3rd developmental type the median rudiment no 
more prevails directly over the paired lateral rudiment; thus in the 5th type 
only transitorily a spine is formed. whieh is split at the end. It is 
clear especially in the transition from the 5th to the 6th type that the changes 
in the ontogenetie developmeat whieh bring about the phylogenetie 
regres sion correspond to the principle expressed in BOLK'S Fetalization. 

On the whole a certain relation is to be noted between the part played by 
the lateraI. paired rudiment and the median non-paired rudiment in the 
formation of the spinous processes: wh en the median rudiment gets strongly 
developed the paired rudiment is of little importance and conversely. There
fore. if we wish to solve the problem: what etiologieal factor is answerable for 
the appearance among mammals of modes of deve10pment that depart from 
the primitive one. we shall first have to answer the question whether the 
regres sion of the median rudiment or the formation and strong development 
of the lateral rudiment is the primary change. The latter supposition can 
hardly be called in question. since the paired rudiment reveals itself already 
as processes at the extremities of the semi-arches long before the spinal cord 
is enclosed completely by the semi"arches. that is long before the median 
rudiment can manifest itself in the ontogeny. Undoubtedly the primary 
deviation of the phylogenetieally primitive mode of development consists in 
the appearance during the ontogeny of protuberances at the end of the 
semi-arches. The more intense the outgrowth of these protuberances into 
processes constituting the paired rudiment of the processus spinosi. the less 
wiII he the part played by the median rudiment in the formation of the 
spinous processes. When half a spine totally arises from the paired rudiment 
the median rudiment no longer develops into a separate apex; the median 
cartilaginous mass does not extend farther than the extremities of the 
semi-spines (type 4). 50 far the regression of the unpaired rudiment is 
to be considered as the immediate consequence of the strong development 
of the lateral paired rudiment. Apparently the regression of the median 
rudiment. once begun. can go farther independently; from which ensue 
the 5th and the 6th types. where. transiently or persistently. the median 
cartilaginous mass no more extends as far as the extremity of 
the semi-spines. 

The occurrence of the paired lateral spinous process whieh initiates 
the new modes of development. depends on a change in the relation 
of the deep dorsal muscles to the spinous processes. In Amphibians the 
deep dorsal musculature is still arranged segmentaIly; the muscle-masses 
stretch from myoseptum to myoseptum. the processus spinosi are so to say 
supporting elements of the myosepta. In Reptiles and mamma Is the 
conditions are different; the deep dorsal muscles are no langer inserted 
in the myosepta but in the skeleton of the vertebral column itself. 
consequently also in the spinous processes. This change shows itself 
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already in the ontogeny in a typical way. While in Amphibians the dorsal 
musculature develops quite independently from the skeleton and has already 
reached the dorsal median line in a stage. in which the cartilage has only 
been formed in the basal part of the semi~arches. we see that in Reptiles 
and in mammals the dorso~median extension of the musculature goes on pari 
passu with the growth of the semi~arches round the spinal cord. As soon 
as the first rudiment of the cartilaginous neural laminae appears. the 
musculature attaches itself to the semi~arches. ahove all to their extremities. 
and thus follows the dorsal extension of the spines. This relation between 
musculature and extremities of the spines. which appears already early 
in the ontogeny. gives rise to the development of the terminal protuberances 
in which the muscles are inserted. The intense development of these 
protuberances. which represent the paired rudiment of the spinous process. 
induces regres sion of the median rudiment. As stated before. th is regression 
must be considered in the beg inning as a direct result from the intense 
development of the lateral rudiment; eventually it can proceed 
independently; it culminates in the persistence of a bifid neural spine. 

My material for the study of the development of the osseus processus 
spinosi was not quite sufficient. Still. from my observations I may deduce 
that developmental types can be distinguished that are. in principle. similar 
to those of the cartilaginous processes. Special mention should be made of 
the fact that I could estahlish at some cervical vertebrae. especially at the 
epistropheus. of some young anthropoids. that the spinous process consists 
originally of a paired osseous mass. The unpaired condition of the spines 
in the adult sometimes results from complete coalescence of the halves. some~ 
times from the development of an unpaired rudiment between and on the 
previously formed paired. osseous mass. Also the origin of the osseus 
cervical spines in man which are permanently split at the end. must therefore 
be ascribed to fetalization. 

It should be pointed out at the conclusion of th is exposition that on the 
ground of the described mode of development variations at the cervical 
spines in man may be expected in two directions. 

It may very weIl he possible that as an atavistic phenomenon the 
regression of the median mass of cartilage (resp. bone) is not so strong as 
usuaI. so that the semi~spines coalesce up to their extremities. Then the 
unsplit spinous processes appear. which occur very frequently from the 
3rd up to and including the 6th cervical process in the lower races. and are 
not rare also with Europeans. 

In the European. however. an unsplit spinous process at the epistropheus 
is of rare occurrence; among 782 epistrophei of Dutchmen I detected this 
variation only in 3 cases. 

Neither does it appear improbable that the regression of the median mass 
of bone is stronger than usuaI. so that the semi~spines do not unite at all 
and the split reaches as far as the vertebral canal. Among the 782 cases 
just~mentioned I found this variation in 5 cases. I doubt. however. wh ether 
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these are really cases of pure regression of the median rudiment. since with 
all of them the spinous processes were only little developed. 50 that perhaps 
a pathological inhibition of growth and coalescence of the halves may come 
into play here. I did find. however. this variation 5 times at the first vertebra 
of the sacrum in man where weIl developed semi-spines were separated as 
far as the sacral canal by a narrow slit. 

Finally I wish to consider the question. whether RUOE and VON EOOELINO 

are right in assuming a correlation between the terminal bifurcation of the 
cervical spines in man and the erect attitude of man. As has been set forth 
in the foregoing the bifurcation results from regression of the median 
rudiment of a spine which regression has taken place in a different degree 
among the mammaIs. and which culminated at the cervical vertebrae of man. 
Consequently the assumption of the erect attitude cannot possibly be 
regarded as the real cause of the bifurcation. The question may be 
propounded. however. whether the erect attitude might have promoted the 
considerable regression of the median rudiment which at the cervical 
vertebrae of man has taken place in 50 high a degree. It seems to me 
superfluous indeed to seek for a cause why this regression is stronger in 
man than in all other mammaIs. since in many other respects man deviates 
farther than all other mammals from the assumed primitive condition or 
mode of development. On the other hand th ere is no repudiating the 
possibility that the erect attitude has promoted the said regression. The 
bifid spine is no doubt a Ie ss strong attachment for muscles and ligaments 
than a spine 'whose halves have grown together up till the end; now it is 
just with the erect attitude of man that the traction exercised upon the 
cervical spines by the muscles and especially by the ligaments is less intense 
than in the quadrupeds. For in man the head balances more or less on 
the vertebral column. whereas in the quadrupeds the head must be carried 
by muscles and ligaments. above all by the ligamentum nuchae. 



Mathematics : - "On the foundations of combinatory Analysis Situs. 
I. De{initions and elementary theorems." By M. H. A. NEWMAN. 
Cambridge. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27, 1926.) 

In the Encyclopedia article of DEHN and HEEGAARD I). published in 1907. 
a set of definitions was given from which those parts of Analysis Situs 
which deal essentially with properties of finite collections of objects were 
to be developed without the use of the ideas and axioms of the Theory 
of Infinite Aggregates. Such a course is obviously desirabie on logical 
grounds. but serious difficulties have been encountered in actually car
rying out the programme indicated by the authors of the article: proofs 
have not been found. in the intervening years. for a number of theorems 
which stand at the very beg inning of the subject. 2) These difficulties 
appear to arise rather from the particular definitions adopted in the 
article than from the nature of the undertaking. In "combinatory" systems 
of Analysis Situs manifolds are regarded as sets of spherical "celIs". and 
two manifolds are defined to be "topologically equivalent" or "homoeo
morphic" if there is a third manifold which can be obtained from either 
by a series of modifications of certain prescribed types. The construction 
of a proof usually reduces. in the more fundamental theorems. to the 
consideration of the effect of combining. or re-arranging. a series of 
these steps. In DEHN and HEEGAARD'S system the primitive modification 
adopted is the subdivision of a cell into two cells by any barrier drawn 
across it. The variety of configurations which can arise from a combina
tion of even two steps of th is kind is so great that no classification by 
mere enumeration can be undertaken; so that from the commencement 
of the theory recourse must be had to the inductive use of general 
theorems which would naturally present themselves for investigation at 
a much later stage. and of which the majority are. in facto at present 
unproved. 

In the present paper an alternative system of combinatory definitions 
is proposed. The fundamental transformations ("moves") are the addition 
and removal. instead of the subdivision. of cells. This allows the use of 

I) Encyk!. der Math. Wiss. III AB 3, Analysis Situs. 
2) E.g. the "Theorem of Superposition": If two manifolds A and M, are obtainable 

from the same manifold by subdivision of its ce lis. there is a manifold obtainable by sub
Qivision from both A and M. On the difficulties of proceeding from HEEGAARD and 
DEHN's definitions to a proof of th is theorem cf, E. BILZ, Beiträge zur ... Analysis 
Situs, (Math. Zschr. 18 (1923) p.!.). 

40 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vo!. XXIX. 
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simplexes as building units instead of spheres of general character: 1) 
and the figure directly affected by a single transformation can only have 
one of a finite number of forms ("primitive clusters"). 

This paper contains the preliminary analysis of the structure of mani
folds. and also some lemmas on primitive clusters. which find their appli
cation in the more general theorems of the paper which follows. 2) 

§ 1. Arrays of Simplexes. 

If n is a positive integer or zero. an n-dimensional array. or n-array 
is formed from a fini te or enumerable set of objects by specifying which 
among the groups of n + 1 objects contained in the set are the units 
of the array. The choice is unrestricted save that every object must 
belong to at least one unit. The objects are called the vertices of the 
n.array.3): and if 0:::;; k < n any k + 1 vertices all belonging to the same 
unit form a k-component of the array. An (n-1)-component is called a 
face: units having a face in common are adjacent. 

An n-simplex is an n-array with only one unit. 
The sumo r + LI + . . .. of a number of n-arrays. r. d..... is the 

n-array whose units are all the units of all the arrays. If r contains 4) 
LI. r -LI is the sum of the n-simplexes belonging to r but not to LI. 

If S and T are distinct 5) m- and n-simplexes. ST is the (m + n + 1)
simplex containing all the vertices of both. If U is ST. UjS is T (the 
component of U opposite S) . If rand LI are distinct m- and n-arrays. 
rLl is the sum of all products ST, where S is a unit of r. and Tof LI. 

(The number n is from this point supposed not less than 1). 
An n-array is regular if each vertex belongs to only a fini te number 

of units. and each face to only two. It is connected if every two units 
are the extreme members of a chain. i.e. of a finite sequence of units 
such that adjacent members of the sequence are adjacent units of the array. 

The sum of the faces of an n-array, LI, which belong each to only 
one unit is the boundary of LI, written LI. 

If there are no boundary faces the array is unbounded, otherwise it 
is bounded. A component not belonging to the boundary is internal. a 
component belonging to only one unit is free. 

(If rand LI are unrestricted, an internal component of r is not 
necessarily interior to r + LI). 

1) Manifolds were first defined as sums of simplexes. (regarded as infinite aggregates of points), 
by L. E. J. BROUWER, "Ueber Abbildungen von Mannigfaltigkeiten", Math. Ann. 71 (1911). 

2) These Proceedings. p. 627. 
3) The name points is reserved for the complex entities which are considered iu the 

theory of continuous manifolds. 
4) The k-array 0 is contained in. or belongs to. the n-ar;ay r only if every unit of 

o is a unit or component of r. 
5) i. e. haviDg no vertex in COmmODo 
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1. If rand L1 have no common vertex and d (rL1) > O. I) rL1 is 
r . J +r. L1 . 

(If S is a unit of r. T a unit of L1. S' a face of S. and T' a face 
of T. typical faces of rL1 are S ' T and ST'; and the condition that. e.g. 
S' T belongs to no unit of r L1 save ST is th at S' belongs to no unit of 
r save S). 

In order that this theorem may remain true when r or L1 is a vertex 
or is unbounded. it is ag reed that when d (CP) = O. cP is to be omitted 
from all terms containing it. and th at when cP is unbounded all terms 
containing cP are to be omitted. 

If rand L1 are both unbounded. r L1 is unbounded. 
2. If r is aregular. unbounded n~array. there is no n~array. L1, not 

contained in r . such that r + L1 is regular and connected. 
(Clear). 
3. If n?: 2. the boundary of aregular. bounded n~array is an un~ 

bounded (n-1)~array . 

Let r be the bounded n~array. S,,-2 an (n-2)~component of r. S,,_I 
a boundary face containing it. and S" the unit of r containing S,,-I. 

If the face of S", other than S,,-I. which contains S,,-2 is internal, it 
belongs to a second unit. T". of r. If the face of T". not belonging to 
S", which contains S,,-2 is internaI. it belongs to a third unit V". If any 
member of the series obtained by continuing in this way recurs. it can 
only be S'" and its immediate predecessor contains S,,-\, contrary to the 
hypo thesis that S,,-I is in the boundary. Hence the series does not recur. 
but terminates. and its last member contains another boundary face 
containing S ,,-2. 

§ 2. Topological Equivalence. 

If a (1.1) correlation can be established between the vertices of two 
n ~ arrays. rand L1 . in such a way that the correlates of the vertices 
of each unit of rare the vertices of a unit of L1 . and vice versa. the 
two arrays are congruent. 

(It is assumed from this point that all the n~arrays considered are 
closed. i. e. th at they contain only a finite number of simplexes.) 2) 

Let r be a bounded n~array and S an n~simplex. not belonging to r .. 
S is said to have regular contact with r if it is the product of two 
components. U and V such that 

A (i) U belongs to r 
A (ii) U is interior to UV + r 
A (iii) V does not belong to r 

I) d(<I»: "the dimension number of <1>" . 
2) The definitions remain significant and most of the theorems remain valid, without 

this restriction. But it is ob" ious that to give an adequate account of the equivalence of 
open n-arrays in fini te sequences of "moves" must be admitted : and the investigation of 
such sequenees it is convenient to postpone. 

40* 
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Both U and V must contain at least one vertex. 

Regular contact. 

Irregular contact. 
Fig. 1. 

Clearly the faces U. Vare interior to r + UV. the faces V. U are 
in its boundary. 

4. lf r is regular. those of its boundary faces which contain U form 
the array U. V. 

For a boundary face of r 'containing U but not belonging to U. V 
would be a boundary face of r + UV. contrary to A (ii); if a unit of 
U. V did not belong to r. the set of boundary faces of r at U would 
be a subset of the units of U. V. and U would therefore be on its 
boundary. But the boundary of the regular array ris unbounded. and there~ 
fore U is interior to the set of units of r containing it. 

Hence 
5. If r is regular the common faces of rand uv are boundary 

faces of r. 
(For they all belang to U. V). 

IE r is a bounded n~array we define as a move of type 1 tbe oper~ 
ation of adding to r an n~simplex having regular contact with it; and 
as a move of type 2 the operation of removing from r an n~simplex. S. 
having regular contact with r -S. 

IE X and Y are distinct k~ and (n-k-l )~simplexes. X. Y and Y. X 
are complementary primitive n~c1usters. Their sum is seen to be XY. 

IE r is any n~array. and X. Y a primitive n~cluster contained in I. 
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it is a move of type 3 to replace X. Y by its complement, Y. X, 
provided that 

B (i) X does not belong to r -X. Y 
B (ii) Y does not belong to r - X. Y 

Moves of type 3. 

Fig. 2. 

If a bounded n-array, r, can be transformed by a finite succession of 
moves, of any or all of the types I, 2, and 3, into an n-array which 
is congruent to the n-array J, r is said to be topologically equivalent 
to ,1, and we write: r~ ,11). "Topologically equivalent" may usually 
be shortened to "equivalent." 

If rand .1 are two unbounded n-arrays, and units S of r, and T of 
.1 exist, such that r - S is bounded and topologically equivalent to 
.1-T, r is said to be topologically equivalent to J. (It wiIl be shewn 
later, (24), that in the case of manifolds the property is independent of 
the choice of S and T). 

Equivalence is both transitive and symmetrieal. For if r{' ,1, Ji r: 
and if riJ, J i r. 

6. If r is aregular, connected, bounded n-array, and r~ ,1, J is 
aregular, connected bounded n-array. 

The case n = 1 is trivia!. We therefore suppose n ==== 2. 

1) 'T;:.l" denotes. when rand .l are bounded. that only moves of types pand q 
need occur in the transformation of r into~. It is to allow th is notation that the unsymme
trical sign ~ is used for equivalence. 
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lt is sufficient to consider the effect of a single move. Regularity is 
clearly not destroyed if the move is of type 2; nor. in virtue of 5. if it 
is of type 1; nor. by the conditions B. if it is of type 3. The boundary 
is unaffected by a move of type 3. and since it is itself unbounded. 
only a part of it is affected by a move of type 1 or 2. Connection 
could be destroyed only by removing a unit. Sn. which was the only 
means of connecting in r two units. Pn and Qm both adjacent to it. 
But if the removal of Sn is a move of type 2 the common (n-2)
component. Sn-2. of Pn and Qn. being interior to the set of common 
faces of Sn and r -Sn. is interior to r. and therefore a chain of simplexes 
starting from Pn. all containing Sn-2. constructed in the manner described 
in 3. cannot terminate. and so forms a cycle. whose units include Pn and 
Qn. This is incompatible with the hypo thesis that Pn and Qn can be 
connected only through Sn . 

7. If r is aregular. connected. unbounded n-array and .1 an equi
valent unbounded n-array. then .1 is regular and connected. 

We may again suppose that n;?': 2. It may be shewn. by an argument 
similar to that of 6. that the removal of any unitfrom r gives aregular. 
connected. bounded n-array. There is. therefore. a unit. T. of ,1 such 
that .1-T is aregular. connected. bounded n-array. Since .1 is un
bounded. all the boundary faces of .1-T must be among those of T. 
But the boundary of the regular array .1-T is unbounded. lt is there
fore identical with T. and (,1-T) + T is regular. connected and un
bounded. 

§ 3. Element. Sphere. Cluster. 

An n-element is an n-array which is equivalent to an n-simplex. If q 
is the smallest number of moves in which the element can be trans
formed into a simplex. the element is said to be of order q. 

An n-sphere is an n-array congruent to the boundary of an (n + 1)-
element I). 

8. En is aregular. connected. bounded n-array. 
(Follows from 6). 
9. In. i. Sn+l. 2) For sin ce an (n + l)-element is a regular (n + 1)

array. the addition or removal of a simplex with regular contact replaces 
a primitive n-cluster of the boundary by its complement (5). Conditions 
B(i) and B(ii) are satisfied in virtue of -4 and A (iii). or A (iii) aod -4 

I) The case n = 0 is induded; a O-element is a vertex. a O-sphere a pair oE vertices. 
The assumption n ~ I is. however. still retained in the text which follows .. S and T 
always denote simplexes. E an element and 1; a sphere. IE there is a lower index. (as in 
En-k-I) it denotes the dimension-number; upper indices are merely distinguishing marks. 

2) IE rand Á are unbounded r . i . Á means that Á can he obtained Erom r by 
a succession oE moves oE type 3. The dots are to recall the Eact that r ~ Á cannot at 
present he inferred. 
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according to wh ether the alteration to the (n + 1 )~element is of type 
or type 2. A move of type 3 does not alter the boundary. 

10. In is aregular. connected. unbounded n~array. 
(Cf. the proof of 6). 
The smallest number of moves of type 3 required for the transforma~ 

tion of an n~sphere into the boundary of an n~simplex is called the 
order of the n~sphere. 

If Sk and I n-k-I have no common vertex. (0 :'( k :'( n - 1). Sk I n-k-I 

is a complete (n: k)~cluster; and if Sk and E n- k- I have no common 
vertex. Sk En- k- I is an incomplete (n: k)~cluster. 

In both clusters Sk is the core; and I n-k-I is the shell of Sk I n-k-I 

and En- k- I of Sk En- k- I • 

If k = 0 the clusters are called complete and incomplete n~stars. 
Clearly. a "primitive cluster" is a complete n~cluster. 
11. The core of a complete cluster is an internal component: the core 

of incomplete cluster is in its boundary. 
For the face which is the product of the core and an (n-k-2)~com~ 

ponent of the shell is interior to. or in the boundary of. the cluster as 
the (n-k-2)~component is interior to. or in the boundary of the shell. 

12. An n~star is an n~element. 
a. If the n~star is complete. let · a be its co re and I its shell. 
The theorem is true if the shell is the boundary of a simplex. Suppose 

it true if the shell is of order q-1. Let I be obtained by a move of 
type 3 from I*. of order q-l. Let I be r+ u. V. I* be r+ V. U. 
(If V is a single vertex it may be supposed not to be a). 

By hypo thesis r does not contain U or V. The sum of the units 
of aI* + UV which contain V is therefore a V. U + UV. i.e .• V. aU. 
to which V is interior; and U does not belong to aI*. Hence UV has 
regular contact with aI*. Again. since ar contains neither aU nor V 
it is a move of type 3 to change aI* + UV. which is ar + V. aU. 
into a(r + U . V). which is aI. 

Thus aI* (' aI* + UV -: aI. and aI is an n~element. 
b. If the n~star is incomplete. let a be its core and E its shell. 
The theorem is true if E is a simplex. Suppose it true when E is of 

order q -1. and let E be obtainable in a single move from E*. of order q-1. 
If the move changing E* into E is of type 3 the arguments of the 

preceding paragraph are valid. If E is E* + XV. X being interior to E 
and Y free. aE is aE* + aXY. aX being interior to aE and Y free. 
Hence aE* (' aE and aE is an n~element. If E is E* - XV. the removal 
ofaXY from aE* is a move of type 2. and aE is again an element. 

13. If an n~simplex and an n~element. (not a simplex) have the same 
boundary. their sum is an n~sphere. 

Let E be the element. S the simplex. and a a new I) vertex. a lies 

I) i. e. a vertex not belonging to any of the arrays already under consideration. 
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in the boundary of the (n+ 1)-element aE; it is c1early interior to aE + aS; 
and S does not belong to aE. Hence a (E + S) is an (n+l)-element. 
and its boundary. E + S. an n-sphere. 

14. Ir rn • ~. In. rn is an n-sphere. We may suppose only one move 3 _ _ _ 

is required-say the substitution of U . V for U . V. If then rn is Lfn + U . V 
and a is a new vertex 

arn ~ arn + UV. 
1 

is aLf n + aU. V 
-: aLf n + aU. V 
is aIn. 

But aI n is an (n+ 1)-element. and so. therefore. is arn ; and its 
boundary. r n• is a sphere. 

15. Every (n: k)-cluster is an incomplete (n-k-l )-cluster. 
Let the cluster be SIl. were Il may be an (n-k-l)-sphere. or (n-k-l)

element. let a be a vertex of S and S' the opposite face. a Il is a complete 
or incomplete (n-k)-star. and therefore an n-k-element. Hence SIl. 
which is S' aIl. is an incomplete (n : k- J )-c1uster. 

16. Every (n : k)-cluster is an n-element. 
(Follows from 15 and 12). . 

§ 4. Manifolds. 

An n-array is an n-manifold if (1) it is connected. and (2) the sum of the 
units at each vertex is a complete or incomplete n-star 1). If at each 
vertex the simplexes form a complete n-star the manifold is unbounded; 
if not it is bounded. 

It will be shewn that bounded and unbounded n-manifolds are in fact 
bounded and unbounded n-arrays in the sense al ready defined. For the 
present "bounded-manifold" "unbounded-manifold" must be regarded as 
indivisible phrases. 

17. An n-array which can be obtained from an unbounded manifold 
by a succession of moves of type 3 is an unbounded manifold. 

It is sufficient to examine the effect of a single move of type 3. Let 
M be the manifold. let the substitution of V. U for U . V be the given 
move. and let r be M - U . V. A be r + v. U. r. then. contains neither 
U nor V. 

Let a be a vertex of A. If a does not belong to M it must be iden
tical with V. and the sum of the simplexes at a is V . U. a complete n
star. If. on the other hand. all the units of A containing a belong to M. 
the units at a in A are identical with the units at a in M. which form 
a complete n-star. Suppose then that a belongs to V. U but is not V. 

(a). Let V be a V' . Of the units of U . V in M. the subset a U . V' con-

I) The name "manifolds" is usually given to the arrays here called "unbounded manifolds··. 
but as bounded manifolds appear to play the more important part in the present theory. 
this unsymmetrical nomenclature is not adopted. 
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tains a. The set of simplexes at a in M has therefore the form a (Ll+U . V'). 
where A + U. V' is an (n - 1)-sphere. Neither V' nor U belongs to 
Ll. or V or U would belong to aLl. and therefore to r. Hence 
Ll + U . V'. i . Ll + v' . U which is therefore also a sphere. The array 

aLl + U. V in M. which includes all units of M containing a. is replaced 
in A by a Ll + V. [[ which is a (Ll + V'. U). This is therefore the set of 
simplexes at a in A. and. its boundary being a sphere. is a complete star. 

(b) . If U is a U'. all the units of U. V belong to the n-star at a in 
M. which is of the form a ( Ll + U'. V). This is replaced in A by a Ll+ V. U 
and the sum of the units at a in A is therefore a (,1 + V. U'). It fol
lows as before that this is an n-star. 

Hence 
18. Every n-sphere is an unbounded n-manifolcf.. 
19. The n-simplexes at a k-component of an unbounded n-manifold 

form a complete (n : k)-cluster. 1) 
The theorem is true when k = O. Suppose it true wh en k ~j-1. where 

1 ~j ~ n - 1. Let S be a j-component of the manifold. a a vertex of S. 
and S' the opposite face. 

The n-simplexes at S' form a certain (n: j-l )-cluster. say S' I . The 
n-simplexes at S are those units of S' I which contain a. Since a does 
not belong to S'. it belongs to I. and (18) the units of I containing it 
form an (n-j)-star. aI'. Hence the simplexes at S form the array 
S'. aI' • which is a complete (n :j)-cluster. 

In particular. the n-simplexes containing a face of the manifold form a 
complete (n: n-1)-cluster i.e. a pair of simplexes. The "unbounded
manifold" is therefore in fact a regular unbounded n-array. 

20. If the units of a primitive cluster contained in an unbounded 
n-manifold are removed. one by one. in any order. all the contacts af ter 
the first are regular. 

It is sufficient to shew that if M is an unbouncled manifold containing 
U. a V. U V has regular contact with M - U. a V. 

We first notice that all units of M containing U belong to U. a V . 
For if not. a V would be drawn on 2) the shell of the complete cluster 
at U; and this is impossible. for one sphere cannot be drawn on 
another. (Cf. 2). 

Consider the contact of UV with M - U . a V. The boundary of 
M -U . a V contains a V. and therefore V; U does not belong to 
M-U . a V; and V. which is interior to Mand does not belong to 
aU. V. is interior to M-aU. V. which is M-U. a V + UV. The 
contact is regular and M-U. a V + UV "7 M-U . a V. 

1) Cf. H. KNESER. Ein Topologischer Zerlegungssatz. (These Proceedings 27. (1924) 
p . 603). 

2) oor is drawn on Ll" means that the units of r form a subset of the units of A. 
It implies th at d (r) = d (Lll and that r is not Ll. 
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21. If M is unbounded and M, i . A. then M ~ A. 
It is sufficient to examine the effect of a single move. say the sub~ 

stitution of V. U for U. V . Let S be a unit of U. V. T a unit of U. V. 
If the units of U. V -S are removed from M-S in any order. the 
con ta cts are all regular: i.e. M-S i M-U . V. A is also an n~manifold. 

and therefore A-Ti A-V. U: i.e. A-V.U-tA-T. Since M-U.V 

is A-V. U this is the required result I). 
22. If an n~simplex is removeq, from an n~sphere the remainder is 

an n~element. 
Sketch of the proof. In extending the range of this theorem from 

spheres of order q-l to the sp here ~. of order q. the crux is the case 
wh en S. the simplex to be removed. belongs to the new cluster. V. U. 
in ~. If then T is any unit of U. V it can be shewn. as in 21. that 
~ -S can be obtained by moves of types 1 and 2 from the n~element 
~*-T. wh ere z* is ~-V. U + U. V. 

24. If S and T are any two units of an unbounded n~manifold, M. 
M-S~M-T. 

It is sufficient to examine the case in which S and T have a com~ 

mon face. But in th at case S + T is a primitive cluster and therefore, 
(Cf. 20). M-S~M-(S+T)~M-T. 

25. An n~dimensional bounded manifold is a bounded n~array whose 
boundary is one or more unbounded (n-l)~manifolds. 

It follows easily from 11 that the set of boundary vertices is identical 
with the set of vertices at which the simplexes form an incomplete star. 
The boundary faces at any boundary vertex. a. are those boundary faces 
of the incomplete n~star at a which contain a. They are obtained by 
joining a to the boundary of the shell of the n~star and therefore form 
a complete (n-l)~star. 

26. If r is a bounded manifold, conditions A (i) and A (ii) governing 
regular contact may be replaced by: A (iia) U. V belongs to r. 

If. condition A (iia) being satisfied. U were not interior to r + UV. 
there would be boundary faces of r containing U. but not belonging to 
UV and therefore not contained in U. V: i.e. the complete (n-l : k)~ 
cluster U. V would be contained in another complete (n-l : k)~cluster. 
which is impossible. 

27. If r + UV is a bounded manifold. the conditions A (i) and A (iii) 
governing regular contact may be replaced by: A (iiia). V. U belongs to 
r + U V. (Cf. 26). 

28. If all the units of an n~element have a common vertex. the ele~ 
ment is an n~star. 

If the common vertex. ~. is interior to the element. the truth of the 
theorem is obvious. If it is in the boundary. the array is formed by 

I) We may now drop the dots and write Mi A. The symbols Mi A. M~A etc .• 

are not used when A and Mare unbounded. 
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)OlOlOg ~ to those boundary faces which do not contain it. It is therefore 
sufficient to shew that if an (n-l )-star is removed from an (n-l )-sphere 
the remainder is an (n-l )-element. In this form the theorem is clearly 
true of the boundary of an n-simplex. The proof that it can be extended 
to spheres of order q involves considerations similar to those which 
arose in proving 12 and 17. and may be omittE~d. 

29. An n-array which is equivalent to a bounded n-manifold is a 
bounded n-manifold. 

The theorem is true when n = 1. Suppose it true when n ~ m - 1. 
where m;::: 2. From this hypothesis th ere follow: 

30. (n ~ m - 1). An n-element is a bounded n-manifold. 
3 t. (n ~ m). The n-simplexes at a k-component of a bounded n-manifold 

form an (n: k)-cluster. complete or incomplete. as the k-component is. or 
not. internal. 

This is true when k = O. Suppose it is known to follow from the 
inductive hypo thesis if n < m. and also if n = mand k ~ j - 1. where 
l~j~n-1. 

a. Let S be a boundary j-component. S' a face of S. a the opposite 
vertex. 

The simplexes at S are those units of the (n : j-l )-cluster (say S' E) at 
S'. which contain a. a belongs to E and is on its boundary; for if it were 
interior to E. aS' would be interior to ES' and therefore to the manifold. 
Since the element E. (of less than m dimensions) is a bounded manifold. 
those of its units which contain a form an incomplete (n-j)-star. aE'. 
The n-simplexes at S therefore form the incomplete (n : j)-cluster S' a . E'. 

b. Let S be an internal j-component. and S' and a a face and opposite 
vertex. 

If S' is intern aI. the arguments used in 19 apply. If not. and the 
(n : j-l )-cluster at S' is S' E.a is now interior to E. For if not. S would 
be in the boundary of S' E. and therefore. since this array includes all units 
of the manifold containing S. in the boundary of the manifold. The units 
of E containing a therefore form a complete (n-j)-star a~'. and the 
simplexes at S the complete (n :j)-cluster. S~'. 

In particular the array at an internal face is a pair of simplexes. A 
bounded manifold is therefore a regular array. 

The sum of the units of a manifold M which contain a component S 
will be caHed "the S-cluster in M." 

32. (n ~ m). An incomplete n-star is a bounded manifold. 
If the star is aE. and f3 is a vertex of E. the units of E at f3 form 

a complete or incomplete star. f311. Hence the units of aE at f3 form 
the set a. f3Il. or f3. all. and all is an (n-l )-element. 

33. (n ~ m). If M is an n-manifold. a component of M interior to a 
subset. r. of M is interior to Mand does not belang to M-r. 

The component. S. is interior to A. the set of units of r which con
tain it. A is contained in the S-cluster in M. and therefore can only 
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have S as an internal component. if the S~cluster in M is a complete 
cluster and coincides with .d. 

Pro 0 f 0 f 29. It must be shewn that an alteration of any of the 
three types to a bounded m~manifold leaves it a bounded m~manifold. 

The effect of a move of type 3 has been discussed in the proof of 17. 
Consider the effect of adding to the manifold. M. a simplex UV. 

U being interior to M + UV and V free. 
If U is a vertex. the boundary of the shell of the U~star in M coin~ 

cides with V. The boundary of the array at U in M + UV is therefore 
(13) a sphere. and the array itself an m~star. 

If V is a vertex the V~cluster is U V . 
If a is a vertex of U but is not identical with it. let U be a U'. The 

contact of U V with aE. the a~star in M. is regular. For all the units 
of U. V contain a . and therefore belong to a E. Since they belong (by 
hypothesis) to M. they belong (33) to a E; V does not belong to M, 
much less to a E; and a E is a bounded manifold (32). Hence (26) a E + U V 
is an m~element and therefore an incomplete m~star. 

Finally. consider a vertex. (:J. of V. Let V be (:J V'. If V' belonged 
to (:J E *. the (:J-star in M. it would belong to E* and therefore V would 
belong to (:JE*. which is contrary to hypo thesis. U. V is U(:J . V' + UV'. 
and therefore the array U(:J. V' belongs to (:JE*. · Hence the contact of 
UV with (:JE* is regular. and the set at (:J in M + UV is an incomplete 
m~star. 

Thus at all vertices of M + LlV the simplexes form a star: the sum 
is a manifold. 

The case of the removal of a simplex is similar. 
34. The removal of a unit from an unbounded n~manifold leaves a 

bounded n~manifold. 
(Follows from 22). 
35. An n~array which is equivalent to an unbounded n~manifold is 

an unbounded n~manifold. 

(Follows from 34 and 13). 

§ 5. Some lemmas on Primitive Clusters. 

lf rand L1 are two n~arrays. we write 

r--L1. 
p.q 

[not P. Q •... ] 

for the statement: "If (/J is any n~array. containing na unit of r or L1. 
then (/J + r-- (/J +.d provided none of P. Q .... is a component of (/J". 

36. If P. Q, Rare three simp/exes with no common vertex 

P.Q. Ri Q · P . R . [not P. Q] 

lf R is a vertex the theorem is reduced to P. Q i Q . P [not P. Q]. 
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which is true. Suppose its truth is known if d (R) < q. Let R be R'~. 
R' having q-1 dimensions. 

P.Q.R is P~. Q. R'+PR'. Q. -Q.P~ .R'+PR'. Q. [not Q. P~]. 
3 

is P. QR'+ ~Q. P. R'. -QR'.P+~Q.P.R'. [not QR'. Pl. 
3 

is Q.P.R. 

The four conditions. [not P. P;. Q. QR'] are clearly contained in [not 
P. Q]. 

N oticeable special cases are: 

P.Ri a . P . R. 

13· Ria. R. 

[not P. a]. 

[not 13. a] . 

(1) 

(2) 

The value of the last result is that it shews th at the transformation 
need not proceed by way of f3 . R - R. which would require [not R]. 

The following generalization of 36 is easily proved. 
37. If P. Q. R . .... S are any number of simplexes. na twa having a 

comman vertex. then 

P . Q . R . .. Si Q . P . R ... S. [not P. Q]. 

It is canvenient to prove together the fallowing four theorems: 
38. If the comman part I) of an n~manifald. M. and a primitive 

n~cluster. S . T. is an (n -l)~element belonging ta the baundaries of bath. 
then M"'t M + S . T. 

(In 39-44 U and Vare oppasite components of an (n+2)~simplex 
and M a bounded n~manifold drawn on U . V) . 

39. If U' is a face of U and r the set of units of U' . V which 
do not belang ta M. then M"'t M + r. pravided M + r is not U. V . 

40. If na face of U is interiar ta M at least ane face ot V does 
not belang ta M (d( V) > 0). 

41. If an h~campanent. X . but na (h-1)~campanent of U is interiar 
ta M. there is a face . V'. of V such that (U/X). v' does not belang 
ta M . (d( V) > 0). 

The four theorems are c1early true if n = 1. Suppose them true if 
n :s; m - 1. From this assumption there follow: 

42. (n :s; m - 1). M is an n~element. 
For to each vertex. ;. of U corresponds an array r {. (which may in some 

cases have na units). consisting of the units of (Uj;). V which do not 
belong to M. The arrays r; can. by 39 Hyp.. be added to M in 

I) 0 is the common part of rand ti. means that the common units. (if any). and 
common components of I' and .l are the units and components of the array 0. 
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succession. by moves of type I. until only one of those which actually 
have units remains. This remaining array. r.,... being part of (UI?]). V 
is a primitive cluster. and the array that has been obtained from M. 
being the remainder of U . V. is an n~element. Mitself is therefore also 
an n~element. 

43. (n <: m - I). If an n~element is removed {rom U. V the remainder 
is an n~element. 

(During the process described in 42 the simplexes added. by moves 
of type I. to Mare removed. by moves of type 2. from U. V - M 
and the flnal result - one of the arrays r; - is an n~element). 

44. (n <: m-I). If U' is any face of U. and .1 the set of units of 
U'V belonging to M. Mi M-J. provided M is not A. 

Pro 0 f 0 f 38. Suppose n equal to mand let d(S) = k. If k = m the 
theorem is reduced to 26. Suppose then that the theorem is true if 
n = mand k :> j + I. wh ere j <: m-I. and that in the given case n = m 
and k = j. Let E be the common boundary element. 

If no component of S is interior to E there is a face. T'. of T which 
does not belong to E. (40); and the array S. T -S . T'. (i.e .. if ~ is T/T'. 
the array ~S. T'. which is a primitive (m:j + I)-cluster). has also the 
array E in common with M. lts units may therefore be added to M 
by moves of type I . The remaining simplex. ST'. has regular contact 
with M + ~S . T'. For S is interior to S. Tand T' belongs neither to 
~S. T' nor. by hypo thesis. to M . 

If an h~component. U. but no h-I~component of S is interior to E. 
let S be UV. There is th en a face, T' of T. such that VT' does not 
belong to E. If ~ is TIT'. the common part of M and ~ST' is an 
(m-I)~element. The common faces. being those units of E which do not 
belong to T' . S. certainly form an (m-I)~element (44) .Suppose then that 
M and ~S. T' have a common component. W, which does not belong 
to a common face; from the conditions governing the contact of Mand 
S . T, W must belong to a common boundary face of Mand ST'. ST' 
is S. T' + VT' . U + U T' . V; the units of S . T' are interior to S. T 
those of VT'. U all contain VT' which we have supposed not t~ 
belong to E. and therefore UT' . V contains all units of E which belong 
to ST'. Also the part of the boundary of S. T belonging to ~S . T' is S. T'. i.e. 
UV. T'. Thus W must be a component of both UT' . V and UV. T' 
and therefore of their set of common faces. U. T' . V. which belongs 
to the U~cluster in S. T. But since U is. by its definition. interior to 
E. the whole of the U~cluster in S. T belongs to E and therefore those 
units of the boundary of ~S. T' which contain U .T' . V belong to M. 
The hypo thesis that W does not belong to a common face of M and ~S . T' 
is untenable. 

Thus the primitive cluster ~ S . T' satisfies the conditions of the theorem; 
its units can by the inductive hypothesis be added to M by moves of 
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of type 1; and S T' has regular contact with M + ~ S . T': for V T' 
does not belong to M. and U is interior to M + S . T. 

Proof of 39. Let n = m. In view of 38 and 42 it is sufficient to shew 
that the common part of Mand r is a bounded (m - l)~manifold. It is 
convenient to prove the slightly more general result that if M* and r* 
are as Mand r in 39 save that M* + r* may be U. V. the 
common part of M* and r* is an (m - l)~manifold. Let this be 
assumed true when U. V is replaced by the boundary of a primitive 
cluster of lower dimensions. Let Q be any common component of r* 
and M*. let U' be PI QI' I) V be P2 Q2' Q be QI Q2' Then U'.V 
is PI Q . P 2 + PI QI P 2 • Q2 so th at the Q~cluster in r* is contained in 
PI Q . P 2• Again. if ~ is UI U'. the Q~cluster in M* is contained in Q. ~ PI . P 2 • 

the Q~cluster in U. V. The shell. r'. of the Q~cluster in r* is then an 
element drawn on ~ PI . P 2• consisting of all those units of PI . P 2 which do 
not belong to M'. the shell of the Q~cluster in M*. Hence by the 
inductive hypo thesis the common components of M' and r' form an 
(h-l)~manifold. IIh-1 (where h = d (r') = d (M')). Since h < m. llh-I. 
which is drawn on. or identical with. r '. is a sp here or an el~ment (42). 
The common components of M* and r* containing Q form the arrayQ IIh- 1t 

a complete or incomplete cluster. This establishes the subsidiary theorem. 
concerning M* and r*. and as it is clear that the common array of 
Mand r is a proper part of rit must be a bounded (m-l)~manifold. 
and the truth of 39 follows. 

Proof of 40. Let. n=m. Using the theorems which have now been 
proved. 40 can be enunciated in the symmetrical form: 

If U. V is the sum of two elements. EI and E 2• either a face of U 
is interior to EI' or a face of V is interior to E 2 • 

It is therefore sufficient to consider the case in which d (V) ~ d (U). 
The theorem is clearly true if d(U) = O. We therefore suppose U has 
at least two vertices. 

If th ere were a vertex. ~. of U which did not belong to EI' EI would 
be contained in (U/~). V; and if. in this case. U/~ were not interior to 
EI. there would be a face. VI. of V. such that (U/~). VI. and therefore 
VI itself. did not belong to EI' We may therefore assume that if ç is 
any vertex of U. ~ belongs to EI but is not interior to it. 

Let U be ~UI. and let ~el be the ~~star in EI' Sin ce ~ . UI . V is the 
~~star in U. V. el is an element drawn on UI. V. No face of UI is 
interior to el; for if it were. a face of U would be interior to ~ el. i. e. 
to EI' Hence by the inductive hypothesis there is at least one face of 
V. say VI. which does not belong to el' UI VI is the only unit of U. V 
which contains VI but not ~. and therefore is the only unit of EI containing 
VI. Thus if every face of V belonged to EI. there would correspond to 
every vertex. ~. of U. a vertex. 1]. of V such that (UV)/(~1]) is the only 

I) On this page suffixes are used (for typographical reasons) as distinguishing marks. 
not dimension numbers. 
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unit of E, containing VI?]. Clearly. in this correlation, the same vertex 
of V cannot correspond to two different vertices of U and therefore 
if d (V) < d (U) the hypothesis that every face of V belongs to E is 
untenable. If d (U) = d (V) the only possibility to be considered is that 

El is L (~:} each vertex of U and V appearing in one term only 

of the sumo But this array is c1early not an element. for no two units 
have a common face. The hypothesis that every face of V belongs to 
El must therefore be abandoned. 

Pro 0 f 0 f 4 1. Let U be XY. The trivialor degenerate cases in 
which X is a vertex. or Y does not belong to M. may be excluded. 
Y cannot be interior to M. or M would contain the whole of U. V . 
The Y~cluster in M is th en Ye. where e is an element drawn on X . V . 
If a face. X'. of X we re interior to e. the Y. X ' ~cluster in M would be 
the who Ie of X'. Y. V. Sin ce, (X being interior to M) the X~c1uster in 
M is X. Y. V the X ' ~cluster in M would in this case contain the sum 
of these two arrays. viz.. X' . cr Y. V wh ere cr is XI X'. But this is the 
whole of the X ' ~c1uster in U. V . and cannot. owing to the conditions 
imposed on X . belong to M . There is therefore no face of X interior 
to e; by the inductive hypothesis at least one unit of V does not belong 
to e. and therefore at least one unit of Y . V does not belong to Ye. 
the Y~cluster in M . 

45. If S . T is drawn an an n~manifald. M. and the components af 
S . T belonging ta M farm a baunded (n-l)~manifald. then Mi M-S. T. 

(The proof is similar to that of 38). 

From 38 and 45 we obtain the following generalisation of the rul es 
governing regular contact with manifolds. (cf. 26 and 27). 

46. If 

then 

C (iia) U. V. W is drawn an M. 
C (iii) V daes nat belang ta M, 

M-tM+UV. W . 

Every component of UV . W which does not belong to U. V. W 
contains or is contained in V. and thereforê the components common to 
Mand UV . W form the array U .l/" . Witself. which is an (n-l)~element. 

47. If UV. W is drawn an Mand 

D (ii) U is interiar ta M. 

D(iiia) V. U. W belangs to M. 

then Mi M - UV.W . 

(From 45). 



MatIKmatics. - "On the foundations of combinatory Analysis Situs. 
11. Theorems on sets of elements." By M. H. A. NEWMAN. 
(Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

This paper contains. flrst. an investigation of the extent to which 
moves of one type can be replaced by moves of other types. and 
secondly. some theorems on manifolds considered as sums of elements I) 

In section I it is shewn that if A and M are equivalent bounded 
manifolds. th en A ï! M (Theorem 1); A ït M. (Theorem 3a); and 
A 2t M. (Theorem 3b); that if A and M are equivalent unbounded 
n~manifolds A i M. (Theorem 5) ; and that if EI and E2 are n-elements 
with a common boundary. EI i E2. (Theorem 4). The only other re1ations 
whose possibility is plausible are : (1) IE A and M are equivalent 
bounded manifolds with a common boundary. then A i M; and (2) 
IE E is an n~e1ement and S an n~simplex. then E 7 S. Whether the 
flrst of these assertions is true I do not know. but the second is certainly 
false. IE n > 2 an n~dimensional element can be constructed from which 
no simplex can be removed by a move of type 2. 

In section 11 theorems are proved on the effect of adding elements to 
elements. and elements to manifolds. and flnally a theorem. (Theorem 10). 
on the structure of manifolds in terms of general elements instead of 
simplexes. From this theorem it can be deduced that if two equivalent 
manifolds. according to the DEHN~HEEGAARD definitions. are divided into 
simplex es. they are equivalent in the sense of the present papers; so 
that the new definitions lead to no loss of generality. 

From this point it is not difficult to construct a proof of the "Theorem 
of Superposition" mentioned on p. 611; but this theorem no longer arises 
naturally at the outset and its proof is reserved for a subsequent paper 2). 

I. Relations between moves of the three types. 

§ 1. Replacement of Moves of Type 3. 

The following two lemmas will be proved together. 
L e m mal. If S is a boundary component of an n~manifold. M. 

such that the units of M at S farm the array SI . T. then. provided 
T does not belang to M. M ï! M + SIT3). 

I) The definitions are those of the preceding paper. The nth theorem of that paper is 
denoted by I n. 

2) A proof will be published shortly in the Lond. Math. Soc. Proceedings. 
3) The conventions of the preceding paper as to the meaning of letters are retained. 

11 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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L e m m a 2. If T is a boundary component of an n-manifold. M. 
such that the units of M at T form the array SIT. then. provided S 
is interior to M, MlrM-SIT. 

(S and T must each contain at least one vertex. but I may be absent). 
(The first object of the proof of Lemma 1 is so to modify M that the 

S-cluster in the boundary becomes SI*T. where I* is a sphere of lower 
order than I. The simplest moves by which this is formally possible 
are not always regular. We therefore first modify the manifold so that 
a new S-cluster in M congruent to SI T is obtained. The new manifold. 
(that called M(') in the proof). can in all cases be altered so that the 
S-cluster in its boundary has the desired form SI*.T and. by an induc
tive hypothesis. SI*T can then be added. In the remainder of the proof 
the added array is transformed into SIT). 

In both lemmas. if d(S) = n-l, I must be absent. and T a vertex. 
The lemmas are then true by the definitions. Suppose then that they are 
true if d(S) > j. (Hyp. a). 

In both lemmas. if d(T) + d(S) = n-l, I must be absent and the 
lemmas are reduced to I 26 and I 27. Suppose then that they are true 
if d(S) =j and d(T) > h. (Hyp. b). 

Both lemmas are true if I is of order zero. for they are then reduced 
to I 46 and I 47. We suppose then. 6nally. that the lemmas are true 
if d(S) = j and d(T) = h. provided I is of order less than q. (Hyp. c.). 

In the given case let d(S) = j. d(T) = hand let I be obtainable by 
a move of type 3 from a sphere. I*. of order q-l. Let I be r +U • V, 
I* be r + V . U. We first suppose V is not a vertex. Let a be any 
of its vertices. V' the opposite face. and let r be IJ + a lJf. where IJ 
does not contain a. Thus I is IJ + a (lJ' + U. V') + UV'. 

The aS-cluster in M is aS. T (lJ' + U. V ' ) and therefore (replacing 
T by a new vertex. (J. in Hyp. a) 

M Ir M + {J . aS . T (lJ' + U • V'). 

Let the manifold on the right be called M(1). The contact of the array 
SU. (JV'. T with M(1) satisfies the conditions C(iia) and C(iii) (I 46). For 
the S-cluster in M(1 ). viz .• ST(IJ+U.{JV'+{JlJI).containsSU. T.{JV'; 
and (JV' could only belong to M(1) if it belonged to one of the added 
simplexes, which is clearly not the case. Hence 

M(1) ~ M(1) + (JSUV'. T. 
1 

which we call M(2). The S-cluster in M(2) is S. T (IJ + {J lJ' + (JV' . U). 
which is congruent to S. T (r + V. U). Hence. using Hyp. c. 

M2) ~ M2) + ST (IJ + {JlJ' + (JV'. ll). 
12 

is M + SV' {J . UT + ST (IJ + (JlJI) + a{J S. T('.P + Cl . V'). 

is M + SV'{J. UT + D. say, 
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which we call M(3). Only the second term in this expression contains 
V' fJ. Hence V' fJ is in the boundary of M(3) and the units of M(3) COD>

taining it are V' fJ . S. i1T. Also. the S-cluster in M(2) being identical 
with the S-cluster in M(3)-M(2). S is interior to M(3). 

It follows (I 47) that 

M3)i M + Q. 

Since S is internal to M(3). the S-cluster in M + Q is identical with 
that in the boundary of the array. SV/ fJ . UT. which has just been 
removed. viz. S. UT. V' fJ; and UT does not belong to M + Q. Hence 

M+Q ..... M+ Q+SUT.V'fJ 
1 

which we call M(4). 

MI") is M + ST (IJ + UV/) + afJS . T('l' + U. V') + SfJT('l'+U. V'). 

The last term of this expression contains all the simplexes of MI") of 
which fJT is a component; and S is interior to M(1). Hence. (Hyp. b. 
concerning Lemma 2). 

M(4) ..... M(1) - SfJT('l'+ U . V') . 
12 

The simplexes afJS. f ('l' + U. V') are now the only remammg units 
which contain fJ. They can therefore be removed. by moves of types 1 
and 2. by reversing the series of moves by which they were added to 
M. This gives 

M(1) 1t M + ST (IJ + U. V'). 

The S-cluster in the boundary of this manifold is identical with the 
S-cluster in the boundary of the array. fJS. aT ('l' + U. V'). which has 
been removed from MI'!). and is therefore S. aT ( 'l' + U. V'). Hence. by 
a fin al use of H yp. b.. concerning Lemma 1. we find 

MI'!) ..... M + ST (IJ + UV/) + Sa T ('l' + U. V') 
12 

which is M + STI . 
Lemma 1 is thus extended to the case wh en ~ is order q. provided 

V' exists. IE V is a vertex, the intervention of M(l) is unnecessary. M(2) 
is defined to be M + SUV. Tand V, being a vertex not contained in 
M. may be identified with fJ. The slight modifications required in the 
preceding process will easily be found. 

The extension of Lemma 2 to the case where ~ is of order q is 
proved by exactly reversing the series of constructions used in proving 
Lemma 1. It is unnecessary to give the details. 

Lemmas 1 and 2 are therefore proved. 
IE T is a vertex, r. Lemma 1 has the following simpIer form: 
If S is any boundary component of an n-manifold. M. and r a 

41* 
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vertex not belonging to M then M Jt M + SIr. where I;$ the shell 

of the S-cluster in M. 
This is the case of the lemma which will be used subsequently. The 

addition of the array SIr to M will be called "completing the S-cluster 
in M." 

Th eo rem I. If A and Mare two similar bounded n-manifolds. 
then AïtM. 

It is sufficient to shew that a substitution of type 3 can be effected 
by moves of types 1 and 2. Let the substitution of T. S for S . T in A be 
a move of type 3. 

Suppose Brst th at a boundary face. X. of S . T belongs to A. If other 
boundary faces, Y. Z. . .. of S . T belong to A let simplexes 1] Y. ez .... 
be added to A, the vertices 1], ,. being different from each other and 
not contained in A. If A* is the manifold obtained in this way, let the 
cluster in A* at each internal component of the (n-l)-element common 
to S. Tand A*-S. T which is not also interior to A* be completed 
by moves of types 1 and 2 (in each case with a different vertex). The 
array S. T can now, by 115 and 138. be removed and replaced by its 
complement. T. S. by moves of types 1 and 2. If the added "construc
tionai" clusters are removed. by reversing the sequente by which they 
we re added. the required manifold A-S. T + T. S is obtained. 

If S . T has no face in A. A can be modiBed by moves of types 1 and 2 
until it has. For the members of a chain (say (X,) ). connecting S . T to a 
unit of A with a face in A can be removed one by one. the cluster at 
the component of X, opposite the free component being completed, if 
necessary. before X, is removed. We can now replace S. T by T. S. 
and retrace the steps by which the face of S. T was freed. using only 
moves of types 1 and 2. The presence of the new component. T. does 
not interfere with the reversed series of "constructional" moves; for the 
removal of the added constructional clusters can certainly proceed as 
before (Lemma 2) ; and the presence of the internal component. T, 
could only interfere with the replacing of a unit of A itself if that unit 
contained T. which is excluded by the condition that the substitution of 
T . S for S. T is a regular move of type 3. 

The theorem is therefore proved in all cases. 

§ 2. Replacement of Moves of Types 1 and 2. 

If U is a component. (d(U) > 0). of an n-array. r. the array is said to 
be subdivided through U, with vertex a. if every unit UX of r containing 
U is replaced by the array a. U. X. formed by joining to a those faces 
of U X which do not contain U. The vertex a is the same for each 
simplex. and must not be contained in r. 

Lemma 3. If rand .d are the arrays obtained by subdivision, through 
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P R. with vertex a. of the primitive clusters P Q. R S and R S. P Q 
respectively. then 

ri A. [,u I not aS. RS] I). 

(Any combination of P. Q. R. and S may be absent. provided the 
theorem remains significant). 

r is aQ. PR . S + PQS . R. which is PQ . aS. R + aQR . P. S. A is. 
similarly. RS. aQ . P + aSP. R . Q. 

Hence: 
ri aS . PQ . R + aQR . P. S. 

is aQ. RS . P + aPS. Q . R. 
i RS . aQ . P + aPS . Q . R. 
is A. 

[,u I not aS]. (cf. I 36). 

[,u I not RS]. 

When Pand S are absent we have the better result: 

Q.Ri a . Q . R. 

and when Q and R are absent 

a.P.SiS .P. 

[,u I not a], 

[,u I not SJ. 
These may be obtained ei th er by noticing that only one of the two 

substitutions made in the general case is now necessary or directly 
from 136. 

Theorem 2. If A and Mare two bounded n~manifolds, such that 
A j M. and if r is an n~array. containing no intemal component of 
A or M. such that r + A is a manifold. then r + A i r + M. 

An attempt to transform r + A into r + M by the given series of 
moves which changes A into M may fail. For although no internal 
component of either A or M belongs to r. it may happen that a com~ 
ponent of r is introduced in the process (A -+ M). to disappear again 
subsequently. The process must therefore be modified. 

Consider first the case in which only one such interference occurs. 
Suppose that the process (A -+ M) includes the move (U. V -+ V. U). 
where V is a component of r. Let the series of moves which precedes 
(U. V-+ V: U) in the original (A -+ M) series be applied to r + A. 
and th en let U. Vbe changed. not to V. U. but (Lemma 3) to a.TI. V. a being 
"new". If the moves (A -+ M) are now again carried on. a substitution of the 
form (PQ. RS -+ RS . PQ) will eventually present itself. wh ere PR is V. 
In the array, r*. which has at this point been derived from A + 1, 

I) This symbol has the meaning of the similar symbol defined on p. 622. with the added 
condition that <I> is such that <I> + r is a manifold. The use of the symbols [not PQ ••. I ,u] 
and [,u l,u] is also contemplated. If it is known that r -+ A. [not PQ]. and Pis interior 

pq 
to r it may he inferred that r -+ A. [,uI not Q]. For if <I> + r is a manifold. (<I> and r 

pq 
having no common unit). P cannot belong to <1>. 

The symbol <I> -+ 'P without an added condition of course retains its original meaning 
pq 

that cII. (alone). can he transformed into 'P, (alone). by moves of types pand q. 
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the place of PO. RS is taken by the array formed by subdividing it 
through PR with vertex a. The original move substituting RS. PO for 
PO. RS must therefore be replaced by a series of moves which sub
stitutes the one cluster. subdivided through PRo for the other. also sub
divided through PRo By Lemma 3 th is series of moves exists. For if aS belongs 
to r* it must have been introduced by the substitution (U. V-+- a. U. V). 
and is therefore a component of a. U. V. Since V is PRo this implies 
that S is a component of U and RS a component of a. U. V. Now 
just as a. the vertex of subdivision of PRo remains in the new series 
no longer than PR in the old. 50 aS remains no longer than PRS. and 
certainly no longer than RS. But. from the hypothesis that there is only 
one interference. it follows that RS. and therefore also aS. does not 
belong to r*. The substitution can therefore be effected. 

It is now obvious that the (A~M) process can be followed to the end. 
IE the set finally reached is r + M*. the only possible difference between 
Mand M* is that the V-cluster in M should appear subdivided through 
V in M*. But V belongs to rand is therefore not a component of M. 
It must have disappeared in the course of (A-+-M). and a. V disappeared 
at the corresponding stage of the modified series. Mand M* are there
fore identical. 

In the general case let the intrusive components of r be arranged in 
order. say as U'. U2 ....• U' being the last to intrude. U 2 the next but 
last. and so on. Let successive processes for transforming A into M be 
constructed. the first by modifying the original series of moves. (A-+-M). 
so that the interference with U' is avoided; the second by modifying 
this new series so that U2 does not interfere ; and 50 on. From the 
nature of the modifications none of the components (Ui) need ever be 
re-introduced. The sequence of moves finally obtained therefore gives a 
method for transforming r + A into r + M. 

Th eorem 3a. Ir A and Mare similar bounded n-manirolds. Aït M. 
This theorem is clearly true if n = 1. Suppose it true if n ~ m-1. 

We first deduce the following lemma from this assumption. 
Lemma 4. (n ~ m). Ir E is an (n-1)-element. and a and fJ vertices 

not belonging to it. aEifJ. aE. Lu I not fJ]· 
By the inductive hypothesis either (a) Eis E*+ST. (S intern al and T free). 

or (b) E is E*-V.U + U . V. wh ere E* is an (n-1)-element of lower 
order I). (1.3) than E. We may assume that aE* i fJ. aE*. Lu I not fJ]. 

(a). Let E be r + T. S. so that E* is r + S . T. 
aE i fJ . aE* + aST. Lu I not fJ]. (by Theorem 2), 

is fJ (ar + E*) + aS. fJT, 
-+- fJ (ar + E*) + fJT. aS. which is fJ. aE. 

3 

') E is of order q. (r. s) if it can he obtained Erom a simplex by q moves of types 
rand S . 
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(b). aEifJ.aE*-av. U+V.aU. is fJ . aE*+UV. 

is fJ (E - U . V) + V. fJ U + fJa . E. (sin ce E* is E). 

i fJ (E + a . E). 

Pro of 0 f Theore m 3a. It must he shewn that a move of type 2. 
applied to an m~dimensional manifold. can he replaced hy a series of 
moves of types 1 and 3. 

Let the move he the removal of ST from A. S heing interior to A 
and T free. Let a he a vertex of S. and suppose first that S has other 
vertices: say. S is aS'. The S~c1uster in A may he regarded as an in~ 
complete star with co re a. and may. (Lemma 4). he transformed into a 
complete star. r. S~ with a new core. r. The component S is thus 
e1iminated from A. and the new manifold. A*. has regularcontact with ST. 

In the manifold A* + ST the units containing vertices of S form the 
array r ~ . S + ST or. (setting .:1 for ~ - T). r ·1. S + T. rS. Hence 
A* + ST is (A-S2') + r.J. S + rS. T. and 

A* + STi (A-S2') + r (.:1. S + S. T). 

The part of the sp here J. S + S . T not containing a is dS'. Hence 
it follows. hy reversing the process of Lemma 4. that 

A*+STiA-S~ +a. J S'; 

for A-S2' does not contain S. Since ~-.:1 is Tand aS' is S the 
theorem is proved unless S is a vertex. 

If S is a the suhstitutions used are 

[A-a~+] a2' i r ~7 r 2' + aT. is T. ar + riJ. iar. T+rLli aiJ 

the addition of A-a2' heing understood at each stage. 
Th e 0 rem 3b. If A and M aie equivalent bounded n~manifolds. AïtM. 
(For if A -+ M. M -+ A). 

Th e 0 rem 4. If EI and E2 aie two n~elements with the same boun~ 
daiY. El i E2. 

It is sufficient to shew that El i a . EI. where a is a vertex not he~ 
longing to El . 

Suppose this true when the element is of order less than q. (1.3). Let 
El he E* + ST. where E* is of order (q-l), (1.3). S is interior to El. 
and T is free. Let r he El_T. S. so that E* is r+ S. T. 

aF! is a (r+ T. S). 

iar+S.aT. 

is a. E* + ST. 

i E* + ST. (which is EI). 
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provided the presence of ST does not interfere with the last step. This 
condition is clearly fulfilled. in virtue of Theorem 2. since .the contact 
of ST with E* is regular. 

Th e 0 rem 5. If A and M are equivalent unbounded n-manifolds. 
then AiM. 

Let S and T be units of A and M respectively. such that A-S can 
be transformed into M-T by q moves of types 2 and 3. Let the mani
foId obtained af ter j moves be ej • so that A-S is eo• and M-T is 
e q. Let Ao be A and suppose there is an unbounded manifold. Aj. 
containing e j• such that A i Aj and Aj-ej is an n-element. IE 
e j i ej +1 let Aj+1 be Aj; if the move changing e j into e j +! is the 

substitution of V. U for U. V let Aj+1 be obtained from Af by moves 
of type 3 by first. (if necessary) eliminating V from AJ-ej (using the 
method of Theorem 3a). and then making the (now regular) move: 
U. V ~ V. U. The manifold Aj+1 bears the same relations to j + 1 as 
Aj to j. Hence Aj exists if 0 ~j ~ q. Aq is an unbounded n-manifold 
containing M-T. and Aq - (M-T) is an n-element whose boundary 
is T. The transformation of A into M by moves of type 3 is therefore 
completed by changing Aq-(M-T) into T. 

11. Manifolds as Sums of Elements. 

§ 3. Combinations of Elements and Manifolds. 

Th e 0 rem 6. If in an n-manifold. M. an array of simplexes forming 
an n-element. EI. is replaced by an n-element. E2. whose boundary 
is identical with EI. but of which no intemal component belongs to 
M-EI. the result is a manifold equivalent to M. 

(This follows immediately from Theorems 4 and 2. and. (if M is 
unbounded). 121. Clearly. if M is unbounded. Mi M - EI + E2.) 

C 0 r 0 11 a r y 1. If E! and E~ have identical boundaries. but no 
other common components or units. E! + E~ is an n-sphere. 

By Theorem 6. E! + E~ ~ E! + a . E~. which is a E!. a sphere. 

Corollary 2. In - En is an n-element. 

Por In - En + a . En is an n-sphere. and therefore In - En is an 
n-element. (Cf. the proof of 1 28). 

L e m m a Sa. If E is drawn on Mand a is a vertex not belonging 
to M. then M ~ M + aE. 

Let the lemma be assumed true for elements of lower order, (1,3), 
than E. 

IE E is obtainable from E*, of lower order (1,3). by the regular 
addition of S. M ~ M + aE* and aS has regular contact with M + aE*. 
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If E is obtainable from E* by the regular substitution of U. V for 
V . U we 6rst modify M 50 that it does not contain V. using the 
process of Theorem 3. preceded. if necessary. by the completion of the 
V-cluster. Since V does not belong to E. the boundary of the new manifold. 

M*. still contains E. and UVhas regular contact with M*. In M* + UV. 
E is replaced by E* and therefore M* + UV .... M* + UV + aE*. 
This manifold is easily transformed into M* + aE. and thence into 
M+aE. 

Lemma Sb. If aE is the a-star in M. and no intemal component 

of E belongs to M. then M .... M-aE : 
(cf. Lemma 5a). 

Th e 0 rem 7. Let M be a bounded n-manifold. E an n-element con
tained in it. and suppose that there is an (n-l)-element. E*. contained in 
E. such that all common components of E and M-E belong to E*. 
Let E' be a second n-element whose boundary contains E*. but which 
contains no other component of M-E. Then M .... M - E + E'. 

If E is E* + e and E' is E* + e'. and if a is a new vertex. E + a e 

and E' + ae' are two n-elements with the same boundary. viz. E* +a.E*. 
Hence: 

MriM-E+E +ae 

iM-E +E' +ae/. 

ri M - E + E' 

(Lemma Sa). 

(Theorem 4). 

(Lemma Sb). 

In the circumstances of Theorem 7 E and E' will be said to have 
similar contact with M-E. 

Lemma 6. If aI is drawn on M. and if E is I. while E has no 
further components in M. then M .... M + a E. 

If E is itself a complete star the lemma is reduced to a case of 
Lemma 5a. Suppose then. that the truth of the theorem is known for 
elements which can be transformed into complete stars in a smaller 
number of moves of type 3. If E is obtained from E*. of lower order 

(in th is sense). by the regular substitution of U . V for V. U. V does 
not belong to E . nor. therefore. to I nor to aI. If it' belongs to M 
let it be eliminated. (cf. Lemma Sa). The manifold. M*. 50 obtained 
still contains aI in its boundary. but contains no internal component 
of E*. Hence M* .... M* + aE*. which is easily transformed M + aE. 

Th e 0 rem 8a. If the common part of M n and En is an (n-l)
element lying in the boundary of each. then M n .... M n + En. 
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Let r be a vertex not belonging to Mn or En and let EI. E2 be the 
parts of En which respectively do and do not belong to Mn. 

Mn~Mn+rEl. 

~Mn+r(El+E2). 

~Mn+En 

(Lemma Sa) 

(Lemma 6) 

(Theorems 4 and 2). 

Corollary to Theorem Ba. The sum of two n~elements whose 
common components form a boundary (n-l)~element of each is an 
n~element. 

L e m m a 7 a. If E is an element and IJ a sphere or element having no 
vertex in common with E. E IJ is an element. 

L e m m a 7 b. If I and I' have no common vertex. I I' is a sphere. 
(By using the corollary to Theorem Ba. Lemma 7 a can be deduced 

from the case wh en E is a simplex; and Lemma 7 b can then be proved 
by considering (I-S) I' + SI'. wh ere S is a unit of I) . 

Theorem 9a. If the common components of two bounded n~mani~ 
folds form a number of (n-1 )~manifolds lying in the boundary of each. 
no two of them having a common vertex. the sum of the two n~manifolds 
is an n~manifold. 

(The corollaries to Theorems 6 and Ba shew that the units of both 
manifolds at a common vertex form an n~star. complete if the vertex 
is interior to a common (n-1)~manifold. incomplete if it is not). 

Th e 0 rem Bb. If Mn contains En. and the part of En in Mn is an 
(n-1)~element. then Mn ~ Mn - En. 

(Cf. Theorem Ba.) 

Theorem 9b. If M~ is drawn on M! and the components (if any) 
of M~ in the boundary of M! form a number of (n-1)~manifolds. no 
two of them having a common vertex. then M~-M! is a bounded 
n~manifold. 

(Cf. Theorem 9a.) 

§ 9. Normal sets of cells. 

Let S be a set of elements. (the "cells of ZOO). of all dimension 
numbers from 0 to n. such that: 

(Ni) every cell of less than n dimensions is contained in another cell; 
(Nii) two cells have in common either nothing or a cell of lower 

dimension number than at least one of them; 
(Niii) no internal component of a cell belongs to a cell of lower 

dimension number; 
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(Niv) the boundary of the n-cells is made up of (n-l )-cells ; 
then E is said to be a normal n-set of cells. The n-array which is the 

sum of the n-cells of E may without confusion be called "the n-array E". 
Clearly two k-cells cannot have a common unit; and if a unit or 

internal component of a j-cell belongs to a k-cell (j ~ k) the j-cell is 
contained in the k-cell. If a unit or internal component of a cell belongs 
to E the whole of the cell belongs to E. 

L e m m a 8a. Every k-cell of E is contained in a (k + 1 )-cell of E. 

L e m ma 8b. The boundary of a (k + 1 )-cell is a sum of k-cells. 

(O~k ~ n-l). 

Both lemmas being true when k = n - 1. suppose them true when 
k ;;:: j. Every (j-l )-cell. Gj - I • is contained in the boundary of an r-cell, 
where r;;:: j. If r > j Gr is. by the hypothesis concerning Lemma 8b, 
a sum of (r-l )-cells. and therefore Gj _ 1 belongs to an (r-l )-cell. 
Repetition of this argument finally shews that Gj _ 1 belongs to a j-ceIl, 
say Gj . Gj itself belongs to the boundary of a (j+l)-cell, Gj + l ; and 
sin ce Gj +I is an unbounded manifold. every unit of Gj is comman to 
G j and at least one other j-cell, and therefore, by Ni i, belongs to a 
(j-l)-cell. The Iemmas are therefore proved. 

From Lemma 8a it follows that any subset of the k-cells of E. together 
with all the cells contained in them. farm a normal k-set. 

Let E and E' be two normal n-sets of cells. and suppose a (1.1) 
correspondence can be set up between the cells of E and those of 
E' sa that correlated cells have the same dimension number, and the 
correlate of the comman part of two cells of E is the common part of 
their correlates in E'. and vice versa. Then E and E' are said to have 
the same structure. 

The sum of the n-cells of a normal n-set. E, which contain a given 
k-cell. Gk. will be denoted by G

k 
E. 

Th eo rem 10. If E and E' are normal n-sets with the same structure, 
and the n-array E is an n-manifold, the n-array E I is a topologically 
equivalent n-manifold. 

F i r s t par tof t he pro 0 f. I t will first be shewn that the n-array 
E is equivalent to the sum of the n-cells of a norm al n-set with the 
same structure as E, but of which all the ce lis are complete stars. 

Any (n-l)-cell. G n- I • of E either belongs to E or lies in the boun
daries of two n-cells, of which it is the common part. In any case 
Gn_1E is an n-element. Let it be assum~d that G,E is an n-element when 
r > k; and also that if Z is a norm al m-set and G p any of its cells. 
G p Z is an m-element if m < n. 
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Let G p be a cell of E. G q a cell contained in G p but not identical 

with it. By the inductive hypothesis G'G p I) is a (p-l)~element. and so. 
q 

therefore. is the remainder of G p• which will be written -G G p. Clearly 
q 

if Gp is interior to the n~array E. and G~). (i = 1. 2 •... ). are the n~cells 

containing it then 2) B (GpE) is L _ Gp G(i). 

If G p contains G q• and Gq contains (but is not) G" -Gr G q is the part 

of Gq contained in -Gr G p. To prove this it is sufficient to consider the 

case q=p-l. G p_ 1 is then one of the (p-I)~cells of GrGp which is by 

hypo thesis a (p-I)-element to which G r is interior. Hence _GrGp-1 isthe 

contribution of G~I to B(GrGp). But B(GrGp ) is B(_GrGp), andtherefore 

-GrGp-1 belongs to -GrGp. 

If Gp and G q have G. in common. and G r is contained in G. the 

common part of -GrGp and -GrGq is -GrG •. For by the result just ob

tained. -GrG. belongs to both -GrGp and -GrGq ; and since no internal 

component of GrGs belongs to either -GrGp or -GrGq • the common 

part is precisely -GrG •. 
The first part of the main theorem can now be proved. Let G HI be 

a (k + I)-cell of S. a a new vertex, S* the set of elements obtained from 

S by replacing G HI by a. G HI and each eelt G p• containing G HI by 

a . -GHI G p• leaving the rest unaltered. From the two results just esta

blished it is clear that S* is a normal n-set having the same strueture 
as S. and that if the n-eells of S eontaining G H1 are G~). (i= I. 2 •.. . ). 

the new n-cells form the array a. L-GHIG~). say e. If G HI is interior 
i 

to the n-array s.e is a. B (GHIS) and B(e) is B(Gk+1S), If G H1 belongs 

to S. GHI S is (by the induetive hypothesis) an (n-I)-element. En-I. 

and B(GHIS) is L-GH,G~)+En-l. whileB(e)iSL-Gk+1G~)+a.En-l. 
i i 

a . En-I lying in B(S*). Henee in either case S* ~ S 3) (cf. Theorems 
6 and 7). Now let the group of eells eontaining a (k+ l)-cell of S* • 

. (other than a. Gk+I), be similarly treated; and let th is proeess be continued 
until first all the (k + 1 )-eells, then the (k + 2)-. (k + 3)-•. . . and finally the 
n-eells of S have been replaeed. It will easily be verified that the set 
of elements. S(k). finally obtained has the following properties: 

I) GqGp means Gq(Gp ). not (GqGp ). 

2) B(r) wi\l he written for "the boundary of r" when r is not convenient. 

3) The use of the sign "~" implies. of course. that the n-arrays S. S* are referred to. 
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(I) SIk) is a normal n-set with the same structure as S; 
(2) S(k) .... S; 
(3) every j-cell of SIk) for which j> k is a complete j-star; 
(4) the j-cells of SIk) for which j :( k are identical with those of ;=,; 

(5) if G j is a j-cell of SIk) (wh ere j> k) G .S(k) is an n-element; 
J 

(6) if GJ· is a j-cell of S (where j:( k). G .S(k) .... G . S. provided one of 
J J 

the two is known to be a manifold. 
This has been proved from the initial assumption that wh en 0:( r < k 

Gr S is an n-element. If th en it can be shewn th at this assumption is 
true when 0:( r < n the first part of the pro of is completed; and for 
this it is sufficient to extend the range by I. and also. (by (6)) to con si der 
SIk) instead of S; i.e. we have to shew that if G k is a k-cell of S(k). 

GkS(k) is an n-element. 
Now if G r is any r-cell of SIk). (r> k). the sum of all units of SIk) 

containing a unit of G r has the form-Gr Iln-r-I. where Iln-r-I is an 
(n-r-I)-sphere or an (n-r-I)-element. For suppose th is statement true 
of normal sets of the type of SIk) but of lower dimension number. I) 
Since SIk) is known to be a manifold. it is only necessary to shew that. 
if Sr and S'r are units of Gr. the shells of the Sr- and S' r-clusters in SIk) 

are identical. Let aI n-I be an n-cell containing Gr. I n-I is a normal 
(n-I )-set of the type of SIk) and therefore those of its units which 
contain a unit of G r form an array GrIln- r- z. Hence the units of aI n-I 
containing a unit of G r form the array GraIln- r- z; and therefore if 
Sr Tn- r- I belongs to aIn-1 50 does S'rTn- r- l • 

Suppose then th at G n is an n-cell of SIk) containing a given k-cell 
Gko and let a be the centre of G n. The element a. -GkGn has the (n-I)

elemen t a. B (-Gk G n) and nothing more in common with the rest of 
GkS(k). and can therefore be removed from it by moves of types 1 and 
2. provided the remainder can be shewn to be a manifold. Moreover 
every internal component of a . B (-Gk G n) contains a. a vertex belonging 
to no other n-cell. Hence the analogous groups corresponding to all 
n-cells containing Gk can be removed. in any order. by moves 1 and 2 
provided ,0,k+I. the remainder. is an n-manifold. Let G n- I be an (n-l)-cell of 
SIk) containing G k• let fJ be its centre and Ilo G n- I the set of units of 
SIk) at G n- I. The array fJIlo. -Gk-G n- I is contained in ,0,k+1 and has 

in common with the rest of it the element fJIlo B (-GkGn- I ): for of the 

units of S (k) containing Ilo -Gk G n- I those not belonging to Ilo G n- I do 
not belong to ,0,k+I. Hence if the removal from ,0,k+1 of fJIlo' -G

k 
Gn_ 1 

and the analogous arrays corresponding to other (n - 1 )-cells con
taining Gk leaves the n-array ,0,k+2. ,0,k+I .... ,0,k+l. provided either is 
a manifold. The further progress of this dismantling process is now 
obvious. If G r is an r-cell of SIk) containing Gko " its centre and Iln_r_IGr 

I) i. e. sets of Iower dimension number bearing the same relations ((3) and (5) 
above) to some number i as SIk) does to k. 
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the array of units of ;;:(k) containing it. 6,k+n-. contains" IIn_'_1 . -G
k 

G .. 
which has in common with the rest of 6,k+n-. the (n -l)~element 
"IIn-.-l B (-Gk G.). The removal of this and the other analogous arrays 
from 6,k+n-. leaves an array. 6,k+n-'+I. which contains those units. and 
those only. of ;;:(k) which have as component a unit of some (r-l)~cell 
containing G.; and 6,k+n-·+t.ït 6,k+n-. provided either is a manifold. Finally. 

then. we obtain an n~array. 6,n. containing those units of Gk;;:(k) which 
have as a component some unit of Gk itself; and 6, n ~ Gk;;:(k) provided 
6,n is a manifold. But 6,n is Gk IIn_k_l. an n~element; and Gk;;:(k) is 
therefore also an n~element. This completes the first part of the proof. 

Second part of the proof. It remains to shew that if ;;:0 is a 
norm al set. all of whose cells are complete stars. and the n~array ;;:0 
is a manifold. and if ;;:' is a normal n~set with the same structure as 
EO. th en ;;:0 ~ ;;:'. This cannot be proved by a mere revers al of the 
preceding argument since it is now E.0, not E.', which is known to be 
an n~manifold. 

It has been shewn th at if G I is a l~cell of ;;:0. and an r~cell. G .. con~ 
tains the unit SX. where S is a unit of G I • th en G. contains the array 
GIX: and no vertex of X belongs to a l~cell of ;;:0. Let every such 
array. GIX. in every cell of ;;:0 be replaced by Hl X. where 
Hl is a l~element congruent to the image of G I in ;;:', I). but such 

that Hl is G I • and all internal vertices of Hl are new. The effect of 
one such substitution on any cell, G •. of ;;:0 is that an r~element G IE'-2. 
contained in Go is replaced by Hl E.-2. having similar contact 2) with 
the rest of G.; and the effect on the n~array ;;:0 is that an element 
G lIIn_2 is replaced by an element HlIIn_2. having similar contact with 
the rest of ;;:0. Moreover. owing to the fact th at E.-2 and IIn-2 respect~ 

ively contain no vertex of any l~cell of ;;:0, these statements remain 
true if any number of these substitutions corresponding to other cells 
have al ready taken place 3). Hence the effect of all the substitutions is 
to give a normal n~set of cells, r l • having the same structure as. and 
equivalent to. ;;:0. The l~cells of r l are congruent to those of ;;:'; its 

I) i.e. the cell in ;;:' correlated to G I in ;;:0. 

2) Cf. p. 635. 
3) It is perhaps not obvious that, (e.g.), if a number of other substitutions. leading say 

to the array 0, have preceded the substitution of Hl for G I , then all common components 

of Hl TIn-2 and the rest of 0 belong to Hl' TIn-2 (part of the conditions for regular 

contact). All the components of Hl TIn- 2 not in TIn- 2• Hl contain an internal component 

of Hl' Since all the cells of ;;:0 are complete stars, while internal vertices of Hl are 

new, every component of ;;:0 not in Hl contains a vertex not in Hl' The only possible 

"interferences", then, are with the new cells of 0 1, congruent to cells of ;;:'. But any 

such interferences would imply corresponding ones in the normal set ;;:' itself; i. e. that 

an internal component of a l-cell in ;;:' belongs to another cellof ;;:' of the same or 

lower dimensions, contrary to N(ii) and N(iii). 
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remammg cells are complete stars; and, if r ~ 2, the units of r l con
taining a unit of a cell G. form an array GrlIn-.-,. 

The boundaries of the 2-cells in r l are congruent to their correlates 
in E '. It is therefore possible to substitute for all the arrays G 2X 
contained in cells of r l arrays H 2X, where H 2 is a 2-element congruent 
to the image of G 2 in r I, but such th at H 2 is G 2, and all internal 
components of H 2 are new; and the result is a normal n-set r 2

, 

having the same structure as and equivalent to EO, whose 1- and 
2-cells are congruent to those of E', while the remainder are complete 
stars. It is now clear that the process can be continued until finally a 
normal n-set congruent to E' and equivalent to EO is obtained. The 
proof of Theorem 10 is therefore completed. 

In the course of proving Theorem 10 the following result has been 
established : 

Th eo rem 11. If the sum of the n-cells of a normal n-set, S, is 
an n-manifald, the sum of the n-cells cantaining any k-cell of S is an 
n-element (0 -::; k ::s; n-l). 



Anatomy. - "The ontogenetic development of the Claustrum in 

Mammais:' By J. FAUL. (Communicated by C. U. ARIËNS 

KApPERS.) 

(Communlcated at the meeting of March 27. 1926). 

I have examined several embryonic specimens representing different 
orders of mammals in regard to the formations of the ventro~lateral sector 
of the brain~wall but in particular to the region of the pallio~striatal angle 
(pal. stro ang. fig. 1-4) in order to study the development of the claustrum. 

Owing to the great similarity in the conformation of the parts in this 
region in nearly all the specimens an individu al description is unnecessary. 
Only a general description will be given. reference being made to typical 
stages of different animals for the illucidation of my thesis. 

When a section is examined from the middle of the hemisphere of a 
young mammalian embryo. we Eind the striatum to occupy a considerable 
extent of the lateral wall. 

Neocortex 

Palaeocort. 

Cap. ext. 

Olfact. tr. 

Fig. I . Transverse section of an 11 mmo embryo of Didelphys. 

Lateral or ventro~lateral to it will be seen a column at the pallio~striatal 
angle near the first capsular fibres. These cells (fig. 1) which represent the 
claustrum are similar in size and staining reaction to those of the peri~ 
ependymal matrix with which they are continuous dorsally. In many cases the 
claustral cells are directed with their longest axis downwards and outwards. 
as noted by E. DE VRIES. who laid down that the direction of growth 
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of these cells is indicated by the direction of their greatest diameter 
(c.I. also Hls). Hence we may conclude that the growth of the claustrum 
takes place downwards and outwards, which is an important fact in my 
opinion, pointing to stimulative influences that may cause the claustrum 
to develop. 

Pal. Stro 

Fiss. Palaeo-Neosr. 

Palaeocort . 

' . ..... . . 
. . : . ~ .: .' . .' .. ,:' ~ : .' 

. . 

Cap. int. 

Fig. 2. Transverse section of a 30 mmo embryo of Sus scropha. 

Reviewing a series of sections in an antero-posterior direction, we find 
that the claustrum lies adjacent to a fibre bundie (fig. land 2). When 
the lat ter is followed posteriorly it is found to split into two parts, an upper 
and a lower, by the appearance between them of the anterior lateral end of 
the neostriatum, the putamen. The mesial fibres represent the upper part 
of the internal capsule, the lateral probably represent the external capsuia 
and the ansa lenticularis, the latter being continuous laterally with the 
external capsule which turns up almost perpendicularly to separate the 
claustrum from the lentiform nucleus (fig. 3 and '4). 

Above the pallio-striatal angle, along and above the line of entrance of 
the internal capsule into the cortex, the layers of the neopallium are 
developing by a periferal migration of cells from the ventricular matrix. 

The upper end of the claustrum is in connection with the ventricular 
matrix where this joins the striatal matrix through the conjoined fibres of 
the intern al and external capsules (fig. 2-4). 

In some of the specimens, as for example Sus Scropha (fig. 2, 3) and Bos 
taurus the most ventral forebrain fibres are placed anteriorly rather 
laterally, much in the position of the external capsule. Lateral to them lies 
the ribbon-like claustrum in continuity above with the ventricular matrix 

42 
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between the uppermost fibres of the external and internalcapsules. The 
tibres are very abundant and seem to congregate especially at this point. 

A consideration of my embryos shows that in every case the claustrum 
is attached to the ventricular matrix where thè latter adjoins the striatal 
matrix, the claustra I cells passing between the capsular fibres, the origin 

Fig. 3. Transverse section of a 36 mmo Embryo of Sus scropha. 

of the claustrum being from the same portion of ventricular matrix which 
also gives rise to neocortex. The claustrum however stretches obliquely 
downwards and outwards from the pallio-striatal angle to the junction of 
the neo- and palaeocortex and does not form exactly the lower boundary 
of the neo-cortex. That the claustrum partly extends underneath the 
rhinencephalic sulcus was stated already by KAPPERS, (1908) and was 
confirmed by E. DE VRIES. 

Whereas BRODMANN regarded the claustrum as a derivative of the sixth 
or innermost layer of the insular cortex cut oH by the extreme capsule, 
LANDAU points out th at : 

I. The insular cortex without the claustrum shews a weil developed 
six layered cortex, 

2. Embryologically the innermost layer (the multiform layer of 
BRODMANN) is never connected with the claustrum. On the contrary when 
one examines suitable preparations, the embryonic claustrum lies further 
apart from the innermost insular cortex than in the adult. 

He concludes that the claustrum is to be consideted as an independent 
structure which is neither secondarily split oH from the insular cortex nor 
from the striatum, a conclusion that 1 must confirm. It is a nucleus of its 
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own and belongs with the nucleus caudatus putamen globus pallidus and 
amygdala to the subpallial grey substance. 

My own observations show that th ere is a close relation between the 
formation of the claustrum and that of the external capsule. 

. . .. . .. " ..... . . . :: . . . . ". ~. . . . . . . . 
Fig. 4. Transverse section of a 36 mmo embryo of Homo. 

IE we would explain the development of the claustrum on neurobiotactic 
principles we should look for the causative stimuli in the basal region of the 
orain and especially in ,fibres running in the extern al capsule. 

In connection with my previous studies I am struck by the great simila-rity 
between the position of the claustrum in mammals and the deeper cells of 
the primordium neopallii in reptiles. As soon as the two outer layers 
of the cortex begin to develop in ontogeny we see the beg inning of claustral 
development in opposite direction from the ventricular matrix. I have 
mentioned in my previous paper that a similar relation is observed in reptilia 
where we find pallial cells acquiring a very close relationship with the 
neastriatum in the regian af the primardium neapallii. 

Reviewing the relatians of the basal regian af the farebrain ta the 
pallium in amphibia. reptilia and mammalia. in regard ta their appearance 
in development. we always find a cia se successian af subpallial structures 
ta thase af the pallium. We have seen that fallawing an the differentiatian 
of the tertiary olfactory cortex or archipallium. we have the appearance of 
the archistriatum. With the appearance af the general pallium between the 
archicartex and the palaeacartex. we have the first appearance af the nea~ 
striatum and as a more specialised pallium becames evolved in mammals we 
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have again a submergence of its ventro-lateral edge to form the claustrum. 
It seems therefore that the subpallial areas with the progress of pallial 

development receive an increment corresponding more or less to each newly 
evolved part of the pallium. What influences are at work in the deter
mination of these developments of the ventro-lateral wall of the brain? 

KAPPERS has pointed out the order of development of these parts and 
their relation to correspondiog evolutions of the diencephalon. 

50 the basal forebrain bundIe connects the palaeostriatum to the hypo
thalamus and peduncular nuclei (the future substantia nigra). 

More dorsal bundIes convey the neurobiotactic influences which cause 
the outgrowth of the neostriatum as ELUOT SMITH first stated for birds. 
They also convey the fibres which run to the pallium in Reptiles above the 
piriform lobe and apparently lead to the differentiation of a so called 
primordium neopallii. and most probably contain the fibres. which in
fluencing the so called general cortex cause it to be dragged down into the 
dorso-lateral part of the neostriatal ridge. 

The primordium neopallii. as we have seen. has a very intimate relation 
to the dorso-lateral part of the anterior reg ion of the striatum. It sinks down 
here from the general cortex. taking up a position in the neostriatum. This 
is most likely to be explained by the neurobiotactic influence of the fibres 
running in the ascending forebrain bundIe a dorsal peduncle - the tractus 
thalamo-striatalis and -frontalis. 50 stimuli from behind cause the down
growth of the lateral pallial edge in the direction of the incoming fibres. 
forming the projection to which CROSBY and E. SMITH attached the name 
primordium neopallii. 

It is my opinion that the formation of the claustrum is also caused by 
ascending fibres running in the forebrain peduncle - a constituent of the 
basal forebrain peduncle. 

Besides the claustrum probably has connections with the underlying 
striatum. 

The studies of KINNEAR WILSON make it plain that the connections of 
the striatum are partly endogenous connecting different parts of the striatum 
itself and that the chief ou tiet is by the old route in the ansa lenticularis 
and ansa peduncularis. On the other hand its connections with the cortex 
are slight in either direction. Similarlya stimulative effect on the outgrowth 
of the claustrum is not to be expected from the side of the cortex itself. 

Résumé. 

The claustrum can be traced ontogenetically from the ventricular matrix 
where this touches the striatum at the pallio-striatal angle. It extends from 
this point downwards and laterally beyond the lower edge of the neocortex 
thus reaching partly underneath the rhinencephalic cortex. The 
mechanism of its formation seems to be as follows: As soon as active 
proliferation occurs in the epithelial matrix at the pallio-striatal angle to 
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form the neocortex. the lowermost proliferating cells at th is angle are drawn 
downwards towards the ascending stimuli of the fibres of the external 
ascending forebrain bundie. This process goes on continually and by this 
gradual migration the platelike claustrum is formed. the lowest cells of which 
are the first to develop. 

There is no process of differentiation of the claustral cells in layers such 
as goes to form the highly characteristic layers of the neocortex. There 
only appears to be a gradual outpouring of cells which remain fairly equal. 

I find myself in agreement with E. DE VRIES and LANDAU: 

1. That the claustrum at no stage of its development belongs to the 
striatum. 

2. That the source of its ce lis is the same as that of the cortex and 
3. That at no time in its development the human claustrum does have 

relations with the cortex. but that it is an independent derivative. 
DE VRIES thinks that the claustrum is a portion of the neopallium which 

instead of forming the superficial cortex is drawn downwards subcortically 
and develops further there. That is. the claustrum and cortex have a 
similar origin. 

It is my belief that the outgrowth of the striatum. claustrum and the 
lamination of the cortex are independent processes. governed by the type 
and diversity of the fibres reaching the lateral brainwall. similarly as the 
formation of the hypopallial parts of the neostriatum is an inward growth 
of pallial matrix under the influence of ascending thalamo-striatal fibres 
(ELL. SMITH). 

The formation of the palaeocortex is probablya process of a neurobiotactic 
nature brought about by the influence of stimuli running upward in the 
basal forebrain bun die. 

The formation of the palaeocortex is probably a process of a neurobiotactic 
brainwall by the neurobiotactic influence of the lateral olfactory tract that 
runs over this surface. That the cortex of the neopallium arises by a shifting 
of cells to the surface although its ascending tracts come from the centre. 
must be due to the fact that the ascending neocortical tra cts end in the 
superficial (not in the deeper) parts of the neopallium (layers 11. 
III. and IV; KAPPERS). 
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Mathematics. - .. Dimensionstheoretische K onsequenzen des Verhält
nisses von allgemeinen Räumen und Zahlenräumen". By Dr. K. 
MENGER. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 27. 1926). 

In der ersten Mitteilung über das Verhältnis von allgemeinen Räumen 
und Zahlenräumen I) wurde bewiesen. dass jeder kompakte eindimensionale 
Raum homöomorph sei mit einer Teilmenge des R3' des dreidimensionalen 
Zahlenraumes. Der daselbst angeführte Beweis ermöglicht aber eine 
wesentliche Verschärfung dieser Behauptung. nämlich die Aussage: leder 
kompakte eindimensionale metrische Raum (und insbesondre jede ein
dimensionale abgeschlossene Teilmenge des Würfels) ist homöomorph mit 
einer Menge des R3' zu deren sämtlichen Punkten beliebig kleine P o
I y ede r existieren. deren Begrenzungen mit der Menge höchstens null
dimensionale Durchschnitte haben. Und ebenso wird sich aus dem 
Beweis des am Ende der erwähnten Arbeit angeführten Satzes von der 
Einbettbarkeit aller endlichdimensionalen kompakten Räume in Zahlen
räume die Verschärfung ergeben : leder kompakte n-dimensionale Raum 
ist homöomorph mit einer Menge eines Cartesischen Raumes. auf deren 
sämtliche Punkte sich Pol y top e zusammenziehen. deren Begrenzungen 
mit der Menge höchstens (n-l )-dimensionale Durchschnitte haben 2). 

Im Folgenden soli nun der BROUwERsche Sa t z v 0 n der n-D i m e n
si 0 n a I i t ä t des Rn (und damit implizit der BROUwERsche Satz von der 
Invarianz der Dimensionszahl) hergeleitet werden aus den zwei folgenden 
Annahmen: 

Annahme l. Eine beschränkte abgeschlossene (n-2)-dimensionale 
Menge des Rn ist homöomorph mit einer Menge des Rn. auf deren 
sämtliche Punkte sich Polytope zusammenziehen. deren Begrenzungen mit 
der Menge höchstens (n-3)-dimensionale Durchschnitte haben. 

I) These Proceedings 29. p. 476. 1926. 
2) An anderer Stelle (Über die Dimension von Punktmengen 11. Monatshefte f. Math. u. 

Phys. 34. 1924. S. 160) habe ich bewiesen. dass zu jedem Punkt p einer höchstens 
n-dimensionalen Menge M des Rn + I beliebig kleine topologische Kugeln existieren. deren 
Begrenzungen mit der Menge M höchstens (n-I)-dimensionale Durchschnitte haben. und 
darunter sogar topologische Kugeln von ganz besonderer Art. nämlich mit der schon von 
MINKOWSKI (Geometrie der Zahlen. S. 36) betrachteten Eigenschaft. dass in jeder Richtung 
von paus genau ein Punkt der Begrenzung der topologischen Kugel liegt. Auf die 
Möglichkeit eines Beweises für die n-Dimllnsionalität des Rn durch die Beschränkung auf 
Umgebungen spezielIer Art in der Delinition der n-dlmensionalen Mengen wird bereits in 
der angeführten Abhandlung über die Dimenslon. sowie in meinem Bericht über die 
Dimensionstheorie (Jahresber. d. deutschen Mathem. VereiniÇJung. 36. 1926) hingewiesen. 
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Annahme II. Eine beschränkte abgeschlossene Menge des Rn. welche 
homöomorph ist mit einer den Rn zerlegenden Menge (d.h. mit einer 
Menge. deren Komplement zum Rn nicht zusammenhängend ist). zerlegt 
den Rn 3). 

Der Rn ist sicher höchstens n-dimensional. Dass er auch nicht weniger 
als n-dimensional sein kann, ist bewiesen. wenn gezeigt ist. dass 
die Begrenzung keiner beschränkten Umgebung des Rn weniger als 
(n-l )-dimensional ist. oder. dass die offenbar gleichbedeutende Aussage S 
gilt : Das Komplement einer jeden beschränkten abgeschlossenen höchstens 
(n-2)-dimensionalen Menge zum Rn ist zusammenhängend. Diese 
Behauptung ist für n = 1 trivial. Wir können die Voraussetzung Sn-I 
machen. es sei bereits bewiesen. dass das Komplement einer beschränkten 
abgeschlossenen höchstens (n-3)-dimensionalen Menge zum Rn-I stets 
zusammenhängend ist. 

Aus dieser Voraussetzung Sn-I und den Annahmen I und 11 wollen wir 
einen Widerspruch herleiten gegen die Annahme der Ungiltigkeit von 
Satz Sn. gegen die Annahme also. dass es eine beschränkte abgeschlossene 
(n-2)-dimensionale Menge des Rn gebe. deren Komplement nicht zusammen
hängend ist. Nach Annahme I wäre die betreffende Menge homöomorph 
mit einer Menge M des Rn. zu deren sämtlichen Punkten beliebig kleine 
Polytope existierten. deren Begrenzungen mit M höchstens (n-3)
dimensionale Durchschnitte haben. Nach Annahme 11 wäre auch das 
Komplement von M. d.h. die Menge Rn-M. nicht zusammenhängend. 
Sei A ei ne Komponente von Rn-M. c ein Punkt der Begrenzung einer 
Komponente K von R-A. Wir betrachten ein centhaltendes Polytop 
P. dessen Begrenzung B mit M einen höchstens (n-3)-dimensionalen 
Durchschnitt hat und das überdies so klein gewählt wird. dass R-P Punkte 
sowohl von A als auch von K enthält. Dann enthält auch die laut 
Voraussetzung Sn-1 zusammenhängende Menge B-B . M Punkte sowohl 
von A als auch von Ki); also wäre A + (B-B . M) eine zusammen
hängende Teilmenge von Rn-M. welche A als echten Teilenthält. im 
Widerspruch zur Komponentennatur der Menge A. 

Durch diesen Widerspruch. zu dem die Annahme von der Ungiltigkeit 
der Behauptung Sn führt. ist Satz S unter den Annahmen I und 11 
allgemein bewiesen. 

3) Auf den Beweis dieses Satzes von der Invarianz der einen Zahlenraum zerlegenden 
Mengen und eines wesentlich a11gemeineren Satzes 5011 in einer folgenden Note eio
gegangen werden. 

1) A ist ja zu B. M fremd und K . Bist als in B offene Menge. da B. Min B nirgends 
dicht ist. nicht leer. 
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Mathematics. - "On the Motion of a Plane Pixed System with Two 

Degrees of Preedom". By Prof. W. VAN DER WOUDE. (Commu~ 

nicated by Prof. J. C. KLUYVER). 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30, 1926) 

Literature. 

I. FARID BOULAD: Sur la détermination du centre de courbure des 
trajectoires orthogonales d'une famille quelconque de courbes planes. 
(Bulletin des Sciences mathématiques, t. XL, 1916, p . 292-295). 

11. G. DARBOUX: Remarque sur la note de M. FARID BOULAD. (Bulletin 
des Sciences mathématiques. t. XL. 1916. p. 295-296). 

111. G. KOENlGS : Recherches sur les mouvements plans à deux para~ 
mètres. (Bulletin des Sciences mathématiques. t. XLI. 1917. pp. 120-
127. 153-164. 181-196). 

I. In the first of the above mentioned papers the author gives the 
theses which we reproduce here in a slightly altered form. 

Let [C] be an arbitrary system of curves. depending on one para~ 
meter; [T] be the system of the orthogonal trajectories. Let a straight 
angle XO Y move in such a way that the angular point 0 describes 
an arbitrary curve and 0 X and 0 Y continually touch the curve (C). 
resp. (T). of the systems [C] and [T] which pass through O. In this 
case a plane system fixed to OXY has a motion with two degrees of 
freedom and any infinitesimal movement starting from an arbitrary 
initial position. defines a momentary pole of rotation I. 

Now the theorems of FARID BOULAD read: "the locus of these poles I 
is a straight line d; if in the considered position (C) and (T) are the 
two curves of which 0 is the intersection. d joins the centers of curv~ 
ature of (C) and (T). If further 0 describes a curve (~) which cuts 
the curves of [Cl. hence also the curves of [T], under a constant angle. 
- while. as we supposed. OX and 0 Y continually touch curves of 
these systems -. I is at the same time the center of curvature of (~)". 

11. In a no te added to the above. the editor G. DARBOUX remarks 
th at the first thesis of FARID BOULAD is a special case of the follow~ 
ing one: 

"If the motion of a figure in its plane depends on two parameters. 
to any infinitesimal movement of which the figure is capable. there 
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corresponds a definite pole of rota ti on; the locus of these poles is a 
straight line". 

If the motion depends on the parameters u and v. it is easily seen - as 
DARBOUX remarks - that the projections of the displacement of a point 
(x. y) of the movable plane on axes fixed to this plane. are given by 
the expressions : 

Dx = (~I-WI y) du + (~2-W2 y) dv i I) 

Dy = (1]I+WI x) du + (1]2+W2x) dv \ 

in which the "translations" and "rotations" ~.1]. W do not depend on the 
coordinates x and y. 

A point which can be the center of rota ti on of any of these move~ 
ments. must satisfy the condition 

hence: 

or 

Dy=Dx =O. 

~2 - W2 Y I =0 
1]2 + W2 X 

~I 1]2 - 1]1 ~2 + (~I W2 - ~2 W I) x + (171 W2 - 1]2 W I) y = O. 

Consequently the locus of these points is a straight line. 
111. The above mentioned papers have led G . KOENlGS to publish his 

investigations on "les mouvements plans à deux paramètres". It would 
take too much space if. however briefly. we reproduced these extensive 
considerations; it is the less necessary as we shall refer to him repeatedly. 
We therefore only draw the attention here to the remarkable thesis of 
KOENlGS which we mentioned in § 8. 

Our aim is to derive the results of FARID BOULAD and KOENIGS. of 
the latter at least the main points. and a few more. in an entirely 
different way. so that for instance it becomes possible to treat entirely 
according to the general method the cases which require a special dis~ 
cussion of KOENIGS. Moreover we believe that the geometrical meaning 
of the used formulas appears more cIearly in our method. 

§ 1. Perhaps it is not quite unnecessary to draw the attention to the 
fact that by the movements with two degrees of freedom considered by 
DARBOUX and KOENlGS they always understand "holonomous" movements. 

It would be easy to give examples which fall outside these. Let us 
assume for instance a straight angle with a system fixed to it which 
moves over a fixed plane ; the path of the point 0 is entirely arbitrary 
whereas OX continually touches the path of O. Now 0 may coincide 
with any point AI of the fixed plane; but the position of OX does not 
only depend on AI but also on the path described by O . 

I) These formulas wiII he derived in § 5. 

43* 
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We shall also exc1ude such non~holonomous movements ; accordingly 
the position of the system ofaxes OXY is entirely defined by the point 
in the fixed plane which is reached by O. 

§ 2. We begin by remarking that DARBOUX gives a proof of FARID 
BOULAO's starting point to which we have no objection. but that he 
undervalues the significance of this theorem; FARID BOULAO's theorem 
is as general as the one proved by DARBOUX. 

Let II, be the fixed plane over which the plane IIm moves to which 
the system ofaxes OXY is fixed; the position of IIm or of OXY relative 
to a system ofaxes in II, depends on two parameters. We consider 
the line element (O.OX) of IIm defined by the point 0 and the direction 
of the X~axis. If IIm moves over II,. 0 wilI coincide with any point of 
II, and everywhere the line element (O.OX) will define a direction. 
In II, a singly infinite system of curves [C] is defined in each point AI 
of which the tangent coincides with the direction defined in that point. 
Let [T] be the system of the orthogonal trajectories. Now the movement 
of IIm over II, is entirely defined by the condition that OX must con~ 
tinually coincide with the tangent to a curve of [Cl. hence OY with 
the tangent to a curve of [Tl Accordingly any plane movement with 
two degrees of freedom may be defined by fixing to the movable system 
a system ofaxes which moves in the way indicated by F ARID BOULAO. 

§ 3. Now in the plane II, the systems of curves [Cl and [T] are 
given; the movable system ofaxes has a definite position in which OX 
touches a curve (C). OY a curve (T). 

We begin by accepting the proof given by DARBOUX of the first 
thesis of FARID BOULAO: the locus of the possible poles of rotation is 
a straight line d. These possible movements contain: 

1. a displacement of 0 along (C) wh ere OX continually touches (C). 
2. a displacement of 0 along (T) wh ere OY continually touches (T). 
It is known that In the former case the pole of rotation coincides 

with the center of curvature of (C). in the lat ter case with that of (T). 
Consequently. as also FARID BOULAO and DARBOUX remark. the line d 
is the join of these points. 

To this we shall add a few remarks. We have chosen OXYarbitrarily 
in the plane IIm; if we replace OXY by OXI yl where L.. XOXI =cp. 
also the line element (O.OXI) describes the whole plane II,; in the 
possible movements. the system of curves [C] is replaced by another 
system [C I]. formed by isogonal trajectories (cp~trajectories) of [C]. 

Whereas accordingly the two~dimensional system of possible movements 
which in the future we shall indicate by M 2 • is quite defined by the 
system of curves [Cl. the reverse. that M 2 quite defines this system 
of curves. is not true. If we replace rCl by rCIl. M 2 does not chanQe; 
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but th en d. the locus of the poles of rotation for an arbitrary position. 
has not changed either. 

Consequently any point I of d is not only a possible pole of rotation. 
but also the center of curvature of one of the isogonal trajectories of 
(C) in O. 

This is the last thesis of FARID BOULAD. We mayalso formulate its 
geometrical contents in the following way: 

The centers of curvature of (C) and (T) form with 0 the angular 
points of a right~angled triangle; the hypotenuse also contains the center 
of curvature of (Cl). If RI. R2 • Rl' are the radii of curvature of these 
th ree curves in O. we have: 

1 _cos q; + sin q; I) 
Rl' -Tt R; (1) 

(0. RI) and (-R2• 0) are the centers of curvature of (C) and (T). 

§ 4. This gives us at once the solution to the problem: to produce 
two mutually orthogonal systems of curves so that the ratio of the radii 
of curvature of two curves which cut each other in a given point. is 
constant. i.e. independent from the chosen point. 

Let m be this constant and cotg q; = m. We con si der an arbitrary 
singly~infinite system of straight lines together with the systems of their 
orthogonal trajectories ~ q;~ and (t n + q;)~trajectories. In any point the 
following re1ations between the radii of curvature exist: 

sin q; 
R'i' -RI/2'1r 

R(II27r+ 1') 

1 cosq; 
R(I/27r+'!') = RII2'1r; 

cotg q;= m. 

Accordingly the q;~ and the (t n + q;Hrajectories give the solution of 
the problem. 

§ 5. We shall now give a geometrical meaning to the quantities which 
appear in the note of DARBOUX. 

If on an arbitrary surface we choose orthogonal parameter curves 
v = constant and u = constant. and if we make a system ofaxes OXYZ 
move in such a way that 0 des cri bes this surface. OX and OY touch 
the u~ and v~curves and OZ coincides with the norm al to the surface. 

I) Cf. the more general theorem (LIOUVILLE. 1850): if on a surface po and pv are 

the geodetical curvatures of the orthogonal systems of curves u and v. we have for a 
curve which cuts the curves of the u-system (i.e. v = constant) under an angle 1': 

1 _ dq; + cosq; + sin q; 
eg - ds e::- e::-' 
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the movements of the trihedron OXYZ. hence also the infinitesimal 
displacement of a point (x. y. z) fixed to this trihedron. may be expressed 
by geometrical quantities that are related to the parameter curves. (Sy 
the u~curves we always understand the curves v = constant). 

If the parameter curves are at the same time lines of curvature. these 
expressions assume a more simple form. 

Let us apply this by assuming the systems [C] and [T] as u~ and 
v~curves; they may be considered as lines of curvature of IIf. In this 
case the possible infinitesimal displacements of a point (x. y) are ex~ 
pressed by I): 

Dx=VE(l - ]{)dU -VG ~2 dV~ 

Dy=VE ~ du+VG(l + ;2)dV~ . 
(2) 

Here du and dv are the increments of the coordinates of the point 
o in the plane IIf. Dx and Dy are the projections of the infinitesimal 
displacement of a point (x. y) on OX and OY; (0. RI) is the center of 
curvature of the u~curve (v = constant). (- R2• 0) that of the v~curve in 
the point 0 2). E and Gare the values which the coefficients in the 
expression for the line element of: 

assume in the point O. 
We remark that between E and G there exists arelation. the formula 

of GAUSZ. which indicates that the total curvature of IIf is zero: 

~(_l OVG)+~(_l oVE)_O' 
OU VE OU ov V G ov - .. (3) 

further that RI and R2 are expressed in E and G by 

loVE 1 1 oVC; 
RI=-VEGa;-; R2=VEGa;- (4) 

This enables us to write the formula of GAUSZ in the following form. 
which will appear to be more suitable for us: 

From (2) we find as the equation of the line d. the locus of the poles 
of rotation: 

I) G. DARBOUX: Théorie des Surfaces, t. 11, p. 398 : GAUTHIER-VILLARS, Paris: 1915. 
2) R2 mag therefore differ in sign from the radius of curvature of u = constant, if we 

wish to consider th is radius of curvature as a positive quantity. 
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x y 
- - + - -1=0 

R2 Rl 
(5) 

§ 6. We now investigate whether the possible movements always 
contain an infinitesimal translation. A necessary and sufficient condition 
is that for a definite ratio of du and dv the expressions for D" and Dy in 
(2) must be independent from x and y . This is the case for 

VE Va 
Rl du + R

2 
dv = O. 

where the displacement of an arbitrary point is defined by 

D,,=VEdu I; 
Dy=Vadv \ 

consequently according to (6) 

(6) 

(7) 

Accordingly in any position the possible movements contain one 
translation, de{ined by (6) ; the pole of rotation is the point at infinity 
of d ; the direction of translation is therefore at right angles to d, which 
appears at once from (7). 

We may give a slightly different form to the equations (6) and (7). 
If q; is the angle between the tangent to the path of 0 in II(, here at 
the same time the direction of translation, and the u~curve, and (t n - q;) 
the angle between this tangent and the v~curve, we have: 

VG 
tg q;= VE; 

hen ce we may replace (6) en (7) by: 

§ 7. Are th ere among the movements of the system M 2 {inite trans~ 

lations along a straight line? 
It is known and moreover it is easily seen th at the direction of the 

translation makes a constant angle not only with axes fixed to II( but 
also with the axes OXY fixed to IIm; the latter. however, coincide with 
the tangents to the u~ and v~curves. Henc~ for a translation along a 
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straight line gJ is constant. From (68
) it ensues besides that in the points 

of the path described by O. Rl and R 2 have a constant ratio. 
Inversely: if 0 moves along a straight line in lIr which cuts the 

u~curves under a constant angle gJ. the angle between a line in lIr and 
OX in lIm is constant so that the movement is a translation. According 
to (68

) in this case the ratio of Rl and R 2 is at the same time constant. 
Whereas a system M 2 generally does not contain any 6nite trans~ 

lations along a straight line. from what preceeds we may deduce the 
systems which contain a singly in6nite number of these translations. 

We assume a system of straight lines depending on one parameter t. 
and asystem of u~curves de6ned by the condition that any line is to 
be cut under an angle gJ (t) which only depends on tand not on the 
chosen curve. These curves de6ne M 2 in the way indicated before (§ 2); 
the system of straight Iines de6nes the translations in M 2• In the points 
of the same straight line the radii of curvature of the u~curve and of 
the v~curve have a constant ratio. 

A special case is that wh ere gJ is constant. In th is case the u~ and 
the v~curves are the gJ~ and the (t:n; + gJ)~trajectories of the system of 
straight Iines. 

§ 8. If 0 describes the plane lIr. the line d of which the equation in 
lIm is: 

x y 
--+--1=0 

R 2 Rl 

moves in lIr as weil as in lIm. As Rl and R 2 are as a rule independent 
from each other. its equation in lIm depends on 2 parameters; but it 
envelops a curve if there exists arelation 

For this case KOENlGS has proved the following fundamental theorem: 
"If the position of d in lIm depends on one parameter only. this is 

also the case with its position in lIi'. The two movements, to wit the 
one where d remains at rest in lIm and the one where it remains at 
rest in lIr, are independent from each other. 

In order to prove this theorem we shall 6rst answer the following 
question. 

We consider an arbitrary plane system lIm which moves over the 
6xed plane lIr; the movement depends on one parameter t. A line d 
moves relative to lIm ; its equation relative to the system ofaxes OXY 
6xed to lIm' is 

ax+ f3y -1 =0 (8) 

Which conditions must be satis6ed by a and f3 if d is to be at rest 
in lIr? 
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§ 9. If a point P (x. y). that is a point with coordinates (x. y) relative 
to OXY. is [ixed - i.e. if it is at rest relative to IIr -. these coor
dinates satisfy the conditions : 

V •. x - ~ - wy + ~~ = 0 t 
V x . y 1)+wx+~=o~ 

(9) 

Here. as always. ~ and 1) are the velocity-components of 0 and wis 
the rotation of the system ofaxes OXY. 

IE the line(8) is to be at rest relative to IIr. there must be an infinite 
number of pairs of values x and y which satisfy (8) and (9). hence also 
the equation which is found from (8) through differentiation: 

x da + d{J+adx+{Jdy =0 
dt y dt dt dt 

(10) 

B I·· . dx d dy f h' . d (9) fi d y e Immatmg dt an dt out 0 t IS equatlOn an • we n : 

( ~; - (Jw ) x + (~ + aw ) y - a~ - (J1) = 0 (11) 

Now an infinite number of values x andy must satisfy (8) and (11); 
for this it is necessary and sufficient that : 

(J a 
da 
--{Jw 
dt 

d{J +aw 
dt 

a~+{J1) =0 .. (12) 

This expresses the conditions in question. 

We shall now return to the considered system M 2 ; we choose a 
movement out of it which depends on one parameter. by considering v 
as a function of u. If we put: 

dv -2 
du- . 

the conditions that in this movement the line 

~+1L-l=O 
-R2 RI 

is at rest relative to IIr. are expressed by (12) on condition that we 
apply the following substitutions: 

1 
a=- R

2 
' 

1 
{J= RI 

VE VG 
w= RI +2 R

2 

. . (13) 
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The conditions found above assume the following form: 

. . . (14) 

If always the same value of ). is to satisfy them. in other words if in 
any position the system M 2 is to contain a movement which lets d be 
at rest in IIf • it is necessary and sufficient that: 

à 1 à 1 
àuRI àvRI 

=0. . (15) 
à 1 à 1 
àuR2 àvR2 

As we found above the condition which must be satisfled if M 2 is 
always to contain a movement in which d does not move in IIm • is 

(16) 

But the two conditions (15) and (16) have the same meaning. The 
flrst part of the theorem of KOENlGS is therefore proved. 

The movement where d is at rest in IIm. is given by: 

1 
RI = constant. 

or 
à 1 à 1 

àu RI du + àv RI dv = 0 ; 

the movement which lets d be at rest in IIf • is expressed by (cf. 14): 

These two movements are the same as: 

or as (cf. 3a): 
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If we restrict ourselves to real movements. this is only the case if 
1 1 

RI =R
2 
=0. 

Only i( all the movements are translations. the displacements (or 
which d is at rest in llm coincide with those (or which d is at rest 
in llr; except in this trivial case they are independent (rom each other. 

In this way also the second part of the theorem in question has been 
proved. 

The only point which is left is to draw the attention to the elegant 
construction of KOENlGS for these systems M 2 in which the motion of 
d depends on one parameter. Choose a curve Çr in llr and a curve 
Çm in IIm both of which touch d; let altërnately d roll over Çr and 
Çm over d; the system M 2 is linearly composed of these displacements. 

§ 10. We shall return a moment to the quantities of the second order 
which appear in the movements of a system M 2• which we now again 
assume arbitrary. 

In an initial position chosen at random 0 has again a definite situ
ation in llr. OX touches the u-curve through that point; the tangent 
to the path described by an arbitrary point of llm. only depends on 
the ratio of du and dv. the increments of the coordinates of O. We 
can begin by making 0 describe different paths which all have the same 
tangent in the initial position ; now the corresponding paths of the other 
points of IIm also have the same tangents in the initial position but 
different curvatures. 

In the future we shall . only consider infinitesimal displacements for 
which 

has a given value. whereas 

dV=À 
du 

may assume any value. The pole of rotation [ is always the same point. 

§ 11. In the movement of a plane fixed system llm of which the 
position is defined by one parameter. which for the sake of more con
venient expression we shall for the moment identify with time and 
indicate by t. the quantities of the first order are defined by the pole 
of rotation I. those of the second order by a point KJ. the other ex
treme of the diameter of the inflectional circle through [. 

For the velocity- and acceleration-components of a point fixed to 
llm, we have resp. 

V x ~-wy ~ 

V g = 1] + wx) 
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and 

The equation of the inflectional circle is in this case 

This gives us at on ce the center of the inflectional circle and at 

the same time the point KI. as 1(- :. ! ) is also known. 

We find 

dw d~ 2 
- dt~+dtw-w r; 

XKI 
w3 

If we return to the case under consideration we must make the 
following substitutions: 

V- V - VE Va 
~ = E; 17 = 1 G; w = RI + 1 R

2 

d 0 0 
dt=ou + lov' 

Then we must consider 1 as a constant. J.' as a parameter. In this 
way we find the locus of KI represented by 

I) G. KOENIGS : Leçons de Cinématique; p. 142; A. HERMANN, Paris; 1897. 
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If we eliminate À,' the equation of this locus is 

This represents a line h perpendicular to d; its interseetion with d 
we eall H. 

§ 12. If now we consider À, as a variabIe. land H move along d; 
the correspondence between land H has been elaborately treated by 
KOENIGS. We shall not enter into it but we shall only point out the 
following properties. 

Again we suppose À, to be a constant; land Hare fixed points of d 
and h is the locus of KI. As I K I is always a diameter of the inflect~ 
ional circle we have: 

for all the displacements with the same pole of rotation the infleet~ 

ional circles form a peneil with land H as base points; in eaeh of 
these displaeements H deseribes a point of infleetion in whieh the 
tangent coineides with h. 

For each of these displacements on d the pole of rotation as weil as 
the point of intersection with the inflectional circle are fixed; hence: 

In all these displaeements all points of d have the same radius of 
curvature. 



Mathematics. - HA Representation of the Bisecants of a Rational 
Twisted Curve on a Field of Points." By Prof. JAN DE VRIES. 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27, 1926) 

1. The points A of a rational twisted curve an may be brought into 
a projective correspondence with the points C of a conic y2. If Cl and 
C 2 correspond to AI and A 2 and if B is the point of intersection of 
the lines Cl and C2 which touch y2 at Cl and C2, B may be considered 
as the image of the bisecant b which joins AI to A 2• 

Now the point range (B) on Cl is the image of the cone (b)n-I which 
projects an out of AI and Cl is the image of the tangent at AI' 

The scroll of the bisecants which rest on a line I, has (n-l) bisecants 
in common with the cone (b)n-I; hence its image cuts the tangent c in 
(n-l) points Band is a curve }.n-I. 

The curves }.n-I and /tn-I have (n-l)2 points in common; accordingly 
on the lines land m th ere rest (n-l)2 bisecants and the scroll which is 
represented on }.n-I, is of the degree (n-l)2. As, eVidently, a plane 
through I contains t n(n-I) chords, I is a multiple direct ri x of which 
any point carries t (n-I)(n-2) chords. 

If 1 cuts the curve an in A, the said scroIl consists of the cone (b)n-I, 
that has A as vertex, and a scroll of the degree (n-I)(n-2), etc. 

2. We shall now consider the case n=4 more closely. 
To I as directrix of bisecants b of an ai there corresponds a scroll 

A9 represented on a }.3. As }.3 contains six points of y2, the tangents 
to ai form a seraIl of the sixth order. 

The curves }.3 form a system 001. Through four points Bk chosen at 
random there pass two curves, for the corresponding bisecants bk have 
two transversals I. 

Ta asecant s with point of intersection A there corresponds the 
system of a scroll :2;6 and the cone (b)3. Now the curve }.3 consists of 
a conic 0 2 and a tangent c to y2. The curves 0 2 form a system 00 3• 

The hyperboloid through three bisecants has 2 more points in common 
with ai; through each of these points th ere passes asecant s, which 
rests on the th ree lines b. Consequently three points B generally define 
two conics 0

2
• 

The chords bI' b2 , which are represented in BI' B 2• are cut by one 
chord d. Por b2 cuts the seraIl L,1 3 corresponding to bI in one point 
outside ai and through this point there passes one generatrix of L,1 3, 

which is a chord resting on bI and b2• Hence any straight line d rep re
Bents a seroll L,3. 
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3. For a trisecant t the scroll A9 consists of three con es which have 
the points of intersection Ak of t with ai as vertices. 

The line t is represented in the angular points Bk of a triangle circum~ 
scribed about ,,2. As each point of ai carries only one trisecant. the 
corresponding points Ck on ,,2 form a cubic involution and the same is 
the case with the tangents Ck. Accordingly the trisecants are represented 
on a con ic lP. the "involution curve" of the second cubic involution. 

The points of intersection of fP with a curve;'3 form two triplets of 
the cubic involution of the image points Bk. Hence two trisecants rest 
on land the lines t form aquadratic scroll. 

The points of intersection of lP and ,,3 are the images of four trise~ 

cants which touch ai. 

Any conic 0 2 is an involution curve; for the planes through a · secant 
s define a cubic involution on ai, 50 that the images B of the chords in 
one of these planes form a group of an P on 0 2• Evidently the conic 
fJ2 belongs to the system of the 0 2 ; but it belongs to 00 I secants (these 
form the second scroH of the hyperboloid of the trisecants). 

Also the curves ;'3 are involution curves. for any plane through I 
contains six chords and these are represented in the angular points of 
a quadrangle circumscribed ab out i· 2

• 

4. Through any point of the chord d th ere pass two chords bi. b2 ; 

the planes bi b2 pass through the single directrix e of t:,. 3. 
The pairs of points BI' B 2 form an involution 12 on the image line b; 

its double points are the images of the torsal lines k of t:,.3. These are 
bisecants which join the points of contacts of two intersecting tangents 
and which. therefore. lie in a double tangent plane to ai. Hence the 
directrix e is the intersection of two double tangent planes. 

To any line e th ere corresponds a definite bisecant d ; it rests on the 
tangent chords k of the two double . tangent planes. 

For a bisecant k t:,. 3 is a scroll of CA YLEY; for in this case k is a 
directrix and at the same time a generatrix. hence a directrix e. 

5. The image J of a t:,.3 contains the images K of two chords k; 
consequently the system of the tangent chords is represented on a con ic 
k2• As this has six points in common with a ;'3. the tangent chords form 
a scroll of the sixth degree. 

T 0 the image () of a t:,. 3 there corresponds the image D of the chord 
d on which the bisecants b of t:,.3 rest. EVidently D and b correspond 
to each other in apolar correspondence. The image K of a chord k 
lies on the line b* corresponding to k; hence D and b ~re polar relative 
to the conic k2 and two points DI and D 2 harmonicaHy separated by P. 
are the images of two intersecting bisecants. 

Apolar triangle corresponds to three bisecants which come together 
in a point outside ai. 

6. Two point triplets chosen at random on ai. define a cubic invo~ 
lution P. Any group of the P defines th ree straight lines b of a scroll 
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(b), the involution scrolt: This is represented on an involution conic (B)2 
of 1'2. The conics (B)2 form a system OOi; the bisecants which are repre~ 
sented in four arbitrary points Bic, define two [3 on a"; accordingly 
through four points there pass two conics (B)2. 

(B)2 has six points in common with a l3: hence the involution scroll 
is a (b)6. 

Through the angular points of a triangle circumscribed about 1'2 and 
two arbitrary points B, there passes only one (B)2; for an [3 is quite 
defined by a triplet and two pairs. 

Two triangles circumscribed about 1'2 also define only one (B)2, hence 
one [3 on ai. 

7. The involution scroll of an 14 is represented on a curve (B)3 which 
is circumscribed about 00' quadrangles formed by tangents to 1'2. As 
(B)3 has nine points in common with l3 the scroll (b) has the degree 9. 

As two groups of the 14 are equivalent to 6 pairs, the curves (B)3 
form a system 00 6• Through the angular points of two quadrangles cir~ 
cumscribed about 1'2, there passes one (B)3 ; also through the angular 
points of three arbitrary triangles circumscribed about 1'2. 

8. Let cp2 be an arbitrary conic in the image plane. The tangents c 
through its points to 1'2 define on this curve an involutory correspon~ 
dence (2,2), hence also a (2,2) between the points of a". The bisecants 
through associated points form a scroll (b)6, for cp2 has six points in 
common with a curve l3. 

An involutory (2,2) is defined by 5 pairs; consequently the conics cp2 
form a system 00 5• 

The bisecants resting on a conic e2 through four points EIc of a define 
a (2,2) on a". For the cone (b)3 which has a point A of ai as vertex, 
cuts e2 outside Ek in two more points and therefore contains two chords 
which rest on e2• 

The seraIl (b)6 of the bisecants resting on e2, has a" as double curve 
and e2 as triple curve. 



Chemistry. - "The lIse of Salicylic acid as a standard in Calarimetry." 
By ERNSl' COHEN. P. E. V ERKADE. SABURO MIYAKE. J. COOPS Jr .. 
and J. A . VAN DER HOEVE. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 30. 1926). 

lntroductory. 

The investigations of recent years had led to the conviction that. when 
determining the heats of combustion of substances. the first desideratum is 
to ascertain with grea t accuracy the heats of combustion of one or more 
"standard-substances". and since that time similar studies have been taken 
up by more than one scientist 1) . Contrary to the opinion of· some 
investigators VERKADE and Coops have pointed out that not only of one 
standard-s~bstance the heat of combustion ought to be fi xed with great 
accuracy. but at least of two of such substances. 

As the result of an extensive investigation they have recommended 
salicylic acid as second standard with benzoic acid as first standard 2). 

As ERNST COHEN and VAN DOBBENB URCH 3) had found that this acid. 
when recrystallized. without further precautions. from water. can contain 
rather considerable quantities of occ1uded water. which cannot be removed 
by drying in vacua over P20 5• the question arose if the few considerations 
mentioned by VERKADE and COOPS in their paper just cited. relating to the 
previous history of the preparates they had investigated. could be considered 
sufficient to guarantee a salicylic acid preparate which was perfectly free 
from water. For. at that time. a complete formula for the preparation of a 
standard-preparate. had not yet been given. 

While later on we shall return in extenso to this subject. we give here 
the results of our investigation in this direction ; it has proved that. indeed. 
the determination of the heat of combustion of salicylic acid which has been 
recrystallized from water. without further precautionary measures. can give 
quite arbitrary values. However. we can add the assurance that if, af ter 
recrystallizing from water, the acid is crystallized {rom dry ether. we always 
{ind the same value for the heat of combustion , viz. the one which VERKADE 
and Coops have (ixed far it. 

I) See for literature f. i. P . E. VERKADE. Chemisch Weekblad 21 . 13 (1924). 
2) Rec. d. Trav. Chim. des Pays Bas H. 561 (1924) . 
3) These Proceedings 28. 702. (1925). 

44 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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The Method of Procedure. 

§ 1. The different preparates under discussion have been prepared at 
Utrecht or at Rotterdam, at whieh latter place the calorimetrie measurements 
were made in the Laboratory of the Handels~HoogeschooI. with the 
apparatus used by VER KADE and COOPS in their previous investigations. 
The preparates whieh were got ready at Utrecht were taken to Rotterdam 
sealed in glass bottles, whieh had been weIl dried. When the calorimetrie 
determinations had been made we transported the rest of the preparations 
used to Utrecht in the same way, and here we determined 1) , if necessary, 
the solubility in dry benzene at 30°.00 e. This was done after the manner 
minutely described in the paper by ERNST COHEN and VAN 
DOBBENBURGH 2). In the course of this paper we shaIl indieate this 
communieation by the letters V. C. D . 

The solubility determinations have all been made by SABURO MIYAKE. 
The names behind the preparates indicate their maker. 

The preparates used. 

§ 2. The preparates of salicylic acid which were calorimetrieally in~ 

vestigated were : 
A . Standard preparate (MIY AKE). A newly received quantity of 

salicylie acid (KAHLBAUM, für kalorimetrische Bestimmungen) was 
recrystallized (V.e.D § 2, 2). from dry ether (V.e.D. § 1. c) , kept for 
some weeks over P 20 5 in vacuo, and powdered every day. 

B. Ether preparate I (v. D. HOEVE). Prepared in quite the same way 
as A . On the 9 th of October the air~dry preparate was placed in vacua over 
P 20 5, and, in flat weighing bottles, in whieh a thinlayer of acid 
( + 7 gms) had been spread, the weight was occasionally determined. 
Before weighing the preparate into the bottIes it had been powdered a few 
times. Thus we found: October 12 : 43.9791 ; October 19 : 43.9789; 
October 20 : 43.9789; October 21: 43 .9790 gms. 

e. Ether preparate 2 (v. D. H OEVE) . Quite as B. Placed in vacua 
( + 5 gms. of acid) on October 11. Found: October 16: 39.7814; 
October 19 : 39.7810; October 20: 39.7809; October 21 : 39.7812; 
October 22 : 39.7814 gms. 

D. Water preparate I (v. D. HOEVE). The acid had been slowly 
crystallized from the aqueous solution. Af ter sucking oH on a hardened 
filter the crystals were left on a glass plate to become air~dry. When the 
mass had been in vacuo for some time, it was powdered and for 72 hours 
placed in vacuo over P 20 5 . When the weight had become constant a part 
was kept as "Water preparate I" (+ 10gms. of acid). Found October 

1) Not at 30°.50 G . as was previously done by Co HEN and VAN DOBBENBURGH. 

2) These Proceedlngs 28. 702. (1925). 
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23: 44.4869 gms.; October 24: 44.4867 gms.; October 26: 44.4866 gms., 
while the rest was powdered a few times, and then also dried to constant 
weight in vacuo over P 20 5 (-+- 10 gms. of acid). Found: October 26 : 
43.4416 gms.; October 28: 43.4366 gms.; October 29: 43.4363 gms. ; 
October 30: 43.4363 gms. 

E. Water preparate 11 is this last mentioned part. (v. D. HOEVE). 
F. Water preparate, chilled on ice, (v. D. HOEVE). Pure ice was 

washed with distilled water; on 1 K.G. of ice was poured a boiling 
saturated aqueous solution of about 30 gms. of salicylic acid. The crystals 
were sucked off and made air-dry. Then it was placed in vacuo, 48 hours 
later it was powdered, and dried in the desiccator to constant weight. 

G. Water preparate. Af ter continual powdering we allowed preparate 
E to stand for a week in vacuo over P 20 5 ; the preparate thus treated is 
called G. 

Moreover we have investigated: 
H. Preparate "KAHLBAUM für kalorimetrische Bestimmungen" (new 

consignment), coarse crystalline, was, without further treatment, powdered 
and kept over P 20 5 in vacuo for 288 hours. 

I. Preparate POULENC ("Standard pour calorimétrie"). On November 
12 this preparate was quickly recrystallized from water, stirring the solution 
continuously (VERKAnE). Af ter sucking off and washing with water it 
was placed in vacuo over P 20 5 without first powdering it. The heat of 
combustion was determined on November 14. 17 and 24. 

K. Preparate J, without special preliminary treatment, was heated for 
6 hours at 100°-105° (VERKADE). 

L. Another part of preparate J was powdered and then heated for six 
hours at 100°-105° (VERKADE). 

The results. 

§ 3. The results of the determinations of the heat of combustion of 
the different preparates are given in Table 1. Before the combustion every 
preparate was always carefully made homogeneous. 

When the preparates had been transported to Utrecht their solubility 
was determined in dry benzene (MIY AI<E). The benzene had been treated 
in the same way as previously described (V.CO. § 1. h.). The solubilities 
thus found are also given in Table 1. 

§ 4. First of all we wish to point out that the heat of combustion of the 
preparates A, B, and C, all recrystallized from dry ether. is exactly the 
same as the one found by VERKADE and COOPS for preparates of very 
different origin, viz. 5242 cal.150 per gramme (air). 

The satisfactory agreement between the va lues which we found in the 
different determinations of each of these preparates indicates that they 
were homogeneous. The fact that the solubility determinations for different 
samples in dry benzene give concurring figures is in correspondence with it. 

44* 



TABLE 1. 

Nameofthe Heat of combustion in 
Solubility at 30°.0 C. in dry benzene 
gms in 100 gms, of saturated solution 

preparate cal. 150 per gram (air) 
First determination I Second determlnatlon 

5243.1 ~ 
A 5242 .3 5243.4 0.982 0.982 

5244.7 

B 
5242.4 1 
5244.5 j 5243.4 0.982 0.975 

c 5239.9 1 
5243.6 j 5241.7 0.979 0.982 

52328 ! 5232.6 
0.985 LW D 5237.3 5233.8 

5232.4 

52374 ! 5229.7 
0.992 0.977 E 5230.0 5231.8 

5229.4 

Nov. 3-4 5219.7 

5223.3 , 
5216.3 

F Nov. 14 5240.8 I 5228 .7 1.001 1.008 

5240.8 

5228.0 

5232.0 

5235.6 ! 
G 

5232.1 
5236.2 - -

5235.1 

5242.0 

5243.1 ! 
5242.5 

H 5244.4 5242.4 - -

5239 .6 

5222.1 ~ 
I 5216.8 5220.3 - -

5221.9 

K 
5231. 4 1 
5233.8 \ 5232.6 

L 
5237.8 1 
5238.0 j 5237.9 
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§ 5. The course is totally different with the preparates D. E. F and I. 
all of which are crystallized from water. Without exception they give 
for the heat of combustion values which are far too low. Moreover the 
figures obtained from one and the same preparate in different experiments 
are of ten greatly divergent. which proves that the samples taken from the 
same mass differ from each other in composition. which is self evident. as 
it must be held impossible to divide homogeneously 0.2-0.4 weight 
percentage of water in the crystals. 

In agreement with this the solubility figures in dry benzene also show 
divergencies. It is quite in agreement with the results of ERNST COHEN 
and VAN DOBBENBURGH's experiments that they give higher values than in 
the preparates which are crystallized from ether. 

§ 6. Very instructive are the determinations with the preparates K 
and L; heating to 100°-105° C. is not sufficient to remove the occluded 
water completely. 

The distinct difference in heat of combustion between the powdered 
preparate Land the preparate K. which was not powdered. further shows 
that powdering. as was to he expected. opens part of the capillary pores. 
No doubt it would be possible to obtain a preparate of about the exact 
heat of combustion by alternate powdered and heating. 

§ 7. Furthermore we call attention to the conduct of preparate H. of 
who se previous history we know only that in the factory~works it was 
recrystallized from water. We are not acquainted with the further 
operations in the factory. Meanwhile it given values for the heat of 
combustion which are identical with those previously found by VERKADE 
and COOPS. 

§ 8. Summarizing. we see that preparates finally recrystallized from 
water must never be used as standard~preparates. even af ter drying to 
constant weight in vacua over P205' or af ter heating for six hours to 
100°-105° c.. as they give va lues for the heat of combustion which must 
be considered as accidental. 

On the contrary. preparates finally crystallized from dry ether give 
constant values. which are in good agreement with those found by VERKADE 
and COOPS for preparates which had been finally crystallized from ether 
or chloroform. 

Summary. 

It was demonstrated that. if salicylic acid is to be used as a "standard~ 
substance" for the determination of the heat of combustion. the prescriptions 
for its preparation must be formulated more sharply - especially as regards 
the final crystallization - than was done up to this time. It was seen that 
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constant values which can be reproduced. can be expected only if the !inal 
crystallization has been made from dry ether. A special investigation will 
have to establish what other solvents may be used for this final 
crystallization. 

The disturbances which occur when crystallizing 'from water can be 
accounted for by the presence of occluded water in the crystals. which 
cannot be completely removed. neither by drying in vacua over P 20 s. nor 
by heating to 100°-105° C. for six hours. 

VAN 'T HOFF~Laboratory-

Laboratory of the Nederlandsche Handels~Hoogeschool. 

Utrecht-Rotterdam. November 1925. 



Histologie. - "On the Histalagical Structure af Fibraus Substances.' 
By G. C. .HERINGA and Mi'ss H. A. LOHR. (Communicated by 
Prof. J. BOEKE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of Pebruary 27, 1926). 

In a previous communication some of the reasons were given which 
led us to regard the cause of the collagenous fibres of the connective tissue 
as being gelatinization of a fibre-building colloidal solution ("Stäbchen 
Sol" af ter Szegvari). Further research did but strengthen our 
conviction. The arguments which support this belief are partly negative, 
partly positive. As negative arguments serve all the observations of 
other writers which point to the origination of collagenous fibrils in the 
absence of cells, and in particular the impossibility of reconciling the 
architectonics of the fibrillar structure with the arrangement and 
development of the cells held by others as responsible for the formation 
of fibres . Especially in respect to this last point the classic observations of 
VAN EBNER have lost nothing of their value to us, while the better preserva
tion of the structure by means of the gelatin freezing method has assisted 
our train of thought. 

As positive arguments we had: I. that, especially with the aid of dark
field microscopy and by making use of azimuth effect, we we re able to 
study collagenous fibriIs of visibly different thicknesses in the spaces 
between the cells,which waved in such a way, or even became confused into 
tangled knots, that there could be no question of a continuous contact with 
any cell area that might influence the thickness of the fibres individually. 
On the contrary, the morphological resemblance to the aspect afforded by 
other colloidal fibres (soap, benzopurpurine, and others) in gelatinization, 
where certainly no fibroblasts are functioning, is particularly striking. A 
second and, in our opinion stronger, argument was furnished us by a further 
similarity, namely, the inclination towards a parallel drawing together of 
the fibriIs. This symptom, which appeared in varying intensity according 
to the special kind of the connective tissue we examined, proved to be 
entirely analogous to what SZEGVARI and ZOCHER have described 
for their substances. In this "bundling process" also specific influence from 
the cells may be precluded. It was along this pa th we thought we should 
arrive at a rational explanation of the bundle-like course of the collagenous 
fibres so familiar to the histologists of old in their preparations, and which 
appears again and again in innumerable connective tissue formations, and 
has hitherto been commonly ascribed to the expression of fibroblastic 
functioning. 
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It was naturally of importance now to our train of thought to know 
whether the same or analogous aspects are to be found again with other 
sub stances which. as appears from optica I or röntgenographic examina~ 

tion. are related to collagen. i.e. substances which. as appears from double 
refraction. must likewise be regarded as built up from parallel crystalline 
micelIs. 'and are röntgenographically distinguishable by a. 4~points diagram. 

Our attention was especially directed to the chitin. and that for a very 
particular reason. In our examination of connective tissue we had come to 
the conclusion that the drawing together of the collagenous fibriIs leads 
not merely to the formation of bundIes of considerable thickness (which 
bundIes. by~the~.way . are never round. but invariably a flattened oval. or 
ribband~like) . but that under certain circumstances dominates the coalesc~ 
ence in one plane in such a way that they must be termed true collagenous 
membranes (the " lamelles" described by LAG UESSE with so much emphasis. 
and somewhat over~estimated as to their significance in the construction of 
the connective tissue) . This renders an analogy with the chitin directly 
obvious; for there too we find beside chitin tendons. the occurrence of the 
membranous cuticulae which. to judge from their appearance. would not at 
all remind us of a "fibre~diagram" . 

Thanks to the kindness of Dr. HIRSCH. of the Zoological Laboratorium. 
we had the use of several specimens of chitin. and now looked for a piece 
that. under the microscope with low power. showed no special structure 
(pleurite of an astacus) . 

The examination of this piece in dark field with azimuth lighting yielded 
the desired effect. fin er than we had ventured to expect. It showed us the 
chitin build up by interwoven bindles of parallelly running fibrilIae, 
differently orientated in consecutive layers ; the latter particular. when the 
illuminating slit was revolved. yielded. for the azimuth effect. a highly 
beautiful and charming alternating play of light and.shadow. 

All previous studies of chitin had already confirmed the supposition long 
ago expressed as to its fibrous structure. Nevertheless the extreme clearness 
with which this structure can be seen by our method of investigation is. in 
our opinion. worth mentioning. But moreover. with reference to the 
complete accordance in structure. we would touch again upon the analogy 
with the connective tissue. Whereas in the case collagen a cytological 
explication of the structure could still. albeit with some difficulty. be based 
upon the presence of fibroblasts . this was feIt to be a greater objection with 
regard to chitin which. as could not be doubted. makes its appearance as a 
fluid shapeless mass. In the bulky treatise which BIEDERMANN (Handb. der 
Verg!. Physiologie. lIl. 1914) has devoted to this subject. it is curious to 
note what complicated reasoning is required to make it plausible that some 
mysterious changes in the function of the chitinous cells must be the cause 
of the structure observed. (Conf. SCHMIDT. Die Bausteine. etc. Bonn 
1924. pg. 195 sequ. ) 

But we have not arrived by a long way yet at an explanation of the 
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complicated image of the structure of chitin, no more than of the connective 
tissue. Only we wish to single out one fact from the total of the 
phenomena, namely, the common fibrilization of both and the inclination of 
the fibrils to form themselves into bundIes. 

These two phenomena, if our assumption of colloidal coagulation 
he accepted, may be eliminated from the proposition as directly attributable 
to the micellar properties of the substances. There then remains a second 
question to be answered separately, viz. that of the factors which govern 
the course of the bundIes and their union in the form of tissue into more 
complicated systems of a higher order. The observations of colloids in vitro 
by the colloid-chemici have taught us nothing on this head. At the most 
they show the result of a mechanica I influencing (streaming, cataphoresis) 
of the preparations by the appearance of structural lines in accordance 
with the direction of the acting force. That similar influences might weIl 
be the cause of polar differentiation in living nature also (according to 
VAN EBNEJ(S hypothesis of tension) has been irrefutably determined by 
Roux' expositions, and by LEVY's experiments on tendon regeneration. 
Equally certain it is , however, that th is explanation absolutely fails in a 
number of cases. Especially we refer here to the arrangement in layers, 
with a course intersecting in more or less sharp angles, a peculiarity which, 
(emarkably enough, crops up throughout the entire organism of nature in 
the most dissimilar fibrous substances. We have just remarked how far
fetched it is to ascribe this phenomenon in the case of chitin, where no cells 
occur between the layers, to a charge of secretory function. BIEDERMANN 
is undoubtedly right, however, in saying that a consistent working out of 
the theory of tension would likewise lead ad absurdum . WeIl, then, the 
same holds good equally for the connective tissue, as, for example, appears 
from the fact that in the thin layers of LAGUESSE fine alternating layers 
are still to be seen. 

Here, then, we find ourselves confronted by a still unsolved puzzle. All 
the more, we ask ourselves whether the alternating layers of fibrous 
substance, so frequently met with, are caused, like the bundling 
principle by the micellar properties of the substance itself. Possibly the 
colloid-chemistry, with its ever-advancing results, may throw some light 
on this too in the future. 



Histology. - "On the form and conjunction of the involuntary muscle~ 
fibres of mammals." By G . C. HERINGA. (Communicated by Prof. 
J. BOEKE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27, 1926). 

That the involuntary muscle-fibres in mammals have not by any means 
invariably the smooth spindIe shape which is generally met with in isolation 
preparations and in text~book illustrations, but that on the contrary 
rammified forms , also in warm~blooded animaIs, are oftener the rule than 
the exception, is a conviction which is firmly grounded upon the genetic 
connection which, as appears from the researches of Me. GILL, exists 
between mesenchyma and smooth muscle~cells. KOELLIKER, in fact, has 
already given us beautiful pictures of isolated cells, which in principle 
clearly show this branching in the form of more or less blunt splitting at 
the points. 

In the discussions as to whether the muscle-cells are united with each 
other, it has long been a point of dispute whether or not protoplasmatic 
paths occur, and finally it has been agreed that the fine indentations which 
are frequently to be seen on the edge of the cross~sections and which led 
to a belief in the plasmodesma, are indeed artefacts, or products of 
shrivelling. 

But the observations of LEV I of muscIe~cells in vitro, whereby the passage 
of the fibrils from cell to cell could be 

b 

observed with absolute certainty, have 
determined more surely than ever that 
there is a direct protoplasmatic 
continuity by genuine cell~processes. 

We must thus assume that the smooth 
muscIe~ceIls, just as the connective 
tissue cells and the heart~muscle ceIls, 
are . connected with each other in a 
three~dimensional network. In the 
close layers of smooth muscular tissue 
this is not seen owing to the dense 
crowding of the elements. The 
accuracy of the supposition, however, 

becomès perfectly cIear in the more loosely built involuntary muscles. The 
accompanying illustration shows a porti on of the muscularis mucosae of 
the intestine of a cat, fixed with Susa (HEIDENHAIN), and cut according 
to the gelatin freezing method. 
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The muscle-cells (m) have here preserved their branched form and 
reticular syncytium, as illustrated by Me. GILL in her embryonal 
preparations. Only in the strongly refracting fibrillae surrounded by their 
protoplasm are they distinguishable from the connective tissue cells (b) 
Iying between them. A few connective tissue septa (f) of fibrillar form 
have pushed their way in between. The spaces between the meshes of 
the cells are WIed up by a barely visible gelatinous ma ss united directly 
to the cells. 

Further research will be required to elucidate the mutual relationship 
between the muscle-cells on the one hand and the connective tissue and 
the intermediate substance on the other. 



Geology. - " The structure of the Sierra Nevada" 1) . By Prof. H . A. 
BROUWER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 27, 1926). 

According, to one of the recent publications on the structure of the 
Sierra Nevada 2) , the Alpine mountain-building has but caused the great 
geanticline of the existent mountains, without forming any important 
foldings. Explorations in the central part of the Sierra de los Filabres 3 , 4) , 

the eastern prolongations of the Sierra Nevada have shown the existence 
of large overthrusts in this part of the betic ranges, proving a movement 
in a northern direction. Our explorations were continued in the western 
part of the Sierra Nevada and resulted in determining large overthrusts 
also in this region, and therefore in concluding to a similarity in structure 
in a large part of the betic mountains with the Alps. J ust as in the Sierra 
de los Filabres, we can distinguish in the Sierra Nevada a central part, 
consisting of crystalline schists, from a border zone, where triassic sediments 
predominate. Fossils were not found here, but the limestones are like 
those of the Sierra de Gador, the Sierra de los Filabres and the Alpujarras, 
where Myophoria, Monotis, Avicula, Mytilus and Megalodon have heen 
found. BARROIS and OFFRET 5) have distinguished pre-Camhrian, Cam
brian and Triassic in the Sierra Nevada and the Alpujarras. Later 
explorers 6, 7) consider a part of the Cambrian sediments to he Triassic, 
while ranging the pre-Camhrian sediments as pre-Triassic, without a definite 
determination of their age. They presume an important unconformity 
between Triassic and pre-Triassic sediments, but we did not find any 
unconformity in the Sierra Nevada and take the unconformahle succession, 
ohserved locally and rarely in adjacent regions, to he a tectonic 
unconformity. Also the relict structure of the Sierra de los Filabres formerly 

1) Some additions to the origlnal paper have been made after a recent vislt to the region. 
2) T. CARANDELL. La morfologia de la Sierra Nevada, ensayo de su Interpretacion 

tectonica. Madrid 1921. 
3) H. A. BROUWER and C. P . A. ZEYLMANS VAN EMMICHOVEN. The tectonics of the 

central part of the Sierra de los Filabres. (South Spain). These Proceedlngs 28, 55. 
i) C. P. A. ZEYLMANS VAN EMMICHOVEN. Geologische Onderzoekingen In de SIerra 

de los Fllabres. Proefschrift. Delft. 1925. 
Sj CH. BARROIS et A. OPPRET. Mémoire sur la constitution géologlque du sud de 

I'Andalousie de la Sierra Tejada à la Sierra Nevada. Mission d·Andalousle. Mém. Acad. 
des Sciences. Tome XXX, NO. 2, 1889. 

6) C. P. A. ZEYLMANS VAN EMMICHOVEN. Ioc. cito 
7) W . A. HETZEL. Bijdrage tot de geologie van de Sierra Alhamilla. Proefschrift. 

. s-Gravenhage 1923. 
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described by us 1) may have been caused by deposition in a basin ot 
sedimentation with a hercynic direction. In any case. the structure shows 
astrong resemblance to the penninic regions of the Alps. where slight 
hercynic elevations were existent and denuded before the Triassic. but 
where the Triassic transgression is but rarely found and is slightly uncon~ 
formabie on the older sediments. It is nearly always a paraIlel~transgression . 

We therefore believe that there is no reason to suppose an important 
stratigraphic break and the absence of the late~Palaeozoic. While 
exploring in the Sierra Nevada we found a zone between the Triassic and 
the cristalline schists. characterized by micaceous marbles. slates. quartzites. 
lime~bearing sandstones and marls. muscovitegneisses with felspar~eyes . 

turmaline~ and garnet~bearing gneisses. amphibolites and micaschists. which 
often con ta in garnet. Also serpentine is sometimes found in this zone. 
This zone of ten shows a very complicated structure. which will be dealt 
with hereafter; some sediments bear a resemblance to Triassic in meta~ 
morphic state. others might very weIl be of Permian age, while crystalline 
schists. which are found nearer to the central parts of the Sierra could belong 
likewise - anyway partly - to the late~Palaeozoic. Some authors suppose 
the occurrence of "Bündner Schiefer" (schistes lustrés) in the Sierra Nevada. 
The lack of lime in the crystalline schists of the central part of the mountain 
is in our opininion against this supposition. at least if this name is used for 
metamorphic mesozoic sediments. But in the above~mentioned zone. 
between the Triassic border~zone and the crystalline schists of the central 
part of the moutain range. marbles with alternating beds of schist. which 
are very similar to the mesozoic "Bündner Schiefer" are sometimes found. 
An exact stratigraphy of the crystalline schists cannot be made without 
future explorations and for the present we will distinguish subsequently 
from the border to the central parts of the Sierra Nevada the 
following zones: 

1. Triassic (limestones and dolomites. silky slates. sandstones and 
quartzites. gypsum. rauchwackes) and oider rocks. 

2. Mixed zone (micaceous marbles. slates and quartzites. lime~bearing 
sandstones and marls. muscovite~bearing gneisses with felspar~eyes. 

turmaline~ and garnet~bearing gneisses. amphibolites and micaschists. of ten 
bearing garnet). Pre~Mesozoic and older~Mesozoic. 

3. Crystalline schists (partly garnetiferous micaschists. locally amphi~ 
bolites and serpentine) . 
. The rocks of the mixed zone resembie in many respects to part of the 

rocks of the "zone des schistes lustrés" in the Alps. Without entering 
further into the stratigraphic relation - the judgment of wich cannot be 
Bna!. because it should be derived from the petrographic characteristics 
.)f metamorphic sediments without fossils -. we consider now the tectonic 
relation between the three zones. which was studied by us at various 

I) H. A. BROUWER and C. P. A. ZEYLMANS VAN EMMICHOVEN. loc.· cito 
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places. In another paper 1) we gave a more extensive description of our 
results, confining them here to some general conclusions about the structure 
of th is part of the beUc ranges. 

Structure of t(le .. mixed zone". 
In this zone complicated folding can be traced, especially in the mica

bearing marbles. In the Cerro del Cardal near La Calahorra, S. of Guadix, 
the folds are dipping in a N . direction, while at the base of the micaceous 
marbles an overthrust-breccia is found at different places. The quartzites 
of the mixed zone are locally stowed to great thicknesses, while further to 
the N . there are but small isolated lens es of quartzites in the blue slates, 
on which the micaceous marbles could easily slide forward. To the E. of 
Niguelas, at the western border of the Sierra, the mixed zone is equally 
disturbed by folding and overthrusting, special layers can often be followed 
for a short di stance only and are thinning out as weIl in the direction of the 
strike as in that of the dip. We found similar relations at ot her places along 
the N . and S. border of the Sierra, and the mixed zone gives the impression 
of being a series of sediments characterized by strong lamination and over
thrusting between the crystalline schists of the central part of the Sierra and 
the Triassic. 

Crystalline schists in the border-zone and in the Alpujarras. 
The sometimes garnetiferous crystalline schists in the central Sierra 

Nevada are not confined to this central part. We found them to the 
S.E. of Granada near the village Monachil, as weIl N. as S. of the Rio 
Monachil. They rest with varying strike and dip upon the strongly dis
turbed Triassic limestones in the vicinity of the Tertiary of the basin of 
Granada. Also in the more cemra! pans of the Triassic border-zone 
sediments of the same kind have been found further to the E. near the path, 
which leads to the Picacho de Veleta, W.N.W. of the Cortijo de· 
Membris 2). 

To the S. and S.W. of Lanjaron. near the border of Sierra Nevada and 
Alpujarras we found in the crystalline schists isolated blocks of crystalline 
limestones. which are limited by tectonic contacts. 'while the Triassic 
limestones. which form a large syncline S. of Lanjaron are covered by 
phyllitic rocks and. sometimes garnetiferous. micaschists. These garneti
ferous micaschists have also been found between Ugijar and Mairena in a 
reg ion where Triassic sediments prevail. In the Alpujarras. farther south. 
severallarge windows ("Penster") of Triassic limestones and slates. covered 
by garnetiferous micaschists have been found (e.g. window of Albunol. 
window of the Cerrón etc.). 

The above mentioned examples may be sufficient proot that the 

1) H. A , BROUWER. Zur Geologie der Sierra Nevada. Geol. Rundschau. April 1926. 
2) It has been found since. that they have an extensive development resting upon and 

also dipping below the Triassic limestones and slates to the east of the basin of Granada. 
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connection between tbe Triassic border-zone and the central cristalline 
schists cannot be simply considered to be an older nucleus of which the later 
sediments in tbe most upheaved parts have been removed byerosion. The 
crystalline schists have been found far to the south of the central part and 
were pushed to the north of it by very important horizontal movements. 

Repeated occurrence ot the rocks ot the mixed zone. 
At both sides of the Rio Monachil in the N.W. part of the Sierra Nevada, 

about 1 K.M. up river from tbe mixed zone between the Triassic and the 
crystalline schists, another series of strata is found, which is characterized 
by the existence of micaceous marbles, turmalinegneiss, amphibolites, 
serpentines etc. Marly limestones with intrusive dioritic to amphibolitic 
rocks were also locally found E. of Niguelas, in the western part of the 
Sierra, about 1 K.M. to the E. of the mixed zone in the Barranco del 
Torrente. Likewise at different ot her places in the central part of the 
Sierra serpentine and amphibolites were found. 

The tectonic significance of these repeated occurrences can for the 
present not be exactly determined. 

The tectonics ot the late-Tertiary. 
S. of the Sierra Nevada the village Ugijar is situated in a Tertiary basin, 

which consists, according to BARROIS and OFFRET, of miocene lake-deposits. 
This Tertiary is folded in anticlines and synclines, in the N . part the 
Triassic is uncovered between the younger sediments and in a syncline 
between Ugijar and Mairena, along the N. border of the basin, dip and 
strike are strongly varying, the northern limb shows a very steep dip of the 
strata, locally these are overfolded at the contact with the Triassic. 

The Tertiary is also folded alonÇ/ the W . border of the Sierra. In the 
vicinity of 'Monachil. at the N.W.~ border, the strata dip away from the 
Triassic border-zone. We likewise located steep dips S. of the Rio 
Monachil. Dips . of 50°-60° and even vertical or overfolded position of 
the strata were observed at the contact with the Triassic in Tertiary sand
stones and cong]omerates. 

Summary. 
All these results give ample proof. that the structure of the Sierra Nevada , 

as weIl as that of the eastern continuation has - as has been supposed 
already by several authors 1) - astrong similarity with the structure of 

1) P. TERMIER. Les problèmes de la géologie tectonique de la Méditerranee occidentale. 
Rev. gén. des Sc. t. 22. 1911. L. GENTIL. Sur l'origine des nappes de recouvrement de 
I'Andalousie. Comptes Rendus Acad. des Sciences, T . 167. 1918. p. 238. E. ARGAND. Des 
Alpes et de I'Afrique. Bull. Soc. Vaudoise des Sc. Nat. Vol. 55, 1924. p. 233. E. ARGAND. 
La tectonique de I'Asie. C. R. Congr. Géol. Int. XIII session. 1922. R. STAUB. Der Bau 
der Alpen. Beitr. zur geol. Karte der Schweiz. N. F .• 52 Lief. p. 250. 1924. 
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the Alps, of which the betic ranges may be considered to be a direct 
continuation. 

Because of the lack of a clear unconformity between Triassic and prae
Triassic sediments the Sierra Nevada bears a resemblance to the penninic 
or axial zone of the Alps. In the N . as weIl as in the S. part of the Sierra 
the Triassic border zone and the mixed zone have a very complicated 
structure, principally denoting large overthrusts in a N. direction, which 
direction of movement is also indicated in the crystalline schists of the 
central part. Crystalline schists, similar to those of the Alpujarras, being 
existent till near the outer border of the northern Triassic border-zone, these 
movements must be very intensive. 

One of the windows in the Alpujarras (window of Albunol) proves 
already a slip of one of the overthrusts in these mountains of 
at least 7 kilometers. The roots of the overthrust sheets in the 
Triassic rocks and crystalline schists of the northern border-zone 
of the Sierra Nevada have to be looked for to the sou th of 
the Sierra in the Alpujarras, where similar rocks are found. Where 
the highest parts of these overthrust sheets, which can be compared 
with the lower " East-Alpine overthrust sheets" of the Alps have been 
eroded away, the crystalline schists of the central part of the Sierra Nevada 
are uncovered and form the highest peaks of the mountain range. Between 
these lower "East-Alpine overthrust sheets" and the crystalline schists of 
the central part the mixed zone is found, which is characterized by a higher 
crystallinity of its rocks, if compared with the crystalline schists of the 
central part, upon which they rest, while the rocks resemble in many 
respects those of the "zone des schistes lustrés" of the Alps. Although 
different in many respects, the structure remembers that of the Hohe Tauern 
in the Eastern Alps, where a penninic wind ow, surrounded by the "East
Alpine overthrust sheets" is uncovered byerosion 1) . 

That the movements have continued after the formation of these struc
tures is proved by the great uplift of the present mountain range and by the 
sometimes very steep dips and overfolded position of the late-Tertiary 
deposits, which have not been eroded away in the marginal parts of the 
mountain range only. 

I) Proofs of the existenee of higher overthrust sheets. of which the roots have to be looked 
for to the south of the Alpujarras (Mediterranean) have been found this summer. In the 
reg ion between Nivar and Diezma to the north-east of Granada the overthrust sheets 
with the Triassic in Alpine development dip below the sediments of the sub-betie chains 
where the Triassic is found in the more continental development with reddish sandstones: 
shales and conglomerates. 



Physics. - "On the Equation of State of Solid Substances etc., in 
Connection with the General Expression for the Energy and the 
Entropy. Simple Derivation of the So~called Entropy Constant." 
111. By J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communieated by Prof. H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 27, 1926). 

I 

The Energy. 

1. Genera! Considerations. 
In our foregoing paper we have made use of DEBYE' s well~known 

expression for the Energy of asolid substance, viz. - with the addition 
of the terms referring to the potential Energy of the attractive and (statie) 
repulsive forces: 

X m v 

E=- -+-- x3dx+ --- - -dv, 9RT~(1 1) ( a a) F À/v 
x! • 2 ex - 1 Voo V • v-b 

(1) 

o '" 

in whieh X m is = fJ:; =~. The quantity f) occurring there (the so~called 
"characteristie" temperature) is given by equation (4) of the paper 
mentioned, viz. 

(2) 

in whieh Cis = 0,0025 f M-
1
/
2

• In this f is a factor containing the 
so~called POISSON modulus (to be replaced in gases and liquids by 

a.: cp : cv). Through a. = - ( ~;) t the value {} will, therefore, in general 

still be a function of Tand v. 

We have seen that as long as p = 0 for solid substances, the quantity 
f) varies but little between the absolute zero and the ordinary temperature. 
(for copper e.g. from 331 to 321; see § 5 of Chapter IV of the foregoing 
Paper). When p approaches to 00, in whieh the extreme limiting volume 
Voo is reached, f) will rapidly approach 00, because th en the coefficient 

of compressibility a = - ! (~;) t draws near to O. Hence we have for 

solid substances (e.g. copper): 

330 (p=C ) till 00 (p:",) 
8 v=vo v-voo Xm=r= T 

45 
Proceedings Roya1 Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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At comparatively high temperatures (not too far below the meltingpoint) 
X m will. therefore. be comparatively small at ordinary pressures. so that 
th en the above formula (1) will fall. as regards the development into series. 

in the so~called RT~region ( E = 3RT . .. + Pot.; P + ; = À/u ~!![ .. '). 
(on the right of the line A in the subjoined Fig. 1). But at very high 

~ 
, 

I 

, 

"" I I 

I' ( 
/1 

1 I 

, 1 
, 1 

I1; .. I 

pressures X m becomes great. and we shall gradually 
development into series. in the so~called T4~region: 

get. as regards tbe 

( 
_9 3 Rn4 

4 • a 
E-8 RBo + "5 B~ T '" + Pot .• p+ v2 

Àju + PP .. . ) I) 
v-b . 

(on the left of line B; the part between A and B represents the inter~ 
mediary region. in which neither the development into series for small 
values of Xm. neither that for large values of X m is valid. so that th ere 
the general formula (1) would have to be used). 

At very low temperatures we shall, of course. always be (in the solid 
state) in the T4~region (on the left of B). also at ordinary pressures. 

1) (Ja denotes the value of (J at T = 0; this is, accordingly, still a function of 
v ((J2 = (J2 (1 + CPl T' ... ); cf. foregoing Paper p. 170). 80 is supposed independent of v. 

a 
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For liquids, wh ere e is smaller than for solid substances. and T higher. 
we shall always be in the RT-region. unless at very high pressures we 
should cross the line A. i.e. in the case th at this line cuts the line of 
liquid-solid. 

And finally for gases we shall a!ways be in the RT-region. however 
low the temperature should become. and even at O. This is very essentiaI. 
because the opposite view has also been held. and the consequences of 
this, e.g. with regard to the Entropy are very far-reaching. 

That what has been said is correct. will be c1ear on the following 
considerations. For gases the . quantity f) is exceedingly small at the 

ordinary pressures. as at higher temperatures (1 -1 - _ (dP) _ RT 
1 - dv t- v2 

RT . VRT 
follows from p = -, so that then the quantlty f) becomes = C -1/-v v a 

. f) CV}? . . 
on account of (2). hence X m = y= T I /2 vila' In WhlCh T IS great and v 

very great. And at high pressures the same thing holds for the {luid 
reg ion as we have said before of the liquid phase. 

How will all this be for gases at very low te mpera tu res ? Then the 
quantity f) will be ei th er proportional to V T: vila. or to T2: vila. ac
cording as one supposes to be in the RT-region or in the T4-region. 

. f). 1 . T 
Hence the quanttty x m = T wlth T I /2 vii. or wlth JT3' In the latter case, 

however. xm woüld verge to 0 at T very small and v very great; i.e. 
one is th en not in the supposed T4-region. but in the RT-region. And 
in the former case ~ as even on the saturation line solid-vapour it follows 
from the vapour-pressure-equation th at v increases in a much greater 
degree (and th at exponentially) with T than T decreases. so that even 
at T = 0 X m will still approach to 1 : (0 X e 00). i.e. to 0 ~ this will be 
the case in a much greater degree below the said saturation line. where 
v is still much greater (00 at p = 0 on the T-axis). 

We have. therefore. proved that in the solid state the T4-region 
exists only on the lert of a certain line B. and that for liquids and gases 
we are always in the RT-region. even if the temperature (for gases) 
verg es to O. For in tQe first case X m is comparatively great. so that the 
development into series with T4 etc. is valid; in the second case X m is 
comparatively smalI. so that the development into series with RT etc. 
will be applicabIe. 

Hence. whether one has the first case or the other. does not depend 
only on T. but also on the quantity f). which will dep end in a pretty 
great degree on Tand v. For it is af ter all only the value of X m = fJ: T 
that is decisive. and not that of T. 

We will just remark that in the above equation (I) not À. has been 
written. but À/v. in accordance with Note 1) to § 2 of Chapter 11 of 
the foregoing Paper. because otherwise the potential Energy of the 

45* 
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(statie) repulsive forces would become infinite already for fini te values 
of v. For gases. where '(at ordinary pressures) v is very great. this term. 
like a/.2 • disappears naturally. For liquids and gases the expression for 
E must further still be divided by 2. 

It may further still be mentioned that in the Figure we have assumed 
the possibility of an (exceedingly smalI) zero~point pressure at the equili~ 
brium solid~vapour. This will be rendered probable in the following 
Paper. ' 

2. Equation of Energy and Equation of State in the RT~Region 
(Xm small). 

Though we already made some remarks on th is subjects in our fore~ 
going Paper. we will now come back to it to discuss. what was treated 
there. somewhat more at length. 

For small va lues of X m we may write for (1) (wh en nothing else is 
stated. it is supposed that we have to do with solid substances ; the slight 
modifications for the liquid and gas state have al ready been indieated 
above) : 

E _ 9RT [~ 4+(_ ~ 4+~ 3+~ 5 __ 1_ 7 )] + P E - x! 8 x m 8 x m 3 xm 60xm 5040xm'" ot. nerg. 

It is seen from this that the term corresponding to the zero~point 

energy ~ x! is cancelled by the term ensuing from the integration of 

1 
the piece with ex-I. i.e. - aX!' so that the zero~point energy will 

rio long er occur in the expression for E at higher temperatures (i.e. small 
values of xm ). whieh comes to this that E will then duly approach to 
RT. without the addition of a constant term without T whieh remains 
finite. We. therefore. get simply with X m = 8 : T: 

[ 
1 8 2 1 81 

] 
E=3RT 1+20T2-1680T1'" + Pot. Energ. 

But as 82 = 8~ ( 1 + epI T + ~ + .. ). in whieh epI' ep2 etc. are still 

functions of v (see the foregoing Paper. Chapter I § 3). the above 
development into series with exclusively even powers of T-I will pass 
into one with all whole powers of T-I. i.e. it will be of the form: 

. . 
_ ( ABC ) ( a a). r À/. E-3RT . 1+ T+T2+T3'" + voo-; -Jv_bdv(Xm smalI) •. (3) 

00 

in which A will be = do 8~ epI ; B = 210( 8~ - 8
1
4 8: ep~ ); etc. The quan~ 
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tities 8a• CPl. etc. can be calculated from the coefficient of compressibility 
occurring in the equation (2) of § 1. And this coefficient can in its turn 
be derived from the equation of state. It is. therefore. of the highest 
importance accurately to know the form of this latter equation in con
nection with (3). All this has already been set forth at leng th in our 
preceding Paper. but we wish to give some more generality and extensjon 
to it here. 

As it is known. the following purely thermodynamic relation holds 
for E: 

(4) 

in which we have. of course. chosen co for the lower limit of· T. and 
not O. because (3) is only valid for small values of X m (high values of T). 
With regard to v. we might also have chosen v = Voo for lower limit; 
Er= 00 would then have become Er =00' We drawattention to this. that 

according to a theorem proved in our foregoing Paper (chapter II. § 1. 
Note 1) concerning the integration between definite limits of total differ
entials (here dE), either at the limit of the [irst integral what stands 
under it must be taken at the lower (constant) limit of the second integral ; 
or inversely at the second integral what stands under it at the lower 
(constant) limit of the {irst integral. 

For c. the following equation eVidently holds according to (3): 

c. =(~7).= 3R (1- :2-~~ ... } 
so that C.=oO becomes = 3R. as the coefficients B. C. etc. (see our pre
ceding Paper) all become = 0 at v = co . 

We may. therefore. write for p: 

or also: 

(5) 

in which the coefficients P. Q. S. etc. are in general still functions of 
v. and can be expressed from the above thermodynamic relation (4) in 
A. B. C. etc. We now get: . 

(
dP)_ RT Q S 

T dt .-v-b -R T - 2R T2"" 
hence 

(
dp) a À/. Q S 

T dt • - p = v2 - v-b - RP - 2 R T - 3R T2···· 
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50 that we may now write: 

E=3R(T- LJ) + 
.. v p v 

[
a _ (),/. .f 2R(; 3~r ] + ---;;-Jv-b dv-R Pdv- T.JQdv-TJSdv ... +E~:. 

00 GO 00 00 

a 
In this the quantity ET= '" is evidently = 3RT", + - (the potential 

• = '" voo 
energy of the (statie) repulsive forces disappears at v = 00). 50 that the 
following equation is obtained: 

v v v Cl 

E=3RT-R Pdv- - Qdv-- Sdv .. . + --- - -dv. f 2Rf 3R:f (a a) h ),/. 
T. T voo v • v-b 

Q() 00 00 00 

If th is is compared with (3). the following equations follow immediately: 

1 dC 
S = - 3 . :3 dv ; etc .• (6) 

(all the differentiations with respect to T const.). through whieh the 

additional terms at RT
b 

in the equation of state (5) have been brough ': 
v-

in connection with the corresponding additional terms at 3 RT in the 
Energy equation (3). H. therefore. A. B. C. etc. are functions of v -
and this is the case in the theory of DEBYE. because () depends. besides 
on T. in a great degree on v - also the equation of state will neces~ 
sarily contain terms of "degeneration". It appears from the above that 
those terms with p, Q. S etc. will in general not be equal to those 
with A. B. C etc. This is only the case with ideal gases; then P becomes 
= A. Q =- B. etc.. as may be read in my preceding Paper. 

If in general 

a ),1. 
E= w + Pot. Energ.; P=-2+--b + 9'. v v-

in whieh. therefore. wand 9' are two different functions of T. it appears 

from the above derivation that generally (9" means (:),) must be: 

This follows. of course. also from the well~known relation (de,) 
dv t 

(
d2

) • • (, (dW) ) (dW') _ 1/. (dW) = T d~ : yieldmg w means dt. dv t- T9' . i.e. dv t= 

= T9"- 9'. 
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H. therefore. w is no function of v, as in the earlier. simple PLANCK~ 
EINSTEIN theory. th en Tcp' - cp = O. The quantity cp will then simply be 

= f(v) X T (in our case :~). and in the equation of state degenera~ 
tion~terms could never occur at finite values of T. This. accordingly. 
condemns the said PLANCK~EINSTEIN theory. 

N.B. In our preceding Paper we have kept the first integral in (4) 
general. and the second at T = 00; this. however. only gives P expressed 
in A (cf. Chapter IL § 2 and 3). whereas Q. S etc. must then still be 

expressed in B, C etc. by means of the equation with (:~)t' Hence 

this method is less simple than the above. more direct one. 
In the above we mayalso take the limiting volume voo as lower limit 

of v (we al ready alluded to this above), but this too would complicate 
matters. though the result remains entirely the same. 

3. Equation of Energy and of State in tbe P~Region (Xm great). 
For great values of X m (see also our preceding Paper) follows from 

the general equation (I): 

_ 9. 3 Rn1 
1 

E-s R80 + 57i3 T + ... + Pot. Energ .. 
• 

in which 8. is the value of 8 at T = 0 (hence still = f (v)). 8 0 being 
9 

the value for T=O. V=Vo. Hence we have. when SR80 =Eo (the so~ 

3 Rn1 

called zero~point energy), 5 - 3 = A. etc. is put: 
8. 

" 
E = Eo + AT1 + Brs . .. + (~-~) -J"À/"bdv (Xm great). 7) 

voo v v-
oo 

in which A. B etc .. i.e. all (through 8. etc.) are still functions of v. 
For the equations of state we can write in this case: 

p=- ~ + }'1"b + PT1 + QT8 .... 
v v-

(8) 

in which P. Q etc. will be functions of v. which by means of the 
thermodynamic equation (4). now in the form 

T " 

E=fC"dT+ (j(T(dd
p

_ p) dv +Er:::o • 
• ("="00) J ~ t "-"00 
o "00 

we shall express in A. B. etc. 
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We now have for Cv : 

Cv = 4AP + SPT7 . .. • hence Cvoo = 4AoT3 + SBoT2 .. . . 

in which. therefore. Ao. Bo etc. represent the values of A. B etc. at v = voo. 
Further 

T(~~).=4PT4 + SPT8 . .. . 

hence 

T(~~).-P=:2- vÀ/vb +3PT4+7QT8 ...• 

and therefore: 

E= (AoT1 + BoT8 .. . ) + 

v v v 

+ [~-~) -J' À/ vb dv + 3 T4J P dv + 7 T8Ja dv ... ] + ET=1) . 
voo V v- a=.oo 

. voo 

In this E~=o is evidently = Eo - r À/vb dv (now the potential energy of 
~voo ~ v 

00 

the attractive forces disappears at v = voo), so that we get: 

v v 

E = Eo + ( Ao + 1 Pdv) T4 + ( Bo + jo dV) T8 ... + 

• 
+ --- - _v-dv. (aa) J)./ 

voo v v-b 
00 

And from th is follows immediately by comparison with (7): 

P _ ! dA . Q _! dB . 
- 3 dv • - 7 dv ' etc.. . . . . . . (9) 

(the differentiations with respect to v again to be taken at T constant). 
v 

for then becomes e.g. Ao + 3 fPdv = Ao + 3. ! (A-Ao) = A; etc. 

voo 
Also at low temperatures (large values of xm ) the coefficients P. Q 

etc. in the equation of state depend. therefore. in a very definite way 
on the coefficients A. B. etc. of the equation of Energy ; in which in 

general (comp. § 2) ( ~:} will again be = Tr/ -g;. they again not being 

equal to each other. 
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Recapitulating. we have for the Energy (Xm = e: T): 

E = 3_RT ( 1 + ~ + ~ ) + Pot. Energ. (xm small : RT~region). 

X m 1 
_ 9RT n(l 1) 3 

E - x! J ~ "2 + eX _ 1 x dx + Pot. Energ. (generai). 

o ! 
--~/'-_--

E = Eo + (AT1+ BTS . .. ) + Pot. Energ. (Xm great : T1~region) . 

(Occurs only for solid substances at low temp.; cf. Fig. 1). 

In this A. B. etc. · are still functions of v. and the Pot. Energ. is 
o 

everywhere = (~ -~) - r "lob dv. The coefficients P. Q. etc. of the 
Voo v .J v-

'" 
equations of state (5) and (8) are dependent on A. B. etc. by means 
of the simple relations (6) and (9). 

11 

The Entropy. 

1. The Eotropy io the T1-region (Xm great). 
In the calculation of the Entropy greater difficulties. chiefly on account 

of the so~called "Entropy constant". are to be surmounted than in that 
of the Energy. What we have found above in Chapter I concerning 
the equation of Energy. is now required for the calculation of the 
Entropy from the thermodynamic relation holding for it. because we 
cannot draw up the expression for the Entropy - as was the case with 
the Energy in equation (1) - in an independent way outside statistic. 
i.e. thermodynamic considerations. 

We now start with the T4~region . because this presents no difficulties. 
This reg ion is - see Fig. 1 - exclusively assigned to the solid state. 
As we have shown. it does not occur for liquids and gases. unless at 
exceedingly high pressures. As 

dS - dQ_dE+pdv_dE+Ed 
- T - T - T T v. 

in which dE = Co dT + ( T ( ~~)- p) dv. we have also 

dS=~ dT+ (7t\dv. 
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and hence 
T • 

S ~r~ dT+.r(~~).dV + S:~oo· 
o .00 (7'=0) 

in which we have chosen the natural limits 0 and Voo as lower limits 
for the two integrals. and have further taken what stands under the 
second integral at the lower limit of the first integral. according to a 
theorem proved by me in the foregoing Paper. (See also above with 
the Energy). We might aJso inversely have taken the first integral at 
V = Voo. but this would have been more complicated; the re sult remains. 
of course. exactly the same. 

From c. = 4A Tl + BBP . . . and (:). = 4PT3 + BQT7 ... (comp. § 3 

of Chapter I) follows therefore : 
T • 

S=I(4AT2 + BBT3 ... ) dT+I o. dv + O. 
o ~ 

because ('J:). disappears at T = O. and also the Entropy at the abso~ 
Jute zero and at the extreme limiting volume must necessarily disappear. 
as then the probability of the appearance of a molecule or atom in the 
elementary limiting space voo: N has become the unit. and accordingly 
the log. of it = O. Hence th ere remains simply: 

S=! AT3 + ~ BT7 ... (T'I~region). 
3 7 X m great 

(10) 

which. therefore. duly becomes = 0 for T = O. As long as T is not 
yet absolutely = O. S will still be dependent on v through A and B. 
though in a very small degree. 

2. The Entropy in the RT~region (Xm smalI). 
This case comprises the entire gas~ and liquid states. and besides also 

part of the solid state at comparatively higher temperatures (Fig. 1. 
right of A). Let us now write: 

. (B 2e ) (dP) R Q S then wlth c. = 3R 1- T2- T3'" and dt • v-b - R T2- 2R T3'" 

(see § 2 of Chapter I) the equation becomes: 
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because at T = 00 the terms with Q /r2 etc. all disappear. Hence. as 

ST= 00 wil! eVidently be of the form 3 R log T 00 + S.. in which l re~ 
l V =1100 

presents a constant temperature to be defined later. and S. a possible 
additional constant: 

i.e. 

(a) 

in which w is the exceedingly small elementary volume voo-boo . which 
does not become = 0 (even at the absolute zero there is always left the 
small space of the zero~point paths round the states of equilibrium). 
but remains = (boo + w)-boo = w. 

In order to get a doser indication about the nature of the constants 
land S.. we take. instead of the function of DEBIJE for Et . which in 
general cannot be integrated (i.e. the part of E that bears relation 
to the temperature. hence outside the potential Energy). the simpIer 

x 3RfJ. 
PLANCK~EINSTEIN function Et = Eo + 3RT- -1 = Eo+ --1' WhlCh can be 

eX
- eX

-

{} 
integrated; in which now in x = y the characteristic temperature fJ = f3v 

is a constant. independent of Tand v. Then we get c. = (~~). = 

x 2ex dx fJ x 
= 3R (ex-l)2' because dt = - T2 = - Y' Consequently. as xbecomes 

dT dx 
=00 for T=O. and T is = -~: 

T x x x 

Jc. j'C. J' xe
X 

[xe
X 

] -dT=- - dx=-3R - - dx=3R - -log(ex-l) . 
T x (ex-l)2 ex-I . o ~ ~ ~ 

i.e. 
T 

JC. [ xe
X l T dT = 3 R ex-I -log (ex-I) . 

o 

because [] becomes = x - x = 0 for x = 00. We may. therefore. also 
write: 

J~. [ xex eX-I] - dT=3R ---log - - -3Rlogx T ex-I · x . 
o 
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so that finally (see above. as regards the term with v): 

S = 3 R - - -log - -- -- + 3 R log x - + R log -, 
[ 

xeX eX - 1 -I T v - b 
~-1 x 8 w 

(b) 

as ST=O is again = 0 (see § 1). I) This would therefore represent the 
v=voo 

quite general value of S, if the PLANCK-EINSTEIN function were valid. 
At low temperatures this is certainly not the case. but at high tempera
tures the DEBIJE function al most coincides with that of PLANCK-EINSTEIN. 
and when. therefore. we determine S at higher temperatures (in any 
case small values of x) from (b). we shall obtain the right expression. 
Then we find (x = 0) : 

T v-b 
S = 3 R + 3 R log 8 + R log ----;;;- (x smalI). (c) 

because the expression between [] becomes = x (I + x) _logx+ 1/
2X

2 
x+ 1/2X2 x 

=-(1 + t x) - t x = 1. 

Comparing (c) with (a) we accordingly see that the .quantity l intro
duced there is nothing but 8, for which in the DEBIJE theory of course 
its constant limiting value 8 0 at T = O. v = Vo must be substituted. the 
constant Sa appearing to be = 3R: We may. therefore. finally write: 

T (1 B) v-b (RT-region ) 
S=3Rlog7f;+3R 2]'2 ' " +3R+Rlog -~ X

m 
small ,(11) 

in which now everything is determined. for also (I) (see below § 3) can 
be easily calculated. The quantities B. C. etc. are the volume functions 
in the Energy equation (3). which we can determine by means of the 
equation of state (see preceding Paper). 

For ideal gases v = 00 or very great ; th en B. C. etc. are = O. and 
we get. substituting 1/2 R for R in the temperature part: 

3 T 3 v-b . 
S=2R log 80+2 R + R log ---;- (Ideal gases) • 

in which v may now also be written for v-b. 

I) As we have used the general function. va lid for HU values of Tand v. we have. 
purposely. chosen the lower Iimits. so th at ST=O occurs. of which we know that it is 

u=voo 

= O. Now the quantity (~~) v under the second integral sign must. however. be taken at 

T = O. But we have al ready seen in I. § 2. that on assumption of the PLANCK-EINSTEIN 

function (dP) is always = RT . without additional degeneration-terms (hence P = Q = 
dt v v-b 

= S = etc. = 0). 
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Now by an entirely different way the following form has been found 
for mon~atomic gases (LORENTZ, PLANCK, TETRODE, and many others): 

3 1-3 k5/2 (2 :n m)3/2J 
5=2 R log T + R log (v-b) + L2R+R-R logR+Rlog h3 • 

which we mayalso write in the more homogeneous form: 

3 T 3 e k3/2 Od2 (2 :nm)3/2 
5=2 Rlog {j~+2R+Rlog(v-b)+Rlog N h3 

for R = R log e and - R log R = - R log Nk. This is. therefore. in 
perfect harmony with (11 a), if only we assume for the elementary volume 

W=Voo - boo : 
N h3 

(0= -; (kOo)312 (2:nm)3/2' 
. (12) 

That this really represents a volume. is easy to see. For the dimensions 
of the different quantities are h = erg. sec., k = erg.: T, hence kOo = erg .• 
so th at the dimensions of (I) will be (N is the number of molecules in 
a Gr. mol).: 

erg3/2 sec
3 
_ (ergl/2 sec)3_ [( m [2)1/2. II2J3- 3 

---''----;'1;-'--/ - - 1I - 2 t . m . -I. 
m' 2 m 2 t 

3. Calculation of w from the cyclic movement round the stat es of 
equilibrium in connection with the zero-point energy. 

That the elementary volume cv - which will. of course. be the same 
for all states of aggregation - is really equal to the above expression 
(with a difference of a numeri cal factor. which is near I), so that we 
might have immediately written this value for it, even without statistic 
and other considerations - and through which the Entropy~constant 
would come into our possession without any difficulty - may appear from 
what follows. 

In the neighbourhood of the absolute zero the molecule centres in 
solid substances (which we choose for convenience sake) will still describe 
paths with exceedingly small distances round the positions of equilibrium 
in consequence of the periodically acting attractive and repulsive forces I). 

I 
The vis viva of this movement is 2 X Z-mu 2

• when u is the velocity with 

which the pa th is passed through. Now u = 2 :nrv, wh en v represents 
the number of revolutions per second, which quantity is evidently identical 
with thc frequency v of the elastic waves introduced by DEBYE, the 
quasi-linear vibrations of which may be considered as projections of the 
said revolutions round the positions of equilibrium on the path-diameters 
(= 2 r). Thus we have: 

4 2 2 2 - 9 k L1 + Ti :n r m v - 8" Uo a ...• 

I) Cf, also These Proceedings 21, 1184 (1919), 23, 887 (1920) and especially These 
Proceedings 2., 294 (1921). 
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as the zero-point energy according to DEBYE is = l-R (jo: N = ~ k (j 0 

for one molecule. The terms with aT1. etc. (a = A: N. etc.) remain. so 
long as T has not yet become = O. (In this the coefficients a etc. are still 
functions of v). As further fJv = (j. we may write - now passing to the 
limit T= 0: 

i.e. 
2 9 k fJ2 9 h2 9 h2 

ro - -- ----- ---- - -- ------
-32n2 m(jo -32n2 km (jo -16n k(jo' 2nm' 

because fJ = h : k. (Accordingly the quantity h appears here for the first 
time in consequence of the equation (j = fJv). The volume of the space 
thought sphericaI. which the molecule centres thus leave in their circular 
paths (in all possible planes) round the positions of equilibrium. will be = 

~ nro3. so th at for the limiting sgace indicated above by w = voo-boo 

(w refers to 1 Gr. mol. = N molecules) we get: 

-4 (9 )3/2 ( h
2 )3/2 

w=NX 3 n 16n k(jo.2nm· 

i.e. 
9 N h3 

w=T6 ~ (k(jO)3/2 (2nm)3/2 • 
(12") 

which in fact except for a numerical factor - is in harmony with 

the value (12) found in an entirely different way I). Instead of ~=2.~2 

there stands 16~;; as fore-factor. i.e. 1.78 ~ 1.77= /15' which is 1,16 

times smaller. But this does not greatly affect the matter itself in my 
opinion. seeing that there is no absolute agreement in the statistic theory 
either. concerning the numerical factors which occur in the proportionality 
of w to h3• Our considerations form a bridge. so to say. between the 
Entropy constant and the theory of the cyclic movements in the sense 
of HELMHOL TZ. 

In conclusion we may still remark that our equations (11) and (11") 
are now also perfectly homogeneous : S has the dimensions of R. Under 
the log sign th ere stands. below T. duly another (constant) temperature 
(jo; below v-b another (constant) volume w. 

I) This derivation was already found by me many years ago. and is inserted in my 
book on the thermodynamic flHlctions of simple substances and of mixtures with a number 
of new things. But for various reasons the completion of it has been much delayed. so 
that I avail myself of th is opportunity to make these considerations public. which. I 
believe. are new. 
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As appears from the derivation. (11) holds of course only for the 
RT~region. Hence for gases (see fig. 1) T = 0 and v - voo can never 
occur simultaneously. but T = 0 and v = 00 (at very low temperatures). 
or T = 00 (great) and v arbitrary (in the so~called fluid region). For the 
T4~region. which occurs only for solid substances (Fig. 1. left of B). 
formula (10) of § 1 is valid. and this gives 5 = 0 at T = O. But for 
gas es 5 can never become = O. Here follow some limiting values. 

a) T=O. v=oo (Fig. L at 0): 
3 

5 = "2 log 0 + R log 00 = 00. 

as v th en varies '.' eljT (on the saturation line). or (bel ow it) in a still 
1 

greater degree. so that log v becomes T' The first term of 5 (.'. log T) 

will accordingly be very small with regard to the second term. which 
1 

is :. T' Hence the volume is predominant. 

b) T= 00. v = 00 (Fig. 1 on the T~axis. quite on the right): 
5=00 +00 =00. 

c) T=oo. v=w (Fig. 1 quite on the right above at p=oo): 
5=00+0=00. 

Just as in Chapter I for E we give in conclusion the following sum~ 
mary for 5 I). 

5= 3R log ~ +3R(~ ~2".) +3R+Rlog
V 

w
b (Xmsmall:RT~region). 

x x 1 (i~ genera\. accord~ 
5=3R[~--10ge-1J+3R1ogI+RI09V-b mg to PLANCK~ 

ex-1 x (j w EINSTEIN). 

Tl· 
5 J'~ dT + f( ~~ ).dV (in genera\. according to thermodynamics). , 1 ~ T=O 

5=j AT3 + ~ B T4 . .. (according to DEBIJE) (Xm great : T4~region) . 

I) It is self-evident that for the temperature part of S in general 3 R must be replaced 
by c. when by c is represented the specil1c heat at constant infinitely great volume. For 
mon-atomic solid substances c is then 3 R. for multi-atomie sub stances > 3 R ; for mon-

IJ-b 
atomie gases c = 312 R. for multi-atomie gases > 312 R ; etc. The R before log ---;;;- always re-

ma ins R. because it results from the RT of the equation of state and only the progressive 
Energy plays a part here. but .,j is modified. It is further noteworthy that for convenience 

. dIJ 
we have always put here log (IJ-b) for j IJ-b' neglecting the volume variability of b. 

IE this is taken into account. the term with log (IJ-b) becomes somewhat more intricate. 

(See the note concerning f IJ ~b dIJ in § 2 of Chapter II of our foregoing Paper). 
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And now we have completed our considerations on Entropy and the 
Entropy~constant. and in a fourth (concluding) Paper we can draw up 
the vapour~pressure equations. both for the equilibrium liquid~vapour and 
for solid~vapour. the latter up to the absolute zero~point - making use 
of the expressions for E found now (required for the calculation of the 
meIting~point and evaporation heats) and for S (required for the vapour 
pressure constants). At the same time the question concerning the so~ 
ca lied "zero~point vapour pressure" will then be discussed. 

Tavel sur Clarens. 1926. 



Chemistry. - "Equilibria in systems. in which phases. separated by a 
semipermeable membrane" . XV. By F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

Ternary systems in which dimixtion into two and three 
liquids occurs. 

We now shall con si der the case that also th ree liquids can be in 
equilibrium with one another. In the figures 1 and 2 in which only the 
angle-point W of the components-triangle is drawn. q\ q2 and q3 represent 
the th ree liquids being in equilibrium with one another. As each point 
within the triangle q\ q2 q3 represents a complex of those three liquids. 
we may call therefore. triangle q\ q2 q3 also the region of dimixtion of 
three Iiquids. 

At each side of triangle q\ q2 q3 joins a region of dimixtion of two 
liquids; . consequently there are three of those regions of dimixtion and 
also. therefore. three binodalcurves. In fig. Ion the binodalcurve q\ a q2 
a critical liquid a is drawn. 

The branches of the binodalcurves are drawn in the figures. as if 
they terminate in the points q\ q2 and q3; this is. however. not the case. 
they continue viz. within the region of dimixtion I). If we limit ourselves 
to stabie states. then we may leave out of consideration those parts. 
situated within the reg ion of dimixtion. which represent only metastable 
and unstable states. 

For the position' of two binodalcurves in the vicinity of their point 
of intersection is true: 

both curves are situated either both within the conjugation-angle or 
both within the supplement-angle; if the one curve touches the one leg. 
then the other curve touches the other leg. 

As liquid q\ can be in equilibrium with the liquids q2 and q3' angle 
q2 q\ q3 (and its opposite angle) is the conjugation-angle in point q\. 
The two binodalcurves are drawn in the vicinity of q\ (figs 1 and 3) 
within the supplement-angle; this is also the case in the other points 
q2 and q3 of those figures. excepted in the point q3 of fig. 2 in which 
both curves are situated within the conjugation-angle q\ q2 q3' 

In the previous communication we have deduced: 

\) For considerations more in detail compare : F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. Die hetero
genen Gleichgewichte von H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM. Drittes Heft; Zweiter Teil. 
pg. 297 and following. figs. 120-124. 

46 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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the O. W. A. of the liquids of a binodalcurve increases in that direc~ 
tion in which we move away from the point W along th is curve. 

If we apply this rule to the binodalcurve ql a q2 (fig. 1). then follows 
that the O. W. A. of the liquids must increase starting from a towards 

~ , , 

• 

\ 
\ 

6 , ql and q2' conse~ 
\t quently in the direc~ 

" tion of the arrows; 
it follows for the 
branches q2 C2 and 
q3 C3 that the O. W. 
A. increases starting 
from q2 towards C2 

'" and starting from 
~ q3 towards C3 and 

for the branches 
\, q3 a3 and qt a1 

, '\ ' starting from q3 and 
, , ql towards a3 and 
I , 
I I : al' If we apply this 

3 .y '6 rule also to the 
Fig. 1. binodalcurves of fig. 

2. then we see that the arrows in both figures indicate the direction in 
which the O. W. A. increases along the binodalcurve. 

The dotted curves of those figures represent isotonic cUrves; they are 
only drawn so far as they represent stable states and are situated. 
therefore. out of the region of dimixtion. In the previous communications 
we have discussed al ready the parts of those curves situated within the 
reg ion of dimixtion and we have also deduced the conditions which 
must be satisfied by binodalcurves and isotonic curves in the vicinity of 
their point of intersection. 

Let us firstly consider fig. 1. The isotonic curve 3. which touches the 
binodalcurve in the critical point a. is curved in this point in the same 
direction as the binodalcurve; the isotonic curve 4 consists of two branches. 
which are united with one another by the conjugationline bi b2• As the 
liquids ql' q2 and q3 can be in equilibrium with one another and have. 
therefore. also the same O . W . A " the isotonic curve 5 consists still also 
of the isolated point q3 besides of the two branches. which are united 
by the conjugationline ql q2' Consequently all liquids of .curve (5) have 
the same O. W. A. as liquid q3' If we represent an arbitrary liquid of 
curve 5 by Ls. then we can have. therefore. the osmotic equilibrium: 

I 
LSI L q \ + L q2 + L q3 fig. 1. 

Of course herewith it is immaterial which is the ratio of the quantities 
of the liquids at the right side of the membrane and wh ether one or 
two of those are totally failing. 
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The isotonic curve 6 consists of three branches. which are united with 
one another by the conjugation~lines C2 C3 and al a3' If we represent a 
liquid of curve 6 by L6' we can have a.o. the following osmotic 
equilibria: 

1 1 1 
L61 Lc. + LC3 L6 1 L.} + L'3 L.} + L'3 1 LC2 + LC3 fig. 1. 

Of the many phenomena. which may occur in osmotic systems. we 
only shall discuss a few of them. 

Let us take the osmotic system: 
1 

Lr Lq} + Lq~ + Lq3 fig. 1 (1) 

in which L represents a liquid. which is situated at the same side of 
curve 5 and the line ql q2 as point W. As. therefore. the O.W. A. of 
the system at the right side of the membrane is larger than that of the 
Iiquid L. the water in (1) diffuses. therefore. from left towards right. as 
is indicated by the arrow. Consequently. in the system at the right side 
of the membrane. as appears at once from fig. 1. the reaction: 

water + Lq3 .... Lq} + Lq. fig. 1 (2) 

occurs. so that the quantity of the liquids ql and q2 increases. but that 
of q3 decreases. We now assume that so much of the liquid q3 is present. 
that the system at the right side of the membrane remains. Then it 
depends on the composition of liquid L. which osmotic equilibrium will 
be formed from (1). If we take f.i. the liquid f then (1) passes into: 

fig. 1 . (3) 

in which L'f is the point of intersection of the line Wf with the iso tonic 
curve (5). If we take in (1) for L f.i. the liquid g or the critical liquid 
a or a complex of the liquids bI and b2, then is formed at the left side 
of the membrane the same system as at the right side. or the system 

L q } + L q2• 

We now take a liquid L which is situated at the other side of curve 
5 and the lines ql q3 and q2 q3 than point W. As the O. W. A. of this 
liq~id is greater now than that of the complex of the three liquids, we 
now have. therefore. an osmotic system: 

1 
L ~ Lq} + Lq2 + Lq3 fig. 1 . (4) 

in which water diffuses from right to left. At the right side of the 
membrane th en occurs the reaction: 

Lq} + Lq2 - water .... Lq3 fig. 1 (5) 

so that the quantity of liquid q3 increases, and that of ql and q2 decreases. 
We now assume that there is present so much of the liquids ql and q2. 
that the system at the right side of the membrane remains. If we 
take in (4) for L f.i. the liquid Lh, th en is formed the osmotic equilibrium: 

L~ : Lq} + Lq2 + Lq3 fig. 1 . (6) 

46* 
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in which V h is represented by the point of intersection of the line Wh 
with curve 5. If we take in (4) for L the liquid K then is formed at the 
left side of the membrane the same system as at the right side or the 
system L q2 + L q3• 

Let us take once more the osmotic system: 
I 

Lf -r Lq1 + Lq2 + Lq3 fig. 1 . (7) 

in which the water diffuses in the direction of the arrow. so that at the 
right side of the membrane reaction (2) takes place. If no sufficient 
quantity of the liquid q3 is present. so that this disappears totally. then 
it depends on the ratio of the quantities of the liquids which osmotic 
equilibrium will be formed. We imagine the complex of the three liquids 
at the right side of the membrane to be represented by a point Q (not 
drawn) which is situated anywhere within the triangle ql q2 q3' The 
complex of the total system (7) is represented then by a point R (not 
drawn) which is situated anywhere on the Hne fQ. The position of the 
point R now defines on which isotonic curve the osmotic equilibrium 
which must arise from (7) will be formed. If this is the case f.i. on the 
isotonic curve (2) then arises the osmotic equilibrium: 

L' I L' 
f I Q 

in which L'f and L~ represent the points of intersection of the Hnes 
Wf and WQ with curve 2. If the equilibrium is formed on the isotonic 
curve 3. then L'f and L~ 
represent the points of 
intersection of the Hnes 
Wf and WQ with curve 3. 
If it is formed on the 
isotonic curve 4. th en may 
arise the osmotic equili~ 

brium 

fig . 1 

in which. Lr is the point 
of intersection of the line \", , 
Wf with curve 4. The ~ , 

.:~ ... 

, 
ratio of the quantities of , , 
both liquids at the right , 
side of the membrane iS~. ~ \ 
defined by the point of 
intersection of the lines 
WQ and ql q2' 

\.t" ...... 
.... ... 

Fig. 2. 

We now take fig. 2. The isotonic curve 2 consists of th ree branches. 
which are united by the conjugation~lines al a3 and C2 C3; the isotonic 
curve 3 consists. besides of two branches. which are united with one 
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another by the conjugation~line ql q2. still also of the isolated point q3; 
the iso tonic curve 4 consists of the two branches. united by the conju~ 
gation~line ql q2' 

We now consider the osmotic system: 
I 

L I L ql + L q2 + L q3 6g. 2 (8) 

If herein L represents a liquid or a complex of two liquids. which is 
situated on the same side of curve 3 and the lines ql q3 and q2 q3 as 
the point W, then L has a smaller '0. W.A. than the system of the 
th ree liquids. In (8) water diffuses. therefore. from left to right. It appears 
from 6g. 2 that then at the right side of the membrane the reaction: 

L ql + Lq2 + water ~ L q3 6g. 2 (9) 

occurs. If L is situated in (8) at the other side of curve 3 and the line 
ql q2 than the point W. th en the water in (8) diffuses from right to left. 
Then at the right side of the membrane the reaction: 

6g. 2 (10) 

occurs. The reader now can easily deduce the osmotic equilibria. which 
may be formed from system (8) and other osmotic systems of 6g. 2. 

If we compare the 6gs 1 and 2 with one another. then we see that 
in both th ree regions of dimixtïon of two liquids join at the reg ion of 
dimixtion q. q2 q3 of three liquids. 

Starting from the region of dimixtion of the th ree liquids in 6g. 1 
the O. W.A. increases along two of the binodalcurves and it decreases 
along the third. in 6g. 2. however. the O. W.A. decreases along two of 
the binodalcurves and it increases along the third. 

One could still imagine two other cases viz. that the O. W.A. either 
increases or decreases along each of the three binodalcurves; this is 
impossible. however. If we consider viz. the position of point Wand 
of triangle ql q2 q3 with respect to one another. th en we 6nd only the 
two cases. represented by 6gs 1 and 2. As long as we assume viz. that 
the diffusing substance W is a component. point W cannot be situated 
within the triangle q. q2 q3' We shall refer to this later. 

The change of the O. W.A. of the liquids of a saturation~curve of 
asolid substance. 

In the communications 111 and IV we have deduced a rule for the 
change of the O. W.A. of the liquids of a sáturation~curve. We found 
that the O. W.A. in the 6gs 1. 2 and 3 (Comm. lIl) in which w v 
represents the saturation~curve of the solid component y, increases in 
the direction of the arrows viz. from w towards v. The same is true 
for curve w v which represents in 6g. 1 IV the saturation~curve of a 
hydrate Hand for curve w v. which represents in 6g 2 IV the satura~ 
tion~curve of a ternary compound F. If the diffusing substance is 
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another than water. as f. i. the component Y in the figures of the com
munication XI and XII. then a corresponding rule is valid. 

In fig . 3 (of this communication) a q\ and q\ f represent two parts of 
the saturation-curve of the sub stance F. This curve intersects the binodal
curve q\ a q2 in the two conjugated points q\ and q2 50 that also an 
equilibrium : 

fig. 3 

can exist. Of course the saturation-curve does not finish in q\ and q2' 
but it passes through the reg ion of dimixtion. If the saturation- and the 
binodal-curve intersect one another only in two points. then it goes. as 
is indicated in the figure by the dotted curve q\ m n q2' from q\ towards 

F q2 l This part. situated 
within the region of di
mixtion represents only 
metastable and unstable 
states. 

The ru Ie • mentioned 
above. for the change of 
the O. W.A. of the liquids 
of a saturation-curve is 
true only for stabIe states. 
consequently in fig. 3 for 
the parts a q\ and q2 f. 

W· On those parts the O. W. 
Figuur 3. A . must increase. there-

fore. from w towards a and towards q\ and from q2 towards f. As q\ 
and q2 are conjugated liquids and have. therefore. the same O. W. A., 
it appears. also from this at once that the rule above-mentioned cannot 
be valid for the part q\ m n q2' In order to examine this more in detail. 
we represent the composition of an arbitrary liquid L by: 

x quant. W + y quant. F + (l-x-y) quant. N . (11) 

in which N is an arbitrary liquid of the saturation-curve. It is clear, 
however. that we are not allowed to take for N the liquid w or a 
liquid in the immediate vicinity. Consequently we have a system of 
coordinates with the point N as origin. the line NW as X-axis and 
NF as Y-axis. 

If the liquid L defined by (11) is saturated with the solid substance 
F. th en is satisfied: 

àC àC C - x - + (I-y) - = CF 
àx ày 

(12) 

\) For the case there are more points of intersection. compare F . A . H. SCHREINEMAKERS 

J.c .. fig5. 136-139. Examp1es of similar diagrams are found in the system : water + 
phenol + anilin. 
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while the O. W. A. of this liquid is defined by: 

q; = C + (I-x) àC _ y àC ox oy 
With the aid of (12) we can also write for this: 

q; = àC _ oC + CF ox oy 

(13) 

(14) 

For a liquid; which differs infinitely little from L. are valid. therefore: 

[- xr + (l-y) s] dx + [- xs + (l-y) t] dy + A = 0 (15) 

6q; = (r-s) dx + (s-t) dy + B . (16) 

in which A and B contain terms of higher order. If liquid L coincides 
with the point N. so that x = 0 and y = O. then they pass into: 

s dx + t dy + Ao = 0 (17) 

6q; = (r-s) dx + (s-t) dy + Bo (18) 

so that we may write for (18) also 

6q; = r dx + s dy + Ao + Bo (19) 

Limiting ourselves to magnitudes of the first order. th en follows from 
(17) and (19): 

dy_ s 
dx t 

. rt-s2 

6q; = ---- dx . 
t 

(20b) 

The equations (17) and (19) and consequently also (20a ) and (20b) define 
the direction of the saturation~curve and the change of the O. W. A. in 
each arbitrary point (excepted in the vicinity of the point w). 

We now take an arbitrary point of the saturation~curve outside the 
region of dimixtion f. i. . the point b. As t is positive in this point. s: t 
can never be infinite1y large. therefore; it now follows from (20a ) that 
the saturation~curve in b cannot touch the Y~axis. viz. the line b F. 

If we take d x positive. th en we go along the curve from b towards 
w; if we take d x negative. then we go from b towards a. As the 
coefficient of d x in (20b

) is positive. it follows that q; decreases starting 
from b towads a. so that the O. W. A. increases from b to a. If we apply 
this same to other points of the saturation~curve situated outside the 
reg ion of dimixtion. th en we see that the O. W. A. increases in the 
direction of the arrows. viz. in that direction. in which we move away 
from the point w along the saturation~curve. 

If we go along the saturation~curve from q\ towards q2 th en we 
intersect the spinodal~curve in the two points 1 and p. in which. therefore. 
r t - S2 = O. In accordance with (20a ) the saturation~curve shows nothing 
particular in those points. In accordance with (20b) the change of the 
O. W. A . is zero in those points. however, and the O. W. A. itself a 
maximum or minimum. therefore. 
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If we go from 1 towards p. then t 
1. can remain always positive 
2. become zero in the points mand n. As t is zero in those points. 

l' t - S2 is negative; consequently the points mand nare situated within 
the spinodal~curve. the same as the part m n. on which t is negative. 

As s: t in the points mand n becomes infinitely large. it follows 
from (20") that the saturation~curve touches in those points the lines 
m F and n F. Those tangents. situated always within the reg ion of 
dimixtion. are the only ones which can be drawn from F to the satura~ 
tion~curve. If t is positive in all points between land p. then those 
tangents m F and n F fall away also and the retracing part m n of the curve. 

It now follows from the previous: 
the O. W. A . increases from q! to I. it decreases from 1 to pand it 

increases again from p to q2 in order to become in q2 the same again 
as in q! . In the one point of intersection with the spinodal~curve the 
O. W. A. is maximum. in the other it is a minimum. The isotonic curves 
going through the points land p must touch. therefore. the saturation~ 
curve in those points. 

The latter appears still also in the following way. In the previous 
communication we have seen that an isotonic W~curve is defined in 
every point by: 

dy_ l' 

dx- s . (21) 

As 1't - S2 is zero in the points land p. it follows that (20") and (21) 
have the same value. so that iso tonic curve and saturation~curve touch 
one another. 

In order to define the change of the O. W. A. in the vicinity of the 
point w (fig. 3) we might take the liquid w as fundamental composant; 
for the two other composants we can choose F (or W) and an arbitrary 
other phase. We shall keep. however. the same composants as above: 
for the liquid w is then true: x + y = 1. 

Substituting in (15) x = 1 - y then follows for (16): 

(l-y) 6rp = A + (l-y) B (22) 

As A and B contain only terms of higher order than the first. 6 rp 
is zero at first approximation. Consequently the O. W. A. is in w a 
maximum or minimum. In order to eXé.\mine this more in detail. we 
write for A the terms of the second order and put herein also x= 1- y. 
We then find: 

A = - -1'-(1-y) --- dx + -s-(I-y) --- dxdy + 1 [ (à1' às)] 2 [ (à1' àS)] 
2 dx àx dy ày 

+ - -t-(1-y) --- dy. 1 [ (àS àt)] 2 
2 ày ày 
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It follows for B: 

B=l(àr _àS)dX2+(àr _àS)dXd +l(às_àt)d 2 
2 àx àx ày ày Y 2 ày ày y 

so that (22) passes into: 

(l-y) 6<p = (~rdx2 +sdxdy+ ~ tdy2). . . . (23) 

If the point w is situated out of the reg ion of dimixtion. the second 
part of (23) is always negative. If. as in fig. 3. the point w is situated 
between Wand F then l-y is positive. Consequently 6 qJ is negative. 
qJ is a maximum. therefore. and the O. W. A. in w a minimum. If w is 
situated at the other si de of point F as f. i. point v in fig. 2 IV. then 
1 - y is negative; the O. W. A. is then a maximum in this point. 

(To be continued). 



Palaeontology. - "Some turther remarks concerning tertiary tish~otoliths 
trom the Netherlands ." By O . POSTH UMUS. (Communicated by 
Prof. J. F . VAN BEMMELEN. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 27, 1926) 

Some time ago I received for study from the Netherlands Geological 
Survey ('s Rijks Geologische Dienst) a collection of otoliths, which had 
been found· in some test~borings in the Southern and South~western part 
of the Netherlands. On th is material the following remarks are based. 

Concerning the determinations the same may be said as on a former 
occasion 1). It seems to me that a more thorough study of fossil fish~ 

otoliths is only possible, when we have more data about those of recent 
fishes. Only then can we get a c1earer idea as to the relative value of the 
different characteristics observed. It is to be hoped that the investigations 
which have ' been begun by G . 'ALLAN FROST 2) , may be continued on a 
sufficiently large scale to afford a solid basis for comparison in the future . 

From Miocenic strata otoliths occur in the following borings 3) : 
. Boring Reek (handboring 48, Jaarverslag Rijksopsporing van Delfstoffen 
over 1909, p. 21) . Here, at a depth of from 140 to 157 M. , in strata of 
Mid Miocene age, the following forms occurred : 

Otolithus (Gadus) e1egans Koken (0; M. P.) ; this form is the most 
frequent ; some of them may be taken as belonging to the variety sculpta. 

O . (Merluccius) emarginatus Koken (0. M . ). 
O. (Merlangus) cognatus Koken (0. M .). 
O . (Raniceps) latisulcatus Koken (0.). 
O. (Ophidiidarum) difformis Koken (0. M.); some of the specimens 

belong to the variety acutangulus. 
O . (Scopelus ) austriacus Sc hubert (M. ). 
O . (Macrurus) Toulai Schubert (M. ) . 
O . (Maérurus) pusillus O. Posth. (M. ) . 
As may be seen from the additional indications, O . (Raniceps) 

latisulcatus in other localities occurs in the Oligocene only; O. (Macrurus) 
Toulai and O. (M. ) pusillus in the Miocene only ; O . (Scopelus) 
austriacus occurs in the Pliocene of Sardinia too, but in a somewhat 

I) O . POSTHUMUS. Verhand. Geol. Mijnbouwk. Gen. voor Nederl.. VII. 1923. p. 107 : 
O . POSTHUMUS. Otolithi piscium. Fossihum Catalogus. pars 24, 1924. p. 3: in the latter 
further literature can be found . 

2) Annals and Mag . Nat. Hist .. vol. XVI. 1925. p. 433-446. 
3) After the names I have indicated the period in which the otoliths have been found 

in other localities : 0 = Oligocene, M = Miocene. P = Pliocene. 
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different form. The other species occur both in the Oligocene and 
the Miocene. 

Boring Bakel (handboring 52 , Hazenhut, Jaarverslag 1909, p. 23). 
Here, at a depth of from 56 to 66 M., in Upper Miocenic strata the 

following forms were found : 
O. (Gadus) elegans Koken (0. M. P.); this is also here the most 

frequent species ; some specimens belong to the variety sculpta. 
O. (Merluccius) emarginatus Koken (0. M . ). 
O . (Fierasfer) nuntius Koken (0. M . ). 
O. (Solea) subglaber Schubert (M.). 
O . (Serranus) Noetlingi Koken (0. M . ). 
O. (Box) insignis Prochazka (M.) . 
A number of Macruridae were also found , some of them closely resembie 

species previously described by me. It seems to me, however, that it is 
better to postpone a further discussion of these species until we have a 
better knowledge of the limit of variation in recent allied forms. 

In th is locality many of the forms are also known from Oligocene strata. 
In Pliocenic strata the following species have been found : 
In test-boring Beers (boring 58, Jaarverslag 1909, p. 24) in strata of 

Mid-Pliocenic age, at a depth of from 40 to 74.50 M . : 
O. (Gadus) merlangus Newton (P.). 
O. (Gadus) luscus Newton (P.) . 
O. (Macrurus) aff. Toulai Schub. 
In test-boring Zeeland 11 (boring 66, Jaarverslag 1910, p. 22) from 

strata of Mid Pliocenic age, at a depth of from 22.50 to 60 M. : 
O. (Gadus) merlangus Newton (P. ). 
In these borings the marine Upper Pliocene does not occur; in the 

Maassluis test-boring at a depth of from 161.40 to 168.40 M., these strata 
were. however, found and 

O . (Gadus) merlangus Newton (P.) occurred there. 
In the test-boring Sommeisdijk some otoliths were found in strata from 

67.80 to 68.50 M ., which , according to the opinion of Dr. STEENHUIS, are 
younger than the above mentioned strata of Maassluis. The otoliths are 
practically identical with those of the cod and had doek ; this bears out the 
above mentioned supposition. 

When studying th is material. I was again struck by the fact, that the 
difference between the fishfauna of the Oligocene and Miocene in these 
regions is but slightly pronounced. Many forms , which were at first 
known from one period only, have afterwards been found in the other one 
as weil. It seems, however, that in these countries the fauna of the 
Oligocene and Miocene on the one hand and that of the Eocene on the 
other hand, which is known to us from the researches of Priem, Schubert 
and Leriche from France, England and Belgium, differ far more widely. 

Although in the Pliocene the otoliths are also sometimes rather numerous, 
they belong in these regions to a few species only, which closely resembie 
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living forms. such as Gadus luscus and Gadus merlangus. Only a few 
species from the Miocene occur. in slightly altered forms. in the 
Pliocene too. 

It is not possible. to form an opmlon as to what circumstances this is 
due to; whether it is due to the extinction of the species or to their 
migration e.g. in connection with alterations of the c1imate or to 
other causes. 

I wish to conclude by expressing my hearty thanks to Dr. STEENHUIS. 
Geologist to the Geological Survey. who kindly placed the material at my 
disposal and provided some data. 



Physfcs. - "A yellow green discharge in potassiumvapour." By T. L. 
DE BRUIN. (Communicated by Prof. P . ZEEMAN). 

(Communlcated at the meeting of February 27. 1926) 

Working with the electrodeless arrangement for investigation of the 
spectrum of ionised potassium I). it was found that two distinct types of 
discharges could be obtained. If the bulb a long time was heated and 
th en the spark gap was diminished in length. the appearance of the 
bright blue ring with the spectrum of K. 11 changed abruptly to a faint 
diffuse discharge with an yell ow green colour. filling al most the whole 
bulb. Photograph VI in the accompanying plate. made with a HILGER 

glasspectrograph, is a photograph of the "blue violet" discharge (exposure 
3 minutes) and the "yellow green" discharge (exposure 3 hours). The 
"green" spectrum is very simple and showed the following lines of the 
first and second subordinate series of the arc spectrum. 

11. Subordinate series. I. Subordinate series. 

693g.5 2Pl-3s 5832.2 2Pl--5d 
6911.8 2P2-3s 5812.5 2P2- -5d 
5802.0 2Pl-4s 5339.9 2Pl--6d 
5782.7 2p2-4s 5343.3 2P2- --6d 
5340.1 2Pl-5s 5112.7 2Pl--7d 
5323.5 2P2-5s 5097.7 2p'2--- 7d 
5099.6 2Pl-6s 4965.5 2Pl-8d 
5084.5 2P2-6s 4952.2 2P2-8d 
4956.8 2Pl-7s 
4943.1 2P2-7s 

The "forbidden" line ls-dI2 • 4642 À was faintly visible. The D lines 
of sodium were also present. It was at first thought. from the plates. 
that these lines here. have an abnormal ratio in intensity. but the photo~ 
gr~m showed the ratio 1: 2 2). 

It is interesting to note that in this type of discharge the strong lines 
of the arcspectrum À 4047 and 4044. members of the chief series. very 
faintly made their appearance. It is probably not only due to the glassab~ 
sorption. It seems that LOCKYER 3) and FREDENHAGEN 4) have observed. 

I) Following communication in these Proceedings : "The spectrum of ionised potassium. 
2) The wavelenghts in the photogram must he changed. 
3) N. LOCKYER : Proc. R. S. 29. 140. 1879. 
4) FREDENHAGEN : Phys. Z .S. 1907. pg. 734. 
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though under other conditions. such an appearance. that mainly subordinate 
series are present. 
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Physics. -" The spectrum of ionised potassium." 1) (First communication). 
By T. L. DE BRUIN. (Communicated by Prof. P. ZEEMAN). 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 27. 1926). 

1. Introduction. 
According to the theory of BOHR and SOMMERFELD, the arc spectrum 

originates from the neutral atom. whereas the spark spectrum of the 
1st • 2nd • 3rd ••• order originates from the 1. 2, 3 times ionised atom. 
All series. having R for constant (RVDBERG constant) are produced by 
neutral atoms. while those. having 4 R. 9 R . .. for the constant. have 
their origin in the 1. 2. 3 times ionised atom. The "displacement law" 
of SOMMERFELD and KOSSEL 2) states that the spark spectrum of every 
element resembles in structure the arc spectrum of the element preceding 
it in the periodic system and that the spark spectrum of the 1'1. 2"d. 
3rd • •• order resembles the arc spectrum of the element 2. 3... . stages 
preceding it in the periodic system. These spark spectra of the multi~ 
ionised atoms are of great interest in connection with the general struc~ 
ture of the atoms. By the work of FOWLER. PASCHEN. MILLIKAN and 
BOWEN a.o. the displacement law has been verified quantitatively. The 
multiplicity of the term system attained in any spectrum is in simple 
connection with the degree of ionisation of the atom. 

2. The spark spectrum of potassium. Observational data. 
The spark spectrum of potassium 3) has been the subject of numerous 

investigations of which a summary has been given in Table 1. 
Little progress. however. has been made in the detection of regularity 

in the spectrum. The accuracy of different measures is not sufficient for 
a scrutinising analysis. Moreover the spectrum is very complex. ZEEMAN 
and DIK got a pure spectrum by means of the electrodeless discharge. 
From the preliminary observations. DIK and ZEEMAN concluded that in 
the spectrum constant differences of ab out 6.v = 847 were present 4). In 
the Amsterdam Laboratory observations with a grating spectograph 

1) Previous note: T. L. DE BRUIN and P. ZEEMAN. Nature. January 1925. No. 2882. 
This note deals with the probable existence of a quintetlevel in the spark spectrum of 
Potassium. Some examples of quintets are given. We have extended later these groups of 
5 lines to groups of 9 lines. In the summer 1925 we communicated th is classification to 
Prof. A. FOWLER F . R . S. Recently DAHMEN of Bonn has extended the quintetlevel with 
9 new levels. Two of them coincide with our levels. 

2) SOMMERPELD and KOSSEL : Verh. d. D. Phys. Ges. 21. 240. 1919. 
3) KI indicates the arcspectrum. KIl the first sparkspectrum. etc. It is not cerlain that 

the spectrum in question only originates from KIl. 
4) We have found th is difference as : P3-P4 = 845.5. It is however not of so funda

mental significance as supposed initially. 
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3. SCHILLINGER : 

4. NELTHORPE : 

5. Mc. LENNAN : 

6. FOOTE. 
MEGGERS and 
MOHLER: 

7. ZEEMAN and 
DIK : 

8. ROBERTSON : 
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TABLE I. 

Method. etc. 

The metal in an hy
drogenatmosphere. 
Vigorous conden
sed discharges. Be
sides the arc spec
trum a new spectrum. 
very rich in Iines. 

Spectra I 
reg ion 

).. 7700-

" 2200 

Literature 

Denkschr. Wien. 
Akad. 61.347. 1894 

Vigorous condensed 16 lines 
discharges through 

Verh. d. D. Phys. 
Ges. 9. 321. 1907 
und 12. 246. 1914 powdered salts f. I. 

Ket. "Grund spec-
trum" . ArcIines 

absent . 

As 1. Grating- and
quartz-spectrograph. 
Arc- and sparklines. 

As 2 ; another type 
of tube.Glasspectro

graph. ArcIines 
absent. 

Electrodeless dis
charge. Quartz
spectrograph and 
vacuumgrating . 

Electrical measure-
ments of critica I 

potentials at ± i 9 
and ± 23 Volts. 

Quartz-spectrograph . 

Electrodeless dis
charge. ArcIines 

absent. 

Electrodeless dis
charge. Glasspectro
graph. Principally 
arcIines; A few 

sparklines. 

Ic 7700- Wien.Sitz .ber. 118. 
" 2200 2B. 605. 1909 
(ROWL) 

ic 6307-
" 3898 

n 

(I. A) 

).. 6590-
" 3489 

(±0.5A) 
" 3346-
.. 1873 

Astroph. lourn. 41. 
16. 1915 

Proc. R. S. London 
100. 182. 1921 

).. SCHIL- Astr. Journ . 55. 145. 
L1NGER 1922 

Ic 7700- Proc. R . S. Amster-
" 2342 dam. 1922. 1925 

(± 0.2 A) Ann. d. Phys. 71. 
162. 1923 

).. 5007 

" 4831 
" 4607 
" 4505 

I
" 4390 
,, 4314 

Phys. Rev. Series 
XIX. 470. 1922 

Remarks 

There are pro
bably chlorine
lines. 

There are mer
curylines. 

It seems that 
ROBERTSON not 
obtained the 

good discharge. 
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T ABLE I (Contlnued). 

-':'::-1 M<thod •• t< 
Spectral 
reg ion 

9. DAHMEN : 

10. SHAVER : 

11 . BOWEN and 
MILLIKAN : 

12. MOHLER: 

13. KIMURA and 
NAKAMURA : 

Potassiumelectrodes À 7000-
in argon. Arc- and ,,3400 
sparklines. Grating. (0 .003 A) 

Electrodeless dis
charge. Fluoritespec
trograph . 

"Hotspark". 

Excitations poten
tiais ± 19. 23 and 
28 volts. 

o 
(I. A) 

À 1896-
" 1602 

(I. A) 
(0.3A) 

À312-

" 1303 

Cathodespectra. No data 
Method of long and 
short lines. "Enhan-

ced"-lines of one 
kind. KIl. 

Literature 

Zeitschr. f. Phys. 
29. 1924 

Trans. R.S. Canada 
Section lIl. 1924 

Phys. Rev. 23. 1924 

Sc. Papers. Bureau 
of Standards. 
Washington. N . 505. 
1925 

Sc. Papers. Inst. 
Phys. a . Chem. Res. 
Tokyo. I92S.No. 30 

Remarks 

There are ar
gonlines. 

we re projected for further investigation. Prof. KONEN kindly informed 
us th at in Bonn such measurements were already in hand. so that they 
were here postponed; DAHMEN of Bonn has published recently measure~ 
ments on ionised potassium. His measurements are very accurate and can 
be of service for a scrutinising analysis. It should be remarked that 
different lines given by DAHMEN have not been recorded by any other 
observer. 1

) We have investigated Ihis question in connection with our 
termscheme and have extended the observations into the region of 
shorter wave lengths. 

3. Apparatus. 
For studying the spectrum again the electrodeless discharge was em~ 

ployed. A bulb of pyrexglas with sidetube and quartz wind ow contains 
the metal. The mercury vapour of the pumps is frozen out. If the 
electric intensity is great enough. and the pressure and temperature good. 
we get a brilliant blue discharge. It was found that another type of 
ring discharge could be obtained. (See the preceding paper in these 

1) Compare MOHLER: Excitation of Alkali Spark Spectra. Bureau of Standards. No. 505, 
p. 131. 1925. 

47 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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Proceedings). In the centre of the bulb I observed a green yellow axis. 
("green" arcspectrum ?) 

The impurities are hydrogen (Hf.( and H l') and sodium (D lines). The 
ratio of the arc and spark lines of potassium appearing on the plates 
depends upon the part of the bulb focused on the slit. 

The spectra were photographed I) with a grating spectrograph (ROWLAND 

mounting). having a concave grating (8 X 5 cm. total number of lines; 
51949. radius of curvature 1.98 M.). the dispersion being approximately 
8.7 A per millimetre (flrst order). We have measured in the 1st and 2nd 

orders with the standard ironlines as comparison spectrum. 
The error of measurement might be approximately ± 0.03 À. 

TABLE 2. 

BOHR-STONER scheme for electron distribution 
Ioniza-I tionpo-

Ratio 
tential 

Element 111 12112211 + 2) 1311321 I +2) 13312+3) 1'1 11 '1211+2) l'hll+3) 140113+1) 1511 5211 +2) 15312+3) 161 (Volts) 

He I 2 -I - -I - - 1- - 1 - - 1- - 1 - -I 24.5 

Li 11 2 (I) - - - - - - - - - - - - 62.1 
I 

Ne I 2 2 2+4 - - - - - - - - - - - 21.5 

Na 11 2 2 2 +4 (I) - - - - - - - - - - 38.9 

A I 2 2 2+4 2 2+4 - - - - - - - - - 15.2 

K 11 2 2 2 + 4 2 2+4 - (I) - - - - - - - 23.7 

Kr I 2 2 2+4 2 2+4 4-t- 6 2 2+4 - - - - - - 12 . 7 

Rb 11 2 2 2+4 2 2 + 4 4 + 6 2 2+4 - - (I) - - - 21.0 

Xe I 2 2 2+4 2 2 +4

1

4+6 2 2+4

1

4+6 - 2 2+4 - - 10 . 9 

Cs 11 2 2 2+4 2 2+4 4+6 2 2+4 4+6 - 2 2+4 - (I) 17.6 

4. Structure of the spectrum. 
The arcspectra of the alkali metals consist of a doublet system 2) and 

are not sa very complicate. The spark spectra on the contrary are very 
rich in lines and have a complex structure. These spectra resem bie the 
arc spectra of the rare gases in accordance with the displacement law. 
(See Table 2). It is only in the case of Hel and Nel that series arran~ 
gements have been disentangled. In the spark spectra of the alkali 
metals series have not yet been traced 3). In the spark spectrum of 

I) My thanks are due to Miss LUB for the assistance in the photographic work. 
2) P . ZEEMAN has established that Li has a doubletsystem too. Phys. Z. S. 14. 1913. p. 405. 
3) For series in Li II s~e : DIK. Dissertatie. Amsterdam. 1922. 
H. SCHULER: Naturw. 12. 1924. p. 579. Ann. d. Phys. 76. 1925. p. 293. 
M. MORAND : C. R. 178. 1924. p. °1528. 1701. 1897. 

S. WERNER : Nature. 115. 1925. 191. 
SUGIURA : Journal de Phys. et Ie Radium. Oct. 1925. p. 323. 

2.8 

1.8 

1.6 

1.7 

1.6 
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Rb. 1) and Cs. 2) however. it has been found possible to arrange many 
of the lines in groups showing constant differences of wavenumber. In 
the case of the spark spectrum of K. th ere should be analogy with the 
arc spectrum of argon (red spectrum). This spectrum is rkh in lines and 
only constant differences are known 3) 1) 5). NIsSEN 6) has attempted in 
both cases to arrange the lines in series. but the arrangement is very 
fragmentary and open to question 7). 

According to the new ideas of the theory. the spectrum of KIl will 
resem bIe the arc spectrum of Neon too. PASCHEN has given the analysis 
of this spectrum and disentangled four series of Si terms. ten of Pi terms 
and twe1ve of Di terms. Recently our knowledge of the spectrum has 
been extended by the experimental work of HERTZ 8). MEISSNER 9). 
LVMAN and SAUNDERS 10). DORGELO 11) and the theoretical considerations 
of GOUDSMIT 12) and JORDAN 13). 

Such a structure we expect also in the spark spectra of the alkali metals. 

5. Analogy with the arc spectrum of argon. 
There is a qualitative 3nalogy between the arc spectrum of argon 

(red argon) 14) and the · spark spectrum of potassium. Both spectra are 
very rich in lines. It is not possible to study the quantitative relation 
because the arc spectrum of argon has not yet been analysed. It is 
however necessary to take new measurements. It is probably like that 
of neon. Only the constant differences 846.2; 803.1; 606.6 are known 15). 

Probably we have here the 1 S term differences. HERTZ reported. in analogy 
with Neon 16) in the extreme ultraviolet 17) a pair of lines. We note that 
these lines have the difference of /':o.v: ± 1650. The lines are probably 
the 1 P-l S2 and 1 P-l Si combinations. 

1) REINHEIMER: Ann. d. Phys. 71. 162. 1933. 
2) SOMMER: Ann. d. Phys. 75. 163. 1924. 
3) RYDBERG : Astr. Journ. 6. 338. 1897. 
1) PAULSON : Phys. Z. S. IS. 831. 1914. 
5) MEGGERS: Sc. Papers. Bureau of Standards. N . 404. 1918. 
6) NISSEN: Phys. Z. S. SI. 95. 1915. Astr. Journ. 57. 185. 1923. 
7) PERCY LOWE a. ROSE: Proc. R. S. Canada. Sect. 111. 1924, p. 313. 
K. T. COMPTON a. F. L. MOHLER: Critica I Potentials. Bulletin of the National Research 

Council. Vol. 9, part I. Number 48. 
L. BLOCH, E. BLOCH, DEJARDIN : Annales de Physique (10). 1925, p. 465 en 477. 
8) HERTZ : Physica. 5, 189. 1925. Z. S. f. Phys. 32. 933. 1925. 
9) MEISSNER: Ann. d. Phys. 76. 124. 1915. 

10) LYMAN a. SAUNDERS: Phys. Rev. 25. 886. 1925. 
11) DORGELo: Physica Lorentznummer Dec. 1925. Z . S. f. Phys. 34. 766. 1925. 
12) GOUDSMIT : Z . S. f. Phys. 32. 111 . 1925. 
13) JORDAN : Z. S. f. Phys. 31. 877. 1925. 
14) The blue Argonspectrum is probably the spark spectrum and contains according to 

L. BLOCH, E. BLOCH and DEJARDIN (Annales de Phys. (10) 461. 1924) 3 spectra. 
15) See 4 and also: FOWLER: Report on Series in Line spectra. 178. 
16) HERTZ: Z . S. f. Phys. 32. 933. 1925. Physica. 5. 189. 1925. 
17) HERTZ : Communication Nat. Ver. Amsterdam. Dec. 1925. 
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6. Analogy with the arc spectrum of neon. 
Fig. 1 shows the termscheme of this spectrum. There are a number 
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of series. (PS) and (PD) combinations. with the ni ne constant separations 
of the 2P~complex: 1932.3; 121.0; 58.9; 86.4; 456.2; 194.3; 297.4; 
167.2; 1399.2. forming groups of ten lines. In different groups members 
are wanting. (Principle of selection for j). 

The three 1 S~term differences are: 1071.0; 359.4; 417.4. (Fundamental 
pair b.v = 1430). 

In the spark spectrum of potassium I have found. analogous with the 
spectrum of neon. a termgroup of 9 (IO 1) levels. We will indicate these 
terms by P. We get a termscheme. analogous with the Neonscheme. 
The levels. "beneath" the P complex. are symbolised by X. the levels 
.. above" the P complex by Y. There are groups of 9 lines with the 
differences: 3180.7; 297.5; 345.5; 623.3; 1039.1; 418.0; 110.4; 362.8. 
Different groups are wanting a member. 
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An example of such a group is given in Table 3. (Also indicated in 
Fig.land on the plate); including some predominant lines of the spectrum. 

TABLE 3. 

-:T;::~ r Al A 
I Term-

lIvacuum I combination 

9 4829 .23 20701.4 PI-X2 
2 8 4186 . 24 23881.1 P2-X2 

3 7 4134 . 72 24178.6 P3-X2 

4 6 3995 . 10 25024.1 Pi-X2 

5 8 3897 . 92 25647.4 PS-X2 

6 5 3739.13 26736.6 P6-X2 
7 6 3681.54 27154 .6 P7-X2 

8 
9 6 3618.49 27627.8 P9- X 2 

7. Ta bles. 
Table -4 gives the relative values of the terms. termsymbols and 

termdifferences. Table 5 gives the lines already classified. 
Z .D. refers to the observations by ZEEMAN and DIK. 
D. DAHMEN. 
d. B. DE BRUIN. 
F.M.M. .. the measurements of critical po~ 

tentials by FOOTE, MOHLER and MEGGERS. 
The main arclines are tabulated too. 

The termcombination of same lines has not yet been indicated on the 
tables. Further in the violet part of the spectrum the P~combinations 
are not sa numerous. The following strong lines in the ultraviolet ob~ 
served by Me. LENNAN farm probably a part of a P combination. I) 

Int. À 1 IIvacuum .:lv 

5 2319 . 15 43105.9 1089.0 
3 2262.0 44194 .9 416.5 
6 2240 .89 44611.4 475.8 
3 2217.23 45087 . 2 

We wiU report our measures in the violet in another paper. 
The X termcomplex combines not with the Y termcomplex. A few 

combinations however are present. It is not certain whether these lines 
are perhaps "forbidden lines" or combinations by chance. 2) (Tabie 6). 

I) From the measures by SCHAVER the relative terms : ZI = -35460 and Z2 = -37002 
are probable. 

2) The "forbidden" line Is-3d 4642 Ä of the arcspectrum was also with faint intensity 
present. Compare: 

FOOTE. MOHLER en MEGGERS: Astr. Journ. 55. 1922. p. 145-156. 
DATTA: Proc. R. S. 101. 1922. p. 539-547. 
MOHLER: Bureau of Standards : N . 505. April 1925. 
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TABLE 4 (Term-Table) . 

Re1ative value of the term Termdifference I Terms~JI) 
0 18501.6 XI 2 

18501.6 730.0 X 2 2 

19231. 6 199.3 XJ 

19430.9 1059.8 Xi 0 

20490 .7 436.2 X 5 

20926.9 217.2 X 6 2 

21144.1 1312.0 X7 0 

22456 . 1 4373.9 Xs 

26830.0 691.4 X 9 3 

27521.4 X IO 27 

39203.0 3180.1 PI 

42383.1 297.1 P 2 3 

42680.2 845 .5 PJ 2 

43525.7 623.3 Pi 

44149.0 1089.3 P 5 2 

45238.3 418.0 P6 

45656.3 110.3 po, 2 

45766.6 362 .8 Ps 0 

46129.4 P 9 

68409.6 160.5 Y I 

68570.1 417.4 Y2 2 

68987.5 1734.1 YJ 

70721.6 291.8 Yi 0 

71013.4 386 . 1 Y5 

71399.5 450.9 Y6 

71850.4 1210.5 Y7 2 

73060 .9 660.1 Ys 

73721.0 1469.8 Y9 3 

75190.8 3927.9 Y IO 2 

79118.7 Y II 

I) The column with the J-values has been added in the English translation. 
PlO = 50770.7 (J = 0) P IO-P9 = 4641.3. XI and Y I are doubtfuI. 
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TABLE 5. 

I I I I 

Term-
0 0 

combi- ~ À À I.A Á I . A Vvacuum 

nat ion ~ Remarks 

Int.! Z.D. ! Int. ! D. ! Int.! d. B. I ! 

t:.; 

l : 7699.0 12985.1 Is-2p2 3.5 

7664.9 13042.8 Is-2pI 3.5 

l ~ 
6939.5 14406.3 2pl-3s 

6911. 8 14464.1 2p2-3s 

I ± 6594 2 6595.00 15158.8 P3-XIO 

2 ± 6562 8 6562.83 15233.0 H-x 

I 6427.9 I 6427.q90 5 6427.96 15552.7 P2-X 9 

8 6307 .2 2 6307.240 7 6307.29 15850.2 P3-X9 

5 6246.5 1 6246.465 6 6246 .59 16004.3 Pi-XIO 

15 6120.2 2 6120 .219 8 6120.27 16334.6 

I 6012.41 16627.6 P5-XIO 

2 5969.64 16746.8 PI-X8 

l~ 
5831.99 17142.0 2Pl-5d 

5812 .30 17200.1 2p2- 5d 

5 5801. 75 5801. 75 17231.4 2PI-4s 

5782 .44 17288.9 2P2-4s 

I ± 5772 4 5772.32 17319.3 P5-X9 

I 5642.674 5 5642.73 17716 .9 P6-XIO 

1 ± 5536 3 5536.01 18058.5 PI-X7 

2 5512.69 18134.9 P7-XIO 

4 5469 2 5470 .065 6 5470 . 13 18276.2 PI - X 6 

3 5359.684 

~ : 5359.70 18652.5 2pl-6d 6 

5339.91 18724.9 2pl-5s 6 

3 5314 1 5310.208 5 5310.24 18826.3 P7-X9 

8 5056 .0 I 5056.182 7 5056.27 19771.9 PI-Xi 40 

1 5017.34 19925.5 P2-X8 ? 

15 5005 .5 4 5005.586 8 5005.60 19972.0 PI-X3 40 

I 4964 . 72 20136.1 2pl-8d 6 
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T ABLE 5 (Contlnued). 

I I I I I I '.~-
Term-

0 0 
combi- ~ }.. }..l.A }..l. A 
natlon ~ Remarks 

Int. I Z . D. I Int. I D. I Int. I d.B. I I 
Ct; 

5 4943 .2 6 4943.24 20224.0 P3-X8 40 

4 4861.35 20564.7 H il 

30 4829.2 2 4829.212 9 4829 .23 20701.4 Pt - X 2 20 

3 4744 4 4744 .92 21069 .2 P4- X8 

15 4659.8 1 4659.317 7 4659.38 21456 .2 P2-X6 40 

30 4608.5 5 4608.425 7 4608.45 21693.2 P5-X8 25 

10 4596 .0 2 4595.613 7 4595.65 21753 .6 P3-X6 

30 4505 .6 4 4505.340 6 4505 .33 22189.7 P3-X~ 20 

20 4467 .5 3 4466 .658 5 4466.65 22381.8 P4-X7 40 

9 4455.5 2 4455.00 22440.4 Y2-P9 M.L. 

10 4423 .6 1 4423.716 3 4423.73 22599 .0 P4-X6 40 
4454 ± 0,5 

30 4388 .3 3 4388 . 129 7 4388 . 16 22782.2 P6-X8 16 

1 4383.780 0 4383.80 22804 .8 Y2-P8 ? 

1 4374.870 22851.4 Y3-P9 

10 4365 . 1 2 4362 .865 5 4362 .96 22913 .8 Y2-P7 

1 4354.29 22959.5 P2-X4 

30 4339.9 3 4339 .977 5 4340 .03 23034.9 P4-Xs 

2 H17.85 23153 .2 P2-X3 1 

30 4309 .5 4 4309.076 

l : 

4309.10 23200.2 P,-X8 16 

1 4305.265 23220 .9 Y3-P8 

30 4305.0 3 4304 .937 4305 .00 23222.3 P5-X6 16 

9 4288 .6 1 4288.651 4 4288 .70 23310 .5 P8-X8 

8 4285.1 1 4284 .853 3 4284.89 23331 .2 Y3-P7 Also: Y2-P6 

30 4263.5 7 4263 .312 7 4263.40 23448.8 P3-X3 16 

30 4225 .7 5 4225.605 ~ 7 4225 .67 23658.2 Ps-Xs 16 

30 4223 .2 5 4222 .975 7 4222 .97 23673 .3 P9-X8 16 

9 4208.9 1 4209 .498 4 4209 .49 23749 .1 Y3-P6 20 

30 4186 .2 9 4186.226 8 4186 .24 23881.1 P2-X2 16 
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TABLE 5 (Continued). 

I-- , 
I I I 

Term-
0 0 

combi- ~ ÄI.A Ä J. A lIvacuum 

nation ~ Remarks 

Int. I Z . D. I Int. I D. I Int. I d. B. I I 
tz.; 

30 4149.1 5 4149.171 7 4149.19 24094.3 P6-X7 16 

30 4134.7 6 4134.721 7 4134.72 24178.6 P3-X2 16 

30 4115.1 3 4114.952 6 4114.99 24294.6 Pi-XJ 16 

1 4112.071 4 4112.14 24311. 4 P6-X6 

15 4093.5 1 4093.697 5 4093.69 24420.9 Y2-PS 

10 4065.2 1 4065 .209 4 4065.23 24591.9 Y,,-P9 

10 4047 .272 2 4047.24 24701.2 Is-3p2 6 

10 4044.174 2 4044.17 24720.0 Is-3Pl 6 

15 4042.5 2 4042 .594 6 4042.59 24729.6 P7-X6 

10 4039.9 1 4039.692 4 4039 .69 24747.4 P6-XS 

10 4024.9 1 4024.920 4 4024.88 24838.3 Y3-PS 40 

9 4018.9 1 4017.509 4 4017.52 24884.0 YS-P9 

10 4012.2 1 4012.014 5 4012.10 24917.6 PS-XJ 40 

15 4001.1 5 4001.200 7 4001. 24 24985 .2 P9-X7 16 

10 3995.0 3 3995.321 6 3995 . 10 25024.1 Pi-X2 25 

8 3992.0 1 3991. 775 4 3991.80 25044.3 Y2-P" 

15 3972.8 3 3972.551 6 3972.58 25165.4 P7-XS 25 

15 3966.7 3 3966 .687 6 3966 . 72 25202.6 P9-X6 20 

2 3959 .777 3 3959.84 25246.4 Ys-Ps 

3 3956.099 3 3956.10 25270.3 Y6-P9 

15 3955 .5 6 3955.207 6 3955 .21 25276.0 Ps-Xs 20 

10 3943.3 4 3942 .505 6 3942.53 25357.2 YS-P7 20 

9 3934.6 1 3934.304 5 3934.36 25410 .0 

9 3927.3 1 3926.338 5 3926 .36 25461 .7 Y3-Pi 

9 3923 .8 1 3923.053 5 3923.00 25483.5 Y,,-P6 20 

3 3900 . 11 25633.0 Y6-Ps 

2 3899.242 3 3899.28 25638.5 P9-XS 

15 3898.0 813897.870 8 3897.92 25647.4 PS-X2 16 
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TABLE 5 (Contlnued). 

Int. I 
~[{I --=-rl ~==l 

Term-
0 

combi- ~ À }..I. A 
nation ~ Remarks 

3 3887.2 1 3886 .702 2 3886.84 25720 .3 Y7-P9 

5 3884 .5 1 3883.358 3 3883.42 25743.4 Y6-17 

8 3879 .2 4 3878.62 25775.0 YS- P6 40 

10 3874.5 1 3873.747 5 3873.74 25807.5 P6-X. 25 

10 3861. 9 1 3861.412 3 3861.41 25889.9 Y2-P3 20 

3 3844.8 1 3844.02 26007.0 P6- X 3 

3 3821.30 26161. 8 Y6-P6 

15 3818.6 3 3817.541 7 3817 .50 26187.4 Y2-P2 16 

1 3816 .549 6 3816 .56 26194.2 Y7-P7 

15 3800.8 2 3800 . Hl 6 3800 . 14 26307.3 Y3-P3 20 

15 3783.2 1 3783.192 6 3783 . 19 26425.2 P7- X 3 16 

15 3767.1 4 3767.372 6 3767.36 26536.2 PS- X 3 20 

6 3756.0 1 3756.635 3 3756 .62 26612.0 Y7-P6 

9 3745.2 3 3744 .404 5 3744 .42 26698 .9 P9- X. 25 

9 3739.2 2 3739 . 125 5 3739 . 13 26736.6 P6- X 2 25 

9 3722 . 1 2 3721.344 5 3721.34 26864.4 Ys-Ps 25 

9 3716.9 1 3716 .594 5 3716 .60 26898.7 P9- X 3 25 

15 3682.3 6 3681.525 6 3681. 54 27154.6 P7- X 2 20 

8 3677.6 3 3676.05 27195.4 Yi-Pi 25 

10 3670.2 3 3668 .627 3 3668.60 27250.4 Y6-PS 40 

1 3650.6 2 3647 .95 27404.7 Ys-17 

4 3639.8 3 3637 .00 27487.4 l'S-Pi 

9 3627.9 1 3626.390 4 3626.42 27567 .6 

15 3618.4 5 3618.429 6 3618 .49 27627.8 P9-X2 20 

12 3609.4 5 3608.871 5 3608 .88 27701.4 Y7-PS 20 

2 3593.8 2 3593.22 27822.3 YS-P6 

2 3587.1 2 3586.60 27873.6 Y6-Pi 

8 3562.5 4 3562.15 28064.7 Y9-17 
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T ABLE 5 (Continued) . 

l I --F[~ I Term-
0 

eombi- ~ À ÀI. A Zlvacuum 

nation ~ Remarks 

Int. I Z.D. I Int. I D. I Int. I d.B. I I 
r.x; 

20 3530 .9 8 3530.707 7 3530 . 75 28314 .6 Xg-PIO 16 

3 3529 . 53 28324.3 Y7- P4 

1 3528 .51 28332.5 YS-P3 

9 3490 .8 (28630 .3) YS-P2 Me. L. 

10 3480.9 6 3481. 11 28718.2 Y6-P3 
3489 ± 0.5 

3 3457 .4 2 3457.85 28911 .5 Yg-PS 

1 3447 .40 28999 . 1 ls-4p2 6 

1 3446 .40 29007.5 ls-4Pl 6 

20 3439.9 7 3440.05 29061 . 1 Y IO-P9 20 

2 3427.0 2 3427 . 13 29170.7 Y7-P3 

15 3421 .9 i 3421.83 29215.8 20 

1 3417 .0 2 3416.76 29259.2 

15 3404 .2 6 3404.24 29367 .6 Y2-P1 20 

9 3392.6 3 3392 .63 29467 .2 Y7-P2 

15 3384 .6 6 3384 .86 29534 .9 Y 1O-P7 20 

15 3380 .3 6 3380.62 29571.9 Y9-PS 20 

15 3373 .5 6 3373.60 29633 .4 20 

2 3356.2 2 3356.51 29784 .3 Y3-P1 

15 3345.0 6 3345.32 29883.9 20 

2 3338.0 1 3337 .67 29952 .4 Y IO- P6 

3 3258 .6 3 3258 .81 30677.3 Yg-P2 

5 3290.65 30380.4 Yg-P3 20 

3 3253.9 3 3253 .98 30722 .8 

10 3220.2 4 3220.60 31041.2 YIO-PS 25 

10 3190.0 5 3190 .07 31338 .2 Y9-P2 20 

2 3189 .28 31346 .0 

3 3171.8 2 3171.81 31518 .6 Y4-P1 

6 3157.0 2 3157.15 31665.0 Y 1O-P4 
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TABLE 5 (Contlnued) . 

Term-
0 0 

combi-À À I. A À I. A lJvacuum 

nation 

Int. I Z . D . I Int. I D. I Int. I d.B. I I 
-4 31-42.7 2 31-42.75 31810.0 YS-PI 

15 310-4.9 6 3105 .00 32196.8 Y6-PI 

8 3071 .7 3 3075.00 32510.9 YIO-P3 

20 3061. 7 5 3062 . 18 32617.0 Y7-PI 

3 30-47 .0 2 30-47 . 16 32808.0 YIO-P2 

9 3030.-4 2 3030.-43 32989.1 YII --:-P9 

1 2950.9 2 2950 .88 33878.3 YII-P6 

5 2809.0 3 2808 .99 35589.6 YII-Ps 

5 2777.9 2 2777.89 35987.8 YIO-PI 

9 2713.5 -4 2713 .55 36138 .-4 YII-P3 

10 2550.0 6 2550 .02 39203 .7 PI-XI 

5 250-4 .6 3 250-4.60 3991-4.6 YII-PI 

1 2358 .70 -42383 . 2 P2-XI 

1 23-42.3 3 23-42.30 12679 .8 P3-XI 

1 2296.79 -43525 .6 P4-XI 

TABLE 6. 

IJvacuum lIvacuum 
Int. À Observer calcu1ated observed 

-4-4329.0 -4-4327 .6 3 2255.29 Me. LENNAN 

-4-4569 .5 ii569 .5 2 2213 .0 .. .. 
-47-482.7 -47182.0 1 2105 . -45 .. .. 

0 

56689.2 56689 0 1761.0 (I. A) SHAVER 
0 

57971 .6 57971 3 1725 .0 (I.A) .. 

8. Comparison with other observers. 
The lines : 

~ 
~ Remarks 
tt; 

20 

20 

? 

Termcombl-
nation 

Y7 -XIO 

Y6-X 9 

YI - X 6 

YIO-X2 

YII-X7 

1. 6012.41; 2. 5969.64; 2. 5512.69; 1.5017.34; 2.4317.85;3.3900.11; 
3. 3821.30; 3. 3529.53; 1. 3528.51 
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already calculated from the termscheme were present on the plates. 
Between the lines 4829 and 4744 are different faint lines. some of these 
lines are arclines. The lines 3. 6050 and 2. 5730 observed by Me. 
LENNAN are absent. A group of lines between 4115 and 4057 only 
recorded by NEL THORPE was absent. NEL THORPE reported that these lines 
possibly may be enhanced lines of chlorine. 

The lines: 1. 3749.1 1. 3727.5 1. 3713.2 tabulated only by EDER and 
VALENTA are probably lines of 0 II. On some plates there appear a 
number of new lines with the three above mentioned. We could identify 
the main lines of the spectrum of 0 Il. 1) As to the origin it may be 
possibly a reduction of the oxide formed filling the tube anew. If the 
bulb contains 0 the spectrum of 0 Il is present without the arc and 
bandspectrum. We will investigate this spectrum in connection with the 
preliminary analysis ~f CROZE. 2) 3) 

We record some lines not tabulated by other observers. We could. 
however. not arrange these lines in the termscheme. 

3. 4938.75 2. 3985.66 4. 3932.72 2. 3857.95. 
A number of faint lines and some strong lines. only recorded by 

DAHMEN we could not confirm. It may be possible that the tables of 
DAHMEN contain lines of the blue spectrum of argon. The strong lines 
of DAHMEN: 4) 

3. 4375.954 4. 4332.024 3. 4041.367 6. 3891.449 and 4. 3787.901 
were absent. Perhaps it may be the (blue) argonlines: 

3. 4375.95 3. 4332.03 2. 3891.40. The line 3.4041.367 may be perhaps 
the airline 4041.37. Different faint lines coincide: also with argonlines f.i. 

1. 4502.946 5. 4502.94. 

2. 4420.904 1. 4420.94 (ED. and V AL. 4420.89). 

l. 4367.848 1. 4367.78 ( .. 4367.87). 

1. 4362.053 2. 4362.05 . 

l. 4275.204 l. 4275.18. 

2. 4072.034 4. 4072.01 (ED. and VAL. 4072.03). 

2. 3992.080 2. 3992.05. 

9. Critica I potentials. 

The measurements of the critica 1 potentials of the alkalis by MOHLER 
are important in connection with the analysis of the sparkspectra. A 
summary has been given in the following Table:s 7 and 8. 

1) These lines are also characteristic in some spectra of stars f. i. {3 Canis majoris. 
2) CROZE: Comptes Rendus : 180. 1925. p. 278 and 432. 
3) Note added in proof : Recently Prof. A. FOWLER F. R. S. has published a extended 

investigation about this spectrum. . 
i) C. f. MOHLER. Bureau of Standards No. 505. 1925. p. 181. 
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TABLE 7. 

l Li I NaT T Rb 
I 

Cs Observed effects 

2 

3 

54 ± 2 35 ± 2 19 ± 1 16 .0 ± 0.5 14 ± 2 Radiation ; increase in ioni-
sation ; spark lines with 
large currents. 

23 ± 1 21.6±0 . 5 Increased radiation ; sp ark 
lines enhanced with large 
currents. 

44 ± 2 28 ± 1 25 . 2 ± 1 21.5 ± 1 Spark lines with low 
current. 

TABLE 8. • 

Element VI 1 V2 V3 ~ ~ 
Li 5.4 54 (67.5) (13 . 5) (62 . 1) 

Na 5.1 (31 . 5) 44 (12 . 5) 38 .9 

K 4 .3 19.0 28 9 23 . 7 

Rb 4 . 2 16 .0 25 . 2 9.2 21.0 

Cs 3 .9 (13.5) 21.5 (8.0) 17.6 

VI = work required to remove the valence electron from the norm al 
atom (given by the arc limit). 

V 2 = work required to remove a single electron from the rare gas 
shell of the normal atom. 

V 3 = work of double ionization. 
V' 1= work required to re move the valence electron from the atom 

ionized from the rare gas shell. 
V '2= work required to remove one electron from the rare gas shell 

of the ion with the valence electron removed (spark spectrum 
limit). 

10. Summary . 

The spectrum of ionised potassium obtained by means of the electrode~ 
less discharge has been photographed with a grating and measured in the 
region ;. 8000-2000. The accuracy may be ± 0.03 A. A part of the 
measures has been recorded in this paper. A number of lines (± 150) 
has been c1assified in a termscheme analogous with the scheme of the 
Neonspectrum. 
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This research is done in the labo ra tory of Prof. P. ZEEMAN and I 
am indebted to Prof. P. ZEEMAN for continued interest and ad vice. 

Description of Plates. 
The photographs I. 11. lIl. IV and V give the spectrum of ionised 

potassium in the region À 6800 - À 2270. T hese were taken with a 
grating (ROWLAND's mounting). Grating: 8 X 5 cm total number of lines 
51919. radius of curvature 1.98 M.. dispersion first order ± 8.7 A 
p. m. M. The main wave1engths are added. The group of 9 lines 
starting from À 1829.2 is an example of a (P X)-combination. These 
group is also indicated in the termscheme (See Jlg. 1) . 

The intensity of the nrst order of this grating was very great. The 
blue discharge was very brilliant. This is shown by the time of exposition 
of plate 11. which amounted 5 minutes. 

Photograph IV gives the ultraviolet part of the spectrum. The plate 
has been sensitized with paraffine-oil. Photograph VI is taken with a 
one prism spectograph and gives the two types of discharges which 
could be obtained. 

Note to the English translafion . 
In a further investigation we could establish the inner quantumnumbers of the terms 1) . 

The P terms have quite the same inner quantum numbers as in the case of neon. It is 
now proved that the terms symbolised by Pare really P terms. Probably it is not the 
lowest P term complex . The term differences of the P terrns in the spectrum of ionised 
potassium follow a similar law to those in the case of Neon. In the spectrum of ionised 
potassium the differences are ± 2 to 3 times larger. 

I have found the term PlO = 50770.7 (with J = 0) too. The difference PIO-P9 = 4641.3. 
The following lines are yet classificd : 

2. 5488.06 18216.4 Y3- PIO· 
3. 4938.74 20242.2 YS-PIO (see 8) . 
7. 3530.75 28314.6 Xg-PIO' 
3. 3301.60 30279.6 XS-PIO' 

1) 1 am indebted to Mr. S. GOUDSMIT some interesting remarks regarding the inner 
quantumnumbers. 



Palaeontology. - "On the Principal Characters of the Femur of 
Pithecanthropus Erectus." By Prof. Eua. DUBOIS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of March 27. 1926). 

The left femur was dug up at Trinil in August 1892. during low-water 
level of the Bengawan. when the most fossiliferous layer of the andesite 
tuff was again accessible. Ten months earlier the calvarium had been 
found in that deposit of an ancient river. at 15 m distance in the same 
stratigraphic plane. This circumstance. added to the anatomical relations 
between the two objects, renders it almost infinitely probable that they 

. represent parts of the same individual. 
The state of petrifaction is also the same. The femur has the same 

deep brown colour as the calvarium. It weighs 1018 gr .. which is more 
than twice the weight of a human femur of the same size. to which 
the fossiI. on the whoie. bears a striking resemblance. The volume is 
485 cm3• Without the exostosis and without the comparatively small 
defects this would have been 467 cm3• On an average Negroes and al50 
Australians have a slightly less voluminous femur. at the same length; 
in Europeans. on the other hand. it is averagely much more voluminous. 
Assuming the cavities to occupy about half of the total volume of the 
bone. as in human femora. and the compact bone substance to have 
aspecific weight of about 2.7. as all other fossil bones of the Kendeng
fauna. I estimate that more than 100 cm3• about 2/5 of all the cavities. 
are filled up with calcite and some pyrite. The existence of this filling 
can be observed through the hole in the popliteal surface and by 
röntgenograms. 

The femur is nearly complete and little injured. Some small defects 
can only be judged properly by the study of the fossil bone itself. 
That hole in the popliteal surface has been caused during the excava
tion. a piece of compacta of a length of almost 4 cm and of a 
breadth of from 1 to 11/ 2 cm broke off and got lost. In the same 
way a piece in the fossa intercondyloidea. about 2 cm long. has got 
lost. and also a small fragment at the anterior extremity of the 
condylus medialis. Immediately above its lower edge the condylus 
lateralis further shows a round impression of the point of a crocodile 
tooth. Some marks of crocodile teeth are to be se en at the upper 
portion of the femur. Thus on the front side: in the collum. beside 
the caput. a shallow impression accompanied with small fractures. and 
between the linea intertrochanterica anterior and the lower part of the 
trochanter major. a deeper. round impression. directed obliquely from 
the inner side and above towards the outer side and below. At the 
back side: in the middle of the collum a semi-circular impression obliquely 
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across fragments going from above and the inner si de towards below 
outward; another in the upper corner of the trochanter major. which 
corner is further broken off; on the outer Bide of the crista intertro~ 

chanterica a large shallow impression at the place of the tuberculum 
musculi quadrati. and a smalI. very shallow impression 1 cm lower; a 
double shallow impression on the trochanter major. in the middle of the 
surface for the tendon of the musculus glutaeus medius. The caput 
femoris. preserved for the most part. presents however extensive defects 
on the margin of the globular articular surface. which we re probably 
also caused by crocodiles. 50 that of that margin only a small part has 
remained preserved on the upper side. and a still smaller part on the 
10wer side. 

The large exostosis below the trochanter minor takes the place of 
the intermuscular connective tissue between th,~ vastus medialis and the 
adductores. accompanying the arteria and the vena profunda femoris 
and their rami perforantes. The course of these: blood~vessels can dearly 
be recognized by the grooves and perforations of the exostosis. At the 
same place as in Man. the musculus adductor brevis has evidently la in 
behind the exostosis; its lower edge being apparently indicated by that 
of the exostosis and its hook. On the much .smaller excrescence of the 
inner lip of the linea aspera bel ow the main mass of the exostosis the 
insertion of the adductor longus is dearly impressed. somewhat more to 
the front than that of the adductor brevis. which covered it above. 
The insertion of the adductor longus was about 10 cm long. 

Measures. The whole leng th of the femur in the natural position 
(measure 2 of RUD. MARTIN'S Lehrbuch der Anthropologie) is 455 mmo 

According to human proportions a body heiHht of 160 " to 170 cm has 
been calculated from this. From particulars of the femur and the calvarium 
it may however be deduced with certainty l:hat the proportions must 
have deviated considerably from those of Man. in the direction of those 
of the Anthropoids. so that the trunk must have been out of proportion 
longer than in Man. . 

The length of the diaphysis (measure 5 of "RuD. MARTIN) is 373 mmo 
The sagittal and the transverse diameter of the diaphysis. just below 
the excrescence of the linea aspera, about in the middle of the length 
(measure 6 and 7 of RUD. MARTIN) are 29 and 28 mmo The circum~ 

ference there (measure 8). at the same time the smallest of the diaphysis, 
is 89 mmo 

At the femora of 26 negroes in the Muséum d'histoire naturelle and 
the Musée Broca of the École d' AnthropoloHie at Paris I found with 
lengths from 425 to 494, mean 455 mm .• for this circumference on an 
average 83.7 mmo at the femora of 2 Australians with lengths of 443 
and 458 mm a mean circumference of 83 mm; at the femora of 10 
Frenchmen with lengths from 414 to 492 mmo mean 444 mmo a circum~ 
ference of 86 mmo and at the femora of 3 Japanese with lengths from 

48 
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIX. 
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410 ta 422 a mean circumference of 85 mmo The femur of Trinil may, 
accardingly, be called anything but slender. An impregsion of slenderness 
is anly due ta the absence of the ardinary human "trumpet farm" 
of the lawer end. Of the Hylobatides anly a short~legged race of Sym~ 
phalangus syndactylus (of Gunung Sago) has a femur which is equally 
little slender. As with equal length the power of resistance against 
breaking of a bone increases as the third power of the diameter (or of 
the circumference) of the diaphysis, Pithecanthropus had a femur which 
was a fifth stronger than on an average that of the negroes. The 
muscular force was probably alsa greater in the same proportion ; then 
with the same proportion of trunk and legs, the body weight was almast 
a third greater. 

The equatorial diameter of the caput femoris in the transversal plane 
is 44.7 mm and the sagittal diameter, perpendicular ta it, about 44 mm 
(measures 18 and 19 of MARTIN). 

The distal foramen nutritium lies 196 mm abave the lower end of 
the femur. 

The greatest length of the condylus lateralis is 62 mm, that of the 
condylus medialis 64 mm (measures 23 and 24). In Man the lateral 
candylus is not always longest ; in some cases the medial condylus. 

The curvature of the diaphysis (measured accarding to RIED's methad 1)) 
is 8 mmo The summit of the curve lies at 171

/ 2 cm above the patellar 
part of the articular surface of the knee~joint . In comparison with most 
human femara this curvature is slight and the summit situated also at a 
camparatively low point. In an only moderately curved negro femur 
(New Museums Cambridge, N°. 12, leng th 485 mm) I measure 13 mm 
at 23 cm abave the knee~joint. Calculated ta the same femur leng th 
this wauld became 12 mmo The femur of Pithecanthropus is certainly 
not straight, as most femora of the Hylobatides are. In a Hylabates 
agilis I find, hawever, the same curvature of the diaphysis (calculated ta 
the same length) as in Pithecanthrapus. Particular distinctive significance 
can, it seems ta me, ' not be assigned to th is height of the femur curve. 
On the other hand I con si der it of particular significance that the femur 
of Trinil exhibits the strongest curvature ta the front very low, at about 
7 cm above the level of the patellar articular surface, i.e. at the same 
place wh ere the diaphysis possesses its greatest antero~pasterior thickness, 
because at the backside at th is place the buttress of the mediao wall 
attains its greatest strength. 

The "angle of torsiao" (measure 28) is 19°. As in Man this angle is 
very variabie in the Anthrapoids, hence without distinctive significance. 

The calla~diaphysis angle (measure 29) is 123°. 
The angle between the anatomical axis and the perpendicular ta the 

inferior tangent of the candyles (transversal inclination) is 11 0, the angle 

1) A. H. Rum, Die Schaftkrümmung des menschJichen Femur. AnthropoJogischer Anzeiger. 
Jahrgang I, p. 102-108. München 1921. 
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of the mechanic axis with this perpendicular 6°. With joined knees 
(with the soft parts) the breadth over the two great trochanters would 
consequently not have been more than 32 cm. 

The resemblance of the fossil femur to th at of Man. in contrast to 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3. 

the Apes. is very marked in the knee~joint . which was adapted for 
perfect extension of the leg. This appears in particular when the sagittal 
line of curvature of the condyles is compaled with that of men and 
apes. From cross-sections of accurate plaster casts of the tibio~femoral 
part of the cartilage~less medial condylus. according to the line of 
contact of the condyli with a horizontal plane upon which they roll. 
I find that in Pithecanthropus (fig. 1. natural size) the radii of the 
spiral line decrease from the front backwards slightly more. i. e. in the 
ratio of 100: 37.5. than as a rule in Man. where the proportion of the 
frontmost and the backmost radius generally deviates little from that in 
the negro (Anatomical museum Amsterdam. length of femur 471 mm) 
of fig. 2. i. e. 100: 46. In the Anthropoids the radii of curvature 
decrease much Ie ss from the front backward. perhaps most in Gorilla. 
In fig. 3. natura 1 si ze, of a ~ Gorilla the ratio is 100: 64. In these 
three figures the points above the curve indicate the evolute of the 
shifting axis of rotation. Pithecanthropus seeDlS to outs trip the human 
mean in this respect; thus also in the transversl~ curves of the backmost 
parts of the condyles. as seen from behind perpendicularly to the shaft 
of the femur. Especially the media 1 condylus is still flatter th ere than as 
a rule in Man. Compare fig. 4. natural size. of Pithecanthropus and 

Fig. i. Fig. 5. 

6g. 5 of the negro mentioned before (Amsterdam). In that composite arti~ 
culation, the trocho~ginglymus of the knee~joint. the ginglymus component 
was even more predominating than in Man, in contrast to the Anthro~ 
poids. Rotation of the tibia in the knee~joint th us was of still less im~ 
portance than in Man. the contrast to the Apes greater. 

48* 
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In the röntgenogram. both in that of the upper end of the femur and 
the lower end. the "trajectoria" of the human type may be recognized. 
though on account of the filled cavities they are not so clear as in other 
thigh~bones. 

Two characters distinguish the Trinil femur very decidedly Erom 
that of Man. These are in physiological relation to each ·other. though 
the first refers to the form of the lower part of the diaphysis and the 
other to that of the trochanter major at the superior extremity of the femur. 

Down to low on the popliteal surface and beginning at more than 
11 cm above the level of the patellar articular surface the back side 
shows a median swelling and rounding. 8elow the linea aspera. which is 
not strengthened in this femur to a buttress. crista femoris or "pilastre" . 
a median buttress has eVidently developed. descending to less than 2 cm 
above the knee~joint. In Man. on the contrary. the ridge proceeds as a 
rule. with the external supracondylar line or labium laterale (I) of the 
linea aspera. to the lateral condylus. and accordingly the lateral condylus 
of Man is cOJlsidered as receiving the most of the pressure of the body~ 
weight. In Pithecanthropus the line of pressure seems to fall between the 
condyles. accordingly a median buttress placed lower seems to be 
necessary. 

This peculiarity of the Pithecanthropus~femur may be best judged by 
cross~sections of accurate plaster casts. which are reproduced here. In 

p 

m 

Fig. 6. Fig. 7. 

the figures from 6 to 22. all natural size. the points a (before) and p 
(behind) lie in the median plane of the shaft. m represents the continu~ 
ation of the labium mediale and I of the labium laterale of the linea 
aspera. In fig. 6 of the cross~section at only 2 cm above the level of 
the patellar articular plane the median rounding still exists. This is absent 
at the corresponding level in the negro mentioned (Cambridge). (fig. 7). 
though the femur at that place is still somewhat less broad than that 
of Pithecanthropus. It is also absent in the ordinary European type. as 
at the femur with exostosis of Strassburg mentioned by SCHWALBE I) 

I) G. SCHWALBE t. Studien über das Femur von Pithecanthropus erectus Dubols. 
(Studlen über .. Pithecanthropus erectus Dubois". II Teil). Herausgegeben von EUGEN 

FISCHER. Zeitschrift für Morphologle und Anthropologie. Bel. 21. p. 359. Stuttgart 1921. 
The cross-sections of th is right femur represented here have been reversed for a compar
Ison with the other leh femora. 
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(fig. 8. length of femur 458 mm) and in another type. with large tuber~ 
culum supracondyloideum. of a Dutchman (fig. 9. leng th of femur 454 
mm). Fig. 10 is the cross~section of the Trinil femur at 3.2 cm above the 
articular surface. and fig. 11 at 4 cm above this surface. Fig. 12 represents. 
at corresponding level. the cross~section of the femur of the negro 
(Cambridge). fig . 13 at a height of 4 cm that of the Strassburg~femur. 

p 

p 

• 
Fig. 8. Fig. 9. 

fig. 14 of one of the five roundest femora at the corresponding level 
(femur H) found by MANOUVRIER I) among a thousand. He explains this 
form by the weakening of the lateral prolongation of the linea aspera 
or "prolongement pilastrique" in consequence of smaller extension of 
the origin of the musculus vastus intermedius ("muscle crural") down~ 

p 
p 

u 

Fig. 10. Fig. 11. Fig . 12. 

p 

p 

a 

Fig. 13. Fig. H. 

I) L. MANOUVRIER, Deuxième étude sur Ie Pithecanthropus erectus. Bulletin de la 
Société d'Anthropoiogie de Paris. Torne 6 (ie série). p. 560 e. v . 1895. 
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ward and outward. Among many human femora of various races 
also HEPBURN I) found some with strong median convexity at corre
sponding level. but in no human femur described or known to me 
does th is convexity rise in the same degree above the joining line of 
m with I, and does it bulge upwards to such a buttress-like median 
swelling as in Pithecanthropus. At 7.2 cm above the articular surface the 
median convexity of the back si de of the femur of Pithecanthropus is 
most pronounced (fig. 15). In the negro of Cam bridge (fig. 16) the space 
between mand 1 is only slightly arched at the same level. and in the 
Strassburg-femur with exostosis (fig. 17) for the greate~ part flat. At 
11 cm above the articular plane the fossil femur shows already this 
median buttress of the back side (fig. 18) beside the external lip of the 
linea aspera, the internal lip is absent. Fig. 19 is the cross-section of 
the Trinil femur at 17 cm above the knee joint, and fig. 20 of the 
Strassburg-femur at 16 cm. Fig. 21 is the cross-sec ti on of the Trinil 
femur at 20 cm, through the excrescence in front of the adductor longus 
muscle, where on the outside of the linea aspera the greatest excavation 
through the vastus lateralis exists, and fig . 22 at 22 1/ 2 cm, just under 
the large exostosis. 

p 

• • 
Fig. 15. Fig. 16. 

p p 

D • • 
Fig. 17. Fig . 18. Plg. 19. 

I) D. HEPBURN, The Trinil Femur (Pithecanthropus erectus) contrasted with the Femora of 
various Savage and Civilised Races. Journalof Anatomy and Physiology, Vol. 31. p. 1. 1897. 
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In these cross~sections of the fossil femur the complete absence of an 
angulus medialis also strikes the eye. in contrast with the human femur • 

a 

Fig. 20. 
• 

Fig. 21. 
• 

Fig. 22. 

but in accordance with this bone in Apes. In Man the inner side (as 
angulus medialis) remains free from attachment of muscles ; in the Apes. 
on the other hand. the origin of the vastus intermedius or of the 
vastus medialis continues on the inner si de of the femur. enveloping this 
bone continuously. Thus it seems also to have been in Pithecanthropus. 

It seems to me th at the very peculiar shape of the lowest third 
part of the diaphysis of the femur of Pithecanthropus should be attri~ 
buted to static and mechanic causes. as was already indicated above. 
But to other static and mechanic properties of a bone must also corres~ 
pond other muscular arrangements. Modifications of the form of the 
human femur. which undoubtedly indicate modified static and mechanic 
qualities. are always accompanied by corresponding modified muscular 
actions. hence modified muscle attachments. It has further appeared from 
many measurements that muscular force is the greatest of the forces 
acting on the bones. Comparison of large and small homomorphous 
(related) species of animaIs. as Rat and Mouse. Lion and Cat. shows 
moreover that the relative strength of the bones is not determined by 
gravity (the body~weight). but by muscular force. 

Now it is clearly to be seen on the femur of Pithecanthropus that the 
insertion of the adductor magnus below the linea aspera was different 
from that in Homo. Of the labium mediale. running in Man to the 
epicondylus medialis. only two small knobs are to be seen. at 11 1

/ 2 and 
10 cm. and a line between 5 and 3 cm above the level of the patellar 
árticular surface. The small development of this part of the labium 
mediale is particularly striking by the side of the other. very strongly 
modelled muscle insertions. This. together with the rotundity of the 
diaphysis on the inner side. and the existence of the buttress~shaped 
median swelling. are circumstances which render a fleshy median 
attachment of the portio pubica (portio nervi obturatorii) of the adductor 
magnus in Pithecanthropus probable. a development and way of insertion 
differing from that of Man. but occurring. with few exceptions. in the 
Monkey tribe. through which the function of this muscle is modified. 
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Many years ago I was enabled by Professor BOLK to examine this insertion 
on musc1e preparations of a number of Apes. I may now be allowed to 
represent the principal results of this investigation in the figures 23 to 
30. in which Am indicates the attachment of the portio nervi obturatorii 
of the adductor magnus. I of the portio nervi ischiadici (musculus ischio~ 
femoralis), B of the caput breve of the biceps femoris. In Anthropopi~ 
thecus troglodytes (fig. 23). Simia satyrus (fig. 24). Nasalis larvatus (fig. 25). 
Cynomolgus fascicularis (fig. 26). Cynopithecus niger (fig. 27). also 
Macacus nemestrinus and Cynocephalus maimon. further Ate1es paniscus 

Fig. 23. Fig . 24. 
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(fig. 28). Am fleshy and broad. is extended low as far as into the planum 
popliteum. which in many Apes. among others in the Chimpanzee and 
the Orang~utan. exhibits a median convexity certainly caused in the 
first place mechanically. In the movements of all these species in the trees 
this insertion of the very powerful muscIe is particularly serviceable to 
bring the centre of gravity of the body from outside above the fixed 
leg. and at the same to turn the front to the other side. Only in the 
Hylobatides: Hylobates javanicus (fig. 29). H. agilis and Symphalangus 
the insertion of this part of the ;dductor magnus. though also a powerful 
muscIe. terminates partly tendinous at great distance above the popliteal 
surface. To the wonderfully e1astic skipping movements of the Hylobatides 
belongs a long femur with more tendinous insertion Iying c10ser to the 
coxal joint. 

On the femur of Pithecanthropus there are no traces to be found of 
an insertion similar to that of Man (fig. 30); that at the labium mediale 
of the linea aspera is se en to end abruptly wh ere the median buttress 
and swelling begins. which gradually broadens over the back si de of 
the femur to low in the planum popliteum. in the same way as this 
adductor muscIe does in most Apes. Monkeys and Baboons. This induces 
me to assume that in Pithecanthropus the muscIe. broadening downward. 
was attached fleshy at the middle of the posterior surface of the femur 
to low in the planum popliteum . . Longitudinal slight grooves there are 
undoubtedly traces of this insertion. In virtue of this insertion - or' rather 
this origin - the muscIe possessed. in deviation from its function in Man. 
an action going hand in hand with the adducing action. of rotating 
the femur strongly outwards. or rather an action bringing. with fixed 
leg. the centre of gravity of the upper part of the body from outside 
above th is leg. and turning at the same time the front to the other side. 
as in most Apes. For the rest all the muscles that rotate the femur 
outwards seem to have possessed this power in a high degree. The 
inward rota ti on by the portio ischiadica was. on the contrarY. probably 
comparatively weak. 

Another special character that very definitely distinguishes the femur 
of Pithecanthropus from that of Man. and which is in physiological 
relation to the just described character. is the position of the trochanter 
major in the continuation of the diaphysis. Fig. 31 (like fig. 32 postero~ 
lateral view from photograph at a great distance) accurately indicates 
this position at 3/ ot natural size. The trochanter major shows the same 
prominent diagonal line e. which on its quadrilateral external surface 
extends from the posterior~superior to the anterior~inferior angle. as in 
Man. with the same triangular surface above it. where this line alone 
(in the case that there is a bursa mucosa on the triangular surface) or 
together with . the triangular surface (in the case of non~existence of a 
bursa) serves for the attachment of the tendon of the glutaeus medius. 
Below the line e. at the place where in Man mostly a bursa is situated 
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under that part of the tendon of the glutaeus maxim us which is attached 
to the fascia Iata. the external surface of the trochanter major shows. as 

Fig. 31. Fig. 32. 

individual peculiarity. an excrescence. which eVidently originated from 
connective tissue. in the same way as the large exostosis below the 
trochanter minor. As in many cases in Man. and similarly in the Apes. 
the tendon of the glutaeus medius in Pithecanthropus seems · to have 
been attached not only at the prominent diagonal line. but also at the 
trigonal part of the surface of the great trochanter up to the superior 
border. Behind the said excrescence and along the crista intertrochanterica 
the bone is smooth. The posterior border with the whole great trochanter 
is directed vertically upward. In Man. on the other hand. as weIl as in 
almost all Apes. Monkeys and Baboons the posterior border with the 
whole great trochanter has an oblique direction upwards and forward 
(fig. 32. femur of a Dutchman). In Pithecanthropus the great trochanter 
is not placed on the diaphysis slanting forward as in Man and in 
the whole Monkey tribe. with the exception of two genera. but forms 
as it were. a prolongation of the diaphysis upwards. I) This points to a 
peculiar condition of the musculus glutaeus medius (and the m. gl. minimus) 
in Pithecanthropus. The direction of the trochanter major of Man. slanting 
forward. is undoubtedly a consequence of the forward expansion of the 
ilium and hence of the origin of the glutaeus medius and of the glutaeus 
minimus. in front of the great trochanter. 

I) This is what in 1894 I expressed as concave form of the crista intertrochanterlca. 
without then observing a dJfference in the form of the great trochanter. 
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Although in Man the thigh. which is bent in the Apes. is brought in 
a line with the body. and consequently the trochanter is turned forward. 
the ilium has expanded equally much in the same direction. not being 
overtaken by the turned trochanter. In the Apes. sensu generali. the ilium 
has expanded forward much less faro if at all. but nevertheless the trochanter 
major generally points upwards and forwards. on account of the habitually 
bent position of the femur. Thus also in Symphalangus. which though he 
can stretch the femur fairly faro possesses a comparatively heavy. long. 
and broad trunk and heavy arms. like Gorilla. through which the ossa 
ilii are developed somewhat more "basin"~shaped than in Hylobates. the 
crests of the ilia diverge. and the two spinae anteriores superiores are 
situated relatively far to the front. In consequence of this the direction 
of the powerful musculus glutaeus medius. which inserts at the upper 
border of the great trochanter. is such. that also with extended femur. 
the trochanter major points upwards and forward. This is different in 
the so closely allied genus Hylobates. Possessing on an average absolutely 
equally long femora . as Symphalangus. which certainly are not less ex~ 
tensible. the species of this genus have an absolutely and relatively 
shorter and narrower trunk. Consequently the ossa ilii are not broadened , 
and not expanded forward. but they are narrow. and placed with their 
crests almost or entirely transverse. The tendon of the glutaeus medius. 
which muscIe is equally powerful in relation to the si ze of the body. is 
in consequence of this. also directed more vertical towards the great 
trochanter. and not obliquely backwards as in Symphalangus. and that 
process is not placed on the diaphysis obliquely upwards and forwards. 
but in its prolongation. as in Pithecanthropus. 

A similar but less sharp difference in the shape of the great trochanter 
as between Hylobates and Symphalangus exists between Chimpanzee 
and Gorilla. owing to the relatively heavier trunk. and consequent 
forward expansion of the ilium of the latter. 

Accordingly Pithecanthropus cannot have possessed a human~shaped 
pelvis. but · as the femur could to all appearance be extended to a 
human ,degree. the pelvis may have been comparatively more human 
than that of Hylobates and Chimpanzee. The ten don of the glutaeus 
medius was inserted more posteriorly of the cent re of rotation of the 
hip~joint. and produced. therefore. a stronger outward rotation constantly 
accompanying the abduction. With fixed leg the strong muscIe brought 
the centre of gravity of the body from the other side above that leg. 
and turned the front of the trunk to the other side. 

With such an unhuman pelvis the locomotion of Pithecanthropus cannot 
have been exclusively. perhaps not even chiefly. on the ground. The 
erect type was not perfectly developed. For not the whole structure of the 
body is in keeping with the erect posture and gait. This might al ready 
be inferred - judging from the preserved part of the skull - from the 
undoubtedly backward position of extern al auditory meatus. and with it of 
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the condyli occipitales and the foramen magnum. and from the not 
human slope of the nuchal plane of the occipital bone. in which characters 
Pithecanthropus occupies a pi ace about halfway between Man and the 
Anthropoids. 

The movements in the hip-joint described and the greatly predo
minating hinge-movement component in the knee-joint ren der it probable 
that Pithecanthropus was less ground-walker than tree-climber. but did 
not climb with a prehensile foot. in the way of the Apes. 

In the ordinary locomotion of Homo sapiens and Homo neandertalensis 
each leg supports alternately the body in such a way that with trans
versal knee axis placed as much as possible horizontally. the condylus 
lateralis is chiefly loaded. Por this reason the diaphysis is thicker above 
this condylus than above the condylus medialis - and also as a rule 
than between the two condyli - and the linea aspera. which may be 
strengthened to crista femoris or "pilastre" • continues from the middle. 
below the bifurcation of the labia of the linea aspera. in the lateral 
thickening of the diaphysis mentioned. 

In Pithecanthropus. on the other hand. the diaphysis was thickened 
in the middle also below this point of bifurcation. up to close above 
the knee-joint; mostly opposite the point of the strongest forward cur
vature. Evidently the line of pres su re lay here on the inner side of the 
condylus lateralis. because in the usual locomotion the supporting leg 
was not placed near the line of gravity of the body (though the diaphysis 
makes a human angle with the transverse axis of the knee-joint). but 
further outward; consequently the transverse axis did not remain hori
zontal. but descended obliquely inwards. and the pressure weighed on 
the inner border o{ the {oot. The leg then remained in abduced position. 
and at the same time turned outwards on account of the peculiar attach
ment of the musculus glutaeus medius. which muscle certainly as a 
whole produced astrong outward rotation of the femur combined with 
the abduction. The leg on extension being still less adapted for rotation 
in the knee-joint than that of Man. was on adduction. through the 
peculiar attachment of the musculus adductor magnus also turned outside 
with the foot. a necessary condition if the most usual locomotion con
sisted in climbing trees with afternately extended legs. Hence the two 
muscles mentioned. when bringing the trunk above the extended and 
fixed leg. turned the former at the same time with its front to the 
other side. The femur of Pithecanthropus was. therefore. also fit for 
locomotion on the ground. but by no means adapted so exclusively 
for it as in Homo sapiens and Homo neandertalensis. Yet the er~ct 
walking on the long legs. which were adapted for perfect extension. 
may have been distinguished by great speed. if ver y long arms served 
at the same time as a kind of crutches. If Pithecanthropus had long 
arms. these could enable him to perfection to climb thick solitary 
trees projecting high above their surroundings. in the same way as the 
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aborigines of Australia according to LUMHOL TZ'S description (as figured 
at foot). but without the aid of a rope. To this specialization. which 
includes an erect gait on the ground. his high cephalisation. compared 
to that of the anthropoid Apes. is. in my opinion. to be ascribed. 

-------



Physics. - .. The Distribution of Thermal Energy in Organic Molecules". 
By DONALD H . ANDREWS. I

) (Supplement N°. 57b to the commu~ 
nication from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden). (Communicated 
by Prof. W. H. KEESOM). 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 29. 1926). 

§ I . Because of the rapidly accumulating data in the fields of specific 
heat and infra red spectra which promise to provide a new method of 
studying orgaDic compounds. th ere is arising a need for some theory to 
correlate these observations as a guide for future work. To fill this need 
the following theory. or perhaps better. working hypothesis is presented 
which offers an explanation of the shape of the typical specific heat 
curve. leading. it is hoped. to a better understanding of the band spectra. 

The fundamental postulate of this theory is that the organic molecules 
in a crystal can be treatec;i as a dynamica I system having a number 
of independent modes of vibrations into which the molecular thermal motions 
can be resolved. Each one of these modes of vibration is assumed to 
act as a simple Planck oscillator. so that the average amount of its 
energy and heat capacity depends only on its temperature and characteristic 
frequency. Thus for a single degree of freedom in a gram molecule the 
heat capacity is 

[( ~ y e;j 
C = ~_ =RFE(T

fJ
) . 

JI-e~/T)2 

T is the absolute tempera tu re. fJ . the .. converted frequency" . is the 
true characteristic frequency of the vibrator multiplied by (J = 4.778 X 10-11 • 

the ratio of PLANCK's constant. h. and BOL TZMANN's constant. k. The 
symbol FE is used to denote the EINSTEIN 2) specific heat function which 
is multiplied by R instead of 3 R because here it is applied to only a 
single degree of freedom . instead of to 3. the case of the monatomic 
solid for which it was developed. 

To illustrate the analysis of the motions of the molecule and atoms 
into these independent modes of vibration. the benzene molecule is selected 
as an example. and the vibrations are discussed in three parts. namely 
vibrations of the molecule as a whoie. of the CH groups. and of the 
H atoms. 

I) National Research Fellow (U. S. A.) on a fellowship of the International Education 
Board. 

2) A. EINSTEIN. Annalen der Physik (4) 22. 180. 1907. 
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§ 2. We may expect the vibrations of the molecule as a whole to 
resembIe the vibrations of the atoms in a monatomie solid where, 
according to DEBIJE's theory I) there are not only the translational 
vibrations of the individual atoms to be taken into account but also the 
elastic motions of the crystal lattiee. In the case of benzene, in addition 
to these degrees of freedom accounted for directly by DEBIJE's theory, 
we must also expect three degrees of freedom for rotational motion 
because a molecule like benzene certainly has a very appreciabIe moment 
of inertia, although individual atoms 2) apparently do not. The complete 
treatment of this problem, while extreme1y interesting, involves great 
difficulties in theory and has not been attempted, but in a simple way 
it is possible to get approximate values for the frequencies involved. 

The molecule is treated as a hexagonal frame with the mass, the 
positive nuclei of carbon, at the corners. We assume that the forces 
whieh resist the motion of this frame act on the carbon atoms, and that 
these forces are the same for each atom and resist the motion of the 
atom in any direction to roughly the same amount. According to the 
theory of the harmonie oscillator, the frequency of translational motion, 
OT, along any axis can be expressed as 

_~ l l KI +K2 + ... K6 
VT- 2n r 6m 

where KI.... K6 are the restoring forces per unit displacement of the 
molecule al~ng the axis chosen, acting on carbon atoms 1 .... 6; m is 
the mass of the carbon atom. Considering the frequency of rotation, 
VR, about any axis: 

where Cl'" C6 are the distances from carbon atoms 1 ... 6 to the axis 
of rotation, and K; ... K~ are similarly the forces per unit linear displace~ 
ment. Since we have postulated that all the K's and K" 5 have about 
the same value for any case, it is seen that all the values of VR and VT 

should be roughly the same. From those considerations we write for 
the motions of the molecule as a whoIe: 

(Cv )molecule=6RFD (8;) 
wh ere FD is the DEBIJE specific heat function whieh is here multiplied 
by 6 R instead of 3 R as in DEBIJE's original formula because we have 

I) P. DE BI JE, Ann. Physik. (IV), 39, 789 (1912). 
') Por treatment of inorganic compounds see NERNST, Vorträge über-die kinetische Theorie 

der Materie und der Elektrizität, Göttingen, 19li. Also W. M. LATIMER, Jour. Am.·Chem. 
Soc. H, 90, 1922. 
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here the six degrees of freedom instead of three as in the case of the 
JDonatomic solid. Om is the "average" • 50 to speak of the converted 
frequencies of each of the six degrees of freedom. 

The next step is to secure a numerieal value of Om 50 that the heat 
capacity may be calculated. For this purpose the only possibility seems 
to be the formula of LINDEMANN 1) whieh relates the frequency. Om • to the 
melting point. Tm. molecular weight. M. and atomie volume V. as follows 

In employing for a large complex molecule this formula whieh was 
developed for a monatomie solid it does not seem reasonable to use the 
mo/ecu/ar volume for V. whieh as cube root represents the distance the 
molecule must vibrate through to rupture the intermolecular bonds. In 
a crystal of benzene with the molecules stacked together like plates. 
as X-ray analysis indieates. it seems more likely that the forces holding 
the molecule together operate only over distances something like the 
distance separating two neighbouring atoms in the ring. rather than 
over a distance comparable to the whole length of the molecule. In 
other words if these forces are a residuum of the atomie valence forces. 
we can hardly expect them to extend much beyond the limits of the 
individual atomie volumes. We therefore use for V the atomie volume 
of graphite. and calculate Om for benzene to be 159. From this and a 
table of values of the Debije function the values of the heat capacity 
of benzene due to the motions of the molecule have been computed. 
and are arranged in Table I. column 1. 

In comparing these computed values. with the observed specific heat 
there is at high temperatures the difficulty th at the observed heat capa
city is due as much to the vibrations of the at om within the molecule 
as to the vibrations of the molecule as a whoie; but as will be shown 
later. below lOO°K.. the purely atomie vibrations become negligible 
because of their higher frequencies 50 that we can compare the values 
calculated in the above manner with the observed heat capacity in this 
reg ion of temperature. Figure 1 illustrates in the solid line (1) the com
puted total molal heat capacity for benzene. The circles represent the 
va lues observed by NERNST 2). The agreement seems to justify the general 
line of argument. 

There are also included here the values. computed in a similar manner. 
for hydroquinone together with the observed points 3) as crosses. The 
broken lines show the heat capacities of the other organie substances 

1) Physikal. Zeitschr. 11. 609. 1910. For the vBlue of the empirical constant see 
NERNST. note 2. pag_ 2. 

2) W. NERNST. Ann. d. Phys. 36. 395. 1911. 
3) LANGE. Z. Ph. Chem. 110, 351. 1924. 
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TABLE I. 

The mol al heat capacity of benzene. Melting point 278 .6 oK. 

Vibrations Total Heat 

capacity 
Carbon 

TOK. Molecule Expansion 
calc. 

Calories Hydrogen -obs. 

per degree 1. to / / to ringplane ringplane calc. obs. 2) 8= 568 I) 

I. 11. 111. IV. V . 

10 0.2 
I 

0.2 .3 - . 1 

20 1.7 1.7 1.7 0 

30 4 .0 0.0 4.0 4.5 - . 5 

40 6.1 0.1 6.2 6.6 -.4 

50 7.5 0 .0 0.2 7.7 8 .0 - . 3 

60 8 . 7 0 . 1 0 .4 9 . 2 9 . 4 -.2 

80 9 .9 0.5 0.7 11.1 11.1 0 

100 10.5 1.3 0 . 9 12 . 7 12 .9 -.2 

120 11.0 2.4 0.0 1.1 14.5 H.4 +.1 

HO 11.2 3.5 0.1 1.4 16.2 16.0 +.2 

160 11.4 4.6 0 . 2 1.6 17 .8 17 .4 +.4 

180 11.5 5.6 0.5 1.8 19.4 19.0 + . 4 

200 11.6 6.4 0.9 0.0 2 . 1 21.0 20 .5 +.5 

220 11.6 7.1 1.3 0.1 2 . 3 22 . 4 22 . 7 - . 3 

240 11.7 7.6 1.9 0 . 3 2.5 24.0 24 . 8 -.8 

260 11. 7 8.1 2.7 0.5 2.7 25.7 27.0 -1.3 

observed by various authors in this region. It is interesting to note that 
the more compact molecules all have heat capacities in the neighbourhood 
of 12 calories per degree at 1 aa°K. These substances follow a kind of 
DULONG and PETIT'S law since at this temperature the molal heat capa
city, which is principally due to the energy of molecular motion. ap
proaches the equipartition value, it being 12 calories per degree instead of 
six, because of rotational motion. With additional degrees of freedom 

I) Term 11 for 6 = 511, from ELLIS's general equation for C-c. 
T = 60 80 100 120 HO 160 180 200 220 240 260. 
Term 11=0 . 2 0.8 1.9 3.1 4.3 5.4 6.3 7.1 7.7 8.2 8.7. 

2) Note 2, page 746. 

4.9 
Proceedings Roya1 Acad. Amsterdam. Vo\. XXIX. 
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of low frequency. su eh as in heavy side chains. nitrobenzoic acid. or a long 
straight chain. butylalcohol. the values run somewhat higher as is to be 
expected. 

25.r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r-------, 

----I T 
Fig. 1. 

The molal hea t capacity for Benzene (1) calculated. 0 observed 1); 

Hydroquinone (2) calculated , X observed 2) . 
Dotted Iines show observed heat capacity for : (A) Dextrose 3), (B) Nitrobenzoic 
acid 1), (C) Nitroaniline 4). (0) ButylalcohoI 5), (E) Quinone 2) , (F) Glycerol 6) . 

(G) Ethylalcohol 5), (H) Methylalcohol 5) . 

§ 3. Turning next to the vibrations of the individual atoms within 
the molecule. the most promising sou ree of information about frequency 
is the absorption spectra. While the molecular frequencies just discussed 
correspond to radiation frequencies (wave length of ca. 100 ft) too far in 
the infra red to be studied at present. the evidence from the temperature 
of decomposition and other sou rees indicates that the radiation corres
ponding to the atomie frequencies should lie in the weIl known region 
of wave length below 15 ft . Here th ere are several observations of the 
spectrum of benzene. First. in an extensive study of the vapour. HENRI 7) 

1) W . NERNST, Ann. d . Phys. 36, 395. 1911. 
2) FRITZ LANGE, Z . Ph. Chem. 110, 351, 192i. Quinone given to 22° K. 
3) SIMON. Ann. Physik. (i) 68. 2il, 1922. 
4) D . H . ANDREWS, Journ. Am. Chem. Soc. 48, 1293, 1926. 
5) PARKS, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 47, 338, 1925. 
6) GIBSON and GIAUQUE, Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 45, 93, 1923. 
7) V . HENRI, Structure des Molecules, Paris 1925 p. 111. 
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has found the ultra violet spectrum to be weIl represented by the 
equation: 

1 T =38612.4 + n 921.7- p 162 +q 121. 

The fundamental frequencies in the three variabIe terms. converted to 
the () scale. are 1312. 230 and 172 respectively. 

In the infra red region the absorption spectra of liquid benzene and 
related compounds have been studied by a number of investigators 1). 
Among the bands observed MARTON and ELLIS find considerable evidence 
for the existence of two series of bands. One of these. with fundamental 
frequency () = 2226. ELLIS ascribes to vibrations involving the C-H bond 
and it will be discussed later. The other series he considers as due to 
the C-C bond. Although the position of the series shifts somewhat 
among the different compounds considered. the wave lengths are fairly 
weIl represented by the equation: 

l n = 28.0fn n = 1. 2. 3. 4 etc. 

The evidence for this series in benzene is as follows. The band corres~ 
ponding to n = 1. lies too far in the infra red to be observed. and the 
second harmonie. n = 2. is in the region at the limit of observation which 
in the case of benzene is uncertain. The band corresponding to n = 3 
should lie at 9.35 ft. According to the observations of BELL (loc. cit.) 
there is. in this case. no band at 9.35 ft but two very prominent bands 
one at 8.4 ft and one at 9.75 ft . To secure the correct interpretation of 
these bands further evidence is undoubtedly necessary. but as a tentative 
hypothesis in order to secure frequency values for calculating the specific 
heat. we make the following assumptions. The band at 8.4 ft is considered 
to be the band for n = 3 in the ELLIS C~C series which. for the case 
of benzene. is taken as having a fundamental frequency corresponding 
to 25.2 ft instead of 28 ft which was the average for a number of com~ 
pounds. This value gives an equation 

ln = 25.2 ft fn 

which seems to fit the bands for n = 4. 5. 6 etc. nearly as weIl as 
ELLlS'S general equation. Moreover it is not unreasonable to suppose 
that the fundamental frequency for C in benzene is somewhat higher 
than for most organic compounds because the interatomic forces in the 
benzene ring are generally regarded as comparatively strong. The 
fundamental frequency on the () scale for this series is 568. 

As a second assumption the band at 9.75 ft is identified with the funda~ 

1) W . W . COBLENTZ. Investigations of Infra Red Spectra. CarnegieÎnst. Pub!. Wash
ington D. C. 1906. 

J. W . ELLIS. Phys. Rev. 23. 048. 19204; 27. 298. 1926 contains a summary of the 
previous work in th is field. 

L. MARTON. Z . Phys. Chem. 117. 97-128. 1925. 
F . K. BELL. lourn. Am. Chem. Soc. 47, 2811 , 1925. 
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mental frequency in HENRI 's equation. () = 1312. which would corre~ 

spond to a band at 1O.9/-l. The shift toward higher frequency is regarded 
as due to the doser packing in the liquid state as compared with the 
vapour. This means that bands should be found in accordance with the 
equation 

Àn = 9.75 /-l/n n = 1. 2. 3 •... etc. 

Unfortunately these bands coincide with other deep bands so that it is 
difficult to prove the existence of this series. but such a series is not 
unreasonable. The fundamental frequency in the () scale for this series is 1470. 

In order to account for these bands in terms of atomic vibrations we 
regard the carbon atom as having only two fundamental frequencies. The 
higher corresponds to vibrations. with large restoring force. in a direction 
along the carbon to carbon bonds. that is. in the plane of the benzene 
ring. It has the value () = 1312 (HENRI) in the vapour state and () = 1470 
in the liquid. The second fundamental frequency corresponds to vibration 
not along any C-C bonds but perpendicular them. that is. perpendicular 
to the plane of the benzene ring. This vibration, with a much smaller 
restoring force. has the frequency () = 230 in the gas. and 0 = 568 in 
the liquid. The increase of the value in passing from the gas to the 
liquid state is again ascribed to packing and is so much larger than in 
the previous case because the vibration is perpendicular to the ring and 
more retarded by the presence of neighbouring rings in the liquid state. 

The correctness of identifying these frequencies with the vibration of 
the carbon atoms is supported by the "melting point", i. e. temperature 
of decomposition for the benzene ring, calculated from LINDEMANN's 
melting point~frequency formula. employing these va lues of the frequency. 
Por () = 568 the temperature of decomposition is about 800 oK.. certainly 
of the right order of magnitude. 

This picture lends itself most readily. of course, to the centric formula 
for benzene. especially that recently proposed by PAULING 1). Adopting 
this view. each carbon atom is assigned one degree of freedom perpen~ 
dicular to the plane of the ring with frequency () = 568 and two in the 
plane. with frequency () = 1470. The two terms in the specific heat 
equation for the heat capacity of the carbon atoms are thus 2) 

6 R FE(5~8) + 12RFEC~0} 
This assumes th at the frequencies are not greatly changed in passing 
from the liquid to the solid state. 

There now remain only the vibrations of the hydrogen to be accounted 

1) LINUS PAULING. Jour. Am Chem. Soc. -tS, 1132. 1926. 
2) The va lues of these terms are given in columns 11 and 111 of table I. In the supple

ment to table I are given the values for term 11 calculated with 8 = 511. secured from 
Ellis's general C-C equation. }. = 28.0 ft /no The differences between the two sets of values 
for Term 11 are no greater than the uncertainties in the theory. 
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for. ELLlS's 1) view that these are really responsible for the series with 
fundamental frequency {} = 2226 is supported by the va lues for the 
specifk heat of methane. The spectrum of th is compound has recently 
been carefully observed 2) and analyzed 3) and has absorption bands corre~ 
sponding to those in the ELLIS series, though interpreted somewhat 
differently. Assuming that the hydrogen atoms in methane act as inde~ 
pendent PLANCK oscillators with these frequencies. the heat capacity due 
to them is computed to be of the same order of magnitude, as the 
excess of the observed heat capacity of methane over the equipartition 
value, 4 R, for translation and rotation of the molecule. In the calculations 
for the organic molecules we therefore assign each H atom th ree degrees 
of freedom in which it vibrates with frequency, {} = 2226. 

The term in the specifk heat equation for benzene is 

18 R FE (22~6} 
§ 4. Although this accounts for all the sources of heat capacity due 

to oscillations, there is in addition undoubtedly quite an appreciabie 
heat of expansion inc\uded in the observations at constant pressure. An 
adaption of NERNST'S equation 1) has been employed to account for this 

2 T 
(Cp - C')molecule= (C')molecule Tm X. 0214 

wh ere Tm is the melting point. In (Cv)~olecule only the truly molecular 
part of the heat capacity has been employed instead of the total 
heat capacity, as in NERNST'S (C )2. In view of the relative fre~ 

p 

quencies, it does not seem likely that there is an appreciabie effect 
on the expansion of the crystal. due to the expansion of the ring itself. 
and for this latter the heat effect is computed to be negligible. Moreover 
for the purest substances there is no rise in the heat capacity in the 
region just bel ow the melting point 5) such as a (C

p
)2 term would lead 

us to expect. The expansion term is thus 

[ ( 159)J2 T 6RFD T 278.60.0214. 

This completes the list of terms for the heat capacity equation which 
appears as follows: 

Cp =6 R FD( li?) + 6RFE(5~~) + 12 RFE(!~O) + 
I. MOLECULE. 11. l. to ringplane. 111. // to ringplane. 

vibration of carbon atoms. 

') See Note 1. p . 749. 
2) F. P . COOLEY, Astr. Phys. Jour. 62. 73, 1925. 
3) D. M. DENNISON, Astr, Phys. Jour. 62, 84, 1925. 
1) See Note 1 p . 748. 
5) ANDREWS, LYNN, and JOHNSTON. Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. -i8, 1274, 1926. 
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TABLE II. 
The molal heat capacity of hydroquinone C6H.(OHh. melting point m.l 0 K. 

I 
Vibrations Total Heat 

I 
capacity 

calc.-
TOK. Molecule Carbon and oxygen Expansion obs. 

calories Hydrogen 
per degree .1 to bonds II to bonds 

calc. obs. 

I. II. 111. IV. V. 

6 IWDe~O) 8 RFEe~8) 16RFEe~0) 18RF E (22i
6 

) (C)~ol. 
Tx O.214 

445 . 1 

10 .2 .2 

20 1.4 1.4 1.8 -.4 

30 3.5 0 3 .5 3.8 - .3 

40 5.6 .1 5.1 5.4 +.3 

50 7.1 0 .0 .1 7.2 6.9 + .3 

60 8.2 0 .1 .2 8.5 8.3 +.2 

80 9 .6 0 .7 .4 10.7 10 .4 +.3 

100 10.4 1.7 .5 12 .6 12.1 +.5 

120 10.8 3.2 0.0 .7 14 .7 13.9 +.6 

140 11. 1 4.7 .1 .8 16.7 15.8 + .9 

160 11.3 6 .2 .3 1.0 18 .8 17.7 +1.1 

180 11.5 7.4 .7 1.1 20.7 19.7 +1 .0 

200 11.5 8.5 1.1 0 1.3 22 .4 21.8 +.6 

220 11.6 9.4 1.8 .1 1.4 24 .3 23.9 +.4 

240 11.6 10 .2 2.6 .3 1.6 26.3 26 .0 +.3 

260 11.7 10 .8 3.6 .5 1.7 28.3 28.1 +.2 

280 11. 7 11.4 4.7 .9 1.9 30.6 30.2 +.4 

300 11.8 11.9 5.8 1.2 2.0 32 . 7 32.4 +.3 

320 11.8 12 .3 7.0 1.6 2.1 34 .8 34.5 +.3 

340 11.8 12 .7 8.1 2.2 2.3 37.1 36.6 +.5 

360 11.8 13 .0 9.2 2.8 2.4 39.2 38.7 +.5 

380 11.8 13.3 10.4 3.5 2.6 41.6 40.8 +.8 

400 11.8 13 .5 11.5 4.2 2.7 43.7 42.9 +.8 

420 11.9 13.7 12.6 5.0 2.8 46.0 45.0 +1.0 

I 440 11.9 13.8 13 .5 5.9 3.0 48.1 47.2 + .9 

(
2226) [ ( 159)J2 T +18RFE -r + 6RFD T 278.6 X 0.0214. 

IV. HVDROGEN. V. EXPANS10N. 
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The values of these terms separately. the sum. and the observed values 
of the heat capaeity are arranged in Table I. The agreement is somewhat 
better than would be expected in view of the complex structure of such 
a molecule. On the other hand it is not so surprising. in view of the 
possibility of resonance effects which may cut down the number of 
frequencies. and also in view of the simplieity of the observed spectrum 
in which all the prominent bands are accounted for even by this simple 
theory. As an extension of these ideas. formulas of similar nature have 
been developed for the other forty or so organic compounds for which 
the heat capaeities have been measured up to the present time. and it 
is found that. with the frequeneies employed for benzene. the heat capa~ 
eities of these compounds in the solid state can be accounted for fairly 
satisfactorily. This seems to show that in most organic compounds the 
valence forces are roughly the same. As an example there is given in 
Table II the heat capaeity terms and total' for hydroquinone. para 
C6H 4(OHh. which illustrates bet ter than benzene the way the hydrogen 
vibrations and the carbon vibrations parallel to the ring plane contribute 
to the heat capacity at the higher temperatures. 

The observed values are secured by interpolation from the following 
sources; LANGE 1). ANDREWS. LVNN and JOHNSTON 2) and ANDREWS 3). 

The fact that this theory is in accord with the facts over such a wide 
range of temperature and for so many compounds seems to show th at 
the vibrations are. generally speaking. of the types which have been 
outlined. 

It is hoped th at wh en further measurements of both specific heats and 
absorption spectra are made. a more comprehensive and detailed theory 
along these lines will result. 

1) FRITZ LANGE. Z . ph . Chem. 110. 351. 1924. 
2) ANDREWS. LVNN and JOHNSTON. Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 48. 1274. 1926. 
3) D. H. ANDREWS. Jour. Am. Chem. Soc. 48. 1293. 1926. 
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